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CORRIGENDA.
Page 28.-Headnoles. In line 4for leasee read lessee
..,
In line 14 for (i) read (ii).
Page 157.-ln the fourth line- of the third paragraph'
of the headnotes insert a comma after the word' oil'
and for' had' read' having in the fifth line delete
-the words' oil, consequently' and substitute' gas' ; and
in the sixth line delete the -wQ'fdS-,4,-the gas I and
substitute' it ' .
~
Page 200.-1 n the shou~dernotefor Carr, J., read"
Brown, J.
Page 209.--ln line 6 from below/or section 13
read section 12.
Page 220.-ln line 4 from belowjor 1909 read-1923·
Page 398.--ln the case of Ma On Thin v. Ma
Ngwe Yin, delete the first headnote and substitute the
. following:- .
I

;

.. Held" that where the children have taken their share of inheritance ill
the· joint property of their parents after the death Of one pi\rent and before
the remarriage of the surviving parent, they are not entitled to further interes
in any property inherited by that parent· after the. partition and before the .
second marriage."
.

Page 718.-ln line 23, for--M~bomed-, J.
Mahmood, J.
Page 762.---ln line~ 13, 14 and 19 delete (2).
In line 7 from below delete (1).

read

THE HIGH COURT, 1929:
1st]alluary to 31st December.
~

CHIEF JUSTICE.
The Hon'ble Sir JOHN GUY RVTLI<:DGE, Kt., K.C·,
M.A. (ori;leave' froii.r1:4th ''j-ulle'lo·'3Td»Be'cember).
Tbe Hon'ble Sir' BENJAMI:'J HERBERT HEALD, Kt·,
V.D., M.A., I.C.S. (officiating Chief Justice from
14th June to 3rd December).

PUISNE JUDGES.
The Hon'ble Sir H"~NRY SHELDON PRATT, Kt.,M.A.,
I.C.S. (on leave for 134 months from 17th March).
The Hon'ble Sir BENJAMIN HERBERT HEALD, Kt.,
V.D., M.A.) I.C·S.
. Th e Han' ble . ;YJ.\!lr.."Justiee".Wu..:I,.lAM..•CARR"J..C.Sn,{on
leave from 5th April to 8th September).
The Hon'ble Mr. Justice JOHN ROBERT ELLIS
CUNLIFFE,' Barrister-at-Law (on leave from 14th
June to 8th September).
The Hon'ble Mr. Justice PARUNGAVUR NARASIMHA
CHARI,B.A., B.L.
The Hon'ble Mr. Justice JYOTIS RANJAN
DAS,
Barrister-at-Law (on leave from 2nd January to
2nd February).
The Hon'ble Mr. Justice HOBERT EDWARD OTTER,
M.e., Barrister-at-LauJ (on leave from 25th July
to ~thSeptember).

( ii

)

The Hon'ble Mr.Justice MAUNG BA, K.S.M., B.A.
(on Ieave';{ot: i 4"';'mortth's"';and24 days from 18th
November). ,
The Hon'ble. Mr. Justice MYA Bu, Barrister-at-Law
(on leave from 23rd ApriI.,to 18th May).
The Hon'ble Mr. Justice "HAROLD ARROWSMITH
BHOWN, B.A., Barrister-at-Law., I.e.s.
The Hon'ble Mr. Justice JOHN MINTY BAGULEY,
Barrister-at-Law., I.C.S. (officiating from 18th
Match)'
•.-<"';"";"
The Hon'ble Mr. Justice JOHN ,PATRICK DOYLE,
, Barrister-at-Law, I.C.S. (officiating fro,m, 5th
April to 7th September)'.
The Hon'ble Mr.' Justice HENRY LEE ORMISTON"
Barrister-ai-Law (offiCiating from 14th June to
7th September and from 18th November).
The Hon'ble Mr. Justice ARCHIE, GERARD MOSELY,
I.C.S. (officiating from 29th July to 7th
September).
,Mr. A. EGGAR, M.A., Barrister-at-Law, Government
, Advocate (on leave from '1st May to 5th Nov·
ember).
U BA DUN, Barrister-at-Law, Deputy Government
Advocate.
Mr. CLIVE HERBERT GAUNT, LL.B., Assistant Government Advocate (officiating Government Advocate
from 1st May to 5th November and on leave
from 25th November).'
U TtJNBYu, M.A., Barrister-ai-Law, Assistant Government Advocate. '
Mr. E. W. LAMBERT, BarrisieY-at-~aw: Assistant'
Governtrtent Advocate (officiatingfroni 1st May
1929 to 5th November 1924 and from 25th
November 1929).
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APPELLATE CRIMINAL.
Before Mr. Justice Baguley.

KING·EMPEROR

1928

v.

July 11,

MAUNG PO SEIN:J<;
HabitualOjfenders Restriction Act (Burma Act II of 1919)-Burma Gambling
Act (Burma Act I of 1899), s. l7-Person convicted under the Gall/bling
Act not to be dealt with under the Habitual Ojfende1's Restriction Act.
Held, that no restriction order under the provisions of the Habitual
Offenders Restriction Act can be passed' agaillst a persoll proceeded agairst
under s. 17 of the Burma Gambling Act for earning his livelihood by unlawful
gaming.
K.E. v. Kyaw Hla, 4 Ran. 123 ; Nga Pa v. K.E., 4 Ran. 455-referred. to.

The accused WdS dealt \vith under section '17 of
the Burma Gambling Act and an order under section
7 of the Burma Habitual Offenders R:striction Act
was eventually passed against him restricting his
movements. The accused violated his restrictions
and was prosecuted under section 18 (1) of the
Habitual,Offenders Restriction Act before the Town
. ship Magistrate of Thegon. The Magistrate reported
the case for orders to the District Magistrate of
Prome who was of opinion that the prosecution and
the original order were illegal. He submitted the
case t() the High Court for orders under section 438
oftli~rCrimj.nal Procedure Code..
• Criminal Revision No. 351B of 1<128.
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BAGULEY,:;~ J.-It

has al~eady pe~n held ' inK~a<;J"
KING:
RIa's case (1) that the Hab,itual 0ffe'riders'
Restriction
EMPEROR"," ,,'
. ,. " ,".
11.'
• Act qoesnot· apply" tOr per,s,ons, pro~eeded, agaiIl;~t
MAUNG Po .
.' . ,
.... , . ' .
." " ....
.
.."
SEI~,~,
under section '3 ,of the' 0pium"Law Amendrnent':Ac't,'
BAG~;J. and in Nga Pa's .~a~,~,,(2) , th~t,it does not 'apply to
persons proceeded again'st under section 64A of the
Burma Excise Act. There seems to be, as yet, no
recorded case stating whether or not it applies to
. persons proceed ed against,'under section 17 of the
Gambling Act.
..'"
In my opiniD'ii "it 'dbes~': ri\dt.'· tl1e ;~ordingof the
relevant sections is" mufalisl.mu(andis, exactly the
same, and probably secti~p f7'ofGambling Act, as
the oldest of the three)' is the 0l1e from which the
other two were copied.''''
,'.
Thereis,no: neeel.Jof:t..m e .to _passany;(:>n:l~s~l.int~
this- tase~; 'fli eDistf,ict .--~Magistraie . has 'PC> w~rs "-~der
the Habi tu3:1 '; Off~nd~;rs' Resti'iction --,Ad ",to" ~~ry or
cancel any, ordtr -, passed- under- it. . As 'regards the
case from' the Court of \ the Township 'l\fagi~trate,
Thegon, which stat:ted ~his Il1:atter,:-itappears,to
in
suspense, no orders have been passed under it, and
probably the simplest way of dealing with it would
be for the learned District Magistrate to arrange with
the Public Prosecutor to have it' withdrawn. Let the
records be returned.
!'

be

(1) (1926) 4 Ran. 123.'

(2) 11926} 4 Ran. 455.
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Before

i
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~

Mr. Justice Carr.
1928

KlNG.-EMPEROR

Nov. 15.

v.
AUNG SHAN

AND OTHERS. *

.Excise Act (Burma Act V of 1917), ss.5 (1),30 (a) and (b)-Prosecution for
possession or sale of tari in Upp~r Burma-Area excluded from operation
of the Act execpt within five miles of a licensed tad shop.
By a Financial Department Kolification. tari is exempted from all the
:provisions of the Excise Act throughout Upper Burma, except in places within
five miles of a Ifcensed tari shop. Therefore except within such limits neither
-the possession nor the sale of tari in Upper Burma is an offence.
CARR,'

J.~Two of these cases -were tried by the

Tow:nshlp Magistrate, salin, and in them the accused,
were convicted of ,illicit ~possessi0n of tari. The
t~1ird case was tried by the Additional Magistrate of
Pwinbyu, at,d in it the accused was convicted qf
illicit sale of tari. This case was carelessly tried and'~
the evidence was' inadequate.
_, .In all t.J:1r~e cas?s there is the seriou,s defect that
no 0ffenoe· 'has :',"been either proved or admitted. By
paragraph '1(4)'6£ Financial Department Notification
No. 72~'ciated!18th 'September, 1917(1), tari is exempted
Jrom all provisions of the Excise ActthroughoutUpper
BurIlia, except in pla'ces WIthin five miles of a
licensed tari shop. It follows that except within
'such limits neither the possession nor the sale of tad
is an offence. To prove an offence it is necessary
, to show that the place of possession or sale is within
five miles of a licensed, tari shop. No attempt v..-as
made to prove this in any of, the three cases, nor
was it in any of them stated in the particulars of the
,

i\~-'

'

• Criminal ReviSion Nos. 1031A, 1033 Aand 1037 A Of 1928.
(l rPage'33, Burma ExCise Manual.

..
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KING·
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V.
AUNG SHAN
AND OTHERS.
CARR,

J.
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offence to which the accused was required to plead.
All the convictions are therefore bad.
I set aside the convictions and sentences in all three
cases and direct that each of the accused persons be
acquitted and that the fine paid by him be refunded to·
him.
PRIVY COUNCIL.

J.C."
1928

Nov. 30.

MA NGWE NAING (Plaintiff)
'/).

MAUNG THA MAUNG (Defendant).
(On Appeal from .the High Court at Rangoon.)
Lirnilation- COllvejlallce by Burman to daughter-Plwported partition 011 re11laY1'iage-C;uif by daug,!ter for possession-Plea of fraud on lcreditorS.
rejeded on facts-:-Possees'sion of f,1thCl' on behalf of daughter.
In 190';' a Burman executed on his remarriage a deed of partition by which,
he purported to convey to his daughter, the only child of his first marriage and.
then eight years of age, immoveable property as her one-quarter share oi the
joint property of that marriage, ;,nd he appointed his own mother to take care·
of it., He remained in possession, but contributed to the support of his
daughter, who resided with her maternalgrandl!lother. At the time of theconveyance the .father was c01l5iderably iudebted, and his creditors finding
. that th~y cOilld not attach the property settled with him upon easy terms. In.
·1')15 the father promised his daught;:r and her maternal uncle that the property
would be restored to her. In 1925 the d.lughter suee! for posse~sion. The
father pleaded that the conveyance was in fraud of his credito; s, and tbat the
suit wa'S barred by limitation.
Held, that upon the whole hcts the falller had failed to dis.:harge lhe
burden, which was heaYily upon him, of proving that the conveyance Wi.S in
fraud of his creditors, and not a gen"ine conveyance of his c'aughter's share,,,
possibly liberally i.;alcuJated ;·and tll:lt consequently his possession was not
adverse to his daughter; but on her behalf. Having regard to this finding of
fact it was not necessary to consider \vlJetber It was fictitious and fraudulent,
upon which question decisiOris.in India appeared to be in conflict.
Judgment of the High Court reversed.

Appeal (No. 153 of 1927) from a decree of the
High Court (June 1, 1926) reversing a decree of the·
District Judge of Tharra\t-addy(July 2, 1925).
* I;RESESl' :~LOR~ PHILLIMORE,

LORD ATKIN A:>iO SIR LANCELOT SANDERSOt-j-.
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The appellant brought a suit in 1925 against the
respondent, her father, for possefsion of immoveable
property which he had conveyed to her in 1904. The
respondent pleaded in defence, (1) that the conveyance
was in fraud of his creditors and fictitiol~s, and (2)
that the suit was barred by limitation.
The facts appear from the judgment of the Judicial Committee.
The District Judge rejected both defences upon
the facts, and made a decree.
On Appeal in the High Court the decree was
reversed. The learned Judges (Heald and Chari; JJ.)
upon an examination of the respundent's financial
position in 1904, and considering the appellant's
.liability in respect of the debts incur"ed, held that
the conveyance was a fictitious transaction by the
defendant for the purpose of defeating his creditors.
They held on the authority of 1I1aung Tin v. MaMai
.Myint (1), that the defendant was not precluded from
setting up his own fraud as a defence; in any Case
he could show that no title was intended to pas,s for
the purpose of establishing adverse possession, and
.accordingly that the suit was barred by limitation.
1928 Oct. 28, 29, 30, Nov. 1. De Gruyther, K.C. and
,Pennell for the appellant.
Dunne, K.C., E. B. Raikes, and McNair for the
respondent.
The arguments were mainly upon the facts. On
the question whether the defendant could set up his
own fraud reference was made to :-Ram Sur'unSingh
v. Pran Peary (2), Eugene Pogose v. Delhi and
London Banking Company (3), Babaji v. Krishna (4),
Preo Nath Koer v. Kazi Mahomed Shazid (5),
(1) (1921) 11 L.B.R. 83.
(3) (1884) 10 Cal. 95l.
(2) (1870) 13 Moo. I.A. 551.
(4) (1893) 18 Born. 372.
(5) (1903) 8 C.W.N. 620.
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NAING

v.
:'.r.".:NG THA

MAUNG.
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Sidlil1gappa v. Hirasa (6), Jadu i Nath Poddar v.;
MA NGWD ' Riiplal Poddar (7), ,Girdharlal v. 'Manickamma ,(8)"
N~~~' .1.1aung Tin v. Ma Mai¥yint (9).
MM'~;~~HA
Noven1ber 30. The judgment of their Lordships
was delivered by :-LORD ATKIN.--':This is an appeal from the High
Court at Rangoon allowi ng 'appeal from a decree of
the District Judge of Tharrawaddy, made in favour of
the plaintiff, the present appellant. The suit was
brought by the plaintift, Ma Ngwe Naing, against her
father, the defendant, Maung Tha Maung, claiming
possession of certain lands, of which she: "vas "the
registered owner. It is not disputed that the':'f~ther:'
lfy deed dated January 15th,' 1904, pu'rported to have
made a partition of property and to have conveyed the'
property in question, to his daughter. He alleges,
however, that the tra~sadion was a "'fictitious' transac:tion intended merely to defeat his creditors. The
High Court reversing the Dish:ict Judge have' so l1eldi,
the daughter has appealed.
Maung Tha Maung married as his first wife Ma.
Pu, the plaintiff is the only issue of the marriage.
In Febuary, 1903, Ma Pudied, the plaintiff was then
8 or 9 years old. Later, in 1903, the defendantm<ttried
Ngwe Hlaing.On the remarriage the plaintiff
undoubtedly became entitled to a share of ihe joint'
marital property of her .father and deceased mother..
Three or four months after the marriage the father lbok,
all the steps necessary to carry out a legal partition and'
to vest the appropriate share in the daughter. The,
fainily were consulted. Lugyis were sl1mmorte'd to,
allthe'n,ticaie the'par't'ition, and'.a f6fr-nal dO'cument "vas:
execufed Hy the;f~fh'er on Jan~ary' 15tBf; 1904,'wh{c11'
is Exhibit L.1t :recites - that the father' divides, and~
1928 . •

---"-

-

(6) (1907)31 BQru: 40~.
(7) (1906) 33 CaL'967. '

(8))19131 38 Bom, 10,
(9) (1921) 11 L.B.R. 83,
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gives outright possession. by< way of ir:f,heritance of
one-fourth<of. the' whole estate to his daughter for the MA NGWE
mother's share,: and that Ma Sh\;ve Hnit,the grand- iN~:~G
mother of. the, daughter,. undertook to take charge of MtZ~:;~~~HA
the d.llgh.!tees share "uiHil the daughter's majority.
.
It th~n 'defines the: share, \vhich consisted of 78 acres
of paddy land, estirriated in the deed as worth 3,500
rupees, and a house and compound worth 500 rupeese,
and concludes ,with formal words of conveyance. The
dacum.ent was duly registered. In due course the
gr·andm:other petitioned the Court of the District Judge
for a grant of letters of administration to the deceased
IvIa Pu, alleging that the father had made over the
guardianship and one-fourth share due to his deceased
wife-in trust for Hle daughter. On February 20thletters
of: adminishation of the estate of Ma Pu in general
form were granted to Ma Shwe Hnit. In 1908 the
father?s cniditors who had obtained decrees against
. him by way of execution attached the property
question. The grandmother, acting on behalf oUile
daughter, with the approval and assistance of the
father, took proceedings to have the attachment set
aside and .succeeded.· The father subsequently made a
composition with his creditors. About the time of·
the deed of partition 'the plaintiff went to live with
her maternal grandmother, Shwe Pai, v,rith whom
apparently she:continued to live until her marriage in
1924. l • She attained'her majority io:191L During,the
w:hbleof~{this:period,;thefather,"as found b'y the triil
j\1:dgi; eOntiriu~d:in' possession oftheproperty, receiving
the r~nts 'and 'produce. He· however,'contributed':of:6
the daughter"s support.. The trial Jud'ge finds that about
1915 'fhe daiIghter' went\.v.ith her maternal uncle and
another ,.witness, to::' her father to demand possession
of:i!heJands, a:nd"received'an assurance from the father
that lhe,·,property: :was safe and would be restored to

in
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her. Representations had been made in 1924 and
preceding years by the father to various revenue
NA,l~G
officers that the lands in question were the daughter's
MAUNG THA and that he was leasino- them
on her behalf.. The
MAUNG.
b
father gave evidence to the effe.et that at the tIme of
the alleged partition he owed 30,000 rupees, that he
executed the document to save the property from his
creditors, and that under it he transferred all his
property to his daughter's name. He says that arter
the partition he absconded for a time to avoid his
creditors. On return he was sued and was imprisoned
for dpbt. He made an unsucces&ful application to be
declared an insolvent. After the creditors had failed
in their attachment of the lands in suit he says
he compounded his debts of Rs. 30,000 for Rs. 3,000.
He says he always remained in possession, and was
supported by several witnesses, \\"ho spoke to acts of
ownership at all material times by the defendant.
The learned trial Judge found that the defendant
had not discharged the onus of proof that the
transaction was fictitious. The High Court, on the
contrary, find that the transaction was \\"ho11y fictitious.
They rely upon the circumstances that, as they
find, the defendant was heavily indebted at the date
of the deed; that the property assigned amounted
to nearly the whole of the defendant's assets; that
the guardian appointed \;vas not the daughter's
maternal grandmother with whom she lived, but
the father's mother, and that the defendant continued in possession of the land throughout They
further came to the conclusion that the defendant's
possession was throughout adverse to his daughter
and that he had :lcquired a title by limitation. While
appreoiating the gnunds of suspicion which the above
.circumstances afford, their Lordships are of opinion
upon consideration of the whole case thaUhe defendant
1928

1\1A NGWE
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failed t() discharge the onus w1:lich lay heavily upon
him in the circumstances to show that the transaction was fictitious. The defendant's case is that the
partition was intended to defraud his creditors. He
has to admit that this fraud, if it was one, was
successful; that he repelled the creditors' attempt to
attach the property, procuring his d.:iughter's tItle to
be set up, and that thereupon the frustrated creditors
accepted a small composition.
Their Lordships listened to a forcible argument
that in such circumstances, where a grantor alleges
that a transaction apparently real was actually fictitious,
and was for the purpose of effecting a fraud, and
the fraud "vas completed, he cannot be heard in a
Court of Law to say that the transaction was other
than what it appears to be. There have been various
·decisions on this point in India which appear.to
conflict. Their Lordships find it unnecessary to decide
the point. But they have no doubt that facts that
can be relied on in support of such a plea make it
the duty of the Court adjudicating on the allegation
of such a grantor to see that he proves by cogent
,evidence the averment that he makes. The present
case differs from the usual form of alleged benami
transactions in that there was an undoubted legal
right of tbe transferee existing independently of the
impugned transaction to receive a transfer of some
property. Their Lordships think it probable that the
father was at the date in question in debt, though
not to the extent suggested of 30,000 rupees. Such.
a condition of affairs would be as likely to lead to
the father making a real partition as a fictitious one.
]n these circumstances again it may well be that
intending the property really to vest in the daughten
and so be removed from the creditors, he may have
made in thepaftition a generous estimate of a fourth.
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It was contended in argument that inClny case th""@
MA 'N~wE',share:~of, an only daughter would be one half. Their
N~';~ .. :Lord:Hiips consid'er thaHorthe purposes of estimating:
M~:~~;1f!tt'h~ gOGd faith :of the parties the expressed i nten tion of':
.. giVing one-fourth should alone .be looked at. But it is';
obvious from the evidence that the defendant is
inacci.lrate .when he says that the transfer was of all
his 'property, and the excessive share given' to the'
daughter does not in the circumstances appear to be'
inconsistent with a genuine transaction.
.
:J.Si~ilarly, the retaining of the possession and'
management' by the father in the. circumstances of
the:daughter;b'eing an1nfant, and the guardian of the
prope;ty b'eing, the paternal: grandmother,. appears
entirely consistent: with the poss'ession'~md manag~·'
ment being conducted in accordance, with ·the'le·g~l';
title that is for and on account of the daughter. In:
tlils' respect it would appear ~nf6rtunate"that the:
:Je'a¥:hed- Judges of the High Court have not- re'ferredi,'
. to:theadrriissidn in 1915 by the father to his daughter
and: her uncle ,found by' the trial Judge on evidence
which'their Lordships find no rcason to doubt. If as
the trial Judgefo'und' in their Lordships' opinion
correctly, the possession of the father is in accordance·
with the leg'al purport of the deed, no title would be
acquired by the father under the law of limitation.
For' ,these-reasons their' Lordships agree with the
learned··trial: Judge: in thinking that< the defendant
f~iled to establish his defence. ·-Their LordsJAips the:r~,::'
foi.e.~l"e .0Hopinion·that dhe::app:¢alii should be' 'al1o~v'ed'
aria.:tl1'e dedee:, of thef'learned' tiiat'i Judge restored"
and Willf' h limbl y adviie' "Bis," Majesty"accofdii1gly~.
The appellant s.hould h'~ve her·; costs;~here and in,
· h'C OUf t ." "",~:"
th e H Ig.
""'"r'::,"
:' ' ~;l
Solicitor for appellant:]. E.La,1?ibert.'
;;
Solicitors for respondent.: Buimal{& Bramall.
j
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;," APPELLATE CRIMINAL.
BefoH Mr: Justice Mmmg Ba.

SHWE KYO

1928

AND OTHERS

v·
KING

'Dec; 3,

EMPEROR.;~
.;'

Opium Act (I of 18781, s. 9-Possession of opium-Knowledge of possession
essential fvr conviction.
To convict a person of illegal possession of opium, it is necessary to show
that he has knowledge of his possession. A pei;son who is unaware that
opium bas been placed in his custody cannot be
<:onvicted. •
.
Queen-Empress v. Chit Aung (1872-?2) S.J. 573-:;-followed.':·

s'o

.

,

"!.t.,

.

BA, 'f-Fl·ve persons'; were' convicted of
illegall.,6ssession '~f: ~opium ' under' 'section 9 (c) of
the Opiuin Act and 'sentenced to various terms' of
imprisbnment. In the case of two of them, a sentence
of fine was added.
The facts, as held proved by the prosecution, were
briefly as follows ;U Ko Ko, Court Prosecuting Officer of the First
Additional Magist] ate's Court, Rangoon, acting on
information, went and waited in front of Kamayut
Police-station with two witnesse~, Maung Kya Nyun:
and Maung Po Hmyin, at about 10 a.m. on the 30th
September, 1928. A Dodge Car, No. RA8423,' was'
theni.'s'een coming from'Rang')on,and he stopp~d:tiie
car and'':made a search. He found a balb;of dtHum
in each;:F5ocket of -the waterprb'6f coat, ~hicl~ ;~\~S
folded. The waterproof coat was in tile piHhJront
of th~'rear seat. The appellant, Ba Kyin, was driving
tfle';caF; 'and tI1eappellant, l\fjltI1g Han, sat n:exbto'
hirn::/T he';aPpel'latlt,':Swee KytW:tl1e appellant;Cban
Mya,~'and 'abe') twang, were:'s~ated on the rear seat.
, * Criminal App~als>}ios~ 1432, 1439 and 1450 of 1928 against the order of
the First Additional Makistri<te of RangooninC;iminal Trial No.' ::05 of 1928·MAU;NG
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The two balls of opium weighed 58 ticals, and Ko
SIlWE Kyo
Ko states that the opium balls \-vere effectively conAND
•
OTHERS
cealed m
the poe k ets 0 f the waterproo f .
K~~GThe rain-coat fitted Lwang, and Lwang admitted
EMPEROR.
that it belonged to him, but he pleaderl that he did
MAUNGBA,J. not know to whom the exhibit opium belonged.
All
the four appellants also denied knowledge of the
opmm.
The driver, Maung Ba Kym, stated that, as the
two Chinamen told his friend, Maung Han, that they
wanted to go to Hmawbi, he was taking them there.
Chan Mya, the Burman, who was one of the
three seated on the back seat, said that he was in
the car because his friend, Ba Kyin, invited him in.
Swee Kyo, who is 55, said that, while he was at
a teashop, Lwang came in a car and in vited him
for a drive, so he got in and did not know anything
about the opium.
Lwang, who is 22 and who has not appealed, as
already pointed out,denied knowledge of the opium.
though he admitted to be the owner of the waterproof.
The car 'was not a taxi, and the record does not
disclose who the owner was.
Among the appellants, only S\vee Kyo examined
two witnesses to support his defence. The learned
Magistrate rejected their evidence and convicted all
the five persons, holding that the three Burmans
were helping the two Chinamen in removing the
opium out of Rangoon.
.
The law laid down by Mr. Fulton in QueenEm}1'ess v. Chit Aung (1), is still good law. The
term "possession" implies knowledge on the part of
the alleged possessor, and before an accused person
19:'8

(1) (1872-92) Selected Judgments 573.
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is required to account for opiul1l there must be proof
that such opium has been in his possession or under
his control. Mr. Fulton quoted the following remarks
of Mr. Justice Cave in The Queen v. Ashwell (1). His
Lordship said :II If these cases'are rightly decided, as I believe
them to be, they establish the principle
that a man has n.ot the possession of
that of the existence of which he is
unaware. A man cannot, without his
consent, be made to incur the responsibilities towards the real owner which
arise from the simple possession of a
chattel without further title and if a
chattel has, \vithout his knowledge,
been placed in his custody, his rights
and liabilities as a possessor of that
chattel do not arise until he is aware
of the existence of the chattel and has
assented to the possession of it."
Th8 question is whether the four occupants of
the car, besides Lwang in whose waterproof the opium
balls were concealed. could be said to have knowledge
of the existence of the opi urn. Has there been any
proof that such opium was in their possession or
under their control? It migl-lt be that Lwang \', as
the owner of the opium, and that the others \\ ere
simply helping him in taking it out of Rangoon, or
it might be that Lwang c:mcealed the existence of
the opium from the knowledge of the other occupants
.and simply took them with him to avert suspicion.
111 the absence of circumstances from which it
could be conclusively inferred that the four appellants
had knowledge of the presence of the opium, and
(1) 16 Q.B.D. lS0.
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opi!Jm was unqer their control, it woulq,'
not be safe to pupisll" them on mere su~;pici6n.
.'
I am constrained to hold, that H~e case against
these four appellants is not, free from reasonable
doubt. They are accordingly acquitted. Bail bonds
are cancelled .
APPELLATE CRIMINAL.
:'.-:::

Before Mr. Justice Carr.

.

1928

KING-EMPEROR

v.

Dec. 12.

, MAl:J,NG BA \i\TIN

AND

OTHERS. *

Burma Vacciltation Law Ame,idmenf Act. (I of 1909), sS,4, 13-Vaccination'
Acl (XliI o/is§O); ss.~,:l7 ,18,.22-Prosecution of parent for refusal to
vaccinate his'tkil'(!;iillegal under the local Act-Parent entitled to notice,
• Lxptanat iIJn, 'dnd>;Of'dt;: ora ;nagist~ate under the pro'i.,isiom of the
Vaccination Ad:,. . .
It is illegal to prosecute a :personunder. the provisions of 5.13 of the
Burma Vaccination Law Amendment Ad of 1'109 for his refusal to allow his
children to be vaccinated. That section is only applicable to a person who
refuses to be vaccinated hinlself. S: 4 is the only provision in the Act under
which the -vaccination ,of .. 2 ,child can be ordered if the child is under six
months of age and has beenexp,)sed to infection. To enforce vaccination
of a ihild over six .mon,ths. ,the, provisions of 5S. 9, 17, 18 and 22 of the
Vaccination Act, 1&80, must be ob5erved. Under those sections a parent is to
be gi':en notice to attend' at. aspe,cified tin;teand place with his child fcir
vaccination and if he fails 'to do so; tile superintendent of vaccination must
report the matter to a' dU'ly 'appoi:1le,d magistrate wh'o has to summon the
parent for an explanation. If the explanation is unsatisfactory the magistrate
can order him to have his child vaccinated and on his fail are to do so, he can
be prosecuted.

CARI~,

J.-One judgment will, suffice to dispose of
Criminal Revisions Nos. 1160A: to 1177A inclusive.
They are concerned, respectively, withCriminal Regular
TrialS' Nos. 128;:134, 135) 129, 133, 130, 132, 148,
149; 150,153,155 and 1570f the First Additional Magistrate, Moulmeingyuil, and .Nos.7S, 76,84, 85and '86
of the Second> AdClition al ,¥igistrate, Moulmeingyun.
* Criminal RevisioIlSNos;.:'U60A to~il:;7-7A,against the orders of the' First
and Second Additilnal Magist~atesofMoulmeingyun
.
• J'
,_
.

:"
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·J!1 ,all these, cases the accused were prosecuted by a

"~~,~2S

va~~~~~to~i)~fithe na~~ "af Maung Han for an offence Ki;salleged. to ,; "be under section 13 (1) of the Bprma" EMP:'ROR.
)laccination ::Law (AIT;1endment) Act, I of.;1 909-,',)and Miri:~N~A
.;:tp.,e accuse,d :have all been conv.i~ted oj :.cj;r of£e.nce OTHERS.
under that section of ,that Act F and'fines;:oL Rs~}2 C~R'R, J.
h~lVe
heen', inflicted in the cases of each. of-.'sixteen
,
accused Rs. 3, in the one case, and ~Rs~5 in the
,remaining case. The complaints filed by}\1;aung Han
were all on a printed form in Burmes~<;:T ht f onn
$tates that the complaint -is laid under se~tion'~3:, (1)
of Burma Act I of 1909, and alleges that the accused
without cause refused to allow his child to be vaccinated
bY$. the vaccinator. In some cases Maung Han laid
,~compl$lirits ag~inst both pare~ts;tin other~ against O,I,le
parent only.)n ,one case, No'. 75 of the Second Additional Ma;glstrate;, Maung Han actually prosecuted qqth
parents find also the chilq"age;4 years of age. ,The
;',c~~np'lairit against, the child was exactly the same ~s
tnat, agaInst, her parents, namely, ,that she refused to
ail~vV.he~ chlld to be "vaccinated. This child' was
'.ac'~tiaily summoned to 'appear before the Co'urt a~an
accus·e'd.. The attention of the Magistrate is called to
,section' 82 of th.e Indian Penal Code. I am giad to
note that the child was not convided.:Although in
some case:; Maung Hail instituted pruceedings against
,both parents, in every case the Magist,rate wa's'sati~fied
with inflicting punishment on one parent, and acquitted
the other, without giving any valid grounds for his
.acquittaL .
..
..
.'
The' First' Additional Magistrate in his cases stated
.
."
\ ....... ".
. :
partIculars of the offence as follows;- vVlthout any
reason refu$ed to lallow his child 'to .be vi;lccinated
wh,en· asked ,by the complainant\raccinatqr,'and ih'ere,hy
· ...
-.'
· committed an offence punishable under section 13 (1),
B~r~aV~cci~at'ioil Act." . ...
.
". " .. {:
,~.

'

.'

".};':"

.

(

.'

.

.
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The Second Additionall\bgistrate in his cases stated
particulars of offence as follows :-" That you .
failed to submit your chiidren to the vaccinator for
vaccination when summoned, and thereby committed.
an offence punishable under section 13 (1) of Burma
Act I of 1909 "
With one exception all the accused pleaded guilty,
but it is obvious that they were pleading guilty to the
fact that they had refused to allow their children to·
be vaccinated, and not to an offence under section
13 (1) of Burma Act 1 of 1909.
It is quite obvious that the Magistrate neverreferred to section 13 (1) of Burma Act I of· 1909
before accepting these complaints and convicting the
accused. Section 13 (1) in the plainest terms rdates
to the refusal of a person to be vaccinated himself, and
has nothin~ whatever to do with the reiusal of parents to
allow their cilildren to be vaccinated. The law relating
to·vaccination in Burma is contained in the Indian
Vaccination Act, XIII of 1880, the Burma Viccination
Law (Amendment) Act, I of 1909, and section 49 of the
:Shrma Rural Self-Government Act, IV of 1921. The:
provisions of th~ two former Acts have, under section
49 of the latter Act, been extended to the Myaungmya
District by Department of PLlblic Health Notifications
Nos. 112 and 1l3, chted the 10th September 1924.
In Burma Act I of of 1909, section 4 i~ the only provision under vvhich vaCCl11ation of a child can be ordered·
and that section applies only if the child is under
six months of age and has been exposed to infection ..
It is not alleged, much less proved, in any of these:
cases that either of these Gonditic)lls existed. There
is nothing in Burma Act I of 1909 to authorise any
officer to require the parent ofa child over six months.
of age to .have it vaccinated, and for sueha provision.
it is necessary to turn to section 9 of India Act XIII
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of 1880, which requires the parent or guardian or a
child who has attained the age of six months to have
it vaccinated. Section 9 of Act XIII of 1880 would
therefore seem to apply in the present case. But
the proper procedure to be adopted in enforcing
section 9 is laid down in sections 17 and 18 of that
Act. Under section 17 a notice must be served on
the parent, requiring him to attend at a time and plac-e
to be specified in the notice 10 have the child vaccinated, and then under section 18, if that notice is not
complied with, the Supermtendent of Vaccination must
report the matter to a Magistrate duly appointed in that
behalf, who shall summon the parent and demand his
explanation, and if such explanation is not satisfactory,
make an order directing the parent to comply with the
notice before a date to be specified. It is only on the
failure of the parent to obey the order of the Magistrate
that he can be convicted of an offence, which ofience
will fall under section 22 of the Act.- This procedure
was not adopted in any of the present cases, a.nd consequently the convictions are all unsustainable~ The
convictions in aU these 18 cases are set aside, and
the fines must be refunded to the accused.
It is not known from what source the vaccinator
Maung Han obtained the printed forms of complaint
which he filed in these cases. These printed forms
do not setout any offence whatever under the
Vaccination Law, and they are entirely illegal. The
. District Magistrate, Myaungmya, should take steps to
see that complaints of this type are not in future received
by any Magistrate in this district. It is obvious that in
the present cases all these complaints ought to have
been dismissed under section 203, Criminal Procedure
Code. It is most deplorable that ignorant villagers
should be harassed by illegal complaints of this kind
made against them by public authorities.
2
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Mr. Justice Brown.
1928

M:AUNG PO KYAW

Dec. 17.

v.
MA LAY

AND OTHERS.

*

Limitation Act (IX of 1908), ss. 5, 12-Date of decree same as date of judgment - Time runs alt houg It decree ?lot drawn up or signed-Requisdet ime
excluded from comPutation only if application for"oPy of judgment or
decree actually nzade-Plcader's ignorance and reliance on Court clerk, no
excuse.
For the purposes of the Limitation Act the dlte of a decree is the date of
the judgment. and under s. 12 of that Act time can only be allowed as time
requisite for obtaining copies if the applicant has actually made an application
for a copy. The fact that a decree has not been drawn up or signed does not
pre\'ent time from running. A pleader who chooses to accept the statement.
of a Court clerk that an application for a copy of a judgment and decree can.
not be accepted until the decree has been signed cannot plead thatas an excuse
uilder s .. 5 of the Act to extend the time for the filing of his appeal.
Maun/;Kill v. Maung Sa; 3 L.RR. 62; Ma Mai Gale v. Tun Phn, 8 L.B.R.
566-referred.

J.-The

applicant l\hung Po Kyaw -has
applied for permission to appeal in forma pauperis.
He wishes to appeal against the decree of the
District Court, Tharrawaddy, and the judgment on
which that decree is based is dated the 11th of
October 1928. The period allowed for filing his
application is 30 days after that date, or allowing eight
days, .the time he took to obtain a copy of the judgment and decree, 38 days.. The application was not
filed until the 4th of December, 16 days after it was,
barred by limitation. I have been asked to . excuse
the delay for reasons given in an affidavit of the
pleader of the petitioner. The pleader states' that
about three days after the judgment he applied for a
copy of the judgment and decree but was told by
BROWN,

* Civil Miscellaneous Application No. 174 of 1928.
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the clerk of the Court that the application could not
1928
be accepted as the decree had not been drawn up. MA;;;; Po
He made enquiries from time to time as to whether
K~~W
the decree was drawn up but was told that it was AN~~~~~S.
not. The decree wa.s actually signed on the 7th
BROWN, J.
. .
N ovember and the apphcahon for the copy was made
on the 8th. The affidavit goes on to state that the
pleader advised his client that for purposes of limitation
time would be computed from the date of the decree.
It was held by a Full Bench of the Chief Court
of Lower Burma in 1905 in the case of Maung Kin
v. Maung Sa (1) that the date of a decree for the
purpose of the Limitation Act is the date of the
judgment, and that time can only be allowed as time
requisite for obtaining copies if the applicant or
appellant has actually made an ,application for a copy.
Now in this affidavit the pleader says that he applied
for the copy, but it would appear from his affidavit
that he accepted the statement of the clerk of the
Court that such an application would not be accepted
. until the decree was signed. It does not seem to
me that this was an effective application for the
copy and the time requisite f~r obtaining the copy
cannot begin to run until the 8th November, with
the result that the application is actually' barred by
16 days; nor am I satisfied· that sufficient reason has
been made out for accepting this application under
.section 5 of the Limitation Act.
. .
. It was held in the ·case of Ma Mai Gale v. Tun
. Win (2) that a bona fide mistake on the part
a
pleader may be sufficient cause for admitting an .
appeal after time, but that no mistake is bona fide
unless made in spite of due care and attention. I
cannot find anything here to justify the view that the
pleader's advice to his client that limitation would be

of

(1) (1905) 3 L.B.R. 62.

(2) (1916) 8 L.B.R. 566.
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computed from the date of the decree was made
with due care and attention. There is no explanation
offered as to why the pleader was not aware of
the law as laid down in Maung Kin's case, which
has ever since been followed by the Courts in this
J.
Province. Copies were actually obtained on the 15th
of November and there is no explanation, besides
this incorrect legal advice, as to why there was a
further delay of :J 9 days after filing the applicatioll.
In the application the applicant does mention his
illness but it is only a vague mention and there is
no affidavit in support of this allegation. I am not
satisfied that the applicant has made Quta case under
the provisions of section 5 of the Limitation Act,.
and I must therefore hold that the present application
is barred by limitation. It is accordingly rejected.

MAUNG Po
KYAW
V.
MA LAY
AND OTHERS.
BROWN,

APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Mr. Justice Pratt attdMr.Justice Otter.

i928

MANDALAY MUNICIPAL COMMITTEE

Dec. 20.

v.
MAUNG IT.

*

Lalllt Acquisitiou Act (I of 1894) ss. 3, 18, 20 and 20 (b)·--l'arties to a pro-

ceeding on reference to the Civil Court-Public authority Ott whose
behalf Collector acquires land not a necessary party, nor entitfed to
separate notll;e.
Held, that to a reference to the Civil Court by the Collector under the
provisions of s. 18 of the Land Acquisition Act, the local authority at whose
instance and at whose cost the acquisition of .land· is made is not a necessary·
party and is not entitled to a separate notice of the reference,

A; C. Mukerjee for the appellants.
PRATT and OTTER, JJ~-A piece of land belonging
to Maung It was acquired by the Collector under

* Civil Miscellaneous Appeal No. 40 of 1928 (at Mandalay).
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the Land Acquisition Act, on behalf of the Mandalay
Municipal Committee.
Maung It did not accept the Collector's award
and claimed a reference to the Civil Court under
section 18 of the Land Acquisition Act.
The Collector made a reference and the Court,
after issue of notice to the claimant and the Collector,
took evidence, and passed orders enhancing the
compensation awarded to Maung It.
The Municipal Committee was not represented at
the proceedings before the Court, and applied to the
Court to set aside the award made ex parte and reopen the proceedings in order to give the Committee
an opportunity of contesting Maung It's claim.
The Court held ihat the Municipal Committee
was not a necessary Pd.rty to the proceedings, and
that their application to have the order set aside and
to contest Maung It's claim on reference was not
main tainable.
The appeal has been argued before us almost
entirely on the basis that the Committee is a person
interested in the objection within the meaning of
'Section 20 (b) of the Act.
No direct authority has been cited on the
point in dispute and we have been able to find
none.
It is common ground that no notice was issued
. to the Committee under section 20.
Under that section the Court is bound to issue
notice of the day, on which it proposes to determine
the objection to, and to direct the appearance of(a) the appplicant,
(b) "all persons interested in the objection, except
such (if any) of them as have consented
without protest to receive payment of the
compensation awarded, " and
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(c) if the objection is in regard to the area or to

the amount of the compensation-the Collector.
Reading sub-section (fJ) as it stands the natural
V.
Constructions that' persons interested' means persons
MAUNG IT.
interested
by reason of their interest in the land
PRATT AND
OTTER, JJ.
acquired as owners, tenants, and the like; and not
persons interested as acquiring the land through the
Secretary of State.
This interpretation is confirmed by the definition
in section 3, where it is laid dO\\'ll that the expression " person interested'; inCludes all persons claiming
an interest in compensation to be made on account
of the acquisition of land under this Act, and a person
shall be <;:leemed to be interested in land, if he is
interested in an easement affecting the land. "
It is apparent that this definition does not con_
-template the case of the person in whose interest
the property is acquired.
Had this been the intention, it would have been
perfectly simple to include such presons in the definition.
Moreover it is provided in section 50 that no
local authority or company, at whose cost the Act is
put in motion, is entitled to demand a reference
under section 18, although the local authority'or'
company is allowed to appear and adduce evidence
for the purpose of determining the amount of compensation.
'
As the JU<;:lge of the District Court pointed out, the
Municipal Committee is not a necessary party to the
proceedings before the Court, though it has the right
to appear and adduce evidence.
In su(,~h a case the Municipality is represented by
the Collector, who has acquired the property on its
behalf, and if it is represented otherwise in Court,
is there to assist the Collector.

MANDALAy
MU'NICIPAL
COMMITTEE
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The Municipal Committee is not entitled to separate
notice, and if it wishes (in case reference to the
Court is made under section 19) to contest the claim,
must make its own arrangements to ascertain, if a
claim is made, and when the objection is fixed for
hearing, in case the C~llector fails to keep it au fait
with events in Court subsequent to his award.
The appeal is dismissed.
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APPELLATE CRIMINAL.
Before Mr. Justice Carr.

KING-EMPEROR

1928

v.

Dec. 21.

U THIN OHN

AND OTHERS.*

City of Rangoon MUtlicipal Act (Burma Act VI of 1922), ss.125, 214-Unlicensed
private market-Prosecution must be within three monthsfrom commission
of offence-Continuing offence not a fresh offence under the Act.
Held, that under the provisions of s. 214 of the City of Rangoon Municipal
Act a Court is prevented from taking cognizance of the offence of keeping
a private market without a license if the prosecution was not within three
months either from the date of commiFsion of such offence or from the date
it became known. The wording of the section precludes the Corporation
from treating the offence a~ a continuing one and as a fresh offence committed in the month in which the prosecution was instituted.

N. M. Cowasjee for the Crown.
CARR, J~-These are

appeals by the Local Government against the acquittal of the respondents by the
Sixth Additional Magistrate of Rangoon.
The facts in all the cases are the same, and the
point fordecision isthesame.
The Corporation of Rangoon some time in 1926 sold
certain premises to the Commissioners for the Port
of Rangoon. It. appears that the Port Commissioners
* Crirninal Appeals Nos. 1064 to 1096 of 1928 against the order of the
Sixth Additional Magistrate of Rangoon.
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KINGEMPEROR

1<.

U THIN
OaN AND

OTHERS.
CA-RR,

J.

let stalls in these premises to the variolls accused
and collected rent from them.
In June. 1927, the Commissioner of the Rangoon
Corporation took exception to this and entered into
correspondence with the Chainnan of -the Port Commissioners. The final result 'of the negotiations was
that the Port Commissioners agreed to remove the
tenants from their stalls by the end of the December,
1927. and the Commissioner of the Corporation agreed
to take no action until then.
-It appears that the Port Commissioners gave notice
to the respondents to leave their stalls by the 31st of
December. The respondents did not comply with
that notice and have continued occupying their stalls
and selling at them. Thereupon the Rangoon Corporation instituted these prosecutions under section
125 of the City of Rangoon Municipal Act, 1922, for
keeping open a private market without a license.
All the respondents werefinaUy acquitted by the
Magistrate on the ground that the prosecution was
barred under section 214 (1) (b) of the same Act
because the complaint had not been filed within
three months of the date on which the commission
of the offence was first brought to the notice of the
Corporation. It is ccntencled in these appeals that
that decision is wrong.
- In my opinion the decision isquitecorrect. The
argument put forward by Mr. Cowasjee for the Corporation is that the offence in question is one which
is freshly committed every day; that he has not
sought to prosecute the respondents for anything
done prior to January, 1928; and that, as these prosecutions were instituted in that month, the bar provided
by section 214 does not apply.
I am unable to accept this contention. It is
admitted by Mr. Cowasjee that licenses for private
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markets are issued, and that in the normal course
:such licenses are issued, for the Municipal year from
:the 1st of April to the 31 st of March in the follow:ing year. He says also that licenses issued at any
intermediate date would have effect only up to the 31st
-of March.
.
It seems to me, therefore, quite clear that the
,offence complained of in this case is one which
.comes within the scope of section 214 (2) of the Act,
which provides that U failure· to take out a license
under this Act shall be deemed, for the purpose of
.sub-section (1), to be a contin uing offence until the
expiration of the period for which the license ought to
llave been taken out. "
The respondents were committing the offence in
June, 1927. They continued to do so right up to the
time when these prosecutions were instituted, and,
.since the Commissioner of the Corporation admittedly
,knew that they were committing the offence in June,
1927, section 214 (1) (b) clearly applies and prevents
the Court from taking cognizance of the offence.
Mr. Cowasjee argues that the offence complained
'Of is a continuing offence, which is freshly committed
every day. I agree with him on this point; but it
seems to me that that is not in his favour, and that
ihe effect of section 214 (2) is to prevent the Corporation from raising such an argument as this, and
'saying that they were not prosecuting for the offence
-.committed in June but for an entirely fresh offence
'Committed in January. If that is not the 'effect and
·the intention of sub-section (1) of section 214, 1 am
unable to find any meaning in it whatever.
I find, therefore, that the judgment of the Magistrate is correct, and I dismiss these appeals.
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FULL BENCH.
Before Sir Guy Rutledge, Kt •• K.C.• Chief Jus/ice, Mr. Justice Carr amt'
Mr. Justice Brown.
1929
Jan 3.

COMMISSIONEI~

OF INCOME-TAX {BURMA)

v.
R.M.P. CHETTYAR FIRM.*
luconze-ta.,:: Act (Xl of 1922) (2), 55. 22 and (4), 23 (4)-Compliance by assessee'
with 110tlce to make a return of his income, but non-eomPllance With notice'
to produce accounts, effect of-Po'wer of the Income-tax office1' to make an
assessment himself.
Held, that after an assessee has made a return of hi~ in'come-under section
22(2) of the Income-tax Act, he can be c~lled upon to produce his accounts
under s. 22 (4'. and if he f;lils to do so, the'Income-tax officer has the power to,
make an a~sessment himself under the provisions of section 23 (4) of' the Act.
1ft. tlte matter of C/zandra Sen JaiJzi, 50. AlL 589; In the matter oJ
Harmukhrai Dulichand, 32 C.\V.N. 710; RamKltelawan v. Commissioner or
Income-tax, 7 Patna 852-followed.
'

A. Eggar (Government Advocate) for the Crown.
Foucar fot the respondent.
RUTLEDGE, C.J., CARR and BROWN, JJ .-This is a
reference made by the Commissioner of Income-tax
under section 66 of Indian Income·tax Act (XI of
1922), the question referred being :"After an assessee has made a return of his
income under section 22 (2), can the assess-·
ment be made under section 23 (4) of the Act
for non-compliance with the terms of a notice'
under section 22 (4)? "
The essential question raised in the argument.
before us is whether a notice under section ?2 (4)'
mayor may not be issued by the Income-tax
a:uthorities after the assessee has made a return of
his income as required by a notice under section
22(2).~,
.
* Civil Reference No. 10 of 1928.
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The assessee's contention that a notice under
section 22 (4) can be issued only before a return has
been made receives some support from the case of
Brij Raj Rang/at v. C011l1nissioner of Income-tax
and that of Khushi Ram Karam Chand v. Commissiono' of Income-tax, neither of which appear in the
authorised reports. But the first of these decisions
has been expressly overruled by a Full Bench of five
judges of the same Court-the High Court of Patnain Ram Khelawa.n Ugam. Lal v. C01J1.missioner of
Income-tax (1), and the same view was taken by the
two other judges of the Court who referred the
question to the Full Bench. Thus seven judges of that
Court are of the opinion that the decision in Brij Raj's
case was wrong.
The same question has been considered by the
High Court of Calcutta in In the matter of MeSS1'S.
Harmukhrai Dulichand (2), and by the High Court
of Allahabad in In tlie matter of Chandra Sen] aini
(3) and both of the these Courts are in agreement with
the decision in Ra1'll Khelmvan's case. That being so
the weight of authority is very strongly against the
contention advanced by the assessees. The question
has been very fully discussed in the judgments
quoted and we agree with the arguments there set out
andwith the decision arrived at. We consider it
unnecessary, therefore, to enter into further discussion
of the question~
_We answer the question referred in the affirmative..
The assessee must pay the costs of this referenceAdvocate's fee five gold mohurs.
(1) (1928) 7 Patna 852.
(2) (1928) 32 C.\V.N. 710.
. (3)(1928) 50 All. 589.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Sir Guy Rutledge, Kt., K.C., Chief Justice, and
1928

Dec. 3.

~Mr.

Justice Brown.

V.E.A.R.M. FIRM

v.

A.K.R.M.M.K: FIRM. *
Equitable mortgage-Deposit of title-deeds w;th intention to create security,
essential-Omissio ~ to depo sit one of the t it Ie-deeds, elfect of-Subsequent
equitable mortgages by deposit Of the suppressed title-deed-Conflict
between eqitable mortgagees-Negligence-Transfer of Propaty Act (IV
0{1882), s. 78.
Respondent-plaintiffs claimed an equitable mortgage on two plots of land
held under a lease from the Rangoon Development Trust, and a bui\1ding theTeon. The title-deeds which they held consistedof the original lease of one of
the plots only, and a sale-deed from the originalleasee to a purchaser (who
was the mortgagor) comprising both the plots and the building. They could
not get the lease document of the other plot as the mortgagor represented to
them that he could not find it. The leases had endorsements as regards the
sale from the original lessee to the mortgagor. Some sixteen months later,
the mortgagor deposited the missing lease document with the defendantappellants as security for a loan. In the mortgage suit filed by the plaintiffs,
·defendant-appellants claimed a prior equitable mortgage on the lot of which
they held the lease document as well as on the portion of the building that
stood on such lot.
Held, that to establish an equitable mortgage it is necessary to prove (i) that
·documents of title were deposited with a creditoT, and (1) that the intent was
.to create a security thereon.
Held, that the title-deeds deposited with the plaintiff-respondents comprised
the whole property and the intention ofthe parties was to create and did there·fore create an equitable mortgage on the whole property, notwithstanding the
absence of the lease document relating to one of the plots. In view of the
circumstances of the case and especially having regard to the endorsements as
regalds the sale-deed on both the original leases, plaintiffs were not negligent
and the appellants could claim no priority over them under s. 78 of the Trans>fer of Property Act.
A.L.R.M. Firm v. L.P.R. Firm, 4 Ran. 238: Roberts v. Croft, 53 Eng.
.Rep. 343-referred to.

Ba Maw for the appellants.
K. C. Bose for the respondents.
RUTLEDGE, C.J., and BROWN, J.-The respondent
A.K.R.M.M. K. Chettyar Firm sued one Ma Ohn S~in
• Civil First Appeal No. 182 of 1928 against the judgment of the Original
. S ide in Civil Regular No. 170 of 1928.
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and three others on an equitable mortgage. The pro1928
perty claimed to be mortgaged consists of two plots of V.E.A.RM.
land and a building thereon. The two plots of land are
F~~M
known as Lots Nos. 232 and 232A. They were origin- A.~:~~M.
ally held under a lease from the Rangoon DevelopFIRM.
ment Trust by one Ma Pyu who by a registered deed RU';:;;;GEi
sold the two plots of land and the building thereon to B~·J~~~J.
one U Po Gyi. The respondent-plaintiffs claimed that'
they took an equitable mortgage of this property from
U PoGyi on the 5th December 1924. U Po Gyi is
now dead and the first three defendants in the case are
his legal representatives. They first contested the suit
but finally dropped out of it and the real contest was
between the respondent-plaintiffs and the appellants,.
who were the 4th defendant.
The appellant V.E.A.R.M. Firm claimed thaLthey
have an equitable mortgage on the property known as.
Lot No. 232A and so much of the building as sta:hds.
thereon. The learned trial Judge held that the respond-eots had established their mortgage as regards ,Lot
No. 232 and as regards all the buildings on both ,the
pieces of land. The learned Judge held, however, that
the respondents had failed to establish their claim as
regards Lot No. 232A and gave a decree in favour of
the appellants as regard this site. Otherwise the:
decree grants the plaintiffs' prayer. The V.E.A.R.M.
Firm have appealed against this decree and cross.
objections have been filed on behalf of the original
plaintiffs.
It is contended on behalf of the appellants that a
transfer of land of necessity carries with it a transfer of
any building on that land, and that the learned trial
Judge having found againstthe respondents that their
mortgage on Lot No. 232A failed should have rejected
the respondents' claim and refused a mortgage decree
on so much of the building as stands on Lot No, 232A..
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The mortgage in favour of the appellants· was effected
some sixteen months after the mortgage in favour of the
FIR~f.
respondents. The learned trial Judge held that the
v.
A.K~R.M.
appellants
having obtained the lease deed as regards
·M.K.
FIRM.
Lot No. 232A, that piece of land \vas under mortgage
He referred to
RUTLEDGE, to them and not to the respondents.
C.}.; AND
the case of Pranjivandaslagjival1das llIehta v. Chan
BROWN, J.
Mah Phee (1), where it was set tIed that the scope of
the security created by a deposit of title-deeds is the
scope of the title covered by thosE' deeds. It does
not' seem to us, however. that very much help can be
derived here from the decision in that case in which
the point at issue was not whether aneq1.iitable
mortgage could be created although there was not a
complete deposit of all the title-deeds. An equitable
mortgage is created by deposit with a creditor of
documents of title to immoveable property \\'jth intent
to create a security thereon. All that is necessary to
·prove to establish such a mortgage is (i) that. documents of title were deposited with a creditor, and (ii)
that the intent was to create a security thereon.
In the case of Roberts v. Croft (2), the facts were
in many ways very similar to the facts in this case.
In that case Roberts had deposited with one Miss
Willis documents of title relating to certain property.
These documents included' all the previous title-deeds
to the property but did not include the deed whereby
Roberts himself obtained title. Subsequently Roberts
deposited the remaining deed with Messrs. Bult. In
each case the deposit was made with intent to create
an equitable mortgage. It was held that in order to
establish an equitable mortgage it was not necessary to
prove that the deeds deposited sho\ved a good title
in the depositor, and although she received no deed
shewing any right to the. property in her mortgage,
1928

V.E.A.R.M.

-

. (1) (1914) 8 L.B.R.458.

(2) 53 English Reports 343.
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it was nevertheless held that -Miss vVillis' mortgage
was a perfectly good one. It was further held that
the subsequent mortgage to Messrs. Bult by deposit of
the remaining deed was also a perfectly good
mortgage, but that there had been neligence on the
part of Messrs. BLllt and that, therefore, Miss Willis'
mortgage must be preferred to theirs. In the present
-case, the documents deposited wi_th the respondcllt
.:firm consist of a sale deed with regard to both the
pieces of land and the house and the lease deed with
regard to Lot No. 232. Title deeds have therefore
been deposited with regard 16 the whole property,
.and, i·n our opinion, a valid equitable mortgage has
been created on the whole property if it has been
:shown that that was the intention of the parties at
the time of the deposit.
The question of intention has not been specifically
-considered by 1he learned trial Judge, but we are of
opinion that the respondent-plaintiffs did establish
:.their case in this connection. The clerk of . the
.
Chettyarfirm has given evidence on the point and he
<is supported in his evidence by one Maung KanHla,
His explanation with regard to the lease deed of the
property Lot No. 232A is that at the time U Po Gyi
:said he could not find the document We understand
that the bulk of the building affected is on Lot No.
232, but that the building on Lot No. 232 extends
,into Lot No. 232A, and it seems to us extremely
unlikely that the respondent firm would intend to
.accept.a mortg<.ge of part only of a house. We consider it sufficiently established that the intention was
to mortgage both the lots and the building thereon.
We therefore hold that a valid mortgage of the whole
property was efiected in favour of the respondents.
It only remains therefore to consider whether the
respondents have by their negligence _entitled the
.",

1928
Y.E.A.R.M.
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v.
A.K.f<.M.
M.K.
FIRM.
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BROWN,
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appellants to claim any priority over them. It does.
V.E.A.R.M. not seem to us that they have established their case'
FIRM
in this particular. Under section 78 of the Transfer
'11.
A.K.R.M
of Property Act, the respondents' mortgage would
M.K.
FIRM.
have to be postponed to the appellants' mortgage if the
RUTLEDGE,
respondents had been guilty of gross neligence.
C.J., AND
It was held in the case of A.L.R.M. Chettyar Firm:
BROWN, J.
v. L.P.R. Chettyar Finn (3), that there was ho universal
rule to the effect that parting with title-deeds by a
mortgagee amounted to gross negligence. In this
case, the lease deed which was the only document of
title held by the appellants bears an endorsement
that the property was sold to U Po .Gyi .by registered
deed. The appellants must therefore be held to have'
been aware of the fact that they had not got ali the
title-deeds relating to the property and there is no
explanation as to why they made no enquiries. The
respondent firm presumably knew that there was
this endorsement on the lease of Lot No. 232A as
there was a similar endorsement on their lease, and
the mere fact that they did not insist on obtaining
one of the documents of title which, on the face of
it, must clearly have shewn .the existence of another
important document does not in our opinion amount
to such gross negligence as to justify the appellants'
mortgage being preferred to theirs.
I t has been suggested on behalf of the appellants
that the respondents 4 dmitted that the appellants'
mortgage was taken without notice of their previous
mortgage. We cannot, however) find anything on the
record to justify this contention. It is true that it is
recorded in the deposition of Rathnam Pillay that
the learned advocate for the respondents, who had
been questioning the witness with a view to establish
actual notice, did not pursue that line. And the
(1) (1926) 4 Ran. 238.'
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learned trial Judge in his judgment comments on this
matter to the same effect.
It is admitted that the respondents do not allege
actual notice by the appellants. What they do allege
is that the appellants were put on their enquiry and
<:ould have received actual notice had they taken
reasonable precautions.
One other matter has been raised in appeal and
that is as regards costs. It is contended that the
actual proof of,the respondents' mortgage was necessary only because the other respondents in the case
denied the mortgage, and that costs of this part of
the case should not have been awarded against the
appellants. It is clear, however, that the appellants
also though not de:n,ying mortgage did' not admit it
'and that being so, it became necessary for the
respondents to prove their mortgage as against the
appellants. We do not think therefore that there is
any force in this contention. We dismiss the appeal
and allow the cross-objections. We alter the decree
of the trial Judge and give a m3rtgage decree in
favour of the respondents for the whole of both the
Plots of land and the' building the-reon. The appellant-defendants will pay all the costs of the respondentplaintiffs in the trial' Court, and in this Court the
appellants will pay the respondents' costs both on the
appeal and on the cross-objections.

3
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Dec. 4.

Before Sir Guy Rutledge, Kl;, K.C., Chicf Justice, and Mr. Justice Brown.

I. E. MOO LLA

;\ND ANOTHER

v.
THE OFFICIAL LIQUIDATOR.>l('
CompallY's costs-.W'ndinl! up otder-Company's aPPeal agai1Ist winding up.
order-Appeal ullsuccessful and 1/0 order as to costs out of assets-Direc_
tor's expendittwe on apPeal when allowable-Bona fides and reason~
ablelless.
The Directors of a Company that was ordered to be wound up under the
Companies Act retained in their hands certain moneys belongiI'.g. to the:
Company and spent them on an appeal filed by the Company against the order
of the winding up. The appeal was unsuccessful and there was no order of
the Appellate Court (as there was on the Original Side) allowing the costs of
the Company's advocates out of the estate.
Held, that the O:ficial Liquidator could, under the directions of the Court.
allow the expenditur<:, if incurred bona fide, and up to a reasonable extent.
In re Humber Ironworks CJmpany, L R. (1866) II Eg. Cases 15-refC1'red
to.

N. M. Cowasjee for the appellants.
Clark for the Official Liquidator.

C.J., and BROWN, J.-This appeal arises
out of the liquidation proceedings of M. E. Moolla &.
Sons, Ltd. An order was passt::d directing the winding
up of the Company under the Indian Companies Act
on the 21st of June 1927. The Company appealed
againstthig order and· pending the hearing of
appeal asked· for stay of the proceedings. At that
time it appears that the Directors of the' Company
had in their hands a sum of something over a lakh of
rupees belonging tothe Company. By consent an order
was passed that the Directors should pay. over the
sum of a lakhof rupees to the Official Liquidator
RUTLEDGE,

* Civil Miscellaneous Appeal No. 57 of 1928 arising out of the order on the
Original Side in Civil Miscellaneol's No. 78 of 1921.
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and should give security for the payment of the
1928
balance of about eight thousand rupees if the appeal
1. E.
failed, and the Court held that the Company or its MOA~~A
Directors were not entitled to retain for use this sum ANO;~ER
for law costs in connection with • the• liquidation. OFFICIAL
THE.
The appeal was subiequently dIsmIssed and no LIQUIDATOR.
orders were passed by the Appellate COurt as to the RU~GE,
costs incurred by the Company in the appeal. The total B~~~~~:J.
amount retained by the Directors was Rs. 9,158-0-9.
The Official Liquidator called on the Directors to
refund this amount. The Directors claimed that
they had spent the whole of the amount in expenses
of litigatiun. The Official Liquidator then applied to
the Court for an crder under sectic n Z35.) of the
Indian Companies Act, calling upon the Directors to
refund the amount. The matter was heard ex-parte so
hr as the Directors were concerned and an order
was passed directing them to refund. It is against
this order that the present appeal is fiied.
It is contended on behalf of the appellants that
in a case sl1ch as the present the Company is entitled
to its costs in the liquidation proceedings out of the
estate, and we have been referred to the case of
In re HUl1tber Ironworks Company (1). It was there
held that, when an order winding up a Company is
made, the petitioner and the Company will ordinarily
have their costs out of the estate. In this original
order directing the Company to be wound up the
learned Judge, of the trial. Conrt passed orders directing that the costs of the advocates of the Company
would come out of the estate. No such order was
passed by the Appellate Court, and it is contended
on behalf of the respondent that it is not open to
the Directors now to make any claim in this
connection. We are not satisfied that this by itself
tl} L.R. (I866) II Eq. Cases 15.
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is necessarily 3n obstacle in the way of the claim now
put forward. The Directors are not n ow asking
MOOLLA
that the Official Liquidator should. make over any
AND
ANOTHER
sum
out of the estate. They are claiming that certain
V.
THE
sums of money have been bona fide expended by
Q.FFIGIAL
LIQUIDATOR. them in the interests of the e~tate and that they are
not liable to pay those sums to the estate. The
RUTL!i:DGE,
c~J., AND
matter
was not considered by the Appellate Court at
BROWN, J.
all, and we think it was open to the Official Liquidator under the directions of the Court to allow the
payments claimed, if satisfied that they were made
bona fide in the interests of the Company. The
Company lost in a;>peal, and the appeal must therefore be held not in fact to have been in the interests
of the Company. But it is difficult to hold that the'
Directors. did not bona fide at the time believe that
they were acting in the interests of the Company
and we are therefore of opinion that a reasonable
amount might have been allowed to them for their
costs. We are quite unable to hold that the claim
made by them was a reasonable one. The claim
in eluded sums of Rs. 2,000 .or over for each of nd
less than four different advo.cates, and we are unable
to hold that SO large an expenditure of money was
justified. We do not however think that the learned trial
Judge should have rejected.the claim of the Directors
in its entirety. We think that the Dkectors might
reasonably have been allowed one set of costs' as·
t~xed; by the Tax,ing Master. . We therefore set aside'
the order of the trial Judge; and direct that the
Directors shall be allowe.d to, deduct from the amount
payable by them theiF :costs of appeal iri Civil
Miscellaneous Appeal No. 127 of 1927, the costs to
be taxed by the Taxing Master as between advocate
and client. We pass no order as: to the costs of this
appeal.
I.E.
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.

Before Mr. Justice Heald.

MAUNG PE SEIN

AND OTHERS

v.
MA THIN MYA.*
Appeals/rom orders-No second appeal from orders ,on app:al-eivil Procedure
Code (Act V of 1928), s. 104(2) ; O. 43, r. 1 (i)-No second appeal from
order on appeal reversing an order of the .first COllrt-Burma Courts Act
(Burma Act Xl of 1922), s. H.
An appeal from an order under O. 21. r. 92 of the Civil Procedure Code
lIes under O. 43. r. 1 (jl, but under s. 10~ (2) no further appeal lies from an
order passed in such appeal. The provisions of s. H of the Burma Courts Act
do not affect those of s. 104 of the Code, so that where a District. Court
reverses ,on appeal the order of a Town~hip Court setting aside a sale under
0.21, r. 89, no second appeal lies to the High Court.

Po Aye for the appellants.
HEALD, J.-In Suit No. 106 of 1926 of the
Township, Court of Bilin the present respondent
obtained a dl;cree against Po Kyaw, now represented
by the appellants, for partition and possession of
a .house and its site or for Rs. 650, as representing
the value of her half share of the property.
In Execution Case No. 179 of 1926 of the same
Court respondent applied for execution of that
decree, and by consent the whole property was sold
by Court auction each party to be allowed to bid
at th'e auction and the costs to be recovered from
Po Kyaw's half share of the sale proceeds.
The property was bought in by respondent for
Rs.870.
• Special Civil Second Appeal No. 391 of 1928 against the order of the
District Court of Thaton in Civil Miscellaneous Appeal No: 169 of 1927.

1929

Jan, 3.
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Po Kyaw applied for the sale to be set aside
-MAUNG
under the provisions of Order XXI, rule 89 on his
FE SEIN AND
paying into Court Rs. 870, the price paid for the
OTHERS
11.
property at the auction.
MA THIN
MYA.
The Judge ordered that the sale should be set
HEALD, J.
aside on Po Kyaw's depo~iting Rs. 43-8-0 as being
five per cent. of the purchase money, together with
Rs. 435, as being half the purchase money, only a
half share of the property having in effect been
sold, and Rs. -193-12-0 on account of costs. A sum
of 1\.S. 672-4-0 was accordingly deposited by Po Kyaw
and the sale was set aside. .
Respondent appealed against the order setting
aside the sale, and the lo\\'er Appellate Court set
aside that order.
Appellant comes to this Court in second a'ppeal
but it seems clear that no second appeal lies. ,
An appeal from an order under Order XXI, rule.
92 lies under Order XLIII, rule 1 (j), - and under
section 104 (2) of the Code no further appeal lies
from any order passed in suchappeaI. . In my view
the provisions of section 11 of the Burma Courts Act,
do not affect those of section 104 of the Code.
I therefore hold that the present appeal does not
lie and I dismiss it.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
. Before Sir Guy Rutledge, Kt., K.C., Chief Justice, and Mr. Justice Brown.

T. R. 'GOPALAS\VAMY PILLA Y

Jan. 4.

'l}.

MEENAKSHI AMMAL

1929

AND ANOTHER.*

Hindu Joint family-Letters claimed by surviving brother as member of joint
f~11Iily-Widow and daughter as heirs claiming property as separateSuccession Act IXXXIX of 1925), ss. 218, 254-Surviving member of
family not a person entitled to letters under the Act-Iucidents of Joint
uudivided property-Legal title and beneciftal interest of deceased member
of Joint family when to be differentiated-Legal t,tle vests in heir.
The only persoll entitled to the grant of Letters under s. 218 of the
Succession Act is one who, according to the rules for the distribution of the
·estate applicable in the case of such deceased, would be entitled to the whole
or any part of such deceased's estate. The surviving member or members
of a joint l'ndivided Hindu family cannot be said to be entitled to the whole or
any part Of the deceased's estate, because on the death of the deceased no
estate in the joiut family property remained in him at all. Slch estate as he
had previo'usly held passed at once to his survivors on his death. There is no
such thing as succes~ion, properly so called, in an undh·ided Hindu family;
there is devolution of the pr<ipe~ty upon the members of the family for the
d:ime being: by survivorship.
Held, thert:fore, that the appellant who was the .brother of the deceased and
who claimed that he and the deceased formed a joint Hindu family, whilst the
widow and the daughter of the deceased denied that there was any joint
membership or joint estate, was not the per'son to whom letters could be issued
undeI s. 21::\ of the Succession Act.
Kali Kumar v.lI1ussanzat Nunabali, Patna H.C. Cases 2401; ltfussamat Ultmn
Deviv. Dina Nath, 54 P.R.139 ; Ramagiriv. Govindammah, Civil Miscellaneous
No. 44 of 1924, H. C. Ranf!.oon-rCferred to.
Appellant did not make out a case under s. 254 of the Act and he could
·not be made the legal representative of the deceased where he c1aill;ed the
eniire property as his ·own.. In certain cases there may be a legal title of the
deceased member of a joint Hindu family .vhich remains in existence after his
death and vests in his legal re,)resentatives whilst the beneficial interest passes
. by survivorship. That title would vest in the heir of the decease<! and not in
the surviving member of the family.
Bank of Bombay V.' Ambalal, 24 Born. 350-referred to.

Aiyangar and Tat1lbi for the appellant.
Hay and Sastry for the respondents.
• Civil Miscellaneous Appeal No. 69 Of 1928 against the judgment of the
Original Side in Civil Regular No. 59 of 1926.
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This case was heard on the Original Side by
Ormiston, J. There was a preliminary issue of law as.
to whether Letters of Administration can be granted
to the surviving member of a joint Hindu family in
respect of the property of that family. His Lordship's decision on the point,~ which decided the whole
case, is as follows :ORMISTON, J.-Tanjore Ramasawmy Massilamany
Pillay, who was governed by the Mitakshara School of
'Hindu Law, died on the 3rd April 1925, and the
plaintiff in Civil Mis.cellane,ous No. 98 of 1925, who is the
. younger brother of the deceased" claimed Letters of
. Administration to his estate on the allegation that he
was thesurvivQr of an undivided family consisting
of himself'and the deceased. 'The application was
opposed by the 1st defendant who is the widow of
the deceased and, as such, hisfiFSt heir entitledto
inherit, and by 2nd defendant who is his dat1ghter~
and as such, the next such heir. They themselves
have not applied for Letters of Administration. The
..1st defenparit rais.ed the ,point ..that, on the facts
allegeclbyfha plaintiff, ·Letters of Administration
cannot be granted to him. By consent of the parties
I fixed the following.preliminary issue,of law:~
" Can Letters of Administration be granted to the
sU'rvivingrnember of a joint Hindufarni1y
in respect of the.property of that family?"
-Theargumertt was addressed to the case of a joint
.family governed by the Mitakshara School, and the'
issue should have been limited accordingly and r
think that it should be further limited to an application for general Letters of A:dministration such
as is the .present -application. M the issue is
~nswered in the negative, the plaintiff's application
. must faiL
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Under section 218 of the Indian Succession Act,
1925, if the deceased has died intestate and was a
Hindu, "administration of his estate may be granted
to any persoll who according to the rules for the
distribution of the estC).te applicable in the case of
such deceased, would be entitled to the whole or any
part of such deceasC'd's estate." Two conditions are
thus postulated; the deceased must die intestate, and
the persons 'applying must have an interest in the
estate. Under section 211 (1) the executor or administrator of a deceased person is :his legal representative
for all purposes, and all the property of the deceased
person vests in him as such. But, by sub-section (2)
. when the deceased was a Hindu "nothing herein
contained shall vest in an executor or administrator
.any property of the deceased person which would have
passed by stlrvivorshipto some other person. " From
this itfooIlwsthatthe only effeetof thegrant of probate
of :Letters of Administration in the case of a deceased
Hindu is to vest in the executor or administrator
.property which has not ;pa·ssed by sUfvivorshipt o
some other person. As, howev;er, in the present case,.
the applicant is the only survivor, Ido:l1otrest my
judgment in any WAY on the fer-msaf sub-section (2).
I m~y also refer to &ection 57, which applied certain
sections of the A.ct set outin Schedtile Illtowills,rnade
by Hindus, spbject to the restrictions and modifications
speci £led in the same schedule,the fir:st of which is that
nothing contained in the sections is to authorise a
testator to bequeath property which he could not
alienate inter vivos.
The principles of the Mitakshar:alaw applicable to
the case of a joint family are clear and are not in dispute. I need only briefly refer to passages inthe textbooks which have be6ncited to me. In Trevelyan's
Hindu Law (2nd edition) at pages 225 and 226 it is

1929
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PILLAY
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stated that "a male Hindu acquires by birth or
G~~A~~- adoption a vested interest in all co-parcenary property
SWAMY
(whether ancestral or not, and whetheracquired before
PILLAY
. . "
.
v.
or after hIS bIrth or adoptton, as the case may be) held
MEENAKSHI b
"
AMMAL
Y h'IS fat h er, or fat1ler' s father, at the tIme
of hIS b'lrth
AN~~ER. or adoption, as the case may be, as members of a joint
family during their life-time. Thm:e persons \\'ho by
<uRMISTON, J, b'
lrth or adoption so acquire an intere~t in the co-parce
nary property are called co-parcener~." And, again
. " the interest that a son acquires is equal to that ot his
father, but separately and independently of his father.
He has no independent dominion over the property."
On page 236 the learned au thor says : "On the death of
a co-parcener, his interest in the co-parcenary property
does not pass by inheritance· It lapses, or as is
generally put, his rights pass by survivorship to tIle
other co-parceners." Paragraph 417 of Mayne's Hindu
Law (9th edition ), dealing with the extent of the testamentary power, states that a member of an undivided
family cannot bequeath even his own share of the joint
property because" at the moment of death the right by
. survivorship is at conflict· with the right by devise.
Then the title by survivorship, being the prior title takes
precedence to the exclusion of that clevi::-e." J would
refer also to the decision of the Privy Council in
Lakshman Dada Naik v. Ran-zac/zandra Dada Naik (1),
~md more especially to the remarks of their Lordships
.. .on pages 61 and 62 of the report.
.
Applying these principles, 'vvhich, as I have said, are
not in dispute, I am of the opinion that co-parcenary
property cannot be said to be part of the estate of a
deceased co-parcener within the meaning of section 218,
.because on his death it vests by survivorship in the
-surviving co·parceners, and thereafter there is no
,estate to be administered. Further, it appears to me
,£\

-

(1) (1880) 5 Born. 45.
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that just as the deceased co-parcener cannot die testate
in relation to co-parcenary property, so he cannot die
intestate in relation thereto, because at the moment of
,death his interest therein passes by survivorship to
the other co-parceners.. I am of the opinion, therefore,
that the plaintiff's application for Letters of Adminis·
tration must fail, first, because he is not a person
interested in the estate of the deceased, and secondly,
'because the deceased left no estate in respect of which
he was intestate.
A number of authorities have been cited, only two
.of which appear to have a direct bearing on the question
to bl'; decided, nearly all the others being decisions
on the court·fees payable in cases where Letters of
Administration have been granted without contest, and
which do not appear to me to be in point. In In/he
Goods of Bindabull Ghose (1), the petitioner and,his
deceased brother were the only members of a joint
family. The petitioner obtained Letters of Administration and claimed that his own half share in the joint
property should be treated as trust property and there·
fore be exempt from court-fee. The Chief Justice of
the Calcutta High Court in an opinion of three lines
-?greedwith his contention. In In the Goods of Poduyllzall Angurwallah (2), a testator and his brothers out
of the income of the ancestral property purchased land
which was conveyed to them as tenants in common,
the effect of which was to. vest an undivided one-fourth
share in the testator which on his death would pass,
not to the remainmg ~o-parceners unGer the rule Of
&Ufvivorship, but to his legal. representatives. ,The
testator left a will whereof he' a?pointed his hrothers
executors.
They applied for probate in order to give effect to,
the rule of survivorship, but claimed exemption from'
(1) (1873) 19 W.R. 230.

(2) (1896) 23 Cal. 980.
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duty on the ground that the land was" joint ancestral
property which would pass by survivorship." It was
GOPALAheld that the property, although conveyed to the
SWAMY
PIU-AY
brothers as tenants in common, vested in them as
MEENAKSHI
trustees for the benefit of the .co-parceners and conseAM~[A
AND
quently was not liable to duty. The position ""as that
ANOTHER.
the legal interest in the one-fourth share held by the
ORMISTON, J. deceased as a tenant in common was an interest which
would pass to his legal representatives and upon which
the will could operate, but that the beneficial interest
was and al\\'ays had been in the eo-parcenary and was
not, therefore, taxable. The case is not an authority
for holding that where the whole interest of the
deceased in the co-parcenary property passes to the
.&.urvivors, Letters of Administration may be granted
in respect of that property. 111 the Matter of Dest/.
Manavala Chetty (1) is, as were the cases to which
rderence has been made, a decision on the meanin-g
of the words "property held intrust not beneficially
or with general power to confer a beneficialinterest.'"
The petitioner applied for Letters of Administration
in respect of prop.eitystanding ,in the name of his
father, but formingthe joint ancestral property of the
undivided Hindu family of which he and his father
Wiere the only members. His reason 'for applying for
Letters was that part of the property consisted of shares
in companies which, in accordance with their articles~
refused to recognise his title, and he c1almed exemption from duty on the ground that his father was in
the possession of the property and held it as trusteefor the family.. It was held by Benson, Actg. C.]., that
inasmuch as under the Mitakshara law, as administered
in Madras (differing from that administered in Bengal),
an alienation by sale or mortgage by an undivided
member of his interest in the joint family property is
T.R.

'J).

(1) (1909) 33 Mad.93.
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valid and that as he can at any time enforce partition
of- his own share, it was imoossible
to hold that the
T. R.
.
deceased's own share of the property was held II as GOPALASWAMY
trust property, not beneficially or with general power PILLAY
V.
to confer a beneficial mterest in it. " Sankaran Nair, J., MEENAKSHI
AMMAL
in a very short judgment-agrecd with the Chief Justice,
AND
and so did Miller, J., in a judgment of two pages. He ANOTHEr<.
prefaced his judgment, however, by two short paragraphs ORMISTON, J.
in which he stated that he had no doubt that the
applicant was cl person to whom Letters might be
granted under section 23 of the Probate and Administration Act, because he would be entitled to the whole
or part of his {ather's estate. He added and it seems
clear to me that the ancestral joint family property
passing to the applicant by survivorship is property
of the deceased within the meani ng of section 4 of
the Court Fees Act, and therdore included in the
, property and credits' of section 77, that is to' say
in the I estate of the definition of administrator in
section 3. Inasmuch then as this property does not
in the present case I pass by survivorship' to anyone
other than the applicant, there seemS to be no doubt
that trJe applicant-is entitled to letters of administration which wiUvest it in him." These remarks appear
to be purely obiter. The right of the applicant to
obtain Letters was never disputed,and the only
question was whether, if he chose to apply for Letters,
he should be made to pay a court·fee on the value'
of ilis father's share in the joint property. If may
very weIr be thatth€ father's interest was property
within the meaning of the Court Fees Act, but it by
no means follows that it was his estate within the
Probate and Administration Act. The conCluding
remarks of the citation appc-ar to be based on the
section of the Act corresponding to section 211 of
the Indian Succession Act, 1925,; on which, a's I have
(C

J
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said before, I in no way rest my judgment. It appears;
to me to be immaterial, on the view which I take!"
GOPALASW,AMY
whether, as in the case under discussion and in the'
PILLAY
case which I have now to decide, the applicant is the'
'/I.
MEEN.~KSHI
sole
surviving member of the family, or whether, as.
AMMAL
AND
in the decision of Beasely, J.s sitting on the Original
ANOTHER.
Side of this Court, to which I will presently refer he'
ORMISTO:-l J.
is only one of several. In Ktshavlal Panjalal v.
The Cullector of Ahmedabad (1), a Hindu father and
his two sons lived together in a joint family. A
portion of the family property consisting of shares
stood in the name of the father. The two sons
separated after their father's death. Each of the sons
applied separately for limited letters of administration
in, respect of the shares that came to him on partition.
The Court granted the Letters applied for but levied'
full court-fees over them. It was held on appeal,
following the case of the Collector of Ka1ra v. Chunilal'
(2), that no court-fees should be levied on the LetterS
of Administration sought by the son as to the shares
belonging to the joint family that came to him on
partition with hIS brothers. Here, again, the reason
for the application "vas that the Companies refused
to accept the sons as legal representatives in respect
of the shares, and here again there was no dispute
about the right to Letters of Administration. The Court
followed its own earlier decision above referred to and
that of the Calcutta High Court in In the Goods of
PokU1'111.ull Anguywallah (3), and differed from the
ratio decidendi in In the matter of Desu. M ana-vala
Chetty (4). Not only is the case not on authority
for the broad proposition that general·, Letters of
Administration 'may be granted, in respect of the
estate of a deceased member of a joint Hindu family
T. R.

(i) (1923) 48 Rom. 75.

(2) (1904/ 29 Rom. 161.

(3) Ii 896) 23 Cal. 980.
(4) (19091 33 Mad. 93.
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but it appears to be an authority against it. The
T. R.
application was for Letters limited to the shares.
GOPALA-·
On page 85 of the report Shah, Actg. C.J., quoted the
PILLAY
observations of Hayward, J., in Kashinatll Parshat'am
v.
v. Couravabai (1) :-" The case might, no doubt, MEENAKSHI'
AMMAL
AND
have been different if the estate specified had
ANOTlIER.M
not been not the whole join t property but only
a limited interest in the joint property-if, for ORMISTON, J..
instance, the estate specified had excluded the beneficial
interests of the members of the family in the
property and had strictly been limited to the legal
right to parade as proprietor under such statutory
provisions as ~ections 22 and 23 of the Presidency
Banks Act, 1876, or sections 30 (2), 33 and
clauses 21 and 22 of Table A of the First Schedule
of the Companies Act, 1913. The poss.ibility of such
a case would appear from the remarks in the case of
the Bank of Bombay v. Ambalal Sarabhai(2)."
The learned Acting' Chief Justice \\'ent on to say that
the application before him was really an application
of the nature referred to by Hayward, J. I would
also quote the observations of the Acting C\1ief Justice
on pages 83 and 84 of the report, which have a
bearing on an application for general Letters of Administration. Dealing with the meaning of the expression
,. prop~rty whereof or whereto the deceased was
possessed or entitled either wholly or partially as trustee''''
used in section 19D of the Court Fees Act, 1870, in
its application to joint family property with the
incident of survivorship governed by the Mitakshara
. law in the Bombay Presidency, he 5ays: II It must
be remembered that whiIethe holder, a member of
the family, in one sense is beneficially interested in
the whole the other members of the co-parcenary are
also benefi~ially interested in the whole and the"
SIVA~rY

W (1914) 39 Born. 245

(1) (1900) 24. Born. 350 at pagem---'
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beneficial interest of ihe holder is limited by the extent
tl. of the interest of other members. Further, that
'Gs~::~~~- interest disappears altogether on his death; and the
PILLAY
survivors become the sole beneficiaries in the eshte
v.
~MEENA){SHI which stands in the name of the deceased person.
AlIllllAL
. . '
AND
On his death what IS called -hIS estate IS no estate
Al\~ER. of his and the legal title \-vhich still cuntinues in
<ORMIsTO>l, J. the de_ad man is really the title of a man
whose
beneficial interest in the property on his death is
nothing.." It appears to me that this passage strongly
supports the view that the survivor of a co-parcenary
consisting of himself and the deceased is not" entitled
to the estate" of the deceased, as the expression is.
used in section 218 of the Indian Succession Act, 1925.
Mr. Aiyangar has referred me to the Banko!
Bombay v. Arizbalal Sarabha1' (1) as a case where'
the Court" ordered" the surviving members of a coparcenary to take out Letters of Administration. It did
nothing of the kind. Shares in the Bank stood in the
name of the deceased. The son of the deceased, who
was joint and undivided with him, applied to the Rank
to have the, shares transferred to his name as the sole
:surviving co-parcener. Under section 23 of the
Presidency Banks Act, 1876, the Bank was not bound ,
in the case of the devolution on the death of a share.
holder of his shares on his legal representative to
Tccogllise any legal representative other than a pers0n
who had obtained probate or Letters of Administration
to the estate of the deceased. It was held that the
_Bank was entitled to lUsist on the production of pro-.
bate or Letters, on the ground that shares in the
Bank, for the purpose of devolution or survivorship
must be deemed, so far as the Bank was concerned'
the exclusive properfy of its registered holder. On
page 358 of the report,after a reference to section 4
1929

(1) (1900) 24 Born. 350 at page 359.
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of the Probate and Administration Act, (corresponding to section 211 ot the Indian Succession Act, 1925)
Jenkins, C.J., observed :-" It is said that inasml.1ch as
the beneficial interest in the share passed by survivorship, the share would n.ot, according to the sections
vest in tl)e executor or administrator. . But this argument is founded on an obvious fallacy j it confuses
the legal title and the beneficial interest, and assumes
that, because the beneficial interest has survived, the
legal tide must follow suit. Bnt as J have pointed
out, it is with the legal title alone that we ~1I e concerned and that has not survived. We have not at
present to consider in what way representation should
be taken out) or what duty should be paid j it is
sufficient to hold, as in my opinion we should, that
,'the present IS a case in which secticn 23 of the 'Presidency Banks Act applies and that if the Bank so
requires, probate or Letter~ of Administraticn must be
produced '>.
,
In MlIthura Prasad v. Durgau:ati (1), it was held
that where an applicant for a succession certificate
stated in his application that he was a member 9fa
joint Hindu, family witb the deceased to \\'hose estate
hI; had succeeded by survivorship, a successioq/certificate was u:lnecessary and that the application must
fail. I do not think that this case is of assistance
one v;ay or the other. The certificate was Clpplicd
for in respect of money deposited in a Bank, which
refused to part with it without the production of a
certificate. From the point of view of the applicant
the certificate was very necessary, and the case is not,
in my view, sufficient author~ty for holding that, under
similar circumstances, a succession certificate cannot
be granted.
(I)

4
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In Mussa11'wt Uftanz Devi v. Dina N ath (1), a
decision of the Chief Court of the Punjab, Wilberforce,
GOPALAJ., held that where the deceased and the applicant
SWAMY
PILLAY
were members of joint Hindu family, the latter was
tI.
MEENAKSHI hot competent to apply for Letters of Administration
AMMAL
AND
under section 64 of the Probate and Administration
ANOTHER.
Act. The ground of the decision was that there was
ORMISTON, J.
no estate of the deceased left to be administered, it
having vested by survivorship in the applicant.
In Ramagiri Guruvava N aidu v. Govindamm.ah
(2), which does not' appear to be officially reported,
the circumstances were similar, the only difference
being that the applicant was not the sold surviving
co-parcener. The ground of the decision there was
that a co-parcener cannpt be said to die intestate in
respect of his interest in the property belonging to
the co-parcenary. I not only do not dissent from
this statement of the law, but agree with it. I may
point out that the portion of the headnote which
says that" where there was a sale surviving co-parcener
letters may be granted" is not warranted by the
judgment. BeasIcy; J., merely stated in referring to
~he obiter dicta of Miller, J., in In the 1natter of Destt
J.l1anavala Chetty (3) that" in that case an important
point is made of the fact that the applicant in that
case was the sole survivor." As I have said before,
in my view, it is immaterial whether the applicant is
or is hot the sale survivor.
Mr. Aiyangar lays stress on the fact· that in
most of the cases above referred to Letters of Adminitration were granted, and refers me to columns
743 et seq. of Mr. Dunkley's Digest, where the
names in some cases are those of Indians. He
cites Brij Narain v. Mangal Prasad (4), where
T.R

OJ (19181 54 P.R~ Civil 139.
(3) (1909) 33 Mad. 93.

(2) i1924) 3 B.L.J.116.
(4) (1923) 46 All. 95.
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at pa.ge 103 their Lordships of the Privy Council
observed that" When a long series of cases extend·
T.R
ing over a long period of time when parties were GOPALA.
SWAMY
represented by. eminent counsel are decided in a PILLAY.
v.
way where if a plea which was evident had been MEENAKSHI
taken and upheld, the" decision would have been the AMMAL
AND
other way, there arises an irresitable conclusion that ANOTHER.
the plea was not taken because it was felt to be
bad." Their Lordship~, however, go on to observe
that in the case. before them the pl~a had been
taken and was rejected. So here, in the only two
,cases before the Indian Courts, where the question
·now before me was directly raised, it was decided
in the same manner as I propose to decide it.
Mr. Aiyangar also employs the argument ab i1'1COl1.
veniellfi. It is possible that the declaration of the
law, as I conceive it to be, may be a source of
embarrassment to Hindu joint families; in regard to
their dealing with companies and banks which insist
the production of probate or Letters of Administration. A way out of the difficulty may be to·
apply for a limited grant as suggested in some of
the Bombay cases. Another possible way may be
to incorporate the joint family under the Indian
Companies Act. However this may be, if I consider
that the law is. plain, as I do consider it to be, it is
my duty to declare it, and act accordingly.

.on

My answer to the· issue is that general letters
of administration, such as are applied for in the
case, cannot be granted to the sqrviving member of a
present joint Hindu family governed by the M~tak~
shara School in respect of the property of. the
family,
His Lordship dismissed the application withcosts
The petitioner· appealed.
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RUTLEDGE, C.J., and BROWN, J.-The property
dispute in the prestnt case is the estate of one
Tanjore Ramasawmy Massilamany Pillay deceased..
The appellant Tanjore Ramas<twmy Gopalaswmy Pillay·
applied on the Original Side of this Court for
Letters of Administration tf) the estate of the
deceased on the ground that he was the brother of
the deceased, that they formed betvveen them a joint
undivided family under the Hindu Law, and that
he was therefore the only heir and legal represent-·
ative of the deceased. The deceased left surviving
a wife, Meenakshi Ammal, the first respondent, and
a daughter, Padmahai, the second respondent. The
two respondents opposed the application for Letters.
They denied that the appellant and hisbrothtr
formed a joint undivided Hindu family.
Issues were framed and a large amount of
evidence \vas recorded, but the cas/": was decided on a
point of law. By consent of the parties a preliminary i~sue of law was fixed:"Can Letters of Administration be granttd to the
surviving member of a joint Hindu family
in respect of property of that family?"
The learned trial Judge was of opinion that
under the Mitakshartl. School of Hindu Law, to
which the parties belong, the property of a joint
Hindu family passed on the death of one of the
members not by succession but by survivorship, and
that the surviving member of a family was not an
heir to the deceased and was therefore not a person
to whom Letters of Admimstration could be granted.
The learned trial Judge did not deal in his
,judgment with spec,ial cases in which the general
nile as to gr.:1nt of Letters is not followed, His
finding\vas' merely. to the effect that in·, stich a
.case the survi,'ing member of a joint family was not
In
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a person to whom Letters could be granted under
the provisions of section 218 of the Succession Act.
That section lay down that "If the deceased has
died intestate 'it' * '*' administration of h is estate
may be granted to any person who, according to the
rules for the distributi.on of the estate applicable in
the case of such deceased, \-"ould be entitled to the
'whole or any part of such deceased's estate." A
'large number of decided cases ha\'e been cited to
us on the subject. A majority of these cases deal
with the question of court-fees payable on the
grant of Probate or Letters of Administration, and
'are not therefore directly applicable to the point at
issue in the pre$ent case.
In In the Goods of Pokurmull Angurwallah (1), an
':application was made for Probate of the Will of a
.Hindu who was governed by the Mitakshara law.
During his life the testator had purchased certain
'property out of the income of the ancestoral estate.
'It was held that, although this property vested in
the members of the family as tenants in common,it
'vested in them as trustees for all the co-parceners,
·.and that all the property surviving in the estate of
the deceased was property held by him in trust and
'therefore was not liable to duty. In the matteI' Of
Desu Manavala Chetty (2) a'different view as to the
payment of courHees was taken. In that case the
'the deceased died intestate and Letters of Adminis·
tration were' applied for; It was held that courtfees must be paid on the share which the deceased
was entitled to claim by survivorship. In the case
of Kashinath Parsharal1Z Gadgil and others v. Gouravabai andanJther (3) an application was made for
Probate of the Will of a joint Hindu family alld it
(I) (1896) 23 Cal. 9S0.

(2) (1909) 33 Mad. 93.
(3) (1914) 39 Born. 243.'
.
.
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1929

was claimed that court-fees were not payable. It was
held that what had to be looked at in such cases
GOPALA\vas the estate actually specified in the \Vill and not
SWAMY
PILLAY
the estate which could legally be disposed of by the
V.
MEEl\'AKSHI Will.
It was therefore held that the full court-fees
A~DfAL
AND
were payable. In Keshavlal PUl1jalal Sheth v. The
ANOTHER.
Collector of Alm"ledabad (1), the question was whether
RUTLEDGE,
C.T., AND' court-fees were payable on an application for
BROWN, J.
Letters of Administration. In that case it was held
. that where an estate consisted of a share of a Hindu:
joint family property no court-fees. were payable.
In all these cases the sale question for decision by
the Court was as to whether court-fees were or
were not payable.- In no case had there been any
opposition to the grant of Probate or Letters of
Administration. In the 'matter of Desu lvlanavala
Chetty (2), MIller, J., did state in his judgment: , " 1
have no doubt that the applicant is a person to
whom Letters of Administration may be granted
under section 23 of tbe Probate and Administration
Act." But this point was not really a. point fordecision in the case and was dealt \vith very shortly.
Vle have been referred to the dictU1fl of the'
Privy Council in the case of Brij NaraitJz v. Mangal
Prasad and another (J). Act page 103 of the judgment
.in that case their Lordships averred: "It is true that
the point was not actually taken so far as appears in
any of these cases, but when a long series of cases
extending over a long period of time when parties
were represented by emninen tcounsel are decided in a.
way where if ,.a plea which was evident h3.d bc;en taken
and upheld, the decision \-vQuld have the other \-vay,
there arises iln irresistible conclusion that the plea
was not taken because it \-'Vas feHtc be bad." It ls~
.T.R.

(1)(1923) 48 Bom. 75~

(2) (1909) 33 Mad. 93.

(3) (1923) q6 All. 95.
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suggested that, as in all these cases, which were decided
under the Court Fees Act, Probate or Letters of
Administration were actually granted and no objection
was raised to their grant, the cases are all in favour
of the view that the grant of Pwbate or Letters could
legally be made. We do not, think that there is very
much force in this suggestion. In none of the cases cited
does it appear to us that there way anyone interested
in opposing the grant of Probate or Letters. In no case
were the parties represented by eminent counsel whose
cases would have been served by raising a plea that
the grant of Letters or Probate could not be made.
vVe do not therefore think that these cases are of very
much assistance to us for the decision of the present
case.
A case which appears to us more relevant is that of
the Bank of Bombay v. Ambalal Sarabhai (1). In
that case a suit was filed by the son of a deceased
Hindu with whom he was joint and undivided against
the Bank of Bombay to have certain shares in the
Bank transferred to his name from that of his father
as the sale surviving co-parcener. Under section 23
of the Presidency Banks Act, 1876, when by the death
of any proprietor or share-holder his stock or shares
shall devolve on his legal representative, the Bank shall
not t· _ bound to recognise any legal. representative of
suell proprietor or share bolder, other than a person
\;\"ho has taken out· from a Court having jurisdiction
in this behalf Probate of the \Vill or Letters o~
Administration to the estate of the deceased. It was
contended on ·behalf of the Bank that under this section
they \;\,'ere not bound brecognise the plaintiff unless
he took out Letters of Administration .. The trial Judge.
held that the property of a joint undiyided Hindu family
did not on the death of a member of that family
(1) (19CO) 24 Born. 3:;0.
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devolve on his legal representative and that this section
was therefore no bar to the bringing of the suit. But
on appeal this view of the !av,,' was held to be incorrect.
In the course of the judgment in the Appeal Court which
was delivered by Jenkins, C.J" the following passage
occurs :-" It is said that i11asmuch as the beneficial
interest in the share passed by survivorship, the share
would not, according 1.1 the words of the section, vest
in the executor or administrator. But this argument is
founded on an obvious fallacy; it confuses the legal
title and the beneficial interest, and assumes that because
the beneficial interest has survived,
legal title
.
. the
must follow suit. BLlt as I have pointed out, it is with
the legal title alone that we are concerned, and that
has not survived. We have not at present to consider
in what way representation should be taken out, or
what duty should be paid j it is sufficient to hold, as an
my opinion we should, that the present is a case in
which section 23 of the Presidency Banks Act applies,
and that, if the Bank so requires, pJobate or letters of
administration must be produced."
There is no direct finding here on the question now
before us, although difficulties might will arise out of
this decision in the case of joint Hindu undivided
families if the surviving men.bers of the family were not
competent to take out Letters of Administration. The
difference here is pointed out between the legal title
and the beneficial interest, and it may be argued on
behalf of the appellent that, although the beneficial
interest in the property passes by survivorship, the legal
Jitle vests in the legal representative of the deceased.
It does not seem to us however tbat this would help
the appellant in the present case. It may be a good
argument in favoi,lr of the vieT.'I,l that Letters of Administration can be taken out .in respect of an undivided
joint Hindu family estate. But it by no meartsof
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necessity follo\\'s that a surviving member of that joint
'family i:; one of the pers')ns entitled to the Letters.
Three cases have been cited to us which directly
support the view of the law bken by the trial Judge.
In the case of Kali Kuma1' and others v. Mussamat.
NUl1abati [{u11lari (l), it was helel that a member of a
joint undivided Hll1du family could not apply for Letters
of Administntion to the estate of th~ deceased member
of that family. The judgment of the Court in that
case is very short, and it does not seem to have been
reported in an official report of the Court. .D.. similar
view was however taken by the Original Side of this
'Court in Civil Miscellaneous No. 44 of 1924. In the
course of his judgment in that case Beasley, J., remarks:
." In this case, according to Mr. Naidu the property is
the property of the joint Hindu family and he is not
·claiining therefore any property of the deceased but is
disputing his right to deal with his property as his
own. He has not therefore such aninterest in the
·estate of the deceased as entitles him either to oppose
a grant of Letters of Administration to be alleged
son or himself to ask for Letters of Administration."
And a similar view was taken by the Chief Court of
the Punjab in the case of Mussa11lat Uttam Devi v. Dina
.Nath (2). It app.ears therefore that such direct authority
as there is on the point before us for decision
supports the view taken by the learned trial Judge.
The only person entitled to the grant of Letters under
section 218 of the Indian Succession Act is one who,
according to the rules for the distribution of the estate
applicable in the case of such deceased, would be entitled
to the whole or any part of the such deceased's
-estate, and the question is whetherthe surviving member
·of a joint undivided Hindu family is entitled to any
(1) (1922) Patna High Court CaS'S 240.

(2)(1918) SH'unjab Rxord 13?
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part of the estate of a deceased member of that family.
The view taken by the Chief Court of the Punjab and
GOPALASWAMY
by Beasley,]., of this Court in the hvo cases to which we
PILLAY
have referred was that the surviving member would
V.
lVIEENAKS:I!
not
be entitled to the \\'hole or any part of the deceased's
AMMAL
AND
estate, because on the death of the deceased no estate
ANOTHER.
in the joint family property remained in him at all.
RUTLEDGE,
Such estate as he had previously held passed at once
C.J.,AND
BROWN, J.
to his survivors on his death.
The general principles applicable in Hindu la w in such
cases are explained in Mayne's Hindu Law, section 246 :
II There is no such thing as
succession, properly so'
called, in an undivided Hindu family. The whole body
of such a family, consisting of males and females
constitutes a sort of corporation, some of the members
of which areca parceners. that is, persons who on
partition would be entitled to demand a share, while
others are only entitled to maintenance. Tn Malabar
and Canara, where partition is not allowed, the idea..
of heirship would never present itself to the mind of
any member of the family. Each person is simply'
entitled to reside and be maintained in the family house,..
and to enjoy that amount of affluence and consideration which arises from his belonging to a family
possessed of greater or less vvealth. As he dies out
his claims cease and as others are born their claims
arise. But the claims of each spring from the mere
fact of their entrance into the family, not from' their'
taking the pl~ce of any particular individual. Deaths.
may enlarge the beneficial interest of the survivours, by
diminishing the number who have a claim ~lpon the
common fund, just as births may diminish tpeir i I1 terests
by increasing the number of claimants. But although
thefaet that A is the child of B introduces him: into
the family, it does not give him any definite share of
the property, for B himself has none. Nor upon tho
T. R.
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death of B does he succeed to anything, for B has
left nothing behind to succeed to. Now in every
part of India where the Mitakshara prevails the
position of an undivided family is txactly the same,
except that within certain limits each male member
has a right to claim a partition, if he likes. But
until they eled to do so, the property continues to
devolve upon the members at the family for the time
being by survivorship and not by succession."
vVe do not understand the correctness of these
principles to be questioned. A member of an undivided
Hindu family during his. life is entitled to the
beneficial interest in the family estate, but on his
death that interest immediately ceases and the whole
beneficial interests in the estate belongs to the other
members of the family. There is no succession to
the deceased's estate because he has left nothing to
succeed to. No part of the joint family estate is
therefore the deceased's estate within the meaning of
section 218 of the Succession Act, and it therefore
seems to us to follow that a member of a joint
undivided Hindu family is not as such a person entitled
under section 218 to an administration of the estate
of a deceased member of the family. It may be, as
su~gested by the judgment of Jenkins, C.J., in the
case of the BL1nk of Bombay v. A1I1balal Sarabhai
(1), that there is a certain legal title of the deceased
which remains in existence after' his death and vests
in his legal representative. But if that is so, it is not
a member of the family estate who· obtains that title
as such but his heir, and we do not understand it to
be disputed that for the purposes of the Succession
Act the heir in ·the present case is the widow or her
daughter and not the appellant. If therefore there is
a legal title still surviving, that is not property to
which the appellant as a member 6f the joint
(1) (1900) 24 Bom.
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undivided family is entitled. We are therefore of
T. R.
opinion that the general question has been correctly
GOPALAanswered
by the learned trial Judge.
S\VA:'.IY
PrLLAY
It has been suggested that even though we hold
v.
MEE~AKSHr that the appellant is
not entitled to letters under
AMMAL
AND
section 218 his claim should nevertheless be considered
A:WTHER.
under section 250 or 254. Section 250 hardly seems
HUTLEDGE,
to
us to be applicable to a case of the present kind.
C.J., AND
,BROWN, J.
It may be that the appellant could have made out a
case for the grant of Letters of Administration under
section 25+. It is pointed out to us on behalf
of the respondents that what the appellant really
wants to claim is entirely opposed to the interests of
the estate of the deceased. He claims that the
property is his and does not belong to the estate at'
all. If that be so, there are obvious objections to his
being made the legal representative of the deceased.
It is possible that circumstances might arise in which
it would be necessary to override these objections
and grant Letters to the survivour of a joint family.
but it does not seem that these questions properly arise
in the present case.
The application for Letters was clearly filed under
the provisions of section 218 of the Succession Act.
The appellant claimed to be entitled to administration
of the estate as of right. He did not claim that
such special circumstances existed that the ordinary
rule should not be followed and that section, 254
should be applied. The case in the trial Court
appears to have been decided by consent on the
issue of la\'i' which was framed and we do nDt think
that the appellant should be allowed to mak~ out a
fresh case for himself now::'
Tile result is that we see no sufficient reason to
interfere with the e>rders passed by th e trial Court
~nd we dismiss this appeal vvith costs.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Sir Guy Rutledge, Kt., K.C., Cltlef lust icc, and Mr. lmtiee Brown.

THE OFFICIAL ASSIGNEE, RANGOON

v.
RM.P.V.M. FIRM.*
Agent's duty towards prmeipal-·Mortgagcc's Position as agent-Mortgagee,
11111C1& may purclw!e II o/'tgagor's property--Mortgagee, wl:en on an equal
footing 1~ith a straNger-Utlfair and special use of knowledge acquired·
as 1/Iortgagee, vitiates purchase - Agent's p/lrchme outside the busilless
of ageucy-Mortgagor's claim for benefit obtained by 1110rtgagecContwet Act (IX Of (1872). ss. 215, 216.
An ;Jgent will not be allowed to place himself in a situation which, under
ordinary circumstances, would ten~pt a man to do that which is not the best
for his principal.
Barker v. Hat'Yison', 63 Eng. I{ep. 854; Bentley v, Craven 52. Eng,
Rep. 29; Dally v. Wonham, 55 Eng. Rep. 326; Hesse v. Briant, 43 Eng.,
Hep. 1375; Mollett v. RobIIlS01', L.R. 5 C. P. C~ scs 646-refer;'ed to.
This principle has been applied in case,; of mortgagees' dealings with lhemortgaged property,
Hobday v. Peters, 4 Eng. Rep. 400; Rajalz Kishe/ldalt v. Rajah Mumtaz,.
6 LA. 145; Whit v. City of London Bre1IJery COmpal&Y, 39 Ch. Div. 559reftrred to.
But where a mortgagee does not derive from his mortgagor any peculiar• means of facilities for making a p',:rchase ",hich would nol be available to a
stranger, he may be held entitled, equally with a stranger, to make it for his.
OWn benefit. So where lhe respo.ldents, who were mortgagees in possession
purchased the mortgaged propel ty which was brought to sale under a.
mortgage which was subsequent tJ thtirs and with 'which they had no
connection whatsoever, they were in fact purchasing the equity Gf redemption
, of their own mortgage at a fair prke. In doill~ so. they were not making any'.
unfai;' and special use of allY kno\vledge which was acquired by them as
mortgagees in possession and which \\'a. 110t accessible to any stranger who·
had made a p.'oper search. The respondents" ere not only mortgagees in
rossessio:l but held a power of attorney from the mortgagor enabling them
to man:.ge and sell the property. But in purchasing the property they weI'
neither t sing nor acting under their power as agents, and were not dealing,
in the. busines's of the agency at all, and the mortgagor could not thereforeinvoke the provisions of 5S. 215 and 216 ofthe Contract Act and claim from
them the advantages of the purchase.

Leach-for the Appellants.
Paget-for the Hespondents.
* Civil Fird !\ppeal :-10. 222 of 1928 against the jUdgment on the onginal.
Side in Civil Regular No. 478 of J927.
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RUTLEDGE, C.]., and BROWN, J.-The appellant the
Official Assignee broughf a suit ag<.linst the respondfIn
if P V M
eh etcyar
"
F'lrm, f or a d ec 1ara t'lOn
en,s,
L1e ;-.; .~l.
•
••
that the insoivent's estate which the appellant
represents is entitled to the benefit of certain trans.
actions ehtered into by the de f endants. Tl-Ie 1l1s01vent
is one Ahmed Ismail Hashim Atchia. On the 1st of
June 1919 he took a lease of certain land from the
Goolam Ariff Estate Company, Limited, for a term of
ten years; one condition in the lease being that he
should erect thereon a substantial building costing
not less than Rs. 50,000 to Rs.7 5,000. Atchia erected
buildings on the land at a cost of Rs. 1,31,000 and
·used the same for the purpose of a cinema known
as "The Royal Cinema." In January 1921 Atchia
mortgaged the Royal Cinema and his enterests under
the lease to the Company for the sum of"Rs/60,{}OO.
He subsequently repaid Rs. 45,000 of this de~t) but
-on the 9th of September 1922 he executed a further
mortgage for the balance of Rs.15,COO due on the earlier
1TIo'rtgage and for a further sum of Rs. 30,000
Meanwhile on' the 13th of June 1922 Atchia had'
-executed'a mortgage in favour ofthe Chettyar Firm.
The property then mortgaged· included the Royal
'Cinema, which had been previously mortgaged to the
Company, and also the Cinema de Paris, anbther
property of Atchia's. On the .lOth of April 1923
Atchia executed a further mortgage for Rs. 1,00;000.
This mortgagee was in favour of his brother-in-law,
!Ebrahim Ismail Ghanchee and included the Royal
Cinema, the Cinema de Paris and other assets of the
film agency business and a printing press. On the
27th of September 1923 Atchia executed a deed whereby he handed over the management of· the Royal
-Cinema to theChettyar Firm. . Ghanchee was a party
-:tolhlsdeed~ TheChettyai: Firm was empowered to
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1929
utilize the profits, first for the payment of interest
THE
due to them by Atchia, and secondly for payment of
OFFICIAL
the principal sum due. It gave the Cheltyar Firm a ASSIGNEE,
general power to .collect moneys due to Atchia and I:ANGOON.
'V.
in the event of the bioscope show not being profit- R.M.P.V.M.·
FIRM.
able it gave the Chettyar Firm power to seel the same·
I<uTLEDGE,
On the same date a deed was executed whereby c,J., AND
Ghanchee agreed to treat the Chettyar Firm as co· BORWN.
mortgagees on his mortgage for Rs. 1,00,000 to secure
Rs. 50,000 of the sum of Rs. 70,000 due by Atchia
-to the Firm on unsecured debts. Atchia then left
Rangoon about December 1923 for the Andaman
.Islands and save for one short interval did not return
until July 1924.
The management of the Royal Cinema was left
entirely in the hands of the Firm. Before Atchia left
·for the Andaman l~e received a notice from the Goolam
Ariff Estale Company calling upon him to pay up the
,principal sum of Rs. 45,000 due on the mortgage of
'the 9th St:ptember 1922, failing payment of which
-'the Company would ta.ke steps to recover the amount.
. Atchia asked for further time but this was refused,
;the Company stating that unless the money was paid
;they would take immediate steps to realize their secu·
rities. The Company appear to have taken no further
;st~ps until about May 1924 when they advertised the
properties for sale under the power given in their
mortgage deed of September 1922.
The Chettyar Firm advised Atchia both by letter and
by telegram that the Company were pressing for th..eir
~money, urging him to come to Rangoon at once, or
if that were impossible to empower some one to act
on his behalf. Atchia did not corne to Rangoon till
·the beginning of July or empower anyone· to act for
him. In the meantime the Royal Cinema was sold
:by auction under the power of sale in the mortgage deed
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on the 21st of June 1924 and purchased by the
defendant firm for Rs.65,000. Rs· 45,000 of this sum
THE
OFFICIAL
was
paid to the Company in settlement of their debts,.
ASSIGKEE,
RANGOON.
and the balance after allowing for the costs of the
V
R.l\1.P.V,M. sale was utilized towards the mortgage debt due to the
FIRM.
Chdtyar Firm.
RUTLEDGS,
On the 17th of July the Chettyar Firm obtained a
C.J.,AND
BROWN, J.
new lease of the site of the Royal Cinema for a period
of 16 years from the Company, and on the 25th of July
they leased the Cinema to Madan Theatres, Limited, at
a monthly rental of Rs. 2,150. Meanwhile on the 2nd
of July 1924 Ghanchee assigned to the defendant firm
the whole of the debt of Rs. 1,00,000 due to him on
his mortgage deed for the sum of Rs. 15,000.
The plaintiff claims that in these circumstances
the Chettyar Firm must be treated as Atchia's agents
and that Atchia is entitled to the benefit both of the
purchase of the Royal Cinema and of the assignment
of his mortgage by Ghanchee. The claim is based
in part on the fact that the Chettyar Firm were mortgagees in possession and in part on the fact that they
were the agents of Atchia. The learned trial Judge
held that the plaintiff had not established his case,
and except with regard to a sum of Rs. 2,500 given
by Atchia asa deposit on taking the lease from the
Goolam Ariff Estate Company in 1919, as to which there
was no real dispute, he has dismissed the plaintiff's suit.
The plaintiff has now appealed against this decision.
, We have heen referred to a number of English.
cases in which th<; acts of mortagees in possession
or of agents have been held to have been' performed
on behalf of their principal and to be acts for the
benefit of which they were bound to account to
their mortgagor or principal. ,In the case of Hobda)
v. Peters (1), a solicitor's clerk had been giving a client
1929

(1) 84 Eng. Rp. 400.
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his advice and with the help of the knowledge
obtained by him in connection with this advice he
purchased the mortgage granted by the client for less
than half the amount. It was held with regard to
this purchase that he was a trustee for the benefit for
the mortgagor. In the case of White v. City of London
Brezr.;ery Company (1), the mortga.gees in possession of
a public house let the premises with a restriction that
the tenant should take beer of their brewing and none
other. It was held that they must account for such
additional rent as might h:lve been got if the premises
had been let without restriction. In the case of Rajah
Kishend at! Ram v. Rajah MU1l1taz Ali Ahan (2), the
mortgagee had. purchased after his mortgage certain
encumbrances on the property mortgaged. It was
held in the circumstances of that case that the mortgagor was entitled to redeem the whole estate on
paying the original mortgage money plus the money
used for the purchase of the encumbrances. The
circumstances of that case were somewhat peculiar and
not analogous to those of the case now before us·
The principle followed appears to have been that in
that case the mortgagee by virtue of his possession
had acquired a peculiar means of making the purchase,
and in the course of their judgment their Lordships
referred to cases in which purchases made by the
mortgagee in possession might not be held to be
advantageous to the mortgagor. On page 153 of their
judgment they remark: II In such cases the mortgagee
cali hardly be said to have derived from his mortgagor
any peculiar means or facilities for making the
purchase which, would not be possessed by a stranger,
and may therefore be held entitled, equally with a
stranger, to make it for his own benefit." In the
(1) 39Ch. Div. 559.
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case of Mollett v. Robinson (1), Willes, J., remarks at
page 655 of the judgment" it is an axiom of the law
OFFICiAL
'f
. . 1
b ro l
ASSle>NEE, 0 pnnclpa and agent that a
{cr I
em pd
oye to fe 11
RANGOON
'cannot himself become the buyer, nor can a broker
,,,fl.
.
R.M~.V.M. employed to buy become himself the seller, without
,~IRM. distinct notice to the principal". This general rule
RUTI.EDGE.
\vas appi'oved in the case of Bentley v. Craven (2). At
CJ., AND
,BROWN, J. page 30 the Master of the Holls remarked \\'ith regard
this rule, "it is founded on this principle, that an
agent will not be allowed to place himself in a situation
which, under ordinary circumstances, would tempt a
,man to do that which is not the best for his principal,
,and it is the plain duty of every agent to do the
best he can for his principal." In the case of Dally
v. TVol1harn (3) the purchase by an agent for inadeqmite price \vas set aside.' In that case the purchaser
resided on the spot and was fully acquainted v;ith
the value of the property, whereas the vendor lived
at a distance and had not seen the property for 20
years. In the case of Hesse v. B1'iant (4), specific
performance was refused of an agreement entered into
,to sell a property between two persons, where the same
solicitor acted for both parties. In the case of Barker
v. Harrison (5), an agent who had purchased lands of
his principal, and who, previously to contract, had
,entered in to a secret negotiation for a resale of part of
the property at a profit, was declared a trustee for,
his principal to the extent of that profit.
None of these cases seems to us to be very similar
',to the case which we have to decide., The Chettyar
Firm \-vere in possession of the property which they
purchased as mortgagee. But it seems to us impossible to hold that their possession as mortgagees gave
1929

'TiiE

to

,(1) L,R. 5 P.C. Cases 646.
(3) 55 Eng. Rep. 326.
(2) S2 Eng. R<p. 29.
(4) 43 Eng. Rep. 1375.
(5) 63 Eng. Rep, 854.
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them any peculiar means or facilities for making the
1929
purchase of the .property brought to sale under a
THE
. II Wh'IC I1 t Iley h ad no thOmg· ASSIGxEE,
OFFiCIAL
su b sequen t mortgage WIt
whatever to do. They had, it is true, special means HANGQQN
•
'V.
of knowing the nature ·of the property, but It does R.M.P.V.M.
not appear that there were encumbrances on the
FIRM.
property which any stranger with due diligence and RUTLEDGE,
c.J., AND
due searching at the Regi~tration Office might not have BROWN; J.
known. In informing Atchia of the intention of the
GoolamAriff Estate Company the Chettyar Firm said
nothing whatever about the sale of the property under
the power of sale in the mortgage deed. But they
did quite clearly urge Atchia to come to Rangcon
without delay, and before he left for the Andamans
Atchia had received full notice that the Company w"re
likely to exercise their power. The sale of the property
took place at a public auction, and presumably if the
Chettyar Firm had not purchased it would have been
purchased by somebody else at a still lower price.
The deed by which the Company executed the
conveyance in favour of the Chdtyar Firm is a somewhat curious one. The sale was under the power of
sale in the mortgage deed subsequent to the date of
the Chettyar's mortgage. Quite clearly therefore the
sale could not <lffeet the Chettyar's mortgage in any
way and what waS in fact sold was the equity of
redemption of this mortgage from the Chetty(lr.
Nevertheless the sale deed says that Rs. 20,000 should
be utilized towards the settlement of this mortgage.
Be that as it may, we do not think it can be held
that in making the purchase under the power of sale
the Chettyar Firm were making an unfair and special
use of the knowledge acquired by them as mortgagees
in possession. In actual fact they purchased only the
equity of redemption of their own mortgage amounting
to Rs. 50,000 and Rs. 65,000 was not so inadequate
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a price as it might at first sight appear. The deed
giving management of the Clfiema to the Chettyar
THE
OFFiCIAL
Firm
not only put them as mortgagees in possession
ASSIGNEE,'
HANGOON
but also empowered them as agents. It gave them
'II.
R.M.P.V.M. pow~r in certain circumsian'ces to sell the property.
FIRM.
But we do not think that the cases cited to us are
RUTLEDGE.
authorities
for the contention that in these circumC.}., AND
BROWN, J.
stances a. sale by them must be held to have been for
the benefit of their principal. The sales in all the
cases cited were sales by on to the agent when he
was clearly exercising the power of his agen~y. In the
present case it is perfectly clear that in making the
purchase the Chettyar Firm was in no way acting or
purporting to act under their power as agen ts. The
sale was effected not by Atchia and not by the
ChettyarFirm but by the Goolam Ariff Estate Company
which had acquired this power of sale long before
the ChettyarFirm had been appointed agents.
The principles of the English law on this, subject
are incorporated in sections 215 and 216 of the
Indian Contract Act. Section 216 lays down that if
an agent, without the knowledge of his principal,
deals in the business of the agency on his own account
instead of an account of his principal, the principal is
entitled to claim from the agent any benefit which may
have resulted to him from the transaction. It seems
to us impossible in the presE'nt case to hold that the
Chettyar Firm in purchasing at a sale held under the
power given to the Goolam Ariff Estate Company
long before the firm became the agent was dealing in
'the business of the agency at all. As agents they
had no power either to make the sale under the
power in the mortgage-deed or to stop it. It seems
to LtS therefore that the principles of this section do
not apply to the pr~sent case and that the appellant
cannot claim the advantages of the sale on behalf of
1929
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1929
the estate of Atchia. Nor can we see sufficient reason
'rHE
for holding that the Chettyar Firm is not entitled to
OFFICI.AL
the full benefit of its purchase from Ghanchee of the ASSWKEE,
debt due to him. It is true that the Chettyar Firm I\ANGOPz.;
1/.
was in a fiduciary position in regard to a part of the RM.P.V.M.
FIlm.
property to which the mortgage for Rs. 1,00,000
RUTI,EDGF"
referred. But it does not seem to us that in' pur- C.T-, ANfl
chasing this debt the Firm made any special usc of the BRUW!,:, J.
knowledge obtained thereon in such capacity. The
general rule undoubtedly is that if onc person buys
the debts of another for less than their face value,
he is entitled to claim for the whole debt: We are
unable to see any sufficient . circumstance in the
present case to bring it outside the ordinary rule.
There are undoubtedly in this case many circum::statlces which strongly suggest collusion between the·
Cheltyar Firm and the Goolam Ariff Estate Company.
But, as pointed out by the learned trial Judge, there
is no reference to collusion in the plaint, ~:ll1d we Cl.:r:e
not prepared in the circumstances to differ from his
view that collusion is not established. The trial
Court whilst dismissing the main part of the plaintiff's
claim passed a decree in his favour for the sum of
I~s. 2,400. This was the sum originally deposited with
the Goolam Ariff Estate Company by Atehia when
taking out his original leqse in 1919. By taking a
fresh lease in their favour the CheUyar Firm obtained
the advantage of this deposit and they are admittedly
bound to account to the Official Assignee for this
sum. No complaint can therefore be made as to the
decree of the trial Court in favour of the plaintiff
for this sum. The defendants, however, have filed a
cross-objection on the matter of costs. The trial
Judge directed that the parties should respectively
pay their own costs on the ground that the plaintiff had
succeeded in part and failed in part. On this point it
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is urged that the amount of Rs 2,400 for which a decree
was passed in favour of the plaintiff was a small sum
compared with the Rs. 20,000 at which he valued his
main claim; and further that there never really was
any dispute as regards this Rs. 2,400 and that therefore
no litigation with regard to -it was ever necessary.
There is some force in this contention, but we are
nevertheless not satisfied that there is sufficient ground
for interfering with the discretion of the trial Court
in the matter of costs. We have held that the Official
Assignee has not established the main part of his case.
But the actions of the Chettyar Firm in dealing with
the properly and the debts have been of such a nature
as necessarily to arouse doubt and suspicion in the
mind of the Official Assignee, and \ve are of opinion
that the Chettyar Firm must be held largely responsible
-for the bringing of this action. 1 he result is that we
dismiss both the appeal and the cross-objection
with costs.

APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Sir Cuy RI//ledge, Kt., K.C., Chief Juslhe alld Mr. Jllstiee Brown.
1929

JatJ.4.

F. M JOSEPH

AND OTHERS

t'J.

SAM SUNDER AND

OTHERS.*'

RegistratIon Act (XVI of 1908), ss. 2 (vii). 17 (1) (d), 17 (2) (v) -Agreement to
lease,1uftat is-Unilateral letter-embodying proposals ilOt a lease-Proposal
in writ in {!. to grant lcase must bc accept cd in writitJg,lo constitlltc"agrccI11mt to Icasc"-DocumeJlt giving right to obtain another documcnt.
Respondent-plaintiff were tenants occupyinl!" three rooms in appellants'
hous_e. They were sued for ejeclment, but they came to an arrangementwhereby UIC respondents were to continue in occupation Of the rooms for the
rest of their .lives on payment of a daily rent and of a lump sum as salami

* Civil First Appeals Nos. 207 to 20} of 1928 against the judgment of the
Original Side in Civil Regular Nos. :;53 398 and 399 of 1927
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1929
(premium) and on condition that they did not sublet the premises. The
ejectment suits were dismissed. Respondents had to file suits for specific
E.M.JOSEPH
performance of the agreenient to execute a lease. Appellants contended that
AND
they had written ktters to the respondents containing the above terms,
OTHERS
except the term as to salami, and st:ch letters were" leases" within the
V.
meaning of s. 2 (vii) oOhe Registration Ad and, as tl~ey were not regist red SAMSUNIJER
AND
under s. 17 of the Act, the respondeqts could not maintain the suits.
OTHERS.
Held, that the letters did not show any mdual agreement or contain allY
agreenHnt, and were merely unilateralletlers. They were more in the nature
of a proposal 10) which there was 110 written assent. They did not operate
as a lease or an agreen:ent to lease within the mcaning of the Act. At most
they gave the respondents the right to ohtain another document, the formal
kz.se. The letters were therefore exempt from registration und<:r s. 17 12 )
Iv) of the Registration Act.
Maung Ba Sein v. Maung Htoon Shllle, 5 Ran. 9S ; Ran/oo v. Haridas,
Cal. 69S-dist inguisl:ed.

~·2

Banerji for the appellants.
Paget for the respondents.
RUTLEDGE, C.J., and BROWN J.,-Thc property in
dispute in these three appeals consists of three rooms,
Nos. 3,4 and 5 of House No. 68, Fraser Street, Rangoon.
The house in question is part of an estate of which
the beneficial owners are the four appellants. The four
appellants are brothers and the 1st appellant, E. M.
Joseph, is Trustee for the management of the estate.
The rooms in question have for some years been occu·
pied by the respondents as tenants. The respondent,
Dvvarka Prasad has occupied room No.3, Samsunder
and Dwarka Prasad have occupied room No.4 and
Samsunder has occupied room No.5. The Istappellant
as Trustee of the estate brought three ejectment suits
in the Small Cause Court against the respondents.
It is alleged by the respondents that the during the
pendency of these suits an agreement was come to
whereby they were to be permitted to continue in
occupation for the rest of their lives on the payment
of Rs. 5 per day rent and of a.lump sum of Rs. 1,000
salami for each room. This agreement was never
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reduced to the form of a legal document, and the
respondents sued for specific performance of the agreeAND
ment. As a result the ejectment suits in the Small
OTHERS
v.
Cause Court were dismissed.
SAMsUNDER
ANI)
The appellants, whilst admitting that there was some
OTHERS.
discussion as to a settleme~t and admitting that the
l~UTLEDGF.,
C.J., AND salami of Rs. 1,000 for each room was actually paid
BROWN, J.
to them, deny that there was ever any dcfinite
agreement as to a lease. The trial Court has granted
a decree for specific performance in each case and it
is against these decrees that these three appeals are
filed.
The first question for consideration in these appeal,
has reference to certain letters written by three out
of the four appellants. That these .three appellants
signed those letters is admitted; but it is argued on
their behalf that the letters contain on the face of them
an agreement to leasc, that they are, therefore, compulsorilyregistrable under the Indian Registration Act
and that as they have not been registered they cannot
be accepted in evidence. The letter to Dwarka Prasad
reads as foll~\\"s: II Sir, This to inform you that
as long as you occupy room No.3 of house No. 68,
Fraser Street, Rangoon, we shall not ask you to vacate
the said room the rent of which \~'il1 be Rs. 5 per day
from the 1st February 1927: You arc 110t to sub-let
the premises ". The letter to Samsunder with regard
to room No 5 is ouched in similar terms and the
letter to Dwarka Prasad and Samsunder jointly with
regard to room No.4 is also similarly worded except
that the last sentence II You are not to sub-let the
premises" is omitted.
In accordance with the definition given in section
2 (vii) of the Registration Act the term U lease"
incll1de~ an agreement to lease, anel under section 17
6f the Act a lease of. irJ:lmoveable property for any term

E.M.JOSEPH

VOL.
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exceeding one year requires registration. The letters
in question state the amount of rent and also declare
that the appellants do not propose to evict the respond ents.
We have been referred on behalf of the appellants
to the case of Ramjoo'Mahcrned v. Haridas Mullick
and others (1). In that case the defendant had \vritten
to the plaintiff a letter in which he said that he agreed
to take a certain house on lease and set forth the terms
under which he agreed to accept the lease and the
plaintiff in reply wrote a letter to the defendant in
which he said that he confirmed the defendant's letter.
As a result of these two letters the plaintiff occupied
the premises and paid tbe rent agreed on. Some 18
months latter a notice was served en him to quit and
he then brought a suitfoi specific performance. It was
held that the letters in question amounted to a present
demise of the premises and were compulsorily registrable. We do not however think that that case is analogous to the case before us. In one letter in that case there
was a definite statement of an agreement to take the
premises on lease subject to definite terms set forth in
the letter; and in the letter in reply there was a definite
acceptance of the offer and the parties had acted on
the letters as creating a lease for 18 months after the
letters were written. The letters in the present case do
not shew any mutual agreement. They do not on the
face of them contain any agreement at all. The three
plaintiffs merely state in them that they will not ask
the respondents to vacate the rooms. There is no
mention whatever in the letters of the payments of salami
and the letters are entirely unilateral letters. Itseems
to us clear that the letters were never really intended
in themselves to operate as a lease or an agreement to
lease, but that they contemplated execution of a formal
-~
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agreement at a late stage. Formal assent to a proposal
E, M JOSEPH is clearly required before there can be any binding
O:;~RS agreement. That assent is not contained in the letters
SAMS~'NDER at all and if these letters can be said to create a right
OT~i~~S.
at all it seems to us that was merely a right to obtain
another document which woutd when executed create
RUTLEDGE.
I
,..
d
'
f
C.J"AND
a essee s mterest III the property an thatthere ore the
BROWN, J. letters were exempted ffom registration under the provisions of section 17 (2) (v) of the Registration Act.
We have been refeHed also to a case of the Court
Maung Ba Sein and one v. Maung Htoon SI17.fe(2),
but there again the document which was held to be
compulsorily registrable w'as a formal document which
set forth definite agreements by both landlord and
tenant. We are of opinion that lheletters in question
have rightly been admitted in evidence by the trial
Judge. It remains then to be considered whether the
plaintiffs did in fact establish that a definite coritraCt
to enter into a lease was made.
(On the evidence their Lordships held in favour
of the plaintiffs and gave them <l decree for specific
performance directing the defendants Or the' first
defendant on their behalf to execute a lease in favour
of the several plaintiffs, the conditions of the lease
to be that a rent of Rs. 5 a day was to be paid, that
the lease should continue for the liVt;:s of the plaintiffs
and,that the plaintiffs should have no power to sub-let.
the premises. Plaintiffs were awarded their costs.)
(1) (1927) SRan.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Mr. Justice Pratt and Mr.Justice Otter.

J929

MA ON MYAING

v.

Jan. 7.

MA ME SAN.*
Buddhist Law-bllteritance-l-'aret/t atld a sister of tfle deceased, calli est
between-The deceased (a //Iinor) not separated fronl parent.
Held, that where a Burmese Buddhist died while a minor and while living
with his mother and sister, the parellt is not debured {rom inheriting his.
property by the fact that his sister is alive. The rights of his mother in
respect of any property belonging to him may well be said to stand on a
<Iifferent footing from any such fight had he attained his majority and separated him,eH from the parental roof.
Ma Hnin Blf.,jn v. U Shwe GOlt, 8 L.B.R. 1. (P.C.)-distinguisTud. '
Ma Po Hlllo" v. Maung Ka'/, (1!l97-0l) 2 U.B.R. 157; MaulIg Chit Kywe v.
Maung Pya, (1892-96) 2 U.B.R. 184 ; MaUtlg Sltwe Bo v.lIlaulIg Pya, P.]. 524
-referred to.
,

]. C. Day for the appellant.

Ko Ko Gyi for the respondent.
PRATT and OTTER, JJ.-In this case the short
facts are that in the year 1910-11 a man c~lled U Tha
Htu died leaving as descendants two grand-children
who were then minors and of whom one is the plaintiff,
and their mother, his daughter-in-law, Ma On Myaing
the first and only defendant who need be considered.
The plaintiff claims the whole of her grandfather's
property, her brother having died in 1921-22.
The· defendant has all along been in possession of
and looking after the property, and there was some
suggEstion that her claim was time-barred. As however, she is only twenty-three years bf age now this
• Civil First Appeal No. 12 of 1923 (at Mandalayl af{ainst the judgment

of the District Court of Lower Chindwin in Chi! Heglllar No.2 of ~
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canllot well be; and moreover, as the lower Court
rightly held, 1st defendent's possession bas been
adverse only since she refused to give up the property.
'IJ.
MA ME SAN.
The other points taken in the lower Court were
PI~\TT AND
quite
rightly not argued in this Court,for upon the
OTTE!:, JJ.
facts that Court seems to have come to a correct
decision, and indeed no such gift or promise on the
part of U Tha Htu as was suggested could have the
force of law.
It was said however that plaintiff must fail as to
her brother's share_ in the inherited property; for as to
that, by the Burmese Buddhist Law of -Succession,
since he was living with his mother athis death, the
latter and not the plaintiff would inherit his share.
..
Reliance was placed upon three cases Maung Shwe
Eo v. Maung Pyo and Mi Eik (1 ),Ma Po Hmon v.
lV1aung Kan cindMa Ati1i (2) and Ma-H!1inBwin v.
U Shwe Con (3), the last being a case -decided by
the Privy Council. Ii will be observed that the -first
two cas~s of these were decided apparently mainly
upon the authority of Iv.laung Chit Kywe v.-Maung
P.vo and others (l). In the first of these three cases,
the following extract from Chit Kywe's case was
approved by the Coud (see page 527 of the report) : II The
Buddhist Law is opposed to the ascent
of inheritance, but when it cannot go by descent the
inheritance is allowed to ascend, first to the father
and mother, and failing them, to the first .line of
collaterals, and, in the absence of heirs in that degree;
to the grandfather and grandmother and the next
line of collaterals."
Now, it is perfectly true that in the case of Ma
H1'lin Bu.·in v. U Shw{JCon (3), their Lordships of the
.Privy COl1ncilexpressed them~elves- as not satisfied
MA ON
MYAING

(0 (189J·OO) P.T. 524.
2) (1!l97-0l) 2UB.R. 157.

P} {1924} 8 L.B.R. 1..
(4) (1892-96) 2 U.B.R..184.
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'with the reasons ...apparently underlying the decision
in Chit Kywe's case. Indeed, they expressed themselves as satisfied with the authoritative character of
the Dhammathats and in particular they at page 12
of the report, quoted with approval a dictum of the
'Manukye, which is as follows:"The general rule is that relatives of previous
"generations shall not inherit the property of their
,. descendants. But if a person dies leaving neither
wife, children, <br'0thers, nor sisters, his parents become
his sole heirs. "
The question in the case before the Committee
was as to the respective rights of a sister on the one hand,
.and the father on the other, to the property of two
'deceased hdies who were respectively sisters and
daughters of the rival claimants. These three ladies
,had lived apart from their father for many year£, and
it was, as we understand the case, for this reason
that their Lordships of the Privy Council decided the
matter at issue in their favour. At page 4 of the
report, their Lordships state" that the present case
should not be held as dealing with or affecting
parental rights in.cases where the family continues
to live together. " Their Lordships go on to lay stress
on the important rights of parents in Burma so far
as their children are concerned~
In the present case i,t is admitted that the two
minors lived in the house. of their mother up till
the .time of the death of the respondent's brot.her.
l~espondenl herself also lived on under her mother's
roof until her marriage some five years ago. The case
therefore upon the facts is different from the Privy
Council case. So far as w~knowJhere is no reported
authority: exactly :upon the point.
An examination,howevn~,ofMay Oung's II Leading Cases on Buddhist Law, "second edition, pages

1929
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MA ME SAN.
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302-308, makes jt clear that it was the ·view of the
learned author that in such a case a parent would
MYAING
succeed to the estate of his or her child in preferII.
MA ME SAN
ence to a brother or sister of that child. He says at
PRATT Aiom page 308: (/ The exclusion. of parents by brothers
. OTTER • .T1.
and sisters when the family have ceased to live to·
gether must be taken as an exception to the rules
relating to nearness of relationship. It In this connection it is evident that a mother stands in relationship
nearer to her sOR.;than do.es- her daughter by the same
father. We find, moreover, that the view contended
for by the appellant receives the support of the
learned author" (U Tha Gywe) of l'A Conflict of
Authority in Buddhist Law." . After a discussionofth/il
matter he says. at page 320, that the rule laid dowQ
by- their Lordships of the Privy Council does not
apply in a case where the family continues to live
together. In support of his conclusion he sites the
case of Ma Eiu v. Tin Nga and others (1). In that'.
case a Bench of the then Chief Court said' "The
ordinary rule of inheritance under the Buddhist Law
is that the hu::,band is sole heir to the wife and the
wife sole heir to the husb<l,nd) whether there be issue
of the. marriage 'or not. 'Tf1'~' texts cited above show
that in certain cases the surviving parent of a childless son or daughter is allowed to share with the
surviving wife or husband 1 while brohters and sisters
do not come in at all." It is true that the facts of
this case arid those dealt 'witlLby the texts rderred
to were somewhat different from those in the present
case. It appears to us however that the position is an
analogous one: and although it is also true that the
extract from the Dhammathats relied upon by their
Lordships of the Privy COUll.cil in '.Ma Hnw BlVin's
. case is entirelyunqualifi~d as it stands, yet we feel
1929

MAON

(1) (1914)8 L,B,[~. 197.
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bound to' hold that upon the facts of the present
case, a parent Hot'debarrea from inheriting her
son's properly by the fact that his sister (and her
daughter) is alive.
In this viaw we ate .strengthened by what appears
to have been in the mirids of their Lordships when
dealing with the dghts of children living apart from
their parents. It must be borne in mind that the
respondent's brother was apparently a minor and
certainly quite youn'g at his,.death. ' The rights, therefore, ,of his mother in respect of any property
belonging to him may well be said to stand upon a
different footing from any such right had be attained
his majority and separated himself from the parental
roof.
It may be lhat,in somlj cases, it would bedifficult to decide whether such separation as wonld
deprive a parent of interest and taken place. In
the present case however it is dear there 'was no
separation.
In all the circumstances, therefore we feel bound
to hold that the appellant is entitled to a half share
in the property in dispute.
There was no dispute as to the identity of, the
property in suit. ,The decree of the lower Court
must be modified, and' a decree for a half only of
the suit property ,substituted (with the exception of
item No.8) and for Rs. 300 by way of mesne profits.
In view of the fact that the point upon which we
have decided this appeal is an entirely new point and
was not argued in the lower Court,. we "do not
propose to award costs to the appellant.
The appeal is therefore allowed but without, costs,
and the order of the lower Court as to costs is
Conflrmed.·
.
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Before Mr. Justice Brown.

1929
Jail. 5.

MA SHIN
-'.
·.v• ..
MAUNG HAN AND OTHERS.*
~

Res judicata-Civil Procedure Code (Act Vofl908l, s. J 1, Explanations II and
IV--Ad:udication bet 111een co-defendants to be res judicata requisites of.
In a former suit the parties to the present arpeal and another were
defendant.;~ They were" sued on an .•~eg.ed-,;.ag,f~em.enL"Lor .".par@l?,Il.of
ancestral land which some of the defendants were said to hold on behalf of
all the heirs. The present appellant admitled the claim of the plaintiffs in
that suit, but the present r, spondents contested it and tbe. suit was dismissed
on the ground that the latter had been dealing with. the land as their own
and that the contuct was not proved. .Appellant then sued the respondents
in the present case for half of the same land. She alleged that the land
at one time belonged to her late husband and the 1st respondent, that there
was an agreemenl between them repurchase iL{mm..the.person.to ~hom
they sold it, and that the 1st respondent having so repurchased it was bound
. to give her the half on her payment of half the purchase price. Respondents
contended that the appellant ought to have set up her case as aground of
defence in the fOrmer suit and that not having done so, the presenf suit
was barred on the principle of res judicata.
Held, that only one of the conditions requisite for an adjudication to be
res judrcata as between co-defendants existed in the present case, viz., a
conflict between the pc-sons who were co-defendants in the former suit.
But the other two requisites were absent, viz., the relief claimed by the plaintiffs
in the former suil was entirely independent of the appellant's present claim
the raising of which iil"the former suit could have rfiade''11l:5''l1ifference'to
the decision in the former suit. It was not necessary in the former suit
to decide this point and the judgment in the former suit neither directly nor
impliedly decided it. If the effect of lhe decision in a former suit is
necessarily inconsistent with the defence that ought to have been raised
but has not been raised that defence must under s. 11 be deemed to have
been finally decided against the person. who ought to have raised it. These
conditions being not fulfilled in the present case, the matter was not
res judicata.
.
Ma Tok v. Ma Yin, 3 Ran. 77.; M;wng No v. lIf<tltllg Po Thein, 1 Ran.
363-rejerred to.

S. C. Das for the appellant.
Thein Maung for the respondent.
• Civil Second Appeal No. 532 of 1928 against the judgment of the
District COllrt of Bassein in Civil Appeal No. 78 of 192K
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J.-In Civil Regular No. 42 of 1927 of
the Subclivision;;l.l,. Gourt of Kyonpyaw.or;te Maung
Aung Ban and· t\VQ others sued the parties to the
present appedl and one other for specific performance
of a contract. Their allegation was that the land in
suit had originally belonged to the parents of the
plaintiffs and of all but one of the defendants.
About 1914, the present respondent, Maung Han,
and Maung Nge, the husband of the present appellant, Ma Shin, on behalf of all the heirs mqde over
the land in satjsfaction of a mortgage debt;,reserving
the righ t of re-purchase. About four years later,
with the consent of all the heirs, Maung Han and
Maung Nge re-purchased' the land on behalf of all
these heirs and it was agreed amongst the heirs,
that, when the purchase money \VflS re-paid to
Maung Han and Maung Nge, the land would be
divided amongst all the heirs. They, therefore;
asked for a partition of the land on payment of
their proportionate shares.
The. present appellant, Ma Shin, admitted the
plainiiff's claim in that suit, but the suit was contested
by the present respondents, !\hung Han ,
.
Maung :Myan and Po HIa. The suit was eventually
dismissed. It was held thai Maung Han and Maung
Myan had been dealing with the land as their own.
As regards the alleged promise to partition the
land at the time of re-ptirchas~, the finding ~as
somewhat vague; but apparently it was held that
the contract was not proved.
In the prescnt case Ma Shin "has sued the three
respondents with regard to the same pitce of land.
She now says that the land in .question was purchased by her husband, Maung Nge, and Maung Han
from a Chettyar fin:n; and that, in 1914, Maung
Nge and MaungHan mortgaged the land. to
BROWN,
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Po Hla. Later on they transferred the land outright
to Po Hla with aQ.2ption of. re-purchase.
MAUN:' HAN
In the year 1'919 this option of re-purchase was
. O~:~RS.
exercised by the 1st defendant, Maung Han. Maung
Nge has since died and Ma Shin claims that Maung
BROWN, J.
Han must be held to have re-purchased for himself
and for Maung Nge, and she asks for half of the
land on payment of balf the purchase money Rs. 920.
The suit is contested by Maung Han and Maung
Myan and has been dismissed on a preliminary
point. The . .iria.t;,;~o~urt 9'\s held that the suit is
barted by the principle of 1'es judicata on account of
Civil Regular No. 42 of 1927, and this decision has
been upheld on appeal by the District Court. It· is
against this decision that the present appeal has
been filed.
The learned·~·Distriet Judge was of opinion that
the case now set up by the appellant was a case
which ought to have been set up as a ground of
defence in the earlier suit. It is difficult to see how
the present case would have been a good defence to
the earlier suit. The question in that suit was whether
the plaintiffs had the right to obtain a share in the
land by virtue g( ~ contract entered into by them
and the other heirs;" Ma Shin's present case is that
the land actually belonged to her husband and to
Maung Han, and it is on that ground that she is now
claiming a share. But this case is not necessarily
inconsistent with the case set up by the plaintiffs in
the former suit." Even if the land were actually owned
"\)y Maung Nge and Maung Han only, that fact would
"not necessarily negative the possibility of a contract,
whereby they agreed to partition the land on payment of the proportionate" shares by the other heirs.
Further, the District Judge does not seem to have
given sufficient attention to the fact that in the former
MA SHIN
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.suit the contesting parties were Maung Aung Ban and
two others on 'orie,'Sic:1e-~and~a11 the present defendants
on the other.
The conditions requisite for an adjudication to be
.res judicata as between co-defendants were discussed
in the case of Ma Tok and nine v. Ma Yin and
-seven (1). It was there laid down that the following
conditions should be fulfilled before the principle of
,res judicata could apply :~
(i) that there should be a conflict of interest be.
tween (he"eo-defendants ;
(ii) that it should be necessary to decide on that
conflict in order to give the plaintiff relief
appropriate to his suit, and
(iii) that the judgment should contain a decision
of the question raised as between the co'defendants.
Now, there is a conflict in the present case be:tween the persons who were co-defendants in the
earlier suit; but in that suit the relief claimed by the
.plaintiffs was based on an alleged contract which is
entirely independent of the claim now put forward
:by Ma Shin. ThEir success depended on whether
they could prove that contract. A decision on the
points now raised by Ma Shin could have been of' no
;avail whatsoever to them in that suit, dnd the raising
of the present claim by Ma Shin could have made
no difference whatsoever to the decision of the earlier
-case. It was not necessary to d@cide this point in
the earlier suit; nor can the juqgment either directly
-or impliedly be held to contain a decision of the
question now raised.
I have been referred on behalf of the respondents
.to the case of Maung No and one v. Maung Po
Thein and Six others (2). In that case the follo~ing
.(1) (l925) 3 Ran. 77, at p. 79.
(2) (19Z3) 1 Ran. 363, at pp. 365, 366.
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observations by a Bench of the Calcutta High Court
in an earlier case":<were",quoted,,,",~ith approval with
reference to Explanation IV of section 11, Code of
Civil Procedure : A m::ltter which ought to be l"aisecl.but which as matter of
fact is not raised hi a suit cannot be decided in specific terms in
that suit. But this fact cannot be fatal to the plea of res judicCita~
for in that case itis obvious that Explanation II (or section 13 of
the fmmer Code) .would be meaningless. We· must take it
therefore that if the effect of .the decision in a former suit is
necessarily inconsiste1'1t'"vith the:·-oe!ertee<>tlrat'·ought to have been
raised but has not been raised, that defence must under section
13 be deemed to have been finally decided against the person
who ought to have raised it.

With these remarks I entirety agree. But they
do not seem to me to be of any assistance to the
respondents in the present case.··fh~'decision in the
.former suit was to the effect th:.1 the plaintiffs in that
suit 'had failed to prove their rights as heirs on a
contract to a share in the land. It is quite impossible to hold that this decision is necessarily inconsistent With. the case now put forward. by Ma Shin.
It is true that when the claim of 1'es judicata is based
on Explanation IV, seetion:11;"',it-.:.:is not necessary
that there should have been any express decision on
the matter which ought to have been made a ground
of defence or attack.. But for the provisions of the
sections to be operative at all, the issue, or the matter
in issue, musihave been heard and finally decided
in the earlier case; that is to say, the decision in the
earlier case must have been such as to imply an
adverse finding on the matter 'which olIght to have
been made a ground of defence or .attack. These
~onditions are not fulfilled ~n the present case; and"
m m.y opinion, the present s,uit is not barred as f¢'S
J'U.di~ata.

..'
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It has been suggested by the learned advocate
that when Ma Shin was examined as a witness in the
earlier case her statements were not entirely consistent with the case she now puts forward; but I am
not now concerned with Lhe merits of her present
case.
The sole question for decision at present is whether
the suit is barred as res Iudicata ~ and on that point
I must hold that the appellant is entitled to succeed.
I, therefore, set aside the judgments and decrees
of the lower Courts and direct that the suit be reopened and tried on its merits by the trial Court.
The appellant will be entitled to a refund of the
,court-fees paid by her in this Court and in the
District Court. The balance of her costs in the
District Court and in tbis Court will be paid by the
>respondents.
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Before Mr. JI/stice Brown.

U MAUNG GYI

v.
MAUNG ON BWIN

1929
Jan. 11.

AND ANOTHER.*

.Burden of proof-DispossesstOn, adverse possession-Limitation Act (IX of
1908), Sch.l, Arts. 142, 1H-AvermclIt by plaintiff of permissi~Je ttseDefendant's ocwpation over twelIJe years-Burden of prOOf o,t plaintiff to
Slt01iJ disposscssion'withi1t twelve years Olt failure to prove per11ti~sive use.
Ordinarily in a suit under Art. 142 of the Limitation Act. the burden of
'proof would lie on the plaintiff, and'in a s~lit under Art. 144 it w,lu!d lie on
the defendant. Where a plaintiff avers that he was at one time the owner of
'immoveable property and that the defendant obtained passession from him~
,his suit falls under Art. 142 and on his failing to prove the permissive

* Special Civil Second Appeal No. 529 of 1928agaill3t the Judgment of the
.District Courl of Amherst in Civil Appeal No. 139A of 1928.

J.
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nature of the occup"tion, plaintiff cannot succeed without at first showing~
that he h~d';bt::~il}:'lloss~sionwithin twelve years of bringing the suit.

Mohima Chtl1lder v. Mohesh Chunder, 16 Sal. 473 (P.C.)-refern-d to.

V.

MAUNGON

~~IN
ANI)

ANOTHliiR.

Eunoose for the appellant.
Kirkwood for the Respondents.
BROWN, J.-The plaintiff-appellant sued the defend-ant-respondents for possession' of a certain piece
of land. The plaintiff's case was that the land.
or-iginally",oelo-n:g.ed~o him and that about ten years
ago he allowed the defendants to occupy the land
tempofarily~ The defendants denied the plaintiff's:'
title and denied that they came into possession with.
his leave or license. They said that they entered on
the land 21 years ago and that they had been ill;
peaceful and uIiin~trupted possession ever since. It
has been foundasa fact the .plaintiff did acquire
title to the land in the year 1894 by the purchaseat a Court auction sale, but that the defendants had
been in possession for 15 years or more before the
suit was brought, and that the plaintiff has failed to
show that they entered into possession with his per-mission. On these facts the District Court held that
the burden ofprg~;i'~g that the defendants' possession was permissive and not adverse rested on the
plaintiff and that as the plaintiff had failed to discharge that burden the suit must fail. The plaintiff
has, appealed: on the, ground that the burden. has been,
wrongly placed.
It is. llrge~ that the suit is under Article 144 of.
th.e Limita,tion Act and that under that Article the'
burden is on the defendants to prove that their
possession was adverse; Both the lower Courts have:
d.isGu,s,sed a numbe:r: of al1thoriti~s on the question o£~
burden of proof in' such cases: Ordinarily- in a suit
undei Article 142. the bl1rcl~n._ of pro.of WQuid lie. on
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the plaintiff and in a suit under Article 144- it would
lie on the defendants. It is contended on behalf of
the appellant that this is not a suit under Article 142
because the plaintiff was never in possession. It
seems to me however 1:hat this contention is contradicted by the plaintiff's evidence.
The plaintiff qUite clearly says that the defendants
requested him to allow them to occupy the land and
that he gave them permission. That seems to n:te
tantamount to a statement that it was the plaintiff
who put the defendants in possession and that the
plaintiff was at that time at least in constructive
possesssion of the hind. In fact according to the
plaint his possession continued through the defendants until recently when they set up an adverse claim
on their own behalf..
In the case of Mohima Chunder Mozoomdar and
others v. Mahesh Chunde1' Neoghi and others (1), their
Lordships of the Privy Council observe:
This is in
reality what in England would . be called an action
for ejectment, and in all actions for ejectment where
the defendants are admittedly in possession, and
fortiori where, as in this particular case, they had
been in possession for a great number of years, and
under a claim of title, it lies upon the plaintiff to
prove his own title. The plaintiff must recover by
the strengh of his own title, and it is the opinion of
their Lordships that, in this case, the onus is thrown
upon the plaintiffs to prove their possession prior to
the time when they wereadmittecily dispossessed,
and at some time within twelve y'ears before the
commencement of the suit, namely, for the two or
three years prior to the year 1875 or 1874, and that
it does not lie upon the defendants to show that in
fact the plaintiffs were so dispossessed." H, . in the
l(

(1) (1888) 16 Cal. 473.
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1929

present case, the plaintiff had proved the permissive'
Occupp.tion by the d.efendant~, the burden would then
<:learly have rested on the defendants to show that
v.
MAUNG ON
they had acquired title by twelve years' adverse
llWIN
AND
possession. But it has be~n found as a fact that
ANOTHEI!.
the plaintiff has failed to prove this permissive occuBHOWN, J.
pation. All that has been proved is that the plaintiff
was at one time the owner, but that for the last 15
or 20 years the defendants have been in possession,
and it seems tome that the plaintiff's claim is that
the defendants obtained possession from him. That
being so, the suit, was a suit under Article 142, and
on his failing to prove the permissive nature of the
occupation the plaintiff (,;ould not succeed without at
first showing that he had been in possession within
twelve years of br'inging the suit.
For these reasons I am of opinoin that this case
was rightly decided, by the District Court and·, I
dismiss this appeal with costs.
U
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Before Sit' Glty Rlltledge, Kt., K,C., Chief Justice, and Mr. Justice Brown.
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C.T.A.M. CHETTYAR FIRM

Jan, 1.

v.
KO YIN GYI AND ANOTHER.*
Inherent powers of tlte Court to prevent injustice-Powers of the Court to
amwd decree in favour of party against whom it was never intended to
operate-Civil Procedure Code (Act VOf 1908), ss. 151, 152-Merger of
107uer COlirt's decree illto that of HigltCollrZ"":"'Proper Court to grant
relief-Power of Court to amend decree under 0.'41, r. 33 of the Code i,n
favour of absent parties-Power to refund cOllrt·fees on review apPlicatiOll, wlteu to be exercised.
A District Court's decree,accidentally induded the appellants' names and
of: other defendants as liable for mesne profits of a certain'land and for costs
"

,

" Civil First Appeal No. 234 of l;i25, agaiIist the ,decree of the District
Court of Tharrawaddy in CIvil Regular No. 24 of 1920, and Civil'MisceL
laneous Application No. 44 oU92S for a review,
'
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Appc:!Ianls as mortgagees of the land were made parties,to this suit for posses'shin and meS,le profits but the relit fs were cJ.limed by the plaintiff only as
C.T.A.M.
against the first two defendants. The High Court on appeal by the plaintiff CHETTYAR
FIRM
allowed her a larger sum for mesne profits, bat the que.stion as to who were
V.
bound by the dtcrce was 1I0t before the High Court and was no! referred to
Ko YIN GYf
in the judgment of the H'ig:: Court. Appellants did not appeal ag;dl'st the
AND
,decree of the District Court and fhe High Court's decree folowed the decree
A:\OrHER.
of the District Court so far as the pal ties were concerned, More than a year
dter the decree, appellant~ came tv know (f the decree against them ;md they
applied to the t1igh Court both under s. 151 of the Civil Procedure Code for a
-review and for amendment of the decree under s. 152 Of the Code.
Held, tilat the decree of the Diltriet Court had merged in the decree of the
High Court and therefore the High Court was the proper Conrt to grant the
relief claimed. It was open to the High Court in the plaintiff's arpeal to
alter the decree iu favour of the appellants under the provisions of O. 41, r·
33 of the Code, although the aprelIanls had not itppealed. This was a clear
·case for interference by the Court and for amendment of the decree in favour
of the appellants and the absent defendants other Ithan the first two defendants)
as plaintiff ne\'er claimed those reliefs against them and no Court ever intended to give those reliefS against them.
Held, also, that the appellants under the circl:mstances of the' case were
-entitled to a refund' Of the ~tamp duty paid on their review application. The
,case did not /all under s. 15 of the Court Fees Act but the Court had inherent
'power under s. 151 of the Civil Procedure Code to order the refund"in sl1ch a
-case 3S the present where the applicants were justified in making alternative
.applications for reliefs.
Cllaltdrakhari Singh v. Tippan Prasad, 3 Pat. L.J. 452 lvla Thein v. Ma
.Mya, Civil First Appeal 147 of 1928, H. C. Rari.-referred to.

K. C. Bose for the appellants.
A12klesaria for the respondents.
C.]., and BROWN, J.-This application
:arises out of a suit filed by Ma Thet Pon, now
deceased, in the District Court of Tharrawaddy in the
-year 1920. In that suit, she sued for possession of
-~ertain land and for mesne profits. The hnd had
-been in the possession of U Bauk and Ma Mwe Me,
-deceased, and the first two defendants were Ma Kyi
'Oh and Ma Ohn Kin, administrators of the estate of
:U Bauk and Ma Mwe Me. The present petitioners
were joil1'ed as defendants because the land in dispute
:had .been mortgaged to them by U Bauk and Ma
]VIwe Me. There were five other defendants joined
RUTLEDGE,
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for various reasons. In the plaint as finally amended}
the plaint asked for possession of the land and for
CHETT'YAR
FIRM
mesne profits as against the estate of U Bauk and
v.
Ma
Mwe Me alone. The suit went to trial and was
Ko YIN GYI
AND
finally dismissed by the District Court. Ma T het
ANOTHER.
Pon appealed to this Court and in September 1923
RUTLEDGE,
her appeal was allowed and a decree for possession
C.l., AND
BROWN,G.
passed in her favour. This decree has subsequentlybeen confirmed on further appeal to the Privy
Council.
The decree of this Court directed that the re-spondent-defendants should make over possession of
the land in dispute to Ma ThetPon, and it then.
proceeded to say : " And it is further ordered that as to the rents.
claimed the case be remanded to the District-Court
of Tharrawaddy for disposal on the following issues,and that the said District Court of Tharrawaddy do
then pass a final decree for the amount due to. the
appellant plaintiffs ;_.
(1) what quantity of paddy was received as:
rent by Ma Mwe Me and the adminis--·
trators after U Bank's death?
(2) what was the market value of the paddy at
the time of the harvest?
(3) what sums were paid as land revenue?"
As a result of this decree, the District Courtheld an enquiry on the question of mesne profits.
and passed final orders on the 5th of May 1925. In
this enquiry, the administrators of the estate of U Bauk.
and Ma Mwe Me were the only contesting parties.
Tpe District Judge in his judgment found: "Theamount the pLaintiff is entitled to receive from the. defendants is therefore Rs. 9,808-7-7. There will bea decree with costs accordingly in favour of the:
J),aml.
L . t' ff "
C.T.A.M.
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A decree was then drawn up and that decree
includes all the original defendants as defendants and
directs that the defendants jointly do pay the
amount found due. Against this decree Ma Thet
Pon filed an appeal in this Court claiming that she
should have been allowed a larger sum. This appeal
was decided by us in June 1927. We found that a
small sum of Rs. 372 should have been allowed in
excess of the amount decreed and the final order
we passed was as follows :-" We direct that Rs. 372
be added to the sum decreed as mesne profits by
the District Court with proportionate costs, and for
the rest we dismiss this appeal." The question as
to who were to be bound by the decree was not
before us and was not referred to by us at all in
our in judgment. A decree was then drawn up
which so far as the parties were concerned followed
the decree of the District Court and directed that
the decree of the District Court of Than-a·waddy
be and the same is hereby modified by directing
that respondent. defendants do pay to the appellantplaintiff the sum of Rs. 10,180-7-7, being the amount
of the mesne profits." The date of our judgment
was the 14th of June 1927. The application now
before us is an application for amendment of this
decree and is dated the 4th of May 1928. The delay
in filing the application is explained in an affidavit
filed by the petitioners. In that affidavit, Thiruvenkatam Pillay, clerk and sub-agent of the C.T.A.M.
Firm, deposes that they engaged an advocate,
Mr. Krishnaswami, to represent them in the appeal
before us and that on our judgment being pronounced'
the Chettyar firm was informed by Mr. Krishnaswami that the appeal against them had been dismissed
and, a decree for the further sum of Rs. 375 had
been passed against the lst and 2nd r,espondents~
(I
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and it was only on the 16th of April 1928 that the
firm knew that there was any decree against them
CHETTYAH
when they received notice to pay up the decretal
FIRM
v.
amount.
XO YI.N GYI
AND
It is urged on behalf of .the petitioners that it is
ANOTHER.
quite clear that it was never the intention of any
RUTLEDGE,
C.J., AND Court to pass a decree against them for mesne
'~RO\VN, J.
profits, that the inclusion of their names in the
decree was entirely accidental and that this is a
proper case for the interference by this Court under the
provisions of section 152 of the Code of Civil Procedure.
The decree in the first instance was a decree of
the District Court and against this decree the petitioners never appealed. It is, however, contended
on their behalf that although they did not appeal, it
was open to this Court on the appeal of Ma The!·
Pan to alter the decree in their favour under the
provisions of Rule 33 of Order 41 of the Code of
Civil Procedure. In these circumstances, although
the original decree was that of the District Court
that decree must now be held to be merged in the
decree of this COtirt and this Court is therefore the
only Court which can grant the relief now claimed.
We are of opinion that this contention is correct.
There can in our opinion be no question \vhatever
as to the merits of the present application. The
respondent in her final plaint madeno claim whatsoever a~ainst the applicants for mesne profits and it
seems to us perfectly clear that the decree against
the applicants on this point was entirely due to accident and that it was never the intention of the District
Court or of any Court to direct the petitioners to pay
the sum decreed.. The" only point which requires
-consideration is whether we have the power to interfere now. Mr. Anklesaria contends that the error
can be traced back to the decree' of this Court oJ
C.T.A.M.
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Septtmber 1923. We are, however, unable to agree
'with tbis contention. That decree d0es direct all the
defendants to deliver up possession, but it contains
no oroer at all as to who is to pay the mesne profits
and no order 011 that point was necessary as no claim
on the point had ever be'cn made except against the
first hvo defendants. In our opinion, it was not until
the decree of the District Court of May 1925 that
there \yas any order at all against the petitioners for
payment of mesne profits. As we have already saic,
that decree, in our opinion, now merges in the decree
of this Court and that decree so far as it directs any_
one but the first boyo defendants to pay mesne profits
was clearly never in accordance \-vith the intention
of the judgment of the District Court, and it was
certainly not in accordance with our intention when
the case came before us on appeal. It \\rould be a
gross injustice to allow a decree for so large an amount
to stand when based on no legal claim of any kind
whatsoever, the decree being due entirely to a mistake
on the part of the Court. We are of opinion that
we: hav~ power to interfere either under the provisions
of section 152 or under the provisions of section 151
of the Code of Civil Procedure .. The order we propose to make is quite clearly one which is necessary
for the ends of justice and to prevent abuse of the
process of the Court. The application before us has
been made by the Chettyar defendants only, but it
is clear that there hetS been a similar mistake a!>
regards all the other defendants except the first arid
second.
We direct that the decree of this Court in Civil
Appeal No. 234 of 1925 be amended into a decree
directing that the first two respondent-defendants, the
legal reprentatives of the estate of U Bauk andMa
Mwe.. Me,deceased, alone be directed to pay the.
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appellant-plaintiff the sum of Rs. 10,180-7-7, being the
amount of the mesne profits. There will be a similar
•
.
modificatIOn of the decree as regards the payment
of costs of the enquiry in the District Court.
These costs will be borne by the first two defendants
•
alone. The respondents Will pay the costs of the
• •
.
d
te' s f ee seven go Id
pehtiOners
III
t h'1S app l'lca t·lOn, avoca
mohurs.
After tile above order for amendment of the
decree, their Lordships directed that the application
for review being no longer necessary be dismissed
without costs. Mr. Bose applied for a refund of
the court-fee paid on the review application.

1929
Jan.. 15.

RUTLEDGE, C.]., and BROWN, ].-We have given
Mr. Bose an opportunity to show that the Court has
power to order a refund of the Stamp Duty payable
upon the review application in this case, and he relies
upon section 15 of the Court Fees Act. We are not
satisfied, however, that section 15 by itself would give
us power to make such an order in the present case.
It is true that the application for review of judgment
was admitted in the case, but it is not accurate that
on the re-hearing the Court reversed or modified its
former decision on the ground of mistake of law or
fact. It granted, however, all the reliefs which the
applicants asked for in a concurrent proceeding for the
amendment of the decree under Order XLI, Rule
33 of the Civil Procedure Code.

On the facts of the case, however, we consider
that this is a case where it is necessary', for the ends
of justice or to prevent the abuse of the process of the
Court, that we should apply the inherent powers of
.the Court referred to in section 151 of the Civil
Procedure Code. It is no doubt only in tare and
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1929
exceptional circumstances that this power can be
invoked, but we consider that this is one of those C.T.A.M.
CIIETTYAR
-exceptional cases.
FIRM
v.
The error referred to in our judgment in this case Ko YIN
GyI
AND
delivered yesterday shows that the error was one of ANOTHER.
the Court's in not specifying that it was only the
RUTLEDGE.
,contesting defendants-respondents who were liable for C.J., AND
,the mesne profits. In these circumstances an injustice BROWN, J.
was done to the applicants and an amount was decreed
.against them which had never been claimed.
In these circumstances they were quite justified
-on making alternate applications for relief, as it was
·difficult on the complicated proceedings to state which
was their proper remedy.
We are confirmed in the view we take by a decision
-of a Bench of the Patna High Court, of which the
late Chief Justice was a member, in the case of
-Chandradhari Singh v. Tippan Prasad Singh (1),
:and also by a recent order of this Court in the case
of Ma Thein v. Ma Mya and one (2).
We accordingly direct that· the court-fees paid
on this application to . review be refunded to the
..application.
(1) (1918) 3 Palna Law Journal 452.
(2) Civil First Appeal No. 147 of 928.
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APPELLATE CRIMINAL.
BeforeMr. Justice Maung Ba.
1928

Dec. 3.

KING-EMPEROR
v.
PO THIN GYI.*
Alternative chm'ges, !tow framed-So 236 of Criminal P,'oadure Code (Act Vor
1898) does not apply to disti1lct offences-So 236 applicable when only law'
is doubtful-Alfernative conviction on doubtfulfaets not pe1'1nissible.
Alternative charges under two sections of the Penal Code cannot l::e combined,
togtthtr in one head of charge. If it is desirable to charge an accused person
in the alternali ve, there must be framed two separate alternative charges. S.
236 of the Cri:dlHlrl Procedure Code applies only where there is a daub.! as to
the Jaw applicable t,) a cert?jn set of facts which have been proved. In such
a cas~ the accused may beconvicted in the alternati\e provided the Magistrate
has come to a distinct finding Of facts. If the facts are in doubt, alternative
fhal'ges may be framed, b\\t at the conclusion of tile case, the Mag:strate
cannot compromise his doubts as to the true facts by convicting in thealternative.

MAUNG BA, J.-The accused in this case has been
convicted, in the. alternative, either of haying committed the offence of theft of two cart wheels, under
section 379 of the Indian Penal Code, or of' having
committed the offence of having taken a gratification
of Rs. 5 for the restoration of the said cart wheels.
without taking any steps to cause the thid to be
apprehended, under section 2: 5 of the Indian Penal
Code. The case has been very badly tried. Alternative chargeS under two seetii.Jns cannot be combined
together in on e head of charge. If, the Magistrate:
desires to charge the accused in the alternative he
must frame two separate alternative charges. Moreover
.the facts stated in the charge do not comprise the
essential ingredients of an offence under section 215~
Furthermore the conviction in the alternative is bad.
Section 236 of tbe CrimindProcedure Code does not
• Criminal Hevision No. 1281A of D28. '
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apply where there is any doubt as to the facts, but
applies where there is a doubt as to the law applicable
to a certain set of facts which have been proved.
While the facts are in doubt there is no objection to
the Magistrate framing alternative charges, but at the
conclusion of the case he is not entitled to compromise his doubts as to the true facts of the case by
convicting in the alternative. He is bound to come
to a distinct -_ finding as to the facts, aI,1d then only if
the law applicable to the facts which he considers to
have been proved is doubtful, he may convict in the
alternative. In the prese,nt case ,ther:e was no doubt
whatever as -to the facts, or as to the law applicable
thereto. There, was no evidence whatever 'to coimect
the accused with the theft of the cart wheels, and the
facts proved were that the accused obtained agratification of Rs. 5 to restore the stolen cart wheels, and
then took no steps either to recover the wheels, or to
cause the apprehension of the thief. The offence
committed by the accused was undoubtc'dly one under
section 215. The alternative conviction is therefore
set aside, and the accused is convicted of ari' offence
under section 215 of the Indian Penal Code. In
view of the previous convictions proved against the
accused the sentence of 18 months' rigorous imprisonment was suitable and will stand.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Mr. Justice Heald.

MA ME HLA
1929

Jan. 3.

V.'

MAUNG PO THON.*
Buddhist Law-Adultery by 71'iJe, effect of, on marria ge-Divorce for adultery
"who call ·grant-Par/ition on divorce. if effected by 11lutual consent
tilliether misconduct of one pa·rt y relet-an!':
Held, that there is no authority for the view that adultery on the part of
the wife ipsoftlcto puts an cnd to the marriage.
Except when put to an end by mutual consent or as a result of desertion
for certain period. marriage subsists until it is dissolved by the Court;
and village elders are, it : eems, not competent to effect divcrce against
the Will of one of the parties, on proof of such misconduct as may be
sufficient to satify them.
If a divorce by mutuaL consent is proved, partition of pnperty must be
on that basis, even if vne of the parties had been guilty of misconduct.

So Nyun for the appellant.
S. C. Das for the respondent.
" HEALD, J.-Appellantsued respondent for partition
of propeJty on the footing of a divorce by mutual
consent already effected between them in the presence
of elders.
l<espondent denied the alleged divorce by mutual
consen t and said that he had divorced a ppellarit and
was entitled to retain all the property by reason of
her adultery with a servant of theirE. He also disputed
the correctness of the lists of property in respe~t of
.which appellant ciaimcd partition.
The trial Court found that a divorce by mutual
consent was pI"oved and that the misconduct which
respondent alleged was not proved, and accordingly
'. gave appellant a decree for partition.
~
.• Special Civil Second Appeal No . 402 of 1928 fro:l1 the judgment of
the DistdetCourt of Tharr:lwaddy in Civil Appeal No. 51 ~f 1928.
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Respondent appealed on. the grounds that the
divorce by mutual consent was not proved, that on a
divorce for misconduct there is 110 right to partition,
and that the decision of the trial Court as to
the value of the properties to be divided was
mistaken.
•
The lower appellate Court found that adultery on
appellant's part was proved, that there was a divorce
for misconduct from the moment when respondent
discarded appellant for that misconduct, and that
appellant was not entitled to partition of the property.
Appellant comes to this Court in second appeal
on the ground that adultery was not proved.
I -may say at once that· I know of no authority
for the lower appellate Court's view that adultery on
the part of the wife ispo facto puts. an end to the
marriage. The Courts recognise the validity of a
divorce by mutual consent effected in the presence
of elders, and this Court has recently said that
desertion for a certain period ispo facto put an end
to 'a marriage, but so Jar as! know it had not yet been
held that the husband's mere dismissal of the wife
for adultery constitutes a valid di\torce.Adultery on
the part of the wife is of course a ground for divorce,
but I doubt whether proof of S1l9h adultery s.ufficient
to satisfy village elders entitles those elders to effect
divorce against the will of the wife. I thi-nk that as
the law at present stands the marriage subsists until
it is dissolved by the Court,except in the two cases,
mentioned above, in which the Courts have recognised
the validity of a divorce effected otherwise than by
the decree of a Court. I· thin\: further that if a
divorce by mutual consent is established, it is not
open to either party to object to the partition, which
such a divorce iiwolves, on the ground of mis~
~ond\1ct
of the other .
party,
_. ' .
.
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His Lordship discussed the evidence and held that
a divorce by mutual consent was proved j that 'adul,tery was not proved and so allowed the appellan:t h~tlf
the share of the property of the marriage.

J.

APPELLATE CIVIL.
BejQre Mr. lust ice, Brown.
1929

MAUNG PO LvVIN

Ian. 14.

v.
MAUNG SEIN HAN.*
Laudlordand tenant-Landlord whether possessing a lien 01~ the c,'ops~
Lalldlord's rights a,gainst third parties-Specific Relief Act .(1 of 1877),
s, 27 (b)-Transferee of crops otherwise than without not ice and for ~'al1!e
bound by personal obligation of his transferor.
Where paddy land was leased by a written agreement by which the tenant
bound himself not to sell, mOlie or dispJse of the crops in any way bef ore
paying up the full rent to the landlord.
'
Held, that it is not correct to say that the landlord has a lien over the crops,
as a lien ,denotes possession in the per SOil having a lien.
Held, however, that-the personal obligation on the tenant unQel' th,e agreement binds a third party who takes the crops unless he has taken the crops for
,value, in good faith and withont knowledge of the original agreemeul'between
the landlord and the tenant.
"
Maung Hat~ and one v. Ka Ho, Civil 2nd Appeal No. 298 of 1924 H.C. Ran."referred to.

Myint TheiN for the appe'llant.

Tun Aung f9r the respondent.

J.-The plaintiff-respondent, Maung Sein
Han sued one Maung Shwe Hmyin and the appellat,it
Maung Po Lwin for 375 baskets of paddy valued at
Rs. 712-8, claimed as rent due for paddy land.
was given a decree against' both defendants for"25"5
baskets or their value Rs. 484-8.
BROWN,

'He

,------~---

-

• CivilS~cond Appeal No. 489 of 192~ from the judgment of th~ Disirli;t
Court of Bassein in Civil Appeal N'o. 96 of 1925,
'
,.
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The land was admittedly leased out to Maung
Shwe Hmyin, and Maung Shwe Hmyin did not appeal MAl'NG Po
LWIN
against the decision of the trial Court. Po Lwin was
v ...
SUN
IJ:lade a defendant on the ground that the landlord had MAUNG
HAN.
a lien or charge on the. crops for his rent and that BllOWN, J.
with full knowledge of this Po Lwin had taken from
the produce of the land 400 baskets. Po Lwin
appealed to the District Court witbout success and
has now come to this Court in second appeal.
The appeal is argued on two grounds ; firstly, it
is contended that no cause of action has been made
out against Po Lwin, and, secondly, it is contended
that there is no evidence on the record from which
the lower Court could find that 400 baskets of
paddy had been taken away by Po Lwin.
, On the' first point, reference has been made to
the case of Maung· Han and one v. [{o Ho (1). In
that case, landlord sued his tenant and a third
party jointly for rent. The third party was impleaded:
on the ground that he received half the outturn of the
land from the defendant with full knowledge of the.
plaintiff's lien on the crops. It was held that he was
liable jointly with the tenant. It was pointed out in
that case that it is the usual 'practice in this country
for landlords to have a lien over the paddy reaped
by the tenants for their rent. In the present case,
the contract of lease was by written agreement and
in~ that agreement,the tenant Maung Shwe Hmyin
bound. himself not to sell, to move or dispose of the'
outlurri of paddy in the paddy field or fields in any
way whatsoever before paying up the full rent to the
hindlord.
, I do not think it is strictly speaking correct to
speak of the landlord's having a line in these
• Civil Second Appeal No. '298 of 1924 of this Court.
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circumstances. A lien denotes .that th e property
MALUNG P<;>
over which it is claimed is in the possession of the
WIN "
v.
person claiming it and the paddy in this case was
MAUNG SEIN
. d ly not 10
. t h e possessIOn
.
f tlle pIallltJ
" f f.
HAN.
ad lmtte
0
BR~.J. But there is clearly here, a' personal obligation on
Shwe Hmyin not to dispose of the crops in any way
without first paying up the rent in full. A third
person would not of course ordinarily 'be bound by
this contract, but in view of the custom of the country
referred to in Maung Han's case, I think the tenant
may ina case such as the present be looked on as'
holding the property ill trust subject to this promise
and that anyone who takes the property with knowledge of' this promise would bE; liable to make it
good.
Under sectivn 27 t b) of the Specific Relief Act,
specific perform~nce of a contract may be enforced
against any person claiming under a party by a title
arising subsequently to the contract except a transferee for value, who has paid his money in good'
faith and without notice of the original contract, and
,it seems to me th3t the claim in the present case is
somewhat analogous to a claim for specific performance under this section. It has been found in the
present case that Po Lwin had full notice of the
l!lndlord's claim and in the circumstances I am not
satisfied that there is sufficient reason for departing
from the principles followed in M,aung Han's case.
L do not think, therefore, there is sufficient reason
fV>r interference with the decision of the lower Courts
on this ground.
There docs, however, seem tome to be some
force in the second contention made, on behalf of
the appellant. Plaintiff in his plaint states that ~he
appellant received 400 baskets of paddy from Shwe
Hmyin, but he has not given evidence' on that point
1929'
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and does not seem to have any personal knowledge
on the point. There is evidence as to an abortive
attempt at an agreement whereby Po Lwin would
take all the paddy and pay all Shwe Hmyin's debts,
but that agreement fell ,through and I can find no
rea] evidence of any kind that 400 baskets were
given by Shwe Hmyin to Po Lwin. The witness,
Kha Kha,states: Ie I went and visited Shwe Hmyin's
falin. I saw 500 baskets sold. These SOO baskets
were given to U Po Lwin, who was present. I did
not see Po Lwin carrying them away." Witness
does not state to. whom they were sold and he
does not state that Po Lwin took the paddy away.
I cannot See how this can be held to prove Po
Lwin to have received 400 baskets. On the other
hand there is the evidence of Shwe Hmy-in that 150
baskets. only were taken by Po Lwin and this figure
is admitted by Po Lwin himself.
I alter the decree of the trial Court py. directing
that so far as Po LwiiJ. is concerned, the amoimtpayable is 150 baskets of paddy or thdr value Rs. :285.
The decrees of the ]m,\Ter Courts ~irectingPo Lwin
to pay costs are also set aside and the parties "vill
bear their own costs in this appeal.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Sir Guy Rutledge, Kt., K C., Chicf Instice,. and Mr. Justice Brown
1929

Ian. 18.

BOWRAMMAH

v.
A.N.A.N. FIRM AND ANOTHER.*
Limitati01t Ad (IX of 1908), s. 18-Cause of actilJlI based on fraud not sUfficient-Knowledge of right to claim, wil hlteld fraudulently, essential.
Where a person claims the benefit of s. 18 of the Limitation Act on the
ground 01 fraud, it is nol sufficient to show that the cause of action was based
on fraud. It is necessary to show that the right claimed, or the title on which
it is founded, was 'kept frorri the know ledge of the applicant by means of fraud.
A person who merely alleges that, in fraud of an agreement to postpone
a Court sale, a decree-holder allowed the sale to take place, is barred .from
appl):ing to have· the saie set aside if the application is made after 30 days
from the date of Sale.' This was not a case where the knowledge of the sale
was kept from the applicant or where it could be assumed from the act of
fraud itself which gave the cause of action that this act of fraud was
fraudulently concealed from the person affected.

M. C. Naidu for the appellant.

K. C. Bose for the respondents.

. RUTLEDGE, C.J., and BROWN, J.-Tht' resrondent
Chettyar Firms obtained a mortgage decree against the
appellant, Bowrammah, and others. In execution of
this decree cert01in property was sold by auction on the
3rd of March, 1928. The sale was confirmed on the
4th of April, 1928. On the 5th of April, one of the
defendants, Veenam Subba Row, filed an application
asking to have the sale set aside. He stated that the
plaintiffs, in collusion \,\·ith the present appellant, had
sold the land privately for Rs. 1,250. This application
was dismissed on the 7th of April. On the 9th of
June, the present appellant filed an application to set
aside the sale. She is the mother of Subba Row who
• Civil Miscellaneou5 Appeal No. 114 of 1928 from the order Of· the
Original Side in Civil Execution Case No. 3870£ 1927.
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made the application on tile 5th of April. She states
thatshe heard about a week before filing her application
that Subba Row had negotiated with the plaintiffs for
sale of the property to a Chinaman for Hs. 6,000 ;
that the Chettyars then'said that they would arrange
not to hold the sale if payment wefe made within
three months; and that, subsequently, the Chettyars
fraudulently arranged to prevent the Chinaman from
being present at the auction.
The appellant's applicaticn was filed under the
provisions of Order XXI, Rule 90 of the Code of Civil
Procedure. It was filed three months after the date
of the sale sought to be set aside, and was prima
facie, therefore, clearly barred by limitation. The
appellant, however, claims that she is saved from this
bar by the provisions of section 18 of the Limitation
Act. The learned trial Judge held that she had not
established this claim and rejected her application as
time-barred. She has now appealed against this decision,
Three cases have been cited to us, but none of them
appears to have any direct bearing on the point at issue.
. In the case of Ramdhuri Chowdhuri v.Dcondndan
Prasad Singh (1), it was held at page 70, in circumstances similar to the present, thatthe application was
time-barred unless it could be shown that the respondent's right to set the sale aside was concealed from
him by the fraud of the appellant.
A similar view was taken in the case of Mohendra
Narain Chaturaj and others v. Gopal Mondul and
others (2), and in the case of· Golam Ahad Chowdhry
v. ]udhister Chundra Shaha (3).
These decisions merely set forth the provisions of
section 18 of-the Liinitation Aetas applying to cases
such as the present.
(1) (1922) 2 Pat. 65.
(2)(1890) 17 Cal. 769.
(3}· (1902) 36 Cal. 142,
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We have been referred on behalf of the appeIJant
to a passage in the judgment in Golam Ahad
v.
A.N.A.N. Chowdhry's case (1), at page l53 : FIRM AND
"But if the right of the appellant to apply under
the section was con.cealed from him by the
RUTLEDGE,
C.].• AND
fraud of the respondents, he would, by the
BROWN, J.
operation of ~ection ~ 8 of the Limitation Act
and noh~'ithstanding the confirmation of the
sale, have thirty days within which to make
his application from the date on which the
fraud first became known to him."
It is contended that this is an authority in favour
of the appellant's claim in the present case, because
the fraud alleged in the present case is a fraud by the
respondents. We are unable, however, to see how this
helps the appellant.
Section 18 of the Limitation Act dotS not 8ay that;
when the cause of action is based on fraud, limitation
only begins to run from the date when the fraud .became known to the applicant. Section 18 states : -

BowRAMMAH

AN~>l'HER.

"Where any person having a right to institute a suit or make
an appli«ation has, by means of fraud, been kept fre m the know~
led~e of such ri~ht or of the title on which it is founded, * ':' *
the time limited for instituting a suit or making an application
against the person guilty of the fraud * ':' ,r, shall be computed from the time when the fraud first became known to the
person injuriously affected thereby I ':' * *,'

It is clearly not ~ufficient to make this section
operative that the cause of action should be based
on-fraud. It is also necessary that the right claimed,
or thet~t1eon which it is founded, should have been:
kept from the knowled,ge of the applicant by mealls
of fraud j and it does not seem to us that there is any
allegation to this effect in the present case.
The appellant does not claim that she took any
interest in the sale at the time of sale, jhat she was
(1)(1902) 20 Cal 14.
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present at the sale, or that knowledge of the sale was
kept from her. The fraud she complains of was
really a fraud pradised on Subba Row, and it is not
alleged that the respondents took any steps, either
active or passive, to c~:mceal this fraud from the
appellant.
It may be that in certain circumstances it could
be assumed from the act of fraud it~elf which ga\e the
cause of action that this act of fraud was fraudulently
concealed from the person affected. But it does not
seem to us that there are any circumstances which would
justify such an assumption in the present case.
-That being so, we are unable to hold that the
provisions of section 18 of the Limitation Act are
operative in the present case. The appellant's appli.
cation was, therefore, barred by limitation and was
rightly rejected.
vVe accordingly dismiss this appeal with costs,
advocate's fee, three gold mohurs.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Mr. Justice Pratt.

MAUNG BAN GYI

v·.
MA NGWE BON.*
Civil Procedure Code (Act V of 1908), s. 144-restituti01t-Decree-holder, purchaser at Court auction-Modification of dccree 011 apPeal-Claim for
restitution on satisfaction by debtor of modified decree-Reversal of
decree not necessary for restitution.
Where a decree is modified on ap·peal in favour Of the judgment-debtor
and the judgment-debtor satisfies such decree, he is· entitled to restitution of
his property from the decree-holder who bought it at the Court auction in
execution of the original decree. To cIaim restitution it is not necessary that
the original decree should have been .entirelyreversed.
• Civil Second Appeal No. 122 of 1928 (Mandalay) from the order of the
District Court of Sagaing in Civil Appeal No. 32 of 1928.

1929
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fJaboo Gowree .... ]odhaSingh, 19 Suth. W.R. 416 ; Set Umcdmal v. Srinath,
27 Cal. 810 ; Syed Natiladu v. Nallu, 27 Mad. 98 ; Zainul-ab-din v. MuilamMAUNG BAN
GYI
mad Asghar, 10 All. 166-refelred to.
'lJ.

MA ,NGwJo;
BON.'

Ko Ko Gyi for tbe appellant.
Dey for tbe respondent.
PRATT, J.-Ma Ngwe Bon obtained a decree for
Rs. 550., which was confirmed. in the District Court,
against Maung Ban Gyi.
In execution of her decree she attached land
belonging to the judgment-debtor, which was sold
by Court allction on January 8th, 1927, the purchaser
being the decree-holder herself.
','
The sale was confirmed on February the 8th, 1927.
On the 28th March following tb e High Court
modified the decree and reduced the amount decreed
to Rs. 110.
.
The judgment-debtor paid Rs. 115 into Court and'
demanded to be placed in possession ofhisprope~ty
under section 144 of the Code of Civil Procedure.
Both Courts held that there was no ground for
setting aside the sale.
In Set Umed11'ial v. Srinath Ray (1), a Bench of
the Calcutta High Court pointed out that the Privy
Council case of Zain.ul-ab-din Khan v. Muhammad
Asghar Ali Khan (2), is clear authority for the
proposition that where the decree-holder himself is
the auction-purchaser, the sale cannot stand, if the
d~cree be subsequently set a.side.
" It is true that in the present instance tbedecree
was' not set aside; "but only modified. The pdnciple,
howeyer, remainsthe:same.
The rule as laid down in Syed Nathadu Sahib v··
Nallu MUdalay, (3), covers cases in which the decree
is modified as well as reversed.
'
(1) (1900) 27 Cal. 810.
(2\ (1887) 10Al1.693;
, (3)(1903127 Mad. 98.
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It is that in the case of decree-holders purchasing
at execution sales the purchase is subject to the final MAUNG BAN
GYI
result of the litigation betwE'~n them and their judgv.
MA NSWE
ment-debt0rs.
BON
I have no doubt as to the correctness of this PRATT', J.
statement or the law on the subject.
The object of the rule is explained as being, so
far '<lsit relates to judgment-creditors, to'prevent the
:interests of judgment::debtors suffering by sales of their
'property before their liabilHYisfina.lly ,determined,and
to avoid judgment-credItors profiting at· the expense
'pf their. debtors by becoming purchasers in sales
~pendin'g litigation by way of appeal.'
.~
It was pointed out further that in cases where the
decree is ri'ot reversed but modified' th~ v·iew: most
favourable to a.decree-holderpurchasef' .1n similar
:eircumstances would be that de d llcible from the case of
Baboo Gow'ree Boyjonatli Pershad v': Jodha "Singh
(1)1.hat ajudgmehhlehtor se::,'king ,as plaintiffto get rid
'of the sale should have relief only on condition that
he paid up what was due under the ultimate' decree.
In other words the result would bethat,·in' the
present instance the decree-holder would have a. charge
gn the ·prQ.perly for the amount ultimately fOllnd due
,by the High Court.
.
On this view the judgment-debtor wasobvio1;l,sly
entitled
under section 144 to 'have' the land
restored
.
.
..
..
t,S> him on his depositing the decretal amount Cour~.
. Ther.e is no injustice to the decree-holder, who'
'd,id' not pay the purchase Bloney 'illto' Court' but set
i'f off against the decree.
.
'r
The. appeal must be allowed, the orders of the
District and TownshipCourts' set aside, and the juc;lgrn"ent-deb!or given ,the relief sought with coststbrougliouf. A.dvocate's
fee
five gold .ni.ohllrs..·
.'
.
. .
,.
.
,
--.:;:.:-

-

:

"

-"

(1) 19 Sllther!.tnd W,R. 41&,

in
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Before Mr. Justice Pratt.

19M
Jan. 24.

RAMDAS
V ••

KANNAMAL.*
Civil Procedure Code (Act V of 1908), O. 21, r. 22 (1) and (2)-Notice to show
caUSe agaitlst execution after a year. essential-Absenee of notice not a
mere irregularily-Question of jurisdiction not ra.ised on arrest, effect
0f-No.appeal-Redsonal Powers.
Where an application for execution is made IT.ore than a year after the
date of the decree, the Court IDLst issue notice to the judgment-debtor to show
cause belore ordering his arrest, under the provisions t,f 0.21, r, 22 (1) If
the COllrt dispenses with the notice under· sub·n Ie 2, its reasons must be
recorded. Failure to observe these rules is not a mere irregulafity but a
defect which goes to the very root of the proceedings and reIlders them void
for want of jurisdiction.
Shyam MandaI v. Salinalh, 44 Cal. 954-referred to.
If a party however fails to raise the question of jurisdiction, the order
committing him tojail is not appealable. In orderthat s. 47 of the COde may
apply, an order under which is appealable, the debtor should have challenged
the jurisdiction of the Court to ·pass orders in execution. In a proper case of
irremediable injury to the.debtor, the High Court may interfere on revision'

Sanyal for the 'appellant.
Tha Kyaw for the respondent.
PRATT, J.-In Civil Execution Case No. 37 of
1928 of the Township Court, Amarapura, orders were
passed on the 26th March 1928, commjtting the
judgment-debtor to jail.
Exe<;ution was taken out over one year from' the
date of the decree and it was therefore comp~lsory
under Order XXI, rule 22 to· issue a notice to show
cause to the judgment-debtor before ordering his
arrest.
It is common ground that no such notice was
issued.
• Civil Second Appeal No. 99 of 1928 and Civil Revision No. 14.2 of
1928 (at Mandalay), from the order of the District Cotlrt~· Mandalay, in Civil
Appeal No. 68 of 19~8,
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The District Court on appe.al held that the
failure to issue notice was merely an irregularity
which did not vitiate the subsequent arrest.
Sub-section (2) allows the Court to issue process
for reasons to be recorded without first issuing notice,
if it considers issue oi noitce would cause unreasonable delay or defeat the ends of justice.
The Judge recorded no reasons for issuing
process and obviously overlooked the provisions of
rule 22 of Order XXI. Under the circumstances
the failure to issue notice to the judgment-debtor
was not a mere irregularity but a defect which goes
to the 'very root of the proceedings and renders them
void for want of jurisdiction as was laid down in
Slzyam Mandal v. Satinatli Banerjee (1).
There is a Consensus of opinion on this point m
the High Courts.
, There can be no doubt that the order for arrest
of the judgment-debtor and all the proceedings in
execution were void in consequence of the initial
failure to issue notice.
For the decree-holder in this Court, however,
the objection' has been taken that no appeal lies
against the order in question, 'which was passed
u.nder section 51 and cannot be considered as a
question arising bet"veen the parties to the suit in
which the decree was passed relating to the execu·
tion or satisfaction of the decree. It is contended
accordingly that no appeal lies.
This contention must prevail.
Nu question arose beh:reen the parties for determination
No objection was made to the committal
to jail and the question of its legality was not then
raised.
(1) (1917) 44 Cal. 954.
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Had the judgment-debtor at the time challenged
the jurisdic-tiou\.,c;91 the Judge to pasS orders in
RAMIlAS
V.
execution,
then the order deciding the question of
14NNAMAL
jurisdiction would have been an order under section
,Pl?ATT, J.
47 and would have been appealable.
I hold therefpre that 1'10 appeal lies and the
appeal is dismissed, but as the point should have
been taken in the District Court there will be no
order for costs.
It is conceivable, however, that the existence of
the order on execution may do the judgment-debtor
an irremediable injury, since he was never given any
opportunity of showing cause against execution,
As the whole of the proceedings were without
jurisdiction the case is one where I feel bound, to
take the unusual' course of interfering under the., revi.
sional powers conferred by section 11 S.
,
The order appealed against is therefore setasid6.
I notice the decretal amount was subsequently
paid into Court. By consent it will remain there
for a reasonable time, say one month from receipt""
of this order, to enable the decree-holder to take
fresh proceedings by way of execution, if he wishes
to do so.
11929
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Sir Guy Rutledge Xt., K.C, Chief Justice and Mr. Justice Brown.

ABDUI~

RAUF CHOWDRY

v.
N.P.L.S.P. CHETTYAR FIRM.'"
Lis pendens, doctrine of, will not apply where gove,'nment or local authority
sells Property for defal/lt of taxes- Suit pending between defaulter ana
his creditor-CIty of Rangoon Municipal Act (Bv.rma Act VI of 1922),
s.194-Burma Land and Revenue Act (11 of 1876), ss. 46. 47, 48Corporation's summary powers to sell property for default of
" property-taxes."
When there is a default in payment of such taxes as are .. propertytaxes"
within the meaning of s. 80 of the City of Rangoon Municipal Act, the
Corporation are entitled to put into force the summary method given in the
Lower Burma Land and Revenue Act against the immoveable property itself
which is quite independent of any remedy against the defaulter personally.
The Corporation Can sell. the defaulter's property by auction free from
.
incumbrances.
R.M.V.V.M. Firm v. Subramaniam. 5. Ran. 458-referrcd to.
The doctrine of lis pendens will not apply to such a sale, merely becaLse
a law suit in respect of the property was pending at the tirne of sale
between the defaulter aDd his cn:dilor.

K. C. Bose for the appellant.
S. C. Das for the respondents.
RUTLEDGE, G.]., and BROWN, I.-This is an appeal
from the judgment and decree of the Original Side
ofthis Court.
The facts are as follows:By a registered deed (Exhibit Bl, dated the 7th
December, 1922, one Ma Aye Nu alias Fatima Hi Bl
mortgaged to the respondent firm for Rs. 3,000,
permises known as No. 190, .F. Street, Tatmye
Quarter, Rangoon. The mortgagee did not give any
notice of his mortgage to the l~angoon Corporation.
* Civil First Appeal No. 236 of 1928 from the judgment on tile Origillal
Side in Civil Regular No. 364 of 1926,

~
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The mortgagor made default in paying the property·
taxes from the second quarter of 1925 to the fourth
quarter of 1926. After due notice to the mortgagor,
the permises were prochdmedfor sale' by Exhibit 2,
dated the 9th April, 1927, which stated that the
sale would take place on the' spot on the morning of
the 26th of April, 1927. The pro<;:lamation is stated
to be under section 47, Rule 95, Direction 175, of
the' Lower Burma Land and Revenue', Act, 1876.The proclamation furth~'r stated' that ~, the right offered
for sale will be free from all encumbrances created
over it, and frOm all subordinate'· interests. derived
£.rom it, except such as may be expressly reserved
by me at the time of sale.~'
The Bailiff of the Corporatic1n conducted' the
sale,which was knocked down to the appellant for
Rs. 700 on the 26th: of ApriE
We may here note that the. respondent filed his'
mortgage, suit against' the mortgagor and her husband
on the 22nd of July, 1926. If he had 'made any:
enquiry he would have found that the taxes had not
been paid on the mortgaged premises. for, ov~r a
year, and, by not having given notice .of his mortgage
to the Corporation, the latter had noineans of giVing
him notice of the mortgagor's default.
... After the sale the respondent amended his piaint,
roined the' auction-purchaser and 'pleaded fraud .an~
collusion, while the au.<;:tio~1"purchaser became the
berta1'nidar of the mortgagor.
.
.
'The learned trial Judge makes an initial mistake
in the beginning' of his judgment by S;tyillg that the
~ppellant "was the purdiaser of the property ata
Court auction sale."
.
.
.
If this had been an ordinary. ~ourt auction sale,
that could be sold in execution was the right,
title and· interest of. the judgment-debtor. On th~

aU
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face of the record, this was not a Court auction sale
1929 .
at all, but a sale under section 47 of the Lo\ver ABDUR RAUF
I
°d
CHOWDRY'
t w1nc 1 proVl es a
v.
B urma Lan d an d R evenue Ac,
summar)'
method
of
proceeding
ag"tinst
the
land
N.P.L.S.P.
.. '
'CHETTYAR
itself where the Revenue Officer finds that there exists
!<'IRM.
any permanent, heritable'and transferable right of use RU~G1?
and occuparcy by selling it at a public auction.
~~~:.v::'f.
. By section 194 (1) of the Rangoon Municipal
Act, 1922, II any arrears of tax or any fee or other
money claimable by the Corporation under this Act
may be recovered as if they were arrears of land
revenue. "
Cases have arisen in which the Courts have refused
to construe similar words as giving a local body or the'
InGomc-tax authorities the right to resort to the summary
method by the sale of immoveable property for the
recovery of dues of a personal nature.
On this question we have been referred to a lucid
judgment of Mr. Justice Chari in the case of R.M. V.'
V. M. Chettyar Firm v. M. Subramaniam and another
(1). On page 466 the learned Judge after reviewing a
number of a cases, observes:II I am. therefore, of opinion
that, so far as
'property-taxes,' as defined in section 80
of the City of Rangoon Municipal Act, are
concerned, it is open to the properly
authorized officer of the Municipality to
direct the recovery of arrears in the manner
.prescribed by sections 46 and 47 of the
Burma Land and Revenue Act, and that,
to a sale held under these sections the
provisions of section 48 of the Act will
apply. I am strengthened in the conclusion
I have arrived at by the fact, to which my
0

~-.

m~1927) 5 Ran, 458,
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attention has been drawn by the learned
ARDUR RAuF
advocate for the 2nd defendant, that the
CHOWDllY
provisions of the Burma Municipal Act
v.
N.P.L.S.i? .
and the Burma Town and Village 'Lands
CHETTYAR
I'JRM.
Act whereby lands paying Municipal taxes
RUTLEDGE,
are exempted froin land tax, in lieu of the
C.}., AND
Capitation-tax,
show that the Municipal
BROWN, J.
I property- taxes' were meant as a kind of
substitute for land tax, and that the
Legislature intended to put the Municipal
, property-taxes' in the same position as
land taxes. "
We are of opinion that the view is correct. The
learned trial Judge bases his judgment in the main on
the doctrine of lis pendlnts. We do not consider that
the doctrine applies to this case at all. It would, indeed;
be a dangerous extension of the doctrine to hold that
neither Government nor a local body could recover
its taxes or rates from a defaulter so long as a law suit
was pending between the' defaulter and some of his
other creditors.
For the reasons already given we are of opinion
that when as in thiS case the tax in respect of which
the default is made is a property tax the Corporation are
entitled to put into force the summary method given in
the Lower Burma Land and Revenue Act against the
immoveable property itself, \:vhich is quite independent
of any remedy against the defaulter personally.
The only que~tion remaining is : Has the resrondent
established fraud and collusion on the part of the
auction-purchaser and the mortgagor?
In our opinion he has completely failed. The only
witness called on his behalf is his clerk, Shanmugam.
In examination-in-chiefhe says: I think she, (the
mortgagor), had purchased it in the name of the 4th
defendant. I say this' 9~cau~e the 4th defenqant is
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related to the 1st defendant." In cross-examination he
admits that
does not know personally how the
1st and 4th defendants are related; that he has no
personal knowledge about the sale of the house by the
Corporation j and that lIe has no witnesses to show
that the house was purchased by the 1st defendant
in the name of the 4th defendant.
The appellant denies that he is in any way related
to the mortgagor or her husband. He admits that
she occupies one of the rooms of the building and
pays him Rs. 15 a month as tenant.
The Corporation Bailiff, Maung Aung Hla, who
held the auction sale, states that the house was an old
house, worth about Rs. 1,000. Accepting this as the
value of the house, Rs. 700, at an auction sale for
non-payment of rates, seems to be a very fair price.
The appellant states that he went to Pazundaung
on the morning of the auction casually and there saw
a man beating a gong. This is not very likely j and,
if the respondent had any evidence connecting
the appellant with the mortgagor, this would be of
some weight. But in the absence of any such evidence,
and in view of a reasonable price having been paid,
this admission is quite inadequate to base a finding of
fraud and collusion. There is no reason whatever for
thinking that there had been collusion on the part of
the officers of the Corporation. They had been more
than usually forbearing in respect of their unpaid taxes.
The respondents' clerk admits that in other Cases his
firm had given the Corporation notice of their mortgages,
and. in our opinion .. ~hey have only themselves to
~lame for not doing so in this case and for not making
any enquiry as to whether the rates were being paid.
We accordingly allow the appeal and dismiss the
suit, so far as the appellant is concerned, with .costs in
both Courts.

he
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Before Sir Guy Rutledge, Kt., K.C., Chief Justice and Mr. Justice Brown.

K. V. GALLIARA

1929

Jan

·v.

30.

U THEl'.*
Negligence of mortgagee-Faulty description of property in mortgage-deedMistake made by Registration Office due tofaullydescription-Absenceoj
mortgaged propertyJrom appropriate i"dex-Purchasc of projerty withont
notice of mortgage-Transfer oj Property Act (IV of 1882), s. 41Registration Act (XVI of 1908), ss. 21,22.
A mortgage deed in favour of the respondent gaye a pro[,er desCTiption of
properties in Insein, but a short and faulty description Of three distinct pieces
of property situate in Rangoon. One of them was situate in Block K2, and
the other two in:Block 11> and h res eetively; the description did not shqw
which Ivt numbers referrcd to which block nnmbers. The Registration Office
copying from the deed entered tbe properties as in Blocks 9.K 2 , 1011> and
10.12. the figure 1 being substituted bytbe office for the letter I. In consequence
the properties in Block It. and 12 could not be traced in thc Registration
Indexes for those blocks. Appellavt subsequently purcha~ed from the
mortgagor the p~operty in Block 10'(2 apparenlly free from inC\lmb~all(:es.
He searched in the Registration Office and obhined from the mort~ager t1).e
title-deeds which were with another mortgagee when the respondent took his
mortgage.
Held, that the mort~age deed of the respondent was faulty and did not
comply with the requir·ements of s. 21 of the Registration Act. butneverthelcss
. it could bl;: registere.d; having regard to the provisions of s. 22 of the Act. The
misl<lke of the Registration Office was primarily due to the grossly careless
way in which lhe mortgage deed was drawn up and the pr9perty idescribed.
Thi$ enabled the mortgagor to hold himself out to the appellant as the
ostensible owner Of the rroperty and lherefore the appellant who acted bona
{ide look thal property without being affected. by the mortgage.

Baii Nath v. Shea Sa hoy , 18 Cat.

5S6-distingl~ished

Petkar-for the appellant.
Larnbert-for the respondent.

C.J., and BROWN, J.-The respondent,
U .Thet, . brought a suit on a mortgage document
against one U Tin and joined the appellant asa
subsequent transferee. There were various properties
RUTLEDGE r

• Civil First Appeal No. 204 of 1928 from the judgment of the Original
Side in Civil Regular No. 290 of 1927.
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.set forth as mortgaged in the mortgage deed; but we
are concerned in this appeal with only one of these
properties, the property known as Lot No. 51, Block
10-12 in the Town of Rangoon.
The mortgage sued oJ]. is dated the 25th of June
1"924 and the appellant bases his claim on a registered
sale deed dated the <Jth of February 1925. He
claims that his title should be preferred to the title
of the respondent under the mortgage deed on the
ground of gross negligence on the part of the
respondent whereby he was, bona fide, led to believe
that the land was free from incumbrances when he
made his purchase. The learned trial Judge has
decided that the appellant has not established gross
negligence on the part of U Thet, and has given a
mortgage decree against this property as well as
against the other properties mortgaged. The appellant claims that the decree so far as this property is
concerned is not justified. He raises a number of
grounds in appeal but the main ground is that the
'respondent, U Thet, was guilty of gross negligence
and was, therefore, estopped from denying the validity
of the appellant's title.
The body of the mortgage deed simply sets forth
the general terms of the mortgage and leaves the
description of the properties mortgaged entirely to the
.schedule. In the schedule the properties are described
serially.
:;
Serial No. lis described as :"'A piece of paddy land being Holding No. 315
of 1922-23 situate in Kyaikasan, Bauktaw
Kwin, Kambe Circle, Insein Township,
Insein District and measuring 0'13 acres. ;
Serial No~ 2A piece of garden land being Holding No. 316
·of 1922-23,'measuring 4'2.8 acres and situate
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in Kyaikasan Bauktaw Kwin, Kambe Circle,
Insein Township. Insein District.
Serial No. 3Leasehold land in Pazundaung Circle, Rangoon
in Blocks 9-K2, 19.11 and 10.1 2 , being 2nd
class Lots Nos. 16, 17, 78 and 51 of the
Rangoon Development Trust.
Serial No. 4All buildings, fixtures, trees and plants standing thereon.
The first two items consist of comparatively small
properties and· are each of them described in great
detail. Item No.3, however, which contains no less
than three entirely different pieces of property in
Rangoon Town, contains one short description of all
these pieces of property. The first piece of property
mentioned therein is situate in Block K2 whereas the
other two pieces are in Blocks II and 12 respectively.
And the description does not show which lot numbers
refer to which Block numbers.
It appears that registered documents in Rangoon
are indexed in a.ccordance with the Block. numbers
of properties to which they relate. Thus, all properties
in Block K2 can ordinarily be traced in the
index by referring to the entries in the Register
under K'2 and similarly properties in Block II or 12
Can be traced by referring to eniries under 11 or 12 ,
But when the document in suit was registered no
entry whatever was·rnade in this index under Blocks
11 and 12 , This omission was clearly due to the
manner in which the schedule of the document was
drawn.up. A copy of the schedule taken from the
copy· of the document in the Registration Office
makes that clear. There the property is shown as
1.1 Blocks 9.K , 10.1 1 and 10.1 21 2nd class Lots
Nos.·
2
16, 17,78 and 51." This :clearly does not shew any
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of the properties to be in Block It or Iz the figure
" 1" having in each case been substituted for the
letter" I ". It is stated on behalf of the appellantthat
search was made in the index before the appellant
purchased the property" and that the index did not
disclose the present mortgage. This fact is not
disputed, nor is it suggested that the appellant was
in any way negligent in not making a further search.
It is admitted that the method employed in
searching the registration records in this case was
the method ordinarily employed by advocates and.
pleaders in Rangoon. It is true that there is another
index which could have been searched, the personal
index, but, in view of the similarity of Burmese
names, that would admittedly have been a very
laborious process, and is not the procedure which is
ordinarily followed. Had the index been properly
written up, it is clear that the appellant would have
discovered the existence of this mortgage before
purchasing the property.
The learned trial Judge has found this to be the
case and he has also found that there has been
negligence, but he holds the negligence to have been on
the part of the officers or clerks of the Registration
Office and not on the part of U Tin the defendant,
or his pleader.
Under section 21 of the Registration Act, no
non-testamentary document relating to immoveable
property shall be accepted for registration unless it
contains a description of such property sufficient to .
identify the same; and "hous.es in towns shall be
described as situate on the north or other side. oUhe
street or road (which should be specified), to which they
front, and by· their existing and former occupancies and
by their numbers if the houses insllch street orroad are
numbered."
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By Rules issued by the Local Government under
section 22 'offlle Act, the description of lands in lo\\'ns
'GALLIARA
must include the block, division and the holding numbe~r
.'tJ..
U THET.
of the block. So far as the description of the house is
RUTLEDGE,
concerned in the present \iCtse, it is clear that the
,C,J., AND
requirements of section 21 of the Registration Act have
BROWN,f·
not been complied with. The number of the blocks
wereall classed together in one short description,
and all the buildings were given one comprehensive
description as II buildings, fixtures, trees and plants
standing thereon." It seems clear, therefore, that the
requirements of the Registration Act were not propedy
complied with. This is not in itself sufficient ttl
disentitle the document to be registered as section 22
provides that if the description is sufficient lo identify
the property the failure to comply with the provisions
of sections 21 and 22 will not disentitle the document
to be registered. Although the description given in the
schedule to the document is exceedingly meagre, from
a very careful study of the document it would have been
possible to discover that the property now in suit was
·mortgaged.
It has been urged on behalf of the appellant that
on account of the faulty description we should hold that
·there has not really been any registration at all with
regard to this property, and that th e mortgage as
regards this property is, th erefore, invalid; and we have
been referred to the case of Baij Nath Tewariv. Shea
Sahoy Bhagut (1). In that case it was held that the
registration of the document was invalid, but the facts
.of that case arenot.similar to the facts of the present
. case. It was not there merely a question of misdescription. The description given in the document in that
·case was directly misleading. We are not satisfied thaJ
the misdescription in the present case was so complete
K. V.

(1) (1891) 18 Cal. 556.
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as to disentitle,th.e:do.c.ument to be registered. It does
not seem to us, however, thal this necessarily concludes
the matter. There can be no doubt that the descripliC'n
of the property given in the document is not such a
description as it is re'asonable to expect in such
documents, and it is also clear that the failme to give a
more satisfactory description is responsible for the
failure to enter the mortgage of this particular peace of
land in the index under Block Iz. The description in the
schedule shows four 2nd class lots Nos. 16, 17, 78 and
51 as being situate in Block 9.K2, 10.h, and 10.12. The
learned trial Judge points out that the mistake was due
in part to the fact that the letter "I" is used for
denoting blocks in Rangoon and that the letter I " is
exceedingly liable to be mistaken for the figure II 1" as
has actually happened in this case. But it is clear that
the use of the letter II I " would have led to no mistake
whatever had the proper description been given in the
schedule and had the word CI Block" been used in front
of II 10.II," and of "10.h". The manner in which the
s'chedule is drawn-up suggests strongly that all the
items of property'shown in serial No.3 comprised one
piece of property, and no satisfactory· explanation has
been given as to why each of these pieces of property
wa:s not separately arid fully described as was done in
the case of serial Nos; 1 and 2. It appears that at
-the time the mortgage document was executed the
mortgagor was in custody on a charge of murder, and it is
suggested that that was why the docu:ment was drawn
up in such an unsatisfactory fashion. - The pleader who
acted for the mortgagor has given evidence and admits
that no title-deed was given to him. No explanation is
offered as to why the title deeds were not produced.
-_ We can see no reason ~hy even though mortgagor was
in custody it should have heen impossible to draw up a
description of the property in proper detail. In fact, in
(i
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is alleged on behalf of the respondent that all the
information required as to the property is actually in
GALLIARA
V.
the document itself, and the fact that the mortgagor
U THET.
himself was in custody cannot explain away the negliHUTLJo:DGE,
gence
of the lawyer in not using the information at his
C.J., AND
BHOWN, J.
command in such a way as to make the matter
intelligible to the ordinary reader of the document.
The clerks in the l~egistration Office are not trained
lawyers and it is no part of their duty to sb,.ldy
documents presented to them carefully for the purpo~e
of considering what their legal meaning may be. It
seems to us that with a description such as is given in the
,schedule in the present case, mistakes such as have
occurred in the registration office were only to be
exp~cted, an9, in our opinion, the failure to make a prop.er entry in the registration index was primarily due to
the grossly careless way in which the deed was drawn
up and the property described.
'
It must be borne in mind that at the time this
dOGJJIlIent was drawn up, the. mortgagor prod~.1Ced no
title-deeds whatsoever. At the time of the mortgage,
the deeds in question were with a previous mortgagee,
and it Ins be~n contended on behalf of the respondent
that however careless the plaintiff may have been in not
requiring the production of the title deeds before·
accepting the mortgage, the title-deeds could 1)ot have
been procured even if they had been enquired after
That may be sOi but in the absence of taking of the
ordinary precaution of securing the possession of titledeeds when taking a mortgage of property· it was
o:bviouslyall the more incumbent on the mortg",gee to
see .that the registered mortgage deed was prpperly
_orawn up in such a way that a third perSOll making a
s.earch in the Registration Office for any transactions
with regard to the property could not be misled. In
the circumstances of the case we are of opinion that
K. V.
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the manner of drawing up the registered deed did
K. V.
amount to gross negligence and that by tbis negligence
GALLIARA
on the part of the mortgagee the mort~agor was enable
V.
to hold himself out to the appellant as the ostensible U THET.
RUTLEDGE.
owner of the property mortg~ged.
c.J.. AND
It has not been suggested that the purchase by the BROWN. J.
appellant was not in good faith; nor is it suggested that
the appellant did not take reasonable care before making
the purchase to satisfy him5clf as to the vendor's title.
We are, therefore, of opinion that the principles laid
down in section 41 of the Transfer of the Property Act
apply to tbi:> case and that the transfer of the property
to the appellant was a valid transfcrand was not affected
by the mortgage in favour of the respondent.
It is claimed on be'lalf of the ClI pellant thatin actual
fact the money with which he bought the property was
utilized for the purpose of redeeming a previous
mortgage, and it is claimed that he \-"Quld, in any case,
be entitled to keep this mortgage alive for his
protection. The chief difficulty in the way of this
contention is th~t these facts were never pleaded in the
trial Court. In view, however, of the conclusion, we
have come to on the main ground of appeal it is not
necessary to consider this point any further. We allow
the appeal and alter the decr,ee of the trial Judge by
. o~nittingLot No. 51 in Block lO-L. from the properties
included in the mortgage decree. The respondent will
pay the costs of the appellant in both Courts.
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Before Mr. Justice, Heald and Mr. Justice Mya Bu.
1921)

K.P.S.P.P.L. FIRM

v.

Jan. 30.

C.A.P.C. FIRM.*
Insolvency COllrt's powers-Directions as to distribution of asset~-Dischargeof
insolvent does not nffeet Cvurt's powers as t.o disti'ibuliol/.-I/lsol1'ency
proceedings not necessarily ended on discharge-Couri's power to order
refund from creditor-Receiver's commission.
The inimoveable properties of an insolvent were sold by the Recei'er. free of
all mortgages He dedLcted his commi~sion from the sale proceeds and under
the orders of the Court distributed the balance amongst the secured creditors
of'whom the appeWmts were one. Respondents were also secured creditors
but they were omitted from the schedule of creditors by an oversight and
Consequently got nothing. After the discharge of thdnsolvent they applied for
a refund of a portion of the sale proceeds paid to the appellan ts. This portion
rcpresenlt.d the sale proceeds of certain lands which were mOl tgaged to the.
respondents alone and not to any other creditor. Appellants questioned the
jurisdiction d the Insolvency Court to make ·the order; quite especially after
the disch.lTge of the insolvent.
Held, that the.Insolvency Court has jurisdiction to give direction as to the
distribution of the assets among the creditors, and this power of the Court is
not taken away on ac,;ount of the insolvent's discharge. A discharge does not
necessarily end the insolvency proceedings.
Rowe & Co. v. Tan Thean T,iik, 2 Ran. 643-referred to.
A receiver cannot claim his commission on the gross sale proceeds of the
property sold by him free of a mortgage, but only on the balance, if any, after
satisfying the mortgage debt.
R.M.lotI. Firm v.Hla Bu, 5R.lfi. 623-referred to.

B~

K. B. Naidu-for the appellants.

Venkatram-for the respondents.

and MYA Bu, JJ .-The present parties are
creditors of one Kyin Sein, who was adjudicated
insolvent on his own petition in Civil Miscellaneous
Case No. 99 of 1926 of the District Court of
Tharrawaddy.
HEALD

• Civil Miscellaneous Appeal No. 55 of 1928 from the order ofthe District
9qurt of Tharrawady i~ Civil Miscellaneous No. 99 of 19?6,
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The insolvent possessed only the following
properties : (1) A house at Tharrawaddy..
(2) Two holdings of paddy land said to be Nos.
33 and 35 of 1925-26 of Thanatpyit k'l£Jin ,
measuring together 37'67 acres.
(3) Two holdings of paddy land said to be Nos.
33 and 35 of 1925-26 of Tawyagon kWin,
measuring together 22'99 acres.
(4) Two holdings of paddy land said to be Nos.
52 and 53 of 1925-26 of Ashe k7kJin, measur. ing together 29'00 acrcf..'
The M.T.T.K.M.M.S M.A.R. Chdtyar Firm proved
ill respect of a first mortgage over the house for
Rs. 8,152-15.
The K.P.S.P.P.L. Firm, who are the present appel.,
1ants, proved in respect of a second mortgage on the
house and the lands in Thanatpyit kwin for, Hs. 7,917."
The M.L.M.R.M. Firm proved in respect of a first
niortgage on the lands' in Thanatpyit kwin and a first
,mortgage on Holding, No. 52 in Ash~ kwin'. for
RS.7,307-4.'
.
.
The C.A.P .C. Firm, who are the present respondents, proved in respect of an only mortgage on the
latios in Tawyagon k'lt'in and on Holding No. 52 in
Ashe kwin, and a second mortgage on Holding No. 52
in' Ashe kwm for Rs. 6,5:'7-8.
'
.. There were other creditors whose debts were
tinsecured.
By an oversight the C.A.P.C. Firm, that is the
present respondents, \vcre omitted from' the schedule
of creditors.
.
The Receiver sold all the properties free of
mortgage, as shown below : Rs.

A.

P.

(l) The house for
•••
.•• 8,635 0
(7) !' Th:luatpyit {Hcldylandsfor 10,900 0

0
Q

1929

K.P.S.P.P.L,
FIRM
'II.

e.A.p.e.
FIRM.
HEALD AND
MVA Bu, JJ.
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KP.S.P.P.L
FIRM
'II.

0) The 'I:aW~t~qn paddy lands for
(4) " Ashe kwin
"
"
"

e.A.p.e.

Rs.
620
1,150
21,305

[VOL. VII
A.

P.

0

0

0

0

0 0

FIRM.

HEALD 'AND

MYA Bu,

From this amount the Receiver deducted Rs.l ,065-4

JJ. as his commission, leaving for distribution Rs. 20,239-12.

That amount was divided among the creditors as
follows : To the M.T.T.K.:M.M.S.M.A.R. Firm
"
' K.P.S.RB.L.
"
, M.L.M.H.M .

.

Rs.
8,203
4,439

7.597

A.

P.

4. 0
4 0

4 0

20,239 12

0

The C.A.P.C. Firm, who received nothing, naturally complained and the Court said that because the
lands which were mortgaged to them and were not
mortgaged to any of the other creditors had been
sold for Rs. 1,770, they were entitled to recover that
amount from the K. P.S.P.P.L. Firm who had taken'
the money out of Court.
The KP.S.P.P.L. Firm appeals againstthat finding
on grounds that the Insolvency Court had no jurisdiction to decide in insolvency proceedings such a
question as that arising between them and the C.A.P.C.
Firm, that if it had such jurisdiction generally, it had
no such jurisdiction at the time when the order was
made because an order for the discharge of the insolvent had already been made, that the application of
the C.A.P.C. Firm was res judicata by reason of the
rejection at similar applications made at earlier stages
of the proceedings and that on the merits the C.A.P.C.
Firm was not entitled to recover the sum of Rs. 1,770
from them.
There is clearly no force in the first of these
groundsbecalise .the Insolvency Court undoubtedly
has power to give' directions a~ to the qistrib~tion of
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the assets among the credit0rs who have proved. in
the insolvency. Similarly, there is. no force in theK.p.s;p.P.L.
ground that the discharge of the insolvent put an end ., F~~r
to the Court's power to give such directions. It was c'#r:'~~'
said in the case of RfJwe v. Tan Thean Taik (1)
HEALD AND
that" One of the main objects of every adjudication MYA Bu, TJ.
of an insolvent is to make his estate divisible amongst
the creditors and it must often occur that valuable
assets are still in the hands of the Official Assignee
and in process of realisation for that purpOSf' at the
date when the insolvent applies for his final discharge ",
and we agree with the conclusion of the learned
Judge in that case that an order under section 41 of
the Act does not necessarily put an end to the proceedings in the insolvency. We have no doubt that
in this elSe the Court' still had power to make the
order against which appellants appeal. There is
clearly no· question of res judicata. It is true that
respondents had made various prior applications for
the proceeds of the sale of the properties mortgaged to
him, but the,e was no final order adjudicating on their
claim before the order which is under appeal. As
for the merits, it is clear that appellants' case has no
merits of any sort. The sum of Rs. 1,770 mentioned
in the lower Court's order represents the sale
proceeds of the Tawyagon lands and of both the holdings
in Ashe kwill. Tho Tawyagon lands were mortgaged
only to respondents and as the sale proceeds of those
lands were'''"insufficient to satisfy respondents' mortgage
respondents were clearly entitled to the whole of those
sale proceeds, none of the other creditors having any
interest of any sort in them. The amount of those
sale proceeds was Rs. 620. As for the Ashe kwin lands
respondents held a first mortgage over holding No. S3
and a second mortgage over holding 1\0. 52, the
(l) (1921) 2 Ran. 643.

9
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M.L.M.R.M. Firm having a prior mortgage over
holding No. 52. The M.L.M.R.M. Firm's first
F~RM
.mortgage over holding No. 52 "vas satisfied by the sale
. JI.
C.A.P.C.
of the Thanapyit lands, which were also included in
FIRM.
their mortgage, without reCQurse to the sale proceeds
, HEALD AND
.MVA Du. JT. of holding Nv. 52, and therefore the sale proceeds of
holding No. 52 as well as those of holding No. 53 were
wholly available for satisfaction of respondents' mortgage debt. 'Appellants held no mortgage over any of
lands which were mortgaged to respondents and in
respect of which respondents claim the sale proceeds,
and since those sale proceeds were insufficient to
satisfy respondents' mortgage debt, neither appellant
.nor any other creditor had any rights in respect of
them.
The only matter in which the low~r Court's order
was mistak.en is that it ordered appellants to pay the
gross sale procee'tisturespondents, disregarding the fact
tl1at the Receiver had already taken his commission
Qut of them. The order must therefore be varied by
deducting from the sum of Rs. 1,770 the amount of
the ,Receiver's commission 011 the sale of these
properties. That commission amounted to Rs. 88-8 and
therefore the sum payable by appellants to respondents
IS Rs. 1,681-S.
The Receiver had however no right to any commission, vide the ruling of this Court in the case of
R.M.M. Firm v. Hla Bu (2) and the rules contained in
paragraph 307 A (1) of the Burma Courts Manual, and
therefore he must refund to respondents the sum of
Rs. 88-8 which he 'has wrongly taken. On applicaticn
by any of the other cre.:litors who are interested in th~
matter he sh.ould .be made to refund the balance of
his commissicn so far as such commission was not
C1~

.,K.. P..$.:P.P. L.

(2) (1927) 5 Ran. 624.
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paid in respect of the surplus of sale proceeds over
the mortgage debt due on the particular lands sold.
We note that the conduct of the insolvency
proceedings in the lower Court reflects no credit on
either the Court or the· Receiver. The Court clearly
framed the schedule of creditors carelessly, since it
omitted to notice' that respondents had .proved their
mortgage debt. and it _failed to e!1ter. them in the
schedule, and both the Court and the Receiver seem
to have been entirely ignorant of the provisi~ns of
section 47 of the Insolvency Act -and of the fact that
the Receiver is not entitled to commission on the
amount of the -mbrtgagemoney .realised by the sale
of the mortgaged property;
In' the result the order of the lower Court is varied
by -the substitution of the amount Rs. 1,681-8 for
Rs. 1,770 as payable by appellants to respondents and
by the addition of an order for the payment of Rs. 88-8
by the Receiver to respondents.
In \'iew of the -fact that the grounds for. 'the
alteration of the' order were not mentioned by appellants in the appeal, appellants will pay respondents'
costs in this Court, advocate's fee to be five gold mohurs.
The respondents have filed a cross objection
claiming that the Court ought to have allowed them
interest on the amount awarded. The learned Judge
in the lower Court considered respondents' claim :to
interest and rejected it,and we are of opimon that in
refusing interest he exercised a right discretion,
because respondents were negligent in not seeirrg'that
they were brought on to the schedule of creditors.
They were present at the sale and raised no objection
to the sale of the properties, which were mortgaged
tq th~m, free: of their mortgage.
- - -We therefore dismiss the cross-objection. without
orders for costs.
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c~~~~~.
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Before Mr. Justice H,'own.
1929

Ja1z.30.

S. S. SOMASUNDARAM CHETTYAR

v.
MA SHWE THIT

AND OTHERS.*

Civil Pr~cedure Code (Act Vof 1908). O. 21, "r. 58 (0 63-Court's scope OJ
inQuiry-Atfachi1zg creditor's right to e;recute decree or that it is time.
barred cannot be. questioned by clatmanls ·who are not parties to the·
decree-Opening of e:recution Proceedings-Maki1zg of apPlication in·
e,1:ecution-Step ill aid of execuUJn-Limitation Act .(IX of 1901l), Sch. I
Art. 182-Court's failure to adjudicate on claim whether proPerty is
atlachable- Court's failure to consider the law that is applicable on toint:
Of limitation-Grounds for revision.
In investigating claims for rem:Jval of attachment under Q. 21, rr 58 to
61 of the Civil P~ocedure Code, it is not within the scope of the ·enquiry for a
Court to decide whether the attaching creditor lIas the right to execute his
dec'·ee. Objectors who are not par.ties to the decree cannot ordinarily contend
that the application (Jf the executing creditor was time·barred.
.The opening of execution proceedings is not the same thing as the making
of an application in execution or the taking of some step in aid of execution,
but all Of them come within the purview of Art. 182 of the Limitation Act.
Even where there is ·no actual application for· execution on the record, sucb
an aprlication may be presl:med in cases where the order made in execution
is of such a nature that the Court would not have made it except upon an
application for that pl1rpo~e. .
.

A, rille' v. AdiaPPti, 10 L.B.R. 34-referred to.
The remedy of a party against whom an Order is passed under O. 21, rrO
59 to 62 of the Code, i3to file a declaratory suit.. But where the Court h~s
refused to adjuuicate on the claim as to whether the property was attachable
under 0, 21,Tr. 58 to 62, and ·the COllrt has not really considered the law
that is appJicaMe on the point of limitation, it has erroneously refused to
~xercise a jurisdiction vested in it by law, and the High Conrt can interfere
on revision.

Venkeiram for the applicant.
Khin Maung Gyee (2) for the respondents.
BROWN, J.-The petitioner obtained a decree, and
in execution of that decree attached certain property.

.* Cidl Revision No. 211 of 1928 from the order of the Subdivisional
Court of Magwe in Civil Miscellaneous No.7 of 1928.
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The respondents who were not parties to the decree,
filed an application for removal of attachment, and
one of the grounds taken by them \vas that the
application for attachment was barred by limitation.
The trial Court, without coming to any decision
on tht: merits, held that this contention was correct
and removed the attachment. The attaching creditor
has now come to this Court in revision.
Two main objections have been taken to the
order passed by the trial Court. ··the first is that the
respondent not being parties to the original decree
were not entitled to question the right of the Chettyar
Firm to attach under that decree; and the second
objection is that the finding on the point of limitation is wrong.
The procedure to be followed· when applications
for removal of attac.hment are made is laid down in
Rule· 58 and the following Rules of Ord.er X~I of
the Code of Civil Procedure.
7
Under Rule 59 i'The claimant or objector must
adduce evidence to show that at the date. of the
attachment he had some interest in, or was possessed
of, the. property attached", and under Rule 61
" Where the Court is satisfied that the property was,
p,t the time it was attached, in the possession of the
judgment-debtor as his own property and not on
account of any other person, or was in the possession
of some other person in trust for him, or in the
occupancy of a tenant. or other person paying rent
to him, .the Court shall disallow the claim."
.
It dose not come within the scope of the enquiry
to decide whether the attaching creditor had the
right to execute the decree, and there is considerable
f.orce in the contention that the respondents should
not have been refused the order they asked for
merely because the application inexecution. was
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Jime-barred. But apart from this, it seems to me
clear, on the face of the record, that the application
SOMASUNDARAM
in execution was not time-barred at all. The trial
CHETTYAR
Judge found that it was time-barred because the first
v.
MA SHWE
application in execution was made on the 25th of
THITAND
O'rf!ERS.
January, 1923, and, according to him, the second
BROWN, J.
application was not made until the 18th 0f September, 1926. He seems, however, entirely to have
overlooked the fact that, although execution proceedings were opened on the 25th of January, 1923,
and no fresh proceedings were opened until September,
1926, there \\'ere several applications made in the
course of the earlier proceedings. The first attempt
in those proceedings appears to have been
infructuous.
On the 21st of July a fresh application was made
for arrest of the judgment-debtor. This arrest does
not seem to have been effected, and on the 26th of
November, 1923, the (Hary of the proceedings shows
that the decree-holder's advocate was heard as to
whether the judgment-debtor should b:e arrested~
On the 3rd of Decemher: 1923, the diary shows that
the decree-holder again applied for arrest of the
judgment-debtor and for attachment of certain
property. The Judge refused to arrest the first judg.
ment-debtor but issued a warrant of attachment
against the property of the 2nd judgment-debtor.
On the 26th of January, 1924, a sale proclamation
was issued but the sale did not take place, as an
application was made for removal of attachment.
Under the provisions of Article 182 (5) of the
Limitation Act, the period of three years funs,
"where the application next hereinafter mentioned
has been made, from the date of applying in accordance with law to the proper Court for execution,or
to take some step in aid of execution of the decree
S. So'

o

0

0

0
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or order." This Article does I;Ot prescribe that the
application must of necessity be in writing..
On the 3rd of December, 1923, the decree-holder
applied for the arrest of the 1st defendant and for
attachment of the house of the 2nd defendant.
The application was con'sidered on its merits and was
actually granted as regards the second prayer. It
seems to me that that this is a sufficient appli~afion
within the meaning of the Article.
In the case of A. A. Adimuthu Pille v. Adiappa
and one (1), it was held "that, even \vhere there is
no actual application on the record, such an application may be presumed in cases where the order
made in execution is of such a nature that the Court
would not have made it except upon an application
for that.purpose. "
In this case the record shows clearly that an
applidti<:>n was made, and I am of oplllion that
limitation was thereby saved.
It is.only in rare cases that this Court will interfere in revision with orders passed on applications
made for removal of attachment. The applicant is
ordinarily referred to the remedy provided for hjm
by Rule 63 of .. Ordd XXI of the Code· of Civil
Procedure. But there are special circm:llstances here
which justify a departure from the ordinary rule.
The Court has refused to adjudicate on the claim as
to whether the property was attachable under the
provisions of Order XXI, Rule 58 and .the following
Rules, and in coming to its decision on ~he point of
limitation, the Court has not really considered the
law that is applicable. It has entirely· ovedooked
that the opening of execution proceedings is not the
same thing as the making of an application in
ex"ecntiol1;or . ~he taking of some step in aid of
(l) (19181 10 L-lJ.R. 3·L
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execution, and has erroneously refused to exercise a
jurisdiction vested in it by law. The petitioner will
SO~fA
in the circumstances be put· to quite unjustifiable
SUNDARAM
CHETTYAR
hardship if he is compelled to resort to a regular
V.
MASHWE
suit. He is, in fact, being denied his right to have
THn AND
the matter adjudicated on by the Executing Court.
OTHERS.
I, therefore, set aside the orders passed by the
BROWN, J.
trial Court and direct that the application for removal
of attachment be dealt with on its merits.
The respondents will pay th,e costs of the petitioner
in this Court.
1929

8.8 ..

APPELLATE CIVIL:·
Bef01'e !fl-. Justice Brown.

GUNNU MEAH

1929
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I
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I

I,

A. RAHMAN.*
Arbitration-APPlication to file an award and suit to el/force all au:ara.
distillction between~Second appeal to High Court-Signature by party
to an alv,'rd, wizen estops him from disputing tlte ,1ward-Suit not based
.011 acceptance of award.
There is a distinction between an application to file an award and a suit to
enforce an award. In the latter case, but 110t in the .former, a $e,GOUd. ..<\ppe~J.
lies to the High Court.
'.
Nga H la Gyaw \'.1I1i Ya Po, (1914·16j U.B.R. Vol. 2, 26-rcferred to.
The mere signature by a party to an award does not necessarily in all cases
estop him from afterwards disputing the correctness of the a \yard, and this is
especially so wh!"n the plaintiff's case is not based on any acceptance of the
award by the defendant in virtue of his signature.
.
U Gunawa Y. U Pyinnyadita, 1 Ran. 15-distinglt1shed.

N. N. Sen-forthe appellant.
Bhattacharyya-for the respondent.

J.-The appellant, Gunnu Meah, filed a suit
in the Township Court of Insein for the enforcement
BROWN,

• Civil Second Appeal No: 434 of 1928 from the judgment oJ the DistriCt
Court of Insein in Civil Appeal No. 22 of 1928.
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of the terms of an award directin g the defendant to
convey a certain house to the plaintiff.
The plaint set forth that the malter \-vas referred
to an arbitration consisting of Mahomedan elders of
Insein and that an award was made by them on the
25th August 1927.
The defendant, while not denying that the matter
had been rderred to arbitration, pleaded that the
award was invalid as it had not been signed by all
the arbitrators and also that the award Was bad on
the ground of misconduct and corruption of the
arbitrators.
. The written statement did not specify what the
misconduct and corruption complained of were~
Evidence was called to show that the arbitrators
refused to examine two of the witnesses named by
the defendant.
. The trial Court held tbat the arbitrators to whom
the matter was referred consisted of some 30 persons
and that only 12 of thesp. persons signed the award;
The Court, further, held that the arbitrators had
refused to examine witnesses named by the defendant.
The suit was therefore dismissed..
The findings of fact by the trial Court \-vere
accepted by the lower Appellate Court, which
dismissed the appeal; and the present appeal has been
filed under the provisions of section 100 of the Code
{)f Civil Procedure..
A preliminary objection has becn taken on the
part of the respondent to the effect that no further
appeal lies. It is contended that there \:I.'as no· suit
to enforce an award but that in fact the matter
before the Court was an application to file an award
under the provisions of paragraph 20 of the Second
Schedule to the Code of Civil Procedure; If that
contention is correct, thenno second appeal would lie ~
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but I do not think that the contention can be upheld.
The distincti()f!. between an application to file an
award and a stiit. to enforce an award is pointed out
in the case of Nga Hla Gyaw and one v. Mi Ya Po'
and four others (1). In the present case the plaint is
headed" Suit valued at Rs. 86 for enforcing an award ".
and ad valoret1'l court-fees have been paid accordingly.
It is true that at the conclusion of the plaint there is
a prayer that the aWard may be ordered to be filed;
but the prayer goes on to ask that a decree be passed
in accordance with its terms for the conveyance at the
said house to the p.laintiff. The plaint \vas accepted
as a plaint in a suit and appears to have been treated as
such throughout.
I am of opinion that there was a suit for the
enforcement of the award before the trial Judge and
that a second appeal does therefore lie. But in this
second appeal questions of fact cannot be raised and it
has not been contended before me that1he findings
that only some of the arbitrators signed the award
<lond that the witnesses were not all examined can be·
challenged. The only point argued on behalf of the
appellant is that the. respondent signed the award
himself and is therefore now estopped from challenging
its validity.
I have been referred on behalf of theappellantto the
case of U Gunawtl and two others v. U Pyinnyadl:pa (2) ..
In that case there had been a reference to arbitration
and there had been an irregularity in the proceedings.
in that at one of the sittings of the arbitrators when
witnesses were examined one of the arbitrators was·
absent. This was the second of the three sittings and no
objection was taken at the time, nor \vas it raised in the
pleadings of the case. It was held that by continuing
(1) (1914-16) U.B.R. Vol. 2,p. 26~

(2) (1923) 1 Ran. 15.
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the proceedings witbout objection to this irregularity,
the pddies must ,·';he··> held to have condoned the
irregularity and could not seek to set aside the award
on the ground of that irregularity. I do not think
that that decision is very relevant to the-present case.
The whole arbitratioil in the present case was
conduded at one silting. There was no evidence to
show that the respondent condoned any irregularity
during the course of the arbitration proceedings. It
was when proceeding~__ \y~~e __ a!!. concluded and the
award had been delivered, that his signature was
appended to the award. It was stated in U Gunawa's
case "a party having knowledge of an irregularity
cannot lie by without objection and take his chance
of an award in his favour arid then, when he finds
that the award has gone against him, seek to set it
aside on the ground of' the irregularity to which he
failed to object." The signature of the respondent
in the present case was appended when the terms of
the award were 'koownto him and there was no
questioritherefbre of· his taking' a chance that the
award would be in his favour. His case is that he
was practically compelled to sign the award. I am
not satisfied that his mere signature of the award
necessarily removes all objection to the irregularity
in the award. . The chief dift1culty in the way of the
plaintiff seems to me to be this, that there is no mention in the pleadings of the defendant having signed
the award at all. The suit is based on the award
itself and no! on any agreement bythepadies whereby
they mutually accepted the award. The question
therefore of the acceptance of the award by the
defendant was not in issue. If both parties to the
award signed the award after it w'as delivered"it may
be that a suit could be filed to enforce the terms of the
award on the ground that there was a definite contraet
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by the parties by virtue of their signatures; but
this was not the case for the plaintiff here and I am
MEAH
v.
not prepared to hold that the mere signature by a
A.RAHMAN.
party to an award necessarily in all cases estops him
BROWN, J.
from afterwards disputing the correctness of the
award.
•
In all the circumstances of the case I am not
satisfied that there is sufficient ground for interference.
I therefore dismiss this appeal with costs.
GUNNU

APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Mr. Justice Heald:

MA T RAING

1929

AND OTHERS

v.

Feb. 4.

MAUNG CHIT ON

AND OTHERS.*

Mortgage rede'l1tptifm suit-Basis of suit is the 11lOrtgage.-Suit fails it
provision of law pret'enfs proof of mortgage-Admission of mortgage by
Olle party, how far binlding on others-Amendment oj pleadings-Suit
for 1'CdcmPtion cannot be convcrted into suit for possession on strength of
legal title.
'
The basis of a suit for redemption of a mortgage is the morlgage alleged,'
and if by reason of some provision of law for instance the requisite registered
iiistrument the mortgage cannot be proved, the suit must fail.
lila Twe

Y.

Ma1mg LUll, 8 L. B.R. 334-referred to.

In.l suit for redemption of a possessory mortgage, the admission of the
mortgage by one party who had no interest in the property and was never
in possession as mortgagee, cannot bind other parties who resist the claim
on the ground that the mortgage required a registered instrument. A
person cannot be allowed to amend his plaint which was, for redemption of
a possessory mortgage into one for possession on the strength of his legal
title. That would be substituting one distinct cause of action for another.

Ma Shwe lI1ya v. Mo Hnauttg, 4 U.B.R. 30 (P.C.)-referred to.

Kyaw Din for the appellant.
I.-Appellants, as mortgagors of a piece of
land, sued to redeem that land on an allegation that
they had· mortgaged it to the 1st respondent for
HEALD,
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Rs. 143 on the 28th of May 1923. They said that
1929
the mortgage was possessory and that they put the MA THAING
· t 0 possesSIOn
.
1St respon d ent III
0 f th e Ian d un d er t h e ·AND OTHERS,
v.
mortgage. They joined the 2nd and 3rd respondents, M~u~wA~~iT
who seem to be husband and wife, as being persons 0:rHERS•
to whom the 1st respondent had sub-mortgaged the HE:;;,J.
land by possessory mortgage, and they also joined the
4th respondent as being a person to whom the 2nd
and 3rd respondents had similarly sub· mortgaged the
land. They claimed to be entitled to redeem the land
from the respondents for Rs. 143.
The 1st respondent admitted that appellants had
mortgaged the land to him for Rs. 143 but said that
he had never been put into possession of the land,
and that at the time of the mortgage it was in the
possession of the 2nd respondent.
. The 2nd respondent said that the land did not
belong to appellants at all but belonged to one Ma
Ngwe and her daughter Ma Sein who mortgaged it
to his parents for Rs. 143-8 on the 12th February
1880 by a registered deed which he produced. He
said further that he and his mother Ma Min Thon
mortgaged the land to the 4th respondent for Rs. 200
about 1921.
The 4th respondent said that he received the land
.. on mortgage with possession for Rs. 200 from) the
2nd and 3rd respondents and Ma Min Thon on the
15th of June 1921, but he does not seem to have
produced any mortgage deed or documentary evidence
of the mortgage or to have taken any further part in
the litigation.
The trial Court said that because the 1st respond;.
ent admittect appellant's mortgage it was unnecessary
for appellants to prove the mortgage and that it could
be recognised by the· Court in spite of the fact that
the deed by which it was supposed to be effected
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The learned Judge found that the
;.M~ THAING land in s'uit belonged to persons whom the appellants
AND OTHERS
•
.,
v.
represented, that it was mortgaged by them to the
M6~GA;:;IT 2nd respondent and his mother Ma Min Than, that
OTHERS.
that mortgage was redeeme.d and on redemption, by
Hli;i.D, J. reason of a partition of the estate to \'v'hich it belonged,
the land passed to the appellant Ma Le as owner,
that l'vla Le then re-mortgaged it to the 2nd re~pond
ent for Rs. 243, that two years later Ma Le redeemed
.it from the 2nd respondent and mortgaged it to the
1st respondent for Rs' 143 and that appellants were
entitled to redeem it from the respondents and to
recover possession of it from them for Rs.143.
The 2nd and. 3rd respondents appealed against that
.decision on the grounds that the lower Court ought not
to have recognisedappelJant's mortgage "\"hieh was
admittedly not effected by registered deed, that the
admission of the mortgage by the 1st respondent, who
had admittedly never been in possession of the
property, could not bind them or prejudice their rights,
-that there was no issue and no evidence that the land
came to their possession from the 1st respondent and
that the evidence did not account for their having
remained continuously in possession of the land for
about 50 years.
_ The lower Appellate Court said that in view of
the fact that the 1st respondent had never been in
possession of the land, although the mortgage to him
was alleged to be possessory, his admission of the
mortgage could not bind the other respondents, and
that as against those oth er responden is appellants
could not be allowed to prove their mortgage because
it was not registered, and accordingly dismissed
appellant's suit.
Appellants appeal on grounds that the lower Appellate Court was wrong in holding that they could not
1929
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sue to redeem an unregistered mortgage and ought
to have held that in equity they were entitled to
redeem.
The case is similar to the Full Bench case of Ma
Twe v. Maung LUll (1) wtiere the learned Chief Judge
said: The basis of suit for redemption of a mortgage is the mortgage alleged and if by reason of
some provision of law the mortgage cannot be proved
it appears to me that the suit must fai!." In this
,case it is clear that the mortgage cannot be proved
because there was no registered instrument. The
admission of the ~st respondent, who has now no
interest in t he property, cannCJt bind the other respond.
.ents, and in any case it was not ,m admission of the
mortgage on which appelhints sued; since' it is 110t an
admission of a possessory mortgage. The appellant's
'suit for redemption of a possessory mortgage and for
possession of the mortgage property on the footing
-of redemption of that mortgage was bound to fail
because they could not prove the mortgage, aJ;ld waS
cightly dismissed.
When the ruling mentioned above was brought to
the notice of appellant's learned Advocate, he claimed
that he still ,ought,' e\'en on second appeal, to be
,allowed to amend his pla'int so as to convert his suit
into a suit for possession on the strength of his legal
title. The decision of their Lordships of the Privy
Council in the case of Ma Shwe Mya v.Mo Hnaung
{2)that "no power has' yet been given to enable one
distinct cause of action to be substituted for another"
is sufficient answer to this claim.
jl

,The appeal is dismissed.
(I) (1916) 8 L.13.R. 334.

(2) (192l) 4 U.B.R.:30. '
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192tl

WEARNE BROTHERS, LTD. (Ist Defendants)

Dec 14.

V.~

THE RUSSA ENGINEERING WORKS, LTD.
AND OTHERS (Plaintiffs).
(On appeal from the High Court at Rangoon.)
Company'~Contraetsbef{)ref ormation for it, benefil-Ratification-Acts clonejor company as trustee-Right to obtain a lease. a chose ill adion-Trust in-

respect ofmoveable property how created-Trusts Act III oJ18821, ss. 5, tAgreement' of lease with one party for benefit of another party who
establishes direct relationS' with lalidlord, effect oj-Non-assig,mllnt of
lease,-.Det'olution of. liability on party taking over, on equitable
principzes-Il1de11lnityof a trustee.
A company cannot be bound by any contract made on its behalf before it
comes into existence; 'nor can it, subsequent to its formation, ratify such a
contract. But this need notprevent a contrr.cting party under certain circull'_.
stances from becoming a trustee for the company in respect of an agreement
which such party has made for the company's beneft.
A right arising under an agreement with an owner of immoveable property'
to call upon him to execute a lease is a chose in action, and' as such moveable
property. It is therefore not necessary to have a registered imtrument under
s. 5 of the Trusts Act, in ord"r to hold the benefit of s~H;h au agreemf.nt in trust.
for another.
Plaintiff-company obtained in their own name an agreement for a long
le.\se from the owner .flt certain premises in Rangoon for the benefit of a n~otor
business company ab'Ollt to be formed in Rangoon and which was to be the'
property of, and completely controlled by, the plaintiff-company. This was in
pursnance of an agreement between the plaintiff-company ane! the genera r
distributing agents of the motor business. In pufStlanCe of such agre<:ment,.
whim the premises were ready for occupation, the motor company (now £orm~d)o
went into possession, made extensi ve al terations of the premises' in conjunction'
with the owner, and paid the rent direct to the owner. By an oversight there
was no assignment to the motor company of the agreement for lease. Subse-quently appellants took over from the plaintiff-company the agency of the motor
company as a going concern, its assets and lbbilities. The s"ares:of the motor'
company held by the plaintiff-company were transferred to the appellants.
Held, that under the circums'tances of the case, the motor company were no!
the monthly tenants of the plaintiff-company who must be held to be bare
trustees of the agreement for lease for the motor company. Having regare!
to the' arrangements between the plaintiff-company and the appdlants the'
• PRESENT :-VISCOUNT DUNEDIN, LORD SHAW, LORD BLANESBURGH arid

SIR JOHN WALLIS.
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former were entitled toa dec1arativn d indemnity in respect of their liabilitieS
under the al{reement for lease.
Judgment cf the High Court affirmed.

Appeal (No. 152 of 1927) from the decree of the
High Court (March
22,
1926) in Civil First Appeal
_
•
No. 86 of 192,:, revcrsmg the decree of the Court on
the Original Side (February 13, 1925) in Civil
Regular No. '105 of 1923. The Russa Engineering
Works, Limited, instituted the suit for a declaration that
they were merely trustees for the 2nd defendants, the
Ford Molors (Burma), Limited, in respect of an agreement for lease of certain premises in Rangoon and that
either \i\Tearne Brothers, the 1st defendants who had
takcn over the assets. and liabilities of the Ford Motors,
Limited, or the latter company, were liable to carry out
the terms of the lease and that one or the other of
them were bound to indemnify the plaintiffs against
all liabilities under the agreement for lease. The facts
of the case are set out in the judgments reported
below.
The trial Judge (Young, J.) dismissed the suit on
the grounds that there was no agreement, and that
there could not be legally one with the Ford Motors,
Limited, to take an assignment of the lease, that the
Motor Company were only monthly tenants of the
plaintiff-company, that the position of the plaintiffcompany was not that of a trustee, that there could
not have been a trust without a registered instrument
and that the 1st defendants did not take over the
.burden and benefit of the lease.
Plantiff-company appealed.
Ormiston for the appellants.
Paget for the 1st respondents.
The High Court (Rutledge, C.J., and Maung Ba, J.)
allowed the appeal.

10
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The judgment of the High Court, delivered by
Hutledge, C.J., is as follows ; This is an appeal from the judgment and decree
of this Court on the Original Side dismissing the
plaintiff-appellant company's suit.
As the facts of the case are somewhat complicated,
it seems desirable to set out in some detail the
circumstances leading up to the present suit as we do
not find ourselves in agreement with the learned trial
Judge in the legal inferences which he draws from
those facts.
Dodge and Seymour (India), Limited, of ""hich
M1'. J. L. Chidsey was the Managing Director, \,'ere the
distributing agents of Ford Motors (Canada) Limited ,
for India, Burma and Ceylon.
In May 1920, a Calcutta firm named Kilburn and
Company (the Managing Agents of the' plaintiffappellant company) entereck0.n.to an agreement with
Mr. Chidsey, whereby the selling agency for Burma
was secured and in pursuance of this agreement
Kilburn and Company caused a new private company
called Ford Motors (Burma) Limited, to be incorporated·
of which Kilburn and Company were the Managing
Agents and held one share, all the other shares being
held by the plaintiff-appellant company. Ford Motors
(Burma) Limited were registered at Rangoon on the
10th 6f July 1920. As we have seen, it was the
property of, and completely controlled by, the plaintiff.
appellant company through their Managing Agents
Kilburn and Company. Prior to this, on the 20th of
Apnl 1920, the plaintiff-appellant company obtained
an agreement for a leqse for 20 years from Mr. N. M.
Cowasjee of Rangoon of certain premises in Judah
Ezekiel Street, Rangoon, and in consideration of an
agreed rent, Mr. Cowasjee agreed to erect a building
suitable for the motor business upon the premises
.

I
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NIr. vVhitby of Kilburn and Company and
Mr. Chidsey depose that it was a term of the agreement
whereby the Burma Agency for the sale of Ford
Motors was sceured, that the Judah Ezekiel Street
premises should be handed over to the new company,
Ford 110tor8 (Burma) Limited, for the purpose of their
business, that the buitding when completed \vas
handed over to the Ford Motors (Burm;\) Limited,
who entered into possession in September 1920, paid
the rent direct to Mr. Cowasjee, made extensive alterations in the building and remained in occupation of
the premises till November 1923"; and that by an
oversight no assignment of the agreement for lease
was ever made by the plaintifi-appel1an t comp;my to
the second respondents, Ford IVlotors (Burma) Limited.
But tbe plaintiff-appellant company contend that they
"' second respondheld the agreement as trustees for the
ents. Tbe oversight is easily understood as at this
time the interests of the plainti;j-appeIlant company
and second respondents were identical, both being
artificial persons controlled by the same h~md, IJ<:tmely,
KIlburn and Company.
The learned trial Judge has, we consider, rigbtly
held that as the company were not in existence in
May 1920 when an agreement "Tas entered into between the plaintiff-appellant company and Mr. Chidsey,
tbey could not be bound by it, and that he could
not presume subsequent ratification of the contract
by the second respondents from their conduct.
The learned trial Judge infers from the above
facts that the plaintiff-appellant company could not
in law be trustees for tht second respondents and
that the second respondents must be held to be
monthly tenants of the plaintiff-appellant company
by reason of section 106 of the Transfer of
Property Act.
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We can find nothing in the circumstances already
set
out tbjustlf)' us in presuming that the relation
W EARNE
BROTHERS,
of landlord and tenant was ever established between
L:.D.
the plaintiff-appellant company and the second respondRT;~:A
ents and without such relationship the Court canENGINEERnot presume that the second respondents are monthly
ING WORKS,
LTD.
tenants.
AND OTHERS
According to the evidence the plaintiff-appellant
company never paid rent for the premises and never
entered into p9J?,session of them. The second respondents never attorned tenants to the f'plaintiff-appelJant
company and never paid them rent. They entered
into possession of the premises as soon as they were
completed. They had them altered to their satisfaction
and they paid the rent to the owner, Mr. Cowasjee,
direct. It seems clear that the relation of landlord
and tenant nev~r subsisted between the plaintiffappellant company and the second respondents.
With regard to the question whether the plaintiff. appellant company in law could be regarded as bare
trustees on behalf of the second respondents, it
cannot be suggested that the subject of the alleged
trust was the Judah Ezekiel Street premises as the
plaintiff-appellant company had no legal interest in
these premises as they had no lease. All that they
had got under their agreement was the right to call
upon the owner to execute a lease and on his failure
to do so the right to sue him for specific performance.
This right was a chose in action and as such moveableproperty. This moveable property became vested in
the plaintiff-appellant company as soon as the agreement with Mr. Cowasjee was signed on the 20th of
April 1920 and was so vested when it became the
self-constituted trustee. We are therefore of opinion
that there is nothing in section· 5 of the Indian
Trusts Act, which would prevent the plaintiff-appellant
1928
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company from holding the benefits of the agreement
of the 20thof"1\.pril 1920 in trust for the second
respondents, and with respect to the agreement
\vhereby the Ford Motors Agency for Burma was
obtained in May 1920, w~ consider ourselves justified
in holding that a trust was created within the meaning
of section 6 of the Indian Trust Act.
We shall now consider the first respondents
position in the matter. They are a company incorporated and carryi.l?,g on business at Singapore. For
the reasons set' out in Mr. Chidsey's letter of the
27th of July 1921 the first respondents entered into
negotiations with Kilburn and Company to take over
the Burma Agency of Ford Motors from the plain tiffappellant company. And 1\'1r. T. J. B. Wearne,
Managing Director of the first respondept-company,
after visiting Rangoon went to Calcutta to negotiate the
transfer. On the 27th August 1921, it appears
from Exhibit K that Mr. Smith, plaintiff-appellant
company's manager, sent along with that letter certain
enclosures, amongst others "copies of two leases,"
and fromMr. vVearne's letter (Exhibit B) of the same
date it would seem that these copies, wrongly termed
leases, mnst have been the agreement for a lease of
the Merchant Street properties which appears last in
the file of the plaintiff-appellant company's exhibits, and
Exhibit J, the agreement with Mr. Cowasjee dated the
20lh of April 1920. In Exhibit B IvIr. Wearn~ states
that" We are prepared to take over Ford Motors
(Burma) Limited, Rangoon, as a going concern on
the following terms," and he sets out 15 heads. The
7th head is Merchant Street property and the 8th
head is Judah Ezekiel Street property. From the copy
supplied Mr. Wearne must be taken to have known
at the time when he wrote this letter or shortly after
that the. agreement for lease of the Judah Ezekiel
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Street property was in the name of the plaintiffappelldnt company and not in the name of the
second respondents. Mr. Vvearnc left Calcutta shortly
after this and appointed Mr. Chidsey by a power of
attorney to act for him. Thf, plaintiff-appellant company's ansyver to Exhibit B is dated the 2nd September 1921 (Exhibit C). In it the plaintiff-appellant
company states : " It is necessary in the first r.1ace to record That the propcsal
is one to take over from the Russa Engineering \Vorks, Limitfd,
and from our firm tbc \yhole d the shares of the PriYate Limited
COmp1nj' Ford Motors (Burma) Limited, of which, in the event of
the proposal being accepted, Messrs. Wearne Brothers, Limited,
would then be the sole proprietors. The various terms enumeratecl
constitute the method by which tbe value of such shares is to ,be
ascerta i 11 ed.
"Messrs. Kilburn & Co., in the event of the deal going
through, resign the Managing Agency of Ford 1',I10tors (Burma)
Limited.
,( It is understood that the entity of Ford Motors (Burma)
Limited, as a com;:.any will not be affected. "

Of the various 15 heads set out in Mr. vVearnc's
letter (Exhibit B), a large number including No.8 the
head referring to the Judah Ezekiel Street premises,
has been confirmed, that is to say, ill respect of these
heads the parties had come to a definite agreement.
\Vith regard to other IJeads, negotiations 'went on for
a considerable time; but none of the subsequent
correspondence indicates any attempt on the part of
either party t6 resile from the position that the
~vIcrchant Street property and the Judah Ezekiel Street
property were both to be items Nhich \vere to pass
from the management and control of the plaintiffappellant company to the management and control of
the first respondent company. (See the first respondent company's letter dated the 17th September 1921,
Exhibit R). On considering the position of both
parties at the end of August 1921, noother course
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was possible. The plaintiff-appellant company were
1928
anxious to sell their Burma Agency carried on thro:Jgh vVEA[~NE
the second respondents; and it would be in the last degree BR~:;~~f~~;!
unlikely that y\'hile parting with the agency they would
T~'E:q~:
still retain their liability in respect of premises not
Rr;SSAF~
.
'
EN'Glll:EER-'
occl1pled by themselves or of any use to them in their lNG \VORKS,
business; and it is also in the last degree unlikely that ANDt~~ERS.
the first respondent company \yould take over the
Burm8. Agency while the Merchant Street premises
were still unbuilt, leaving it possible for the plaintiffappellant company to turn them out at a s110rt notice
and so bring their business operations to a standstil J.
A point of some importance is that Exhibit J, the
agreement for lease of the premises in question, was
in the first respondent's hands at the time when the
dispute arose between the parties in 1923 and must
have been handed over· to them when Kilburn and
Company relinquished the Managing Agency of the
second respondents.
In these circumstances we cannot accept the
evidence on the first respondents' behalf alleging that
. they thought that Exhibit Jwas in the secoud respondents' name. . From the copy of the agreement sent to
)\'Ir. 'Vearne on tbe 27th of August 1921, the first
respondents must have known that the agreement was
in the plaintiff-appellant ccmpany's name, but they
must have satisfied themselves that the plain tiffappellant company held the benefits of that agreement
in trust for the second respondents.
A further point to be considered is whether section 130 of the Transfer of Property Act renders this
transfer of the rights and liabilities under Exhibit J
invalid. In our opinion there has been a valid assignment within the meani~g of this section by Exhibit C
read with Exhibit B and by the delivery of Exhibit J
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to the transferee, which is a clear indication that a
transfer was intended.
For the purpose of our present tdecision, we need
only deal with the 4th and 5th issues fixed by the
learned trial Judge. \Ve would answer the 4th issue
in the affirmative.
In answer to the 5th issue we consider that Exhibits Band C constitute an agreement 'whereby the
first respondents agree with the plaintiff-appellant
company to take over the burden and benefit of the
agreement for lease, Exhibit J, and that in doing so
they were not acting in the belief or on the representation of the plaintiff-appellant company that the second
respondents were lessees of the premises in suit. We
consider that the first respondents are bound by that
agreement.
In these circumstances we allow the appeal and
set aside the judgment and decree appealed from.
There will accordingly be a declaration that the first
respondent-company should cause the plaintiff. appel
lant company to be indemnified against all liabilities
under the agreement for lease. There will be a decree
for the payment by the first respondents to the plaintiff-appellant company of Rs. 3,000 beingr.e.nLpaid
for April, May and June 1923, and a declaration that
the first respondents are liable to reimburse the plaintiff.appellant company all sums which the plain tiffappellant company may thereafter have paid~ or shall
pay to the landlord Mr. N. M Cowasjee under the
agreement forlease or any lease entered into pursuant
to the terms thereof.
The plaintiff-appellant company are entitled to costs.
both in this Court and in the trial Court against first
respondent-company only. We allow 20 ~old mohurs
additional costs. Failing agreement appellants' costs
of the Calcutta commission to be taxed.
c
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From this judgment Wearne Brothers, Limited,
appealed to His Majesty in Council.
1928, Nov. 8. Sir George Loundes, K.C. and [{et1elnt
Digby for the appellants.
Dunne, K.C. and Leach for
the 1st respondents.
•
December 14. The judgment of their Lordships
·
d b ywas d e1Jvere
SHAw.-This is an appeal from a decret: of
the High Court of Judicature at Rangoon in its
Appellate Jurisdiction, dated the 22nd March, 1926,
allowing an appeal by the respondents from the
decree of that Court on the Original Side dated the
13th February, 1<)25.
The point in the appeal is whether the 'first
respondents are entitled to claim indemnity from the
.appellants against the burden of a certain agreement
of lease dated the 20th April, 1920, between one
Cowasjee and the first respondents, The Russa
Engineering Works, Limited.
In the opinion of the Board the judgment of the
Appeal Court is entirely correct.
The brief narrative \-vill show how the matter
,stands. The agreement for lease was dated the 20th
April, 1920. It was as stated from Cowasjee to The
Russa Engineering Works, Limited, the first respondents to this Appeal. The form of the lease or
proposed lease was in the schedule appended to the
.agreement.· Briefly stated, it provided for a lease for
20 years from the 1st September, 1920, of certain
blocks suitable for business premises in Rangoon.
The rent was Rs. 1.000 during the first ten years and
Rs. 1,SO.o during the remaining ten years. Part of
the premises was that which is the subject of this
:appeal, namely, the premises in Judah Ezekiel Street,
Rangoon. Then, the agreement for lease having been,
LORD
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as stated, dated the 20th April, cn tlw 10th Jnly,
1920, a comp<'m'Y''''callec1 Ford Motors (Burma) \"\-a8
•
LTD.
1l1corporated. This \-ras done in pursuance of the
T~iE
Hussa Engineering Comp~ny's de~ire to obt8in Ole
1
RUS;;A
}'01-C
1. ge ncy f or B'
ENGINEEl:.l '~',.
ulma. TlIt R" l1ssa C ompany Jleold
lNGL:;~~IU;S, ail the shares of the Ford Motors (Burma), except
A:-:n OTHER~. one, <mel one of the conditions of the incorporation
was that the Russa Company should make over the
Judah Ezekiel Street premises to the Ford Motors.
As the trial Judge observed, the Russa Company
faithfully carriecf'btit its bargain and made over the
premises to the Ford Company. So matters stood
for Clbout a year. During that time the Ford Motor
Company developed the Judah Ezekiel Street property,_
making extensive 2lterations, paying the rent to the
landlord;:;, and ayting just as possessors with full title
would have acted, but no assignment of the 3greement for lease cif the property was ever in fact
made to the Ford Motor Company.
Then on the 27th August 1921, occurred the
transaction of the following kind. The managing
director of \Vearne Brothers, the appellants, addressed
it letter to the Ford Moton",
Limited, stating that
they" were prC}:.,1'h;\"c1 to take over tlle Ford Motor
Company as a going concern on the following terms. "
There fo110\V5 the enumeration cf the assets taken
over, inc1uoing spare parts, machinery, tools, etc., and
item 8 is as fo11o\vs : "Judah Ezekiel Street property, lease for ten
yean:, April 20th, 1920, at Rs. 1,000 per month) and
a further ten years at Rs. 1,500 a month." There
can be no reasonable doubt that this language \vas
employed so as to take up all rights under the
agreement for lease of the Judah Ezekiel Street
property. It remains only to consider whether that
bargain was complete.
\YEAl<NE
BROTHERS,
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It \Vas arglled for the appellants that was not,
the reason hein'g:~heifollowingsentences occurring in
the letter to Mr. Chidsey aftermentioned, of date 2nd
Septembel~, 1921, acknowledging receipt of the offer,
goin,r-; o\"er the various i~ems and inter alia expressly
confirming Item 8 and adding : - "vVe are sending a
COP\! of tltis letter to Messrs.
\Vearne Brothers,
Limi teel, Singapore. Their letter will be placed before
the company's directors at their meeting on Tuesday
ne:d for consideration and approval with or without
modification or refusal, as the case may be. We will
let you know their decision in due course." The
state of Messrs. \Vearne's information appears from a
letter written by the Russa Engineering Company to
Mr. \Vearne on the 27th August, 1921, in \vhich was
enclosed a copy of the agreement for lease already
mentioned. A further document bearing the same
date, 27th August 1921, was a power of attorrey
granted by Weame in favour of Mr John L. Chid'.ey,
the first head of the power being to negotiate for
the purchase of and to pmchase as (1 goiIig concern
the business now carried on in Rangoon under the
name of The Ford Motors (Burma) Limited, or of any
other business having the agency in Burma for Ford
Motor Cars and of all or any of the assets thereof."
These three docum~nts \vould s[em to demonstrate full knowledge of tbe circumstances of the
purchase and in partIcular at least the intentiC'i1
when acquiring the shares of Ford Motors Limited
to acquire the shares of a Company possessed not
only of the business but the premises of Judah
Ezekiel Street in which the busirie~s was for the time
carried on and upon which the Hussa Engineering
Works and Ford Motors had made large expenditure.
The argument before the Board was, however,
that the whole· of this transaction was left in the air.
(l
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It remained inchoate, so it is argued, for this reason,
that a promise was given that the proposal as interpreted in the above letter of the 2nd September,
1921, was to be submitted for consideration and
approval by the Russa Engineering Company's
directors with an intimation '" we will let you know
our decision in due course" There, it was submitted,
the matter was left, and no intimation was sent of
the kind required.
This is an entire mistake in fact. On the 7th
September, 1921, the following letter was written : " Messrs. VlEARNE BROS.,
" Singapore, F.:M.S.

CALCUTTA, 7th September, 1921Ltd.,

" DEAR SIR8,

He Ford Motors (Burma), Ltd.
" This serVes to inform you that, at the meeting of the Directors of this ComplllY held in this office on Tuesday, the 6th
instant, the correspondence between ourselves was considered,
and the icllo\Ving is entered in the minutes of the meeting : " I Considered
correspondence with
Messrs.
Wearne
Brothers, Limited, who have made an offer to purchase the shares
of Ford Motors !Burma),Limitecl, en certain terms contained in
tbeir repri:'senia·tive's lettel' dated the 27th August, 1921.
C::>nsidered dl'aft of Managing Agents' reply elated 2nd September, which W.lS apprcved and confii·med.'
"This information has been rassed on to 111'. J, L. Chiclsey
for his information.
I' Yours faithfully,
"THE RUSSA

ENGIKEERIr<G WORKS, LTD,

"(Signed) KILBURN,
" 11anaging Agents."

.The argument is thus ansv\'ered. The fads speak
for themselves.
On the other points of delail their Lordships are
in concurrence with the opinion expressed by
Rutledge, C.J., in the High Court.
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Their Lordships will humbly advise His Majesty
that the appeal be refused with costs.
Solicitors for appellants: Stoneham & Co.
Solicitors for respondents No.1: Cu/le1', Allinglza'm & Ford.

[J.C.B.]
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PRIVY COUNCIL.

U PO NAING

* J.C,
1929

v.
BORMA OIL COMPANY, LIMITED.
(On Appeal from the High Court at Rangoon.)
Landlord and Tenant- Lease of oil sites-Royalties payable On oil ~~on
Lessor's right to natural gas-Construction of lease-Transfer of
Property Act (IV of 1882) s, 108 (0).
The appellant, owner of oil sites and and grantee from Government of the
right to win oil therefrom I leased the sites and the right to win oil to the
respondents for 25 years, and they agreed to pay royalties on oil won by
them. In sinking wells which did not produce in commer'cial quantities,
the respondents found natural g~s. They tapped the gas by pipes, and for
six years used it for their own purposes.
Held, that the appellant was not entitled to compensation bv the
respondents for tl,e gas so taken, since (1) that right w,.S not included in the
right to royalties upon the oil won; and (2) the lease, on its true
construction, was not merely a lease for the purp.)se of winning oil and the
appellant had no property in the oil, conseqren'Uy the respondents were
entitied :0 reduce into possession and use the gas provided they did so without
injury to the leased property: that view was inconsistent with the Trnn sfer
of Property Act, s. 108 (0).
It was not necess~,ry to decide whether the Upper Burma Land Revenue
Regulation, s. 31, l'eserves to the Government the right to natural gas.
Decree of the High Court affirmed.

Appeal (No. 25 of 1928) from a decree of the
High Court in its Appellate Jurisdiction (January 18,
1927) reversing a decree of the Court in its Original
Jurisdiction.
* PRESENT
SARGANT.

.-LORD HAILSHAM, L.C., LORD

CARSON

and

SIR CHARLES

Feb. 4.
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The appellant, who had leased to the respondents
three oil sites, brought against them in the High
~ V.
natural gas
BURMA OIL Court a suit claiming compensation for
Co:\rPANY,
which
the
respondents
had
obtained
from
one of the
LUlITlm.
sites and had used for their o\\:n purposes.
The facts appear from the judgment of the
Judicial Committee.
By the lease dated June 5, 1918, the appellant
leased to the respondents" his oil \vell sites Nos. 3993,
3978, 3995 and the right to win oil tberefrom for a
period of 25 years from date hereof", and agreed
that during the lease they should have possession of
the said oil sites. The lessor cov;:nanted as Lo the
v?lidityand maintenance of the Government grants
of the right to \vin oil; and the lessees agree to
begin to drill in six months, but they were to be sole
judges whether the quantity of oil produced rendered
the continuance of work advisable. The lessees agreed
to pay royalty at the rate of 8 annas for every 100
viss of oil produced by them from the sites. Thelessor
agreed to allow the lessees, their agents, drillers, etc.,
free access upon the well sites "for any of the
purposes of this lease."
.
The trial Judge (Das, J.) helel that the right to··
royalty upon the oil involved a right to compensation
for the gas taken, and ordered an inquiry as to the
amount of the compensation.
Upon appeal the decision was reversed and the suit
dismissed.* The learned Judges (Rutledge, C.J. and
Brown, J.) held that oil upon which royalty was payable
did not include gas. They said that the plaintiff's
advocate had admitted tilat the plaintiff was not owner
of the gas at the date of the Government gr<mt or of the
lease, and they held that the Oil FieldsAet, 1918,
.lUd the rules thereunder, did not enlarge his rights;
U Po NAING

*

R~ported

at 5 Ran. 133-ED.
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1929
and accordingly that" the ownership of natural gasfs,
so far as ther are capable of ownership, remained in U Fo NAING
V.
the Governmen t."
B{JR~IA OIL
COMPANY,
1929, Feb. 4. Dunne, K.C. and Pennel! for the LmrrED.
appellant. Having regar.d to Barnard etc. Oil and Gas
Co. v. Farquharson (1), the appellant concedes that
the rIght La a royalty on the oil \von did not carry a
right to be paid for gas obtained. The appellant was
however entitled to compensation. As o\~ner of the
sites he was entitled to all the profits and rights in the
land save so far as the GO\lernment,in the fight of
conquest, Iud reserved them to itself. The effect of
Upper Burma Regulation, III of B39, sections 23, 27
and 31 is to recognize private ownershIp in lands other
than" state lands " and though under the l~eglJlation
and the Oil Fields Act, 1918, the right to oil is reserved
to the Government there is no reservation as to natural
gas. The lessor did not grant the respondents the right
to the gas, and the right remained in the appellant.
Every invasion of a right of property, whether corporeal
or incorporeal gives a right of action agaInst the
invaders: Mansell v. Valley Printing Co. (2). Having
regard to the provisions of the lease it clearly was merely
for the purpose of winning oil, and by the Transfer'"
of ProrJerty Act, 1882, section 108 (0) the lessee'was
not entitled to use it for any other purpose. [Reference
was made also to the Upper Burma Land' Revenue
Manual, 1900, page 227.]
Clernent Davies, K.C., and Gordon Brown for the
respondents. The lease gave the respondents the
right to possession of the oil sites, and they were
entitled as against the appellant to reduce the gas
into possession. Owing to the nature of the gas there
"vas no property in it until it was reduced into

(I) [19i2) A.C;.868.

(2)[1908) 2 Ch.441. 446.
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possession; any adjoining owner could have tapped
it. Even if the lease was merely for the purpose of
BUR~~~ OIL winning oil, the respondents were t:ntitled to any
~I~~'~;~.' ancillary profit which arose in process of doing so:
Robinson v. Milne (1 l.
Dunne, X.C., replied.
The judgment of their Lordships was delivered
byLORD HAILSHAM, L.C.-This is an appeal from
the High Court at Rangoon, Appellate Jurisdiction,
which reversed a decision of the Court of first instance
in favour of the present appellant, who is the plaintiff
in the action.
The action is brought to recover compensation for
the use by the respondents of a quantity of gas which
had been taken by the respondents from a certain oil
well site of which they were in possession under a
lease granted by the appellant. It appears that in
Upper Burma, under the Upper Burma Land and
Revenue Regulation of 1889, the right of private
ownership in land is recognised, but it is expressly
provided in section 31 that the right to all minerals,
coal and earth oil, shall be deemed to belong to the
Government, and the Government shall have all powers
necessary for the proper enjoyment of its right thereto·
The facts proved are, that the appellant was before
the year 1912 in possession of oil well sites in Upper
Burma. By a grant dated the 25th April, 1912, after
reciting the fact that the appellant was in possession
of the well site in question, the Government granted
to the appellant a right to win and get earth oil from
the said well site in such manner as he or his assignees
might think fit and to dispose of all earth oil to be
gotten therefrom subject to the payment of a royalty
to the Government.
1929

U Po

NAING

(1) [1884] 53 L.J;Ch. 1070.
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By an indentureo:dated the 5th June, 1918, the
1929
appellant granted a lease to tBe respondents for a U Po NAING
period of 25 years, and the question to be determined BUR~'A OIL
turns very largely upon the construction to be placed IC~~~::::
upon that lease. The lease recites that the appellant
is the owner of certain oil well sites including the one
now in question, and that he has obtained from the
Government a grant of the right to win oil from the
said oil well sites; and it proceeds to declare that the
appellant hereby leas'es to the respondents his oil well
:sites and the right to win the oil therefrom for a
period of 25 years from the date thereof. By clause
2 the indenture provides that during the period of the
lease the said oil well sites and the grants for the
'-same shall be made over to the possession of the
lessees and the said possession shall not be withdra\vn
by the lessor. By clause 9 the lessees agreed to pay
ToyaHy at a fixed rate upon the oil won by them.
After the execution of the indenture, the respondents
proceeded to sink wells for the purpose of obtaining
-oil upon this site as well as others included in the
lease. No oil in any commercial quantity was obtained,
;but gas came from the well so drilled, and the respondents gave up the search for oil and by pipes
were able to enclose the gas and use it fer their own
purposes in and about the neighbourhood of the site.
After this had been going on for some six years, the
appellant brought this action claiming compensation
for three years' user of the gas so taken. The Trial
Judge reached the conclusion that on the construction
of the lease it was clear that oil included gas, and
accordingly he held that since the respondents had
agreed to pay a royalty on oil taken (rom the site, they
must pay compensation for the gas which they had used.
In the appellate Court that decision was reversed.
The Court held that the Trial Judge was wrong in
11
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thinking that oil included gas, and they came to theconclusion that the appellant had no property in the
gas, and on that ground they decided that he could
not claim compensation for its use by the respondents.
In their Lordships' opinion it is quite clear that oil
does n0t include gas, and, therefore, that the decisiom
of the Judge of first instance cannot be supported on,
the ground UpO;l VJhich it is based.
Before their Lordships' Board, Mr. Dunne, for the
appellant, argu&d that the lease of June, 1918, upon
its true construction 'was merely a lease to the respond~
ents of the right to win oil from the site, and he
argued, therefore, that any gas which was obtained in
the course of that operation and any gas which was,
obtained from the site after that operation had been
given up was the property of the appellant, and that
if the reSp0!'l0.~::f<: chose to make use of it, they must
pay compensation for that use. In their Lordships!
opinion this is to place far too narrow a constructionupon the terms of the indenture of lease. That
indenture in terms expressly recites the ownership at
the sites and of the grant - as being hvo separate
things and proceeds in its terms expressly to lease
to the respondents both the sites and the right to
win oil therefrom and to transfer to the respondents
-the sites well as the grant of the right to win oil
from them. In their Lordships' judgment the respondents were from the date of that indenture in
possession of the site itself and not merely holders
of the Government grant. In those circumstancesit
seems to their Lordships clear that unless it can be
said that the gas was always the property of the
appellant, it never became his property at any material
date. No authority could be produced for the view
th at gas under the soil before it had been tapped Or
released was the properly of the <,ppellant,i _and it
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seems to their Lordships difficult to reconcile any
1929
such view with the well-known authorities as to under- u P;N"AING
V.
ground water not flowing in any defined channel. No BURMA OIL
doubt it is true that the gas could be reduced into COMPANY,
LIMITED.
possession, and when redlJced into possession it became
the property of the person who had so reduced it.
But in their Lordship5' judgment the gas was not
reduced into possession by the appellant but by the
respondents who had dug the well and who. took the
gas as· it came out of the well and used it. This
seems to be sufficient to dispose of the case \;vithout
discussing whether or not section 31 of the Upper
Burma Land and Revenue Hegulation on its true construction reserves the right to gas to the Government
as seems to have been the view of the Courts below.
A further argument was based upon the provisions
of section 108 (0) of the Transfer of Property Act,
1882, which provides that the lessee of property must
not use the property for a purpose other than that for
which it was leased. In their Lordships' judgment it
is not necessary exhaustively to discuss the limits of
that provision, but there seems to be nothing inconsistent with its terms in the use of gas which is necessarily set free 'by rerson of the sin king of the oil well
for the respondents' own purposes without doing any
damage or any injury to the property leased.
For those reasons their Lordships are of opinion
that the appeal fails, and should be dismissed with
costs, and they will humbly advise His Majesty
accordingly.
Solicitor for appellant:]. E. Lambert.
Solicitors for respondents: Lil1klaters& Paines.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Mr. Justice PmU.

MA FATIMA

1929

,AND OTHERS

v.

Feb. 4.

MOMIN BIBI

AND OTHERS.*

Valuation of administration suits-Jurisdiction of Court- Pla..ntiff's shal'e
determines jurisdict ion and valuation-Suits Valuatirm Act (VIl of 1887),
s. 8.-Court Fees,,Act (VII of 1870), s. 7 -Docu11Ienlduly proved before and
endorsed by Coi?in;is;ioner-Admlssibility in evidence in Court 'Without
Court's endorsements-Civil Procedltre Code (Act VOf 1908), O. 13, r. 4Presumption as to co-owner's possession of undivided propc1'ly.
In an administration suit, the value of the suit both for the purposes of
'court-kes and jurisdiction is the amount at which the plaintiff values his share
and not the value of the entire estate. The sdt falls under s. 8 of the SUits'
Valuation Act, court-fees are ~payable ad mlol'em and the suit is not of any of
the classes referred to in the Court Fees Act, s. 7, paragraphs 5, 6, 9 and 10
fd).

Rajani v. Ra]abala, S2 Cal. 128; Ranjit Sahi v. Qasi11l, 2 Pat. 432; Velu v.
Kumara, 20 Mad. 289 ; Wajih-ud-din v. Waliullah, 24 All. 38 I-referred to.
A document which is duly proved and put in before the commissioner
appointed to take evidence, who endorses it as a'n exhibit and initials and dates
it and which is recei ved by the COUI t without any objection by a' party becomes
part of the record, and is evidence, nJtwithstanding the fact that the trial Court
did not endorse it in the manntr required by 0.13, r, 4 of the Code.
Sadik Husain Khan v. Hashim Ali Khan, 38 All. 627 IP.C.J-rejel'red to.
There is orclinari,ly a presumption that a co-owner in possessiol1 .of ,
undivided property is in possession on behalf of all the co-heirs.
Hari Pru v. lI1i

Aut~g

Kraw Zan, 10 L.B.R. 45-referred to.

Sanyal and S. ,L'}Ittkerjee for the appellants.
A. c. Mukerjee for the 1st respondent.
Lutter for the 3rd respondent.
PRATT I }.-Plaintiff Mariam Bibi sued for partition, accounts, and her share of the estate of her
deceased grand-father Khoda Bux Khan. The suit
was valued at Rs. 21 000 for the purposes of court
~ecial Civil Seca'nd Appeal No. 69 of 1928 (at Ma.ndalay) from the
judgment of the District Court of Mandalay in Civil Appeal No. 122 of 1927.
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fees, being the estimated value of her share, but for
purposes of jurisdiction at Rs. 22,000 being the
value of the whole estate.
The District Judge, to whom the plaint was
presented, returned it for presentation to the Subdivisional Court, and the suit \vas tried in that Court.
It is now contended that the Subdivisional Court
had no jurisdiction and that the value for the
purposes of jurisdiction is the value of the whole
estate.
Reliance is placed upon the Calcutta case of
Rajani Kania Bag v. Rajabala Dasi (1), where it is
definitely laid down that ordinarily a suit for partition is triable by the Court which is competent to
try a suit valued at the entire value of the property
and not the subject matter of the share, which is to
be partitioned.
This ruling, however, was referring to partition
suits by Hindus, who are entitled to joint possession,
as is clear from the sentence: " But it seems to us
that in the present case, the plaintiff had to establish
his title and had to establish his right to joint
possession, which was' denied, before he could seek
partition of the property in suit."
The parties in the present appeal are Mahommedans
and the suit is not strictly a suit for partition of an
undivided family estate, but in reality is a suit for
a share of inheritance.
I would aiso remark that an important part of
the Calcutta ruling dealing with the case shown by
the Vakil showing cause is apparently incorrectly
reported and I find it unintelligible.
The Patnacase of Ranjit Sahi v. Maulavi
Muhammad Qasiln (2) cited by the advocate for
(J) (1924) 52 Cal. 1,28.

(2) (1923) 2 Pat. 432.
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appellants is against his contention, for it is there
kl.id down,tha±:;;.tHere is a distin ction between suits
for partition pure and simple, where the plaintiff is
in joint possession of his 5hare and there is no
dispute as to his title or share, and suits where the
plaintiff seeks for an adju'dication of his title or
extent ofshare and for partition after such adjudication.
In the latter case it is the plaintiff's share, which
will determine the jurisdiction of the Court and not
the value of the entire property.
In Velu Gotmdan v. Kumaravelu Goundan (1), a
Bench of the Madras High Court took the view
that in a suit by a member of a joint Hindu family
praying for a partition of the family property and for
the delivery to the plaintiff of his share the value of
the suit for purposes of jurisdiction is the amount at
which the plaintiff values his share.
A similar view was taken by a Bench of the
Allahabad High Court in Wajith-ud-din v. Wali".
ullah (2).
Section 8 of the Suits Valuation Act provides that
where in suits other than tho~e referred to in the
Court Fees Act, 1870, section 7, paragraphs v, vi,
and ix and paragraph x, Clause (d), court·fees are
payable ad valorem under the Court Fees Act,
1870, the value as determinable for the computation
of court·fees and the value for the purposes of
jurisdiction shall be the same.
In the present suit court·fees are payable ad
valorem. and the suit is not of any of the classes
referred to in the paragraphs of section 7 of the
Court Fees Act mentioned.
The value of the suit for purposes of jurisdiction
must therefore be taken to be Rs. 2,OOb and the suit
was rightly instituted in the Subdivisional Court.
(1) (1896) 20

M2.d. 2 8 , ( 2 ) (1902) 24 All. 381.
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On the merits it is argued that the District
-Court's finding, that the children's claim to the
masonry building was not barred by limitati-tm, was
wrong, .that the mortgage deed executed by Khoda
Bux and Rahamat Bibi in favour of Mr. Chatterjee
was not legally admitt.ed as an exhibit an4 should
not have been treated as evidence, ai1d that the
Court was not justified in holding that the building
in question belonged to Rahamat Bibi, wife of
Rhoda Bux.
Both Courts have relied upon the :ecital in the
mortgage deed referred to (filed at p. 105 of the
trial record and marked Exhibit I) as proving that
,the building belonged to Rahamat Bibi.
The particulars required by Order 13, rule 4 have
-not been endorsed on the document in question and
it has not been signed or initialled by the Judge.
It is contended accordingly on the authority of
Sadik Husain Khan v. Hashim Ali Khan (1) that this
Court ought to refuse to read the document or allow
i·t to be treated as evidence.
In the case cited their Lordships of the Privy
Council laid down that in future, in order to prevent
injustice, they would be obliged on the hearing of
lndian Appeals to refuse to read or permit to be
used any document not endorsed i:1 the manner
if.equiied.
Apart from the obvious comment that their Lord_'ships were laying down a rule of procedure to be
·observed in appeals before them, it has been over:Jooked entirely that the mortgage deed in question
was put in as an exhibit before the commissioner
appointed to take the - eviden('~ ,-:-: ~.~L Chatterjee ,
that Mr. Chatterjee proved ,the document and that it
(1) (1916) 38 AlL tt-.J.
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was endorsed by the commissioner as Exhibit I,
initialled and dated by him on the date on which
Mr. Chatterjee was examined.
Under Order 26, rule 7, when a commission has
been duly executed and returned, the commission
and the return thereto and the evidence taken under
it " shall" form part of the record of the suit.
The document was not objected to before the
commissioner and apparently not at all in either of
the Courts below. It is therefore part of the record
of the suit rightly and, having been duly proved, is.
evidence.
The mere fact that the trial Judge omitted to have
the endorsement required by Order 13, rule 4 made
cannot in the circumstances render a document
proved before the commissioner, marked by him as
an exhibit, initialled and dated, inadmissible as
°evidence.
The document clearly proves that Rahamat Bib
was the owner of the building in dispute.
The trial Court held that, as Rhoda Bux had the
building in his possession for 20 years after his first
wife's death, and there was no evidence to show
that he held it on behalf of the co-heirs, the claim of
the other heirs to shares was barred by limiiaticn.
On appeal the learned District Judge, in an able
and lucid judgment, held that there was nothing to
indicate that Rhoda Bux's possession of the building
was adverse to . his children by Rahamat Bibi and
that the natural presumption was that he was in
possession On their behalf as well as his- own.
I have no doubt that the case of Hari Pru v. MiJ
Aung Kyaw Zan (1) remains sound la\v, and that
where a co-owner is in possession of undivided:
property un~~r tl1e circumstances in evidence there;
o

(1) (1919) 10 L.B.R. 45.
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is a presumption that he is in possession on behalf
of all the cd·heirs.
Consequently it would be necessary to prove an
overt claim to exclusive ownership by Rhoda Bux
more than 12 years prior to the suit· in order to
escape from the effects of- the presumption. No such
claim was proved.
The District Court was on this view right in
holding that the claim to the building was not barred
by limitation.
The appeal therefore fails and will be dismissed
with costs.
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APPELLATE CRIMINAL.
Before Mr. Justice Carr.

A. M. MALUMIAR & COMPANY

1929

v.

Feb. 6_

FINLAY FLEMING & COMPANY.*
Penal Code (Act XLV of 1860),s 482-Falsc trade-mark. use of-Marks diffcrell
but likely to be lmown by the Same name-Similarity of 1na/'ks-PrinciPle
of Seixo v. ·Provezende. its limitations-Uncommon and c·.mmon namesTest of deception-Defraud. intent to. esse/ilial ingredient of offence.
Appellant (accused) and respondent (con~plainant) dealt in cotton longyi s
of a cheap quality. Their respective trade-marks were ~imi1ar only to this
extent that they were both rectangular in shape. with a margin round the
inner rectangle in which their was lettering and both represented articles·
worn on the head. viz., a crown and a hat respectively. They were otherwise very dissimilar as to colollr. style of lettering. decorations.· etc'
Complainant had a II Fez" in gold in the inner rectangle. the ground work
being dark red. Appellant. had in the centre. a neat representation of a
Crown in gold without any ground colour.. The gold in the two cases was
differ·ent in appearance. There was nothir.g in the appearance of the two
marks to lead to confusion or IT,istake.
II

Complainant contended that this mark was known in Hind:;slani as
Topee .. and in Burmese as II Oktok .. mark and that the appellant's mark.

* Criminal Appeal No. 163 of )S'28 from the ordt:'r of the \Vestprn Sub.
divisional Magistrate of Rangoon in Criminal Regular Trial No, 442· of 1927
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though it did not in fact represel1t either a .. topee " or .. oktok" was likely
to be known by those names in the market, and had, in fact, become known
by those names.
:MALUMIAR &
COMPANY
Tbe effect of the evidence was that, although the appeIlant's rr:ark woo Id
'lI.
properly be known in Hindustani as .. Taj" mark and in Burmese as
FINLAY
" Taraphu " mark, there were some people who would refer to it as 'Topee"
;}<'LEMING &
and" Oktok "mark. On the other hand there were very many " Crown"
·Go~rPANY.
marks in use on various articles which were caIled by their proper name.
The ruk hid down in Seixo v. Prove,ende is to tbe effect that the adoption
by a rhal trader of allY mark which will cause his goods to bear the same
name in the market may be as much a vidation ·of the rights of the rival
:as the actual copy of his device. But this principle does not mean that lhe
physical resemblacce between the two marks was not to be taken into COII'sideration at all, and it. does not mean that the fact that one mark might in
~the market be known under the same nallJe as another was necessarily a
'violation cf the rights of the owner of the first mark.
A.M.

Held, that it would be an unwarrantable extension of this principle (which
'was enunciated in a case dealing with a foreign and an uncommon word) to
'apply it to the use of name;; of commrm articles, such as hats, or of articles
which, in pictorial representations at any rate, are exceedingly common, such
as" Crowns ".
Held, also, that the proper test is whether the II get-up" of the accused's
.goods is likely to tiecei ve a purchaser who is acquainted with the complainant's
·'get.up ", but who trusts to his memory. It is to be assumed that the purchaser
will look fairly at the goods without the distinguishing features being
-concealed and the Court must also have regard to the class of purchasers by .
whom the goods would normally be bought.
Held, jurther, that an intent to defraud is an ingredient of the offence of
llsing a false trade-mark.
Held, on the evidence that the appellant's use of his trade-mark was not
reasonably calculated to cause it to be believed that his goods were in fact,
the merchandise of the complainant, :md also that the appellant had no intent
to defraud.
Abdul Majid v. King·Empet·or, 9 L.B.R. 31 ; King-Emperor v. Po Saill€, 4
L.B.R. 192 ; R. E. Mohammed Kassim & Co. v.The Trading Co., Cr. Ap.
1192 of 1926, H.C. RaIl. ; R. loknstan & Co. v. Archibald, Orr Ewing & Co.,
(1881.82) L.R 7 A.C. 219 ; Scixo v. Proveze11de, (1866) L. R. 1 Ch. Ap. 192 ;
Wilkinson v. GrifJit Tt, ~ RP.C. 370-distinguished.
Cope v. Evans, (1874) L.R 18 Eq.138-rejerred to.
Byra111jee C01lJasjee v. Vera Somobhai, 8 L.B.R. 561 ; Emperor v. Bakaullah
Mallik, 31 Cal. 411 ; PaYlon & Co., Ltd. v. Snelling Lampacd & Co., (I9JO)
17 RP.C. 48, 628 ; Talen & Co., Ltd. v. Gaumont Co., Ltd., 34 RP.C. 181followed.

Patker for the appellant.
McDonnell for the respondent.
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J.-The appellant has been convicted
under section 482 of the Indian Penal Code of using
a false tra.de-mark, and has been fined Rs. 750.
Before dealing with the facts of the present case,
I think it is desirable to refer to an earlier case in
'which the Manager of ~. E. Mohammed Kassim and
'Company was convicted under the same sEction by
the District Magistrate of Rangoon on the complaint
of The Trading Company (late .Begt and Company)
The conviction in that case was upheld by Mr. Justice
'Otter in Criminal Appeal No. 1192 of 1926 of this
'Court.
In that case the complainants had for many years
been using a trade-mark on blankets, consisting of a
'Crown enclosed in a double oval. The accused had
recently put on the market blankets of a somewhat
similar kind bearing a trade-mark representing a
'Fez. The original trade-marks are not now to be
-found on the trial record of that case, but have been
shown to me by Mr. McDonnell who appeared for
:the complainants both in that case and in this.
There was to my mind a fair degree of similarity
in the get-up of the two marks in that case. Both
were in black: in both cases the central device was
:.enclosed in a double oval, and the only essen tid
,difference was in the device itself.
It was found, on the evidence in that case, that
~Hegt and Company's mark, which was, in fact. a
'Crown. was known in the market in Hindustani 8S
~the II Topee " mark, and in Burmese as the II Oktok"
:mark. The natural consequence of the introduction
'Of the accused's mark would be that it would be
called by its proper name~ that is, in Hindustam
,II Topee ", and in Burmese II Oktok ".
The trying Magistrate came to the conclusion
-that the result of this was that the accused's mark
CARR,
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was reasonably calculated to cause it to be believed
that the accused's blankets were, in fact, the
merchandise of Hegt and Company.
Coming now to the present case, it is desirable
to look first at the two marks in question. In this
case the merchandise dealt' in by both parties is
~?tton longyis of a cheap quality. Those of the
complainants are machine woven and those of the
accused are hand woven.
There are certain external similarities between the
two marks no\v in question. Both are rectangular
in shape:' both have a margin round the inner
rectangle in which there is lettering; and both
represent articles which are, or may be, worn On the
head. There, so far as I can see, the resemblance
ceases.
The complainant's mark is one of the class of
highly coloured and glazed trade-marks which are
very common. It has an outer margin of pink.
The inner margin has decorations at the corners.
The lettering in it is black. 'At the top and bottom
are the name of the firm "Finlay, Fleming and'
Company" and the \-vord "Rangoon". On one side
there is black lettering in Burmese and on the other
side there is black lettering in what I take to be'
Urdu and Chinese. The inner rectangle has floral
decorations at the corners. Its ground \-vork is a
dark red on which is represented a "Fez" in gold.
On the side of the ((Fez" area star and crescent
in white.
The appellant's mark is very dissimilar. It has;
no ground colour at all. The lettering in the margin.
between the inner and outer rectangles is in red and.
is all in English. It merely gives the name of the
firm with the word II Rangoon" at the bottom.
On the right-hand side is the address of the firm,
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11312_13 S.B. Bazaar" ; and on the left the words
" Best Quality." In the centre is a neat representation
A.M.
&
of a Crown in gold, with straight lines radiating from MALUMJAR
COMPANY
v.'
the lower half of it. There are two stars in the
FINLAY
body of the Crown, which is surmounted by a FLEMING &
COMPANY.
similar third star.
It has not throughout the case been suggested CARR, J.
that the pi'esence of a star or stars in each of the
two marks gives any cause for complaint. I may
add, although the II Fez" in the one case and the
Crown" in the other are both represented in gold,
yet, the gold in the two cases is very different in
appearance. Looking at the two marks together, it
can be most emphatically said not only that no
person seeing the two side by side would confuse
the one with the other, but also that no person,
who had seen· one of the marks and retained the
·slightest recollection of what it looked like, could by
any possibility mistake the other one for it.
It has not, in fact, been suggested that there is
anything in the appearance of the two marks to lead
-to confusion.
The complainant's case is that his mark is known
.as the II Topee" or II Oktok 11 mark, and fhat the
appellant's mark, although it does not, in fact,
.represent either a IC Topee" or an I' Oktok" is likely
to be known by those names in the market, and has,
in fact, become known by those marks.
The prosecution is, in fact, based on the case of
R. E. lvlohammed Kllssim, which I have already
mentioned'Coming now to the evidence, I will first say what
evidence .there is not.
There is the evidence of Mr. Forrester of the como.
·plainant firm that his firm has been using this mark
;not only on these quality longyis but on piece-goods
(l
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generally for a long period of years.. He does not.
know, in fact, when the accused's mark Vias firs;t
introduced into the market. He does not himself say'
nor does any other witness, that the complainant's
longyis sold under this mark have attained any considerable reputation for quality; nor is there any evidence
that the use of the appellant's mark cn longyis has.
led to any decrease in the complainant's business..
There is no tvidence, indeed, no attempt to produce
evidence, to show that any person has, in fact, been
deceived, and has been led to purchase the appellant's.
longyis, believing them to be the merchandise of the
complainant.
The complainant examined altogether seventeen
witnesses, the main eHect of v:hose evidence is that,.
in the case of Hegt and Company's" Crown" mark
on blankets and one or two other marks, the marks are,
in fact, known by dealers in the bazaar as the" Topee ,.
or "Oktok " mark.
There is also a certain amount of. evidence that
the accused's mark is also known by those names ..
Perhaps the 8th witness, Maung Po Thaw, may be
referred to in a little more detail. He says that once
the witness, Moosa, came to him \\'ith the witness,
Sultan Sahib, and asked if he had any longyis with the
(( Oktak Tazeik". He had some with the appellant's
mark (Exhibit 1), and showed these longyis to them.
He is supported in this by Moosa but not, by Sultan
Sahib, who says nothing on tbis subject at all, and it
is to be noted that Moosa is the Bazaar Clerk of the
complainant firm and has admittedly been seeking for
.evidence for them in this case. Maung Po Thaw
himself says that, if people asked for "Taraphu N
(that is the correct Burmese word for" Crown "), he
would show them Exhibit 1, but he adds that no one
'has asked for it•. He says also, that, if people asked
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for the" Oktok " mark, he would show Exhibit 1, alSo.
A. M.
He does not no\v sell the complainant's goods, but
MALUMIAR &.
formerly he used to do so; and, if, when he was COMPANY
V.
doing so, anyone had asked for the 'I Oktok" mark,
FINLAY
&.
he would have shown them the complainant's longyis FLEMING
COMPANY.
and not the appellants. In other words, not stocking
CARR, J•.
what is properly known as the II Oktok" mark, he
would show them Iongyis bearing the II Crown" mark,
which he actually had in stock. That, I think, is
what one would expect any shop-keeper to do. Not
having what the custon;er asked for, he would naturally
try to get the customer to buy what he had. The
witness, however, does not give any concrete case in
which he showed the appellant's longyis to a customer
except that of Moosa.
For the defence there are some fifteen witnesses"
most of whom are dealers in different kinds of goods.
which are sold with a trade-mark depicting a Crown.
The first witness speaks of woollen goods, others.
of ready made shirts, of voile, of face power, of;
aluminium goods, of nails and corrugated iron, of soap,_
of butter, of lace and of cloth, all sold with Il Crown H
trade marks. They say that lhesemarks are known
in Hindustani as Il Taj "and in Burmese as II 1'araphu ",.
and in aile or two cases that occasionally the marks might
be referred to by the words Il Topee " or II Oktok ".
The 6th defence witness is a Chinese trader of
1'h::\ton. He says that he sells longyis with both thecomplainant's and the appellant's mark, and that the'
complainant's mark is known in Burmese as II Oktok II'
and in Hindustani as II Topee", while the appellant's.
mark is called II Taraphu" by Burmese customers
and I' Taj" by Indian customers.
The 8th witness, Ba 0, is a trader at Moulmeingyun,.
who sells longyis with the appellant's marks. This~
witness perhaps is not very reliable.
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The 9th witness, Maung Ba Tin, is also a trader
at Moulmeingyun. He says that he sells longyis with
""MALUMIAR &
the mark, Exhibit 1, which is kno\yn as II Tarapbu "
COMPANY.
71.
mark.
FINLAY
,FLEMING &
The total effect of the evidence seems to me to be
COMPANY.
that, although the appellant's mark would properly be
'CARR, J.
known in Hindustani as the "Taj" mark and in
Burmese as the "Taraphu" mark, there are some
people who would refer (0 it as, in Hindustani the
"T opee" mark and in Burmese the "Oktok" mark.
But I think that the defence does succeed in showing
that there are very many I' Crown" marks in use,
which are generally called by their proper name.
The whole question is whether, on this evidence,
it can be held that the use of the appellant's mark is
reasonably calculated to cause it to be believed that
his goods are, in fad, the m~rchandise of the com.
plainant's; and, in view of the extrewe difference
between the two marks, as already described, thiS
question, ifit is to be answered in the affirmative, can
be so answered only on the finding that purchasers are
likely to be deceived by the mark being, though quite
incorrectly, referred to by the same name as the
complainant's mark.
I have been referred to a very large number of
reported cases, all of which I have examined but I
do not propose to refer to all of them. I think we
can at once rule out of consideration all cases in
which it was held that there was such similarity between
the two marks that purchasers would reasonably be
deceived.
The first case quoted, and the one on which the
complainants mostly rely, is the case of Seixo v. Provezende (1). In view of the fact that such great reliance
A. M.

11) (11166) L.R. 1 Ch. Ap. 192.
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is placed on this case, I think it desirable to give
somewhat lengthy extracts from it. In his judgment
the Lord Chancellor, Lord Cranworth, said: (Pages
196-197).

1929
A.M.
MALUMIAR &
COMPANY

" It is obvious that, in these cases, questions of consid_
erable nicety may arise as to' whether the mark adopted by
one trader is oris not the same as that previomdy used by
another trader complaining of its illegal use and it is hardlY
necessary to say that, in order to entitle a party to relief, it is
by no means necessary that there should be absolute identity.
What degree of resemblance is net.essary from the nature
of things, is a matter incapable of definition a priori. All that
courts of justice can do is to say that no trader can adopt a
trade-mark so resembling that of a rival, as that ordinary
purchasers, purchasing with ordinary caution, are likely to be
misled.
It would be a mistake, however, to suppose th::lt the resemblance must be such as would deceive persons who should see
the two marks placed side by side. The rule so restricted
would be of no practical use.
If a purchaser looking at the article offered to him would
naturally be led, from the mark impressed on it, to suppose
it to be the production of the rival manufacturer, and would
purchase it in that belief, the Court considers the use of such
a mark to be fraudulent. But I go further. I do not consider
the actual physical resemblance of the two marks to be the sole
question f(lf consideration. If the goods of a. manufacturer
have, from the mJrk or device he has used, become known
in the market by a particular name, I think that the adoption
by a rival tradel" of any mark \vhich will cause his goods to
bear the same name in the market, may be as much a violation of the rights of that rival as the actual copy of his device.·
It is mainly on this ground that I have come to the conclusion
that the decision of the Vice-Chancellor in the present case
was correct.
Ever since the year 1848, the Plaintiff, Baron Seixo, had
caused his casks to be stamped with his coronet and the word
, Seixo', and the evidence shews that his wines had thus
acquired in the market the name of 'Crown Seixo wine;'
When, therefore, the Defendants, in the year 1862, adopted as
their device a coronet, with the words I Seixo de Cima' I
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meaning' Upper Seu:o', below it, the consequence was almost
inevitable that persons with or.ly the ordinary knowledge of the
usages of the wine trade from aporto would suppose that, in
pIJrchlsing 'a cask of wine so marked, they were purchasing
what was generally known in the market as' 'Crown Sezxo wine'.
The present case is thus brought distinclly within the principle
on which all these cases rest. The Plantiff had adopted a
device or trade-mark which hac1caused his wines to obtain
celebrity under a name descriptive of that trade-mark. The
Defendants have adopted a trade-mark which could not fail
to lead purchasers to attribute to the wines so marked the
same name as that under which the plaintiff's wines were known,
and so to believe that in purchasing them they would be purchasing the wines of the Plaintiff. Against the use of such a
trade-mark the plaintiff has, I think,a right to have the
injunction of this Court."

The parts of this judgment that are mainly relied
upon are where the Lord Chancellor said:.1' I do not consider the actual physical resemblance of the
two marks to be the sDle question for consideration."

and where in the next following sentence he said :-

"* * * that the adoption by a rival tracier of any mark
which will cause his goods to bear the same name in the
market, may be as much a violation of the rights of that rival
as the actual copy of his device * '*' * ."
I wish to lay stress on these two sentences and
on the words II sale " and It may be." It is quite
obvious that the Lord Chancellor did not go so far
as to lay down the proposition that the physical
resemblance between the two marks was not to be
taken into consideration at all, nor did he lay down
the proposition that the fact that one mark might in
the market be kno"'n under the same name as another
necessarily was a violation of the rights of the O\;I,l ner
of the first mark. It seems to me quite clear that
there is a very great distinction between that case
and the one now before me. The whole of that case,
as reported in the judgment, really turned on the use
of the word "Seixo", which had been used by the
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plaintiff for many years as descriptive of his wines
and apparently had not, in England at any rate,
been used as descriptive of anyone else's wines until
the defendant used it for his. That, of course, was
not an English w0rd and, therefore, not in common
use, and I think that it 'would b~ an unwarrantable
extension of the principle laid down in this judgment
to apply it to the use of names of cornman articles,
such as hats, or of Ci.rticles which, in pictorial representations at any rate, are exceedingly common, such
as If Crowns."
I wish also to quote the concluding portion of
the Lord Chancellor's judgment :-(Pages 198-199).
"The Defendants rested their argument in part on the case
of Leather Cloth Compa1ly v· American Leather Cloth Comparty,
11 Jur. (N.S~ 513. But the facts of that case bear no
resemblance to the present. There, both parties, Plaintiffs and
Defendants, were manufacturing and dealing in the same
article, known in the marker as American Leather Cloth;
neither party had an exclusive right to that name, and the
Plaintiffs had not acquired any particular name for their
American Cloth, unless indeed the name of Crockett & Co., the
persons from .whom they had purchased their business, could
be so considered. But no one, looking at the Defendants'
trade-mark, could be led to suppose he was purchasing goods
from what was originally Crockett's manufactory. Unless a
put'chaser could be deceived by the similarity of the trademarks, he could not be deceived at all, and the House of
L:>rds thought that the two trade-marks ,"ere so different that
no one could suppose them the same.
This case, therefore,
affords nO support to the Defendants. In order to assimilate
that case to the present we must suppose that the Plaintiffs
there had so marked their goods with the name of 'C~ockett'
as to have obtained for it in the market the name of 'Crockett's'
I American Leather Cloth I, and then that the Defendants bad
adopted a device which would lead purchasers to suppose that
their!' cloth. was not merely American Leather Cloth, which
it~£was but! Crockett's AmeriGan Leather Cloth,which it was
not."
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It seems to me that the case referred to in this
extract is much more similar to the present case than
is the case of Seixo v. Provezende itself.
The next case is that of Cope v. Evans tl). In
that case it was found that the defendant's trade-mark
was not such an imitation of the palinliff's trade-mark
as, in the opinion of the Court, made deception
probable. It is evident from the report that the two
marks in question were certaillly much less different
than those in question in the case before me.
In the following passage from the learned ViceChancellor's judgment it would seem that, if the two
trade-marks in dispute are not so similar that the Court
considers the difference unsubstantial, the plaintiff
must prove to the satisfaction of the Court that its
intervention is required to protect the plaintiff from the
defendant's goods being taken for his :-(Page 141).
" In cases where it appel'S that Defendants have adopted a
Plaintiffs trade-mark, and it is proved that Defendant's object in
doing so was to pass off their own goods as those of the Plaintiff,
the Court \,iilI, withcut further inquiry, restrain the Defendants,
and it will also do so where there has been such adoption,
although proof of the Defendants' &bject be wanting, if it appear
that anyone has in fact been thereby induced to buy the
Defendants' goods as being the goods of the Plaintiff. In the
'absence of proof of such object and of SHch deception, if the two
trade-marks are not to the eye of the Court either altogether
identical, or so similar that the Court considers the difference
unsubstantial, the Plaintiff must make out to the satisfaction of
the Court that its intervention is required to protect the Plaintiff
from the Defendants' goods being taken for his (Plaintiff's). For
the plaintiff to say that his name or mark is to be found on the
Defendant's goods is not sufficient. Thus, in the case of Bradbury
v. Evans, in which the proprietors of Punch sought unsuccessfully
to restrain the sale of a weekly publication which had adopted the
name of Punch and Judy, ,the Court, looking at the two
public3.tions, and considering that the later publication would not
(1) (1874) L.R. 18 Eq. 138.
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be taken by purchasers for the earlier one, refused to interfere.
The two were so dissimilar in appearance, that, whether the two
publications were seen side by side or were seen separately, the
one would not be taken for the other".

Applying that test to the present case, I find it
exceedingly difficult to hold that the complainants in the
present case have made out a good case for protection.
The Vice-Chancellor in his judgement discussed the
case of Seixo v. Provezende, a'nd said :-(Page 150).
"Lord Cl'anworth here says that if the rival trader adopts a
mark which will cause his goods to bear the same name in the
market, this may be a violation. He then proceeds to examine
the ca3e before him, and says that the mark being adopted, the
consequence was almost inevitable that persons would suppose
that in purchasing a cask of the Defendant's wine they were
purchasing that of the Plaintiff; that the Defendant's mark could
not fail to lead purchasers to attribute to the wines so marked
the same name as that under. which the Plaintiff's wines were
known. Have the Plaintiffs in the present case shown that the
Defendants' user of their mark \\Jill cause their goods to be taken
for the Plaintiffs'? Will it be the inevitable consequence of the
use by the Defendants of their mark that purchasers in
purchasing the Ddendants' cigars will belieVe that they are
purchasing the Plaintiffs'? Is it true that the Defendat'lts' mark
cannot fail to attribute to their goods the same name as is used
by the Plaintiffs'? Upon the evidence in this case I answer all
these questions in the negative."

Putting to oneself the questions which the ViceChancellor there set out, it seems to me that, on the
facts of the present case, it is very difficult to answer
either of them in the· affirmative. The evidence is
perhaps sufficient to show that some people may call
the appellant's trade-mark by the ~ame name as that
of the complainant, but I am certainly not satisfied
that everyone would do so, or that the use of the
appellant's mark cannot fail to have this effect.
The next case quoted is that of R. ] oll11ston & Co. v.
Archibald Orr E'ldng & Co. (1). I do not think it is
(!)

[1881-82 L.R. 7 A.C. 219.
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necessary to discuss this case, the facts of which are so
entirely different from those of the case before me :lS to
make it useless as an authority. I would, however,
quote the following extract from Lord Blackburn's
judgment :-(Pages 228-229) ..
"I think the true guide is given by Lord Kingsdown in the
Leather Cloth Company (Limited) y. American Leather Cloth
Company (Limited), 11 H.L.Co 538, where he saye: The
fundamental rule it that one man has no right to put off his goods
for sale at the goods of a rival trader and he cannot therefore
(in the language of Lord Langdale in the case of Perry v. True-fit,
6 Beav. 66, 73) be allowed to use names, marks, letters cr other
indicia by which he may induce purch~sers to believe that the
goods which he is selling ai'e the manufacture of another penon.
Then he proceeds to say what he thinks any person is at perfect
liberty to do, and adds, speaking of the particular case (11 H.L.C.
at p. 539): On the other hand they had no ri~ht directly or in. directly.to represent tbat the article which they sold was mallUfaetured by Crocketts 01' by any person to whom Crocketts had
assigned their business or their rights. They had no right to do
this, either by positive statement or by adopting the trade-mark of
Crockett & Coo,or of the plaintiffs to whom Crocketts had
a5Signecl it, or by using a trade-mark so nearly resembling tllat of
the plaintiffs as to be calculated to mislead incauticus purchasers.
These being, as I conceive, the rights of the defendants and the
limit of those righi-s, what is it that they h:we actually clone? and
in what respect Inve they infringed the rights of the plaintiffs?
That depends upon the question how far the defendants' trademark bears such a resemblance to that of the plail1tiff's as to be
calculated to mislead incautious purehasers. That, I apprehend,
is precisely thecjuestion which is to be asked Ilereo In the case
from which I have been citing that question ""as answered in
favour of the defendants, in the present case I think it must be
arswered in favour of the plaintiffs."

And the following from the judgment of Lord
Watson :-(Page 231).
" When a prominent and substantial part of a long and well
known trade-mark, i:lerioting the manufaet~re of a particular firm,
appears as a prominlmt and substantial part of the·new trade-mark
of a rival, it seemsreasonable to anticipate that the goods of the
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!ltter may be mistaken for, or solei a!", the manufacture of the
firm to which the older trade-mark belongs."

I give this latter extract because it is quoted by the
Magistrate in his judgment in this case; but it seems
to me that it is not relevant to the present case at all.
It is impossible to say in this case that any prominent
and substantial part of the complainant's trade-mark
appears as a prominent and substantial part of the
appellant's trade-mark.
The next case to which I wish to refer is that of
Payton & Co., Ltd. v. Snelling Lampard & Co., Ltd.
(1), and, in particular I wish to refer to the
following passage in the judgment of Lord Justice
Romer :-(Page 57, Lines 19-29).
" It seems to be a sort of porular notion of some \dtnesses
that in considering whether cllstomers are likely to be deceived,
YOll are to consider the case of an ignorant customer who
kno\ys nothing about, or very little about the subject of the actior..
That is a great mistake. The kind of customer that the Courts
ought to think of in these cases in the customer who Imo\\ s the
distinguishing characteritics of the Plaintiff's goods, those
ch.u-acteristics which distinguish his goods from other goods on
the market so for as relates to general characteristics. The
customer must be one who, knowin,!!" what is fairly common to the
trade, knows of the Plaintiff's goods by reason of these distinguishing characteristics. If he does not know that he is not a
customer whose views can rroperly, or will be, regarded by this
Court. "

This judgment of Lord Justice Romer was expressly
approved by Lord Macnaghten in the House of
Lords at page 635 of the report of the appeal (in
the same volume of the R.P.C.), and it was also
quoted with approval by Mr. Justice Kekewich· in
Alaska Packers' Association v. Crocks & Co. (2).
In the case of Tatem & . Co, (1915), Ltd. v.
Gaumont Co., Ltd. (3), it was held by lhe·Court of
(1) [1900] 17 R.P.C. 48 and 628.

(2) [19.01] 18 R.P.C. 129, at p. 137.
(3) [1917] 34 R.P.C.181.
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Appeal that the defendant's traue-mark was not an
A. M.
infringement of that of the plaintiff,although both
MALUMIAR & .
.
COMPANY
contamed representatlOns of a black cat and were
iFI~~AY applied to the same kind of goods. Obviously, there
Fg:~~~~ was a much greater resembJance between the trademarks in that case than in the one now before me.
CARR, J.
I n t h e case a f W'lk'
. IS
.
IlnSOn v. Grtffi t h (1) ,It
evident that there was considerable evidence of actual
intent to defraud, and the similarity between the
marks in question was at any rate sufficient to put
it in a different class from the present case.
A number of Indian cases have also been cited,
but I do not think that any of them is of any assistance, except perhaps Emperor v. Bakaullah Mallik
(2), which was a. criminal case coming under the
same section as the present case, and in which the
Court held, on what seems to me a very much
stronger case than the present one, that the conviction
could not be upheld.
I come now to certain Burma cases :-KingEmperor v. Po Saing (3). That was a case in which
the accused had been selling kerosene oil in tins
of the Burma Oil Company, and it was held that it
had been sufficiently indicated on the tins that the
oil sold was the Burma Oil Company's oil, and,
therefore, fell within the section. This case seems
to me of very little help.
The same remark applies to Abdul Majid v. KingE1'nperor (4), in which it is clear from the judgment
that there v:as at any rate a certain degree of
similarity between the two marks, and that both
could properly be called in Burmese by the name
. Ie Bawlon Taseik." This case also does not seem to
me to be any authority for the present conviction.
(I) (I891) 8 R.P.C. 370.
(2) (190 ) 31 Cal. 411.

(3) (1907) <4 L.B.R. 192.
(4) (1916) 9 L.B,R. 31.
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Byramjee Co'tvasjee v. Vera Somabhai and one (1),
\vas a civil case relating to butter in tins. I am
told that, in fact it related to one of the marks
produced- in evidence by the defence in this case.
In this case the tate Sir C,harles Fox said :-(page 65)·
" The proper test is whether the' get up' of the defendant's
goods is likely to deceive a purchaser who is acquainted with the
plaintiff's' get up' but tmsts to his memory. It is to be assumed
t hat the purchaser will look fairly at the good:> without distinguishing features being concealed and the Court must also have regard
to the class of purchaser by whom the goods would normally be
bought,-27 Halsbury's Laws of England 766. "

That seems to me to be a correct statement of
the test and it is a kst which, to my mind, is not
satisfied by the facts of the present case.
I am left now only with the case of R. E.
Mohammed Kassim & Company which I mentioned
at the beginning of this Judgment. It is urged for
the complainants that that case is ample authority
for the present conviction, and that, if I feel inclined
to differ from the judgment of my learned brother,
Ofter, it is most desirable that I should make a
reference to a Bench or Full· Bench. In my opinion
there is a .considerable difference between the two
cases sufficient to make It unnecessary for me to say
either that I agree with my learned brother, or that
I differ from him.
As I said before, the complainants' mark in that
case was a "Crown 1J, but it was, in fact, known as
the "Topee" mark, and consequently the introduction of the accused's mark, which, in fact, represented
what would properly be called a "Topee ", inevitably led to the result that the accused's blankets
v;ere described by the same mark name as those of
the complainant, and, thus, there· were certainly
much stronger grounds for· holding that his mark
(1) (1916) 10 B.L.T. 63; 8 L.B.R. 561.
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fell within the mischief of section 480 of the Indian
Penal Code than there are in the present case.
I do, however, differ from my brother, Otter, but
it is on a minor point of not very great importance.
At the bottom of page 11 of his judgment he
remarked :'

" * * * the present case is a criminal prosecution and
intent to defraud is not an ingredient in tbe cffence. oJ
I n my opinion, on the wording of section 482, an
intent to defraud is an ingredient of the offence, but,
when it has been prcved that a trade-mark is a false
trade-mark, then, it is to be presumed that the
accused person had that intent unle;>s and until he
rebuts the presumption, when the accused person is
e.~1tit1ed to an acquittal. When he is entitled to an
acquittal if he can prove the absence of a certain
intent, it seems to me" obvious that that intent is an
essential ingredient of the cffence.
On the two trade~marks in question themselves,
and on the evidence in the case, the only conclusion
that seems to me possible in the present case is
that the appellant's use. of his trade-mark is not
reasonably calculated to cause it to be believed that
his goods are, in fact, the merchandise of the
complainants, and, on that ground, I think that the
conviction cannot stand. But I would say further·
that, even if I am not correct in that view, [ still
.think that the appellant is entitled to an acquittal on
the ground that he had no intent to defraud. The
burden of proving the absence of such intent is indeed
upon him, but the question whether that burden has
been discharged must be answered on a ~onsideration
of the. whole of the evidence in .the case j and, in
my opinion,the faGts of thi~ case are such that it
would be quite impos~ible to hold with any semblance
of reason th~t ~he appellant in making use of the
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mark complained of had any intent to defraud. On
this ground also I should acquit him.
I allow this appeal, set aside the conviction and
sentence passed upon the appellant, and direct that
the fine be refunded to him.
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Before Mr. Justice Brown.

LAN TIN NGAN

1929

v.

Feb. 6.

MA MYA KYIN.'X<
Civil ProcedlJl'e Code (Act Vof 1908), 0.43, r. 1 (w); O. 47, 1'1'. I, 4,7 (1)Appcal from order granting rel,jew limited to groullds set out i" O. 47,
r. 7-No appeal if Court only !ookwrong, vie!~'ofO. 43, r. 1 ill granting
review-Revision.

An arpeallies from an order admitting an arplication for review, but it is
a limited right of appeal on one or ether of the three grounds set out in O. 47,
r. 7 (1) of the Code. 0.43, r. 1 (w) which allows the appeal, must be read with
the provisions of O. 47, r. 7 (1). 'Where a Court bearil1gin mind the prO\'isions
of 0.47, r. 1 grants an applicaticn for review, it cannot be ~aid to contravene
the provisions of O. 47. r. 4, merely because it may have taken a wrong view
as to the meaning of rule 1. An appellate Court would be ac'ing without
jurisddction, if on this ground alone, it sets aside an order of the lower Court
granting a review.
A.T.K.P.L.M. Mutlm Pillay v. Lakshminarayan, 6 Ran. 254 ; Bari Charan
Slta v. Baran Khan, 41 Cal. 746; Sikandar Khan v. Baland Khan, 8 Lah·
617-refel'red to.

P. B. Sm-for the applicant.
B. K. B. Naidu-for the respondent.

J.-The petitioner Lan Tin Ngan brought
a suit against the respondent as legal representative of
her deceased husband Maung Po Ta for possession of
certain property. The suit was dismissed by the trial
Court and the petitioner than filed an applicatio,nfor
BROWN,

* Civil Revision No. 152 of 1928 from the judgment o(the District Court
of Tharrawaddyin Civ:ilApp.eal No. 22 of 1928.
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review of judgment. This application was allowed by
the trial Court. The respondent appealed to the
NGAN
District Court and that Court holding that no sufficient
v.
MA l\IYA
cause
for review had been established set aside the
~YIN.
order granting the review. 1:he petitioner now seeks
BROWN, J.
to have the District Judge's order set aside in revision
and the main ground taken is that the order was
passed without jurisdiction.
Under the provisions of Rule 1 (w) of Order XLIII
of the C::>de of Civil Procedure an appeal lies from
an order under Rule 4, Order XLVII granting an
application for review. But Order XLVII, Rule 7,
provides that an order granting an application may be
objected to on the ground that the application was~
II (a) in contravention of the provisions of Rule 2,
(b) in contravention of the provisions of
Rule 4, or
(c) after the expiration of the period of ·limitation prescribed therefor and without
sufficient cause.
Such objection may be taken at once by an appeal.
from the order granting the application or in any
appeal from the final decree or order passed or made
in the suit."
It is contended on behalf of the petitioner that
Order XLIII, Rule 1 (w), must be read with Rule 7
of Order XLVII and that au appeal against .an order
granting an application for review onlyEes on one
of the grounds set forth in Rule 7. The authorities
are not unanimous on this point. But with the
exception of the High Court of Bombay the general
consensus of opinion appears to be in favour of the
view now urged on behalf of the petitioner.
A number of cases have been cited to me but the
.;ase in which the matter has been most fully discussed
is perhaps the case of Sikandar Khan and others v.
LAN TIN
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Baland Khan and others (1).

It was there pointed out

that if an unrestricted right of appeal lay under
Order XLIII, the provisions of Rule 7 as to the
grounds on which an order granting a rtview could
be objected to were unnecessary, and it was held
that if the two Rules were read together there was
no necessary inconsistency. Rule 7 lays down that
the objections referred to therein may be taken either
in an appeal from the order granting the application
or in any appeal from the final decree or order passed
or made in the suit; and the presumption to be
drawn from these provisions is that the Legislature
intended that in any case. where such objection was
not taken the order granting the review should be
final. In the Code of 1882 there was no section
corresponding to Rule 1 ('w) of Order XLIII, and had
the Legislature intended by the new Code of 1908
to modify the law as previously laid down in Rule 4
of Order XLIII they could easily have done so by
amendment of that Rule. The earlier Rule in the
present Code allows an appeal against an order granting·
the review but the later Rule while still allowing an
appeal lays down that in that appeal cerfain specific
grounds may betaken. It does not seem to me that
there is necessarily any inconsistency between these
two Rules. The restriction on the right of appeal
contained in Rule 7 applies not only to an appeal
from the order granting the review application but
also to an appeal from the final decree or order passed
or made in the suit, and the effecrof the Rule is
that subject to the special grounds which may be
taken by way of appeal under that Rule the order
granting. the review application is final. The appeal
. which is allowed in the earlier Order XLIII must be
(1) (1927) 8 Lah. 617.
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provi~'ion

6f this

rule.<):;~;,-./'·'· ,·:,·'d';,:?

The same view of the law was taken by the High
Court of Calcutta in the case of Hari Charan Saha
v. Bm"an Khan (l) and a n,!mber of other authorities
BROWN, J.
to the same effect are quoted in Sikandar Khan's
case (2). The High Courts of Madras, Allahabad and
Patna have decided in the same' way, decision of the
Bombay High Court to the contrary does not appear
to have been published in the official reports of that
Court. My brti'fh:'eT<i~Carr-''eXpressed himself in favour
of this view of the law in the case of A.T.K.P.L.M.
Muthu Pillay v. Lakshminarayan ~3). I am of opinion
that the contention of thepetitioneron this point must
be upheld and that, although an appeal lies against an
order granting a review application, that appeal can only
be entertained ~;";o'ne of the grounds set forth in Rule
7 of Order XLVII· of the Code of Civil Procedure..
It is suggested on behalf on the respondent that
even if this view of the law be accepted, nevertheless
the words in Rule 7 "in contravention of the pro'
visions of' Rule 4" are sufficiently wide to cover any
objection taken under the provisions' of Rule 1.
I find myselfunable . to ,accept this suggestion. No
authority has been cited in favour of it and it appears
to me to be against the clear wording of the Rule.
Rule 4 (1) need not be considered; that merely deals
with the rejection an application. Rule 4 (2) lays
down that "where the Court is of opinion that the
application for review should be granted, it shall
grant the same provided that(a) no such application shall be graded without
previous notice to the opposite party to
enable him to appear and be heard in
V.

MAMYA
kYIN.

(1) (1949\ 41 Cal. 746.

(2) (1927) 8 Lah: 617~

(3) (1928) 6 Ran, 254•.
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support of the decree or order, a re\ileW
of which is applied for;and
(b) no such application shall be granted on the
ground of discoyery of ,new matter or
evidence whic:h the applicant alleges was
'. not wit.hin his knowledge, or could not
be adduced by him when the decree or
order was passed or Inade, wit.hout strict
proof of such allegation.
.
The suggestion is that, if the High Court wrongly
applies the provisions of Rule 1, the Court has acted
in contravention of the provisions of Rule 4. But I
am unable to see how this contention can be upheld.
Duder Rule 4 (2) if the Coqrt is of opinion that the
application for review should be granted, it is bound
. to grant the same. In deciding whether the review
should be granted the Court must of course bear in
mind the provisions of Rule 1. But if after beating
in mind these provisions the Court is of opinion thai
the application should be granted, the granting of the
application is not in contravention of the provisions
of Rule 4, even though the Court has taken a wrong
view as to the meaning of Rule 1. There can be ·no
. doubt in t.he present ca5e that the Trial Court was of
opinion that-' the applieation for review should be
granted. There was therefore no contravention of
.the first part of Clause (2) of Rule 4, and the only way
in .which the provisions of this Rule could have been
contravened. would be by contravention of .the pro'
visions' specifically laid down in the proviso to the
Rule. The olher grounds under which objection may
be taken are :.- (a) that the application was in contravention of
the provisio'ns of Rule 2,
that. is to say, that if the application is made
to a Judge other than the Judge ~who passed'
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the erder sought to be reviewed, it cart be
made only on certain restricted ground~. The
NGAN
application in the present case was made to the Judge
'lJ.
MAMYA
who heard the case and an objection on this ground
hYIN.
could not have been taken ; nor is there any sug~
BROWN, J.
gestion that the application for revit w was made after
the expiration of the period of limitation prescribed
therefor. The District Judge had therefore jurisdiction
to entertain the appeal only on the ground that one
of the provisos to Rule 4 (2) had been contravened.
It is not suggested that' proviso (a) has been contravened, or that the opposite party was not served
with a notice of the applicationinor was the application for review granted on the ground of discovery.
of new matter or evidence. One of the grounds on
which review was asked for was that the applicant
had been unable to produce a certain sale deed at
the hearing, but it was not on that ground that the'
appiication was granted. The learned Judge held thar
he had been in. errot in deciding the suit without
considering the admission in' argument on behal{ of
the defendant in the case admitting that the land had
been adjudged in other litigation to belong to the
plaintiff. The learned Judge finally says: "A review
of judgment may be gran ted for the ends of justice
where there is an error of law;- on the face of the
judgment, or whenever the Code considers that it
is necessary to correct an evident error ,or omission
whether on any ground urged at the original hearing
of the suit or not. In the present case I do not
think the applicant \vas given a fair chance to prove
his case and in order to meet the ends of justice, I
am of opinion that the applica:tion for review of the '.
judgment should be granted." This may not have'
disclosed sufficient reason for granting a review under
Rule 1, but it is clear that it was. not on the ground
.
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of discovery of new matter or evidenc~ whIch the
applicant allc',ged could not bave ,been ,addu:ce.d by
him when the original decree was passed that the
application was allowed. The Dis~i:ict Court set aside
the order granting the review because it held that
the reason for \-vhlch fhe review was granted was Ii·ot
sufficient reasol] within the meaning of Order XLVIi,
Rule 1. In dealing with the appeal the Courf was
not considering any objeCtion that -could have. been
raised under the provisions of Rule 7 of Order XLVII
and the Court was therefore in my opinion aCting
without jui-isdiction in setting aSIde the order granting
the -review.
I therefore set aside the orders of the District
Court and restore' those of the trial Court granting
the reView. The respondent Ma Mya K)'iri will pay
the costs of :the petitioner Lan Tin Ngan in this Court
and in the DistridCourt, ac:lCavote's fee in this Court
two gold mohurs,
.'
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AND ONE.*

,..
Buddftist L~w-Remarriage of sllruiv;ng prll'(:nl-Rigfl!s of cliild1't:lI olher
than qrasa to parlitiofl-Kittima children whether entitled to claim p;l1'ti·
.
tiou on re'fIJarriage of parent. .
Hdd, that on the remarriage of one parent after -the death of the other, the
kanit ha children can sue for .partition d the estate.
Held,IUrtlzer,:that a ki!tiniachild cailexercise the rights of a nat~ral born
child on. such remarriage and claim parmiqn.
.
Mil Hni1~ Bwin y. U S)zwe Gon.8 L.:B.R. 1 ; Ma Thin v. Ma Wa Yin, 2
L. B.R. 255 ; M aliI/g' Po An v M.'a Dwr, 4 Ran. 184; r.f aimg Slzwe Ywclv. Ma:iilg
Tun.STze'i1!, 9 ~·B.R. 199. j Mi The 0 v.MiSwe;? U.J3.R~46'--.:.referred
~:::tng Po Kin v. Mllung Tun Yin, 4 Ran. 207-followed.
.

to:

• Civil First Appeal No. 147 of 19211 from the judgment Of tehOriginal
Si:le ill Civil Regular No. 408 of 1923.
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K. C. Bose for the Appellant.

MA'THEIN
'Ii.

MA.MYA

Hay for the Respondents.

AND ONE.

C.J"and BROWN, I.-The appellant in
this case, Ma Thein, claims to be the adopted daughter
of ,U Maung Maung and his wife, Ma Pwa, deceased.
After the death of Ma Pwa, U Maung Maung married
Ma Mya, the respondent, who is a sister of Ma Pwa,
and the appellant claims that she was again adopted
by U Maung Maung and Ma Mya.
U Maung Maung died in 1914, and in i918 Ma
Mya married one aa Than. The appellant claims
partition of property on the grounp that her surviving
adoptive parent has married again.
The suit has been dismissed on the preliminary
ground that such a suit does not lie.
Two questions arosefor decision. It ,vas contended
in the first instance that under Burmese Buddhist
Law, when one parent died and the surving parent
remarried, the kanitha children of the first marriage
had no right to claim partition of property~as against
the, surviving parent, and, secondly, it was claimed
that, even if the kanitha children were entitled to
claim, an adopted child would have ne such right.
On the first point the learned trial Judge held
that he was" bound by the ruling of a Bench of this
Court in the caseof Maung Po Kinand one v. Maung
Tun Yin and two (1). But on the second point he
held 'in favour of the defendants, and, therefore,
'
dismissed the suit.
The appellant, while, of course , supporting the
finding of the trial Judge on the first point contends
that he wa~ wrong on the second point, and that an
adopted child has the same right-as ....natural
children
-... ,:RUTLEDGE,

(1) (1926) 4 Ran.' 207.
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to claim partition on remarriage of the surviving
parent.
That a keiktima child is not in every respect, so
far as inheritance is concerned, in the same position
as natural children was decided in the case of Maung
Po An v. Ma Dwe (1); where it was held that a
keiktima· adopted son could not claim from the
adoptive mother her auratha son's quarter share of
the estate on the death of the adoptive father, and
the learned trial Judge has held that on the same
analogy an adopted child cannot claim partition on
remarriage.
We think that it will be more convenient in "this
appeal to deal with the first question raised before
the trial Court first.
It is argued before us on behalf of the· respondents
that; while the trial Court was perfectly right in
holding that the adopted child cannot claim partition
on remarriage, the decision in· Maung Po Kin's
case was wrong. If we agree with him on this point,
the second question raised does. not arise; and, if
we do not agree with the contention on this point,
it will still be necessaryto consider the principles on
which Maung Po Kin's case was decided to enable
us to tome to a decision as to whether the gen~ral
rights of kanitha children in this respect is aright
shared also by adopted children.
Before Maung Po Kin's case was decided there
were two directly contrary decisions bearing on this
point. In the case of Ma Thin and one v. MaWa .
Yon (2), it was held that a daughter, .being aIibnly
child, is entitled to claim a one-fourth share of her
. parents' joint estate from her mother, wilen the latter
remarries after the father's death. The question then·
(1) (1926) 4 Ran. 184.·

(2) (1903·04) 2 L.B.R. 255.
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decided had reference only to the case of aneJd,est
MA THEIN
qaught.er, but. ~he learl1f:.d Judges \vl1o ~ decid~dth~
.t'··V.' ,
c,cise "v~reCleariy of Rpini.Qn. thFlt the c.hgdr~n generally
-MA MYA
ANU·0NE.
were entitlyd to claim p~r.~itio_n on remarriage.
...
.....
..
RUTLEDGE,
.
.L\~irec:Hy
contnlry.
vle~v
o(
.the
la\v.
\V~S
t~I~~iijn
.C.J" AND
BROWN, J.
Upper.Bitr~~,in tlle case .ofMi TIle
J,(i sw~ and
others (1). .In th~t. ~t;lse the l~te Mr. McCQll hel(Lth~t
on the remarriage o(hH, mother, the ~ld~~t d~uglif~f.
equId J1(}tma:ke a general ,claim on the, esta,te j £1.n<J,)i
h~ is tight in. thi~ contention, clearIy th.ekl1niltza.
children cOll1d make no such daim;' Til~t:~is_ ~Q
pifect ref{(ren;ce to Mi, Th~O's cas~in the juClg ll1 e,nf in
ih.icase oJ Maung Po Ktn. . Ther~ i$;,. however, a
rderence toaJ1 eafIier case, tl1at ()fMa,it1~g,ShweYwet
tJ.,r1;d othersv. Maung, Tun Sheh·z. (2), i.n.which Mi The
D's' case was referred to. Thec'Orrectness of the
decision i~)i1i The D's C?ase W~S,~Qt theh,di;ectl~in
ciu..e~tl0n, . bijt,\IYIr..Justi~~"Hea14; Ii-i) his JuqgmeIJt
expressed a doubt as to ~hether the deCiSIon \~as good
law.;
."" ," "
'., _.. '. . ,:
,'.
.
The, Ben~h. decision. of, this, CourUn _lIf aul1g Pi:'
K';I/ s case isadl,Ilitf~dly noJ founde.d on <\nYI fe~.t.sin .the
Manugye DhannnatlJ{lt and ad,~iHeciiy: the Md17.i;gy~
J)hal1trnathrl!is binding on us if Its provisions ar~ de,ar
on. the PPlnt. Tpat,~as definitely de<;;,i<;led ;by ~Jl~,i.r
Lordships of the Privy Council in the
of jla Hnin
BWin v.U $hweGon (3)., .
. _ , ,.....
. It is; tp b~noJe,d)ha,t Mi . Th.e.
~~~e app~~rst9
been.cic<;ide<;I, betor.e. the' dec.isiOp of the Privy
Coundi in. Ala,lInin )3win's case, but Mr. Md::~oll
rie:~erfhete~sbas~d hjs . decision in. thfltcase in] part .0tl
the Manugy{!., H~.does notJhow~ver.,. de?l \\lith the
provi~i·oJ;l_s.pf theM
Dhammatlitit on the point
192-9
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~
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case

o:s

have

tn any detail.'
-----_

a'nitgye
.

...~-

(1) (1914-16) 2 U.B,R.:46, • ' . .

(~d.1,9Z1"22)

(3) (1915-16) '8L.B.R. 1.

11 L,B.R. 199,
.
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In Ma Thin's case, from the decision in which he
was dissenting;:Birks. t.; remarked~:~
,

. "* '*,

." Mahugye
. " -Manu, Amwebon
..' seem to ~ay
. .'the'
that the eldest dat1ghtel~ is merely entitied to a oni'doUl·th share
dfthe farther's d6th;:s and ornaments."
~

The provisions of the 'Manugye Dhammathat were
exhaustivelydiscllss'edby Heald, J., in 1lf aung Shwe
YWel's case, and he 'came to the definite conchl'si6i1
that the provisions of this Dhmll1uathat b'n the question
whether an "e1dest child, othet than the duratha,'can
daihi partition on the remarriage Of the siJfviving
parent were'by nomeans clear.. Thatview'was impliedly
adopthdby a' Bench' of this Court in MaU11gPo
Kin's case, which was only a development of Maung
Shwe YWCi's case.A'dmittedlythe'p'ointis'o'ne on which
the DhafnmathMs fheth'selves'areitl c'diJfli'ct,andifis
possible to citeteicts froIT{ them in su pport 6"£ eithe"tview.
i\ttera cons14eration '?f ~he' case, Benc!lo(tllis
Court -hasdefiniteiy-held -that" on the remarriage of
the-surviving'p'areIit, the eldest chiId;'if hear she' has
. hota:lready"'tak~h-a 'quarterjsltare· '"ln~hl~~ joihC'e§fafe
i
afaitratlia, lB~cbrries etfti fted't6 qriartfr sli~te ffi'~tIle
~state ;' ~ria ;;also";{hat' hi~" thn<freH;~:~lJ1'ei-;~h~f{' t1i~

a

eld,esj c~il4,be~(:)1neentit]e(r

a
fo'a q-u~r.i~rsJ:1are\~f

!h~

joint estate;,
' .'
':,j
On- a point on which the Dlzanunathats aresb
divided:ifl~'opinion,' we' ate" not "p'r~p~'re\1 to,laiffer
from this finding. We accept the decision in -Maiitig
PcFKbz's' chse' that kcmiflta':children- 'can S\I·~·fbr 'partitiotf'after tile deatH'hf'ohe pat'ent"'8n'i:he 'remairi,ake
ofthe s~t{Ti{Ttn{par~nt. ' :',<~' , : : : ·';<t~i";i;:-n:( ;,:
, ,That' 'being
it remains for us to decide
whether th.is right to cJajm partition" car\~be'exefcis~d
by th'e "keiki(ma child. ,. T'he'I~arned
' 'trial
'Judge
)1as
...... ,\
,..
. . . . ..
answered this question in the negative. Jt was held
by a F~l~ ~e?ch ()! !~~s'Court in the case 'of Maung

so,

,..

.

.

'

'
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Po An \t, Ma Dwe (1), that a keiktima adopted
son is not entitled to claim from adoptive mother
v.
on the death of the adoptive father,the auratha son's
MA MYA
AND ONE.
quarter share of the estate of the adoptive parents.
RUTLEDGE,
The learned Judge was unable to see the distincC.J., AND
BROWN, J.
tion between the case of a ke'iktima child claiming
partition on the death of the parent on the strenght of
his being aurafha, and that ofa lleiktima child claiming
partition on the remarriage of the surviving parent.
Heald, J., who referred the question in Maung
,Po An's case for reference to the Full Bench,
remarks in his referring, judgment at page 195 as,
follow~ : -

MA THEI~

" But even iftheobscurepass<lge cited above frem the 26th
, chapter of the 10th Book of Manugye be reacl as meaning that
'the kezktima child takes itspbce according to its age among
the own children of hisadbptive parents, then, although imder
the modern rule it would share equally with the otber children,
it does not seem to me to follow thatif it was the eldest
child of the family it \vould necessarily' acquire the special
rights of the aurathaor eldest-born child either on the death
aLone parent or on the remarriage 6f the surviVal', On the
contra' y I am strongly
. of
. opinion,
- as I have suggested above.,
thilt any BUt'man jurist who was familiar with the DltQ1J1mathats
and with the constant opposition ill nieaning bet'ween auratha
and keiklima, would have regarc1edthe propodtionthat the
keikli1Jla eQuid ever be atlratha as a contradiclioni;n ter;ns."
-

The' Full Bench answered ' the 'reference as.
, follows :, I I A keiktima adopted son is
nqt entitled to claim from an
adoptive mother on the death of the adoptive father the auratha
son's quater share of the estate of the adoptive parents·"

And at page 200 of their judgment,', the following
passage occurs : ,.

•, "Ve are satisfied that accorc;ling to the Dhd.1JI1JIathats the
position of the keiktiniachild in respect 6f inhei'jtance was
inferior to tbat of own children, but in view of the judicial
decisions which for many years have recognized the, right of
,

,

(I) (1926) 4 Ran. 184. '
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the keiktima child to share equl11y with the own children we
are of opinion that that right should not now be questioned·
But, apart from the recent case Ma Thein v· Ma Mya
(Civil First Appeal No· 171 of 1925), mentioned in the order
of reference, there Seems to be no case in which it has been
expressly decided that an only' or eldest keiktima child can be
aurath,~ Ot' that if it fulfils conditions which would entitle
an Own child to be auratha, it can on the death of one !Darent
claim from the surviving parent the atlratha child's share of
the jointly-acquired property of the parents * * *. The
special right of the auratha is an exception to the general
rule of equal partition among children which is now settled law
and in the absence of any authority in the Dha1ll1l1athats or of
any long course of judicial decisions extcl1ding that right to
the keiktima child, we are of opinion that it should not he so
extended·"

It is clear, therefore, that it must now be regarded
as settled law that a keiktima child is in all ordinary
circumstances entitled to equal partition of inheritance with the natural children.
That being so, w,e are unable to see how the
right of a natural child to claim. inheritance .after
one parent has died· on the remarriage.: of the5urViving parent can be denied to a keiktima child.. The
rights of an . auralha are very special. rights' that are
not shared by the y.ounger chjldren, and the refusal
to recognize the claims of akeiklima to t.hese special
:rights in no way conflicts with his rights to equal
partition with the other children.
The learned tria1 Judge speaks of the right to
partition' in this eventuality as a special right to
which the ordinary rules do not apply. But, if a
natural born child can claim his rights and the keik.lima child cannot, it does noL seem to us that the
rights of partition are equal. The ordinCiry children
are given the right of. severing themselves from:'the
family of thrir natural parent on his or her remarriage
and claiming their share in the family property.

1929
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They are not bound to make that claim, and, if they
do hot db '-&0, they c3.nthen claim a different; share
on ~he death of the surviving parent.
'
Jll. the case of a natural child, the disadvantages
in awaiting the death of th~ surviving parent are at
least no greater' than' in the case of ~ keiktimdchild. lfis obvious that the lenger a keiktillUl child
awaits to n1.ak~ 'his':cIaim, the'rno're difficult 'it will
be for him to establish it; and' it is at least as
iikely that a natur~J child \-"ould 'elect to c01!tir.uein
the faniily of his 'natural parent after remarriage as
that a' keikti1'1'za 'child \;r,;ould' elect to live' 'with his
adoptive 'parent ort a change of ci'rc'umsta'nces.
In fh~case before 'us, thire' are nb naturaJ
children, but, 'if the decision of the trial Judge i's
cortect,the sanie :itiJeappHes iftbere are'both keiktifntt cliildren'antl rta:turaf chHdten .. 'An"ctweshO'uld
thdn h:av~ fhe·~Jioma16:u's pdsit16h th~t'o(tHffer:etH
children, who all havepreCiseiy:ihe'
H[61t(i)f
paft{t~6n, seine; 60iHd' clMrh;tH >~ierdt~f:'th;~t;~tl ht
-.-r~ ~". ":"",: . !1'.~
j::,"~
~
~
wHile W.e :oth'erS woUld he deb'arte·d 'fn}in'dc)fng'"};'o:
:!.'

sirne

.

.. ' L

,'-

':!",

'.''''

........

:...

.•.,..

Wli~tev'er':ih~y'~:h~V~b'een :::fthl{tifitii1£ibd~,jgf th~

a~cie~t:'l~~-J '~iVg~~,';~~ ~N:

¥ e?pi#f?~:'<'~a~ "i(;t~

r~P?~~i~l~'; r?~sf~!'~I)tlX \X~i!~. f~~'·~ti"~qrpl~:~ ~t ~q~~~
~attH1btC
definite-I"
_1'a'Ctepteq"
'po "A. ii's 'case;
~ .~ ~ ~
~.. X,...
-, ..... ~. . Urlffan"1g
. \I .
•

....

ill

."

• ,.

..

..

i. "

l' -

-

.'

.....

t6 li61d: that the'·'rtgn-rof ~ kaiti'tka "'ch ilde 'to 'daUrt

of

p~rhti6n :~ffef":thl:de;itl~:

b'rfe:' p'ar~nt(bk ithe:t~'~

marriage of the' sutViv-ortaIiB8tbtf 2iairried:b§a
Reikt1.iniJ child,' ,,'.,
, ,,,. ,'"
,. "
"V/J:at~"ofopinion that t)J.e learned triaJ Judge
r~j~eti'ng h'er claim bhthe pteltmih~d'
was w~ortg
pdtnt. ~'We; ':theh~fbie; set asid'~' th!e:decision'o( th~
tria} Judge' an:d r:~tii'~nd the c'ase: tothe'tfial·Court fbf
ro"

_'''''C."

,"

_.-,

-',

:...~.~~

•... :

.

-·'!'~l

-.~'

'-

';~'.

"

:-

in

{dbci~ibn ofithJ·:nidHts.:~'

, ;The resp6nd;ent's\~ill

1";

;',

pay the costs of fpe appel":
lantinthi~ lapp~~t;" a:d-&oc~fe'~fee ·fi~e 'gold mohh~~.
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INSOLV~N~Y

-

,

JURISDICTION.

Bef<'re Mr. Just ice Ormiston.

IN Tij·E MATTER OF L. W. NASSE, AN INSOLVENT.
M,ANSUKLAL DOLArCHAND &
CANTS.'"

CO., APPLI-

Presidellcy-ToWllS lnsoltency Act (Ill of 1(09), SS. 8 II}, 17,56, liO (I)-RedelC/,
unlimited power of It'l~ol~ellcy CO/lrt asto-Prillciple ofO. 47, r. 1, "Cit'it
Procedure Code (Act V of 1908) not applicable to ins.lvency proceedings.....
Period "f limitation for rel'ieu:-Limitation Act (IX of I~08),Scll. I, Art.
1 81-Leat'e of Court essent ial· if 1tIortgag ee files suit to reali,e securityProviso to s. 17-0fficialAssi gnee wllel/lCr necessary part y in a suit agaNtst
.insolvent-Tl·ausfer oj debt-Doctrine of ·relation lac~ of a subsequent
attaellment to the original atfachmeut that-· is remolled-Transfer. l;y
judgmrnt·.deUor during inten'ill, 'whm vulid- 'Ci~lil'Pl'occdurL'Code (Act
V 0/ 1908), s. -64, O. 21, r. G:'-Fraudulent preference, OIlUS oj,proo/Dominant t'iewo! preference.
Held, that s. 8 (1) of the Presidency-Towns Ins;:>lvency Act gives the Court
:an unlimited po\ver to'revieu','.rc:sdnd ui-.yary any order rr.ade·byit under its
;insorvency· 'jurisdittion;; and, s.·YO:{I)·whiCh -dealS ·with procetlure' cannot
ojrera,e .to limit that power bY'in:polting the.. provisions'-of'0: 47;rf.I of ·the
Civil P-rocedure Code:'
'"" ' ... :
-_.. .-' ., '.'" . '.
Held, that th.e-period of limitatic.n for an -app:ication for review of an order
,under s. 8 (i)·o(fhe Insolvency'Act is th"t prescribed in Art. 181 of the Limi-h
.ation Act.
III the matter of Calldas Narrondas, 13 Bom. 520 (P.C.)-distil~gllis'/(d.
Held; that under the provisioas Of s. 17 of the Presidency-Towns Insolvency
.Act, leave of the~C'ourt rs {ss-eritialfor.·tt)e insfitu-'tron ef a-snit by:a mortgagee
to realise his s~cilrily. The. words of tile proviso are confined in their
-operation to ca~es where a mortgagee can re;:\:se his security without the
:institution of a suit.
-, Lang;... HaptiillaMai, 38 Born. 359-dissen!ed from.
WJiite v. Si IIm01lS, (l871)I.R·.6-Gh..555-diStinguislled.
Held. that the offcial assignee would I;Ot be bound by a decr.ee in favour of
a mortgagee, ifthe siJit was"ihs'tltutedafter t'headjudication of the insolvent',
;.and the official assignee-was not made apar!:Y to such suit, n:;>t\vithstandi'ng
- the fact that' the official a.signee was given an opportunity to defend the suit
and he elected not'to do so. It might be otherwise, if the insJlvency had
,sljpervenedafter·the institution ofth~ sui!.·
..
KdaCh(lIldBaner}ee \-. Jaganllath Mar1lJari, 54 Cal. 595 (P.C.\-rejerred to.

* Insolvency C<l;se No 70 of 1923.
.
[An appeal (Civil Miscellaneilus Appeal No. 94 of 1928) was filed against
dlisjudgmcnt, belt was withdraw:) before he1ring-:-Ed.]"·
.
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Held, that an assignment of a dt:btor fund, legal or equitable, invohes a
transfer of an interest in that debt or fund.

Rodick v. Gandcll, Eng. Rep. 42 Ch. 749-referred to.
Held, that where an attachment on property is validly removed, al beil under

a misapprehensi,Jn, a second attachment does not relate back to the' date of
the first attachment, and so a transfer of the ,property or a charge created upon
it, in the interval, by the judgment-debtor in favour of a bona fide transferee
or mortgagee is not void by reason of s. 64 of Ule Ciyil Procedure Code. A.
distinclion however exists when a property is released from attachment, and the
attaching creditor subsequently establishes by suit his right to attach, then any
intermediate alienation by the judgment-debtor is void .. This is so, because
the Code under O. 21, r. 1:3 gives a peculiar and only remedy to all attaching
creditor, so this class of cases is no authority for the general proposition that:
if a first attachment is removed; a second· attachment relates b;:.ck to the date
of the first attachment.
Ali Ahmed K/zall v, Ballsidlzar, 6.. A.L.J. 434; Aziz Bdkhsh v. Katliz Fatima.
Bibi; 34 All. 490; BOI/omaH Rai v. P,'osuno Nnraill,23 Cal. 829 ; Najimunissa
Bibi; v.NacharuddirzSardar, 51 Cal. 548 ; Ram Chandra v. Mudeslzwar Singh ..
34 Cal. 1158-distinguislzed.
.

Gopal Prasad \'. Kashi. 42 ·All. 39-dissellled from and d-ist inguished.
Iield, that those who assert that there is fraudulent preference by an insolvent, must make out a prima facie case. If such a case i~ mc.de o:.t, it can be

rebutted by p.roof that the eXPla~alion of the preference is that there was a
dominant inteption in· the mind of the insolvent other than a desire to pre/era
particular creditor. On the other band there is fraudulent preference if thee
insolven 's sabstantial object or view is to give a creditor· a pre.ferehce, though'
. at the same time he may have in view an advantage to be gained by him..
l!.·x-p"rte Ifill, 23 Ch.D.695 ; lti re Cohell, L.R. (1894)2 Ch. 50S-referred:
to. '.

N. N. Burjoljee for the applicants ..

]anab Ali, Tambe Joseph for creditors No.2,..
No.8, No.9.
ORMISTON, J.-.This is an application under section 8~
of the Presidency Towns Insolvency Act, 1909, toreview an . order passed by OLter, J-, on the 2nd
June, 1927. The learned Judge, after admitting theapplication, went on leave, and I have been directed'
to dispose of the matter. The application is opposed...
by creditors Nos. 2, 7 and 9.
L. W. Nasse had a contract with the Public
\Tilorks Department under wbich he would in the'
ordinary course be due to receive a considerable surrld
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of money and he was also in debt to the applicants.
19·28
On the 28th February, 1923, he entered into an I;:;E
agreement with them which is on the file of C.R. MAz:r~.Ol'
No. 158 of 1923 of this CotirL The agreement after MA~~~#Ai
reciting that he was indebted to the applicants to the DOLATCHANl>:
, , & co.
extent 0 f ab out Rs. 60,000, and that he has now
and will hereafter have sums to his credit on bills in ORMIST0N, J
the hands of the Executive Engineer, Mingaladon
Cantonment Division and. elsewhere in the Public
Works Department" goes on to provideII The said L. \V. Nasse hereby agrees and authorises the said
firm of Mansuklal Dolatchand & Co. to withdraw all such sums
now to his credit or may hc::reafter be to his credit from the PulJlic
. Works Departmert till all the debts due to them are fully satisfied.
That for sueh purpose he has this day granted them a general
power of attorney. Should the said L. W. Nasse after this
agi'eement either withdraw the said sums himself or prevent in any
way the firm of Mansnklal Dolatchand & Co. from withdrawing
the same, . then Jhe said L. W. NaS3e will be liable to either
. civil or criminal action as tbe firm of Mansuklal Dolatchand may
think fit."

The power of attorney to which reference is. made
is dateJ the 2nd March, 1923, and is in the same
record. After giving the applicants authority to withdraw moneys from the Public Works Department in
l;mguage similar to that employed in the agreement,
Nasse gave them specific authority to give receipts
therefor and to institute .suits in respecUhereof.
On the 28th March, 1923, Nasse \vas adjudicated
insolvent On the 29th March, 1923, the applicants,
apparently being unaware of the adjudication, instituted two suits Civil Regular Nos. 158 and 159 of 1923
of tbis. Court against the insolvent for tbe recovery
of sums of money aggregating about Rs. 66,000, in
which they claimed, on the strength of the agreement above set out; to have a lien on sums of
money lying to the credit of the 1st defendant in the
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office of the Executive Engineer, Mingaladon
Cantonment' Divisi'C'n and: elsdthtre in the Public
"
' •'
"',: "
'
;,'
•"
, "',L,W.
Works Department, and asked' for a d'eclaratwn to
~A~~~~EUL that effect.
",
:, "
Do~M~HAND
On the . 8th April, 1923,
the Court was informed
,.&. Co.
,
•
_
-,
of the fact of the insolvency. 'Subsequently notice
{)RMISTON, J. was' issued to the Official Assign'ee to report {othe
Court \vhether he would deferrd' the suit,' he sum:.
moned a meeting of' Creditors tb' ascertain their view~
on the subject 'andort the 10th ]uly,:'192J,' he' flIed
his report. Frorrf'this repoit; it appeals' that the
creditors, before making up'their mind's, wished to
firid'out what irtblieys wetedue t6 th:e irtsolven't,
arid. therefore, 'it -'had been -cirrallged"that 'on the
13th Jul}; the Offi2ial Assignee and th:e'insolvent
spouJd 'meet the Executive ';EngIneer, Mingaiadon
Circle. Further time was asked"foruntil 'the 31st
July.' Oil' that dat~' the 'OffidciIAs$ignee' by his
a'd-vocate~' infOrn1~d the~ Court !that' "he 'would not
. {refeh'd~';the,'~c~tl{F';dfibi'hat(-\of th~r ifi~bIVeIjf. 1 Ahd.
.
.
.'
.
·f "':f"
011 lhe 10th August, 1923, tIecrees were pasl:>cq in
Hivotir: or-"tiieC~-p:pl1tants :ih ~:R~~:'i'58' rBi Rs. ~:50,OOO
fhtetes( !arid ctsfs;"a'ri4' in C.~~~' 15%J fbr> E.s: f'Z';SO'o:
iriterest and cbst~:: rh"each' c~se ft\~as 'de'clared nl~t
the ;'ipPlii(:a,nis~ li~d itieh~J(Hl siiilis 'of fuoi1:ey"'I§ing; 'rb
th~ ;'cretlIt
:the' i'rrsolvi?nr')h:' the';' oftlce"o«th-e
E'XecuHv~"Engintie'f,Miirgaladbn'Can't'dnmehl'bi vIsibti,
Fangodii;".ah(P"'efse\\:'he~:e'''~iri~'i+;;~r - Ph~1it -Works
,IN

,HE
~ATTER OF

of

,tre:partriient.'~';<::;·'

'-'

.:

,:~',

,'~,:"

'\'

·>"~he"aHferences between the estate of the insol~
vent £{n4' fBe ~:PdJjlic;~orks: Qeparb:rient as'; t6 'th~
afnoutit'd de' to ;thEf estatbwere fHerre.d ' to' atbih-ation,
ai1d the arbitrator: (\vhbse awardi~'filed, in'C.M.'No.
131 'o( 1925V fOt1nd,thaf Rs: :33,752~5-'3 \~as due to
the insolveilt's: ~ifatJ:'This sutIi' was' pai'd to' the
Official Assigriee: ahd the a'pplka'ntsapplie'4 '. that it
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pe
on

paid to jheln chiiminsJhat ,fhey h~d a lien, first
1923
the. grolmd that fnt lien had been declared by' IN·TIIE
the decrees ill C.R~ suit~ 1.58 and ,159 of 1923, and, ~A~~\C.OF
.. ' .,.
. '.
'.
. .
'.'.
: NASSE:·.
secondly, ,that ltlde,pendently of . those, clecrees, they MANSOKL~~
rad; a, lien byyi~tu~_ .of the ~ocuments to wbjch DO~T~~~N1>'
referen~eha_sbeen made above. Otter, J., by his order
°RMISTOX, J,
oftbe2nd }tine, 1927, hdd th~t the Official Assignee
was no,t bound by the decrees
the suits because
the sqits' were filed after the insolvency without the
~~ncti6n:?f the. Cqqrt ,aod that the documents _ were
~noperativ~ to confer a lien. It is this order which I
am ask~ fo~ revie\v~,.
,
'..
.
" I ~\'ill first deal ,,:ith two preliminary points which
Were, ~~is~d. ,Thy p~ese~t application is uud~er section
~HJ) ofthe Pi-~sidency Towns IpsolvcncyAct, whiGh
gives ,the ,Court pow~r. to lC review,~escind or vary
~n orc.ler in~de ~y it ,im~er its insolvtmcy jurisdiction,"
~t. wasurged,.bY the objeCtiQg creditors that ,sitl,ing
~~ ,a Illdge,i,n ins~lve.n.cy" ,my power,S are no greater
tb~n_ir applIcation w~re mad¢ to me for review of
jpqgrpent under Ord~r.XLVn, rule 1 o( the Civil
proc~dl1.re Code, andMr. 'Burjorjee con~eded tliat;if
th~ pr.ovl~iqns of that riil~ \vere . applicable, .he w0~ld
be
outof
Court. SecHon 90 (1) of the Act is, cited to
r" ";
.: !
,me iIi ~u.ppqrt of thi~., contenti,on .. The sub-sediO,n
enaCts that in proceedings under the Act, the Coprt
i~ fo "h,ave, the )ik;e po\vers arid follow the like
prRc,e~t~re a,sjt ha~ a;n 4 fono\VS In tile ,exercise, of , its
. 9rdin~ry ,oiigiilal ciyiJ. jurisdiCtion. I?tit th~re .is ;a
proviso that, the stJb-sedion is not in anyway to
limit the jurisdiCtion ~onferred on ,the Collrt by' the
Ad..~ectio.q.J~,(1) gi,ves th~ Court an uniirrii~ed power
to re"iew, re~c.i~d, or Ya.ry, a~d secti(;H:J, 9()(i)~,lllnot
operate' to limit that po~er by importing the provisions
6f
XLVII, nile f of the Code. Moreover
do is to vary the
what I am in substa~te ~sked'
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order of the 2nd June, 1927, by holdin g that the
IN THE
applicants have a lien; and if I am of the . op·inion
MATTER OR
L. w.
that the order was wrong, I am bound to vary it.
M~~~S:~AL
It is next urged that the application is out of
OOLATCHAND time because the p.eriod of limitation for an appil. & co.
,
cation
for review of an order under section 8 (1). is
·ORMISTON, J . .
Article 162 of Schedule A of the Indian Limitation
Act, 1908, or in the alternative, Article 173. Mr.
Burjorjee concedes that if either of these Articles is
applicable, his application is time-barred, but says
that the case is governed by ArtiCle 181, which
provides for applications for which no period of
·limitation is provided elsewhere in the Schedule
or by section 48 of the Civil Procedure Code. Article
162 provides in the case of a review of judgment by
the High Court in the exercise of its original jurisdiction a period of 20 days from the date of the
decree or order. As a matter of construction 1 should
holdthat the review of judgment referred to in the Article
was the review of judgment mentioned in OrderXLVII,
rule 1 of the Civil Procedure Code. Mr. Tambe.
however, contends that" original jurisdiction includes
insolvency jurisdiction" and cites a note in Rustomji's
Law of Limitation (1927 edition) at page 901, to this
effect. The case was cited by the learned author, namely,
the decision of the Privy Council in In the matter
of Candas Nal'rondas (1), by no means bears out this
sweeping generalisation. In that case judgment had
been entered up under section 86 of Statutes 11 and 12
Victoria Cap. 81 (which at the time governed insolvency
inBritish India) in favour of the Official Assignee
against the insolvent for the amount of his scheduled
debts. Eighteen years later the Official Assignee
sought to execute the judgment. Under Article 180
(1) (1889) 13 Born! 520.
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·of Schedule 11 of the Limitation Act, 1877, the period
1928
d limitation for an application to enforce a judgment IN~'JE
•
•
MATTEf< OF
of a . Court establtshed by Royal Charter 1n the
L. w.
exercise of its ordinary original civil jurisdiction was MA~:~~~~L
12 years from the time when a present right to enforce DOLATCHAND
(I: Co.
the judgment accrued·to some person capable of
releasing the right. It was held that although a Court ORMISTON, J.
under the provisions of StatutES 11 and 12 Vic. Cap. 21
determines the substance of questions relating to
the insolvent's estate, the proceedings in execution
.and the judgment are the High Court's. Consequently,
the judgment which was entered up was a judgment
of the High Court in its ordinary original civil
jurisdiction. The case is not, therefore, an authority
for the proposition that an application to a High
.court for a review of a judgment passed by it in its
insolvency jurisdiction is governed by Article 162 of
the present Limitation Act.
Article 173 deals with a review of judgment except
in the cases provided for by Articles 161 and 162,
.and provides a period of 90 days from the date of
the decree or order. Mr. Tambe contends that this
Article is not restricted to applications for review under
the Civil Procedure Code, and cites in support of
his contention a passage on page 921" of the same
learned author, based on a decision reported in 3
Mysore Law' Journal 124. I disagree with his
·contentioJl. In my view, therefore, the present
.application is not barred by limitation.
Mr. Burjorjee then dealt with the two points on
'which Otter, J., had held against him. At the conclusion
-of his argument. counsel for tbe opposing creditors ad:niitted that the agreement on which Mr. Burjorjee relied
was effectual to create a charge, but contended that
the matter was 110t concluded by the decrees passed
in C.R.·. suits 158 and· 159 of 1923, and submitted
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that t~e <;har.ge ,pu;porti11g" to. Q~ t,h,ere,by'created
I~-:;~IE was void, first.because at the time, it, ~:vas createq the'
MAf~~.OF debt was under atta.c:hmMot) ~n9 ,~e~ondly, "becau~e, it
, ,.N·ASSR,
?-~9unted to, a, ~ratlciulent prdere.n<;t';., They further
M ANSUKLAL
'
d t haUhe" app l'lcants 1~a d,<)t 1lef secunhe~
., .. f or, t Iletf
.
DOLATCliAND urge
&,- Co,
debts' .and that thes,e
befQre,
. .sho,u,ld ,be . exhausted,
-'
ORMISTON, J. recourse 'vv.as hap, to the PfPP~rty in r,espect Qf whkh
they ,claimed a charge. l\1r. ~urjorjee agreed that the
~pplicantswouldfir~tre4lise)h<:irpt1?-,er ?~curities and
give .cr~diUor the n~tamount realised before seekinK
to ep.force,their ch,arge!
""
,,;
, " I heard coun~el~rst 0,0 the qU(f~ti9n'whethe~, th~
~aher was con'c1u~~dby ,the" .~ect;eesin ,Ql1e.stiqo\.,
{Jpder section 17pfJhQ PresiqencyTowm> Insolve~cy
.L\.ct, , 0,0 tne ma~ing ,of, !9rdec 0'£ ~djudicatio11, th,e
pr9perty of qle jnsolvent,,V~stsip, the,Olfi~ial, Assign,ee
and becomes divisible amongst .,his : cre<;htors, apd
thereq,ft,er ~xceptas direcled}w! tnt; Act I1q" c;r<,::p.itor
~whoin ,~t"e~~solv,~nt is .illdeQted, \n re~myct ,qtany
deb,t, provable, in in~olvency shall "i h~ve. ~ny. remeqy'
q,g~i~l~t the proPtfrty:.9tth~ ipsolventinrespect ,of Hl~
d~bt, ()f sbaU com,mepcea,ny ,s1,lit, .,or .Qth.er legaJ
pr~G~ed~\lg except with, the leave pf (he Court and on
sllc;h terms as the J~ourt may impo~e. 1/, J)ere is,a
proviso that the s.eGtion is pot to affect the powers
8f any secur~,d cr,editor, to re~l~~~,or oth~,rwise dgill
with i1is security i~ tile same ma1?-per.<j.s ifth~,se<;tiQ.n
h.ad not been pa;ssed. in the, ,preseI).t iI}$t?p~e, t.he:
sl,1its w;~re instituted Jhe daY aft~r,the ?dju<;liGiltion
~~<;lle,ave to institt;1tcJhem :was n()t previouslyobtained.
M,r, ,Burjorjee cOPG~<;led that" if. section. 17 applies"
an~, the ca,se !~ no.t 'Yithi.ntheproviso; leave m,llst, be
gr6}nt edbe£ o r.e Jhe<jl}l)tituti.Qn,9Lt.h~" suit. But he
~rg~td ,thaLa,:mortg~ge.e.,in. i;Qstit.QJ(ng, [a suiL; to, ,
r.ealise his, sccuritYi. i~ witbiIt,tpe;,nro,Vj,$Q.; j·n.other
wordS, that he is free to realise his security either
1928
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1928
without the intervention of the Court, as by sale, or
by the institution of a suit. In support of this IN TllE
proposition he cited Lang v. Haptullablzai (1), a MAt}<~·.OF
-decision of a Bench of the Bombay High Court, MA~sA~~~~L
which was cited, but not discussed in Ramclzand v. ~Oi~T1::.HAND
.
(
& Co.
Bank of Upper India, Limited, Delhi· 2), a case dealing
with an entirely different point. In the Bombay case OEMISTON, J.
ihe Official Assignee was in the position of a mortgagor
:and the mortgagee brought a sui t against him to realise
his security. It was held affirming the judgment of
Beaman, J., and differing from a decision of Davar, J.,
.set out in a footnote to the report, that no leave was
necessary, inasmuch as the proviso to section 17
-covered a suit by a mortgagee to realise his security,
the principle being that a suit is one of the recognised
methods of realisation of mortgage securities, and that
if section 17 had not been passed, the mortgagee
-could have realised his security in the ordinary way
by means of a suit. . Reliance was placed on a passage
in the judgment in rVhite v. Simmons (3); where Lord
Hatherlay declined to hold that where was It an ex~
press reservation of all rights, a mortgagee should be
precluded frorn proceeding in equity to enforce his
s:::curity."
The learned judges say that Lord
Hatherlay was dealing with a proviso in the same words
:as 'the proviso to section 17 of the Presidency
Towns Insolvency Act. The ,proviso with which Lord
Hatherlay '¥as dealing was the proviso to section 12
of the Bankruptcy Act, 1869. But section 13 merely
where a debtor shall be adjUdicated
-enacts that
a bankrupt,no creditor to whom the bailkrupt is
indebted in' repect of any debt provable in the
bankruptcy shall have any remedy against the property
.or person of the bankrupt except in manner directed
(I

(I) (1913) 38 Born. 359.

(2, (1921) 3 L;l;h. 59. '
(3) (1871)L.R. 6'Ch. 555.
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by this Act." It will be noted that there is no
provision forbidding the institution of a suit without
MATTER OR
Ieave.·
.
Th'IS provISIOn
. .
.
..
t'
9 0 f th e
L. w.
appears
III sec IOn
MA~~~S:{AL Bankruptcy Act, 1883, and in section 7 (1) of the
DOLATCHAND Bankruptcy Act, 1914, which are similar to section 17
. & co.
. of the Presidency Towns Insolvency Act. No English
ORMISTON, J. authority since the Act of 1883 came into force was
cited in the Bombay cases, and none has been cited
to· me. I am ·of the opinion that the English caseS.
decided under the Act of 1869 are not authorities for
holding that under section 17 the l~ave of the Court
is not required for the institntion of a suit by a
mortgagee to realise his security. I am further of the
opinion that the law was deliberately changed by the
Act of 1883 with the object of closing the loop hole
which those cases had left open. The words of the
proviso can be amply satisfied by confining its
operation to cases where the mortgagee can realise
his security without the institution of a suit. I hold,.
therefore, thatfheleave of the Court was necessary
for the 'institution of C.R. suits 158 and 159 of 1923 t
and that that leave not having been.obtained, the
decrees in those suits were not binding on the
Official Assignee or the estate of the insolvent. This
concludes the matter. On the assumption that the
view I hold is erroneous, and that leave was not
necess'ary, unless the Official As-signee was a party to
the suits he could not be bound by the decrees
passed in them. This was so held by the Privy
Council in Kala Chand Banerjee v. 1 agan11ath
Marwari (1). That was a decision under section 16
of the Provincial Insolvency Act, 1907, the provisions.
of which, so far as material, are similar to those of
section 17 of the Presidency Towns Insolvency Ad.

I;:;;E

(1). (1927) $4 Cal. .595.
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Mr. Burjorjee argued that the Official Assignee must
1928
be deemed to have been a party because he was . IN THE
,
' t y to d·e f en d t h e SUltS
'
d MATTER
gIven
an oppor tunl
an d
eI
ecte
L. w.OF
not to do so. The procedure which was followed in M~:S~;~AL
the suits would have been
correct if the insolvency D9LATCHAND
•
& Co.
had supervened after the institution of the suits. But
·
I
.
,
t'
t'
N·
1
d
b
ORMISTON, J.
at th e d ate 0 f t lelf InS 1tU IOn
asse 1a·
een
adjudicated and the equity of redemption in the debt
had devolved on ·the Official Assignee. He was a
necessary party, and should have been sued in the
first instance; not having been sued· in the first
instance he should have been placed on the record
as a defendant. The case is analogous to that of
a suit brought against a man who was dead at the
time of its institution. In such a case it would be
incumbent on the plaintiff not merely to write to the
legal representatives enquiring whether they wished
to defend the suit, but to place them on the record.
In tbe case to which reference was last made (1), a
contention somewhat similar to that made by
Mr. Burjorjee was put forward and· rejected by their
Lordships .of the Privy Council. On· this ground
also ! hold that the .Official: Assignee is. not bound
by the decrees in C.R. suits Nos. 158 and 159 of 1923.
The next question is whether the charge purporting to be created was void because at the time it
was created the debt was under <l.ttachment. The point
is one of considerable importance and was nut taken
in the objections of the opposing creditors which were
before Otter, J., I, therefore, allowed an adjournment
so that the matter rriigh t be fuUy argued.
Under section 64 of the Civil Procedure Code
when an attachment has been made, any private transfer or delivery of property attached, or of any interest
therein, is void as against all claims . enforceable
(I) (1927) 54 Cal. 595.
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under the attachment. I may fjr~t refer to a suggestion made by Mr. Burjorjee, that the charge on
MATTER OF
which he relies was made by an agreement, and that
.L.W.
NASSE,
it
did not involve a transfer of an intf'rest in property
M.ANSUKLAL
DOLATCHAND within
the meaning of the section.· In Rodick v.
& CO.··
Gandell (1), Lord Truro, L.C. says that lI.an agreement
ORMISTON, J.
between a debtor and a creditor that the debt owing
shall be paid out of a specific fund coming to the
debtor, or an order given by a debtor to his creditor
upon a person owing money or holding funds belonging to the giver of the order, directing such person
to pay such funds to the creditor will create a \'alid
equitable charge upon such fund;. in other words
will operate as an equitable assignment· of the debts
or fund to which the order refers." And it seems
impossible to hold that an assignment of a debt or
fund, equitable or legal, does not involve a transfer of
an interest in that debt or fund.
.I will now narrate briefly the facts relevant to
this portion of the argument.
Civil' Regular No. 39 of 192.3 of this Court was
a suit instituted on the 20th January, 1923, by
V.S.R.M. Chettiar (creditor No. 2 in these proceedings) against Nasse .and others for the recovery of
Rs. 20,000 and interest due on a promissory note.
On the 27th Jaunary, 1923, on an application by
creditor No.2 for an attachment before judgment of
the debts due to Nasse by the Executive Engineer,
p.W.D. Cantonment Division, Rutledge, J., as he
then was) directed :a prohibitory order to issue, and
it was served on the 30th January. On the 2nd
February, Nasse filed an application, supported by
an affidavit asking that his personal security might
be accepted and the a.ttachment removed. It should
1928

IN THE

(I) En~. l~ep~ 42. Ch 749 at p, 754.
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be noted that in the affidavit he emphasised the fact
that it was his personal security which he was
offering. On the same day Rutledge, J.t passed the
following order: "On defendant giving security to
the satisfaction of the Bailiff for the amount of
claim and costs prohibitory order to be \vithdrawn."
On this, on the same day, the Deputy Registrar
asked the Bailiff to report and the Bailiff endorsed
on the petition "Petitioner Mr. L. W. Nasse is good
for Rs. 21,560." The Bailiff had originally written
"surety" but scratched it out and substitued
" petitioner." On the same day the Deputy Registrar
endorsed on the petition II Let the surety be accepted, "
and there is a note in the diary "On the defendant's
application dated 2nd February 1923 tendering his
personal security, order passed as prayed." Under
this are initials, not apparen tly those of the Deputy
Registrar. On the 3rd February, Na~se executed in
the presence of the Deputy Registrar a bond giving
personal security. On the 5th February there is an
entry in the diary, followed by w ha t appears to be
the same initials; "Security bond having been filed
on 3rd February 1923, attachment is removed." On
the same day a notice was served on the Executive
Engineer informing him that the attachment had
been removed. On or about the 17th February
creditor No.2 filed an application (dated the 13th
February) complain ing that Order 38, rule 5 (b )of
the Code, under which the order of the 2nd
February had been made, did not contemplate or
authorise the acceptance of personal security, and
asking for cancellation of the· order "accepting the
surety" and that Nasse be ordered to furnish proper
and sufficitmt security m terms of the Court's order
and on failure to do so "that he be ordered. to pay
into Court all moneys. withdrawn by him to the

21'3
1928
IN THE
MATTER OF

L.W.
NASSE.
MANSUKLAL
DOLATCHAND

& CO.
ORMISTON,

J.
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extent of Rs. 2CSOO from the P.W.D. and for such
purpose all necessary orders may be given." Notice
MATTER OF
•
. L.W.
was ordered to Issue to Nasse and was served on
MA~~~~~'AL him on the 21st, on which date he was given time
DOLATCHAl\'D to file objections until the 26th.
On the 26th he
& Co.
-~
was given further time for this purpose until the
ORMISTOl',}.
2n d M
,
arc I
1. an th e 3rdaM
r e h h e fi1 e d 0 b'Jec t'IOns
and the matter was directed to be placed before the
Court on the 5th March. Meanwhile Nasse bad
executerl his charge in favour of the present applicants all the 28th February and given them the
power of attorney to collect the moneys from the'
P.W.D. on the 2nd March. The matter came before
the Courf on the 5th March and Rutledge, J., said that
his order of the 2nd Feburary never . contemplated
th~t the bajliffshould be satisfied ,,,ith Nasse's personal
securHyand had he meant merely personal security
.hewould have so stated. He continued, Such being
the case, the probibitoryorder must be re-issued and
it will only be withdrq.wnon the defendant furnishing
·adequate and independent security to the satisfaction
.of the bailiff," On the 8th March it is stated that th.c
attachment \vas re-issued, The actual prohibitory order,
which was issued on that date, and served on the
12th March, says nothing about are-issue and is in
form an entirdy fresh prohibitory order. On the
22nd March a decree was passed in favour of
. creditor No.2. As I have said before, Nasse was
adjudicated insolvent on the 28th March, and the
. applicants filed their suits tD'establish their security
'on the next day.
.
It is Mr. Burjorjee's case that on the date on
·which the charge was created, there was no subsisting
(!.ttachment. To this Mr. JanabAli replied that, inasmuch as the. attachment was removed under a
.misapprehension by .the Deputy. Registr?r and was
1928
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immediately restored by the Judge, the attachment
crdered to issue on the 5th March related back to
.
i 'Issued,
th e d a t e w h en th e pnor
at t ac Ilment "vas frst
and that the charge must be deemed to have been
given while the attachment was subsisting and is
•
therefore void. I may say that before the argument
proceeded the record of C.R. 39 of 1923 was carefully
inspected by counsel on both sides, my attention
was not drawn to the peculiarities in the endorsement
of the petition of the 2nd Feburary and in the diary
entries of the 2nd and 5th March which I have
indicated, and Mr. Janab Ali was satisfied that the
order removing the attachment was the order of the
Deputy Registrar and conceded that he had power
to make such an order. In support of his contention
Mr. Janab Ali cited a number of authorities all of
which with hvo exceptions, are cases of removal
of attachment followed by a declaratory suit in
which the attaching creditor .established his claim.
Mr. Burjol jee says that this class of cases is distinguishable and that, of the exceptions, one has no
bearing and the other was erroneously decided. I will
now deal with the authorities.
In Bonomali Rai v. Prosuno Narain Chowdhury
(1), a decree-holder attached the property of certain
of the defendants who then obtained an order of
release under section 280 of the Code of 1882
(corresponding to Order XXI, ruk 60 of the present
Code), and subsequ~ntly mortgaged the property.
The attaching creditor thereupon sued for and
-obtained under section 283 (corresponding to Order
XXI, rule 63) a declaration that the mortgaged
property \vas nevertheless liable to be sold under his
attachment. A few days after obtaining the decree
(1) (1896) 23 Cal. 829.
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he again attached the judgment-debtor's property.
The mortgagees then sued on their mortgage and
L. w.
obtamed a decree for sale. The sale In executIon of
M~~~~~AL the attaching creditor's decree and that ordered by
DOLATCHAND the decree in favour
of the
mortcracrees
\ivere both
& co.
.
b ....,
advertised for the same day. The plaintiff purORMISTON, J.
chased at the sale under the attaching creditor's
decree and then sued for a declaration that the
property was not liable to be sold in execution of
the mortgage decree, the reason being that the judgment-creditor's attachment was restored by the
decree under section Zg3 of the Code, and that the
mortgage executed by the judgment-debtors was·
invalid as against the plaintiff, the purchaser at the
execution sale. It· was held that the plaintiff was:
entitled to the decree sought. The ground of the:
decision was that the order for release at the instance
of the claimant "was not final but provisional, as·
section 283 declares it to be subject to the result of
any suit which the attaching creditor may bring to
establish the right which he claims to the property in
dispute. That right was to do what he had already done
" viz., attach it and to do what he wanted to do, but
was prevented by the or(~er from doing, to sell it in
pursuance of his attachment. The only remedy given
to the attaching creditor is by a suit which must be
brought within one year from the date of the order,
and the object of the suit is to maintain the attachment and get rid of the order. Although, therefore,
an order under section 280 operates to prevent the
attaching creditor from proceeding to sell the attached
property, it does not operate so as at once to remove
the attachment and leave the judgment-debtors free
to deal with the property as they like. If they do
deal with it, they and those with whom they deal
.do so subject to the resiilt of the suit as to the
IN

THE
MATTER I)F

•

.

•

•
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attachment being maintained. Any other construction
of the section would in very many cases defeat the
object of the suit and render the decree infructuous."
f'he case, therefore, depends on the peculiar remedy
given to the attaching ~reditor by section 283 of the
old Code, and is not an authority for the broad
proposition that whenever an attachment is removed
under a misapprehension and a fresh attachment is
made, an intervening cl1arge is subject to the
disabilities specifed in section 64 of the present Code.
This case was follo'wed on the same ground in Ram
Chandra Maru:ari v. MUdeslm'ar Singh (1) and Ali
Ahmed Khan v. Bansidhar (2). Reliance is placed by
Mr. Aiyangar on the remarks of r~ankin, J., in
Najimunisa Bibi v. Nacharuddin Sardar (3). That
was a case relating to attachments under decrees and
a declaratory suit, but no question actually arose
under section 64. Rankin, J., said: " [Us quite plain
that, if an attachment comes to an end validly, then
upon a second attachment no Court can refuse to
recognise an interest validly created in the meanwhile. It is also plain that if an attachment is wrongly
released, and the right to attach is subsequently
established according to law either by appeal or
otherwise the attachment will relate back to the time
when it was made." From the context it would
appear that he was discussing the position in relation to
Order XXI, rules 60 and 63 of the Code. If his
remarks were intended to have any wider application
they were obiter dicta.
In Aziz Bakhsh v. Kaniz Fa{ima Bibi (4), the
assignee of a decree attached two properties one of

(1) (1906) 34 Cal. 1158.
(2) (1909) 6 A.L.J, 434.

(31 (1923) 51 Cal. 548 at p. 556.
(4) (1912) 34 All. 490.
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which was burdened with a mortgage in favour of
the assignor and the other of which was not so
mortgaged. The judgment-debtor objected that the
mortgaged property could not be sold in execution without a suit being br~ught on the mortgage.
On the 2nd June, 1909, the Court dismissed the
application for executi<;n in toto. On the 10th
August, 1909, the decree-holder applied for review
of judgment, on the ground that the order rlismissing
the application with regard to the non-mortgaged
property was erroneous, and on the 13th June, 1910,
the review was accepted and the execution. as regards
the non-mortgaged pr9pertyor.deredto proceed.
Between these last tw:6 dates the judgment-debtor sold
the non-mortgaged property to.. a, third party. After
the 13th June, 1910, the decree-holder applied to go on
with the execution proceedings and to sell the nonmortgaged property.. The. judgment,;.debtor (not his
transferee)objected on the ground that under Order XXV
rule 57, the previous attachment had ceased to exist,
and that a fresh attachment was necessary and· the
property could not be sold, as he had already sold it
to another person. Order XXI, rule 57 provides that
.when property has been attached but by reason of the
decree-holder's default the Court is unable to proceed
further with the application for execution, it may dismiss
it, and thereupon the attachment is to cease. But in
the case, under discussion there was no default and no
order of dismissal for default, and it was held that the
attachment still subsisted and was valid as against the
purchaser. All that the case holds is that the attachment never had been removed. It is not an authority
for the general proposition that if the first attachment is
actually removed, albeit under a misapprehensiol?, a
second attachment relates back to the date of the first
attachment. The case on which Mr. Janab Ali most
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strongly relies is that of Gopal Prasad v. [{aslzi (1).
In that case there were two suits pending against that MATTER
IN THE
OF
same defendants by different plaintiffs, one in the
L. w.
Aligarh Court in \vhicb Kashi Nath was the plaintiff, MA~:~iAL
and the other in the lvlainpuri COUl t in which another DO~':T~~~ND
person was the plaintiff. On the 9th August, 1909,
-ORMISTON, J.
the defendants applied to the High Court to transfer
the Mainpuri case to Aligarh in order that both cases
might be tried together, and on the same date obtained
-an order II Let notice go ; stay meantime." On the
14th August, 19::9, Kashi Nath attached before Judgment
-certain properties of the defendants. On the 27th
August, 1909, the Aligarh Court, on the application
of the defendants, withdrew the attachment on the
ground that the orcler of the High Court must be taken
,as a stay of proceedings in· both Courts, and not of
those in the Mainpuri Court only, and that, therefore,
the attachment, being a proceeding subsequent to the
.order, was illegal.. Kashi Nath appealed to the High
.court which held that the stay order of the 9th August,
1909, related only to the proceedings in the Mainpuri
Court: " and by its order of the the 16th March, 1910,
directed that the parties be restored to the position they
occupied on the 9th August, 1909, and that all orders
which had followed from the wrong interpretation of
.the stay order be set aside." In this interval bel\veen
the 27th August, 1909, and the 16th l\Iarch, 1910,
however, when as a matter of fact, there was no
..order in existence attaching the properties the defendants sold them to four different transferees. Kashi
Nath obtained a decree in his suit, and took out
execution proceedings for sale of the properties on
the strength of the attachment before judgment. The
transferees, having made .unsuccessful objections -in

. (1) (1919) 42 All. 39.
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the execution department, brought four separate suits
for declarations that the transfers were good and that
MATTER OF
•
L. w.
the properties were not saleable in execution of
MA~~~;~AL Kashi Nath's decree. The suits '(sere dismissed and
DOLATCHAND four appeals were filed, thre@ of which were heard
& co.
.
arid dismissed by various Benches, and then Gopal
ORMISTOl".J. P
.
rasa d' s appea I was heard, apparently by a dlfferent
Bench. 'there was no finding that Gopal Prasad had
been in collusion with the defendants, and the Court
assumed that he was a bona fide purchaser of property
which he knew was not at tbe time of his purchase
under attachment. It 'l;\"as held, however, that the
oreier of the 16th March, 1910, had retrospective
effect and that, consequently, the sale to Gap;:d Prasad
effected between the 9th August, 1909, and the 16th
March. 1910, when there was no subsisting attachment was invalidated. The decision was based on.
two grounds. First, the Calcutta decisions which I
have cited were, without discussion, treated as authorities for the broad proposition laid down, and, secondly
the Court held that it was bound by the previous
unreported decisions of the Benches in the cases of
the appeals of two of the three transferees.
It appears to me that this case is distinguishable
from the one which I have to decide. The order of
the Allahabad High Court of the 16th March, 1910,
distinctly stated that it was to relate back to the 9th
August, 1909. The order of Rutledge, J., of the 5th
March 1923, directed in terms an entirely fresh attachment and I do not think it can be implied that he meant
it to have retrospective effect; if he had so meant,
he would have so stated, just as he had stated that
if by his earlier order of the 2nd February, 1909, he
had meant that personal security should be accepted,
he would have so stated. Further, I think, that the
decision of the Allahabad High Court was not justified
1928
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by the Calcutta decisions which I have cited and on
1928
which it professed to rest. Those decisions, as I have IN THE
•
.
MATTER OF
pointed out, are based on the peculiar remedy given taL. w.
an attaching creditor by Order XXI, rule 63, and are on M~:S~:~L
authority in any other class
of case. Even if the order nOLATCHAND
, "
& co.
of Rutledge, J., is to be deemed to have been passed
'
t
t'
th
't
I
ld
h
t
t"
ORMISTON.].
.
h
h
wit t e In en lOn
at I s 10U
ave Ie rospec lye "
·effect, I am of the opinion that, the first attachment
having been validly withdrawn, on subsequent attach_
filent could have such an effect as against a person
taking a transfer from the judgment-debtor in the
in terval. There is nothing in the Code, or as far as I
~now, elsewhere, which confers such a power on the
Court. I do not say that in properly constituted
proceedings, if fraud and collusion were alleged and
proved between the judgment-debtor and a transJere~ a transfer obtained under such circumstances
as txist in the present case could not be ~et aside·
But in the objections of creditor No.2, filed on
the 31st March, 1927, there is no allegation that
the chuge was obtained either by fraud or collusion,
and the objection, raised by ·Mr. Janab Ali for the
first time before me, is simply" that the charge is
void by reason of section 64 of the Civil Pro-"
.cedure Code. I hold that it was not for that reason
void.
The only remaining objection pressed is that,
inasmuch as the charge was given on the 2~th
February, 1923, and Nas:3e was adjudicated an insolvent on the 28th March, 1923, the charge is void as
being a fraudulent preference. This is a matter which
was not gone into before Otter, J., and one on which
I must hear evidence. The circumstances under which
.the charge was obtained mayor may not have a
bearing on· that issue. As to that, at present, I
express no opinion..
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[After taking evidence, and after making a
preliminary statement as to parties and as to the:
delay caused in the completion of the hearing:
L.W.
NASSE,
owing to another lengthy case, his Lordship. passed
MANSUKLAL
DOLATcHAND the following order :]
.
& CO.
The question for decision is whether the transORMISTON, J.
action evidenced by the charge of the 28th February,
1923, and the Power of Attorney of the 2nd March,_
1923, in view of the fact that the adjudication took
place less than three months of its date, is a fraudulent
preference within section 56 (1) of the Presidency Towns'
Insolvency Act, 1909. Mr. Burjorjee said that he did
not dispute that N asse was at thetime unable to pay his:
debts as they became due from his own money, and the
only question I have to decide is whether the charge
was created by him in favour of the applicants" with a
view of giving." them a preference' over the other
creditors. The law applicable is not in dispute, counsel
agree thaUhe view of preferring need not be the whole
vie\N, but that it must be the dominant view. As was.
observed as long ago as 1883 by Baggalay; L.J., in Exparte Hill.(l), in relation to the corresponding section
of the Bankruptcy Act, 1869 :-" All that section 92'
says is that the conveyance must be made' with a view of
giving such creditors a preference :' it does not say with
the ~ole view. I understand it to mean that the sub~
stantial object Or view must be the givirigthe creditor a
preference, and that the mere fact that besides that view
there may' have been also sorrieview of an advantage
to be gained by the person who makes the preference:
does not alter the case, or prevent the application
of section 92."
Nor is it in dispute the onus of showing thatthere is·,.
.afraudulent preference is, at any rate in the first instance
1928

INTHE
MATTER OF

C1l L.R. 23 Ch. D. 695, 701.
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on those who assert it. Mr. Janab Ali argues that
if a prima facie case is made out that a transaction IN THE _
OF
amounts to a frau d ulent pre f erence, the onus Shl'f ts. MATf-ER
L. w.
Mr. Burjorjee does not contest this proposition. Refer- 1VI~:ti~~AL
ence is made to In re Cohen (1). It was there held by _DOLATCHAND
a majority of the Court ~f Appeal that where a bankrupt
,& Co.
ORMISTON. f;
in imminent expectation of bankruptcy voluntarily pays
a particular creditor with the result of giving him a
preference in fact, and the reason for such payment is
unexplained, there is a prima facie case of fraudulent
preference. Consequently, it being held that the
trustee had proved a prima facie case of fraudulent
preference, and there beingno evidence to the contrary,
the trustee was -entitled to succeed on his application
that the payment was a fraudulent preference.
Warrington, L.J., however (at page 539) observed : " The case is a peculiar one, and it must not be supposed
that it will be any aathority for questioning the validity
of a payment of a debt made in the ordinary course of
business by a man who knows he is at the time insolvent,
but who may well make such payments in the hope of
keeping his business oufooHor a time and perhaps even
of passing safely through the period of danger. -Such
payments have been held not to be fraudulent within the
meaning of the section, and I desire to throw no doubt
on the correctness of such decisions." Sargant, L.J.,
who delivered a concurring judgment, said (at page.
543) that there was '( a general current of authority that,.
when a preference in fact has been given in anticipation
of bankruptcy, such preference in fact requires justification by the establishment of some other sufficient
. dominant intention." He went on to say (at page 544)
that the Court was not dealing with a case" where a.
debtor who knew himself to be insolvent made a payment
(1)L.R. (1894) 2 Ch. 505.
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to a creditor in the course of his business, and v..' ith the
~;;E object of being able to carry his business on." The
lvlATTER OF
L. w.
POSl't'lOn, th ere fore, IS th a t 1°t IS f or th ose w h. 0 assert t h at
M:N~~:~L there is a fraudulent preference to make out a prima
DOLf~~AND facie. case. If such a case is maqe out, it can be
-'
rebutted by proof that the explanation of the preference
ORMISTON, T·
Iwas
d
. d 0f
.
IS t h
at t lere
a omman tOt
m en t'IOn m th e mm
the insolvent other than a desire to prefer a particular
creditor. If there is such a dominant intention, the
prima facie case is rebutted.
Mr. Janab Ali, accepting the prelimin?-ry onus, stated
that he relied on the records of C.R. No. 39 of 1923
~the suit by creditor No.2 in which attachment before
judgment was effected) and of C.R. Nos. 158 and 159
of 1923 lin which the applicants sought to establish
their charge) taking the view that a prima facie case
h;:td beeQ made out, he adduced no further evidence and
closed his case.
Mr. Burjorjee called two material witnesses, namely, .
Vithaidas (a partner of the applicants) and the insolvent· himself, to show th£!,t the charge was created
by the insolvent in the ordinary course of l'lis business
and with the object of ~arrying it on.
[After dealing with the facts of the case and
discllssing the. evidence his Lordship concluded as
follows :-]
After giving my best consideration to the evidence,
I have arrived at the conclusion that the dominant
intention of Nasse was not to give a preference. As
has been said the onus of proving a fraudulent
preference is on those who assert it. I do not think
that the records on wh icb Mr. Janab Ali relies
are sufficient to establish a prirna facie case.. The
· omission of the applicants to include their othel
· securities in their suits, to my mind, has no bearing
· at all on the case.. The proceedings in. relation fothe
0

0

0

0

0
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removal of attachment of the debt have a suspicious
1<)'28
appearance, but suspicion is not equIvalent to proof.
I;:;;:;E
. thOe rna t ter b etween the L
lIlATTEROF
Of eV1"d ence 0 f co 11"
USlOn In
. w.
applicants and Nasse there is no proof whatever. MA~~~~E~AL
Vithaldas says that he knew nothing about creditor DOLATCHAND
No. 2's suit or the attachment proceedings, and Nasse
~co.
says that he told Vithaldas nothirig about" them. If ORMISTON, J.
he was expecting to get further advances by giving
security, he would not be likely to inform the prospective lender of the risky nature of the proposed
security. As tohis motive for desiring to get the ~ttachment removed, his evidence is that he believed that he
had a defence to the suit of credItor No.2. He also
thought that the persons who had been financing the
Kokine brickfield had a right to the moneys accruing
'due in respect of it superior to that of creditor No. 2.
And Mr. Burjorjee contends that there is some legal
justification for his view inasmuch as if insolvency had
supervened before the attachment was removed, the
applicants (who were creditors of Nasse alone), would
ha\'e had the right to be p::lid before creditor N"o. 2,
who was creditor of a partnership consisting of Nasse
and A. K. N. Mohamed 'Ebrahim. However this may
be I do not think that Nasse's evidence on this point
is sufficient to prove that in executing Exhibit F he
did so with a view of giving them a preference in the
sense in which the expression is used in section 56
(l) of the Act. I lay no stress on his having stated
that he executed it II voluntarily." He was obviously
using the word in contradistinction to II under pressure,j as that term is usually used in this class of
cases.
Even" if a prima facie case could be held to have
been made ot1t by the opposing creditors, I am of the
opinion that it has been rebutted. The applicants had
been advancing large sums to Nasse to firiance his.

is,
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Kokine brickfield contract. The work was nearing
,I-N ,'f-HE
com'pleti6n,abd, 'so far as 'theevtdence goes, there
MAr~,~F was at the lime every prospect, once tt Was co'mpleted
TV.L~~~W~AL and the inevilable obstaCles in the way of getting
DotIATc1:lil.ND prompt payment s'lJrmounted, ofa large sum being
& Co.
'
."
,
.
';:';":":;;'
received in respect thereof. According to Zaveti, the
ORMISTON, J. other witness 01 the applicants, the eta-im subsequently
made on behalf of the insolvent's estate was lor over
Rs.1,20,000. The only oifficutty was that Nassewas in
embarrassed Circumstances and could not pay his
sub-contractors and coolies. if he could be helped
over 'the lasl lap, 'there was a reasonable prospect of
the applicants' recovei"ing their money. The security
wh'ich the applicants had was insufficient, and they
might reasonably expect as a condition of their
advancing further sums that thfY should receiVe
furt'he'r security. The samecc)llsiderations apply, as
t 'think, with even greater force, 'to Nasse. If he could
fuanage to ha'ng on afidcomplete his c011trad, he had
a reasonable prospect of paying off the applicants and
of making enough to enable him to continue his
business. And this is how, according to the evidence,
the chargecanie to be created. Nasse gave the charge
in order that he mi'ght receive the further advances
which would enable him to carryon his business. I
am of the opinion, therefore, that the charge Was given
in the ordinary 'course of business and was not a
fraudulent preference. It follows that the present
-application for review succeeds, and tbat 1 must
rescind the order of the 2nd June, 1927, dismissing
the applicants'application of the 27th ' January
1927. The appli'cahts are entitled to the order for
which they then seek subject to one qualification.
As will be seeftOn page 6 of my previous order,
Mr. Burjorjee undertook that the applicants would
first >f~~Hse the6ther 'sec(lrilies fot 'their de'btand give
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credit .lor the net amount re,alised before se,eking to
enfrof'Ce tfue1t"ch.ange. T.heorder whi~!h I propose to
make is that after the applicants have realis'e'd
their
other securities for the debt due to them by the
insolven t and have given ~redi,t for the net amount
realised) the Offi-cial Assignee be directed 00 pay to
them ·50 much of the sumo! Rs. .3.3,752-5-2 ·~n his
hands as may be necessary to satisfy the ba~ance ·of
such debt.
Creditors 2, 8 and 9 must ~pay the applicaats'costs
of the application for review. The case involves a
large sum of money and impQrtant amI dirlicult
questions of law af0se. The hearing was .also ,protracted. J have noted in 'fl.1ly previollsorder the :time
occup.ied up to its <la-teo The trial -of the issue :0£
fraucluknt prefer-ence has -occupied the equivalent of
a full day. I allow ,as advocate's costs Hs. 340,
andspeoialcosts at Rs. 170 a day fox three days.
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COLLECTOR OF RANGOON

Feb. 12.

(AND CONNECTED APPEAL).
(On Appeal from the High Court at .Rangoon.)
Land acquisition-Declaration of intended acquisition-Later declaration
cal/celling first declaratiotl-l,and referred to in both detlaratioll5 -Date.
al wh.ich compemation to be calculable-Land Acquisition Act (lof 1894),
S5. 6, .23.
A Government declaration under s. 6 of the Land Acquisition Act, 1894,

declared that land belonging to the appellants respectively and land belonging
to other persons were required for public purpo3es. 'Five months later the
Government issued another declaration for the acquisition of the appellants'
land only; the declaration stated that the earlierd.edarationwas thereby
cancefled.
,~~ ..

*
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Held, that having regard to s. 23, sub-sec. 1 of the Land Acquisition Act,.
1894, the compensation should have been based upon the value of the land at
the date of the later declaration.
Decree of the High Court reversed.

Consolidated Appeals eNo. 106 of 1927) from a
decree of the High Court (February I, 1926) modifying two decrees of that Court in its Original
Jurisdiction.
The decree appealed from were made in appeals
from decrees or orders in two references under section
19 of the Land Acquisition Act, 1894.
In both cases the dispute was as to the market
value of the land. The only question of principle
which arose was as to the date upon which the
market value was to be ascertained, having regard to
the fact that the Government had published in October, 1923, a declaration of its intention to acquire the
appellants' land, which cancelled a declaraticn of May,
1923, referring to the appellants' land and to certain
other land.
The High Court, on appeal (Rutledge, C.}., and
Maung Ea, J.)' held that the material date for consideration was that of the earlier notification, since
in their view that notiftcation practically remained
good so far as the plots in question were concerned.

1929, February 12. Samuel 111oses for the appellants.
Sir George LO'lJJt:tdes, K.C., and E. B. Raikes for the
. respondent.
Reference Was made to the Land Acquisition
Act, 1894, sections 6, 19, 23, 48.
February 12. The judgment of their Lordships
was delivered byDUNEDIN.-This is an appeal from the
High Court of Judicature at Rangoon, in a case in
which the·y have altered the finding of the Judge of
VISCOUNT
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the High Court of the Original Side in a land
-acquisition case.
The Government on the 31st May, 1922, had published a declaration under section 6 of the Land
Acquisition Act, 1894, that thccippellants' land was
required for a public purpose, and that declaration
included, besides the land which they desired to take
from the appellants' certain land belonging to other
people. The Government seemingly changed their
mind about requiring the land of the other people,
and accordingly on the 6th October 1923, they published another declaration under section 6, sp~cifying
the same land belonging to them, but, at the same
time, announcing that the former declaration 'was
cancelled.
The matter went before the Collector and he gave
a certain award, to which their Lordships need make
no further allusion. An appeal was taken to a Judge
of the High Court and that Judge made an award by
which he awarded Rs.. 6,500 per acre in respect of
one plot and Rs. 3,800 p:::r acre in respect of another
plot. Appeal and', cross-appeal were taken to the
Appellate Court, and the Appellate Court altered that
judgment, replacing the figure of Rs. 6,500 per acre
by a figure of Rs. 5,600 per acre, and replacing the
figure of Rs. 3,800 per acre by a figure of Rs. 2,750
per acre.
The Appellate Court, in considering the sales upon
which they based their judgment, after mentioning .
the two notifications, which their Lordships have
already referred to, then said : " Thou~h the word' cancelled' was used to mean that the
firSl notification was eiti1er superseded or modified, the first notifi-

cation practically remained good so far as these two plots of Maung
Ba Ky,nv and Ma Sin are concerned. So in our opinion the
market value at the date of the publication of the first notification.
should be the market value to be considered."
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Their Lordships are unable to take that view,
becaus.e it is absolutely in the' te.e~h of Claus~ 1., sub..,
section (1), of section 23 o{ the La.nd Acql,li~sitio~ Act,
1894~ whiGh says. that, in determining the amo.unt of
compensation to be awarded, the Court shall take
imto consideration "the market value of land at the.
date of the publication of the declaration relating
thereto under section 6."
Now,. it is perfectly certain that the only notific;ation which gave right to t~ke this land was the second
notification, and therefore that date must be the date
taken. That really vitiates the judgment of the
Appellate Court. It is apparent from the figures that
all this land was galloping upwards in value, and in
particular, that sales were proved, after the date of
the first notification, but before the date of the second,
which showed a highly increased value, and that it
was in considering those sales', as well as the former
.sales,that the learned Judge of first instance came to
the result that he did. Their Lordships are therefore
clearly of opinion that the judgment of the A ppeUate
Court cannot stand and that, as there Seems nothing
to be said against the judgment of the Judge of first
instance, that must be reverted to.
Their Lordships will humbly advise His Majesty
accordingly to allow the appeal, to set aside the
decree of the High Court in its Appellate Jurisdiction
with costs, and to restore the judgment of the first
Judge. The appellant. will have the costs of this
appeal.
Solicitors for appellants: T. L. Wilson & Co.
Solicitors for respondent: Smtdersol1, Lee & Co.
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Blffore S.ir Ghy Rutledge, [{t., It.C., Chief

Just~ce,

and Mr. Justice Brown.

DAWPHAW'

~9.Z9

'lJ.

MA TIN NU

Fe~. ~&.

AND ANOTHER.*

Sh,we Dap.Qll Pagoda...,.,Trust~lis' tower oj control-Decision oJ rwstees as to
who should do rep:airs-H.igh Co.llrt n;ot competent to question. such
decision-Register of donors' and their representatives, mainta~"ed as an
act of grace-Entry in StIch register not claimable as of rig/it.
Held', that the entire control of the buildings in the Shwe Dagon Pagoda
precincts together with the ~ight to repair the same is vested in the Tr.ustees
by ,irtuc of the decree of the late Court of the Recorder of Rangoon, relating
to a scliJ,eme (or the: n;lan<,lgllll1le.~t of tile s~j~ Pago~:a. Tl~e High Court ~a~l no
power to~nterfere with th~ Trustees' decis.ion as to who sho.uld do rcpaiJ;s to
any structure on the premises.
Held,furtlter, that the register of donors and their descendants, who may
be requested by the T~ustees to under'ake the repairs of religious buildings
and mYats in the Shwc; Dagon, Pagod;\ precincts is maiutainc;d by the Trus\ees
purely as an act of grace; anc\ no person has a ~ega,1 right to have his
llame placed thereon.

Halkg,y for th~ appe,l1aQt.

E. .Mo,lIng for

tp~ r~$pOlld(mts.

C.J., and BROWN, J.-This is 'l.n app~a,l
from a judgment of the Original S~q~ of this CQ.urt,
dismissing the plaintiff-app~l1~mt's s.uit, which was for
a declaration that she had the sole right to do repairs to
the zayat sltuated at t~e ~outhern slope of th~ Shwe
Dagon Pagoda now f~gistered wrongly in the n9-rp.e
of Daw Kyip as a~ainst the d~f~ll<;:J..allt-~es.p0.J;ld~nts...
The d.ef~nc~ ~et up in paragraph 10 of the written
statement stat~d.: "That th~ z~4t, being prop.~rty'
subjyc~ ~o a charitab.l.~, tru§t u,flder a Scheme framed
by t.tw late Gourt of th~ Rct<;order' gf R~ngQ.q{l \~l
RUTLEDGE,

• Civil First Appeal No. 215 of 1928, from
Side in Civil Regular-No. 287 of 1927.

t~e

judgment of the

Ql'~ginal
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Civil Regular Suit No. 139 of 1884-, the Trustees of
the Shwe Dagon Pagoda - appointed under the said
v.
Scheme have full legal title to and control over the
MA TIN Nu
AND
zayat
in suit, a~d that the plaintiff is not entitled to
ANOTHER.
ii!"""#-maintain this suit against the defendants."
RUTLEDGE,
C.T.; AND
A. reference to the Scheme shows that amongst the
BROWN, J.
duties of the Trustees are enumerated the following ;DAWPHAW

"(i) They shall, out of the trust funds, keep in repair
the sMd pagoda, and the pagoda, zayats, and other buildings
connected therewith, and the platform thereof, and the steps
leading thereto.
(ii)_ They shall contr:ol the erection of new ragodas,
zayats, spiral sheds, altars, idols, flag-poles, and bells on the
above
*
* *.
They shall have- control over all offerings made at the said
pagoda and all other property held in trust for the purposes
of the said pagoda."

Though, in the Scheme, no paragraph specifically
vests the property in the Trustees, the decre.e in the
said suit-Civil Regular No. 139 of ~884-has the
following paragraph :., And it is further ordered and decreed that all the
funds and property now held for the purposes of the said
decree sh:111be, and the same is, hereby vested in the abovementioncd pcrsons ~s Trustees of thc same for the pnrposes of
the said pagoda."

_. We are satisfied that the - property within the
,precinct') of the Pagoda grant is vested in the Trustees,
:;~~:hdthat they-and they only-have. the right to
)~~p~h· buildings, such as zayats. This has not been
<Ilsptited by the appellant, and the _Trustees have
hot been joined as parties to the present suit.
The Rules and Regulations of the Sh we Dagon
Pagoda Trust (ExhibifA), set out this very clearly :-

,. *

*

*

All the 'kuthodaws built and standing on
the Sacred Hill shall be repail'ed, decorated and maintained
.only by the Pagoda Trustees according to their will and·
pleasure
*
*
*"
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The Trustees in the exercise of their \1,.'il1 and
1929
pleasure may request the original donor or his or DAW PHAW
her representative or descendants to undertake the ~MA ';'~N Nu
repairs, and their bye-law goes on to mention that
AND
• •
ANOTHER.
for thIs purpose a regIster shall be kept by them,
and the names of such aescendants may be changed R~Y,E~~~,
as may be necessary through death or migration BROW~, J.
elsewhere. But the reading of this bye-law as a
whole makes it clear that the luaintaining of such a
register is purely an act of grace on the part of the
Trustees, and entries on such register are hlatters with
which they (the Trustees), are only concerned.
In effect the appellant is asking this Court to act
as a Court of Appeal or Revision from the acts of
ihe Trustees. Our simple answer is that we have no
. :such power. From any decision which the Trustees
migh t make as to what name should be entered on
-this register, there is no appeal to this Court. They
are in a much better position to come to a right
decision than we are, and it is clear that they were
;acting within their powers.
The appeal accordingly fails and must be dismissed
~ith cost~, seven gold mohurs.

2'3'4
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KHOO SAIN-BAN

J

iJrn
401!~~

v.

~-

Mar.. 11.

TAN GUAT TEAN
(On Appeal from the

Hi~h,

AND OTM·ERS.*
Court at Rangoon.)

Indian Registration Act ~xvj; of 1908f. SS,_ 17 (II, 49..,...Agree11lemt to convey
1;roPerty to liquidate debt-Deb! sttbsequent ly r,epaid in pal't-Claim to'
conveyance or ch.arg·e-Absence ofregistmtioll.
.
Where by; a doocument addressed tob-is creditor a G~btor- agr-eed to con"ey.·
a named property to liqHidate the d'ebt, bHt subsequently parot of the d~bt_
is discharged otherwise, there is no agreement to conyey which can beenforced by specific performance, nor in the absence of registration. of
the documeJilt under the Indian Regi:stration Act, 190~, can a charge bee
held to be created thereby for the. balance of the debt.
Decree of the High Court affirmed upon a different i4round.

ApP~;:tl (No. 65 of 1928.) from a decree of the'-

High Court in its Appellate Jurisdiction (April 20"
1926) reversing 4 decree of the Court in its Original.
Civil Jurisdidiori.
The suit was instituted ip. the High Court by theappellant against the representatives of the estate of
Lim Chin Tsang, deceased, namely, his widow
(respondent No.1) and the Official Assignee (respondent No.2) j other parties were joined 1>1'0 forma.The plaint claimed a decree directing respondents Nos.
I and 2 to convey to the plaintiff a property known as
(' Mount Pleasant" freed from all incumbrances j a
declaration that the plaintiff had valid charge upon thesaid property in respect of the debt due to him j and.
in the alternative a simple money decree for thee
amount due, namely Rs. 43:533. Respondent No.1,
did not defend the suit.
The facts appear from the judgment of the'
judicial Committee.
The trial Judge (Maung Gyi, J.) -held that the
plaintiff was not entitled to have the. property
* PRESENT;-LoRD

SHA\V, LORD TOMLIN AND SIR LANCE LOT SANDERSON;.
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conveyed to him, but that h~ was cntitle.d. t,o a
dedaration that he had a valid charge upQn it fQr
the amount of the debtThe pre:>ent r~sp~)fldept No. ~ appe~led. The
appeal was heard by' Rutredge, C.J., and Maung
Ba, J., who held u.pQn the construction of the
document that the plaintiff was entitled Qnly tQ a
decree fQr the amount Qf the debt.
1929, February 21, 22. Sir George Lowndes K.C.,
and Kenelm Preedy for the appella:nt.
Dunne K.C~, and H)'am fQr the respondent No.2.
March 11. The judgment Qf their Lordships was
delivered byLORD SHAW.- This

is an appeal from a decree of
the High CQurt at RangQon made in its Appellate
JurisdictiQn on the 20th April, 1926. It reversed a
decree of the same CQurt made in its Original Civil
Jurisdiction on the 8th May, 1925. In the case for
the appellant the pQint to be decided is thus stated
" The principal questiQn in this appeal is whether
the appellant is enWed to a charge upon certain
property in RangQQn known as I MQunt Pleasant' as
was fQund by the Trial CQurt or Qnly to a mQney
decree as held by the CQurt of Appeal."
It is unnecessary tQ repeat the facts of the case
antecedent to the 2nd August, 1923. They are stated
with sufficient particularity in the cases for the
parties and in the judgm€!nts of the Courts below.
One Lim Chin TSQng, a Chinese resident in
Burma, had acquired in 1909 a small pIQt of land
Qf l'S71 acres in extent, part of CI the GQlden Valley
Estate" in the district of RangoQn. In 1919 he also
purchased two Qther prQperties, one of which was a
house and land knQwn as 'tMount Pl~a.sant "-the
subjeCt-matter Qf the present suit. Lim Chin died Qn

19?9
KHOO SA IN-

BAN
'lI.

TAN GUAT
T&AN ANI>

OTHERS,
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the 2nd November, 1923. There had been a variety
of business transactions between him and the appellant Khoo Sain Ban.
Some months before his death in November,
namely on the 2nd August, 1923 Lim Soo Hean &
Company, being the firm u( which Lim Chin was
the sale partner, gave to the appellant the document : Rangoon, 2nd August, 1923.
DEAR SAIN BAN,

I confirm that we owe you nearly half a bkh of Rupees, I
shall convey you my property known as ,. Moun t
Pleasant" as agreed by me to liquidate the amount as
soon as I feel a little better~
(Sci.) LIM SOON HEAN & CO.

The argument before the Board had reference to
the proper construction of that instrument.
In 1924 his widow, the respondent No.1,
obt;;tined letters of administration, and she executed
in April of that year a registered deed in favour of
the appellant transferring to him the first small plot
of land mentioned, and the appeHant Sain Ban
accepted the said transfer as lC in part satisfaction of "
his debt which was stated to be Rs. 52,734. The
price of the plot was Rs. 15,000, leaving a balance
of Rs. 37,734 still due. In June, 1924, the estate
was placed for administration in insolvency and the
respondent No. 2 was appointed official assignee.
In September the appellant filed a claim as a
creditor on the estate as per an account which
included two sums of Rs. 1,000 and- Rs. 2,800 said
to have been advanced to respondent No. 1 after
her husband's death. In that account the Rs. 15,000the value of t!1e small property transferred-is clearly
credited and the final balance of Rs. 43,533 is
followed by this statement :"This amount is covered by property known as Mount
Pleas:mt \vith 7'92 acres freehold in 'Golden Valley.' ."
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It is accordingly fairly plain that the appellant

and his advisers viewed the transaction to be presently
noted, as security, or cover for, or charge, upon
"Mount Pleasant." The view, however, pressed
upon the Board was of a,more radical character, viz.,
that the document fell to be construed as a still
existent agreement for sale of which specific performance may be demanded-at law.
The second '( reason " for the appeliant is :" the appellant was entitled to specific performance or in
any event to a charge as held by the Trial Court."

By specific performance can only be meant a performance of this obligation, " I shall convey you my
property known as 'Mount Pleasant.'" As has
been shown subsequent to the execution of that
document the appellant had accepted a property·
valued at Rs. 15,000 in part satisfaction of the
obligation of 2nd August and in part payment of
the sum due to him, and had in fact credited that
part payment accordingly. To grant specific performance would accordingly be to vest the property
fully in the appellant in respect of an obligation
which had been in considerable part extinguished.
According to one argument laid before the Board the
appellant would have been permitted to realise the
property and he would then stand in the position of
a debtor to the estate of the vendorshould more be
obtained than was necessary to cover the remanent
balance.
In the opinion of their Lordships, looking to the
facts of the transaction, specific performance of the
obligation cannot be given or worked out 011 any such
principle. On the general point of construction of
the document taken as.a whole there are two views.,
It may be argued for as an obligation to grant an out
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and out transfer, liquidating the amount due in the
sens'C that no debt remained between the .pa,rties, the
property having been given and accepted in complete
liqutdation, that is to say in the sense of com..plete
extinguishment of any existing debt. Difficulties
Ilrighthave arisen as to this' construction and as to
its possible application to a position of affairs in regard
to a property in respect of which Rs. 15,000 had been
accepted in part satisfaction for the debt for which
the land had been (as alleged) agreed to be sold.
Their Lordships ·are of opinion ·that in the circumstances a decree for specific perfofJ:nati'Ce'oI the contract
by conveyance of the property cannot be gran-ted, and
that the judgment of both of the Coutts below on
that topic is t"ig11t.
The other view, however, is that, granted the
payment of Rs. 15,000 as stated, the document as it
stands provides sufficienl grounds for an equitable
charge upon the property, to the e·ffed of enabling
the appellant to rank as a secured creditor (he is of
course an ordinary creditor) upon the estate of the
gtantor, now in liquidation. The first Court thought
that it did: the High Court thought that it did not
upon reference to sections 54 and 5S (6) of the Transfer
of Property Act. Their conclusion was that " in the
absen ce of a contract of sale we fail to see how any of the
rights and liabilities of buyer and seller under section
55 can be enforced."
The Board agrees with the result reached by the
High 'Court, but thinks that the case can and ought
to be disposed of in accordance with certain statutory
provisions of the Indian law, to which the attention
·of the Coudbelow may not have been called.
I tmust be remembered that" the title deeds of
the property were not hand.ed over .andno question"
-of security, charge or lien-on that groulld _.arose. The
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claim of the appellant arises solely upon the document,
and is of the nature of a,fl equitable charge. Such a
-charge can only found a claim in law if the provisions
of s'e'~tiofi l /<.>f the Registr~lti'on Ad, '1'90'8, are complied with. The provision is as follows :"17. (1) The following documents shall be registered.

' ..

(b) other non-testamentary instruments which purport or operate

to create, declare, assign, limit or extinguish, whether in~present
-or in future, any right, title orinterest, whether vested or contingent of the value of one hundred rupees and upwards, to or in
immoveable property."

It is ,plain that the document founded upon this
:record is one alleged to create a right, title or interest
over Lrnm9ypable property. Such a document, it is
dec1ated':i'''gfiall be registered."
Further by section 49 it is provided as foHows ;"No documentrequirecl by section 17 to be registered shall.. (a) affect any immoveable property comprised therein, or
" (b) confer any power to adopt, or
" -(c) be received as 'evidence cif any transaction affecting
such property or conferring such power unless it has
been registered."

These sections were applied 1O Dayal Singh v·
lndar Singh (1), with a reference to the antecedent
legislation and the provisions of the Registration Act
were, of course, given effect to.
In the result accordingly, their Lordships are of
-opinion that the document was compulsorily registrable, that it was not registered, and that no charge
-can accordingly be created by it. It is unnecessary to
proceed to the further general groundteferied to in
'the judgment of the High 'Court.
Their Lordships win humbly advise His Majesty
:that the 21.'ppea'1 fails with costs -against the appellan t.
Solicitors for appel1an't: Stoneham & Sons.
Solicitors -for se'cond respondent: Barrow, Rogers
:and;Nevile.
(1) (i926)53 LA. 214.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Sir Guy Rutledge, Kt .• K.C., Chief Justice, and Mr. Justice: Carr.
192:)

MA SHWE YU AND OTHERS

Mar. 11.

v.
MA KIN NYUN AND OTHERS.*
Buddhist Law-Partition 011 rem'l1"riage of sur7fi'lling parent-Estate subjed
to such partition the estate at remarriage.
Held, that at Burmese Buddhist law, when after' the death of oue parent
the surviving parent remarries, the children of the first m'lrriage are entitled to
claim partition, unless ther<l has been a previous partition between them and
the surviving parent. This right is a vested right.
Held, that the esate subject to such partition is the estate held by the
surviving parent at time of the remarriage.

Quaere: \Vhether the eldest chile', even though a minor and incapahle of
being an orasa son, is entitled on remarriage of his surviving parent to onefourth of t he estate.
MaSein Ton v. Ma Son, 8 L.B.R. 501 ; Ma Thawlg v. Ma Thall. 5 Ran. 175
(P.e.) ; MallngPoKin v. Maung Tun Yin,4 Ran. 207; MaungPoSanv.
MaulIg Po Thct, 3 Han. 438: Tun Tha v. Ma Thit, 9.L.B.R.:S6 (P.C.)-jollo'U'ed.
Maz/.1lg Kyaw Za v. U De Bi, 5 Ran. 125-referred to.

Thei"n Maung for the appellants.

Zeya for the respondents.
C.}., AND CARR', J.-Throughout the
hearing of this appeal it has been accepted as settled
law that when a widower remarries his children by
the first wife at once acquire a right to partition of
the estate, and that the share of the children collectively is one-half, while the father takes one-half.
That is the effect of the decision of a Bench of this
"Court in Maung Po Kin v. Maung Tun Yin (1) and
. we see no reason to question the correctness of that
judgment in this respect. It is true that in our former
RUTLEDGE,

·Civil f"irst Appeal No. 254 of 1'.127 from the judgrnent of the District
Court of Pyapon in CiviliRegular No. 42 of 1926.
Il) (l926) 4 Ran. 207.
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judgment in this appeal we did not accept that judgment· in its entirety but our doubt was only whether
the eldest son as such is individually entitled to a
one-fourth share even though he may not have
attained the status of otasa. That question as we
said before, is not of practical importance in this
case.
In our former judgment, we assumed, without
discussing the question, that the estate to be divided
was the joint estate of the parents of the appellants,
i.e. the estate as it was at the time of the death of
the mother. The question before us no",; is whether
that view is correct or whether it should not inste:ld
be held that the estate in which the children are
entitled to share is the actual estate of the father at
the time of his remarriage.
We have been referred to a number of passages
in the Dhmrwzathats but after a careful consideration
of these we are unable to find any very definite
. guidance in them. In no case does any Dahammathat
say. expressly what estate is to be divided, and such
indications as are to be found are in our opinion
much too. vague to form a safe foundation for any
definite finding either way. We think therefore that
the question should be decided on considerations of
equity having regard to such rules of the law of
inheritance as can definitely be laid down.
In Ma Sein Ton and two v. Ma Soft (1), it ,.vas ruled
by a Full Bench of the late Chief Court of Lower
Burma that H Subject to any claim by the orasa
a Burmese Buddhist widow has an absolute right of
disposal of the whole of the joint property of herself
and her late husband as against the children of their
marriage. "
(11 (1915) 8 L.B.R 501.

16
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The same rule is, of course, applicable to the
widower. .This is now definitely settled law, but it is
subject to the qualification that the rule applies only as
long as the wic;low or widower does not remarry, and
that on remarriage the children of the first marriage
become entitled to one-half of the estate, as laid down
in Maung Po Kin's case (1).
On the analogy of the Privy Council judgment in
Tun Tha v. Ma Thit (2) it must, we think, be held
that this right to partition vests in the children from
-the moment of remarriage of the parent.
Having regard to these rules, there seems to us to
be a very strong case for holding that the estate to
be divided is that existing at the time. of remarriage,
i.e., at the time of the vesting of the right. to partition.
The opposite view clearly brings the rule laid down
in Ma Sein Tun's case (3) and Maung Po Kin's case
(1) into. conflict, for it is very possible that in the
interval between the death of the first spouse and the
remarriage, the sur.vivingspouse may, in exercise of
his absolute right of disposal, have alienated some of the
property forming the joint estate of the first marriage.
But such alienation must, we think, be held to be
entirely valid and not contestable by the chidren of
tl:).e first marriage. If therefore those children are
bound by such aJienation it is only equitable that they
should be entitled to share in any acquisition made
by the surviving p<J.rent after the death of his first
spouse and before his remarriage.
,A. case which is relied upon as supporting this
view is Maung Po San v. Maung Po Thet (4), in
which it was laid down that "What the Burmese
Buddhist Law regards in its rules.for partition to the
family rather than the individual, and so long as the
(l) (1926) 4 Ran. 207.
(2) (1916) 9 L.B.R56..

(J) (915) 8L.B.R. 501.

.

(4) (1925) 3 R~n. 438•.
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1929
family subsists all who are members of it are regarded
:as beingentitied to partition on its dissolution. On !\fA SHWE
Yu ·AND
the surviving parent's remarriage, either the old family OTHERs
might be regarded as continuing or a new family MA tr.KIN
NYUN AND
might be regarded as being instituted. 17
OTHERS.
.......
On this principle, which we accept, the proper
RUTLEDGE,
-conception· would be that on the death of one parent c.J., 'AND
.the surviving parent and the children remain one family CARR, J.
and the property is family property, although its
management is vested in the parent and the children
.~annot claim partition. A step·parent introduced into
the family is a disintegrating element, whose influence
may be detrimental to the interests of the children,
and for that reason the right of claiming partition on
remarriage of the parent is given·
The Privy Council judgment in Ma Thaung v
M a Than (1) lends support to this view. I t Jays down
that when there has been a partition on th e remarriage
of the parent, the children have no further claim to
inherit on the death of the parent. In other words,
from the time of the partition the family is broken
up, arid the parent and step-parent form a new family.
This conception is .further exemplified in the accepted
rule that when there has been no partition on remarriage the children of the first marriage are entitled
to divide the estate with the step-parent on the death
of their own parent, but that if even then they do not
claim partition they have a further right to inherit on
the death of the st~p.parent..
Having regard to all these rules, we think that on
.equitable considerations the estate to be divided is the
estate as it is at the time of remarriage of the surviving
parent.
There seem :to be no strong grounds for holding
this view· to be wrong. It is true ·that inMa Scin
.,

(l) (l927j 5 Rail. 175."

.
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Ton':; case (1) the learned Judges speak of the II joint
estate of the parents" as liable to partition, thus
l\{A Si'iWE
Yu AND
implying
that it is the estate as it stood at the death of
OTHERS
V.
the first parent that is so liable. But this does not appear
l\{~ E:IN
N"YUN AND
to be a considered decision oh the question now before
=
us, which in fact did not arise in that case.
RUTLEDGE'
AdoIn.lt.~1aung Kyaw Z a v. U D'e 'Bot.( 2) ,In W h·lC h
'C.J., ANi>"
'n
9Aini, J.
one Judge remarked that the share of the children on
remarriage of the surviving parent is confined to property acquired during the marriage .of their parents r
the dictum was obiter, for the only property in question
in that case was property acquired during the second
marriage. And this also was quite evidently not a
considered decision of the question before us.
H has also been urged that what the children take
on the remarriage of the surviving parent is merely
their deceased parent's share in the knapazon estater
and that therefore it is that hnapazon estate that is to
be partitioned. We are not satisfied of the correctness of this proposition. If it were a question merely
of the disposal of the interest of the deceased parent
there seems to be no reason why the surviving parent
~hould not receive a share. And there seems also to
be no reason why, on that basis, the children should
have no further right to a share on the death of the
surviving parent. We think that the more correct
view ()i the matter is that the family is broken up and
that it is the family estate that is partitioned.
\Ve hold, therefore, that when, after the death of
one parent, the surviving parent remarries the children
. of the first marriage are entitled. to partition of the
estate held by the surviving parent at the time of remarriage-unless, of course, there has already been a
partition between the surviving parent and the Children.
~9~9;

OTHER~.

0

. (1) (1925) 8 L.RR. SO·1.

(2)19275 Ran. 125.
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On this 'view Of the law it will be necessary to
return the case for further evidence. The issue framed
in the District Court related to the debts of Maung
Kyaw Yon and his first 'wife, Ma On, at the time of
,the latter's death. He must now ascertain what were
Kyaw Yon's debts at the'time of his marriage to Ma E
Hwi,
The proceedings ;ire returned to the District Court
for a trial of and finding on the following issue : II What
were Maung Kyaw Yon's debts at the
, time of his marriage to MaE Hwi 0;"
This issue should be tried and the finding returned
without delay.
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FULL BENCH (CIVIL).
Before Sir Guy Rutledge. Kt., K,C., Chief Justice, Nr. Justice Carr, Mr.
Justice Maung Ba, Mr. Justice. Nya Bu and Mr. Justice Brown.

U PYINNYA

1929

AND ANOTHER

v.
U DIPA. *

Mar, 18, 19.

(;ollrt Fees Act (VII Of 1870), Sch. Ii; Art. 17 (vi)';'-Kyaung and its site,
market v.llue of-CoUlt-fees in suit for possessiolt of kyaung, how
determined-Buddhist Ecclesiastical Law--Sanghika kyaung, power of
appoint;ment to -Tai/i:-ok wltether empowered to 110minate a successor to
a deceased head of a kyaung-Trust schcme granting towers of tile head OJ
a monastery on tmstees-Presidiltg mOltk of sanghika kyaung, by whom
to be elected.
field, that in a suit for poss~ssion of a pt'zltgyi kj'almg and its site. court.
'fees are Payable tinder Art. 17 (Yil, Seh. II of the Court Fees Act.
Held, that where a trust scheme for the management of a sanghika
kyaulIgdaik granted the, trustees power;, to control all persons in the kyaung.daik such as are' allowed to the head of a monastery by the Buddhist
Ecclesiastical Law and to settle disputes relating to the possession Of
:kyallngs and myats, tile trustees are eiltitled to appoint a successor to a
<Ieceased presidii'g.tilorik of a'satighika 1:Yaung.

the Original

, . Civil l<'irst. ~ppeaIN9. 176 ,O{ i928 from th¢ ju~gment Of
Side in the Civil Reiiulat No. 225,0£ 1927,',
' '~' "
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Se.mble:-In the absence of ,any trust scheme· and trustees, it is for th~
SangTtas to decide who should succeed a deceased head of the monastery.
Semble :-There does not seem to be any established rule of law by which,
the deceased presiding monk has any power to nominate his successor.
Rajagopala N(lidu v. Ramasubarmania Ayyar; 46 Mad. 782 ; U Tezeinda
U Te',a, (1892-96) 2 U.B.R. 72-reJerred to.
Ma1tmatTta' Nath 'Mitler v. the Secretary of Stale for India, 25 Cal. 194~
l.J KOllma Y. U Einda, C.R. 299 of 1919 C:C.L.B.-followed.
,
Maltng Meik v. U Kumara, (1917-20) 3 U.B.R. 236-dissenledfrom.

v:

" 'Maung:Kun for the a'ppllants.,
Kya Gaing for the respondent.

This is an appeal, from a decree of this Court on
-the Original Side passed in Civil Regular Suit No. 225·
of 1927. There being a conflict of authorities on the
amount of court-fees payable, the DivIsional Bench
(composed of Rutledge, C.}., and Bro'wD, J.) before
which the appeal came up for hearing made a reference
to the Full Bench by an order reported below.
._' .-" The parties to this appeal ar y Burman Buddhist
'riu)n.ks. The' appellants are trustees of the Thayettaw
Kyaungdaik in Rangoon under a scheme settled by
the late Chief Court of Lower Burma. They brought
a suit for ejectment of the' defendant from the kyaungdaik and for possession 'Of the Hmanzin kyaul1g. In
. paragraph 19 of their plain t they stated 'that being
, religious property, the kyaung in suit has no rnarket, value, and the plaintiffs pay a court-fee of Rs, 10. "
II This valuation was accepted by the Officer whose'
duty was to see that the court-fee was paid \vithin the
:meaning ofseetion 5 of the Court Fees Act" and
summons was i5sued to the respondent. In his written
'statement, the respondent stated that the kyaung and
.its site were worth at least Rs. 15,000, and that courtfee should have been paid on that amount.
"It was finally' agr'eed between the part~es that; if
, court-fees had to be paid on the value of the property,
the value would be accepted a~ J~s. 5,000.: .
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"The learned trial Judge following a decision of
the late Judicial Commissioner of Upper Burma held
that court-fees had to be paid ad valorem, and the
appellants have contested the corrednessofthis finding
in this appeal.
.
" As no difference arose in the trial Court between
the Officer whose duty it was to see that any fee was
paid and the plaintiffs, the provisions of section Sof
the Court Fees Act do not appear to apply, arid we,
therefore, think that the learned trial Judge had
jurisdiction to pass the order which he did..
'I The question raised is of some importance, and
has been the subject of conflicting judicial decisions.
In the Upper Burma case, which was followed by the
learned trial Judge (the case of Maung Meik and one
v. U Kumara) (1), it was held" that the provisions of
section 7 (v) (c) of the Court Fees Acf apply to the
valuation of I religious' land, and that its value must
be deemed to be the amounta:t whic11 the Court
estimates it with reference to the value of similar
, non-religious'. lands in the neighbourhood."
"A contrary vie\v was taken by Rigg, J., in U Konma
v. U Einda (2), Civil Regular No. 299 of 1919 of the
late Chief Court of Lower Burma.
(( The question of the valuation of a Hindu temple
was considered by the Full Bench of the High Court
of Madras in the case of Rajagopala N aidu \'.
Rama;ubranza~ia Ayyar and a110ther (3). It was held
that a temple had no market value,. and that a suit
for possession of such a temple had to bedeaH with
as a matter 110t otherwise provided for in Schedule iI,
Article 17, of the Court Fees Act. . This decision 'had
reference to a temple only. There was no deCision by
the Full Bench on the question of. religious. land; nor
(1) (1917-20) 3 U.B.R. 236. .
. (2)(1920) 13. B.L.T. 40.
(3)(1"923) 46 M~d. 782. :
.,..
.
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does it necessarily follow from: their decision that a
pongyi kyaung, which is not a' temple but a building
used for the residence of monks, has no market value.
But it is a matter for consideration how far the
principles approveg in that case would apply to the
present case.
"The matter is of some imporlance, and, in view
of the conflicting authorities, we think it desirable that
the question should be referred to the decision ofa
Full Bench.·
.
II We th~refore, refer the following question:, In a suit for possession of a pongyi kyaung
and its site, are court-fees payable ad valorem
on the market value of the kyaung and the
site, or are they payable· l.1Dder Article 17
(vi), Schedule II of the Court Fees Act'?"
The reference was heard before a Full Bench,
with the result reported below.·
RUTLEDGE, C.J.-The following reference has been
made for the decision of this}< ull Bench : "In a suit for possession of a pongyi kyaulIg and its site,
are Court-fees payable ad valorem on the market 'Value of the
kyazt11g and the site, or are they payable tibder Article 17 (vi'.
Schedule II of the Court Fees Act? "

The reference arose in the following circumstances :~.
The appellants, ihe trustees of the Thayettaw
Kyaungdaik, in Civil Regular No. 225 of 1927, sued
the respondent to evict him from a kyaung in the
said kyaungdaik,and paid a court-fee of Rs. 10
under Article 17 (vi), Schedule. 11 of the Court Fees
Act. The plaint was aocepted by the Deputy Registrar
sO that no difference arose which could be referred
upder section 5 for the decision of the Taxing
Officer. But the def.endantchaUenged the adequacy
of the court-fee aI)q:~ll~gedth~ftheptaint ought to
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be stamped under section 7 (v) (c). The trial Judge,
(Mr. Justice Ormiston), following a decision of Mr.
Justice Heald (then Judicial Commissioner of Upper
Burma), in Maung Meik and one v. U KU11Zara (1),
:upheld the defendant's contention, and the plaint
3ccordingly had to be stamped on an ad valorem basis
Mr. Justice Heald in the last mentioned case
observes :" The present case is clearly a suit for possession of land. In
such suits the plaint must be stamped according to the value of
the subject matter, and where the $ubject matter is lanel·which
piys no revenue and has prodnced no profits during the year next
before the date of presenting the plaint, the value must be deemed
to be the amount at which the Court shall estimate the land with
:reference to the value of similar lane1 in the neighbourhood.
"The learned advocate argues !hat no other land in the neighbOUl'hood can be similar to religious land and that therefore
section 7 cannot apply. I cannot accept this argument. The
.difference between the lanel in suit and other lands in the neigh'bourhood is merely a difference of ownership, and that differenCe
is merely accidental and not essential"

I am unable to accept the learned Jndge's reasoning
on this' point, which seems to offend the principle
laid down by their Lordships of the Privy Council
in Mamnatha Ncifh Mitterand another v. The Secreta1'Y
.of State for India in Council and others (2). In that
·case the claimants claimed compensation in respect
·of the subsoil of roadways which for a period of years
had been dedicated to the public. Lord Hobhouse
observes :--:,I By sections t 3 and 24 (i.e. of the Land Acq~lisition Act), the
:;.market value of the land at the time of awarding' compensation is
to be taken into consideration. It is not suggested that there is
:any market value of these lands as roadways. Mr. Graham argues
thatwh.en the compensation was awarded in this case the roads
•had been broken up, and therefoioethe Subordinate Judge rightly
,'<tIned the land as belonging absolutely to. the plaintiffs, free from
:the' borden of ' the roads and capable of being used fOI· ~ny
(1)
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.purpose. In their Lordships' opinion thai would be a very
·unreasonable construction of the Act
~
*
.... The
.#me of awarding compensation must be construed as meaning
the time of compensation, the time at which the ri~ht to compensation, attaches. At that time these plots of land were roadways.;'
and the phLintiffs are claiming for :l supposed loss of value
which had no existence when the ownership of the landwa:s;
· changed."

In other words the Court, in order to ascertain
the market value, has to take the land as it is and
not what it may become in the future.
'. There is no question in the case before us thLl,t
the land has been dedicated to religious uses in
perpetuity and, so long as the Buddhist religion
continues to be the religion of the Burmese people, is
·it imaginable that it would pass into secular ownership
arid so come nnder the operation of market value?'
By reasun of its dedication at some indefinite period
. in the past to religious uses, it has, to use a phrase
familiar in Rating authorities, been "struck with
sterility," to my mind, just as definitely. as if a
· macadam road had been laid upon it and dedicated
:to public use.
In Civil Regular No. 299 of 1919.(U Kamila v~
U Einda), not reported in the authorized Law Reportsr
Me Justice Rigg observes :The property in disptite is a poggalika kyaung and the:
pMngyi to whom the dedication is made has h life interest in the:
kyaung entitling him to occupation so long as he remains a
phOngyi and entitling him also to put another phOngyi in possession
pf the kyaung. He is not hc)\vever entitled to dispose of the
'kyaimg by sale or by mortgage or by gift to any layman. It was;
held ill Maul1g On Gciil1g v. U Pal1disa (1), that a gift made with a.
'view to a future existence. whether poggalika or sanghika aiways;
. retains its religious character and cannot be claimed back for'
secular uses. .. *
*
11.
If therefore the'kyaung
. cannot be transferred by a sale or by a mortgage or by gift
II

a

'(1) Printed Judgments 614,
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. it is difficult to see in what way it can have any market value
in the ordinary acceptance of that term."

A Full Bench of the Madras High, Court in
. Rajagopala Naiduv. Ramasubra111anian Ayyarand
another. (1), applying the principle laid down in
Manmatha Nath Mitter's case above referred to (2),
that things have to be taken as they stand at the
time in determining the market value of property,
held that a temple, which is devoted absolutely and
in perpetuity. to religious purposes can have no
market value.
1 am unable, for the purposes of the present case,
. to distinguish between the case of a Hindu temple
and a ph6ngyi kyaung. Both have been dedicated
in perpetuity to religions uses, and the Full Bench
in the Mad~as case (1), refraine~d from deciding
whether lhe Hindu temple was or was not a house.
For these reasons 1 consider the decision in
.Maung 1lJeik's case (3), is erroneous, and would
answer the reference that in a suit for possession of
a ph6ngyi kyaung and its site cQurt-fees are payable
under Article 17 (vi), Schedule II of the Court Fees
Act.
CARR, J.-l concur.
MAUNG BA, J.-I concur.
MYA Bu, J.-I concur.
BROWN, J.-agree with the answer proposed.
So far as the .p6ngyi kyaung is concerned, this
.directly .follows from the decision of their Lordships
of the Privy Council in the case of Manmatha Nath
Mitter and another v. The Secretary a/State/or India
in Council and others. If section 7 of the Court
.Fees Act could be applied the computation of value
(1) (1923) 46 Mad. 782.,

.
(2) (1898) 25 Cal.194.
(3) (1917.20)3 V.B.H. 236.
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would under section 7 (v) have to be according to
the market vale of· the kyaung and that cannot be
estimated.
As regards the site, if the suit were governed by
section 7 of the Court Fees Ad, the court·fees vilould
under section 7 (v) (c) have to be computed at the
value estimated with reference to tile value of similar
,land in the neighbourhood. The test here is not the
market value of the site in suit, but tbe market value
of similar land in the neighbourhood. The question
then is whether the site of a pongyi kyau11g can be
considered as being similar to other land in the
neighbourhood of a secular nature. I agree \\"itb the
learned Chief Justice that by virtue of its dedication
to religious purposes, the land must be held to have
been (' struck with sterility" so far as market value
is concerned, and that the difference between it and
other land in the neighbourhood is not merely a
difference of ownership. It is therefore impossible
to estimate the market value of the site for the purposes of section 7 of the Court Fees Act.

The Divisional Bench tben proceeded to dispose
of the appeal on the merits.
C. J.-This is an appeal from theOriginal Side of this Court disnlissing the plaitltiff-appel1ants' suit for possession of akyaung in the Tbayettaw
Kyaungdaik, Rangoon, of which th;;: defendant-respondent is at preset1t inpossessiol1 •. Disputes from time
to time had arisen in connection with this kyaung~
daik and at tht:suggestion of the C6~tt application
Was made to the late Chief Court for the settlement
of a schem~ for lbe management of the kyaungdllik
in 1912. An appeal, Civil 1st Appeal No. 129 of
RUTLEDGE,
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1913, was preferred against the scheme settled by
the Original Side and the Appellate Court, consisting
of the late Sir Charles Fox, Chief Judge, and Sir
Henry Hartnoll, gave the scheme their very careful
consideration and referred it to the Mahasangharaja
the Thathanabaing, who gave his opinion after consultation with. the Sayadaws present at the Soodima
Convocation. We may mention that the several
parties in the kyaungdaik profess to belong to the
body of monks who acknowledge the Thathanabaing
as their religious head. The scheme was accordingly
settled by the Appellate Bench of the Chief Court
in accordance with the advice of the highest ecclesi.
astical authority acknowledged by the several monks
of the kyaungdaik. This, however, did not prevent
a considerable number of monks in the kyaungdaik
refusing to acknowledge the scheme and in particular
the appellants, who in pursuance of the scheme were
elected as trustees of the kyaungdaik with a council
of five, U Kethaya, the monk in charge of the
Hmangin kyaung was one of those who refused to
acknowledge the scheme, and it is on record that the
appellants, the present trustees, sued U Kethaya for
ejechrent in the late Chief Court in Civil Regular
No. 218 of 1918, alleging disobedience and harbouring
a considerable number of monks hostile to the trustees.
In those proceedings, it was not disputed that
U Kethaya was in lawful possession of the kyaung.
In such circumstances, a strong case would have to
be made out to justify e1ectment by the trustees, and
the suit was dismissed by consent as not disclosing
sufficient cause of action. U Kethaya died early
in 1926 and the defendant, who seems to have been
his senior disciple, claims to be in lawful possession
of the kyaung. as his successor. The learned
trial Judge has held that the defendant is in lawful
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possession of the kyaung and after a full discussion
U PYINNYA of the breaches of the bye-laws alleged by the
AND
plaintiffs has held that they are insufficient to justify
ANOTHER
V.
eviction and so has dismissed the suit.
U DIPA.
If we were able to share the learned Judge's
RUTl.EDGE,
finding that defendant was in lawful possession of the
C.1.
kyaung as successor to the late U Kethaya, we would
not be disposed to differ with his findings as regards
the sufficiency of the alleged breaches to justify
eviction, but,for reasons which we hereafter set out,
we are not satisfied.. H)thad been established that
the kyaung was poggalil~a property; the learned Judge's
findings might well be correct, but it is common
ground that the kyaung in fact is thinghika property.
No doubt thinghika property varies incharaeter
accordin:g, to lts original dedication. It may be
dedicated to the rahans of. the four quarters of the
earth, i.e. to the wholemonkhood throughout, the
world, or, as is more usually the case to the rahans
of the particular kyaungdaik in which the 1eyaung is
situated. There is no evidence on the record as to
the particular form of the dedication, but we consider
ourselves justified in presuming that the more usual
form was followed in this case and that the dedication was to the rahans of the kyaungdaik. In such
~ases, the property is vested in the head or heads of
the monastery, no doubt as trustees. See the Manukye
Dhammathat :. Book 8 (Richardson), paragraph 3, page
236. ee Of these six, as regards the gift having refer'ence to a future state of existence, they are of two
kinds. jJoggalika and thengheika. In poggalika gifts,
the person to whom the offering is made has a right
to keep it. In then/!,heika gifts, -it becomes the pro- .
perty of the chief of the assembly of priests." See
Upper Bunna Rulings (1892-96),VoL2, page 78 at
page 80.
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The land on which the kyaungdaik is situated was
-_.granted by Government for religious purposes to U PVINNYA
AND
trustees and the present trustees' names have been ANOTHER
V.
inserted in this grant, which is in their possession. U DIPA.
This fact is mentioned by the first plaintiff in his
RUTLEDGE
evidence. The scheme does not vest the land in the
C;J.
trustees, but by its terms seems to take for granted
that this has already been done. Had it been otherwise, it would be difficult to explain the very extensive powers given to the trustees by section ~, clauses
(a) to (f). By clause (a) they are given all the power~
-of control which the head of a monastery has by
Burmese Ecclesiastical Law-to settle disputes relating
to the possession of kyaungs, zayats or religious
buildings and. to decide who should be in possession
(of kyaungs). As· I read this clause, they have not
merely the power to decide dispntes between lawful
-claimants to a kyaung, but they are given expressly.
the power to decide who should be in possession of
any thinghika kyaung. This power is probably given
to them as heads of the kyaungdaik by Burmese
Ecclesiastical Law, but it is expressly given to tIlem
by the scheme as settled by the Chief Court on the
.advice of the Thathal'labaing.
The position taken up by the defendant throughout
was that he was not bound by the scheme and would
not obey its provisions. The learned trial Judge has
beldthat the defendant, as well as all other monks
in. the kyaungdaik are bound by this scheme. lam
:in full agreement with this finding, but I do not' think
-that the learned Judge correctly appreciated the consequences of this finding and he seems to have been
.led away from the main issue by other matters raised
by the pleadings such as breaches of bye-laws and
the committing of dupassa. From the evidence it·
:seems clear that the trustees had no .objection to the
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defendant if he acknowledged himself bound by the
schem.e and recognised the trustees as the heads of
the kyaul1gdaik, and it is perfectly clear that the
defendant refused to acknowledge the scheme or the
trustees as the heads of the kyaungdaik.
It has been contended that the trustees and council
had no option but to recognise the defendant as the
lawful successor of the late U Kethaya as custodian
of the Hrnangin kyaung as he was his senior disciple,
was well qualified to teach the Buddhist Scriptures:
and had been nominated by U Kethaya. No doubt
these are qualifications which in ordinary circumstances would lead tbe heads of the kyaungdaik to
appoint a candidate sowell qualified, but I cannot
read them as taking away the discretion of the trustees.
The very object of the scheme was to promote harmony in the kyaungdaik and not to continue indefinitely the strife and~bickerings of one faction with
another, which is most inimical to the Buddhist religion~
and the requirements of the trustees that the defendant
should acknowledge .the scheme as a condition precedent to their entrusting him with the charge. of the:
Hmangin l~yaung seems to me to be perfectly reasonable. It is clear from the record that the trustees
asked him for such acknowledgment and it is clear
th:1.t the defendant declined to give it. Instead of
acknowledging the trustees, the defendant called in
D.W. 1, U Kothanla, referred to as the Aletawya
Sayadaw. The learned advocates agree. that his
kyaungdaik is on Boundary Road in a different part of
the city, and he himself was forced to admit that he
had no connection whatever with the Thayettaw
Kyaungdaik. The defendant states that he entrusted
the arrangements for U Kethaya'spongyib.yan to this
monk, but it is also clear that he presided at the
meeting in the Hmangin ·kyaungt which the defendant
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alleges appoined him the lawful custodian of the
kyaung. The record does not show how many of
the rahans present at that meeting were strangers to
the kyaungdaik like the presiding monk, nor does it
really matter. The scheme did not entrust U Kolhanla
or a gathering of defendant's sympathisers with the
power to decide who shoul<1 be in possession of the
Hmangin kyaung. This power was given to the trustees by section 8; clause (d) of the scheme. The
learned trial Judge seems to have been much im.
pressed by the demeanour of U Kothanla. We have
not had the advantage of the learned Judge on this
.poin t, but the impression seems to have been so
favourable that he does not seem to have noticed
that this monk was actively mixing himself up in the
concerns of a kyawngdaik with which he was not
connected, and not as a peacemaker but as a partisan,
and that he was backing up the defendant in his
disregard for the scheme which the learned Judge
himself ha.s found to be binding upon him, the defendants, as well as the other monks of the kyaungdaik.
To put the matter shortly, J am satisfied that on
the death of U Kethaya the trustees and the trustees alone had the power to appoint his successor
and that though ordinarily in making such appointment, they should consider whether the deceased
occupant had nominated a successor who was his
senior pupil and well qualified to teach the Buddhist
Scriptures, the trustees' choice was not narrowed
down to such an individual, and they were justified
in asking him to acknowledge the scheme settled for
the management of the kyaungdaik and on his refusal
to acknowledge it were justified in appointing other
monks to take possession of the kyaung.
I have very little further to add in· connection
with the case. The trustees appointed two disciple",
17
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of the late U Kethaya, namely U Zatila and U Tezeniya
to take charge of the k)'au1'lg as they agreed tl:)
acknowledge the scheme. This \vaS done about May
1926.. These monks ran away from the kyaung some
time later and neither of them gave evidence at the
trial. The defendant, however, filed a copy of U
Zatila's evidence in Criminal Regular Trial No. 336
of 1926 before the Eastern Subdivisional Magistrate,
Rangoon, relying on the admission in cross-examin~
ation that the defendant was senior to him and had
a right to take the deceased U Kethaya's place. In
the earlier part of U Zatila's evidence, he states that
on the day that they were given. the custody of the
kyatmg, four Zerbadis abused them and attempted to
stab another monk, while the defendant and his
twenty disciples refused to reav~ thekyaung.. From
these circumstances, the reason for the flight of U
Zatila and, his companion are not far to seek. The
learned fudge has decided that' certain of the bye~
laws .made lJnderthe scheme are ultra vires. As I
do not.. bq.se my judgment on any question arising on
these: bye-laws, it is not necessary for' me to express
·any opinion.
.
For these reasons, I v:ould allow the appeal and
set aside the judgment and
decree appealed from ,
. '
and wOllldgrant. a decree that the defendant .yield
up possession of the Hmangin kyaung and premises
.to the plaintiffs. within fourteen days, failing which
he will be evicted therefrom.. As there is no layman
associated with the defendant-respondent on the
record in this appeal, I would make no order as . to
costs.

J.-I agree that

the decision in this case
must depend on the'answt:;r to the' question' wl1ether
.~nclera reasonable construction of the scheme for
BROWN,
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the management of the kyau1'lgdaill as framed the
1?1.?
trustees have the right to £11 any vacancy 9ccurring U PYINNYA
AND
in the headship of the kyaung by death of the pre- ANOTHER
v.
vious head. On this point the learned trial Judge U.Pr
PA •
remarked: "In the present case, it is not alleged BROWN, ].
that the defendant has set up such a claim, and the
trustees and the council appear to take up the position
that they are invested in all cases with the right of
nomi~ating the successor of a deceased head pongYi.
Such a right appears to be opposed to the well
recognised methods of appointing such a successor,
and, therefore, to be opposed to the rules of
Vinaya WIth which the scheme is intended to be
c.onsistent." He then goes on to cite ,a passage from
the deposition of the plaintiff U Pinnya himself.
U Pyinnya stated in the course of his cross-examin·
ation "usually the head of ,a gaingin consultation
with the members of the gaing selects as to who
should sucheed to a deceased presiding monk." But
when further questioned by the Court on the point
he added: 'I We the Sanghas being in charge of the
kyaung will be the proper persons to select a succes·
sor." The learned Judge also relies on the evidence
of the Aletawya Sayadaw, U Kothanla, for the defence.
This witness states in one part of the examination:
"On the death of presiding monk of a sanghiRt:t
kyaung and if the deceased monk had confidence in
his disciple that he could take charge of the kyaul1g
and that he would be able to control the other
disciples,. and if he {the junior) monk is replete with
aforesaid qualification he becomes the successor of
the deceased presiding monk. If he has not· been so
entrusted, a successor is elected by the Sanghas of
the kyaung who have been associating' with one
another, i.e. the Sanghas who are ofi.he same mind'
and who had associated with the deceased, presiding
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monk." But later on in hiscross-exarnination he
states: "It is true that in the case of a kyaul1g
(Tlzinghika kyaung) like the Hmangin kyaung the
ANOTHER
V.
trustees
of the Kyaungdaik could nominate a successor
U DrPA.
if the said kyaung is situated within the compound
BKOWN, J.
of the said kyaungdaik and if situated outside the
kyaungdaik solitarily by itself the deceased presiding
monk could nominate a successor. The first answer
is true provided there is no monk in the kyaung
competent to succeed the deceased." This answer is
somewhat confused, but I do not think it can be
held to be established that the general recognised
custom is that only the rahans of a [particular kyaung
in a kyawngdai~ have the power of selecting a
successor.
In Manugye, Volume 8, section 3, it is laid down
that in poggalika gifts, the person to' whom the
offering is made has a right to keep it. In sanghika
gifts, it becomes the property of the chief of the
assembly of priests. The property here is sanghika
property and therefore may be held to be the property
of the chief of the assembly of priests. This by itself
does not carry us very far, as it leaves open the
question of what exactly is meant by "assembly of
priests. " I n the case of U Te Zeinda v. U Teza and
one (1), it was held that in Upper Burma a monk
or rahan with the knowledge and authority of the
Thathdilabaing or ecclesiastical authorities under him
or a Taikok had the power to evict the resident rahan
from a kyaung. The following passage occurs. in .the
jUdgment on page 75 : "But, besides this, they
claim to be the ecclesiastical heads of a sort of abbey
or priory called a kyaungdaik, in which the defendant is one of the monks. There are separate
1929

U

PYINNYA
AND

(1) (1892-96) 2 U.B.R. Vol. 2, p.72.
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buildings, but all are within the same precincts and
constitute a monastery of which the plaintiffs are
Tai1wk and TaiMyat." It was held that the plaintiffs
had the power of eviction. This ruling has of course
no direct bearing in the present case, dealing with a
kyaungdaik in Rangoon where there are no Taikoks
and other ecclesiastical members of the Buddhist
hierarchy subordinate to the Thathanabaing. But it
does suggest that in accordance with the ordinary
rules of the Buddhist ecclesiastical law the head of a
kyaungc1aik would have the power claimed on behalf
of the trustees in the present caSe.
Rule 8 (a) of the scheme lays down that the
trustees shall controUhe behaviour of all p~rsons in
the kyaungdaik and shall have all the powers, for
enforcing such control, as are allowed to the head of
a monastery by lhe Buddhist Ecclesiastical Law j and
sub-clause (d) lays down that they shall ~ettle disputes
relating to the possession of kyaungs or zayats or
religious buildings and decide who should be in possession. This sub.clause appears to suggest that
before they can exercise their power under it there
must be a dispute relating to possession. In the
scheme as framed in the decree of the late Chief
Court it might be possible· to construe the words
"decide who should be in possession" as referring
. to any case in which a vacancy occurred. But from
the Burmese version of the scheme it would appear
that the sub-clause refers entirely to the question of
disputes. The intention of the scheme under Rule 8,
sub-clause (a), appears to be that the trustees should
have the general powers that would vest in the Taik6k,
and if the· decision in U Te Zeinda's case is correct,
that would appear to include the power to decide as
to the possession of the /<yaung.

1929
U PYINNYA
AND
ANOTHER

v.
l: DIPA.
BROWN,

J.
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It is quite clear in this case that a vacancy did
occur in the headship of this particular '?yaung on
AND
ANOTHER
the death of U Kethaya and that very· shortly after
V.
his death the trustees muned hvo pfmgyis to succeed
U DIPA.
BHOWN, J. B.-im. The kyaung is a sanglzika property and it is
therefore for the Sanghas to decide as to possession.
'fpe difficulty is as to who is to represen t the Sangha.
No doub,t in· many case$ the 1:ahan chosen by the
deceased takes his place without any opposition.
There does not seem to be any established rule of
law by which the deceased has any power to elect his
successor, and it appears clear that that is not really
claimed by either party in this case. It is clear,
ho\vever, that a vacancy has occtlrred in the manage.
ment of the kyaung; and it is not clear that th€
defendant has the right to fill the vacancy. That
being so, we are of opinion that in accordance with
the genera,l prillcipies of the ecclesiastical law and of
the scheme as framed, the provisions of Rule 8, .subdame (d) must apply and that the trustees must
decide who is to fill the vacancy. That being so,
they were clearly justified in evicting the defendant
from thekyaung, the defendant having refused to
acknowledge their authority in the matter. The
plaintiffs ask in their plaint that the defendant may
be evicted from the whole kyaungdaik, but it does not
seem tome that they have established any good case
for su·th an order.
I therefore agree with the order proposed and that
a decree should be passed evicting the defendant
fro m the kyau1'lg in dispute. I also agree that no
~rcler should be passed as to costs in this appeal.

UPyiN~NYA
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ORIGINAL CIVIL.
Before Mr. Justice Clzari.

W. BANVARD

1928

v.

Nov. 30.

M. M. MOOLLA. *
Wagering contract, t;oid but not illegal-Collateral transactions arising.out of
wagers-Clteqtle given for promise to refrain f''01'llzaving drawer declared
a defaulter-Consideration-Contract Act (IX of 1872l. s. 30.
A wagering contract, under the Indian Contract Act, is void to (the extent
that no Conrt will enforce s.:ch a contract. but it is not illegal. A c"llateral
agreement, therefore, based upon a transaction which was originally a
wagering transaction. is n0l on that account illegal.
A cheque, ari::ing out of a betting transaction, but given in lonsideration
. of a person's promise to refrain fre m posting the drawer of the cheqlle
befo:e the Turf Club and having him declared a defaulter, is valid. and for
good consideration.

Hyams v. Sturat King, [1908J 2 K.B.D. 696 i Leicester & Co. v. Mullick,
27 C.W.N. 442-referred to.

Doctor for the plaintiff.
E lI1aung fOf the defendant.
CHARI. J.-.The facts of this case are perfectly
clear. The defendant owed money to the plainliif
in respect of certain betting transactions which
apparently took place at the end of November 1927.
Some time in December the defendant having made
default in payment of the amount due, except a sum
of Rs. 600, the plaintiff beg~n pressing him for
payment and sent two of his assistants to get the
moeey from the defendant. They apparently did
not succeed, in getting anything from him, and some
time about the third week of December Abraham ,
one of the 'assistants ·of the plaintiff, ",'ent and tol<1
. • Civil Regular No. 455 of 1928 ·ofthe Original SiJe imd Civil First
Appeal No. of1929: ::
.
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the defendant that unless he paid up his master the
plaintiff threatened to post him. The defendant
v.
pretends that he does not know the rules of the
M.M.
MOOLLA.
Turf Club in this respect, but I have not the least
CHARI, J.
doubt that he knows everything about them. The
defendant thereupon gave a cheque post dated to
the 15th of January. On that day or on the next
day he wrote to' the plaintiff asking him not to
present the cheque and promising- to make payment
of Rs. 1,000 on the succeeding Friday and the
balance in the succeeding month. The plaintiff did
not post the def~ndant as he could have done, and
I am satisfied that the consideration for the passing
of the cheque is the plaintiff's act in refraining
_from posting him before the Turf Club and bringing him on the list of defaulters of the Turf· Club,
which is the punishment inflicted in such cases.
The next question for comideration is the legal
question whether the plaintiff is entitled to recover
on the cheque in these circumstances. It is alleged
_that the consideration for the cheque was an illegal
consideration. The cheque was given for a collateral purpose, namely to induce the plaintiff to
refrain from posting the defendant, and there is
nothing in section 30 of the Contract Act which
makes a promise based on such a consideration
illegal. In U~e case of Leicester & Co. v. S.P. Mullick
(1), the facts were somewhat similar to the facts
in this case. There a hundi was passed and the
person in whose favour the hundi was passed had
already reported to the Turf Club, put agreed in
consideration of the passing of the hundi to withdraw his name and prevent him from being posted
as a defaulter. In Hyams v. SfullrtKing (2), the
facts were exactly similar to those in the present
1928

W. BANVARD

. .

(I) (1922) 27 C.W.N. 442.

(2) (19:>8) 2 R.B.D.

---

696.
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.case the consideration there 1?eing a promise to
~
refrain from declaring the giver of the cheque aw. BANVARD
defaulter. This was held to be a good consider- M.flM.
ation. The case in 27 Calcutta Weekly Notes M~A.
. therefore pradicafIy disposes of the defendant's CHARI, J.
contention, but Mr. E Maung, who appears for him,
argues that the Calcutta case proceeded more or
less on the English decisions which themselves were
based upon a different Act. Some of the provisions
of the English Gaming Act are undoubtedly different
from the Indian Act, but the principles applied are
the same both in England and in this country. As
a matter of fact at page 447 in Leicester's case the
Calcutta High Court disposes of an argument based
upon section 30 of the Indian Contract Act that
that Act makes agreements by way of wager illegal.
The learned Judges of the High Court pointed out
that the sections of the Contract Act make a wager·
ing contract void to the extent that no Court will
enforce such a contract and not illegal. The
collateral agreement therefore based upon a trans·
action which was originally a wagering transaction
is . not on that account illegal. I am therefore
satisfied. that there has been good consideration
. for the passmg of the cheque in that the plaintiff
rdrained from making any report against the defend.
ant to the Rangoon Turf Club.
There will therefore be a decree for Rs. 2,200
and costs.
[The defendant preferred an appeal which was
1929
dismissed by Heald and Mya Bu, JJ. under O. 41, Ja;22.
R. 11 of the Civil Procedure Code.]
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APPELLATE CRIMINAL.
Befol'e Mr. Justice Car.
19~9

KING-EMPEROR

v.

Feb. 7.

NGA PO SEIN GYI alias ISLAM.'*" .
Expulsion of Offenders Act (Burma, Act 10f 1926)-"Offender," meanillg ofRestriction under Burma Habitual Offenders Restriction Aet (Burma Act
-- 11 of 1919) not sufficient.
- - In 1926 respondent was convicted of theft and imprisoned for six
.months, In 1928 an order of restriction was passej against' him under s;7
the Burma Habituai Offenders Restriction Act, The present proceedings
-were commenced to expel him under s.3 of the Expulsion of Offenders Act,

.of

1926.
Held, that although persons restricted under the Habitual Offenders Restric-lion Act are" offenders" within the meaning of that term as used in se:;(ions
2and 3 of the Expulsion of Offenders Act, yet if expulsion is sought solely on
the gl ound of such restriction and not by reason of a con,ic,tion for an offence
then there is no machinery to expel them and therefore neither the District
M,gistrate nor the High Court has any jurisdiction to deal with the matter.

GaU1tl (Assistant Government Advocate) for the

Cro\-vn,

J.-This is a reference

made by the District
lYlagistrate of Basseinunder section 4 (4) of the
Burma Expulsion'of Offenders Act, 1926. ,
The respondent is a Bengali Mohammedan by
brith and has apparently lived in Burma for some 13
to 15 years. He has married a wife, who, on the
mother's side, is partly of Burmess blood, and has
apparently several children by her. Thus, by birth,
he is a non-Burman, but it may be that he has
acquired a domicile in Burma; and, if that is so, he
would not be a non-Burman within the definition in
section 2 (A) of the AGt referred to.
CARR,

* Criminal Reference No, 131 of 1928 by the District Magistrate of Bassein,

VCJL•.

VII]

Before the District Magistrate
the resDondent
<
•
admitted that he was a non-Burman, and the District
Magistrate seems to have acted on this. But I am
not prepared to accept such an admission as conclusive in a case of this kind. Being a non-Burman by
bir:th, an i!!norant person, such as the respondent,
-might· very well admit that he was a non-Burman
without knowing that any question 'of domicile is
involved.
On this question, therefore, I should "have been
obliged to return the proceedings for further enquiry
but for certain other considerations with which I will
now deal.
The respondent, in 1926, was convicted of an
offence of theft under section 379 of the Indian Penal
Code, and was imprisoned for six months. But; for
the purposes of the present case, that conviction is
immaterial. He has not since been convicted of any
offence, but, on the 11 th of October, 1928, an order
of restriction was passed against him under section 7
of the Burma Habitual Offenders Restriction Act,
and it is this order which is the. basis of the present
proceedings and of the District Magistrate's recommendation that the respondent be expelled from
Bunna.
Section 2 (B) of the Expulsion of Offenders Act
contains the definition of an." offender" for the
purposes of that Act. Clauses (i) and (ii) of that
sub-section deal with certain convictions of offences.
Clause (B) (iii) deals with orders under sections 118
and 110 of the Code of Criminal Procedure and
. under analogous laws. Clause (iv) deals with ali
order of restriction under the Burma Habitual Offenders Act, and it is under this last clause that the
respondent Decomes an " offender" as defined in the

Act.
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Section 3 of the Act provides that any non-Burman
who is an offender under the definition in section 2
shall be liable to be expelled from Burma. Section
4 then proceeds to set out the manner in which an
offender may be expelled j but sub-section (1) of
section 4 is somewhat curiously worded. It reads:II When an offender becomes liable by reason of his C01lviction of
an offence to be expelled from Burma under the preceding section'

t

the District Magistrate of the district in which such offence was
committed may call upon him to show cause why be should not
be expelled. " .

The remaining sub-sectioms of this section deal
with subsequent procedure.
Now, in sub-section (1) the insertion of the words
"becomes liable by reason of his convicilon of an
offence" is of considerable importance. Referring
back to the definition of an "offender," we find that
it is only under section 2 (B) (i) and (ii), that a person
becomes an "offender" by reason of a conviCtion of
an offence. Under clauses (iii) and (iv) of that section,
a person may become an offender not by reason of
conviction of an offence, for it is well recognized law
that orders under section 118 of the Criminal
Procedure Code, or under section 7 of the Burma
Habitual Offenders Restriction Act, are not convictions
of offences.
The result is that the insertion of the \vords abovequoted in section 4 (1) restricts the application of this
section to persons who are offenders under section
2 (B), clauses (i) and (ii), and that this section can have
no application to a person who is an offender under
clausfs (iii) and (iv) of section 2 (B).
The result is that although such offenders as the
present respondent are liable under section 3 of the
Act . to be expelled from Burma, the Act, in fact,
provides no machinery for the enfon;:ement of that
liability.
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In my view, therefore, neither the District Magistrate, nor this Court, has any jurisdiction to deal with
the matter under section 4 of the Act. It is impossible,
therefore, for me to deal with a reference under subsection (4) of section 4.
The proceedings may be returned to the District
Magistrate with a copy of this order.

1929
KINGEMPEROR

v,
NGA Po SEIN:
GYI alias
ISLAM.
CARR,

J.

APPELLATE CIVI£.
Before Mr. Justice Otter and Mr. lustice Brown.

MAUNG TUN LIN

AND ANOTHER

v.
MAUNG TUN \VIN.*
Civil Procedure Code, Seh. II, pJra. 16-D(cree~:in cOtlformity with th,
award-No aPPeal, exception~ to tke rule of-Arbitrators with wide powers
calling in others to assist -Award made with such ass;st,mce, valid.
A decree in consequence of an award to which para. 16 of Sch. II to the
Civil Procedure Code applies, is not appealable.
Champsey Bkara & Company v. livraj Balloo Spinning alld Weaving
Company, Limited, 47 Bom. 576 {P.C.)-referred to.
An exception to the r-ule is where an award is not an award at all.
Ibrahim Aliv. Mohsin Ali. 18 All. 422--distinguished.
Where arbitrators having wide powers call in other persons to assist them,
their award, signd by them alone, cannot be said to be no award at all.

Leong for the appellants.

and BROWN, JJ.-We think no appeal lies.
in this case. The judgment and decree were passed
according to an award made in arbitration proceedings
to which paragraph 16 of Schedule II to the Civil
Procedure Code apply. The wording of the two subparagraphs of this paragraph is plain, and as was pointed
OTTER

• Civil MiscelIaneous Appeal No. 166 of 1928 from the order of the District
Court of Pyapon in Civil Regular No. 27 of 1927.

1929

Feb. U.
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ANOTHER
'II.

·MAUNG
TUN WIN.

OTTER AND
BROWN,

n.
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out by the Judicial Committee of the Privy Councll in
the case of Champsey Bhara & Company v. ] ivraj
Balloo Spinning ar.d 'Weaving Company, Limited (1),
they preclude any appeal.
We were referred to Ibrahim Ali v. Mohsin Ali
(2). It is true that in that case the Court expressed
the opinion that there were certain exceptions to the
rule that decrees upon such awards are not appealable.
One such \\'as said to be where the award was not
an award at all. It was said that in the present case
the two chosen arbitrators enlisted the services of two
additional arbitrators, and that as under the terms of
reference they had no powei- to do this, their award was
no award in law~ But it was admitted that the award
was made and signed only by the two arbitrators
originally referred to. These gentlemen were given
very wide powers, and even if they called in two
other persous to assist them, their award could not. be
attacked on the ground that it was no a"vard at all.
This case lherefore differs from that contemplated by
the Allahabad High Court, and is subject to the
ordinary rule, which is that a decree in consequence of
an <).wai·d, to which the above quoted paragratJh to
Schedule II of the Civil Procedure Code applies, is
not appealable. The appeal is therefore dismissed
under Order 41, rule 11.
(1) (1923) 47 Bom. 576 (P .C.).
(2) (1896) 1ll All. 422.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Mr. JlIstice Heald and Mr. Justice

l~lya

Bu,

MAUNG SHWE AN

1929

v.

Feb. 13.

MA THE NU

AND OTHERS.*

Privy Council, leave to appeal to-Settled principle of law in Burma-No
decision of Privy Council on such priuciple of law-Material question of
law-Law laid down by Privy Council alld applicable to particular sct of
facts-Cit'il Procedure Code (Act Vof 1908), s.1l0--Defellce of possession
in virtue of an agreement to sell.
It is setlled law in Burma that an agreement to sell immo\eable propert):
which is inherent in the execution of aconveyance which was not regislerej, ori"n a I epc.rt of an outright sale made by the yendor to the Revem:e ",uthorities
with a view to mntation of names, is a good defence to a suit for possession of
the property brought by the legal owner.

Ma Ok /(yi v. Ma PU,4 Ran. 36::1 ; Ma /lia E v. Maung Til 11 , 2 Ran. 479 ;
Myut Tha Zan v. M~l Dun, 2 Ran. 285; Maulg 51. we Hmon v. Tlta Byaw, lL
L.B.R 460; Tun Byu v. Maung /(ya, 3 Ran. 60S-refcned to.
.
Where their Lordships of the PriVY Council have clearly laid down the law,
which is applicable to a particular set of facts, leave to appeal to His Majesty
in Council un,der such circumstances would be refused.
Mathura Kurmi v. Jagdeo Singh, 50 All. 208-refel'Ycd to.
But, as in the present case, where the law has never been laid down, and the
precise effect of the provisions of s. S4 of the Transfer of Property Act, has not
been stated by their Lordships of the Privy Council, leave to appeal to His
Majesty ill Council on Slldl a material questioil of law would be given.
.lmmudipattan v: Dorasami, 24 Mad. 377 ; ;Mahomed Musa v. Aghore, 42
Cal. 801; MaungShweGo v. Maung In,H I.A.15-:dis!ingulshed.

Ba Thein (2) for the applicant.
An!?lcsaria for the respondents.

HEALD and MYA Bu, JJ.-Petitioner. applies for
leave to appeal to. His Majesty in Council against a
judgment of a Bench of this Court, which on appeal
from a decree of the District Court of Amherst dis.
missing petitioner's suit, affirmed the decision of the
District Court.
• Civil Miscellaneous Application No. 66 of 1928 arising out of Civil First
.Appeal No 210 of 1927•.
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Petitioner valued the property which is the subject
matter of the suit at Rs. 10,0)0 when he first filed the
SlIwE AN
suit and. at Rs. 13,000 when he gave evidence, and
1<.
MA THE Nu
it is not suggested by the respondents that the' value
AND
of the subject matter in dispute in the suit and in the
HEALD
AND
appeal to this Court and in the proposed appeal to
MYA Bu, JJ.
His Majesty in Council is less than Rs. 10,000.
Petitioner claims that the proposed appeal involves a
substantial question of law because, as he alleges, the
judgment of this Court recognised as valid an oral
transfer of immoveable property and such recognition
contravenes the provisions of section' 54 of the
Transfer of Property Act which provides that a sale
of immoveable property worth Rs. 100 or more can
be made only by registered instrument.
In his original plaint, a copy of which (Exhibit 12)
is on the District Court's record, petitioner alleged
.that in 1909 by registered deed he rnadea simple
mortgage of the lands in suit in favour of one Ma
Son and her two sons San Ye and Tun Hlaing, that
in 1917 he put the mortgagees into possession of the
lands on an agreement that the rents and.' 'profits
should be taken by them in lieu of interest, and that
he was entitled to recover the lands from the mortgagees or their heirs and legal representatives on
payment of the original mortgage money without
interest.
The defence was that the transaction of 1917 was
not, as petitioner alleged, a conversion of a simple mortgage into a possessory mortgage but was an outright
transfer of the mortgaged .properties to the mortgagees
in satisfaction of the mortgage debt.
Petitioner admitted that profits of the lands were
only sufficient or barely sufficient to pay the interest
.Clue on the .mortgage and the Government revenue
and that he allowed his brother Kya Baw "to work the
MAUNG

~THEnS.

VOL.

VII ]

lands taking nothing from Kya Baw by way of rent or
profits. It appeared from the official Land Records
registers that about 1915 a report of a transfer of the
lands by petitioner to Kya Baw was made to the
Revenue authorities :md that in the registers for the
year 1915-16 the lands were transferred from petitioner's
name to Kya Baw's name as owner. It appeared also
from the official registers that in 1917 the lands were
transferred outright by Kya Baw to San Ye and Tun
Hlaing for Rs. 4,000 the transaction being reported
to the Revenue authorities as a sale,that being the usual
form of report in this country when mortgaged properties are transferred to the mortgagees in satisfaction
of the mortgage debt. There was some evidence that
the petitioner himself took part in th is tran saction,
and although the trial Court rejected that evidence it
must be remembered that in his original plaint
petitioner himself said that it was he who transferred
the lands to the mortgagees. It seems clear therefore
that petitioner took part in the transaction of 1917 and
that that transaction instead of being, as he alleged
a mere putting of the mortgagees into possession
unde'r an agreement that they should take the
rents and profits in lieu of interest was in fact
intended to be an outright transfer of the lands to
the mortgagees in satisfaction of the mortgage debt.
The only difference between this case and many
similar cases which come before this Court is that
the person who made: the transfer to the mortgagees
in this case, as shown by the entry in the Land
Records registers, was petitioner's brother Kya Baw
and not petitioner himself. But petitioner had admittedly allowed his brother to deal with the lands as
owner and had allowed them to stand in his brother's
name as owner for several years, and on his own statementin Ui~ plaint he was a party to the: transaction

18
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of 1917. In these circumstances the trial Court
MAUNG
found that petitioner could not be allowed to repudiate
SHWE AN
the
transaction of 1917 which was proved to be in
'1/.
MA THE.Nu
intention though not in law an outright transfer of·
AND OTHERS.
the
lands to the mortgagees in satisfaction of the
HEALD
AND
mortgage debt.
.lV!YA Bu, JJ.
Petitioner appealed to this Court on the ground
that the lower Court should not have recognised the
transfers of the lands by him to Kya Baw and by
Kya Baw to San Ye and Tun Hlaing because those
transfers were not effected by registered deed.
This Court said that petitioner's admission that he
was a party to the transaction of 1917, which was
proved to have been an outright transfer in satisfaction
of the mortgage debt, debarred him from alleging
that he was not bound by that transaction, <l.nd that
although that transaCtion did not convey a good title
to San Ye and Tun Hlaing, nevertheless it was a good
defence to petitioner's suit to redeem the property.
That decision was based on a long line of decisions
of this Court that an agreement to sell, ""hieh is
inherent in the execution of a conveyance which was
not registered, or in a report of an outright sale
made by the vendor to the Revenue authorities with
a vie"v to mutation of names, is a good defence to a
suit for possession of the property brought by the
legal o\vner. That view of the law is settled, so far
as this Court is concerned, by the Full Bench cases
of Myat Tha Zan v. Ma Dun (1) and Ma Ok Kyl v.
Ma Pu (2), and has been adopted in numerous cases
of which the following are examples, namely Shwe
Hmon v. Tha Byaw (3), Ma Ma E v. Maung Tun (4)
.and Tun Byu v. Maung Kva (5).
.
(I) (1924) 2 Ran. 285.

(3) (1922) 11 L.B.R. 406.
(2) (1926)4 Ran. 368.
(4) (1924) 2 Ran: 479.
.
(5) (1925) 3 Ran. 60S,
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Petitioner's learned advocate asks us to give leave
1929
to appeal to His Majesty in Council on the ground that MAU~G
I d eCl'd ed'III th at - v
SHWE AN
all those. cases have·· b een wronglY
.
they recognise as valid transfers which are declared by ~~ ~~~E~~
section 54 of the Transfer of Property Act to be invalid. H
EALD
Respondent's learned advocate refers us to the
AND
case of Malhura Kurmi v. ]ogdeo Singh (1) as laying MYA Bu, JJ.
.down that the application of well-defined legal principles to a particular set of facts does not raise any
.question of law which can fairly be described as
substantial, but in quoting that case the learned
advocate has omitted certain important words. The
Bench qualified the generality of the statement quoted
by the words II in these circumstances" the circumstances in that case being that the matter had been
agitated time and again before their Lordships of the
Privy Council, who had repeatedly laid down the law
in the sense in question. In the present case the
law does not seem ever to have been laid down by
their Lordships of the Privy Council. There are
certain cases in which their Lordships have dealt with
somewhat similar points, namely, the case of [mmudipattan v. Feria Dorasami (2), Mahomed Musa v. Aghore
Kumar Ganguli (3), and Shwe Go v. Maung In (4), but
in those cases, as was pointed out in the case of
Myat Tha Zan v. Ma Dun (5), the question of precise
effect of the provisions of section 54 of the Transfer
of Property Act was not material to the decision. In
. these circumstances we are unable to hold that the
decision in Mathura Kurmi's case applies to the facts
,of the present case.
The question whether the cases in this Court
mentioned above and similar cases decided in the
f1l

(1<927) 50 All. 208.

(Z) (1900) 24 Mad. 377.

.

(3) (1914) 42 Cal. 801.

(4) ·{l9161 I.A. 15.
(5) (19.14) 2 Ran. 185.
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other High Courts of India were rightly decided is
clearly a question of law and in view of the number
MAONG
SHWE AN
of
such cases occurring in this country and the
'11.
MA THE Nu importance of the legal principles involved it seems
AND OTHERS.
to us to be a material question of law.
HEALD
We therefore grant a certificate ttat as regards
AND
MYA Bu, JJ.
amount or value and nature the case fulfils the
requirements of section 110 of the Code.
Costs in respect of this application will abide
the final decision of the appeal, advocate's fee in
this Court to be five gold mohufs.
[As the applicant failed to furnish security within
1929
the requisite time, the appeal was rejected.]
1929

Apr.Z.

APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Mr. Justice Heald and Mr. Justice Mya Bu.

1929
Feb. 18.

P.LT.A.R. CHETTYAR FIRM
v.
MA.UNG KYAING AND ANOTHER.*
Gove1'll11lwt leasehold land-Transfer by lessee by ,"egistered instl'ttnzenlTrallsferee's neglect to obtain possession, IPllltatiotl of names, and lease
document-Lower Burma Town and Village Lands Act (Burma Act IV
of 1898), ss, 29, 34-Defaull of Registeting Officer to inform Rel:C1lUe
Officer, noo'cuse for ner,ligence "f purchaser-Transfer by original lessee
as ostensible. owner-Purchaser from origi,Iallessee, how far put on inquilf-Transfer of Property Act (IV of 1882), s. 41.

Where a purchaser by a registered instrument of Government leasehold
land from the original lessee allows (a) snch lessee to remain in poss~ssion of
the land, (b) the land to stand in the name of the lessee in the Government
records, (cl the title-deed, viZ., the document of lease to remain with lessee,
he acts negligently and 111l1st be taken to consent to the original lessee being
the osttnsible owner. Such negligent purchaser cannot throw the blame on the
Registering or the Revenue Officers for default on their part to notify the
transfer. It is the purchaser's business to see to the mutation of names. A

* Letters Patent Appeal No. 108 of192S from the judgment of the High
Court in Civil Second Appeal No. 732 of1927 niported at 6 Ran. 643.
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ibOllll fide purchaser of the land from the ostensible ownerin possession under

1929

such circumstances cannot reasonably be expected to look beyond the lease
itself, and his vendor's possession, and is not guilty of any default such as would
deprive him of the rights given hy s. 41 of the Transfer of Property Act.

P.L.T.A.R.

lIfaung Kyaing atlll at/other v. P.L.T.A.R. Firm, 6 Ran. M3-colIfir111ed.

Clark for the appellant.
Ky.l Gaing for the respondents.

HEALD and MYA Bu, JJ.-This is an appeal from
the judgment of a single Judge of this Court in Second
Appeal No. 722 of 1927, the Judge wbo passed the
judgment having declared that the case is a fit one
for appeal under the provisions of Clause 13 of the
Letter~ Patent constituting this Court.
The short facts are as follows :One Ma Gun held from Government a lease of a
holding of Town land in Pegu Town and transferred
her lease of that land to the present appellants by
registered deed, but appellants never took any steps
to have their names entered in the roll of town' iands
as transferees of the lease, which remained in the
rolls in the name of Ma Gun. Appellants then
transferred the ,-lease to one Ma Thein Yin and Ma
Tbein Yin got her name entered in the rolls as
transferee of the lease. In the year 1923 Ma Thein
Yin transferred the lease back to appellants by
registered deed but appellants did !1Qt obt!lin possession of the document of leaseand didriot~_their
names entered in the rolls as transferees. Subsequently
Government decided to divide the lands in that part
of tbe town into house-sites and to layout roads,
and Ma Thein Yin, as being the registered lessee,
was approached and agreed to surrender the lease
and to receive instead new leases for eight separate
house sites into which part of the land covered by
the original lease was divided, the remainder of -that

CHETTYAR
I<IRM
fl.

MAUNG
KYAING
AND _
ANOTHER.
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land being reserved by Government for roads. Ma
Thein Yin then transferred the lease of one of the
CHETTYA!':
h ouse SItes
.
'
FmM.
to the present res pan d ents, M al1ng K
yamg
MA~NG
and Ma Mya Kin, by registered deed, and respcmdents
:(YAING
got their names
entered in the rolls as transferees of
AND
.
ANOTHER.
the lease.
HEALD
Appellants on the strength of the transfer of the
MYAAN~U, Jt" original lease by Ma Thein Yin to them sued
respondents for possession of the house site.
This Court found that appellants were estepped
from asserting their title to the lease in favour of
respondent!> because they failed to obtain the originai
lease from Ma Thein Yin or to get their names.
entered in the town lands rolls as transferees of that
lease, and because they stood by and allowed respondents to build a house on the land when they
had notice that a lease in derogation from their rights
had been made by Government and had been transferred to rtspondents.'X:
Appellants appeal from that decision on grounds
that respondents were negligent in failing to enquire
into Ma Thein Yin's title, that in view of that failure
respondents could not be in the position bona fide
transferees for consideration without notice from an
ostensible owner, that there was no estoppel against
them, that respondents had notice, actual or constructive, of their title, that if respondents had made
proper enquiry they would have found that the land
covered by the lease transferred to them for~ed
part of the land covered by the earlier lease which
wa5 in Ma Thein Yin's name and that they ought to
have enquired how Ma Thein Yin came to obtain
the subsequent leases of the house-sites,. that M;:.,..
Thein Yin was not in fad an ostensible owner of
1929

P.L.T.A.P.

• (1928) 6 Rim. 643-Ed·."
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1929
the property and that the fact thai- Ma Thein Yin
wz.s entered in the rolls as lessee of the lands was P.L.T.A.R.
CHETTYAR
not due to their negligence.
FIR~1
'z!.
It is clear. that if respondents had enquired they
MAU~G
would have found that the lease which Ma Thein KYAING
Al'D
Yin transferred to them was a lease recently made by Al\OTHER.
Government to Ma Thein. Yin, and that if they had HEALD
gone further they would have found that Ma Thein MYAAND
Bu, JJ.
Yin was the registered lessee under the original lease
which covered those lands. There can, in our opinion,
be no doubt that Ma Thein Yin was an " ostensible
owner" of the property, but appellants' main contention is that she was not an ostensible owner with their
COlisent, express or implied, or by reason of any
default on their part. They say that the default was
on the part of the Registering Officer or the Revenue
Officer in charge of town-lands, because under section
29 of the Town Lands Act it was the duty of the
Registering Officer who registered the transfer of the
lease by Ma Thein Yin to them to send to the Revenue
Officer a true copy of the entries in the indexes of the
registration registers relating to the transfer. It is
. true that there was probably some default on the part
of the Registering Officer or the Revenue Officer, but
the fact remains that appellants have allowed the'
lands to remain in Ma Thein Yin's name since 1923.
They could have applied at any time for mutation of
names and the Act contains provision in section 34
for such mutation. Further, in addition to allowing
the lands to stand in Ma Thein Yin's name, they
allowed the title deed in the shape of the document
of lease to remain in Ma Thein Yin's possession and
they allowed Ma Thein Yin to remain in occupation
of the land. It seems clear therefore that Ma Thein
Yin was ostensible owner of the property by reason
of their neglect to take the ordinary precautions which
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a transferee of a lease of taWil-lands ought to take and
that their consent to Ma Thein Yin's position as osten
CHETTYAR
sible owner must be impJied ftom their acquiescence
FIRM
V.
and from their failure to take reasonable precautions.
MAUNG
KYAING
Weare not satisfied that in the-cIrcumstances of
AND
this particular case where the land had recently been
HEALD
laid out into house-sites by Government and leases had
MYAA~~, JJ. been issued by Government it would be reasonable
to expect a transferee of· one of the leases so issued
tolook beyond the lease itself, and in a case like the
present, where if he had made further enquiries, he
would have found that his transferar who was in
possessien of the property at the time of the transfer,
had prior to the issue of the lease transferred been
in possession of the property under an earlier lease,
that his transferee was the registered lessee under
that earlier lease, and that she had actually remained
in possession of the document evidencing that earlier
lease until the issue of the new leases, the transferee
who looked merely at the lease. recently issued by
Government and at his transferor's possession of the
land \vas guilty of any default such as would deprive
him of the rights given by section 41 of the Transfer
of Property Act.
vVe therefore see no reason to interefere ,11ld we
dismiss the appeal with costs, advocate's fee for this
. appeal to be ten golp. mohurs.
1929

P.L.T.A.R.

ANOTHEI~.
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INCOME-TAX REFERENCE.
Before Sir Guy Rutledge, Kt., K C., Chief Justice, Mr. justice Carr and
Mr. Justice Brown.

CHAN LOW CHvVAN

1928

v.

Feb. 18.

THE COM:\1ISSIONER OF INCOME-TAX.*
.Income-tax Act (IX of 1922),55. 13, 23-Assessee's statement 'Il:hefher fraudulent and incomPlete, a question of fact for 11Icome-fax Office1' alone to
decide-False return and no relurll-Income-tax Officer's power /0 assess in
case of false return-Dishollcst assessec's position-Notice of particulm's
of objections-Asscssee, whcn entitled and whenllOt to such noticc.
Whether a statement furnished by an assessee is incomplete and fraudulent
·or not is a q:lestion of fact for the determination of the Income-tax authorities
:and not for the Court.
A party who has made a false return is in no better position than one who
.has failed to make any return. If the statement furnished by the assessee is
,folmd to be not genuine by the Income-tax Officer. the latter is entitled to adopt
wh~,tever method he thinks best. and an :lssessee who does not cho.)se to
·furnish an honest staten,ent, cannot complain if a random assessment is made
upon him by the Crown.
M,JcPherson & Co. v. Moore, 6 Tax Cases, 114-referred to.
'Where the objtdion of the Crown is that an assessee's accounts are incom'plete particulars of the objection ought to be given in a notice to the assessee,
lbut where his accounts are not genuine, the Income-tax Officer is under no obli.gation to set out all his reasons which led him come to such a conclusion.

N. M. C07Vasjee and Daniel for the applicant.
A. Eggar (Government Advocate) for the Cro\vn.

On the application of the assessee for a 1'1'zandamus
:under section 66 (3) of the Income-tax Act, the Court
made the following order which sets out the facts of
the case and the question of law that arose : OFFG. C.]. and CUNLIFFE, ].-This is
an application directed against the Commssioner of
.lncome-tax, put forwardby one Chan Low Chwan under
PRATT,

• Civil Miscellaneous Application No. 13 of 1928.

1929
A

Pl.23.
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the provisions of section 66, sub-section (3) of the Indian
Income-tax Act, 1922. The applicant seeks to havea case stated on certain points of law in the following
THE
circumstances : COM~HS
SIONEJ, OF
Chan Low Chv,'an is engaged in the business of
INCOME-TAX.
trading in paddy and real property. The firm has a
PRATT, C J.,
number of agencies outside Rangoon for the purchase
AND
CUNLIFFE, J.
of paddy. On the 31st of January 1927" he was
assessed to income-tax by the Incomc-tax Officer,
Eastern Circle, Rangoon To·wn. It is not necessary
at this stage to go into the details of the assessrrH~nt.
SulfIce it to say that the books put forward by him
were rejected in toto as tIle officer came to the conclusion that they did not represent the proper financial
state of the business. Afterwards an assessment was,·
made on what appears to us to be an iIlsufficient and
arbitrary basis. There is no doubt that officers in theIncome-tax Department have a right, if they are
confronted by a refusal to produce any books at all
or any information as to the earnings of an assessee,.
to assess the defaulter as best they can. Even so,
one would imagine that such assessment must be
based on some materials if they are available. In this
case no further enqUiry appears to have been set on
foot. After the rejection of the books the officer, to'
use his own words, made his, assessment" to the best
of my judgment " after carefully considering the facts
before him under section 23 (3) of the Act. In fact",
the books show a net loss of Rs. 72,978-14. The
officer appears to have made out a case to his own,
satisfaction on no fresh material, and to have assessed
the assessee to a profit of Rs. 85,000 as far as the
paddy trading side of the business was concerned~
Taking into account also the profits computed to have'
been made upon the house ptoper~y owned py the firm,
)n a net basis, the total income of net profit was~
CHAN Low
CHWAN
V.
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brought up toa figure of l{s. 1,16,460. The Clssessee
\\'3.5 accordingly charged v.:ith inccme-tax Hs. 10,980
and super-tax 1<s. 4,668. On appeal to the Assistant
Commissioner of Income-tax, this assessment \\'3S
confirmed.
On an application to state a case put forward to the
Commissioner of Income-tax, the application was
refused on the ground that no questions of law aruse
nnde:- section 66, sub-section ~2).
T he [Joints of law put forward in these circumstances
for us to consider are as follows :(i) Whether an Income-tax Officer can reject the
accounts of an assessee as not being genuine
and proceed to make an estimated assessment
without giving the assessee an opportunity
to substantiate and explain his accounts and
to meet specifically the grounds on which
the Income-tax Officer seeks to base or draw
his inferences and base his conclusions.
(ii) Whether an assessment under section 23 (3)
can be made in the form of a lump sum
estimate without any details to show how
the amount determined upon was arrived

at.
(iii) Whether the interest paid on loans raised on
the equitable mortgage of property can be
disallowed from property income because
the loans thus raised were utilized in
business.
T he first suggested point of law really raises hyo
questions : (a) whether an estimatec assessment of an
arbritrary nature on insuffici~nt evidence can be made
in the circumstances; and (b) whether after accounts.
have been rejected an assessee should not be given a.
chance after due notice of explaining the accounts put
forward. Any conclusion come to by a person

192)
CHAN Low
CHWAN

r/.
THf<:

COMMISSIONEH OF
INCOME-TAX.
PRATT,

C.J.,

AND

CUNLIFFE,

J.
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occupying a judicial position on insufficient evidence
automatically raises a point of law for the consideration
of an appellate tribunal. See the case of Usher's
V.
THE
H'iltshire B1'ewery, Li'mited v. Bruce (1) and the
Co~nus
SIONER 01'
judgment
of Lord Sumner therein. As to notice being
INCOME-TAX.
required when books are rejected, there is the decision
PRATT, C.J.,
of
a Divisional Court at Lahore, Kesri Das v. The
AND
'CUNLIFFE, J.
Income-tux C0I1Z1'11issioner, Punjab· and North lIVest
Frontier ProL'ince, Lahore (2). This is a case very much
in point. It was there held that on the Income-tax
Officer being dissatisfied with the accounts it was his
duty to serve on the assessee a notice under section
23 (2) of the Indian Income-tax Act requiring him to
produce any further evidence on which he (the
assessee) might rely in support of the return. \Ve
agree with this decision and are unable to find that
any such course was taken under section 23 (2) in this
case. A failure to take this step seems to us to raise a
second point of law. We are not however inc1med
to consider the alleged points of law (ii) and (iii)
referred to above as genuine points of law under
section 66 (3). We are rather of the opinion that such
details of assessment are matters for the interior
administration and practice of an Income-tax Office.
CHAN Low
CHWAN

Accordingly we allow this application and direct the
Commissioner of Income-tax, Rangoon, to state a case
,on the two following points : (1) Can an Income-tax Officer having rejected
the accounts of an assessee as not being
genuine proceed to make an assessment (i)
on insufficient material and (ii) without
giving notice of his dissatisfaction to the
assessee under section 23 (2) of the Act?
(1) (1915) A C. 433.

(2) {19Z6j 7 Lah. 138.
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[The decision of the Full Bench on the case stated
by the Commissioner of Income-tax is as follows:]

1929
CHAN Low
CHWAN
V.
THE
COMMISSIONER OF
INCOME-TAX.

RUTLEDGE,
C.}., CARR and BROWN JJ.-In
compliance with an order of this Bench in Civil
Miscellaneous Case No. 13 of 1928, the Commissioner
of Income.tax, Burma, has stated a case on the
following points of law :Can an Income-tax Officer having rejected the
accounts of an assessee as not being
genuine, proceed to make an assessment
(i) on insufficient material and (ii) without
giving notice of his dissatisfaction to the
assessee under section 23 (2) of the Act ?
In his statement of the case, the Commissioner
reviews the circumstances attending the assessment of
the present respondent since the year 1922-23. From
this,it appears that the accounts at any rate since the year 192<,·25 have been rejected as incomplete and
fraudulent, and merely made up for income-tax
purposes. The Commissioner sets out the grounds on
which the Income-tax authorities were satisfied that
the statement of accounts was incomplete and
fraudulent and we consider that they had good
grounds for forming such an opinion. Whether the
statement is incomplete and fraudulent or not is a
question of fact for the determination of the Incometax authorities and not a question on which this
Bench can interfere, and, indeed, from the wording
of the reference, this seems to be taken for granted,
as it assumes that the Income-tax Officer was within
his rights in rejecting the accounts as not being genuine.
The first question then is: Can he proceed to
make an assessment on insufficient material? We
think on this point the quotations which the
Commissioner has made from the case of MacPhc1'son&
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Company v. Moore (1), are very much to the
point.
In that case, no doubt MacPherson &
Company had failed to make any return, but we
V.
THE
quite fail to see why a party who has made a false
COl,OIISSIONER OF
return should be in a better position than one who
I"NCO~tE-TAX.
has failed to make any return. Mr. Cowasjee urges
RUTLEDGE,
C.J., CARR that section 13 only applies to the method and does
AND
not empower the Income-tax authority in any way.
(BROWN, JJ.
vVe cannot see any such limitation in the words of
the proviso, which run as follows :"Provided that if no method of accounting has
been regularly employed or if the method employed
is such that in the opinion of the Income-tax Officer
the income, profits and gains cannot properly be
detected therefrom, then the computation shall be
made on such basis and in such manner as the
Income-tax Officer may determine."
In this case, the Income-tax Officer clearly
considered that the income, profits and gains could
not properly be detected from respondent's statement,
since he decided that that statement was not genuine.
He was consequently entitled to adopt whatever
method he thought best. Adapting the words of the
Lord President in MacPherson's case already alluded
to "If Chan Lovv Chwan does not choose to make an
honest statement of account so that the amount of
profits may be strictly determined, he cannot complain
if a random assessment is made upon him by the
Crown." For years, according to the Commissioner,
the firm has made defective and dishonest returns
for the purpose of income-tax and it is to be hoped
that it will at last dawn upon them that honesty is'
the best policy and that this Court will not aid them
in reducing the administration of the Income-tax law
to a nullity.
1929

CHAN Low
CHWAN

(1) 6 Tax Cases at pages 114 and 115.
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1929
The second question in the reference is: Can
the Income-tax Officer make an assessment without CHAN Low
CH\\"AN
_giving notice of his dissatisfaction to the assessee
V.
THE
under section 23 (2) of the Act? On this point, the COMlIlIS'Commissioner states that two notices were issued SIONER OF
INCmlE-TAJ:.
:under section 23 (2) and also an informal notice
RUTLEDGE,
.requiring the assessee's attendance. The assessee C.J..
CARR
AND
was examined on two occasions and his statements BROWN.
JJ.
'were recorded. He admits that the assessee was not
questioned on the specific points which form the
grounds for the officer rejecting the accounts. The
-controversy on this point seems to come to this:
For the assessee it is urged that the Incom~-tax
Officer should give him particulars in respect of the
.grounds on which he thinks that the statement was
not genuine or on which it is incomplete. vVe may
:say that there is no such provision in the Act and
that the Government 'Advocate's observation that it
'was a matter for the legislature rather than' the Court
seem to be justified. In an ordinary case, we have
no hesitation in saying that such particulars ought to
be given in a notice, especially in cases where the
objection is that the accounts are incomplete.
Here
. ,
.however, where the finding is. that the accounts of
·th e assessee in previous years as well as in this year
were not genuine but were merely cooked for
income-tax purposes, we do not consider that the
Income-tax Officer was under any obligation either
in law or in common fairness to set out all the
:reasons which led him to come to such a conclusion..
We accordingly agree with the answers given by
·the Commissioner in respect of both questions and
we order the. respondent to pay the Commissioner's
<costs, seven gold mohurs.
. .
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Sir Guy Rutledge, Kt., K.C., Chief Justice and Mr. Justice BroWI1.
1929

Feb. 18.

MAUNG PO KYWE AND OTHERS
v.
MAUNG PO TIN AND OTHERS.*
Specific performance-Limitation-Possession by purchaser without registered
instrumelzt, a talid defelzee to suit by legal ownel' forevictiolL-Remedy or
specific perfor111a1lce of contract of sale barred by limitation-No bar to
defence of possession under contract of sale.
Though the proyisions of the Limitation Act may prevent a person from
suing fOr spedfic performance of a contract of a sale of immoveable property ,__
they do not debar him from setting up his contract as a defendant In defence
to a suit to recover possession by the originallegal owner.

Maung Myah Tha Zan v. 1o1a Dun,2 Han. 28S-1'eferred to.
Maung Po Tha v. Maung Ba Din, 4 U.B.R. 179; Salama! v. Masha, 40 All
187; Sandu v. Bltikcltand, 47 Born. 621; Vizagapafam Company v. MutltU1'al11a,
reddi 46 Mad. 91Y-foll01eJed.
Kalipada v. Ford Ltd., 31 C. W.N. 34S-dzstiJlguished.

Ba Han for the appellants.
E Maung for the respondents.
BROWN, J.-The plaintiff-appellants
sued thedefendant-respondents for possession of certain land.
The defence was that the defendants had been put
into possession under an oral contract of sale by the
predecessor in interest of the plaintiffs. The trial
Court found that the defendants did obtain posses-·
&ion in this way and that the plaintiffs had obtained
the purc]lase money. and the suit was a::cordingly'
,dismissed. The District Court on appeal concurred.
with the trial Court in its finding on the facts and
dismissed the appeal. The appellants then came to
this Court in second appeal, and it was urged' that.the defendants were not entitled to rely on their'
. * Letters Patent Appeal, No. 127 of 1928- from the judgment of the High"
Court in Civil Second Appeal
372 of 1928..

No.
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possession under the contract in view of the fact
1929
that at the time the suit was brought a suit by the PoMAL'NG
KVWE
mortgagees for specific performance of the contract AND OTlIERS
·of ..sale was barred by limitation. The appeal was M:~NG
· heard by a single Judge of this Court who decided AN~~;;::RS•
.against the contention put forward by the
appellanls BROWN.
- J.
. •
but who subsequently granted a certIficate under
section 13 of the Letters Patent for further appeal
on the ground that the point had not perviously
been decided specifically by this Court.
In the case of Maung Myat Tha Zan and one v.
M a Dun and one (1), it was held by a Full Bench
of this Court that to a suit by the legal owner for
possession of immoveable property of a value of Rs.100
· or upwards it was a valid defence that the defendant
was given possession of the property by the legal
owner under a contract for sale as defined in section
· .54 of the Transfer of Property Act. It has not been
suggested that we are not bound by this decision.
But it is contended that the decision had reference
only to cases in which a suit by the person in
possession for specific performance of a contract of
sale was not barred by limitation. Although the
.answer to the reference in that case was. maie in
general terms, it is clear that in making that answer
two at least of the Judges of the Bench had in mind
the fact that in that particular case a suit for specific.
performance was not barred. I agree therefore with
the contention put forward by the appellants that
.MuungMyat Tha Zan's case does not decide definitely
the point' now at issue between the parties. I am
however of opinion that the principle approved, in
Maung Myat Tha Zan's case must be held to be
applicable whether a suit fClr specific performance of
a contract of sale is:or is not barred by limitation.
.

·19 ...

(1) (1924) 2 Ran.2SS.
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I dealt precisely with this point as an Additional
,~;IAtJNG,Ju~ge of the late Judicial Commissioner's 'Court,.
'; PO~KYWE
' .
,'
'
AND OTHERS M.andalay, 111, the case of Maung ,Po Tha v. lV/dung
':'-M:~NG
Ba Din (1). 'The view I took in that' case was that
;- PbciDIN
although
the' provisions of 'the
Limitation ACt
AND .0THERS.
' .
---•would prevent the defendant from suing for specific
BROWN, J.
performance of a contract, they did not debar hiin
,frorp setting up his contract in defen ce ' toasuit
Jor possession by the' plaintiff. At the time' I
wrote that
judgment 'there were
conflicting
,decisions on' the',' poiIlt, a:ndfhe' view of the High
.CQurt of Madras was thatuiiless\there was a registered
,document in.; the circumstances to \vhich section 54
.. pfthe Transfer of property Act applied, the'(person
,jn possession under a" contract of sale couJd not
u:esist a suit for' possession brought by the owner·
;.But the' previous decisions'to that 'effect have since
been overruled by' a Full Bench of that" CCiurtin 'the
case, ,of Viz-agapatam Sugar Development Company
, y. lvJuthuramareddi -and twd others (2). . In that case
. the,plaintiff had ~greed to sellalHands wbrthrrtore than
,Rs. 100, to ,the defendant, had ~receivedCObsidetation
and h;:\d put the defendallt in p'ossession but had not
,executed a conveyance. 'It was held by the Full
Bench that part performance' by "vay of delivery of
, possession and an enforceable right on thede£elldantts
part to specific perforrriancewere each<good defences
to the action; anel when the same case came up for
; decision on;a further point Defore a Bench of two
Judgt:s, that Bench held thafthe 'pfea· of' part' per" formace was not limited to cases where the tight to
. sue for. specific perfOf rnanee was not batred'on' the
date oUhe subsequent suit.
A.similar view of the'law has been taken by
the. High ~CoiJrt of Bombay in: the. c'ase,: :of. 'Sd1ldu
. ,1929

,

(1) (1921-22) 4 U .B.R. 179.

; (2). (1923) 46 Mad. 919.
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. a'Kltd ,larkJo:ther ',v. ,~BkikQh aa·nd $unajma I , and ' ~
·others ( l ) . ' ! ' b U l o l G
: PO'KYWE
We have been referred on behalf of the ,apeal- AND' OTHER
lants to the case of Kalipada Basu and olhers v. Fori "IIJ:VNG
'Gloster !uleManu£atluring·-Co.,
'Ltd. \"2). It is sug_
'PO:'TIN
J
.
",
AND OTHERS,
'gested' that-lhis,is"an"anthorityfor' holding' that' the
,..3 f
.
'd
·th·
t'
b
t
f
-d
BROWN,
J.
ue ence'Talse In' IS casecanno
e pu ' orwar
'when 'the' 'claim for specific performance would be
"barred ~;bi;limitation. ,I'notice: however' that! in the
;'-Ca1cu'tta'case'itwas''the'plaintiff \vho was seeking to
. recover 'tftle 'on 'the strength of, his possession and
the present 'question' was not· thereforedireetly in
Issue.
I referred to and followed the Allahabad case of
Salamal-uz-Zamin Begam-v.'Masha Allah Khan a"ld
others (3) in my judgment in Maung Po Tha's case (4).
I see no reason·f()f'iHeFingt-he·,opinioI1 I expressed
in that case, and for the reaSOllS set forth therein I held
that the defence that the defendant has been put
into possession uridter:~a_,contnacLof sale after paying.
the purchase money can be raised in a suit to recover
possessiem ,-py·.tbe fQJ[~ginaLown.~r,; :eNemjhough the
right to sue for specfic performance of the contract
of 'sal e,;~ y·be"earred'''by "limitation.
It is. cOhterlded.th,at-the"ordin<l:fY ruJe sJwl;lld,not be
followed in this case because it is in evide.n{:;e~Umt, the
defenaantsLkaew'::"atdthe"iti!me: of -·the,.c0utr3.ch{h-at a
. registeredidocumenlwas necessary-in order to' convey a
valid ,title.~.But,we,are,uoable±o .see,hoW:.iib,€lstt facts
.·.canaffectJtheiJrinciple applicable. lJlhs'Suggestedth:at
'the defendants 'deliberately .r.'efr~ined'from :ob,taioipg, a
registered deed in order to save stamp duty <and thereby
..defra-ud thecT.evenue. .This,::.a.rgum~n Lappears,r,tQ:,.me
to;' be' someWh'at':tar.;fetthed, "and ,if· theTe~~ were :any
r Wialj i

_(1),(1922jA7BGm.621.
(2) (1'926) 31.C.w.N~ 348.

". (3UI917)..4Q oAl~~;187. '
,(41 tl92J,,.2.2) 4 TJ,B.~.-179.
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fraud at all it was not against the palintiffs. 1 am of
opinion that this appeal should be dismissed with
costs.
RUTLEDGE,

C.J.-I agree

that this appeal must be

dismissed with costs. While Maung Myat Tlta Zan's
case does not expressly decide the point at issue in
the present case, 1 am also of opinion that the
principles therein approved must be held applicable
irrespective of suit for specific performance lying
or not. The cases cited by my brother Brown
show that a large preponderence of Indian Judicial
opinion is in favour of the view we take.

APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Mr. Justice Otter.
1929

ABDULLAKIN

.Feb. 18.

v.
MAUNG NE DUN

AND ANOTHER.*

EvidC11ce Acl (lof 1872), s. 92~Cllarncler of consideratioll, e~,idellce to pro,'eRent set out in a lease document-·Pad of rent a time-ban-cd dcbtContract Act (IX of 1872), s. 25 OJ-Specific referCilce to barrcd debt
Ulinecessary.
A'party is not debarred by anything in the Evidence Act from showing
the real character. of the consideration fixed between the pal·ties. What is
not allowed by by S. 92 is to contradict the terms of adocurnent.
It is therefore open to a party to show that part of the consideration as
to rent payable in terms of a lease represented a past debt for r.ent·and not
a future liability arising under the contract. To satisfy the terms of s. 25 (3)
'Of the Contract Act it is not necessary that .the agreement should in terms
refer to the barred debt.

Appa Rao. v. Suryaprakasa,. 23 Mad. 94;. .Ganapathy v. Mzmisawmi,
33 Mad. 159; Kumara v. Srinivasa, 11 Mad. 21~ ; Lal Mahomed v. Kallanus'
11 Cal. 519'; Vasudeva v. Narasamma. 5·Mad. 6-referred to.
• Special Civil-Second .Appeal No. 428 of 1928 from tile judgment of the
.District 'Court of HeHzada in Civil Appeal No. 24 'of 1928.
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Ray for the appellant.

R. M. Sen for the respondents.

J.-In

this case the plaintiff sued the
defendants upo~ a deed leasing to the 1st defendant
certain paddy lands. The 2nd defendant was impleaded as a guarantor for payment of rent in accordance with fhi, covenants of the lease. The lease was
granted in 1288-89 (1926.27) and the rent stated in
the lease (Exhillit A) was 670 baskets of paddy. The
amount claimed by the plaintiff was 448 baskets
of paddy or their value, the receipt by him of 222
baskds being admitted. The defence was that the
land was leased to them for 250 baskets only, and
among other suggestions by way of deftmce fraud was
alleged against the plaintiff.
. It was the case for the plaintiff that of the total
sum of 670 baskets mentioned in the deed of lease
the arpount of 420 baskets represented a debt due to
the plainliffby the 1st defendant in respect of rent
of other land. This debt was, it is agreed,· timebarred when the deed of lease was executed.
The defendants' case· upon the question of the
amount was that the rent of 670 baskets of paddy
was originally fixed in respect of the two parcels .0£
land, but that later the plaintiff refused to lease one
of the parcels to them, the rent for the remaining
parcel actually· bein g 250 baskets.
It is unnecessary to deal with the various points
argued in the two lower Courts for it was conceded
by Mr. R. M.Sen on behalf of the respondents that
upon the facts. the· plaintiff was bound to succeed.
That this is so is evident from an examination ;of the
statements of the witne$ses which in my vjew disclose
an overwhelming case in. support of the contentions
of the.pla.intiff. ,
OTTER,
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The only serious suggestioll-Hwula: 01'1.' belJlaH of
AllDULLAKlN:' the defendant before .m,~H was" that< tbis-, is,: a;~ case,; to
M~t\G' which section 2S of the Indian Contract Act of 1872
~'~~UN/ n11.'1'st ap'ply and'· as there: is':' no direct" reie-rence-' in
AN~ER; E!xhiJjIfl A to tHe' ?i'e-viol:1s; Hme.. barred debt the
OTTER, J,
ali1burtf' claimed: u'1>bn- ihis- f&otingis<not', reeQVeral:He.
Fltt-thermbre--; it was' said'that as' the: terms of: the
G6ntracl~ Act were~redue-ed{tef the;,fol'ffi> of a· written
documoo't oral evidb:noe' to' p'fbve th-e': tru e nahue of
the' consideta:,tion-: was inadmissible.
Now it· is
perfl~tly ttoe that ttie' dOcument maKeS"'no' mention
of>: the pFevicnls' d~.bt· Indeed:: its> terms' stated c 1earl ytliat the' re-nf r-e:serv-ed \\;30'5 in; r:espe·ct ofi. the le-ased
land. 'Dhe oaS0 of: Appa Ra/ov; Suryap'Yiakasa Rao
O~; is: relie-d1 upon andl supports; th6' first· part of:
Mr. Sen's argument.
Th-e j ca-seJ dfi (Janapa.f}ty·, MoodeUy V~ Munisau;mi
M'odtielly (2);: is;· relied' upon~ by' Mi\- R-ay, for the
plaintiff; rn, mati caS'e' fnere was"aclear-:' refer~nce to
ali: existing' cleM in tlie: documen t and t am; of; opinion
that! the pteiSent oas~ must stand upon, a different
footing. JIt; is' . al'eat· h'owe¥€p' that, se:ctti'on 92' of; the
H~idb-n(jeAtctf0rbicli>on1y' the Hcontrad~~ti!rrg,varying,
adtlirig to; Clf' sutitFat1i:fng f'mffi l the terms of the
coli'tJiatif-," The' co'nJgjtl~ra.tioni in the prese:n t: case
<fGG'oitH1'l;g tb' fhtf plaintiff' is the' exact afIiloun1: stated
il¥ me; dUC'il':jjiJent~ .Itt ha'Si been- decid€d: that section
92 of the Evidence A~:t!- <f-oes: not pr-event a, PCftty tQ
a' .atliiti~t-1! Ftol'rti showing; by arar}); eviden'ce; t2hat the
e0frsid~f.ati'0ii>' ifg di{fmrenf from,' that de~rib€d iH the
c6'ritrnef~ Wh'M1 is- net? al;~0:wed} by; H~e, section., is 'to
eGlif.r.adld:" tHe' te-'trnso'f tlie; do€ument. 'the question
tI1er'e-foF~ i-s~ wn.etihitf to, show' tHat a part' of the
cotisfdb:wHOfi is: in t€S~ed o-f~a previous; debt;- and is.
nell fIr res:pectot' too' amOt:lIlti due under' tlre le,ase is
192.9",

v

(1) (1299) 23 Mad. 94. .

(2) (1909)33' Man; 15-9.
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a contradiction of the terms of the contract. Four
cases are of importaric'e upbii this point, viz.ABDULLA KIN
'II.
(1) Lal Mahometi,v. Kalla1Jus .(1);
MAUNG
NE DUN
(2) Vasudeva Bhi]:ll'tt v:'Narasa"mma (2),
ANiF.:
ANOTHER.
(3) Kumq)':(t v. Srif!,ii'asa. {3};'
(4) Ganapathy M ood~lly v. Munisawmi
OTTER. J.
MriPf!~llY.J5t~
In all these
cases
the Courts have held the view
<:-;:':
':',
tha( a; Baily. i~., ii.o~~ qYb:W,tr.e,cl b,y- aI]l'th·~p'g .. i~, 'the'
Evidence Act. from showing the reaLcharacter of the
~onsideratioI1fixed8e1~eeiJ.fhe partie~. "Iil~hepre'sent
cas~,!the.··aml?pn.t::d( t!~e. c,o)f~ide.!.afio.n i's.' cor:f·~c~h.
stated, and· it' seems to me that· the plaintiff brought
hl~~lftf; ~n.lli~tthe.' p,rip~j,ph\Irh:av~:·"re£i¥[,i~,d.·,h)I'··wlj~~;
he aqduced•. ·evidence to show that. part. of the
,consideration represerlteda past' debt' for rent and"
not, a f.u:tJ~re, Ij'ilbiJit,y at:i~iI,lg un.cl~r the cont{3;a~;
F~r these reaso~s 'ti;e' appeal.
allowed ~1th
~';'~

.

"'.~

i

, '...

~

.:t'; ......

,";.

cOJ't~i~;'~W~yqtitf~:
(1) (1885)11 Cal. 519.
(2) (1882) 5 Mad. 6.

I

.'

:"",,~

:, .,

...

",

",-,

:,.\"..

,,:':.":,.

".

-,;.'

,smusCbe

(3) (1887) 11 Mad. 213.
(4) (1909) 33 Mad! 159.'
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Before Mr. Justice Otter.
1929

Feb. IS.

MAUNG THA NYO
_v.
MA UN MA PRU &

AND

CO.

OTHERS.*

Burma Registration of Business Names Act (Burma Act VIII of 1920), ss. 3~
5-6 Disability to sue without registration-' Inaccurate particlllan',
what amounts to, andeffed of-Prot'iso (1) to s. 3 applicable only to sub-sec. C-Fresh suit after due ,'egistration not barred.
An Arakanese carried on a money-Iendir-g' business in his
name until
his death. His widow continliC:u the business as sole proprietress, in the name'
of her hGsband, adding to ,that name the \1\'ords 'an<I,'Co" She lent.moneys>
to the respondents on a mortgage which was t:;ken in her business name.
She then 'registered the business under the Burma R~gistration of Busil.ess
Names Act but erroneously entered herself as well as her children as partners._
She then sued the respondents in the name of the business, for the mortgage
debt.
'
, Held, that s. 3 (6) of the Act applied without qualification in this case, and'
that her' parlicuhr ' being inaccurate, there was no proper registration under
the Act, and her suit failed under s. 5 (I) of the Act. She was at liberty however to file il fresh suit in respect of the claim after 'registering in accordance
with the Act. .The proviso ~1)to s. 3 applies only t<;> sub-sec. C,and did not
apply to the plain~iff's c~,se.

own

Lambert forthe appellant.
Sein Tun Aung for respondents 1 to 5.
OTTER, J.-This is an unfortunate case. This suit
is upon a mortgage. The only point of apparent substance taken on behalf of the defendants has been
that in consequence of provisions of the Burma
Registration of Business Names Act of 1920 the
plaintiff firm is unable to enforce their claim against
the defendants. This point was not taken in terms
in the written statement, but it was argued in both
lower Courts, unsuccessfully in the Subdivisiona1
Court, but with success in the District Court.
• Sp~cial Civil Second Appeals No. 364 of 1928 on Appeal from the District
Court of Akyab in Chit Appeal No. 26 of 1928.
.
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The short facts are that a man called Maung Tha
Nyo carried on a money-lending business in his own
name till. he died on 8th February 1921. Since his
death his widow Ma Hla Mra Khine has carried on
and still carries on the same business under the style
of Maun~ Tha Nyo & Co. On 10th May 1924 the
mortgage in suit was entered into, the mortgages
being described as Maung Tha Nyo & Co. Tha Act
in question had come into force on 1st June 1923.
I may observe at once that the drafting of the Act
leaves much to be desired. It is described in the
preamble (which of course does not form part of the
Act) as an Act to make provision for the Compulsory
Registration of Business Names.
Section 3 of the Act is as follows :Su bjed to provisions of this Act(a) "Every firm having a place of business in
any area to which this Act extends and
carrying on business therein under a
business name which does not consist. of
the true names of all partners who are
individuals; and the corporate names of all
partners who are corporations;
(b) every individual having a place of business
in any area to which this Act extends and
ca,rrying on business therein lUlder a
business name which does not consist of
his true name ;
(c)evety individual or firm having a place of
business in any area to which this Act
extends, who, or a member of which, has
either before or after .the passing of this·
Act changed or added to his name, except.
in the·case of a woman in consequence'
of marriage, shall be registered, in accordance with the provisions
this Act."·

of
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And.,theJollowingprovisois then. enacted,:P:F0vided thatNyo & CO.'
II (1) wher.e the change or the, addition. merely
v.
MA UNMA
indicates. that, the business is carried on
PRU AND
OTHERS,'
in succession to a former. OWner, of the
.oTTER, J.
business, that change or addition, shall not
of j tsel f" re nder registration n ec.e ssa,IY ;"
ILis.·said: that s~dion 3 (h~(ai1d. perhaps section
3· (a). have been infringed fOLwhen on 3rd,Jtin.e 1924
a regist.ration was effe-et, by a mistake. the I1;ames
of parties ~ere .shown as Ma RIa Mfa KhineJogether
with each of her ten children.
It. should be.said that the, family is an. Arakanese..
family, and the business is carried on in Akyab.
There is no doubt 01 cours.e that a technical
breach of section 3. (b4 occurred. if that section
applies to the case.
It is said by. the plaintiff. however that the proviso
(1) applies, and; that registration is:. unne.c-essary. It i"
not easy to see exactly whatthe. provisois intended to
mean.. It is clear however, thatwhatever.its meaning it
only refers back tp sub.-section (c) ot se.ction 3 j fOl
in It is found: the only. reference to a change or
addition to a na,me. T.here are more than qn~ point
of. difficulty wi,th regard to the wordiing of the su bsection j e.g., it is not clear how. far, the sub-section
is intende<1 to be retrDspectiv.e. But in the presen
case I cannot see that ~he'~;change: or addition ' I
contemplate,d took place.. 1i'he only ";chan;g~" was
.in name of.th~ "business/' Ma RIa Mra Rhine did
not not. change her: name and the word "firm is .
defined as me~ning an uninc.orpomt.e body (a) of two
or more individuals. or- (b) on~,; or, mQr.e. individuals
and op.e.or.. . more corporations w.ho. hav.e:. entered into
partnership. with Que anQther ·~,ith a vie.w to carrying
on business fOf; profit.. 1{hus" 11 think section 3 (b)

:MAUNG TElA

II

VOL~
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must appl:ywithout;qua,lificati<i>riJor there-is no· doubt.
Ma. H)a>:, Ma, Khine carried business~ uIildet< a name. ~~~N~~~;.
which did 'not':,;consisbofxher·. trne n-ame~
. 'v, ' .
MA. L'N MA
It be~.o.mesi.. necessary., therefore.to.. see, what. the pnu ANIt
'h
Ad says,is to'be the effecb
of t ese, matters. S ec t'lQn OTHERs .
5 is: as) fo1l0ws :~(('Where any fi,tm,. corpof.a:tion, or OTTER, J,'
:ii1dividilaJ by; Uris.Act: requir~Q( to furnish,a statemtmt
·of partibul<l!rsi or of any chapge, in particulars shall
have made: defaulbn,so doing. then; the,.rightsj of that
.·defaulter under, or: arising; out o{ any contract, made
or, enteredi into by\ or on behalLof such, defaulter in
reJHion to the business! in respe.ctto the carrying on
of which. p-arti~culars) v:.ere required' to be furnished·
at any.' time while ht\ is_ in default shall not. be
·enforceable by suit orJeg~I' proceeding either, in the
'business'. name or other/wise."
Iw,ould abser,ve that:nowherein the,Actis there any
provision requiring a firm elc., to furnish a, statement
of particulars. All the Act r,equires is "registration
:in accordance witq. t1;l~ RJ;,qvis.i,Qps, of this Act, " It
is true there is a penalty laid down by section 6 (b)
'in the case of a pers@Il' who fur.nishes particulars
'which he knows. or. has r,e~son to. believe are false.
But the Act neither says. "particulars" are to be
-furnished, nor of course whfl/ Ra.r.ti.~ut~rs are to be
furnished. Moreover the words "default " or Ct defaull

~edl.Q~d~fin~d.
J,t. is· s·a:id by' the'

·te;f"

appelhml:' that she has done all
that, ~.~ i;S~ r,~q.tUre,<;l" tq Q,Q :: 'l!i~." s.p.~ h~: hJrn:i$p{(p
." pant u:UJta1:s.
'... 7 " B u.t th
t: I'
"..
te
·eSfi " 'par~lCtl
arS··£tral.naccura
....
for the children are not p~t,n$:r.~. a.P..d. ·~~j.h04·~I~ ~~.~re
is no clear provision requiring' particulars or correct
particulars that such are r.~q_uir~.d: may-· be, iaf~ued
from section 3 (a) anc!:: q" <JJ, ~~J Qt. th~ i\£~~. l:hat
l:?~iQg, ~p tbep~~~Q.,tijf.;\Y.~~~t ~·Wa.\~~j;~,t.tm,y.~ t};l:l,der
the disability provided: fOJ:~ by sediOP 5, (l}'o£, the. Act
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and upon purely technical' grounds her suit was
correctly dismissed. So far as I am able to judger
however, Ma Hla Ma Khine acted honestly throughout and with a genuine endeavour to comply with
the Registration Act. I observe that she did apply
to the District Judge for a ,remand of the case in
order that she might apply to the Court for relief. I
observe also that this application was refused. I do:
not understar.d what was the reason for this refusal",
and the learned Judge merely states that he sees no,
rcason to remand the case as a fresh, suit will not
be barred. That being the view of the learned Judge
I think the best course for the plaintiff is to register
in accordance with the Act (and this I am told she
has done) and bring a fresh suit. Her appeal therefore for the reasons I have given must be dismissed
but in the special circumstances of this case the appeal
is dismi!?sed without costs.
APPELLATE

CIVIL~

Before Mr. Justice Browll.
1929

Feb. 21

MAUNG PO HTAIK

v.
,BRAMADIN

AND OTHERS. '"

Wagering contract, cause of action directly based on~Agellt l'ecciving wage"
money~Liabilitytoac~ount to principal-Contract Act (IX of 1872), s. 30'.
If, as a IeStiit of a wagering contract, an agent has r~cein~d money on his
principal's b~ha1f, he is Ulen'liable to account to the principal for that mone)'.but a suit cannot be brought in which the cause of adion is based 'directly Oli.
the wagering contract.
,
Bllo/anatlt v. Mulclland, 25'.11 639-1'cfened to.

H alker for the applicant.
Ba Soe for the respondents.
• Civil R~vision No. 24-4 of 1928 from fhe judgmtmt of the District Court.
) Thayetmyo in Civil AppeaLNo. 217~of 1928.
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J.-The respondents brought a suit against
the petitioner, Maung Po Htaik, for the recovery of
Rs. 141. Their case was that money was collected
-for a confederacy to buy tickets for the Rangoon St.
Leger Sweep from Mandalay. The confederacy to
purchase the tickets consisted of certain officials in
the Thayetmyo district. The petitioner was collecting
one rupee contributions and obtained Re. 1 for this
purpose from the respondents. The confederacy
-finally won a prize as a result of the race and each
:subscriber of Re. 1 obtained as his share of the prize
Rs. 141. The respondents claimed a similar sum from
the appellant.
The trial ~Court dismissed the suit, but the suit
was decreed by the District Court on appeal and the
petitioner has now come to this Court in revision.
Section 30 of the _Contract Act provides that
," agreements by way of wager are void and that no
suit shall be brought for recovering anything alleged
to be won on any wager or entrusted to any person
to abide the result of any game or other uncertain
-event on which any wager is made." It is clear
--therefore, that the .respondents could not possibly
succeed merely on the strength of their agreement
.'with the petitioner. The second clause of section 30
-which the trial Judge discusses obviously has no
-application to the present case.
The District Court referred to an unofficial report
-of a caSe decided by the late Chief Court of Lower
Bilrma. The question decided there was also decided
-in Bholanath v· - Mulchand and another (1). If, as a
_result of a wagering contract, an agent has received
:money on his principal's behalf, he is then liable to
-account to the principal for that money, but a suit
-cannot be brought in which the cause _of action is
BROWN,

(1) (1903) 25 All. 639.
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''based- diFeatly'oncbhe wagelling C'ontr.ad. ,IThe:plain tiffs
"M~ Po • in ...-the, 'pre5en t 'cas'e blear'l y-. {JouJd !ROt succeed' ,merel y
"HT:IK
"on\'the'str("flgth:of t,heir' ~cant'Fact··witJh,41he petitIOner..
'B~_~~~D1N They 'must 'ptove \ that· the i 'pe.tiltioner ;'has: received
• t:iTtIEHS.
t ~he. prize' money ;'.and'i.s :holding Jlit ')on' .their behalf.
BHOWN, J.
The plaint dn' this 'point·is .\jagueJy:,worded, but
Rsstuiiing: that it 'does 'allege that- the'petitioner',did
'receive lhe'moneYiifsee,ms to -me:quitedmpossible to
-'hold that ,that al1egal.ionhas 'been pF€lved. lThere 1S no. evidence whats9,~yer on ·thatcpoint. :Theprize;money
.'was re'ceived'by the confederacy, :bu~:the evidence on
the record is'to the effect that 'the Tespoucl.ent'S'fiamts,
\vere never entered in the books of the- confederacy
;ashaving contribilted,towfliticls dhe stake ::money..
,The ''i'earned : Di'strict ; Judge (temJarks: 'fE}efendant
on the: other hand admr,tsJlJ.avillg i -received I·Re. 1
;'from' '-fhe'-plairttiffs for 'the'·0ffice: Society Confederacy
'andfbrthe M-audalay·'Sweep··and r he,also nadmits that
.a·prize;'has·been··won·-and that! ea:Gh share \ am oimted
, lo ' 1<s. '141 ,buVhe ·-avers'· that as Maung, M'aung who,
'kept' the' list of. subscribers :haddold ·hinF 1that the
· li'St had J be'en ' dosed, '11e hud' 'added ,:to the 'Re. 1
,given'by,theplaintiffs'another"ReJ 1 and: purchased a
.
. tl"ferS\V'eepi
,"'~"""'.
th e l''1'S t 0 f~ Sl1'b scn'b ers 111
. th at
; share'ln'ano
,'cOtffetl'eraty -being held 'by. one Maung:Po <Nyo and
· he submits, that-he,informed the plaintiffs of. this fact.
The point for decision, ,therefore,' ,is: . ·Did the
-defend-~nt~~nform the plaintiffs-that the effice Society
. list, hade been' 'closed and t-hat.. their!,Re.' 1,.'hadbeen
"cl!eposited -with ,Maung r Po :Nyoforanothersweep,
and if so; dicit-he 191-ainti.ffs~·gree? The:.onus >ofproof
-'lieson,the . df;\fendant, ·who ··has:,not --been able, to
;:produ:cea tittle ,of e"vidence'to prove.this' point"
It; 'seems· ·.fo erne that " the- Distdct: Judge,. has
:.entitely misconcei:ved the ,'lquestionhe·had~ to decide.
· Tn e-'plalIrti"ffs·c'(fU1.d:-rfot-·sue:-on:th~eir·-wageflh
g contract
:'1929

I

~MNOOON!
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and could not claim fro'm: the' petitioner because he
had failed to carry out its terms. They have to
prove, affirmatively that he had actually received the
prize inoney on' their behalf. 'The're \V?s no' evidence
whatsoever on this'~ point • nor' can I: see 'how any
presumption can be drawn that the" petitioner did
receivefhe' money. In my opinibn, the respondents
entirely Hiiled to' prove a'cause' of-action on which
they could' 'sue.
The'tase cis befbre,,'mein' revisiofl,' hut I think
there 'is'su~fficient groclndfor interference. Itseems
to n1e' tliat the District-Court's method ofarriving at
~ its con'eltlsidn' was "H'fegular, arid that the 'Court
el1tir\elyh1iscoriceived the point'at' issue. I set aside
the dedree of'the' District 'Court and restore that of
the tr'i'al <'Colirt 'di'smfssing the suit of, the' plaintiffrespdrtCIents.The plairitiff-resporidents win pay the
costs of thepetitioher throughot:t.
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1929
MAUNG Po·
HTAIK
V.
BRAMADIN,
AND

OTHE[<S.

BI/OWN,

: ~PPEIJLATE' CIVIL.
Before Mr. Justice Hrald and Mr. Justice otter.

)MAUNG'THEIN' PE

J.

, v.
P. DESOUZA

AND'OTHERS

AND ANOTHER.*

Teacher's cimtract--:One mOllt h's 1I0tice sufficient to tcr mil/ate cOlltract-Salary
in lieu of not ice.
A teacher engaged by the' month is, in the absence of a special agreement,
only entitled to one month's noUce for'the termination of his contract. In
lieu ofi'iotice, he only~Ii.titled t~ one month's viagcs and n6t to:six months'
salary.
A . David i; S1. Allth01JY's High School (Civil Revision 219 of 1919 Ch. Ct.
L .. B); l'-nth~ m;'Ue;· of . the Africa;" Association Ltd. and Allm, (1910)
1 K.B. 396; M.E'.MolJla ~, K. c.Bos1, 8 L.B.R:4204e!erred to.
.

is

.. ' L(;{t~rs j'a'ten;fA ppeal Kg: ~l1.of i 928' from tl~~ytidgfu'ent 6f'the' High
Court in SpeCialCivll Second AppeafNo: 95 of 1928.

1929
Feb. 25.

J..
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E Maung for the appellants.

MAU~G

"THEIN PE
.AND OTHERS
V.

J.

P.

DESOUZA
AND
.ANOTHER.
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Ba Thein (1) for the respondents.

HEALD and OTTER, JJ.-This is an apptal under
the Letters Patent, which arises under the following
circumstances : The plaintiff, who is a schoolmaster, brought a
suit against the members of the National School
Committee of Einme claiming damages for wrongful
dismissal. The learned Subdivisional Judge was of
opinion that the plaintiff had been engaged on a month
to month contract and awarded him one month's
salary by way of damages. The District Judge, however, seems to have agreed that the plaintiff was
engaged upon a monthly basis, but he was of opinion
that six months' salary would be a reasonable compensation for his dismissal. Upon appeal to this Court,
the learned Judge appears to have agreed with the
finding of the two lower Courts as to the terms upon
which the plaintiff was engaged, but he said that he
was not prepared to disagree with the tl opinion of
the lower appellate Court that six months' salary in
lieu of notice is excessive. We assume he meant
(/ not excessive p. ·He subsequently granted a certificate enabling an appeal to be made to a Bench of
this Court.
The respondent entered into the service of the
appellants on or about the 26th of July 1926. On
the 15th of October of that year, he received a letter
terminating his employing "within one month" from
that date and offering to pay the sum of Rs,' 225
being, as we understand it, Hs. 150 by way of salary
for that month and the balance of Rs. 75 being in
respect of· the 15 days in October. The respondent
refused to accept this offer anclworteOn the 22nd
. of October claiming Rs.3 ,757 and included in this
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sum was Rs. 3,600 as damages consequent upon his
~
dismissal.
MAUNG'
The first question to be determined is: What A~~E~H~~S
was the agreement for the hiring of the respondent ?
J~P.
We need say no more them that we agree that he DESOUZA
AND
was employed by the month at a salary of Rs. 150 AXoTHERS
per month.
'.
HE~AND
It is clear that· there was nothing in the agree. OTTER, 11.
ment (which was a verbal one) providing for notice
to leave on either side, nor \-vas there any evidence
at the trial of the existence of any custom in such
a case. As has been laid down, therefore, in a number of cases, the contract ,,,,ill be termi l1 ated by a
reasonable notice.
Upon this point, we need only refer to the case
of In the matter of the African Assocalion Limited
and Allen (1) and A. David v. St. Anthony's HiJ!,h
Sehcal (2), a decision of the Chief Court of Lower
Burma, apparently upon somewhat similar facts. In
the latter case (following M. E. Molla v. K. C. Bose
(3), the learned Judge thought that 30 days' wages
was sufficient.
In the present case, the respondent was engaged
by the month and in the absence of a special agreement it seems to US reasonable that he should have
one month's notice.
.We observe he was not turned out forthwith. He
had an opportunity, while still keeping his appoinL
. ment, to look for other work. We have no doubt
that the Committee have acted reasonably, and the
appeal is therefore allo\ved. As the appellants have
been all along willing to pay the Rs. 225 mentioned
in their notice, respondent must pay the costs of
appellants in all Courts.
-:-

II) [1910J 1 K.B. 396. (2) Ci\'i! Revision No. 219 of 1919 Clio Ct. L.B.
.
(3i (1916) 8 L.B.R. 420.
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Before Mr. Justice Brown.

1929

Feb. 26.

MA YIN HU

AND ANOTHER

v.
MA CHIT MAY.

*

Gift, wlle1~ revocabie-Transfer subject to restriction an alienation or chargeRevocatioll, power of, limited to daIley only. during his lifetime-Absolute
,.' restraint-:-TransJer of Property Act(lV of 1882), ss. 10, 126.
,- Where on the making of a gift of immoveable propet"ty it is agreed
Iretwe'en the donor and the donee that the gift would be revoked if the donee,
transferred or mortgaged the property without the donor's consent in his lifetime the agreement is valid according to the provisions of s. 126 of the
Transfer of Property, Act. It is a promise to the donor personally, the
happening of the<i'event is not depended on the will of the donor, and itis only
the donor during his lifetime who could revoke the gift. This is not an
:absolute restraint on alienation such as is void under s. 10 of the Act.
" Makund v. RaJrup, 4 AlL L.J. 708-referred to.
Bhairo v. Parmesltl-i Dayal, 7 All. 516 j GoPi Ram v. leo Ram, 45 All. 473
-,-distinguished.

Thein Mawlg for the appellants.

Ba Them for the respondents.

J.-U

Chan Nyein, now deceased, brought
a _ suit against the appellants Ma Yin Hu and
Limma and one S.T. Chokalingam Chettyar for cancellation of a deed of gift and possession of a
certain house and its site.' The plaintiff's case was
that on the 3rd of December 1923 he had executed
.an outright deed of gift in favour of the 1st
.appellant who was his sister, but that on the same
·day the 1st appellant executed another registered
deed whereby she undertook not to make a gift of,
iransfe!" sell or mortgage the property without the
knowledge, consent and permission of the donor
BROWN,

--------------~--------,

* Civil Second Appeal No. 607 of 1928 from. the' judgment of the District
.court of Thaton in Civil Appeal No. 52 of 1928.
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and that, if she did so, she would transfer and
return the property to the donor. On the 10th of
July 1925 the appellants executed a mortgage of the
property in favour of the 3rd defendant, Chokalingam Chettyar, for Rs. 1,000. The plaintiff claimed
that this mortgage was effected without his consent
and that he was therefore entitled under the terms
of the agreement to have the property reconveyed
to him. As against Cbokalingam Chettyar the case
has been dismissed, and the validity of the mortgage
so far as he is concerned is not now in question, as'"
there is nt) appeal against this order of dismissal.
The trial Court, however, gave .a decree in favour of
the plaintiff against the two appellants. This decree
was confirmed on appeal to the District Court and
the appellants now come in second appeal to this
Court.
Certain allegations were made as. to undue
influence at the time the gift was made and it was
also contended that U Chan Nyeil1 had given his
consent to the mortgage, but on these points the
decision of the two lower Courts is against the
appellants and they have not been urged in this
appeal.
U Chan Nyein died during the pendency of the
suit in the trial Court and is now represented by
his 'widow Ma Chit May.
The contention now put forward on behalf of
the appellants is that the promise' not to transfer
without the donor's consent~is void, It is contended
that, if the gift and the promise be considered as
forming. one transaction, then the provisions of
section 10 of the Transfer of Property Act are
operative, and that, if· the promise is treated as a
separate transaction, [then it must be held to be void
as being apposed to· public· policy arid without
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consideration. I do not think the claim as to conIt is clear that two
MA YIN Hu ~ideration can be substantiated.
AND
registered documents were executed on the same
ANOTHER
V.
day, and that the gift of the property was considerM'ACHIT
MAY.
ation for the promise made. The gift and the
promise were made on separate registered documents
BROWN, J.
but it is clear that they were made at the same time
apd it seems to me that they must be treated as
forming part of one transaction.
Section 10 of the Transfer of Property Act lays
.down that where property is transferred subject to a
condition or limitation, absolutely restraining the
transfeTee or any person claiming under him from
:parting with, or disposing of, his interest in the
property, the condition or limitation is void. I have
bee~ referred to two Allahabad cases, on this
subject.
In the case of Bhairo and others v.Parmeshri Dayal
arzd othe1's (1), by a compromise between the parties
it was agreed that one of the parties should hold
possession of certain property generation by generation and would not alienate the property. It was
held that this condition restraining the power of
alienation was void as contravening the provisions
of section 10 of the Transfer of Property Act. Apart
from the provisions of section 126 of the Transfer
of Property Act, ,-\-'hich I shall refer to later,·
Bhairo's case differs considerably from the present
case. In that case the transferee was· to hold
possession genei:ati~m by generation and the co~dition
restraining the power of alienation was apparently
to be in force for ever. In the present· case there
is no absolute condition that is to last for ever. As
regards the property here the condition merely is
that the donee will not transfer it without .the
1929.

(lJ (1884) 7 All. 516.

Y

.'1C
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-consent of the donor. There is no provision in the
-deed restraining the power of transfer after' the
-donor's death.
Another case referred to on behalf of the appellants is the case of Gopi Ra1tl and another v.
J eat Rant and others (1). In that case there was a
covenant in a deed of sale that, if the vendee, hiS
heirs or representatives desired to sell the house
purchased, they should in such a case first ask the
executant, his heirs or representatives for the time··
being, to purchase it. It was held that this con-dition was void as offending against the law of
perpetuities. But here again the condition was
applicable not only to the parties but to their heirs
and represelltatives·
These are the only two official reports to which
1 have been referred on behalf of the appellants.
The trial Judge in his judgment referred to the case
. of M akund Prasas and others v. Rajrup Singh and
othe1'S (2). This is an unauthorised report and therefore cannot be cited as an authority. But it seems to
me that the arguments in that case are sound.
In that case as here there was a gift of certain
immoveable property subject to a condition that the
land would be liable to be taken back in the event
of the donee transferring it.
It was pointed out ·that section 126 of the
Transfer of Property Act recognises the validity of
a pow'er of revocation·, . Tha,t section lays down that
the donor and donee may agree that, on the hap.pening of any specified event which does not depend
on the will of the dOhor, a gift shall be suspended
or revoked. That appears to me to be the effect of
the two do :uments in the present case when read
together. At the Hme of the gift it was; agreed by
(1) (1923) 4$ All, 478.(~) (1907)4

Ah.L;J. IDS.
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donee that the gift would be revoked on the
donee's transferring or mortgaging the property
A-ND
without the donor's consent, that is to say, on the
ANOTHER
'/J.
p.appening of any specified event which does not
MA CRlT
MAY,
depend on the will of the donor. Looked at in this
BROW:-l, J.
light the agreement does not seem to me to contravene
the provisions of section 10. There is only a promise
to the donor personally and it is only the donor y
during his life time who could revoke the gift. There
is no absolute restraint on the' transferee or any
person claiming· under him from alienating the
property. I am of opinion therefore that the provisions of section 10 of the Transfer of Property Act
do not apply to the present case and that the promise made by the 1st appellant is not void as
being opposed to public policy. The appellants are
bound by that promise and their appeal must therefore fail.
I dismiss this appeal with costs.

MA YIN Hu

APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Mr. Justice Brown."
1929

Mar. 1.

A.K.R.M.M.C.T. CHETTY FIRM.

'1'.
MAUNG THA DIN

AND ANOTHER.*

c,lIii Procedllre Code (Ad tr of 1908), s. 47 ; 021, r. 2-SlIit

to 1~ecover money
paid towards salisfaction' of a decree when. sllclzpayment 1I0t certified,
maintainability 'of-Basis of t he claim. .
.'
When the judgment, debtor paid a certain sum towards the partial satiS"_
fadion of a decree and the decree-holder failed to certify the payment and
executed the whole decree,
.' Held, that suit would lieto recover the sum paid. Sectfon47onhe Civil
'Procedure Code would not biusuch SltU as the claim is based on a failure to carry

a

·!·:*Civil.MiscelIaneous Appeal·No. 9iof 19Z8 from thejudgment ot the
District Coqrt.of Pyinmana.il)
.
'Civil
. Appeal No. 399f1928.
. .
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1929
out the promise to credit the. 3monnt
the decree and although this has a
bearing on the question of satisfaction yet it is not a question directly relating
A.K,R.M.M.
to satisfaction of the decree.
C.T. CHETTY

ll1aulIg Myo v. Maullg Ka, 11 L.B.R. 42'--referred to.

Venkatram for the appellant.
Basu for the respondents.
J.-The respondents brought a suit against
the appellants for the recovery of a sum of Rs. 604
together with interest thereon. Their case was that
in December 1924 they paid the sum of Rs. 500 to the
appellants towards satisfaction of a decree the appellants held against them. The appellants have since
that date taken out execution for the whole amollnt
due under the decree and have not certified or
recognised this payment of Rs. 500. They further
stated in their plaint that the actual amount overdrawn
in the executing Court by the appellants was Rs. 604,
and the amount they actually claimed this sum of
Rs.604.
It is quite clear, however, that so far as the case
is based. merely on an overdrawalin the executing
Court, the present suit cannot lie arid this admitted
by the learned advocate for the respondent The
question for decision now is whether a suit can be
brought for recovery of the Rs. 500.
The trial Court held that it could not and dismissed
the suit. The District Court in appeal held that such
a suit could be brought and remanded the case for
a decision on the merits. The case of Maung Myo
v.Maung Ka (1), is clearly in favour of the view
taken by the District Judge. The District Judge
appeared to have thought that the decision in M aung
Myo's case was difficult to reconcile with the wording
BROWN,

(1) 1922 11 L.B.R.429.

FIRM

v.
MAUNG
THA DIN
AND
ANOTHER.
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of section 47 of the Code of Civil Procedure. Under
that sectioI? questions arising between the parties to
the suit in which the decree was passed and relating
FIRM
V.
to the satisfaction of the d'ecree must be determined
MAUNG
THA DIN
by the Court executing the decree and not by a
AND
ANOTHER.
separate suit. But the question that arises in this
case is the alleged failure of the appellants to carry
BROWN, J.
out their promise of crediting the amount to this
decree. It has of course a bearing on questions as to
the satisfaction of the decree, but it is not directly a
question relating 4 to such satisfaction. I see no good
reason for dissenting from the decision in Maung
Myo's case.
It has been suggested that the present suit must
fail because of the wording of the receipt given for
the payment of . the r~1oney. That point has not
yet been considered by the trial Court and it is
sufficient to say that I am not satisfied at this stage that
it is shown that this objection is fatal to the suit. The
question of limitation which has also been mentioned
must also be left for decision in the first instance by the
trial Judge. I am of opinion that the suit as regards
the Rs. 500 with possibly interest thereon is maintainable.
;.,"
I therefore dismiss this appeal with costs.

A.K.R.M.M.
C.T; C'HETTY
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MATRIMONIAL JURISDICTION.
Before Sir Guy Rlltledge, Kt., K.C., Chief Justice, and Mr. Justice MaulIg Ba
and Mr Jvstice Brown.

BLACKMORE, E. W.
i;.

BLACKMORE, NORA AND ANOTHER.*
DivJrce Act (IV of 1869) 5S. 2. ll-Domicile of parties cs~elltialfol' jurisdiction of Dist rict Court-Condonation of matrimonial ofjttlce, implied
condition of-Repetition of ofjence-Reviva 1 of right to div.·yce for
the c<Jndollcd ofjencc--·Characler of rcpea'ed ofjer/a-Desertion, a groulld
for rcvil'al oj right to divorce Oil gl'ol/ltd of condolled adultery.
Parties to a m:uria~e mIst be do'niciled in India at the time when the
'petition is presented, in order to gi ve juris:t.idioll to the District Court !Inder
the Indian Di \'orce Act.
Condonation of past matrimonial offenc('s is impliedly conditioned upon
the fu ure good behadonr of the offendin~ spou~e. If after condonation,
ih - offences ?re repeated, the right to make the condoned offence a ~round for
-divorce. revives. To cons itate such re\ival, the offending sp(.use need not
t
be guilty of offences of t~le same character as that condoned; any ldsconduc
is sufficient which ind:c'ltes that the condonation was not accepted in
good f<lith and upon the reasonable conditions implied.
Desertion would therefore be a sufficient ground for making the previous
allegation of condoned adultery a ground for divorce.

C. C. Moreno v. H. W, B. Moreno. 47 Cal. 1068-rejerred toJ.

RUTLEDGE, C.J. MAUNG BA and BROWN, JJ.-'
'The District Judge, Mandalay, has passed a decree
for dissolution of marriage in favour of one Earne~t
\Valker Blackmore against Mrs. Nora Blackmore! and
has referred the proceedings to this Court fOr confirmation.
The proceedings were taken under the Indian
Divorce Act and by section 2 of that Act as
:amended by Act No. XX V of the 1926 the District Court
only hasjuisdiction in case whether the parties to
the marriage are domiciled in India at the time when
the petition' is presented. .Of . the parties. to tlW
_• Ci"ii ReiCt~tiC'Cl No.8 bf 1928.

192;;

Mar. S.
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marriage in this case, the petitioner was born in
England and the respondent at Allahabad.
The petitioner says that he has been with the
Indian Army since 1913, that is, for some 1:' years r
that he is domciled in India and that he has no
intention of returning to England, and the respondent also says that she intends settling in India and
does not mean to go back to Ireland or Britain.
The parties have certainly been residing. in India
ever since their marriage in the year 1918, and \ve
see no reason why we should not accept their statements tl1at they have made India their domicile~
The District Court therefore had jLlrisdiction in the
matter.
The petition filed by the petitioner sets forth that
the parties were married in 1918 and have three
children. A fourth child was born to the respond~
ent but the paternity of that child is denied by the
petitioner. In December 1927 the respondent left
the petitioner who was theil in Rangoon and went
to Mandalay. She has admitted committing adultery
there with· a person unnamed. Later 011 the petitioner was transferred to Mandalay and the parties,
lived t0gether again from the 19th of April 1928.
T~1ey remained under the same roof until the 8th July
when the respondent left the petitioner taking her
children with her. The petition further sets forth.
that the petitioner has reason to suspect the respondent's relations with the co-responde:qt, but ,he makes
no definite allegation of adultery vi'ith him. .
,
The respondent in her written statemen,t denies'
the charge of adultery. She has since' however'
admitted, that the fourth child'is n,ot by her husband~
The District Judge has h~eld that adultery with th~
c0~respondent has not been proved· but that it
clear that she had previouslycomrnittedadultery with

is.
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others in India and that she .has subsequently been
unfaithful in Mandalay. Although there was a BLACKMORE •.
E.w.
temporary condonation of these matrimonial offences,
:11..
the subsequent desertion revived the offences and he I3LACLMORE.
NORA AND
ANOTHER.
therefore gave a decree for divorce.
The learned District Judge has dealt with the RUTLEDGE,
C.J.. MAUNG
facts at some length in his judgment and we agree BA, AND
with him generally thereon. There is certainly no BkOWN, TJ.
proof of adultery with the co-respondent. It is
admitted however that the fourth child who was
born in Bombay in about June 1927 is not the
petitioner's child and in a letter, Exhibit H, dated
the 16th April 1928 the respondent wrote :-" Since
leaving you on the 24th of December, I have been
unfaithtul to you, having committed adultery with a
certain person. This took place in January, while
living at the Grand Hotel. lJ The petitioner has also
given oral evidence as to alleged admission by the
respondent to him. The respondent says that she
wrote this letter because at that time she wished·
him to divorce her, and that the statement in it as
to her committing adultery is not true. But this
does not sound very convincing and we accept the
District Judge's conclusion that adultery with some
persons unknO\vn in Mandalay was proved.
The respondent left the petitioner four clays before
he filed his petition and has lived apart from him
ever since. This does not seem to have been with
the consent of the petitioner. In the case of Constance Catherine i'lrf areno v. Henry TVzlliamBunnlltJoreno
(1), Mookerjee, J., remarks·:-'-'.' We may then treat it
as well settled that condonation· of past matriinonial
·offences is· impliedly . conditioned . upon the· future
goodbehavi6uf of the offending: s·pouse., and itfollows
that if.after condonation,· the ,0 ffeil ces· are repeated.,
(1) (19201 47 Cal. 1068 at p. 1075.
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the right to make the condoned offences a ground
for divorce revives; to constitute revival of the
B.W.
%Ii
condoned offences, the offending spouse need not,
,BLACKMORE,
NORA AND however, be guilty of offences of the same character
ANOTHER.
as that condoned; any misconduct is sufficient which
--'
RUTLEDGE,
indicates that condonation was not accepted in
C,J., lIfAUNG
BAAND
good faith and upon the reasonable conditions
BRO\VN, JJ.
implied/'
We agree that in the present case the desertion
was a sufficient ground for making the previous
allegation of arl.ultery a ground for divorce. Neither
of these adulterers has been joined as co~respond
ents in the case, but with regard to the offence in
Mandalay, it is clear that the name of the adulterer is
unknown to the petitioner, and cannot be found out
by him. That being so, the petitioner has a good
ground for being excused by the Court under section
11 of the Act from naming this adulterer.
There is no suggestion of collusjon.in".th.i§.c?-_se
and we think the decree for divorce' is justified.
We accordingly confirm the decree.
BLACKMORE,

APPELLATE CRIMINAL.
192')

,Before lIlr. Justice Heald.

May 3.

KING·EMPEROR

v.
NGA PO SEIK.*
Burma Excise Act (Burma Ac! V of 1917). ss. 30 (a), 37-' CountrY.
liquor' a generic term~lmportallceofdistinguishing different kinds of
country liquor-Quantities allowed 1IJitltout license. diffel'ent-Guilty
knowledge or belief essentital for C01lviction tindel's. 37-11tegel com-ie/ion
utlder s. 30 cannot be altered to conviction under s. 37.
• Criminal HevisionN'o.389A of 192;1 being a review of the order of
the Township, Magistcate of Myanaungin Criminal RegulaFTrial No.1I4 of
1928.
'
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.. Country liquor" is a generic term which can be equally applied to tari,
country spirit, and country fermented liquor. In Excise cases it is necessary
to distinguish between these different kinds of country liquor and to spedfy
which particular kind is involved in the case, as the quantities of each of these
difknnt kinds of c.lcoholic liquor which may be possessed without a license
differ.
There can be no conviction unc:er s. 30 fa} of the Excise Act for mere
po;session 01 less than one quart of country spiri t. In order to establish an
offence under s. 37 of the Act it is necessary to aver and prove that the accused
was in possession knowing or having reason to believe that the spirit was unlawfuIl) manufactured. Guilty knowledge or belief is an essential ingredient
of the offence. An illegal conviction under s. 30 (a) cannot be altered to a
conviction under s. 37 where the accused was not called upon to answer a
charge under that sec!ion.

HEALD, J.-In this case, the accused has been
convicted ot an offence under section 30 (a) of the
Burma Excise Act for the possession of half a quart
of "country liquor" and an empty bottle with the
smell of " country liquor."
" Country liquor " is a generic term which can be
equally applied to tari, country spirit, and country
alcoholic liquor other than spirit, i.e., country fermented liquor. In Excise cases, it is always necessary to
distinguish between these different kinds of country
liquor and specify \l/hich particular kind is involved in
the case, as the quantities of each of these different
kinds of alcoholic liquor which may be possessed
without a license differ, vide Excise Department 1\otifi.
cation No. 61, dated the 14th June 1928, reproduced as
item 261 of the ~orrection pamphlet to the Burma
Excise ManuaL
In this case the accused admitted possession of
the liquor seized and pleaded that he had kept it for the'
'purpose of a propitiatory offering to the N ati according
to the Karen custom. As almost invariably country
spirit is used for this purpose, the liquor involved in
this case may be presumed to have been of that variety..
But whether the liquor involved was actually country
spirit or country alcoholic liquor other than spirit, the.
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quantity seized which was less than one quart, \-vas
within the liniitf;;ror possession prescribed for either
of those kinds of liquor in the Excise Department
V.
NGA Po
Notification mentioned above. Hence no convtction
SEIK.
under section 30 (a) of the Excise Act could be had
HEALD, J.
in respect of it.
But if the accused was in posseSSlOn knowing or
having reason to believe that the liquor was obtained
from an illicit source, he would thereby commit an
offence under section 37 of the Act. I n order to
establish an off~'i~~e under section 37 it is necessary
that the guilty knowledge or belief, which is an essential ingredient of the offence should be included in the
particulars of the offence stated to the accused and
proved at the trial. On this point the' Magistrate is
referred to paragraph 783A, Burma Courts Manual,
added by item 19 of Circular No.5. This guilty
knowledge or belief was not, however, alleged in the.
particulars of the 6ff~nce stated to the accused, nor
proved at the trial in this case. The conviction under
section 30 (a) was obviously illegal. It cannot be
altered to a conviction umlersection 37 as the accused
was not calleclupon to answer a charge under that
section. The' aiHviction and sentence are therefore
set aside and the fine paid must be refunded to the
accused.
KING,EMPEROR
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FULL BENCH (CRIMINAL).
Before Sir Guy Rut ledge, Kt., K.C" Chief justice, Mr. Justice Heald and
Mr. Justice Mallng Ea.
1929

KING-EMPEROR

June. 12.

v.
CHIT PON

AND ANOTHER.

*

Enhancement of sentmce, what amounts to-Appellate Court's powers, restnet ion on-Code of Criminal Procedure (Act V of 1898), s. 423 (1) (b)Commutation of sentence of imprisonment into sentmce of whipping,
Permissible-Scale for commutation-Absence of legislative enactmentAnalogy from s. 395, Code of Criminal Proccdure-Wlzipping Act (IV of
1909)-ElIrllla Act VIII of 1927.
vVhen an offence is punishable with whipping in addition to imprisonment,
an Appellate Court can commute the whole or any protion of a bentenc," of
imprisonment into whipping. It wOlJld not amount to an enhancen;ent of the
sentence which an Appellate Court is forbidden from inflicting under the provisions of s. 423 (1) (b) of the Code of Criminal Procedure, provided the amount
'of whipping substituted is a fair equivalent of the commuted sentence of
imprisonment. The legislature has not laid down a scale, but the analogy of
the standard given in s. 395 of the Code of Criminal Procedure which provides
for a sentence of not more than one year's imprisonment to be substitt:led for
a sentence of 30 lashes, may be followed. In case of adults, therefore, the
substitution of a sentence of 30 stripes for a sentence of one year's rigorous
i.mprisonment or more, or the substi tution of a sentence of 25 stripes for
a sentence of nine months' imprisonment or more, or the substitution of a
sentence of 20 stripes for a sentence of six months' imprisonment or more is
not ordianrily an enhacement of sentence within the meaning of s. 423 (1) ib)
of the Code of Criminal Procedure. In case of a person under 16 years of age
the substitution of a sentence of 15 stripes for a sentence of imprisonment for
six months or more and a sentence of 10 stripes in lieu of imprisonment
for three months or more are likewise not oridinarily an enhancelnent of
sentence.
Appu's, case 2 Weir 487 ; Q.E. v. Banda Ali, 6 Bcng, L.R. App. 95; g.E.
v. TliareklIan, Ratanlal's Unreported Cases 131-1'e!erred to.
Ehakthavatsalu v. X.E., 30 Mad. 103 ; g.E. v. Clzagan, 23 Born. 439 ; Q.E.
V. Ishr;, 17 All. 67; K.E., v. Mehar Chand, 36 All. 48!> ; RaMal Raja v
Khirode, 27 Cal. 175-referred to,

Lambert (Assistant Government Advocate) as
Amicus Curiae.
* Criminal Reference No. 38 of 1929 arising out of Crin.inal Revision
NQs. 334A and 335.\ of 1929.
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1929, April 11. Mr. Justice Baguley made the
folhwing order of reference : Ie In his Criminal Appeal No. 543 of 1928, the
Sessions Judge; Insein, while confirming a conviction
under Indian Penal Code 324 altered the sentence
from one of rigorous imprisonment for twelve months
to one of rigorous imprisonment for nine months
together with thirty lashes.
H In his Criminal Appeal No. 533 of 1928 the same
Judge confirmed a conviction under Indian Penal Code
326 but altered the sentence from one of rigorous
imprisonment for twelve months to one of rigorous
imprisonment for nine months together with thirty
lashes.
lC Both of these sentences would have been legal
if passed in the first instance, Indian Penal Code 326
being one of the sections mentioned in section 3 of
Burma Act VIII of 1927, but the cases have· been
sent for by this Court for consideration as to whether
the sentences are legal when passed in appeal owing
to the terms of section 423 (1) (b), Criminal Procedure
Code which forbid an Appellate Court from enhancing
a sentence \vhen altering it in appeal.
ce As to what is, and what is not, an enhancement,
there does not seem to be any definite rule laid down.
The point was touched on in Criminal Revision 1481\
of 1929 of this Court when an Appellate Court in
appeal altered a sentence of rigorous imprisonment
for three yea~'s to one of rigorous imprisonment for
6ne year together with thirty lashes. It was not necessary, ultimatelf, to decide the point, for the case
was dealt with on other considerations~ but there is
a note of Carr, J.'sto the effect' . . . it might be
difficult to say whether, say, three or six months'
rigorous imprisonment \\:as less 1han thirty. stripes.
But I have no doubt that to the ordinary offender at

any rate, thirty stripes is much less than two years'
rigorous imprisonment.'
(( The only reported case seems to be The Queen v.
Banda Ali (1), and this is not on all fours with the
present case, for in that case an Appellate Court altered
an illegal sentence of six months and whipping, to
rigorous imprionment for nine months. Mitter, J.,
however, in his judgment made S0me very pertinent
remarks. He says (page 97) , An Appellate Court can
alter the sentence of the lower Court, it is true ; but
if it is not in a position' to say, upon some reasonable groun(t s, that the alteration which it proposes to
make would not amount to enhancement of punishment, it is bound to reject that alteration as contrary
to the express provisions of the law. '
II Cases like this are bound to be fairly numerous
here in view of the passing of Burma Act VIII of
1927, and the encouragement given to magistrates
and jU~~s to pass sentence of whipping whenever
legal antI' Stlitable.
"I would therefore refer to. a Bench or a Full
Bench of this Court as may be ordered by the
Honourabt'e Chief Jtistke, the following questions :-'(I) WheIHlll offence is punishable with whipping
in addition to imprisonment can an Appellate Court, in faCe of the provisions of
section 4:23, Criminal Procedure Code, that
a sentence, if altered, must not be enhanced ,
commute the whole or any portion of a
sentence of imprisonment into whipping?
(2) If it does' so commute a portion of the
imprisonment how many months' rigorous
imprisonment shall be regarded as equivalent to thirty lashes?
,

(1)

21
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My own opinion is that imprisonment can be so
commuted provided that sufficient reduction Of
i,mpr;isonment is given. I should regard three months
as an inadequate reduction in return for thirty lashes,
normally in the case of criminals of the ordinary
labouring class I should regard thirty lashes as equivalent to something between six months and one year's
rigorous imprisonment, according to the circumstances
of the case and the physique of the prisoner, the
lower figure being usually given if the man has <"ver
suffered whipping before. "
II

The Full Bench answered the reference as follows:RUTLEDGE, C.}., HEALD and MAUNG BA, JJ.-In
Criminal Trial No. 155 of 1928 the Subdivisional
Magistrate of Taikkyisentenced an offender:io, one
year's rigorous imprisonment under section' 326 of the
Indian Penal Code, and on appeal the Sessions Judge
altered the sentence to one of nine months' rig~rous
imprisonment and thirty stripes unq,er the Whipping
(Burma Amendment) Act, 1927.
In Criminal Trial No. 179 of 1928 the same Magis·
trate sentenced an offender to one year's rigorous.;
imprisonment under section 321' of the J nd"i~iiPenci1
Code, and on appeal the Sessions Judge altereq the
Sentence to one of nine months' rigorous imprisonment
and thirty stripes unqer the $aid Act.
_
Both cases came before this Court in revision and
the learned 'Judge,. before who~ they carne raised the
question wh~th~r the alteration ,of the sentences by
the Sessions Judge amounted tq an enhance~ent of
the sentence within the meaning of section 423 (1)
(b) of the Code. That section empowel"san Appellate
Court in an appeal from a cQnviction to alter the
nature of the sentence "but .'. • not so as to
enhance the same. "
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The learned Judge referred the following ques.
19:19
tions : KING.
h
bl
.
I
h·
EMPEROR
(1) When an offence IS pums a e WIt 1 w Ipv.
.
. . dd Ihon ta ·lmpnsonmen,
t can an CHITANDPON
pmg
10 a
Appellate Court in face of the provisions ANoTIIER
of section 423, Criminal Procedure Code . • HEALD
.
CoJ'AND
that a sentence, if altered, must not be MAUNG EA.
enhanced, commute the whole or any portion
JI.
of a sentence of imprisonment into whipping?
(2) If it does so commute a portion of the
imprisonment how many months' rigorous
imprisonmet shall be regarded as equivalent to thirty lashes?
The actual question which arises on the two
cases is not quite so general as the questions referred,
since it is only whether or not a substitution of
thirty stripes for three months' rigorous imprisonment
amounts to an enhancement of the sentence.
There is nothing in the Code of Criminal Procedure orin the Whipping Acts to show how many
stripes are to be regarded as equivalent to a particular
period of imprisonment, but section 3<)5 of the Code
says that if a sentence of whipping is wholly or
partially. prevented from being carried out because
the accused person is medically certifledto- be unfit
to .undergo. the sentence or tl~e remainder" of the
sentence of whipping, the Court which passed the
sect(mcemay sentence" the:offender; iri"lieu' of whipping:or in lieu of "SO much of the" sentenc~ of whipping
as was not executed, to imprisonmenFfor any lerm'
not exceeding twelve months in addi4iort to anyotfier
punishment to which he may have been sentenc'ed"
for the same offence. This provision of law5uggests
theit the :legislature regarded a sentence of twelve
. months' imprisonment as the maXimUI1.1 s~htenceof
o

•
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imprisionment.:/which could be substituted for whipping.
In 1871 in the case of Q.E. v. Banda Ali (t), where
an offender had been sentenced by a Magistrate
to six months' rigorous imprisonment and to twenty
stripes and the Appellate Court, finding that the
sentence of whipping was illegal, substituted for it a
sentence of three months' rigorous imprisonment in
addition to the sentence of six months' rigorous
imprisonment, a Bench of the High Court of Calcutta
held that the alteration of the sentence of whipping
to a sentence of three months' rigorous imprisonment
was illegal. A perusal of the judgment shows that so
far as the learned Judge who gave the reasons for the
decision was concerned the ratio decidendi was not
merely that the substitution of any sentence of
imprisonment for a sentence of whipping amounts to
an enhancement of the sentence, but also that because
the sentence of whipping passed in that particular
case was illegal and was therefore in the opinion of
the learned Judge "an absolute nullity" no sentence'
of any kind could be substituted for it without en~
hancing the origipal sentence. On the question whether
the substitution of imprisonment for a legal sentence:
qf whipping amounted to an enhancement of sentence'
thelearned Judge said that whipping and imprisonment are things dissimilar in nature and that things
dissimilar in nature do not admit of any direct comparison with one another, that if there is no fixed'
scale or standard by which the comparison can be
made the task mast be given up as hopeless, and that
because the Legislature. has not supplied us with any
data form which the comparative severity of the two
sentences can be determined it is impossible to say
\'low many strokes of the' cat-o' nine tails would be
(1) (1871)

6 Be!igal

LaW ~eports, Appendix 95. '
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equivalent to a sentence of rigorous imprisonment for
KINGa given period or time, so that it is impossible to say
EMPEROR
that the substitution of imprisonment for whipping is
v.
CHIT PON
not an enhancement of sentence.
AND
The next case cited, Q.E. v. Tharekhan (1), was ANOTHER.
decided in 1887. In that case the offender was c.J., HEALD
AND
sentence to a fine of Rs. 50 with forty-five days' MAUNG BA,
JJ.
rigorous imprisonment in default. He appealed and
the Appellate Court sentenced him to fifty lashes in
lieu of the remainder of the term of imprisonment
which he was undergoing for default in payment of
the fine. Section 280 of Act X of 1872, which was
the Code of Criminal Procedure Code then in force
aliowed the Appellate Couri to enhance the sentence in
an appeal from a conviction, and therefore the question
whether the substitution of whipping for imprisonmtnt
involved an enhancement of the sentence did not arise.
The Bench of tt.c High Court of Bombay which
dealt with the case said "The prisoner by appealing
subjected himself to the risk . . . to an altera':'
tion of the sentence under section 279 even though
that alteration should involve an enhanced punishment
. But in altering the sentence the District
Magistrate was bound to substitute the whipping
for the fine . . . He could not legally award
whipping in lieu of the remaining term of imprisonment, which itself was to be suffered only in
default of payment of the fine, thus leaving the liability
of the prisoner to a levy of the fine, which would
co~stitutea double punishment." That decision is of
no hel p in deciding the present .reference.
The only other case cited in the text-books or
before us is the case of Appu (2), which was before
the High Court of Madras in 1897. In that case the
Appellate Court had set aside part of the sentence of
(1) Ratanla's Unreported Cases 131(1877).

(2) 2 Weir 487 i18971.
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imprisonment passed by the Magistrate, had then'
substituted a sentence of whipping for the part of the
EMPEHOR
' d e, an d h a d
v.
sen t ence 0 f"1mpnsonmen t w h'IC)l 'It se taSI
ON
CHr;N: subsequently passed a sentence of one week's imprison.ANTOHER.
ment in lieu of the whipping, presumably because
RUTLEDGE, the offender was medically certified to be unfit to be
C.J.• A~:ALD whipped. The Bench which dealt with the case said:
MAUrr~ BA, II The sentence of whipping is clearly illegal as if
amounts to an enhancement of sentence. If follows
that the imprisonment for a week in lieu of the
whipping is also illegal. The sentenc.es ar..~ accordingly
set aside." That was the whole of the judgment and
it suggests that a sentence of whipping passed by an
Appellate Court as such in substitution for a sentence
of .imprisonment always involves enhancement of the
sentence. If that case and Banda Ali's case were
both rightly decided it would seem to foHow that both
the substitution of imprisonment for whipping and the
substitution of whipping for imprisonment involve an
enhancement of sentence. It would follow also that the
power to alter the nature of the sentence, expressly given
in general terms by section 423 of the Code, is so
restricted that if cannot in any case be exercised so as
to alter a sentence of whipping to one of irnprisonment
or a sentence of imprisoment to one of whip'ping.
There is a large number of decisions on the
question whether the substitution of a sentence of
fine for '. part ofa sentence of imprisonment amounts
to an enchancement of the original sentence but an
examination of those cases, e g., Q.E .. v. Ishri (i),
Q.E. v. Chagan ] agannatlz (2), Rakhal Raja v. Khirode
Pershad Duff (3), Blzathavatsalu Naidu v. K.E. (4)
and K.E. v. Meha1' Chand (5) seems to throw little
light on the subject of the present reference.
KING-,

(2) (1899) 23.Bom. 430. (3)(l200127CaI. 175.
(5)(1914) 36 AlL 435..
(4) (1907) 30 Mad. '103~

(1) (1895) 17 All. 67.
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The learned Judges who decided APpu's case gave
no reasons for' their decision, and the only reasons
given in Banda Ali's case were that it is imrossible
to compare the severity of sentences of whipping and
imprisonment, and that because the Legislature has
not supplied any data for such comparison, the substitution of any sentence of imprisonment for any
sentence of whipping must be regarded as an enchance.
ment of the original sentence.
There is no express provision of law which
prohibits an Appellate Court from passing a sentence
of whipping in appeal. There is nothing in the
Whipping Acts or in the Code, apart from the
provision against enhancement of sentence, which
forbids it. It was said in Chagan ]agannath's case
that a sentence of fine is always considered lighter
than a sentence of imprisonment, and if it is possible
to compare the severity of fine as a punishment with
imprisonment as a punishment, and it may be noted
most Magistrates make that comparison almost daily,
there seems to be no reason why it should not
be possible to compare the· severity of whipping
with. that of imprisonment. The foundations of the
reasoning in Banda Ali's case would disappear i
there were some scale or standard by which the
comparison could be made. The only standard
which the Legisiature has provided is that given in
section 395 of the Code which says that·a sentence
of more than one year's imprisonment must not be
substituted for a sentence of thirty stripes. But there
is no reason why we; as a Full Bench of the High
Court, should not follow the analogy of that standard,.and say for the information of the Judges of this
Court and of the lower Appellate Courts that in the
case of adults we do· not regard the substitution
ofa sentence of thirty stripes for a sentence of one
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year's rigorous imprisonment or more, or the substitution of a sentence of twenty-five stripes for a sentence
of nine morith's;"i'mprisonment or more, or the substitution of a sentence of twenty stripes for a sentence of
six months' imprisonment or more as being ordinarily
an enhancement of sentence within the meaning of
section 423 (1) (b) of the Code of Criminal Pro.
cedure and that in the case of a person under sixteen
years of age we do not regard the substitution of a
sentence of fifteen stripes for a sentenced imprisonment
for six months
or more or the substitution of a
......
sentence of ten' stripes for a sentence of imprisonment for three months or more as being ordinarily
an enhancement of the sentence. We do not consider
it necessary to deal with sentence of less than twenty
stripes in the case of adults, because this Court has
already said that experience has shown that in this
Province the minim~m sentence which is likely to
be effective in the case of an adult is twenty stripes.
We accordingly answer the question which arises
on the reference by saying that we regard the
substitution of a sentence of thirty stripes for a sentence
of tbree months' rigorous imprisonment as an enhancement of the sentence, and therefore as an illegal
sentence under!~e'dion 423 (1) (b) of the Code.
~~.~~
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FULL BENCH (CRIMINAL).
Before Sir Guy Rutledge, Xt., X.C., Chief Justice, Mr. Just ice Heald and
Mr. Justice Mazing Ba.

KING-EMPEROR

]929

v.
MA UNG PU KAI

AND ANOTHER.

*

Penal Code (Act XLV of 1860), s., 114-0ffender punislled under s.114 a
principal, not .an abettor-Offence punishable with whipping-Liability
of perso1l punished under s. 114, for w!lipt>illg-Wltippillg Act (IV of 1909)
-WhiPti-m~ (Burma A11Jwdment) Act, 1927 (Burma Act VIII of 1927).
If a persoll is convicted of an offence under a rarticular section of the
Indian Penal Code read with s. 114 of tlut Code, and if the offence under
the particular section of the Code renders the offender liable to whipping in
lieu of or in addition to any other punishnlent either under the Whipping Act
or under Burma Act VIII of 1927,clhe person so convicted is punishable with
w:lipping in lieu of or in addition to any other punishment.

A person who is punishable under a particular section of the Indian Penal
Code read Iwith s. 114, is punishable not as an abettor but as a principal
and is guilty of the substantive offence and not merely of abetment cf that
offence.

K.E. v. Po Han; 7 L.B.R. 63-referred to.
Emperor v. Kashia Antoo, 10 BOnJ. L R. 26-dissented from.

Lambert (Assistant .Government
Amicus Curiae.

Advocate) as

1929i Ap,'il 11. Mr. Justice Baguley made the
following order of reference :"One of the accused in this case, Maung HmoH (a)
Hmon Gyi, has been convicted under Indian Penal
Code 325 read with section 114, Indian Penal Code and
. sentenced to two and a half years' rigorous imprisonrn:ent and thirty lashes.' He appealed to the Sessions
Judge, Yamethin, but the appeal was dismissed. The
case has been sent for by this Court to consider the
• Criminal Reference Ko. 39 'of ]929 arising out of Crimiml Revision

No. 319:\ of 1929.

June. 12.
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legality of the sentence of whipping in addition to
imprisonment in the case of a conviction under
Indian Penal Code 326 read ""ith 114.
It appears from a perusal of the judgment that
the offence really was punishable under Indian Penal
Code 326 read with 109. The legality of sentences
of whipping in cases of abetments is not very clear
and there seems to have been some divergence of
opinion in this Court as to whether abetment of an
offence mentioned in section 3 of the Burma· Act
VIII of 1927 can be punished with whipping in lieu
of or in addition to and other punishment to which
the offender may be liable under the Indian Penal
Code. In view of this divergence of opini~n and of
the importance of the point (for at the present moment
Magistrates are being urged on the one hand to pass
sentences of whipping wherever they can be legally
passed and appear suitable, and on the other hand
are being severely dealt with when they pa.ss illegal
sentences of whipping), I refer the matter to a Bench
or a Full Bench as may commend itself to the
the Hon'ble Chief Justice.
The only· recorded case that I can find on this.
point is a ruling of the late Chief Judge of the Chief
Court of Lower Burma then Mr. Justice Twomey,
recorded as K.E. v. Po Han (1). The headnote of
this ruling is "Persons (other than juvenile offenders)
convicted of abetment of theft (or of any other
offence specified in/section 3 of the Whipping Act,
1909) cannot be punished with whipping under the
provisions of that section". This case was apparently
not argued in Court and the gist of the judgment is.
as follows: "The words 'punishment provided for
the offence' in section 109 of the Indian Penai Code
mean the punishment provided for the offence either
(l

(1) \~913J

L.B R. 63.
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in the· Penal Code or in some special ·or local law
(see section 40 or 41)". The judgment then goes
on to point out that the Whipping Act is not a special
or a local law \vithin the meaning of section 40 or
41 and that therefore the offence of abetment of an
offence mentioned in section 3 of the Whipping Act,
1909, cannot he pnisihed with whipping. Section
109 is quite clear in its phraseology. It runs as
follows: "Whoever abets any offence shall, if the
act abetted is committed in consequence of the
abetment and no express provision is made by this
Code for the punishment of such abetment, be
punished with the punishment provided for the
offence ".
The addition made by !\!If. Justice Twomey of the
words," either in the Penal Code or in some special
or locallaw" do not appear in section 109 and I see
no ground for supposing they were ever intended to
be there. Words, when perfectly plain and clear
must be given their natural meaning and although
I fully recognise that a penal law must be interpreted
as far as possible in favour of the subject, I do not
think that a Court is justified in adding at the end
_of a section a qualifying or explanatory phrase, which
is not to be found in the section itself. It appears
. to me that one reason why this clause has been added
and has found favour in the eyes of some Judges is
that the Whipping Act of 1909 in certain cases
mentions abetments in relation to certain offences,
but does not mention the word -" abetments" in
relation to other offence. For illstance, section 4.(a) makes whipping specially applicable to the
offence of abetment, _commission or attempt to
commit rape; while in section 5, which relates to
juvenile offenders, abetments, commission and attempts
at commission of certain offences are made punishable
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by whipping. In my opinion, however, the fact
that abetments are mentioned in some places and
not in others is not a conclusive proof, that it was
the intention of the Legislature to make all other
abetments not punishable with whipping. The offence
of abetment is ipunishable in various ways according
to the form in which the abetment takes place.
Section 109 makes one form of abetment which has
certain results punishable with the same punishment
provided for the offence itself. Section 110 relates
to another form of abetment with other consequences.
Section 111 is the same j so are sections 112, 113,
116 and 117. ' When abetment of a certain offence
is specially made punishable with whipping, I take
it that abetment of that offence coming under any
section from 109 to 117 would be punishable \vith
whipping, but at the moment I am,.only.,~ncerned
with abetments punishable under sections 109 and 114.
With regard to abetments punishable under section
114, it seems to me personally that there can be
no possible doubt., Section 114 8ays that a person
who is punishable under that section read with some
substantive section
shall be deemed to have
committed such act or offence" i.e., the act or
offence mentioned in the substantive s'ecti&ri"~"" "V'hen
a man is deemed to have committed an offence, I
take it that that means that in the eyes of the law
he is to be treated as though he had committed the
offence and is liable to all the pains and penalties
which the commission of the offenc~ m~y bring
upon him. If the commission oEan offence makes
the man who commits it liable to whipping, he must
also be regarded as liable to whipping if he is
deemed to have committed the offence, for, in the"
eyes of the law he has cOmmitted the offence, and
is liable to all the consequenecs e'ntailed thereby.
(I
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With regard to section 109, the Code says that
the man who abets an offence for which he is liable
under section 109 read with some substantive sedion
shall be punished with the punishment provided for
the offence mentioned in the substantive section and
it does not specify in what way the punishment may
be prescribed. The reference to section 40 is in my
opinion inapt. Section 40 refers to the definition of
the word II offence" and it in no way refers to the
punishment for the offence. The offences contemplated in this order of reference are offences under
the Indian Penal Code, which are punishable either
under the Code or under another Act. When the
Code says that they shall be punished with the
punishment provided for the offence, I see no limit
in the words which would restrict the punishment to
the punishment prescribed under the Indian Penal
Code.
I would therefore refer the following questions :1. If a person is convicted of abetment of an
offence under the Indian Penal Code for
which he is liable to punishment under
section 114 read with the section of the
Indian Penal Code applicable to the
offence, and if the offence under that
section renders the offender liable to
whipping in lieu of or in addition to any
other punishment, either under the Whipping Act or under Burma Act VIII of
1927, is the person so convicted punishable
with whipping in lieu -of or in addition to
any other punishment?
2. If a person is convicted of abetment of an
offence under the Indian Penal Code for
which he is liable to punishment under
section 109 read with the section of the
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In4~~.n, Penal Code applicable to the
offence and if the offence under that section
renders the offender liable to whipping in
lieu of or in addition to any other
punishment either under the Whipping
Act or under Burma Act VIII of 1927,
is the person so convicted punishable with
whipping in lieu of or in apdition to any
othet punishment?
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The Full Ben~h answered the reference as follows :HEALD, J.-In his Criminal Regular Trial Nn. 83 of
1928 the Special Power Magistrate of Yamethin con vic.ted an offender under section 326 read with section 114
of the Indian Penal Code and sentenced him to two
and a half y'ears' rigorous imprisonment and thirty
stripes whipping under section 326 of the Code and
section 3 of the Whipping' (Burma Amendment) Act,
1927.
The learned Judge of this Court before whom the
case came in revision suggested that section 109
should have been applied to the case instead of section 114, and raised the question of the: legality of a
Stmtence of whipping in a case to which either section 114 or section 109 of the Indian Penal Code
applies.
He has ~ccordingly referred the following ques0.'

tions~

(1) If;1, person is convicted oaf ab.etment of an
offence under the Indian Penal Code for
which he is' liable to punishment under
section 114. read with the section· of the
Code applicable to theoffence~ and if the
under
that section renders the
. offence
.-.. .
.- .
offender liable to .whipping in lioeil of or
in addition to any otherpttnishment,oeitber
. .
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under the vVhipping Act or under Burma
Act VIII of 1927, is the person so convicted punishable with whipping in lieu of
or in addition to any other punishment?
(2).-1£ a person is convicted of abetment of an
offence under the Indian Penal Code for
which he is punishable under section 109
read with the section of the Indian Penal
Code applicable to the offence, and if the
offence under that section renders the
offender liable to whipping in lieu of or
in addition to any other punishment either
under the vVhipping Act or under Burma
Act VIII of 1927, is the person so convicted punishable with whipping in lieu of
or in addition to any other punishment?
It is clear that on the facts of the case only the
former of these two questions arises.
. Section 3 of the Whipping (Burma Amendment)
A-ct, 1927, renders II any person who commits" an
offence under section 326 of the Indian Penal Code
punishable with whipping in lieu of or in addit~on to
~JlY other punishment under section 4 of the Whipping Act.
'.: Section 4 oUhe Whipping Act says that whoever
3;Qets, cOQ1mits at attempts to commit rape or
" commits" certain other offences may be punished
. with whipping in lieu of· or in addition to any other
p'lJnishment to which he may for such offence abet.,.
. went or attempt be liable under the rndia.n Penal
Code.
.
.
Section 114 of the Indian Penal Code says that
whenever any per~on, who if absent would beliahle
to be punished as an abettor, is present when the act
or offence for whiCh '1;le would be punishable in
consequ~nce' of :the ~J)~tment is committed he (l shall
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be deemed" to have committed such act or offence ;
KINGwhile section 109 of the same Code says that whoever
EMPEROR
abets
an offence shall, if the offence is committed in
v.
MAUNG
consequence and no express provision is made by this
Pu KAI
AND
Code for the punishrnentof such abetment, be puniShed
ANOTHER.
with punishment provided for the offence.
EALD, J.
There is so far as I know no case-law bearing
directly on the question whether or not a person who
under section 114 of the Code is Cl deemed to have
committed" an offence is .punishable with whipping
under section 3 or 4 of the Whipping Act, if the
offence is one of those mentioned in those sections
other than rape, the abetment of which is specifically
mentioned in section 40f the Whipping Act·
In the case of Emperor v. Kashia Antoo (1),
which was decided by a single Judge of the High'
. Court of Bombay, an offender was convicted of theft
under section 379 read with section 114 of the Code
and the question was raised whether or not the
provisions of section 75 of the Code could be applied
to the case, that is to say whether or not he was
"guilty of" the offence of theft. The learned Judge
said: It seems to me that nothing could have been
easier for the Legislature} had ifiritended the abetment of an offence . . . to be included under
section 75 than to have said so p. He went on to
say that section 114 6f the Code "does not say' he
shall have committed such act or offence' but 'he
shall be deemed to have committed such act or
offence '. In other words he is to be treated in the
same way as if he had committed the offence. .That
is not the same thing to my mind as saying he
has committed the offence·. . _. Mr. Justice
Chandavarkar has recently' put a construction upon
the~ords 'shall be deemed'when fused' by the
Co

(1)(1907) 10 Born. Law Reporter 26.
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Legislature as follows: 'When one thing is not the
same as another thing, but the Legislature says that
it ' shall be deemed to be' the ~ame thing, it creates
a legal fiction, and in that case' The Court is entitled
and bound to ascertain for what purposes and between what persons the statutory fiction is to be
resorted to' per James, L.J. in Ex-parte H/alton, (1881)
17 eh.D. 746. And fictions created by law shall
never be contradicted so as to defeat the ends for
which they are invented, though for every other
purpose they may be contradicted [lYJostynv. Fabtigas,
(1774) Cowp.
177-Emteror v. Atmaram, (1907)
I.L.R. 31 Born. 480. at p. 490].' It appears to me
that this is a correct construction to be put upon
those words. The effect of section 114, therefore, is
that if a man is present at a commission of an offence
he is to be deemed to have committed it not that
he has committed it".
With all respect for the opinion of the learned
Judge I suggest that the "legal fiction". in this
case was created by the Legislature between the
Court and the offender for the purpose of enabling
>;the Court to punish the offender for the substantive
offence, and that, as the learned Judge says, for that
purpose he is to be treated in the same way as if
he had committed the offence, that is to say he must
be regarded by the Court as having committed the
offence. In my opinion a person who is convicted
of an offence under a particular section of the Indian
Penal Code read with section .114. of. that Code is
not convicted of abetment but· is convicted of the
suhstantive offence. Section 114 deals expressly with
a "person whQ'{i{· absent would be. liable to punishmentas an a~:~~tf()r" T and provides that such person
if present wK.¢-fi the offence for which he would be
punishable "in consequence of the abetment" is

22
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committed, he shall be deemed to have committed
the offence". I connot read that section otherwise
than as meaning that such a person is more than an
abettor and that he is in fact what is called in
English law a principal in the second degree. It is
true that that section is included in the Chapter of the
Code which deals with II abetment " but that Chapter
deals in sections 118, 119 and 120 with matters
which it does not call I' abetment" and which in
particular cases might possibly not fall within the
definition of abetment, and it was obviollsly a matter
of convenience to include in the Chapter which deals
with abetment a section which deals with the
circumstances in which a person, who has in fact
abetted an offence and who even as an abettor might
be punished under section 109 of theCod.e" witb the
punishment provided for the offence committed, is to
be regarded as more than an abettor and is to be
" deemed to have committed the offence."
For these reasons I am of opinion that the
decision of the learned Judge who decided Kashia
Antoo's case was mistaken, and I would hold that a
person, who is punishable under a particular section
of the Indian Penal Code read with section 114"j-is
punishable not as an abettor but as a principal and
is guilty of the substantive offence and not merely
of abetment of that offence.
.
I entirely. agree with the view, taken by -a learned
Judge of the Chief Court of Lower Burma in the
case of K~E. v. Po Han (2), and the wording 9.f
.the Whipping Act is inconsistent with the view that
abetment of the offences which are mentioned in
that. Act or to which that Act is made applicable
by the Whipping (Burma Amendment) Act, 1927, is·
punishable with whipping except iIi cases where
---

(2) (1913) 7 L.B.R. 63.
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abetment is expressly made so punishable, but I
regard cases in which section 114 is applied not as
cases of abetment but as cases where the offender is
punishable for the substantive offence as a principal.
I would accordingly answer the question which
arises on the reference as follows:II If a person is convicted of an offence under a
particular section of the Indian Penal Code read with
section 114 of that Code, and if the offence under
the particular section of the Code rend,ers the offender
liable to whipping in lieu of or in addition to any
other punishment either under the Whipping Act or
under Burma Act VIII of 1927, the person so convicted is punishable with whipping in lieu of or in
addition to any other punishment."
RUTLEDGE,

C.J.,-I concur.

MAUNG BA,

J.
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I concur.
APPELLATE CIVIL.
Befol-e Mr. Justice Otter.

Fur CHONG

1929

v.

Mar. 6.

MAUNG PO CHO.
Bailee"s liability-Contract Act (IX 011872), ss. lSI, 15Z-Bailee's po'wer to
limit Or increase liability by special contract-Revisional powers of High
Courl-Court's erroneous decision, and Couri's failure to consider law or
im portant fact. dist inction between.
A bailee can by the law of Indi.{ contract himself out. of liability for negligence. S. 151 of the Indian Contract Act lays down the ordinary duty of a
bailee to use the requisite care in all cases of bailment and s. 152 enacts that
that degree of care is to be exacted from l:im in the absence of a special
contract. By such special contract a bailee can increase as well as decrease
the amount of his liability.
• Chil Revision·No. 296 of .928 from the judgment of the DistrictCourt
of Prome in Civil Appeal No. 49 of 1928.
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A pawnee who was totally exempted himself from liability in terms of the
pawn ticket in case,of..tbdt or robbery of the jewellery deposited with him,
FUT CHONG call therefore avail himse:f of the protection p: ov:d~c1 for in his contract, in
'lJ.
('.ase of such loss.
MAUNG Po
CHO.
B.I.S.N.Co" Ltd. v. Ali Bhai, 10 L,B.R. 292 -referred to.
If a lower Court has hiled tv take into account some prop:Jsitton of law or
.some material fact in eviden~t'. it has acted illegally and its decision may b~
revised by the Hig:l Court; but wh3re the lower Court \las applied its mind t)
the case and duly considered the fac:s and the law applicable, then, altl:ough
its decision may te erroneous, the error cannot be corrected on revisioll.
C. Kaliyapara11'la v, C.V.d.R. Chetty, 9 L.B.R.71 ; Venkubai v. Lakshman,
12 Born. 617 ; Zeya v. Ma On Km Zan, 2 L.B.R. 33J-rejerred to.

1929

Raft for the~plicant.
Maung Ni for the respondent.
OTTER, J.-This case raises a somewhat interesting point. The matter came before the Court by
way of an appeal from a judgment and decree of the
District Court of Prome. Mr. Rafi, however, on
behalf of the appellant agrees that no appeal lies to
this Court for it is a Small Cause Court matter of
the value of less than Rs. 500. He asked me
however, to treat the case as arising by way of
revision and in the circumstances I think I may do
so. In this connection I would point out this course
should only be' taken in exceptional circumstances
and where it is apparent that injustice might be done
by refusing.
The facts are simple. The applicant is a licensed
pawnshop-keeper. and ~ithhim was deposited ce~tain
je'vellery by the respondent. A pawn ticket was
issued to which· refei-ence must later be made~
Subsequently a robbery:took place at the pawnshop
and the property deposited .together' \vith other
articles was . stolen. The pawn ticket in question
upon which appears the thumb impression of the
respondent contains a clause exemptingthe pavvnsh~p·.• keeper from liabIlity in the event of destruction of
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the property by the" five kinds of enemies, insects
and mice." At the foot of the ticket appears a note
H The following is regarded as acts of Providence :Destruction by vermin, rats, water, fire or robbery
or theft", there is no dispute between the parties
that the res ponden t is pri11ld faCie bound by the
terms of the pawn ticket, and also that the contract
purported to exempt the pawnshop-keeper from
liability in the case of robbery or theft. The respondent brought a suit in the Township Court of Paungde
daiming the property or its value. The learned
Townsbip Judge decreed the suit in his favour being
of opinion that the applicant was not protected by
the terms of the contract. He took the view that
bailees such as the applicant are protected only by
sections 151 and 152 of the Indian Contract Act,
1872, and that the liability therein provided for
,canDot be avoided by any special contract bet\veen
the parties. It should be stated that this que~tion
was clearly raised upon the pleadings, and there is
no doubt that the point "vas both argued before, and
considered by, the Judge of the Township Court.
On appeal, however, to the District Court of Prome,
the learned Additional District Judge makes no
~ention at all of this matter.
He deals only with
the question from the point of view of the liability
imposed by the sections of the Indian Contract Act
to which I have just referred, and agrees \yith the
view taken by the Township Judge, which was thatthe
applicant did not take the amount of care laid down
in section 151 of the Act, and dismissed the appeal.
So far as I can see from his order, the learned
AdditiOnal District Judge did not apply his mind to
what was the real point at issue.
The first question therefore forme is 'whether in
this circumstances the applicant may be said to have
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brought himself within the provisions of section 115
of the Civil Procedure Code. It is suggested here
V.
Additional District Judge acted in
MAUNG Po that the learned
CHO.
the exercise of his jurisdiction illegally or with
OTTER, J.
material irregularity in that he omitted to decide
what was the real question in the case. It should
be observed that the question in the present case is
one of law.
From among the numerous cases decided in the
various Courts of India upon the point three were
cited before me. They are (i) Venkubai v. Lakshman
Venkoba Khat {O, (ii) Zeya v. Ma On Kra Zan and
others (2), and (iii) C. Kaliyaparama Padiyachi v.
C. v: A. R. Chetty (3). The second of these cases was
decided by a Bench of the late Chief Court of his Province and it will be convenient for me to set out a portion
of the headnote which is as follows :_" After
consideration of the ruling of the Privy Council in
the light of subsequent decisions of the High Courts
that where the lower Court has applied its mind to
the case ~nd duly considered the facts and the law
applicable, then, although its decision may be erroneous,
the error cannot be corrected on revision; but that if
the lower Court has failed to take into account some
proposition of law or some material fact in evidence,
it has acted illegally and its decision may be revised."
A . very large body of authority was . examined by
the learned Judges in this case and after this full
consideration their decision is well summarised in the
portion of the headnote set out above. Accepting
this statement of the law as correct it is evident that
this is a case where this Court could exercise its
powers of revision. The question next arising i~
whether the applicant is protected from liability by

FUT CHONG

(1) (1887) 12:. Bam. 617.
(2) (1904) 2 L.B.R.333.
(3) (1917) 9 L.B.R. 71.
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the terms of the clause in the pawn ticket. Apart
from the provisions of sections 151 and 152 of the
Indian Contract Act no ground was suggested-and
I know of none-why he is not in this position.
Section 151 is as follows :_IC In all cases of bailment
the bailee is bound to take as much care of the goods
bailed to him as a man of ordinary prudence would,
under similar circumstances, take of his own goods
of the same bulk and value as the goods bailed." And
section 152 provides that" the bailee, in the absence
of any special contract, is not responsible for the loss,
destruction, or deterioration of the thing bailed, if he
has taken the amount of care of it described in section
151." The suggestion before me was that the special
contract referred to in the latter section can in law
increase, but cannot decrease, the amount of liability
of a bailee. Upon the face of it the argument lacks
conviction, for if such had been the intention ofthe
Legislature it would have been a simple-matter to give
expression to it.
Mr. Maung Ni who appeared for the respondent
relies on a Full Bench decision of Sheik Malulmad
Ravuther v. The B1'itish India Steam Navigation Co.,
Ltd. (1). In that case a Bill of Lading containing a
clause exempting the steamship company from liability
in certain circumstances was under consideration, and
one of the majority members of the Court \vas of
opinion that the Carriers in India cannot exempt
themselves by express contract from liability. It is to
be observed that this case may be distinguished from
the present case upon the facts~ ] _need not however
deal further with this authorityJor the matter has been
the subject of . decision by a Full Bench of the late
Chief Court of this Province in the case of the
,:,,\

(1) (l909) 32 Mad. 95.

.;
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B.I.S.N. Co., Ltd. v. Ali Bhai Mohamed (1). In that
case the question was whether a common carrier by
sea can by the law of India contra.ct himself out of
liability for negligence, and it was held t hat he can.
It will be sufficient for purposes of the present case
to quote two passages from the judgments at the
members of the Court. At page 229 of the Heport
Mr. Justice Robinson, as he then was, said this Ct Lastly
I am quite unable to agree that a bailee cannot limit
his liability under section 152 of the Act. That he
can do so by making a special contract was pointed
out in MO:Jllzora Kant Shaw's case. Section 1511ays
dmvn the ordinary duty of a bailee in all cases of
bailment and section 152 enacts that that degree of
care ,is to be exacted from him in the absence of a
special contract. To read it otherwise than as aHo,\'iug him to reduce his liability, is to hold that tbe
legislature enacted an unnecessary proviEion and to
give a forced meaning to the language used." . At
page 206, Twomey, C.J., slid: (( It is not clearly decIu.
c ble from the terms of section 152 that a bailee may
only make a special contract increasing· his
r~sponsibility, and that he cannot make a special
contract reducing it This is a proposition curtailing
the ordinary right of freedom of contract, and \\~e
must.hesitate to give effect to such a proposition on
the strength of a mere inference and in the absence
of express enactment." So far as I kno\\' the authority
of the last mentioned case has not been questioned
in this Piovince. It.is agreed on all hands that the
only question for;rne is, whether as a matter of Jaw,
the appellant cannot '?vail himself of the protection
provided for in the pawl1 ticket. I must hold, therefore, in view of the case I have just referred to and
~).

";

~

(I) (1920) 10 L.B.R. 292.
.
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in vie\-\' of what I think is the meaning of the
sections of the Contract Act under review that he can.
The application mllst therefore be allowed.
As I have already stated the matter came before
me by way of appeal. I am of opinion therefore
that although this application is successful, the applicant
ought not to receive his costs in this Court. The
-application must be allowed without costs in this
Court but the respondent will pay to the applicant his
cost in the two lower Courts.
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FULL BENCH (CRIMINAL).
Before Sir Guy Rut/ed;,e, Kt., K.C., Omf Justice, MI'. JI/dice lIfllllng Blllllld
!oIl', ftt<ticd BI'own.

U PO HLA

1929
Mar. 6.

2'.

KO PO SHEIN.*
Crill1111al Procedure Code (Act IT of 1898)s5. 423, 435, 439, 517, 51f. 519, 520Trial Court's order for disposal of property on conviction 01' acquiUalSession COllrt'. and Distnct lIfagi~trate's pOlf:ers to alter su~h ordCl' as a
COllrt of revisioll-" Court of appeal, revision" wider mealling of imder
s.52J-APPcllate COllrl's al/d High Court's I'c,pcc{ive p01~'ers of disposal
tindel' ss. 423 and 439.
Held. that in the c'ase of an,acq'.ittcl by the trial Cour:, the Sesiions Judge
,or District Magistrate rs a COlirt of re\'ision h,.s l'ow,r under 5. 520 of the
Criminal Procedure Coele (0 inle fere with (he orcin of the trial COld pa5secl
under s. 517, regarding thc disposal of the propedy ill r<=~!,ed of which the
oJence was committed,
In thl;' case of a convi::tion by a fir~t class Ma,gistrate the Distciet Magistarte
In~, in the absence of an appeal to the Sessions .<;.;ourt; pov;'er to illt~rfe:·e with
an order passed under s. 517 Of the Crimil}aIP~ocedure Code, by the trial
Court.

WI'ere there is an appeal or a cr.se for re\'i~ion, the Court of ap,Jeal and the
High Court respectively have powers to p"ss o~ders as to dis;Jos:\l of property.
under ss, 42.3 and 429 respectively of the Criminal Procedure .Cude. So the
words I I Court of appeal. or reds ion " i:1 s. 5!O han a wider meaning and

* Crim'nal He!erence No. 1 of 1929 against out of Criminal Revision
No, 607B o{1928 from an order of the Dis~ri;t Magistrate cf Pyapon.
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are not restricted to a C<Jurt to which either of the parties to the crimmal case
has appealed or could appeal, or has applied for revision.
E'l1press v. ]oggessur, 3 Cal. 379; Emprt!ss v. Nilambar, 2 AlL 276 ; KingEmperor v. Nga Pd Chit, 1 Ran. 199 ; Queen-Emp,'ess v. Ahmed, 9 Mad. 448refcned to alld approved.

Maung M,'a Tun v. /Ita Kra Zoe Prll, 259-07·erruled.
EmPeror v. Debi Ram, 4:; All. 623; In re Khe11la Rukhad. 42 Bom. 664dissented from.

1929,]anuary 12. Mr. Justice Maung Ba made the
following reference : "In Criminal Regular Trial No. 79 of 192~ of the
Subdivisional Magistrate of Kyaiklat, the accused Ma
Su was convicted of an offence under section 406 of
the Indian Penal Code, and the Magistrate further,
under section 517 (1) of the Criminal Procedure Code,
ordered the exhibit property, which consisted of
certain loose diamonds, to be returned to the complainant, one Maung Po Shein. The property was seized
from the possession of three persons, Ma Hla Pu,
Maung Po Hla: and Ma Ma Gale, and the two latter
filed appeals against the order of the trying Magistrate.
directing the return of the property to Maung Po
Shein, befQre the District Magistrate under section 520
of the Criminal Procedure Code. The District MagIStrate in his order has u~"'lleld the order of the trying
Magistrate. Maung Po Hla has now applied to this
Court for revision of the order of the District Magistrate, and the question arises as to whether the District
Magistrate had jurisdiction to pass the order complained
of. The Subdivisional Magistrate was a first class
Magistrate, and in the case of King-E111peror v. Nga
Po Chit (1), it was held· by a Bench of this Court,
that in the absence of an appeal to the Sessions Court
from a conviction by a first class Magistarte, the.
District Magistarte had jurisdiction as a Court of
revision to interfere with an order passed by the trial
. (1) (1923) I Ran. 199.
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Court under section 517 of the Criminal Procedure
Code. On the other hand, in the case of Maung Mra
Tun v. Ma Kra Zoe Pru (1), Das, J., has held that when
the trial Court acquitted the accused on a charge of
criminal misappropriation and passsed an order under
section 517, Criminal Procedure Code, for the disposal
of the exhibit property, the Sessions Judge had no
jurisdiction to interfere with the order passed by the
trial Court under section 517. These two decisions
appear to be conflicting, and in order to dispose of
the matter now before me I consider that the following
questions should be referred to a Full Bench for
decision : .
(1) Whether, in the case of an acquittal by the
trial Court, the Sessions Judge or District Magistarte
as a Court of revision has power under section 520,
Criminal Procedure Code, to interfere with the order
of the trial Court passed under section 517 of the
Criminal Procedure Code, regarding the disposal of
the property in respect of which the offence-· ,was
committed.
(2) Whether, in the case of a conviction by a
first class Magistrate, the District Magistate has, in
the absence of an appeal to the Sessions Court, power
to interfere with an order passed undersedion 517,
Criminal Procedure Code, by the trial Court."
C.J., MAUNG BA and BROWN, n.-Two
questions have been referred to us in this reference:(i) 'c Whether, in the case of an acquittal by the
trial Court; the Sessions Judge or District
. Magistrate as a Court of revision has power
under section 520, Criminial Procedure
Code, to interfere with the order of the
trial Court passed under section 517 of
RUTLEDGE,

(1) (1928) 6 Ran. 259.
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the Criminal Procedure Cod e, regarding
the.:.d:isposal of ihe,;"piFGp,erJ:,y."ill respect of
V.
Ko Po
which the offence was commited : and,
SHEIN.
(ii) "Whether, in the case of a conviction by a
RUTLEDGE,
first class Magistrak, the District Magistrate
C.}.,
MAUNG B.-\
hasi in the absen·ce,,(){ an appeal to the
AND
Sessions Court, power to interfere with an
BROWN, JJ.
order passed under section 517, Criminal
Procedure Code, by the trial Court. "
There are two conflicting decisions of this Court
bearing on tbis point. 'In':;lhe'~cttse'''''of''MaungMra
TUIl v. Ma Kra Zoe Pru (1), the trial
Court had
acquitted' an accused on a charge of criminal misappropriation of a pair of diamond nagats and ordered
the nagats to be returned to the complainant. Das,
J., 'held that, as the trial Court' had. acquitted the
accused, there could be no appealfo"'tTie Sessions'
Court and, therefore, the Sessions Court had np
jmisdiction to interfere with tIie order pas!'ed by the
trial Court, nor had it any revisional power in the
matter.
The decision of a Eer.ch of this Court in KingEnlperor v. Nga Po Chit (2). does not appear to
have been brought to the notice of thc.Jearucd Judge
in Maung }'lra Tun's case. In thaf~ case Nga Po Chit
had beeil convicted of crimina:l r-reach of trust in
ft"spect of three sewing machines by a first class
Magistrate. Nga Po Chit did n~ot appeal, but on
application by the complainant the District Magistrate
revised the order of the trial Magistrate as to the
disposal of the sewing machines. It was held that the
District M::tgistrate had jurisdiction to pass the order,
althongh there had been noappeal,and in any case
no appeal would have lain to him.
U Po

HLA

(1) (1923) 6 Ran. 259.

(2)(1923) 1 Rm. 1c;9..
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Section 520. of the Code of Criminal Procedure
lays clown that "any Court of appe~l, confirmation,
reference or revision may direct any order under
section 517, section 518 or section 519 passed by a
Court subordinate thereto, 10 be stayed per::ding
consideration by the former Court, and may modify,
alter or annul such order and make any further
orders that may be just. "
Sections 517, 518 and 519 deal with orders as to
the disposal of pr-oper:t.y produced before.:-a'Gr1minal
Court, or regarding which an offence appears to
have been committed.
The meaning of section 520 was considered by a
Bench of the Bombay High Court in In re IOzelNa
Rukhad (i). In that case a first class Magistrate had
acquitted certain accused who were charged with theft
of cattle and had directed the cattle to be given hack
to the first accused. On application, the Sessions
Judge had modified the order as to the disposal cf
the cattle. It was held that the Court of Session
was not a Court of Appeal within the meaning of
section 520, as an appeal from an order of acquittal
would have lain to the High Court, and·that·,:it',wag:·
not a Court of revision, as the Court of revision
was also the High Court.
'fhis decision was followed by a single Judge of
the High Court of;Allahabad in the case of Emperor
v. Debi Ram aud another (2), and Das, J., followed
these two rulings in Maung Mra Tun's case.
A different view of the law had, however, been
taken by .the High Court of Allahabad in the earlier
case of Empress of India v. Nilarnbar Babu (3).
Judgment in that case was delivered in 1879, when
•

'J'

."

(1) (1918) 42 I~om. 664.

(2) (1924/ 46 All. 623.
(3) (1879) 2 All. 276.
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the present Cod~~ of Criminal Paocedure was not in
It was hel"cl' tinder'lh!~~old Code that, when a
U Po HLA force.
V.
Magistrate
had discharged an accused person and
Ko Po
SlIElN.
passed orders as to the disposal of the property, the
RUTLEDGE,
Sessions
Judge was a Court of appeal t and that any
, C.l·,
MAUNG BA one aggrieved by the order should have applied to
AND
This decision was followed by the High Court
BROWN, JJ. him.
of Madras in the case of Quecn-Emf-ress v. Ahmed
(1). In that case the accused had been acquitted
and Brandt, J., D.~~ly'ed in his judgluent :1929

.. ""
*
*
it seems to me that the wording of the
section is sufficient to show that the Sessions Court, as the Court
to which appeals ordinarily· lie from' the decisions of the first
class Magistrate by whom this case was tried, had pm;rer to dis.
pose of the question. "
The Calcutta ·._.;!OlS··
J:-ligh Court took a similar view of the
law in the case of .Empress v. ] oggessur J,;foclJi (2).
The section corresponding to section 520 of the
present Code and the Code then in force was section
419, and Ainslie, J., remarked."The words I Court of appeal' in that section are not
necessarily limited to a Court before which an appeal is at the
moment pending. It may very often happen, as in this case, that
the question of tb~)',Jl.ropriety of an order under section 418
for the disposal of any prOpel"ty produced before the Court may
in no way concern the convicted. person i and we think it
unreasonable to put such a construction on section 419 as shall
.:nalce the power of the Judge to modify, alter or annul a
Magistrate's order affecting one, contingent on the accident
whether another person:has or has not chosen t(~ appeal."
-

It appears, therefore that the narrow interpretation
of the terms of section~20 adopted in the recent
rulings of the High Courtsj of B ombayand Allahabad
is not the view that has been taken by the High
Court of Madras and Calcutta, and that the decision
of a Bench of this Court in N ga Po Chit case is
(1)(1886) 9 Mad..448.

(2)(1878) 3 Cal. 3i9.
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supported by prev,io,ys.. judicial decisions. We agree
generally with the reasoning of the late May Oung~
J.t in Nga Po Chit's case. We see nothing in the
terms of section 520 of the Code justifying the view
that the words "Court of appeal " in that section
mean only a Court to which either of the parties to
the criminal case has appealed or could appeal.
Without this section when a party to a criminal case
has appealed, the Court of appeal would have ample
power to pass the necessary orders under section
523 of the Code. Similarly, it seems to us that the
words" Court of revision" cannot be interpreted in
the narrow sense suggested. The High Court, in
dealing with cases in revision, has ample power under
the provisions of section 439 to pass orders as to
the disposal of property in cases which may come
before it in revision ; and the provisions of section
520 are unnecessary to give it this power.
All first class Ma~istrates are subordinate to the
District Magistrate of the District, and either the
Sessions Judge or the District Magistrate can, under
section 435, call for any proceedings of any inferior
Criminal Court in revision. The Sessions Judge and
the District Magistrate are, therefore, both II Courts
of revision" with regard to the proceedings of a
first class Magistrate within their territorial jurisdiction. Their jurisdiction is a concurrent one, as it is
in the case ot revisional powers generally, and it
does not seem to us that their jurisdiction in the
matter is in any way dependent on the question
whether an appeal has been filed or could be filed
against the original order of acquittal or conviction
in tIle case concerned.
.
We, therefore, answer both the questions referred
in the affirmative..
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Before Mr. Justice Heald and Mr. Justice lI1ya Btl.
1929
}jf ar.

DA \V OHN BwIN

11.

1/.

U BAH

AND ANOTHER. *

Surety's liability-Cit'il Procedure Code (Act V of 1908-., s. 145-Surely's
registered bond offering immoveable propefty as securit y to Court-Sutt on
bond, not necessary -Enfor-cement of bond by sale of troputy.
Where a surety has given a regis tered bond to a Court, offering his immoyeable properties as security for his obli.l;:atior.s under tl:e bond. it can be
enforced under s. 145 of the Civil Pro~ed'u'itC;:;~le-agahst the properties.
withont bringing a regular suit.
Beti v. Badaf~ Sillgh, 45 All. 649 ;Subraman~an v. Raja of Ramnad, 41 Mad
327-referred to.

Tha Kin for the appellant.
E l'lyJaung for the respondents.

and MYA Bu, JJ.-In Suit No.9 of 1926 of
the District Court of Pyap6n the present respondents
sued Ma Seik Kaung for possession of certain
properties, including a mill, on the strength of a
registered conveyance of the properties given to them
by Ma: Seik I{aung.
In connection with that suit they applied for the
appointment of a Receiver oLtl1e__ prQP~rties, and it
was ordered that Ma Seik Kallng should be allowed to
remain in possession of the mill on payment of a rent
of I~s. 1,COO a month and on giving security for
Rs.7,OOO. The present appellant accordinglyexecu[ed
a security bond for Rs. 7,000. Subsequently further
security for Rs. 3,000 was demanded by the Court
and appellant executed a registered bond for Rs. 10,000
in favour of the Judge of the Court giving certain
immoveable properties belonging to her as security
for Ma Seik Kaung's duly perf'orming and satisfying
"any order which might be made against her:
HEALD

* Ch-il First Appeal No. !46 of 1928 from the order Of lheDislridCourt of
Pyapon in Civil Execution No. 45 of 1927.
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lVIa Seik Kaung failed to ",-pay the rent \vbieh she
1929
had undertaken to pay and for the payment of ","hieh DAW ORN
BWIN
appellant had stood surety, and aft~r respondents
7'.
had obtained a decree in the suit they applied to
u BA~"
the Court for tile reCO\"l'ry of the "wre"ars of rent HEALD AND:
MYA Bu, H.
from appellant as surety under the provisions of
section 145 (c) of the Code of Civil Procedure.
The Court found that appellant was liable on the
bond to the extent of Rs. 10)000 in respect of the
arrears of rent payable by Ma Se"ik Ka~l~g and held
that respondents were er.titl<:>d to tring the properties,
which she had given as security, to sale without
filing a suit on the bond. "
Appellant contends in appeal that the lower Court
was wrong in holding that the properties could be
sold without a suit on the bond and she says that
there was no personal liability under the bond.
A reference to the terms of the bond shows that
there is no basis for the latter of these grounds, and
the only question which arises in the appeal is whether
in a case where a surety has offered certain specified
properties as security for her obligations under the
bond, and where because those properties were
immoveable properties it has been necessary to have
the bond registered in order to make the security
effective, the bond can be enforced against the
properties without bringing a regular suit.
In form the bond in this case did not effect a
mortgage of the prop<:>rties although it was admittedly
intended to do so. It was to the following effect:
"I, lVIa On Bwin am hereby bound to the Judge of
the District Court in the sum of Rs. 10,000 in the
following circumstances. It has been ordered by the
Court that Ma Seik Kal1ng shall be allO'l,ved to'
continue to \"ork the rice-mill in suit on giving
security and r have consented to be surety for Ma

23
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Seik Kaung,Jar the clue performance c1I1d satisfaction
of any order which may be made against her. Now
the condition of the obligation of this bOlJd is that
V.
U BAH.
if rvia Seik Kaung shall duly perform and satisfy any
HEALD AND order which may be made against
her then there
!VIyA BU, TJ.
shall be no obligation under this bond, but in case
of any default by Ma Seik Kaung I shall pay to the
Judge of the District Court Rs. 10,(00 or such sum
as the said Judge shall order in· or towards satisfaction of suob,·~rder." To that document is annexed
a list of the properties ,,,bich Ma On Bwin had in
fact agreed to offp-r as security for her obligations
under the bond, but there is no staterr:ent in the
bond itself that those properties were offered as
security or that tney were mortgaged by Ma On
Bwin.
It is not however the case of either side that the
document did not in fact effect a. mortgage of the
properties mentioned therein and we shall therefore
deal with the matter on the assumption that there·
was such a mortgage.
The question whether the remedy against immoveable prope~~tY;t'igi¥en as security under a registered
bond can be eniorced without recourse to a suit \vas
considered in the case of Subra!llanian Cheltiar v.
Raja of Ran'l11ad (1 " where it was decided that such
property can be sold by order of the Court without
recourse to a suit. There is a similar decision in the
case of Beti MahalaksJzrni v. Badan Singh (2), and
we see no reason to doubt that those decisions are
in accordance with intention of the legislature
embodied in section 145 of the Code.
No question of the amount of the arrears of rent
"has. been raised in the appeal and therefore we
assume that the arrears amount to at least Rs. 10,000.
DAW OHN
BWiN

- --_._._-

.

(1) (1917) 41 Mad. 327.

1.2) (19Z3) 45 All. 649.
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We are of opini"an,,1.t!.ht';'th'e lovver Court's finding
that the property could be brought to sale \vithout a
suit on the mortgage bond was correct and we
dismiss the appeal with costs, advocate's fee in this
Court to be five gold tnohurs.
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APPELLATE CRIMINAL.
Befo,'e Mr. Justice Carr,

NGA PO NGWE

J929

v·
KING-EMPEROR.

M(I1'.12.

*

Penal Code (Act XLV of 1860), s. 227-Burma Criminal Law A·mendnzent
(Conditionally Released Prisol:ers) Act IBurma .4ct 11/ of 1928), s. 2-Facts
to be frrovedfor cOnl'iction under s. 227 of the Penal Code-Mode of proofRetrospectiveeffeet of Burma Act III of 1928.
'Where a person is to be convicted under s. 227 of the Indian Penal Code
for violation of the condi.ions of ren:ission of punishment, it is necessary to
prove (a) that the acc"sed person has be(':n convicted and sentenced and
(b) has beea granted a rem:ssion of punishment, Ie) the conclition~ on which
the remiss.ion was granted, fd) the identity of the accused 'e) the fact that the
. a"cu~ed has committed it breach of a condition of tile remission.
The first three fads mllst be proved by documentary evidence, vh., a
certif.ej cl.lpy !if the judgment as regards conviction ;Jod sentence, a cE'rlilied
copy of the tJrder of remi~sioll, and of the bond exec"ted by the accu:;ed.
Oral eVIdence is inadmissible on these poi nts The identity of I he accused
and the breach of conditions may be establish~d by oral evidence.
Quaere': Wh~ther s. 2 of B Irma Act III of 1918 Ins retrospecti\'e effect.

CARR, J..,-- The respondent, Nga Po Ngwe, has been
convicted under section 227 of the Penal Code of a
breach of a condition of remission of punishment,
and has been sentenced under that section and section 2 of Burma Act III of 1928 to nine months'
rigorous imprisonment. The unexpired portion of his
* C:im;nal Revision No. 117B of 192-) being a review of the order of the
third Additional Magistrate of Taungdwingyi in .Criminal Regular No. 164
of 19213.
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original sentence' was found to be four months and
twenty-six days.
In a case under section 227 of the Penal Code
it is necessary to prove the following:1. That the accused person has been convicted
and sentenced. The conviction and its date and the
sentence passed should, under Chapter V of tbe
Evidence Act, be proved by documentary evidence t
that is by the judgment in the case. The judgment
being a public d6'c'l.11nedt it'may, under, section 65 (e)
of the Evidence Act, be proved by a certified copy.
But oral evidence to prove it is not admissible.
2. That the accused person was granted a remission
of punishment. This again must be proved by
documentary evidence, that is by the order granting
the remission. Here a15(;"a certified copy of the
order is admissible, but no other form of secondary
evidence.
3. The conditions on \vhich the remission was
granted. This again is provable only as above, i.e. t '
by a certified copy of the order of remission. The
bond executed by the accused should also be put
in, or a certified copy of,.iL"··,'"",,,
4. The fact that the accused is the person convicted, sentenced and granted remission mu!?t be
proved, and for this oral evidence is admissible.
5. The fact that the accused has committed a
breach of a condition of the remission. This may
also be proved'by oral evidence, but obviously no
breach can be proved until the condition itself has
been proved as set out in head 3 above.
,The trying magistrate has overlooked all the
requirements of documentary evidence and allowed
everything to be proved by oral evidence. But as
the accused admitted all, the facts 1 think it would
be ' hypercritical to interfere on this ground, though
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properly the accused should not have been questioned
at all until proper evidence,. of the fa.ets was on the
record.
......
A further point arises in the case. The alleged
breach of condition was committed before Burma
Act III of 1928 was passed. It..was contended by
the accused that therefore he could not be sentenced
under that Act but the Magistrate overruled that
contention, though he gave no good reason for doing
so. On the ordinary principles of Penal Legislation
a penal provision does not have retrospective effect.
The wording of section 2 of BUfllla Act III of 1928
is somewhat peculiar. It reads :I' Whoever is com'ieled d
ahsconding in viola;ion of a
condition of a remission of p1l1ishment under section '227 of
the Pen<ll Code shall, in addition to the punishment prescribed
by that section, be punished by the convicting magislratewith
rigorous imprisonment for a term which may extend to one
year."

This suggests that it is incumbent on the 1Iagistrate to add some term of imprisonment to that
prescribed by section 227, though the length of the
term to be added is within his discretion. This
point, however, is not of importance in the present
case.
If the section were worded in the ordinary way
that is, if it began "Whoever absconds in violation
of a condition
. . ." I think there can be no
doubt that it would not have retrospective effect. and
that the additional sentence passed on the accused
in this case was illegal. But the wording '\Vhoever
is convicted of absconding. . . ." makes it arguable
that section 2 of Act III applies to anyone convicted
before the Act came into force and not only to an
offence committed after that date. This interpretation,
however, is so contrary to the accepted principles
of penal legislation that I think it would. be l,lllsafe
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to accept it on grounds no stronger than are to be
found in the section. I am not prepared, therefore,
to hold that the section has retrospective effect.
I therefore reduce the sentence passed on Nga
Po Ngwe to one of rigorous imprisonment for lour
months and twenty-six days.

APPELLATE CRIMINAL.
Before Mr. Justice Carr.
1929

Mar. 12.

NGA MYA

v.
KING-EMPEROR.*
Magistrate's po,c'ers to pass sentence-Enhanced punishment under s. 2 of the
Burma Criminal Law Amendment (Conditionally Released Prisoners) Act
(Burma Act HI of 1928)·--l'enal Co, Ie (Act XLV oj 1860), s. 277-Enhanced
Pullishmel.i illegal, If beyond magistrale's powers.
S. 2 of Burma Act III of 1928 provides for enhanced punishment of rigorous
in prisonment for a term which may extend to one year for absconding in
vioiation of condition of remission of ,punishment. But it is illegal for a
magistrate purporting to punish the accused under s. 227 of the Indi:ln Penal
Code and s~ 2 of the Burma Act III of 19U to pass a sentence in excess of that
which he is empowered to pass.

CARR,.,~J.;:;-:-,T,.b~\x.e.sPOl1c! ent

.'N'ga .My.ab~.s.be~n
convicted under section 227 of the Penal Code and'
sentenced under that section and section 2 of Burma
Act III of 1928 to rigorous imprisonment for two
years, eight mon,th~ and six days. The Magistrate
\vho passed'fhissentence has ordinary first class
power.., arid the maximum term of imprisonment that
he can impose for one offence is two years. The
sentence is therefore illegal. There is nothing in
either section 227 of the Penal Code or Burma Act
'111 of 1928 to empower any Magistrate to pass a
* Criminal I~evision No. 863 of 1928 being a rlev' ew I f the order of the third
. Additional Magistrate of Taungdwingyi in Criminal Regular No. 159 of 1928.
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sentence in excess of that which he is empowered
under the CriminaLProcedure Code to pass.
The conviction and sentence passed on Nga Ivfya
are set aside and it is ordered that he be retried by
a competent Magistrate.
This case is similar to the same Magistrate's
Criminal Regular No. 164 of 1928 d) in that oral ev;dcnce has wrongly been admitted to prove the fact
and particulars of the accllsed's conviction and the
fact and conditions of the grant of a remission of
sentence. I have"'explained in my order in Criminal
Revision No. 87B of 1929 (1) which is a review of that
ease, the nature of the evidence required in cases
under section 227, Indian Penal Code. The Magistrate
\'rho retries this case should see that proper evidence
is produced. He should also in passing sentence, if
the accused is convicted, take into consideration the
imprisonment suffered by the accused under the
sentence that is now set aside.
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Before Mr. Justice Maung Ba.
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v.

Mar. 14.

MA SHWE ZIN.*
Ci: it Frocedurc (Act Vof Il)081. o. 3~, 1'1'. 2, ::,-l'aupcr's app/icat i~ll. strict
conform it y to rutes esscn! iat- Wrong v"lua! iOI/ of sU"jed-n:al tcr -RcJcction
of aPPlicatiOlt illc,:i:ab 'c·- Nodiscrel iou vested ill Court-PI esh ,lpplicati01t.
A pauper in applying for perm;ssio:l to S Ie 2S a paurer is req"i"ed strictly
to conform b the pro\'isiollS of O:'der 33 of the Ci\"i, l'roc.:dure Code. If in his
application he has rot calculated the cou:t-fee yah e in accordance with the
requirement- of "ourt Fees Act and O. 7, r. 1 of the Civil P,·oce:1:.Ire vode, he
viol;:t'~f ell! s' (a\ of rul: 5 of O:der _;3
Under su;h dr<;lImstances the Court
has no ci>ert+on and ."l:St rejeo:( the app:icalion. The applicant may file a
fresh ap,'lication, if in time.

* Civil Revision No. 281 of 1928 f:om the order of the District Court of
Basstin in Ci\-il Mi~cellane·Jus Case No. 74 of 1928.
(t) (1929) 7 Rail. 355.
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S. C. Das for the applicant.

MAUNG PE

KYE
V.

N. N. BurjoiJee for the respondent.

MA SnWE
ZU1,

MAUNG BA, I.-Appellant':; a~jplication for permission to sue as a pauper was rejected by the District
Judge of Bassein on the ground that the "aIue for the
purposes of court·fee had been vvrongly calculated.
Applicant claims the entire estate of deceased
U Tha Ko. According to the schedule filed, the estate
consists large1Y,.F~f,p<1ddy holdings. There can be no
doubt that the values of such holdings should have
been calcuated at five times the land re\'enue under
clause V (b) of section 7 of the Comt Fees Act. So
the valuation in the application is incorrect.
The question is whether such a wrong calculation
offends clause (a) of rule 5 of Order 33 of the Code
of Civil Procedure. A Court shall reject an application
for permission to sue as a pauper where it is not
framed in the manner prescribed by rule 2. That rule
lays down that such applications sball con tain the parti~
culars required in regard to plaint in suits. I<uIe:1 of
Order VII enumerates such particulars and one of them
is a statement of the value of fhe SUbject-matter of the
suit for the pur'poses ofTi.i'i~isdiction and court·fee so
far as the case admits. Section 7 of Court Fees Act
prescribes the mode of computing court-fee value.
In the present case applicant has not calculated the
court-fee valuein accordance with that section. When
such a defect occurs in an application for leave to sue
as a pauper rule 5 of Order 33 leaves the Court r:o
discretion but it must reject the application. The
District Court's order was justified. Applicant appears
to have still a right to present a fresh application.
The present application for revision is accordingly
dismissed with costs hvo gold muhurs.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Sir Guy Rutleigc,

[(t.,

K.C., Chief

Jtlsli~e,

alld Mr. Justice Brown.

MA SHOPJAMBI
v.

MUBARAK ALI

AND OTHERS.*

·Cidl Procedure Code (Act V of 1908), O. 33-Examination of aPPlicantScope of itquiry-Evidence and argument as to matters conlairtcd in 0.33,
r. 5-Rcspo.'ldel1t's ri~ht to call etidcnce aud 10 what it is limiled-Rule 7
git'es procedure does not restrict scope of in1uiry or of argument.
Under the provisions r,f Order 33, Civil P :ocedllre Code, a Court is competent
to hear arguments as to whether on the fa.ce of a pauper's application, he was
not subject to any of the prohibitions ~recified in rule 5 of Order 33, and
can al;o t Ike evidence regarding them. It is the respondent who is in a
.p~sitiollto raise objections under r.oIe 5 (c), (d) and Ie', :lnd thig he can only
do- by eX Imining partLs and witn<,sses The w,lrds in rule 7 " and of the
evijtoncc ,if anyl taken by t~le C')lIrt a; he:'dn provided" mean that in an
in'.[uiry unde,' ft b 7 eviden~e may be laken with regard to any of the fi"e
ground, mentioned in rule 5.. Rul~ 7 gi\'es the procedure to be followed in an
inquiry' id" paurerism an.1 is not a r:Je mcant to res~rictthe sccpe of the
inquiry or of the arg:lll ~nt. OtllCrwise the clauses of rule 5 would be
lHlg . to'y.
'01' \Va,;

SeiH Tun Aung for the applicant.

K. C. Bose for the respondents.
In Civil Miscellaneous Cac;c No. 88 of 1926 of the
.District Court of Akyab, petitioner applied for leave
to sue as a pauper. The Court issued notice to the
respondents who appeared and contested her application on the ground that her cause of action was
time-barred and that sbe had made an agreement with
others who thereby obtained an interest in the subject'matter.
Petitioner's claim was for recovery of her
share of inheritance in the estate of her fathtf
wl~o died in 1870. Her brother applied for and
obtained letters of administration of the estate in
1872. The administrator c:ied in 1896 and his son
* Civil I~evision No. 236 of 1927 from th~ order of the District ('o:.Irt-of
Akyab in Civil Mi,cellaneo:.Is Cas~ No. 88 cf 1926.
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obtained letters of administration. He treated the
property. of his J~,ther and of, hi§.grandfather as one.
In 1898 petitione~'and her sist~r ~pplied to the Court·
for their shares of inheritance. They were advised
to file a suit. She did nothing till 1912 when sbe
again applied to ~he Court for her share of inheritance
in her father's estate. Her application was dismissed
and she was informed that her father's estate had
become her late brother's estate. She waited for
nearly twenty-nine years befO! e making. the present
application.
'", , ,.
The learned District Judge after refe~ring'to the
proceedings held that her cause of action arose in
1870 or at the latest in 1897 and therefore her present
application was time.barred. It was urged on her
behalf that as the Court had not gone into the merits
of her claim when the application· 'was' '''~FeseHted,
under 0 33, r. 4 of the Civil Procedure Code, it was
precluded from doing so after issuing notice to the
respondents, when the inquiry should be limited to
the question of pauperism only.
The learned District Judt:e held that under 1 ule 7
the Court could hear arguments as to \"hether on the
face of the applicatioIl, ~Il ;lpplicant was or was not
subject to any o{the prohibitions specified' 'iri' fine"s.
But unless evidence was taken, a Court could not
decide. under rule 5 (c) whether an applicant had
fraudulently disposed of his property. It is the
respondent who can raise objections under rule 5
(c), (d) and (e), and this he can only.do.,by examining the parties and witnesses. The words in rule 7
"and of the evidence (if any) taken by the Court as
herein provided /I must mean that in an inquiry
under rule 7 evidence may, be taken with regard to
any of the five grounds mentioned in rule 5. Rule 7
gives the procedure to be followed in an inquiry
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into pauperism and is not a rule meant 10 restrict
the scope of theJn9qiry or ofthe.,~g.urn.eIlL..,<."J'o hold
otherwise is to 'r~ndcr the clc:l;~e~ of rule 5 nugatory.
Petitioner applied to the I-J it!-h Court on revision.
C.J., and BROWN, J.--This is a petition
by way of revision from the order of the learned
District Judge of Arakan, dismissing the petitioner's
application to sue as a pauper under Order XXXIII,
rule 5 (d) that her allegations do not show a cause of
action inasmuch as the cause of action, if'any"has been
long barred by limitation.
The main objection urged is that the Court was
not competent at the enquiry into her pauperism to
go into the merits of her case and dismiss it. The
learned trial Judge, we notice, has discussed in the
first tnree pages of his Judgment a number of cases,
not a single one of which is reported in an authorized
report. They. are consequently of no assistance to
us and have no binding force as authorities on the
trial Court.
The decision of the several High Courts are by
no means unanimous in respect of how far a Court
mlY go in enquiring into the substance of ··the·"cause.,
of action in applications to sue as a pauper. But the
decision relied on on behalf of the petitioner in
. ]ogendra Narayan Ray v. Durga Charan Guha
Tiiakw'fa (1), is really against her. There a Bench of
the Calcutta High Court held that it is open to the
Court to consider not only the statements made in the
plain t but also the statements made in his examination
by the applicant before determining whether his allegations disclose a cause of action as laid down in Order
XXXIII, rule 5, clause (d), but the Court cannot
examine other witnesses for deciding the question of
RUTLEDGE,

(I) (1918) 46 Cal. 651.
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limitation or any other question than the pauperism
of the applicant.
It is not sl1gge;sled that any other witness has been
examined here except the applicant herself. The
Court has taken into consideration her examination
as well as her petition which if admitted constitutes
her plaint. The Court has also taken judicial notice
of certain proceedings in Court in which the petitioner was a party and in which sh e made certain
applications. In so doing the Court's action was, in
our opinion, perf<:ctly correct.
The learnedfrial Judge has set, out very clearly
from the 5th pa~e of his judgment beginning with
the words "The first ground of objection is that
the plaint discloses no subsisting c:mse of action and
that applicant's claim is barred by limitation " down
to the middle of the 7th page ending with the words
"and I do not think any such trust can be inferred
from the circumstances of the present case" his
reasons for holding that the petitioner's present claim
is on the face of it barred by limitation. \Ve are in
full agreement with his finding and do not consider
it is necessary to add any further reasons.
The ap?lication is dismissed with costs.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before SI1' Guy Rutledr;e J(t., J(.C., effief Justice alld Mr. Justice Brown.

S. R A. S. SIDAMBARA;vI

'NADAI~ AND OTHERS

v.

Mar. 19".

D. R. MAGAN LALL BROTHERS. *
Transfer oj Property Act (IV of 1882), s. 130-"Aetionable claim "-Mode
of assign11lent- Writing, not deposit, essential-Debt ,tiue how assigtlableAuthority to collect atld 'deposit oj bills, not all assignment oj debt.
Transfers of an actionable claim, whether outright transfers, or by way
of security, are governed by the prO\ision of s. 130 of the Transfer of
Property Act.
Where a debtor by his letter to his creditor merely authorizes the
creditor to draw the moneys that may be ouc to the debtor and declares that he
has deposited with his Creditor the bills cll:e as security, but does not assign
the debt due then neilhersuch letter no. the deposit with it of the bills create;;
any charge or lien on the debt.
Mulraj Khatau v. Vislrwanatlt 3i Bom.198 (P.C.)-followed.

Hay for the appellants.
Doctor for the respondents.
RUTLEDGE,

C.J., and

BROWN,

1929

J.-The respondents,

D. R. Maganlall Brothers, carrying on business in
partnership, by their partner, Maganlall Popetbhai,
filed a suit on the Original Side of this Court against
one Maung Po Nyan, Abdul Gunny and four others.
They claimed that Po Nyan had executed in their
favour four promissory notes on \vhich at the time of
suit the sum of Rs. 11,285-13-0 was due. They further
claimed that on the 23rd of June, 1927, Po Nyan had
by a deed created in their favour a lien or first charge
on all sums due by the Public Works Department
to Po Nyan.
In the suit as originally framed, Po Nyan and Abdul
Gunny alone were the defendants, and Abdul Gunny
* Civil First Arpeal No. 257 of 1928 from the judgment of tbe: Originat
Side in Civil Regular No. 337 of 1927
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was joined on the grouncl,.:,that,(.he ... ,11ad obtained an
SR. A.S. order of attachment before judgment on the moneys
SIDAlvIBARAM
lying to the credit of Po Nyan in the Public Works
NADAR
V.
Department. The other four defendants 'were added
D, R.
MAGANLALL subsequently on the ground ·thaNhcy also had attached
BROTHERS.
the same moneys.
RUTLEDGE,
The plaintiffs asked for a decree for the amount
C.J.,AND
BROWN, J.
due against the 1st defendant, and for a declaration'
as against the otber defendants ihat the plaintiffs had
a first lien or charge on iIF"si.f1'hs,·ttue"·by the Public
Works Department to the 1st defendant.
The plaintiffs were given a decree in accordance
with the prayer in the plaint by the trial Court. The
p;-esent appeal against this decree ha3 been filed only
by the 4th, 5th and 6th defendants, A. E. Nagoor
l\t1eera, N. N. Chettyar Firm ~ildS.R:"A":S. Sidilmbaram
1929

Na<Lr.

The first ground in the memorandum of appeal
is to the effect that the debts alleged to be due by
Maung Po Nyan to the plaintiffs Lave not been estahlished ; but this ground has not been pressed before
us. The promissory notes were produced and \\'cre
sworn to by Maganlall Popdbbai.,and,,·,Ra.,};yal1 has
not denied executing them.
We see no reason, therefore, for interfering with
the decree for the payment of money by Po Nyan.
It has, however, strongly been urged before us that
the declaration in favour of the respondents of the
lien on the moneys in question was not-justified.
On this point it has been urged that the plaintiffs
did not obtain the execution of the document on
which they rely; that in an'y case they have not
proved that it was executed before the attachment by
Abdul Gunny; and,finally, that, evt:n if the document
wa~ executed, as alleged, no lien or charge has been·
established.
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Each one oLthese.:.oonte.ntions has been dispuicd
on behalf of the respondents, but we arc of opinion
that this appeal can be decided by a consideration of
the third contention only.
On the L th of June, 1927, Po Nyan executed a
power of attorney in favour of Maganlall Popetbhai,
and on the 23rct of June he is alleged to have written
the document on which the respondents chiefly rely.
This document reads as follows : Rangoon, 2Jrc1 June, 19':7'
"Maganlall P~petbhai, Esq.,
No. 81 in 28th street,
Rangoon,
Dear Sirs,
\Vith reference to the loall!> n ctived by me the undersigned
on pronotes hereunder menliouec1 and marked . A' I have
deposited with you the Security Deposit receipt;; hereunder
mentioned marked ' B '-as collateral security and authorize
you to draw the same when the work is completed and for
which I hav~ execu ted a Power of Attorney in the name of
M:lga·nlall Popetbhai dated 17th Jllnc 1927 and Joecordecl as
No. 1381 of 1927 of the office of the S'.:b-Registrar of Rangoon
and I hereby declare that I ba ve given as security all Bills
th'1-t I h lve to draw from the Executive Kigineer Public Works
Department Rangoon in connection with my contract for
construction of clerks quarters ;tt Pauk:aw now and ill the
f\lture and also authorized MI'. Maq1;anlall Popetbhai to draw
the same Bills and credit the toalllC to Illy account with
Popetbhai Dayabhai and Sons and D l~. Maganlall Bl"Olhers
of No. S1 in 28th Street Rangoon.
Your;; hithfully,
·ScI.) Po NYAN,
23-6-1927.
No. 18, Obo Street, Kemmencline.'~

The Schedule" A ", attached to the letter contains
a list of five promissory .notes and the Schedule lIB",
contains a list of three items, namely one chellau,
one receipt and a deposit \yiththe Executive
Engineer, Rangooon Division.
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It was held':~by' their"';"k;0rrls:hips of the Privy
Council in the case of Mulraj [(hatau v. Vislzwanath
Prabhuram llt11dya (I), that transfers of an action_
able claim whether outright transfers, or by \-yay of
security, were governed by ·th~·''PI'o\iisions of section
130 of the Transfer of Property Act. In that case a
debtor held certain insurances on his life. He
deposited the policy 'with regard to one of these
insurances with the plaintiff in the case to secure
moneys due by him to the p'laillliff, "'i'tl'u su bseguenUy
he executed a formal deed of assignment of this
policy to the defendant.
It was held that, in view of the provisions of
section 130 of the Transfer of Property Act, the
assignment to the plaintiff was .9f no effect in
creating a charge. At page 210 Gf thdr judgment,
their Lordships remark :In the present case the respondent bases bis claim on a
deposit 01 the policy and not under a'written transfer, anq
claims that this creates a charge on the policy. The section
specifically enacts tlw.t such a proceeding shall not have any
such effect; such a charge can only be created 'by a written
dOL:lIment. It iollows that the respondent acquired no right
whatever to the policy or its 'pl:cic'~'eds"~bY"'\r'eason of the
deposit.

Under the definition given in section 3 of the
Transfer of Property Act, " actionable claim" includes
a claim to any debt other than a debt secured by
mortgage of immoveable property, or by hypothecation
or pledge of moveable property.
In the present case the respondents claim a
charge or lien on the meney due by the Public
Works Department, that is to say, they claim a lien
on an actionable claim, and tbedecision in Mulraj
Khatau's case is clearly to the effect that. such a
-:
\1) (1912) 37 BOlD. 198.
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charge or lien can only be effected by a written
.•..
assignment under the provisions of section 130 of s. R. A. S.
~
A
SIDAMBARAlIf .
t h e T rans f er 0 f P roperlY ct.
NADAR
We are unable to read the document on which
D~R.
the respondents rely in this cas.e as being a document MAGA~LALL
•
BROTHERS.
of such a nature. It IS Iilerelya letter by Po Nyan
in which he authorizes not the respondents but RUTLEDGE."
C;J., AND
Maganlall Popetbhai, one of the respondents, to draw BROWN, J.
the moneys that may be due to him from the Public
Works Department, and declares that he has deposited
with him certain securities. Mr. Maganlall Popetbhai
is authorized to credit the sums.,he draws with
Popetbhai Dayabhai and Sons and with the defendants. But the document clearly' does not assign the
debt due to Po Nyan to the respondents, Maganlall
Brothers, and the Privy Council case already cited
is clear authority for holding 'that the deposit of the
document creates no charge or lien at all" on the
debts. The letter in effect makes MaganlaU Popetbbai
solely responsible for the recovery of these'. debt~,
but it does not assign the debts to him or to anyone·
We have been referred on behalf of the respon'd.
ents' to' a Ii'umber of English cases, but it was
remarked by their Lordships of the Privy Council in
Mulraj Khatau's case that in India Courts are bound
by the provisions of section 130,of the Transfer of
PropertyAet. Towards the conclusion of their judgment~ their Lordships observe :~

.' .. " Th~ decision '0£ the Court ,belo\\r. was therefo;'e .erroneous,
The error arose from the learned Judges not having appre_
ciated that the positive language of the .section precluded the
application in"India of the principles of English law on \;hich
they based their decisIon." .....

:; ".For the~:e re~sons we .are of' opinion that th erespondents" did 'not csta-hllsh··tbat:th~yhad'any' char.ge
or li~n onth'e' de~tsjn ques~iQn,; , . ' :. ' . , : .,.' ....
24
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We, therefore, modify the decree of the trial
Court by deleting'ttlerefrom' 'the "declaration of a lien
or charge in favour of the respondents.
The appellants are entitled to their costs in this
appeal. In the trial Court, the 1st defendant, Po
Nyan, will pay the' plaintiffs' costs, and for the rest
the parties will bear their own costs.

J.

APPELLATE CRIMINAL.
BcjlJre Mr. Justice Maung Ba.
......;-.';..,,-~"i-~J••.

1929

MOHAMED HAYET MULLA

Mar. 25.

v.

KING-EMPEROR. *
Criminal Procedure Code (Act V of 1898), 55. 367. 531,537-Magistl"ate's
omission to sig.z ju(llf,menf, mel"e irregulality wrable under s. 537-Place
oj trial, error as to'::"-No failure of just ice, error immaterial,
An omission to sign and date a judgment by a M2gistrate in open Court
at the time of pronouncing it as required by s. 367 of the Criminal Procedure
Code. amounts to a mere irregularity curable by s. 537..
Emperor v. Ram Sukh, 47 All. 28~-followcd.
Tilak v. Baisagomoff, 23 Cal. SOZ-ie/erred to.
Balldanuv. Emperor, 27 Mad. 257; Queen-Empress·v. Hargobind, 14 All.
242-dissentedfr om.
Where there is no f"ilure of justice owing to an error as to place of trial
the irregularity does not vitiate the trial.

Rauf for the~p"i:;ellarit.

J.-'Appellant aged 64 appeals from

MAUNG BA,

a sentence of four years' rigorous imprisonment on
three charges of cheating in the last case tried by
the late U Po Nu as Additional District Magistrate.
Ran~oon.

The first legal objection taken is that the sentence
is illegal as there is no judgment signed by the
learned Magistrate. On the record there is a judgmenf
prepared by the late U Po Nu. Froin the affidavits of
"

•

•

_ _ "L_~·

•. Criminal Appeal No. 117 of 1929 from the order of the District Magistrate
or Rangoon in CtiminalRegular Triai No. 133 of 1927. .
.
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mis two clerks, Matlll,;g.-Jha:X:UsR and Maung Ba Sein, it
would appear that that judgment consists of 12 paragraphs, out of which paragraphs 1 to 3 were \uitteri
by Tha Tun at U Po Nu's dictation, pdragraghs 4,
~5, 6 and 7 were typed by U Po Nu himself, and the
remaining 5 paragraphs 'Nere written by Ivlaung Ba
Sein at U Po Nu's dictation j that the corrections in
the judgment \vere made by U Po Nu himself j that
that judgment was pronounced in open Court and the
:accused sentenced toJour years' rigorous imprisonment
·on the evening of the 22nd December 1928; that
U Po Nu then handed that judgment to his Bench.
Clerk Maung Tha 'tun to he fair typed; and that
unfortunately U Po Nu died before he could sign the
fair copy.
The appellant's learned advocate relied upon the
-Case of Queen-Empress v. H argo bind Singh and
-others (1). In that case Hargobind and two otherS
were tried for murder, found guilty and sentenced
to death. The sentence was passed first and the
judgment written afterwards. The sentence was held
to be illegal, and the learned Judges observe :-.
"The requirements of sections 366 and 367 arc no mere
matters of form. The provisions of those sections are based
mpou good and substantial grounds of public policy, and whether
they are or not, Sessiolls Judges must obey them and not be a
law to themselves.
Any Judge at the conclusion of the evidence in a ca!'e,
:'Some of which may be not quite distinct in his mind owing to
the length of the trial, might pass sentence on a prisoner and
find it impossible afterwards hones:ly to put on paper good
reasons for having convicted him, or, on the other hand, might
,direct that the accused be set at liberty and find it" impc ssitle
afterwards honestly to put on paper good reasons for the
.acquittal. The law wisely requires that the reasohS for the
,decision shall accompany the decision, and shall not be left to'
,be subsequently inserted or recorded. "
(I) ,(189ir 14 All. 242, p. 272.
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This decision was approved by a Bench of the~
Madras High Co'Uft in the case of Banda1'lU Atchayya
and othet's v. Emperor (1). There too the Sessions,
Judge passed sentences on the accused persons and
wrote the judgment some days after~·ards. The
learned Judges held that this was a violation of
sections 366 and 367 of the Code of Criminal,
Procedure and was more than an irregularity, and
that it was a defect which vitiated the convictions
and sentence·s. But a Bench of the Calcu'tta High
Court in Tilak Chandra Sal'kar & Others v. Baisagomoff'
(2), helel a .contrary view. The learned Judges held
that the' omission of the Magistrate in recording a
judgment before pronouncing his sentence was an,
omission or irregularity which fell within the purview
of section 537Df the Code, and so the sentence
itself, by reason of this irregularity, was not an illegal,.
se.ntence so as to render the trial nllgatory.
, Sub-section (4) of section 366 reads: IC Nothing
in this sectionshall be construed to limit in any way.'
the extent of the provisionS of section 537." I am.
inclined, ~o think that, though it is desirable that
Magistrates should obey the express provisions of
the law, yet the omission to write a judgment bcforec
pronouncing a sentence should not necessarily vitiate-the trial, unless such omission has in fact occasioned
a failure of justice. In the present case it canr;ot
be said that there was nOvvritten judgment at all•.
The learnedcMagistrate might have signed the
judg~nent already prepared, though it looked untidyand m~ght append a fair copy of it later. It is t.rue·
th~t section 367 says that a judgment shan be dateer
and signed bythg presiding officer in open Court at
tpe time of pronouncing it. In my opinion the
0mission to sign the jud~ment amounts toa merE::
~
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irregularity curable by section 537. In Emperor v.
Ram Sukh (1), Mnkerji, J:"'lteld' sl1ch a view. There
a Magistrate wrote a judgment with his own hand
but forgot to sign and date it, alld it was held that
'this did not amount 10 more than an irregularity,
such as would be cured by section 537.
1 now come to the second legal objection with
regard to the jurisdiction 'of the Court. Three
'charges were framed against the appellant; firstly
that he cheated Dudumia at Mudon in the Amherst
-District by dishonestly iriallcirig him to deliver
,Rs. 143, secondly that he cheated Maung Tun Gyaw at
'Taloktaw in the Hanthawaddy District by dishonestly
'inducing him to deliver Rs. 11; and thirdly that he
cheated Hakim Kh<..n at Thanatpin in the Pegu
District by dishonestly inducing him to deliver
Rs. 10-10-0. Section 177 lays down that every offence
'shall ordinarily be inquired' into and' hied by a
'Court within the local limits of whose jurisdiction
it was committed. In the present case the alleged
.cheating was committed in thePegu, Hanthawaddy
and Amherst Districts and the trial took' place in
Rangoon. The question is whether the irregular,ity
'has vitiated the trial. Section 531 pro':\Tides that no
lfinding, sentence or order of any Criminal Court
shall be set aside merely on the ground that the
inquiry, trial or other proceeding in, the course of
w"hich it was arrived at or passed, took 'plac,e in a
,·wrong. se:ssions division, district, subdivision Or other
~local . area, unless it appears that such error has in
Iact occasioned a failure of justice. In :111Y opiniq!1
there has been no failure of justice,. by this .error
.,relating to territorial jurisdiction.
On the facts his Lordship' held that the charges
~ailed and so acquitted .the accused.

.

(1) (1925)" 47' AlL 284.
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FULL BENCH (CIVIL.)
Before Sir Guy Rutledge, KI., K.C, Chief Justice, Mr. Justice Heald,
Mr. Justice Maung Ba, Mr. Justice Mya Bu and Mr. J-u.,ticeBrowlZ.
1929
A~';il8.

U PO U

AND ANOTHER

v.
MA TOK GYI.*
Bnddhist Law-Gift of joint property by husband alone-Effect of such gift:
if made without the consent of the wife.
Held, that a deed of gift executed by a Burmese Buddhist husbandwilhout·
his wife's consent of part of the joint property of the marriage is wholly.voick
anel conveYll no title to the donee in.respeet of the property whic.hiit.p,urp,orts"
to convey.
Ma Paing v. MaUllg Shwe Hpaw, 5 Ran. 296, 478-foUowed.
Ma Shwe U v. Ma Kyu, 3 L.B.R. 66-dissented from.
Manukye, YIII, 3-,oeferred to.

Ganguli for the appellants.
Thein Maul1g for the respondent.

In Civil First Appeal No. 13 of 1928, a Division
Bench of the High Court sitting at Mandalay enter-·
taining doubts on the correctness of the ruling in
J1;Ia P{~ing v. M aung Shwe Plzaw reported at S;
Ran. 478, made a reference to the Full Bench. in.
the following terms.
PRATT, J.-Plaintiff Ma Tok Gyi sued her husba,nd'
U Po 0, J1;Iyothugyiof Monywa, and Ma Ngwe Shin'
for cancellatiop of two deeds of gift of landed pro-.
perty by the 1st defendant in favour of tbe' 2nd,.,
and was granted a decree.
The defence was that there had been a divorce·
between plaintiff and 1st defendant, that the suit.

* Civil Reference No.1 of 1929 ~rising out of Ci vii First Appeal No. 13.
oi 1928 (at Mandalay) from. the jlldgnlcnt of the District Court, L.')we.r·
Cbindwin in Civil Regular No.1 of 1928..
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was not maintainable in its present form and should
have been for pattiti'6n.
","
.
The District Court held that there had been no
divorce.
It is perfectly clear that there was no formal
divorce, and having regard to the social position of
the parties it is obvious that a divorce would have
been effected with some formality in the presence of
witnesses. We are also satisfied that there has been
no desertion which would operate automatically as a
.
divorce.
I t is true that 1st defendant entered into an
intrigue with the 2nd and ended by living with her
in a separate house some twelve years ago; but it is
admitted by him that the income of the joint property
was shared by him with plaintiff and the revenue on
the land paid by each in turn in alternate years.
Defendant used to visit his wife's house each year
on the occasion of the annual pagoda festival and
stay there some four days. He kept his gun, his
official dah, and his appointment orders in his wife's
house.
The fact that his wife did not speak to him from
the time he left her house to live with 2nd defendant
only means that she was incensed with him. It
cannot constitute desertion by the husband. It is
also admitted that she occasionally sent him food and
it is clear that they must have communicated, if not by
word of mouth, through a 3rd person or otherwise.
In the written statement there is no mention of
'desertion but ht defendant alleged a divorce by
mutual cons~nt twelve years Qf so ago.
The conditions laid down inMa Nyun and Ma
Saw Ay~ v. Maung San Thcifl and U Shwe So (1), as

.

(1) (l9Z7) 5 Rm.537.
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requisife -for a divorce by desertion and lapse of time
have obviouslyiiBt neen fulfilled.
The property covered by the deedof gift is joint
and the interest of the 1st defendant therein is not
determinate.
It is contended. however, on behalf of the defendant-appellants. that the deeds are valid at least to
the extent of the: hfst defendant's interest in the
property covered thereby and should' not be-. ~et
aside.. Reliance . is placed upon the Full Bench
ruling of Lowef"'Bilfma Chief Court in M a Shwe
-U v. Ma. Kyu (l) which lays down' categorically
'that a sale hy a Burmese Buddhist of the imafason
'property of himself and his wife made without her
consent constitutes a valid transfer of his share and
interest in the property sold.
If this ruling remains soufld law then it is good
authority for the proposition that a·· gift of joint
property would be valid to the extent of the donor's
interest.
II In
the Privy Council case of Ma Thaul1g v.
jv!a Than (2), it was observed (at page 178) that in
the Bi.mnese social and leg..l1 system the wife is, to
a'll intents and p1:trposes a padeer.
'I In Ma Pai1tg v. MaungShwe Paw '(3), a Full
Bench' of this Court~ the doctrine of 'partnership cis
extended to a· Burmese husband. and -'wife was
definitely formulated. - It was held that;husband aiI'd.
wife a:re"partners'a,nd -all· the property of the marriage,
wheth-erpayin or lettetpwa, is partnership' property.
'It was further held that when th'e interest of a
Burmese Buddhist husband in properfywhich was
either ~payinbrought; by him to the marriage or \\'as
j?i~tlyacq~ired lettetp'l.t'a; is du-ringthe'subsistence
(1) 1905) 3 L.B.R. 66.
(2) (192i) 5 Ran. 175.
(3) (192h 5 Ra~. 296.
.
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-of the marriage sold in execution -of a decree for a
debt incurred by liim in a business carried on by
:him while he was living with his wife, the buyer of
that interest does not acquire the right to have the
.property partitioned and to obtain possession of part
-of the property as representing the husband's interest
-in it.
"It was held also that there is a presumption that
a suit brought against either of the partners is a
:suit against the partnership, and that in such a suit
a partner, who is not joined as a party is repre-senteel by the partner who is joined as a party; and
a de:::ree against either partner can ordinarily be
executed against any partnership property, provided
,the decree was obtained against that spouse as
-:representing the partnership.
"The ruling in M a Shwe U v. Ma Kyu (1) Was
not expressly dissented from.
"If the position remained where it was left by the
Full Bench ruling, there would be n0 difficulty in
,holding that the gifts are good to the extent of the
,donor's interest in the property, subject to the reservation that the donee could not claim partition, or
'possession during the subsistence of the' marriage
:between U Po U and Ma Tok Gyi. It is common
~ground that the property covered by the gift - \\'3S
joint being partly acquireel by inheritance and partly
:by_ joint effort of the partners.
"Although the parties to a marriage are partners
it -is obvious that the partnership is not an ordinary
-one and that· the law of partnership can only be
-applied with limitations.
"Under partnership law an assignment by a partner
<{)f his share without the consent of the other partneJ,"s
(1) (1905) 3 L.B.R. 66.
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is not wholly in-operative. It entitled t he assignee
to receive the>share of pl"o'frts"'to'which the assigning
partner would otherwise be entitled, and, in case of
dissolution of partnership, the share of the partner-ship assets to which the assigning partner is entitled•
(Lindley on Partnership,' VIn edtion, pp. 423-8,)
A partner in a mine, which is regard ed as reaL
property, is at liberty to dispose of his interest
without reference to his co-owners. J n the present
instance therefore the donee whilst having no claim
against the wife during' "fhe"'s'ubsistence of the
marriage with respect to the partnership property:
might conceivably be entitled to claim the income
of his interest in the property from donee."
In Ma Paing v. Maung Shwe HPa7.tJ (1), howeverrin applying the Full Bench r.uling. oJLJhe referenc'e
the Bench held that the sale of the husband's inter":est in the joint property was void and set it aside.
It seems to me the correctness of this conc1usioni.
is open to grave doubt, but, if it is correct, it would
seem to follow that a gift of joint property by a.
husband or wife without the other's consent would
be void as held by the District Court. I consider'
the point is one which shot,ld "be"'deteTrnilled by a
Full Bench.
I would therefore refer to a Full Bench the
question whether a deed of gift executed by a
husband, without his wife's consent with reference
to lands forming part of the joint prop~rty of the'
marriage is valid to the extent of his interest in the;
property or is wholly void.

J.-.I

copcur; and I wouJd observe that a
sale of a share in partnership property may be subject.
to consideratIons i;lifferent from those applicable to.OTTER,

(1):(l9~7).

5

H~l1. 478.
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the facts in the present case. I would further point
out that the law relating to a sale of such a share
appears to be the same in India as it is in England.
See ]uggut Chunder Dutt v. Rada Nath Dhur (1).
The matter came up in due course for hearing,
before a Full Bench with the result reported below.
MAUNG BA, J.-,The following question has been'
referred to a Full Bench : "Whether a deed of gift executed by a husband without:

his wife's consent with reference to lands forming part of the
joint property of the marriage is valid to the extent of his interest
in the property or is wholly void? "

This reference arose out of a suit brought by a
Burmese Buddhist wife against her husband for the
cancellation of two deeds of gift whereby the latter
had given away valuable lands forming part of their
joint property to a servant girl who had become his
"lesser wife." The old ~ent1emen is Myothugyi at
Monywa and the recipient of double decoration$,.
R.LH. and A.T.M. He is now 77 while his wife is82 and lheyhave been married nearly 60 years.
The girl was the daughter of their syce and was,
employed in the house as a cook. Some three years
ago improper intim/acy between her and the old thugyi
started and the thugyi's wife drove her out of the
house. That measure failed to stop the intrigue.
The thugyi bought a small house and went and
lived then:: with the girl ~nd some time later made
these gifts to her.
The suit was decreed and it has been contended
that at least the gifts should be held good to the
extent of the old thuj!,yi'$ share and interest. The
ruling iIi Ma SIl'iJlJe U v. Ma Kyu (2), if it can be
considered a still good law would support ,that
,

,

'(1) US84j 10

C'~L6()9. "

(2) (1905) 3

L.B.R. 66.
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argument. . There it was held though a Burman
Buddhist""husha\nd "'GanJlot sell or alienate the
hnapazon of himself and his wife v.iithout her consent
. Gyl.
or against her will, yet such a sale constitutes a valid
MAUNG BA, transfer of his share and interest iri the property.
. J.
The ruling means that the share of the husband or
wife is partible even during the subsistence of marriage
and is therefore saleable in execution of a decree.
This view was dissented from in the later case of
~Ma Paing v. Maung Shze.'e Hpaw (1), where it was held
that the' share"6f·· a Burmese Buddhist husband or
wife is impartible and indeterminate so long as
marriage subsists and is therefore not saleable in
execution of a decree. This decision was based upon
the principles previously laid down in the Full Bench
'-case of Ma Paing v. Maung Shwc Hpaw (2), where it
was held that'~t Burmese Buddhist law a Burmese
Buddhist husband and wife -are partners and all the
property of the marriage, wllcther payin or lettetpwQ,
is partnership property, that neither partner is entitled
to separate possession of any share of the partnership
property or of the profits of the partnership until the
partnership is dissolved by the death of one partner
or by divorce. ; .
The learned Judge who made the Reference \vas
however
of opinion that the rilling in lJla Slzwe U v..
.
Ma Kyu (3) had not been expressly dissented from by
'. the Ftill Bench and that the correctness of the decision
in the later case of Ma paingv. MaungSJrweHpazv (1),
was open to grave doubt. vVith great respect to that
learned Judge I venture to think that the Full Bench
. has o~erruled the ruling in Ma Shwe U's case (3).
Heald, J., made a reference tathat Flill Bench because he considered the rtiling in M a Sh'iXJe U (3) to
1929

U Po U
v.
MAToK

11) (1927) 5 Ran. - 4 7 8 . ( 2 ) (927)<5 Ran. 296.

(3) (1905) 3 L.B.R.65.
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be incorrect. In the co_ur.se
oihis
order of reference
:'
.,
.
he observed "Most of the cases mentioned above
were considered by Full Bench of the Chief Court
in the case of Ma Shwe U v. Ma [{yu (1) where it was
held that a Burmese Buddhist husband cannot sell
or alienate the hnapazo.n (lettepwa) property of
himself and his wife without the consent of the wife,
express or implied, or against her will, but that a
sale by a Burmese Buddhist husband of such property
without the consent of his vrife constitutes a valid
sale of his share and intt:rest in the. property sold.
The~e two .findings seem to be inconsistent and with
all respect I venture to suggest that the latter part
of this decision was mistaken."
. In my judgment i~ the Full Bench c<lseit is true
that I did not quote Ma Slzwe U's case (l), but 1.
quoted an earlier case, 'i'iz., Mazmg Fo Sein v. Ma Pwa
(2) which had enunciated a similar principle: In the
c,Qurse of my judgment I obseryed : "\yhe.re one of
a Buddhist couple dealt with joint propert~' singly,
it has been held that, in the absence of expre~s. or
implied consent of the other party the alienation is.,
not wholly vcid but is still valid. so far as the
alienator's share is concerned. Such a decision is to
}:)e found in M aung Po Sein v. Ma P~l)a decided by the
leamed Judicial Commissioner of Lower Burma in
1897 * * * *. That property is letletp'l<;a, and he
has not beeriable to cite any authority from any of
the Dhammathats fOf. that view. He has evidently
overlooked the main principle of Burmese B~ddhist.
law that while marriage subsists neither h.usband nor
wife is entitled to aiienateor claim separate possession..
of any property of the marriage ". I haye also ~bse~ed
II Il either the husband or \~ife can dispose of his or;
her shar~ without' th~ cqnsent of the othe~, ,it will n'o_
.., _ . ;

(1) (1\105)3 L B R. 66.
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doubt undermin:e. the found~FpH}?J?9~,which joint pro-u Po U perty system of a Buddhist couple has grown up" .
v,
Chari; J., in the course of his judgment observed:
MA ToK
GYI.
"It i~ settled law that no partner can alienate even
:MAUNG BA,
his own interest in any individtlal partnership proJ.
perty. This follows from the liability' of the '''hole of
the partnership property for the partnership cit bis.
Similarly, in the case of a Burmese Buddhist ccuple it
is not open to eIther the husband or the \"ife to alienate
his or her own,.interest iJ.11j,an'YlJ,particu]ar property.
To allow him or her to do so will be to throw the
,burden of the joint debts on to the party who has
,not disposed of his interest. "
I think the above extracts would sufficiently show
-that the previous law in Ma Shwe U's case (1) that
:a Burmese Buddhist husband-or 'wife can alienate
.his or her interest in their joint property without
the consent of the other has, as a matter of fact, been
overruled. This may dispose of the Reference.
However, I should like to note that the partnership
under Burmese Buddhist law is not exactly the same
.as an ordinary partnership founded upon cOlittact.
In the case of an ordinary partnep?hip, the assignment
.of a partner's share without the consent of other
,partners brings about immediate dissolu tion. I t cannot
Jor a moment be conceded that such a consequence
must follow if a Burmese Buddhist husband or wife
'without the consent of the other assigns his or her
:share in joint property. The partn.ership under
Burmese Buddhist law terminates only on the death
of a partner or on divorce. Again, under ordinary
partnership law the assignment is not wholly inoperative but when dissolution results upon assignment
\,\'ithout consent the assignee has a right to sue not
:as a partner but as anassignee for an account and
1929

. (I){190in 3 L B.H. 66.
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1929
also for a distributive share. It has therefore been
urged that iIi the case of a partnership'UhClit"Buddhist U Po U
11.
Jaw why should not such a right be suspended till MA TOK
OYI.
dissolution takes place and why should not the
B.~,
assignment be held good for that purpose. In my MAUNG
J.
opinion it would be extremely dangerous and also
against public policy to make such a concession.
There would be great temptation to the third party to
try and bring about death or divorce as the case might
be. Besides, the assignrnentpf such~:-P<l~lf~~"appears
to be obnoxious to the provisioiC"of Clause (b) of
section 6 of the Transfer of Property Act, which says
':that the chance of an heir apparent succeeding to an
estate, the chance of a relation obtaining a legacy on
the death of a kinsman or any other mere possibility
·of a like nature cannot be transfeJ"ted. ,,,'
For these reasons my answer to the question
,referred will be:
A deed of gift executed by a Burmese Buddhist'
,husband without his wife's consent with reference to
-lands forming part of the joint proFerLy of the
.marriage is wholly void.

H.UTLEDGE,

C.J.-I would like to add one thing

to the judgment of my brother Maung Ba with which
J am in full agreement, so that it may 110t be misinterpreted to require in all cases the consent of the other
party in express terms to be proved. As was observed
in Ma Paing v. Maung Shwe Hpaw (1): "The partnership assds are liable in respect of all partnership
,debts and either partner can bind his co-partner in
.respect of any contract or agreement necessary for Of
usually done in connection with such a partnership. "
;In the transactions before us it cannot be suggested
:that they were in the interest of the partnership.
(1/ (1927),5 Ran. at p. 334. '.
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I agree that the caSe d Ma Shwe U v. MaKyu
(1), has in' fa;tr""Deen overruled by Ma Paing's case
abovementioned.
HEALD, J.--:-I am of opinion that on the basis of
the decision of'the Full Bench in in kla Paing's case'
(~), we are bound to hold that the gift in this case,
which was gift of property of the marriage made by
the husband to a II lesser wife" or mistress without
the consent. and against the \\'ill of the wife was
invalid. .
···.>i'fP:ld
.

It must Qe admitted that this decision is not ill'

accord~~cc \\ith a'passage in Book VIII, section 3 of
passage says:
If ·the husband
without the knowledge of his wife make a gift of
property wbich.."b,elongs to both husband and wife"
Cl:nd the. person to whom tbe property is give'n'De
not a wife or a lesser wife or a bought woman or
a mistress, the person ,\\'ho receives the gift shall
keep it according as it was given. The wife shall:
not say" It -is the prorerty of both ..' Ldid';not know
of the gift ". The reason for this .rule:is that the
husband is lorel of the wife. But if the gift is given
with the intetitttJl1 of making the person towhom.:.it
is given aless~rwifet a bought woman, or a mistress"
then when the wife comes_ to know of the gift, if in
fact it was made without the wife's knowledge, one
l]a.1f.of the property given shall be restored to the:
wife. As. :fbr tge other .half, it i; the share belonging
to the husband. If the gift is a gift of property
which the wife brought to the marfiage, there is noright to g(ve ,in any .case whatever. The· \vife musf
have the \~ho~e of such,propetty,beca,use she has to'
bear the d~bts which she brought to the marriage..
<But ifth~prop.ertywhich is~~~~eh;is,yfoperty which;
ilfanugye. That

~---:'(ii {190S'j

3L B.R. fJ6.
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(1) (1927) 5 Ran. at p. 334.
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the husband broqght",t,o ,lhe"marriage, the person to
whom the property is given shall have the property
according as it is given. The wife shall not have
the right to say "I did not know of the gift"
because the husband has to pay the debts \;\,'hich he
brought to the marriage. If a wife make a gift to a
person) even a person who is not her paramour,
without her husband's knowledge she shall have no
right to make the gift without her husband's knowl-edge. This is sa,id;·,of,~plioperty which belongs equally
to both. If the case arise between a married couple
who have been married before, and the wife without
the husband's knowledge give propelfly, which she
brought to the marriage, to a person who is not her
paramour, let her have the right to give it and let
the husband not 'take it back. As for the penalty
for a wife's giving without her husband's knowledge
and without telling him, let the husband have the
right to punish the wife. But even if the property
given is property brought to the marriage by the
wife, if the gift be to a paramour· or to a person
whom the husband suspects, let the wife not say" It
is property which 1. brpJlght to the marriage". Since
it is property given without the knowledge of the
husband, the wife has no right to give it. Let the
husband get it all back.
It seems dear that the rules given in that passage
belong to a period before the rights of husband and
wife in the property which the other brought to the
marriage were recognised, and since the section of
JJlanugye in which those rules appear contains also
rules for gifts of wives and children into slavery, and
gifts for lust, which apparently were not reprobated
if the women to whom they were given were below
the age of puberty or over the age for childbearing,
it . is dearly archaic and cannot be regarded as
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having force in',:,the present state of civilisation. The
adoption of the rules con t2.ined in that section
V.
regarding gifts by a husband would dearly defeat
MA TOK
GYI.
what we regard as a basic principle of the Burmese
.HEALD, J.
Buddhist law, namely that the property of the
marriage of a Burmese Buddhist couple is impartible
except on death or divorce, since it would enable a
husband by means of a gift of all the property of
the marriage to his mistress to effect what was in
fact a partitioH'>'of, the property as against his wife.
Our judgment in Ma Paing's case was an attempt to
lay down the general principles of Burmese Buddhist
law as to the ownership of property by a Burmese
husband and wife now in force and although there
may be difficulty in applying that law to pcrticular
cases, e.g., to' the cases "'of . a·fi ne inflicted on a
husband for a criminal offence or damages given
against a husband for a tort, or a husband's gambling
losses, or to cases where there are several wives, I
see no difficulty in its application to the present
case, and I have no hesitation in holding that the
gift in this case should be regarded as invalid.
Buddhist law.does not . gL-pourse apply to gifts as
such, since gifts, as such, are not matters regarding
succession, inheritance marriage or caste or any
religious usage or institution, and the particular gift
in this case is certainly not such a matter. It is not
the gift as such that is invalid .. Its invalidity consists
in the fact that the subject·· matter of the gift is
something that the giver had no po\\"er to give. The
defect is not in the gift itself but in the capacity or
title of the giver. We have held that a husband has
no power to alienate property which is property of
·,the marriage, without the wife's consent, express or
implied, and in the present case no such consent can
be imputed.' I would therefore concur in the answer
U Po U
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proposed to be given in 'f~peet of the question
referred, namely that the deeds of gift in question
conveyed no title to the donee in respect of the
property which they purported to convey.
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BROWN, }.-1 agree that in \"it w of the decision
of the Full Bench and the general principles approved
in Ma Paing's case the Cinswpr to the question
referred must be that tIle deed of gift is wholly
void.
The principles accepted in Ma Paing's case
as I understand them al e that during the subsistence
of the marriage, a Burman Bu<idhi~t hlsband and
wife have a Joint interest in the \-"hole e~tate of the
marriage, but th;:1 neither party has a specific interest
in any part of the estate.' Whilst therefore in the
present case the husband has a joint· interest with
his wife in the whole of the property of the marriage,
he has no specific interest in the particular part of
the estate which he bas attempted to transfer by way
of gift. To say that the gift is valid to the extent
of his share is meaningless bc.-c,;use 1hat sllare is
incapable of valuation. He has no definite c1c.im to
this particular plcce of property, ar.d on di, cree he
might not obtain any of this property as 11is share.
The property remains liable to all partnership debts.
Even though the whole estate becomes his on the
death of his wife, the particular property still remains
liable for the debts of the partnership, and theJe is
no guarantee that even in tbat ev~ntuality he will
obtain any rights in the property. The analogy of
the assignment of a ;:;bare .in a partnership by a
partner under ordinary partnership law does not seem
to me to be sound. What a partner assigns is not
his share in a definite portion of the partnership.
property, but his share or a part of his share in fhf'
whole partnership.
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It .is, obviou$ that the consent of the wife cannot
be implied t~'ihe gift in the presen(case. In fact
V.
it is clear that the gift was against her wishes, and
MA TOR
·GyI.
that it was not made in the interests of or on behalf
13RO WN, J. of the partner.ship I therefore agree in the answer
proposed.
U Po U

,.,,.•.••>

MYA Bu, J.-I agree in the answer proposed and
have nothing to add to the judgments of my learned
brethern.
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AND ANOTHER

v.

Apl. 23.

MA ME KYIN

AND ANOToHER.

(On appeal from the High Court at Rangoon.)
Burmese fClmily-Alleged interest in family business-Participation in
busines,-Absel1ce of decisive evidC1zce-Use of name as Payee of promissory notes atld il1 conveyances-Inference of intentioll.
A Burman died in 1892 leaving a wife and one son; L P. The deceased
and his·wifehad brought up H, a nephew of the wife who had lost his
parents in· infancy. After the death of L.P's father L.P. carried on the
family money-Iending,business, and properties were . acqu,i.red, pl;esumabJil(..w.ith.
the money of the widow. ·When H was old enough he had been initiated
into the business, and for many years thereafter he took a very considerable
part in it; In 1923 both L.P, and H died leaving widows. H's Widow sued
claiming a half share in the family property; she alleged that it was all
acquired by H, L.P.and L.P.'s mother, and that the last named had disclaimed
all intere'St. No accounts were produced showing how the result of the
various transactions had been debited or credited; nor was there any other
evidence which showed decisively what share, if any,.H was intended to
have. It appeared hOwever that between 1917 and 1922, purchases of
immoveable property had been made in the joint name of L.P. and H, and
during ,·arious periods beginning in 1911, H's name appeared jointly on
promissory notes taken in the business; in the notes outstanding at the date of
suit bearing H's n;\me, the name of L.P.'s widow also arpeared. Ii had
received no remuneration for his services, b'A lived in: part of the family
o house and was maintained by the family.
'[he High Court decreed the
plaintiffs a half share in the properties standing in the joirit names of H

* Pre5ent
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and L.P., and a sum in money being one-third of the principal due upon the
outstanding pi"omissory notes taken in the names of L.P., his wife and
H, with interest at 9" per~eiit:lrom the last due date.
Held, th'lt in the circumstances it was not improbable that by muta!
understanding a portion ofthe family acquisitions was. without any particular
formality, treated as joint and so entered in the only documents in
existence by which any title could be shown; there was little doubt that
that was "SO as to properties standing in the joint names, and the evidence
before the Board did not show that the High Court had taken it wrong view
as to the promi~sory notes; in place, however, ofthe money decree, a receiver
Should be appointed to realize the money dl,e on the notes, and to pay
over to the plaintiff one-third of the recoveries.
Decree affirmt:d subject to the above modification.
•

'. '.'; ••0'

.~.

Appeal (No. 59 of 1928) from a decree of the
High Court (30 June 1926) varying a decree of the
District Court of Myaungmya.
The suit was institutect in 1924 by the respondents,
namely Ma Me Kyin, the widow of Maung Hmat,
and his son by an earlier marriage, against the
appellants Ma Mya, the widm.v of Lu Pe, and his
daughter; Daw Hmo, the mother of Lu Pe, was
added as a defendant, but the plaint stated that she
had no interest in the property to which it related.
The plaint alleged that Maung Hmat and Lu Pe,
who both died in 1923, had "worked together with
Daw Hmo and acquired considerable property by
their joint exertions," and that Maung Hmat and
Lu Pe died possessed of property specified in
Schedules A and B and indebted as shown in
Schedule C. The plaintiffs prayed for a dec1ai'ation
that they were entitled to half the joint estate of
Maung Hmat and Lu Pe, for a receiver, and other
reliefs.
The defendants by their \vritten statement pleaded
that Lu Pe was the sole o\vner of the properties
in suit, subject to the fights of Daw Hmo," as
"mother, in Buddhist law, and that the suit could not
"be maintained in Daw Hmo's lifetime.
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The District Judge framed the following issue:
"whether Mau9,g.Hmat at the time of his death had any
interest in the suit properties, and if so, to what extent.
The facts of the case appear from the judgment
of the Judicial Committee.
The District Judge found that the plaintiffs had
failed to prove that Maung Hmat and Lu Pe had
carried on a joint business, and that the suit properties
were their joint property. He thought however that
Maung Hmat had an interest in certain paddy-fields
and otber pr~rty standing in the joint nz,mes of
himself and Lu Pe, and that under the issue framed
he could give effect to that view. Relying upon section
45 of the Transfer of Property Act, 1882, he held
.that they were equally interestfd ill tbt prcperlY.
On an appeal by the plaintifts to the Hight Court
the learned Iudg-es"(Heald and Chari, JJ.) agreed with
the decision of the D:strict Judge as to the properties
above referred to ; they held further tlia! the plaintiffs
were entitled to a one-third share in the proceeds
of outstading promissory notes me.de payable to Lu
Pe,Ma Mya, and Hmat, and decreed a wm in
money being the principal of the notes \\'ith interest
at 9 per cent~.",,,Jr.om the due date of the note last
payable. Hmat not being a party in the borrowings
constituting the debts in Schedule C, he was not
liable in respect of them.
1929, March 11, 12. De Gruyther, K.C., and Pennell
for the appellants..
The responderitsdid not appear.
April 23. The judgment of their Lordships was
delivered bySiR GEORGE LOWNDES.-One U Tun, Burman,
r.esiding at Thayetkon 'in-theDistriet of Myaungmya,
died a number of years ago leaving. him surviving
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his widow Daw Hmo and one son Lu Pe. Their
Lordships were told that..UTI91:r..Jhe Buddhist law by
which the parties are governe·d~ the whole of U Tun's
property, which consisted of a house some paddy
land, and jewellery, and apparently a substantial
sum in cash, devolved upon his widow his son Lu Pe
taking no share in it during his mother's lifetime.
U Tun and his wife had brought up a nephew of
Daw Hmo's, by name Hmat, whose parents had died
in his infancy, and it is admitted that he was always
on terms of great affeGhon'~\Mith,-both Daw Hmo and
Lu Pe, and was treated during the whole of his life
as a member of their family. Lu Pe was some years
older than Hmat and it appears that after U Tun's
death Lu Pe carried on the family money lending
business and acquired paddy lands and other
immovable properties, the deeds of most of which
were taken in his name. He had so {<lr as the
record discloses no independent means of his own,
and it seems probable that the HJUlce of his acquisi tions was in reality what had devolved upon his
mother on U Tun's death. When Hmat attained
years of discretion he was initiated into the family
business and eventually came to take a considerable
part in it. Between the years 1917 and 1922 fi ve .
purchases of paddy lanel and one of a house and
bullocks were made in the joint names of Lu Pe
and Hmat and eluring various periods, beginning
apparently in 1911, his name appeared as one of the
lenders on promissory notes taken in the ordinary
course of the money lending business. Bmat died
in May, 1923, leaving him surviving a widow Me
Kyin and a minor son by a previous wife, who are
the respondents in this appeal. Lu Pe died a month
or two later leaving a widow Ma Mya and a minor
daughter. who are the present appellants. .
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The harmony which had prevailed for so many
years in the family seems to have been disturbed
very soon after the death of Lu Pe. First there
were disputes betv;een Lu Pe's widow Ma Mya and
her mother-in-law Daw Hmo, which were eventually
settled by an agreement, the terms of which are not
material to this appeal. Then Hmat's widow, Me
Kyin, set up a claim that her husband had been
adopted by Daw Hmo and her husband, and filed
a suit to have this established. It is sufficient to
say however that this slliL.w"as.,·,dismiss.ed, and the
only possibly material fact connected with it is that
Daw Hmo gave evidence in the suit and denied
that any part of the family property, which at Lu
Pe's death was considerable, belonged to her. On
the failure of the adoption suit Me Kyin instituted
the suit out of which this '"<tppe,l:'I"'arises"il1'the Court
of the District Judge of Myaungmya. By her plaint
she claimed that the whole of the fomily property
was the joint acquisition of Daw Hmo, Lu Pe and
Hmat, but, inasmuch as Daw Bmo.".haddi9s1<:J:imed
all interest in it, that she and the minor plaintiff
were entitled to one half of the estate. Daw Hmo
and Lu Pe's widow put ill.a,join.t,,\y.ritte1l~..s.t.alem€nt
of defence, denying the claim, and asserting that Lu
Pe was the sole owner subject to the rights of Daw
Hmo et who being the mother has right and interest
over [the property] according to the Buddhist law.
Ma Mya contested the suit, but Daw Hmo seems to
have taken no further part.~n.the litigation, and
owing to her age and infirmities she was not
examined as· a witness. The main issue in the case
was formulated by the District Judge after hearing
the parties 1 in a wide form :-" Whether Maung
Bmat at the time of his death had any interest in
the suit properties, and iE so to {V-hat extent? "
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The materials upon which the District Judge was
called to determine this issue were voluminous but
indecisive. A mass of purchase deeds, leases, and
mortgages were recorded, of \vhich the purchase
deeds in respect of the six properties above referred
to were in the joint names of Lu Pe and Hmat, all
the rest (a great majority) being apparently in the
name of Lu Pe alone.' As to the six deeds Ma Mya,
Lu Pe's widow, who was the principal witness for
the defence, said that in her view Lu Pe wanted to
give Hmat some interest in these properties for his
services, but that as Hmat was "fond of pleasure Jl
Lu Pe did not keep the property entirely in his name.
The Subordinate Jndge acceptecI this view, calling in
aid of his decision the provisions of section 45 of the
Transfer of Property Act, 1882. He accordingly held
that Hmat's widow and child' were entitled to a half
share of these six properties. He also included with
one of the properties a thousand baskets of paddy,
apparently as representing a year's produce of the land.
Apart from these properties -,he ,disallow{ld the
plaintiffs' claim. He thought that. tbe.caseoJjoint
acquisition in respect of the other properties, including
the outstanding assets of the money lending business,..
had not been esta.blished.
In the High Court at Rangoon to which the
plain tiffs appealed, the contest turned mostly' on so
much of these assets as consisted of promissory notes
on which Hmat's name appeared as one of the lenders·
During at all events specific periods between 1909
and 1923 counter-foil books of promissory notes
were used in the business in which the name of
H mat 'was printed as one of the lenders. Lu Pe's
name always appeared jointly in these books with
Hmat's, and at di:ffer~nt times the names of Lu Pe's
wife and daughters'-ilso appeared on them.. After
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Hmat's death his name continued to be used for
some little tjme.,a.o~?,aJender,probably in the case of renewals of previous loans to which he had been a party, as
in one case it \vas struck out, and similarly after Lu
Pe's death his name continued to be uSed. Eventually
new promissory notes were substituted in the names
of Daw Hmo and Ma Mya. With reference to the
appearance of Hmat's name on the promissory notes
Ma Mya said that it was merely inserted to give him
" status," but she asserted that the money was all
Lu Pe's. No '''other explanation was suggested; no
<Lccount books were produced sho\ying how each
particular transaction was debited or credited, and
their Lordships were told that books are not
ordinarily kept in this class of business in Burma.
There were, however, a number of memoranda in
Hmat's handwritIng showing settlements of account.
These were exhibited in the Trial Court but have
not been printed in the record. Their Lordships
cannot help thinking that they might have thrown
some light upon the transactions. The witnesses
who were called spoke of the loans being made by
both Lu Pe and HmatJ and said that one never
acted without .,dihe', other. There was no proof tllat
Hmat was paid for his services. He merely lived
with the family in a separate house provided by the
family, and was supported by it.
On this state of facts the Judges of the High
Court came to the conclusion that the only explanation
of the promissory notes being taken in this form
was that Hmat \vas intended to have a definite interest
in them. In all the outstanding notes on which
Hmat's name appeared, that of Ma Mya also appeared
along with the name of Lu Pe, and the learned
judges held that the reasonable inference was that
each of them was interested to the extent of one-
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third, With regard to the paddy lands held under
the joint title,.they"Jdicl'-;.;not;f>tdisturb the finding of
the District Judge, the defendants' cross-objections
on this point having held to be out of time.
The defendants have now appealed to His Majesty
in Council, rind their Lordships are invited to hold
upon these facts that the plaintiffs had no interest in
the property and that the suit should have been
dismissed, It is unfortunate that t he plaintiffs
(respondents) are not represented before their Lordships. It is als6tiri'foTtunate that the apr cHants in
their c~esire to reduce the bulk of the record ha\'e
printed practically none of the large number of
material documents 'which were before the Courts in
Burma. None of the sale deeds are printed, whether
in the joint names of Lu Pe and Hmat or of Lu
Pe alone: none of the memoranda of accounts;
non;) or the cOllnterfoil books or counterfoils of the
promissory notes are reproduced; a po\\'er of attorney
which is said to have been given by Lu Pe to Hmat
b 1918, ancl which might be an important document
is also omitted. All this material is represented
merely by an index which indeed briefly describes
the nature of the document~) but is of no real
assistance,
The arguments addressed to their Lordships were
naturally based on the absence of proof of the
.posses~ion by Hmat of any independent means by
which he could have joined in the purchase of
immovable property or have made luans to customers,
All the monetary resources are said to have been Lu
Pe's. Hox what was apparently Daw Hmo's property
at her husband's death passed to Lu Pe h~s not been
explained. In fact Mr. Pennell the junior counsel for
the appellants asked their Lordships to hold that the
whole property was really Daw Hmo's, Lu Pe having
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oniy acted as her agent and manager. If there was
no partition between themo:tller,and son, he asserted
that the whole of the acquisitions would be the
property of the mother. Mr. De Gruyther took the
opposite view, that everything was Lu Pe's, and indeed
seeing that the appellants \-yere Lu Pe's widow and
daughter and that Daw Hmo though a party to the
litigation apparently made no claim to the property,.
it was almost essential, to the appellants' case to assert
Lu Pe's ownership. One striking fact that seems to
negative the as'seftion ·"by""'i·th'e',:,<j'plaintiffs of joint
acquistion in respect of the whole property is that
when money was borrowed for the business it was.
taken in the names of Lu Pe and his wife, Hmat
being no party to any such transaction. Several
chetties from whom Lu Pe had been in the habit of
borrowing were called for tIle "defence, and it was,
clearly established that Hmat was never a party
responsible for any loan by them. The High Court
however point out that there is no proof that any of
the joint transactions, whether by way of purchase of
paddy lands or loans on promissory notes l were
fou~ded on these advances, and it may ""veIl be that
the monies borrowed ·fwm.•;.U1.e.""ohetties would be
employed in the independent dealings of Lu Pe which
were admittedly of conSIderable extent.
Their Lordships also feel that much weight must
be attached to the position of Hmat in the family.
He was evidently treated by Daw Hmo as a foster
son, and by Lu Pe as a' foster brother. He was
educated, inarried and maintained at the family
expense and took a prominent part in the family
business and acquisitions; and under these circum...
stances, especially if, the foundation of the family
fortunes was really the sale property of Daw Hmo,
it appears not unnatural to their Lordships that when
,

,
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specific pieces of property,. ar.e; J.Ql,JUd.. to be in the
joint names of the two, or, in the case of p<1rticular
advances, the names of both appear as lenders, the
intention should have been to express a joint interest
and a joint right. It is 0bjectrd that this necessarily
implies a gift by Lu Pe to Hmat, and that no gift
is either alleged or proved... Their Lordships think
that tbis, though perhaps technically correct if they
were satisfied that the nucleus was the independent
property of Lu Pe, is hardly convincing having regard
to the known facts. They think it not improbable
that by iTIutual understanding a portion of the family
acquisitions was \vithout any particular formality treated
as joint and so entered in the only documents in
existence by which any title could be shown. Their
Lordships have little doubt that this was the definite
intention in the case of the particular paddy lands
and other immovable property purchased in the names
of the two, and though the question of the promissory
notes is more involved, their Lordships are not satisfied
that the finding of the High Court, based as it was
on documents which have not been made available
to the Board, is wrong.
Under the circumstances therefore their Lordships
find themselves unable to dissent from tIle main
conclusions of the High Court. Objection however
has been taken, and their Lordships think rightly, to
the, way in which the learned Judges have dealt in
their decree with the assumed proceeds of the
promissory notes in which they held Me Kyiri and
her stepson to be interested. Their Lordships think
that the right method of working out the decree in
such a case is . by the appointment in India of a
Receiver to realise the llJ,oQ.ies due on the notes and
to pay over to the te3pondents the third share of the
recoveries to \vhich they have been held entitled. '.
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Their.,."Lords,4jps will accordingly humbly advise
His Majesty that the decree of the High Court should
be varied to this extent but should otherwise be
affirmed.
Solicitor for appellants:]. E. Lambert.

APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Mr:"justice Heald and Mr. Justice Mya Bu.
Before Mr. Justice Heald and Mr. Justice Otter.
1929

MA ON THIN

Feb. 7.

v.

Api. 25.

MA NGWE YIN

A~D ANOTHER.*

Buddhist law-Inherifance-CftildreI111J1l0 hm'e partitioned 0'11 remarriage Of
. aile parellt, right, Of-Property inherited by tlIat parent between two
covertures-Necessary parties to ,7n appeal-Party again!s whom TI0 relief
is claimed and against whom tlO rel'ef need be claimed-joinder of parties.
byaPtellate Court.
B cld, that where the children have, taken their share of inheritance in the
joint property of their parents on the remarriage of one paren!, ;lftt!' the
death of the other, they are not entitled to further interest in the properly
inherited by that parent betl\'een the two marriages or ,in the lettetp7/Ja of
the sllbseqllellt,marriifge.
Held, f1wtlier, that ~v'ht:re on appeal no relit::! i~ claimed agahfst 'orlc·i!(ti'i'C..··
parties to th~ decree appealed f om and the:: respondent in the appeal does not
derive his intertst through the party who is not so joined, the appeal is not bact
for non-joinder d parLies.
Ma Tftaung v. Ma Tilan, 5. R.t!\. liS (P.C.)-f<Jllowed.
Iawahar Bano v.Slmjaa! Husain Beg, 43 All. g5 ; Maung Po San v. lffmmg
Po thet, 3 Ran. 4315 ; Shwe Ywet v. Tun Sheill, 11 L. B.H. 199-refe1'1'ed to.
V.P.R.P. Cl1okalingaI11"Chetty v. Seethai /lefta, 2 Ran. 54, 6 I~an. 29distinguislled.

• Civil First Appeal No. 237 of 1918 from the judgrr;ent of the District
Court of Hantha\\"addy in Civil Regular No. 56 of 1927.
The appeal was heard in tIle fint instance before a Division Bench of this
Clilurt composed of Heald and ,Mya Bu, JJ., when a prelimin3.ry objection as to
n6n~joinder was taken. The objection being overruled, tile appeal was he;l'rd
on the merits by a Bench compused of Heald and Otter, JJ, the jud!{ments on
both hearings are rep"rted.
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Ba Thein (1 )Jor the appellant.
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Hay for the respondents.

MA NGWE

YlN.

1929, February 7. HEALD and MYA Eu, JJ.-The
learned counsel for the respondents has raised a
preliminary objection contending that the appeal is
incompetent for non-joinder of a necessary party and
should therefore be dismissed.
The appeal is against the preliminary decree in
an administration suit filed on behalf of a minor
plaintiff named Ma Hhve Sein (now deceased) against
the appellant, Met On Thin, and the respondents,
Ma Ngwe Yin and Ma Nyun, for administration of
the estate of U Mya, deceased.
The respondent are the issue of U Mya's first
marriage. After the death of their mother Ma Thaw,
U Mya gave them half of the properties of the first
marriage. He then married his second v,ife Ma The
Myit and the plaintiff lYh Htwe Sein was born to
them. Ma The Myit also predeceased U Mya.
Thereafter U Mya married the appellant and died a
few months later on the 5th July, 1927, leaving the
appellant enceinte and she subsequently gave birth to
a son.
In the lo\ver Court there was no dispute as to the
heirship of the parties.
The only issue was: "To what shares are the
parties respectively entitled in the estate of U Mya
deceased? "
I n view of the partition between U Mya. and the
respondents of the properties of the first marriage, the
Court held on the authority of the rulings in the
cases of .Ma Toke and four others v. Ma U Le (1) and
M a Htay v. U Tha Hlille (2), that the respondents
(1) (1923) 1 Ru1. 4i:l7~

(2) (192..J-) 2Ran.649.

HEALD ANI}
l\fYA Bu,

JJ.
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were not entitle-d.Jo. anvs.4are . either in the remaining
properties ~T' thefirs't~;;ir~ge or in the joint
v.
MA NGWE pr0perties of the second and third marriages.
The
YIN.
Court went on to fix the shares of the plaintiff and
H~~~DB~~D the appellant respectively !~:t~p~.~e properties; and in
JJ.
the absence of any dispute and practically in accordance with the unanimous opinion of the Court and
the counsel appearing for the respective parties, the
Court found that the three parties as represel,ting three
families were entitled to ·one-third each in the pruperties inherited by U Mya after the death of his
first wife.
The preliminary decree tnade in accordance with
the judgment declared:(1) that the plaintiff was entitled to three-fourths
share in the properties of the first and
second marriages, one-eighth, share in the
properties, if any, of the third marriage
and one-third share in the inherited properties of U Mya ;
(2) that Ma On Thin, 1st defendant .(now
appellant) was entitled to one-fourth
share in the properties of the first and
second marriages, se\t en-eighths share in th e
property, if any, of the third marriage and
one-third share in theproperties inherited
by U Mya; and
(3) that Ma Ngwe Yin and Ma Nyun, second
and third defendants {now respondents)
were entitled to one-third share in the
properties inherited by U lVIya.
It was ordered that a commissioner be appointed
to find out inter alia what the inherited properties
\~ereand what the properties of the first, second ar:d
.third marriages respectively were.. This decree bears
the date 30th June .1928.

MAONTHIN
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The appellant filed..,the,.pres,ent~.~p.F:4~~l on the 12th
September 1928 only a3 Clgainst the respondenls
merely objecting to the declaration in the preliminary
decree in the latter's favour, vcduing the appeal at
1<s. 2,000 II being one-third.shal:e in the inherited
property" but wit:lOut j·)ining th0 plaintiff either as
an appellant or as aresponclent.
It may be pointed out that the minor plaintiff,
Ma Htwe Sein, died on the 1st of August 1928, that
is, afkr the preliminary decree and before the filing
of the appeal.
In support of his contention, the learned counsel
for the respondents urges that the legal representatives
of Ma Htwe Sein were necessary p:uties to th is appeal
and should have been joined as such, that the appellant's omission to join Ma Htwe Sein's legal representatives has deprived his clients of their right to
take, if they chose, cross-Jbjection adversely affecting
the interest of Ma Htwe Sein or her legal representatives; that the time limited for an appeal against
Ma Ht\ve Sein having expired neither she· nor her
legal representatives can now be joined i and that
the whole appeal h::l.s for these reasons become
incompetent.
The learned counsel quotes the rulings in the
cases of V.P.R. V. Cholwlingam Clzetty and· one v.
Seethai Acha and others (1) and V. P.R. V. Cholwlingam Chetty v. Seethai Aclza and others (2). They
refer to the same case, the former being a decision
of a Bench of this Court and the latter being a
decision of the Privy Council on appeal arising out
of the same case. In that case the plaintiff having
bought from the Official Assignee property which
had belonged to the insolvent sued several defendants
for recovery of the property alleging that. the transfer
(1) (192+) 2 Ran. 541.

26

.(2) (1928) 6 Ran. 29 - ...- - - -
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by the insolven1 to the first de iend;:mt and transfers by
the first defendant and otherdefendants to one another
V.
When the suit was
MA NGWE successively were all invalid.
YI1'I.·
dismissed, the plaintiff appe,,]ed against the dismissal
HEALD AND without joining the 1st defendant as a respondent;
MYA Bu,
at the time of the hearing of the appeal, which took
JJ.
place after the expiFY of the period of limitation for
such appeal, the plaintiff applied to join the 1st
defendant in whose absence the appeal could not
succeed. The application was refus~d on the ground
that as the 1st defendant hold a decree""~~'i'nst which
an appeal was barred's-o far as he was concerned, he
was not interested. in the result of the appeal within
the meaning of Order 41, rule 20.
It was also pointed out that under Order 41, rule
33 an Appellate Court could add.LL«.ddeudant as respondent for the purpose of making a decree against
him.
In the present case the position of the plaintiff
who has not been joined as a party to this appeal is
quite different from that of the 1st defendant mentioned in the above rulings. Neither the appellant
nor the rt-spondents derived their claim in respect cf
the dispute in this appeal frorn: t11~:'li'lamnff"'-aS"the
respondents in those appeals did from the 1st
. dGfendant.from the nature of the appeal itself, it is
. quite evident that either the success or failme of the
appeal will in no way injure the interest acquired by
the plaintiff under the preliminary decree and that
therefore any such order as this Court may pass in
this appeal may be passed without adv<rsely or
injuriously affecting the interest held by the plaintiff.
For these reasons the plaintiff cannot in our opini.on
be said to be a necessary party to this appeal.
We have not been shown any authority for the
view that it was incumbentbn
an appellant to join'
.

MA ON THIN

.
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in an appeal a ,party who is unnecessary for the
1929
purpose of the'appeal itself, in order to enable the MA ON THIN
respondent or respondents to take cross objection 1\1A ~GWE
which may affect the interest of such party. The
~~
obJection raised on behalf of tile responc!~nt does not H~~~D;:,D
appear to us to possess any merits. We consider that
Jr.
the appeal may finally be heard and decided as it stands.
The learned counsel for the appellant, however,
has no objection to bringing on record in this appeal
the legal representa1ives,of-,the-"deceased-"piain1iif for
the purpose merely of satisfying the respondents.
As pointed out above the nature of the appeal
does not indicate any likelihood of a decree in this
appeal affecting injuriously the estate of the deceased
plaintiff acquired under the preliminary decree and
at the present stage it is too early for us to say
whether the decision in this appeal will affect the
deceased plaintiff's estat e beneficially. If the decision
does affect such estate beneficially, the provisions of
Order 41, rule 33 may safely be taken advantage of.
[See] awahl1r Bano and, another v. Shujaat Husain
Beg and others (1)J. At this stage we do not consider
it necessary or expedient to oroer th.e joinderpJ,J b,~.
deceased plaintiff's legal representatives in this appeal.
We overrule the objection' raised on behalf of the
respondents and direct that the appeal be heard on
its merits.
1929, April 25. HEALD, }.-RespOIidents are children of one MaungM ya by his first ,,,ife, lyra Thaw, who
died about 20 years ago. There is also a daughter
Ma Twe Sein, by Maung Mya's second wife, Ma The
Myit, who died about three years ago. Appellant was
Maung Mya's third wife. ,
Ma Twe Sein, the daughter by the second wife
sued for administration of Maung Mya's estate and the
- ' - - ----

(I) (1920) 43 All. 85.
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Court made··t.~:~\~~eliminary administration decree
declaring that she, 1\1 a Twe Sein, was entitled to
three-quarters of the properties of the first and second
marriages and to one-eighth of the property of the
third marriage, and was further entitled to a one-third
share of certain property which was inherited by Maung
Mya, that appellant Ma On Thin, the surviving widO\v
was entitled to a quarter of the properties of the first
and second marriages, to se\:en-eighths of the
property of th-eJ.iWird marriage, and to one-third of
the inberited property, and that respondents, the
children of th3 first marriage, who had admittedly
.received the share of inheritance in respect of the
first marriage to which they became entitled by reason
of their father's second marriage, were entitled to onethird of the inh~~itcd property only.
Neither of the parties to this appeal con tests the
correctness of the shares alloited to Ma Twe Sein,
the daughter of the second marriage, but appellant
says that respondents ought not to have been given
any share in the inherited property, and that the
share allotted to them ought to have been allotted to
her, that is to saY'f~she ought to have been given twothirds of that property and respondents ought not to
have been given any share of it.
It is common ground that the properties in dispute
\vere inherited by Maung Mya after the death of his
"first wife Ma Thaw who was resporident's mother,
. but it does not appear whether they were inherited'
before or after the date of the second marriage. It
is however said to have been agreed in the lower
Court that it should be assumed that they were
inherited in the interval after the death of the first
'wife and before the marriage with the second .
. The learned Judge in the triCj.l Court said that
the learned advocates who' appeared for the parties
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were of opinion that each of the three sets of heirs,
that is the childrep pfJpe, first marriage, the ch ild of
the second marriage, and the surviving third "vife,
should each be entitled to a one-third share of those
properties, and he gave judgment accordingly.
Appellant now says that the opinion of the
learned advocates was mistaken, and that under Burmese
Buddhist law the children of the first marriage wllo
had taken their shares of inheritance on the occasion
of the second marriage have no claim to. inherit~nce
in respect of property.~~n.b.eJ.ikd by their father after
the first marriage had come to an end.
There is so far as I know no judicial authority
-directly on the point, the ne~rest approach to a
deci~ion on the matter being the case of 111 a Thaung
v. 1I1a Than (1), which was not cited to us by either
side. In that case their Lordships of the Privy
Council quoted a passage from Dha111athatkyaw as
saying" After the death of the husband, the wife partitions the properly witb her children and marries again .. On her death the
children of her former marriage cannot claim from their stepfatll er z-ny proierty which she .took to the second marriage,
because they have already obtained their shares. The same rule
applies \y hen after the deatli f>f.the,wife the husband marries again
dter havii'g given the children their respectiye shares."

Their Lordships accepted that rule and applied it
to a case, where before the second marriage the
father had made a partition of the propertit>s of the
first marriage and after the second n1arriage had carried
on the family business, wlJichwas the subject-matter
of the partition, in partnership with the children of
first marriage so far as concerned the shares \\'hich
the children of that marriage received at the partition.
Their Lordships said that although there was no
definite sep8ration between the father and tht;
-(I) (1927) :. Ran. 175.
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children of the first marriage, the new menage was
carried on quite jndependently and separately from
them. A verbal translation of the passage cited by
their Lordships runs as follows :"If after the death of the ln~sband the wife divides the I:roperties that there arc into son's share and daugbter's share and
taking her own share marries another husband and then dies, and
if the children say we ought to get the properties which went with
Ollr mother, let them not say so. The hter husband and children
should have them because they (the children of the first marriage)
have already been given their own sh~re. If the mother die, and
the father give (their''Shares) .,t.o",tJwp,children and take a second
wife and die in the time of the second wife, in the same way the
children of the first marriage shall not be entitled to the property
which went with their father."

That passage, which as I have said, \vas accepted
by their Lordships of the Privy Council as a rule of
Burmese Bl.lddhist law, wouhi $eem
to settle the
.. , .......
matter in controversy in the present appeal, since on
the assumption that the property in dispute was
inherited by the father after the mother died and.
before the second marriage, that property \yould
clearly be property which (( Went with the father 11
to the second marriage,while if in fact the property
was inherited after the second marriage it would be
lettetpilJa property of that ·mITrriagc l ·"1'n·· .which the
children of the first marriage could have no share.
But it is sought to distinguish the present case
on the ground that the children of the first marriage
did n')t separate from their father, but lived with
him and their step-mother.' There is no allegation
to that effect in the pleadings'" 6i1\vhich, apparently
by Consent, the preliminary decree \vas passed, but
even if it were established that the children of the
first marriage did continue to live with their father
after the second marriage, I do not think that that
fact would be sufficient to distinguish the case from
lv!a Thaung's case,'where, as I have said, their Lord.
..

t
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ships pointed out that there was no definite separation
between the father and the children of the first
marrIage.
Reliance is placed on an obiter dictum of mine in
the case of po San v. Po The! (l), where I said : 1'1 h;lve no doubt that under the old law joint-living, tha
is a continuance in the hmily I was neces!'ary for a continuance
of rights in the hmily property, and that a child who took his
share and serarated himself frol11 the family was regarded as
having no further interest in the hmily property. Manllssika
and Dyajja in dealing with the right to partition betwE'en children
and the step-parent on tI e death of the parent make the right of
the children of the first marriage to share in the property of the
second marriage dependent on their havin!! assisted in the
acquisition of that proI:erly, Uwt is not having left the family,
and Fal1l1ana says that if the children of the !-irst nnrriage
have taken their share Gn their ~arent's remarriage they have
no int.erest in the property of the second marriage, while the
DltG1ll/lrathats cited in s'?ction 214 of the Digest enunciate a
simi1,l~ rrincirk. But it has been beld in many cases and very
recen:ly by the Priv~' Council in Maul1g Dwe v. Khoo Haung Shein,
[(1925) 3 Rangoon 29], th,t the requirement of joint-living is now
relaxed and that in the ahsence of actual separation from the
famil~: the r;gbt cfinhel·itance subsists. It would seem to follcw
that even if the Guratha h:ls taken his share on the c'e,th of a
parent 01' on the remarriage of the surviving parent, he is still
entitled to claim a share on the death cf the surviving parent or
on the death of the step-p:uent unless separation is prO\'ed or is
to be presumed."

Those rel11;lrks it will be noted applied to the
share of the allratha son, in whose case no question
of separation from the family arose under the old
law since he took the father's· place in the family,
.and they would not apply with equal force to children
who have taken their share of inherita ce on the
surviving parent's rema!"riage, since in the case of
such children there is some initial presumption of
an intention to separate and not to regard themselves·
". (1)(192.3) 3 Ran. 438 at p, 441.
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as members of the family of the second marriage,
MA ON THIN and in".anY"'Ml$.eJ" sucl'l an obiter dictum.
carries no
'IJ.
weight
against
a
decision
of
the
Privy
Council.
MA NGWE
YIN.
Reliance is also placed on the second (. manner
HEALD, J.
of partition" mentioned in lYIanugye (X-2) but that
passage is corrupt, 'l-'ide my judgment in the case of
Shwe Ywet v. Tun Slzein (1), and it does not refer
to a case where the children of the fi rst marriage
have already received their shares.
I know of no authority either in lhe DhaUllnathnts
or in the'eases<'fopthe proposition that children of a
first marriage, who have already received their shares
of the property of the marriage of their parents on the
re-marriage of the surviving pare-nt are entitled to
claim from the step' parent after the death of the surviv·
ing parent any share of property inherited by the
surviving parefif'after the death of the parent either
before or after the second marriage, and as the decision
of the Privy Council in M a Thaul1g's case seems to me
to "",arrant a findirg that respondents, who are the
children of the first marriage have no claim <lS against
appellant, who is the step-mother, in respect of property
inherited by their father after the death of their
mother, I "would, allow the appeal with costs, a l1 .d.
would alter the ~jreliminary decree passed by the
lower Court so as to give appellant Ma On Tin t\,\'o..
thirds of the inherited property and to omit the part
of the decree which says "It is further ordered tbat
Ma Ngwe Yin and Ma Nyun, 2nd and 3rd defendants, are also 'entitled to ene-third share in the
properties inherited by their father U Mya (deceased)
after the death of their mother Ma Thaw." I ,,"ould
n~)te that the reference in the decree to the properties
of the first marriage is of course to the properlies
(1) (1921)11 L.B.R. 199 at 201.

of th:1t marriage which were left after the children of
that marriage had received their shares.
.' OTTER,
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Before Mr. Justice Heald. and Mr. Justice Mya Bu.

MAUNG PO MYA
,.,r,"

"",V.

MA HLA

AND OTHERS.~l'

EU.:dl.ist lm(l-Orasa, ~('ho Itas t"kell his Cjllal·.'er sltlI1'e cn death of O,Ie parc!:t.\'0 subsequent riglit as agail/st kanitha c11ild,·etl 01'1 tlte death all/Ie
surdving parent.
He'd, that he orasa who has taken the qll~.rter share on the death of one
pannt is not entitled cos ,lgainst the k<Hlilha children to ~articipate in the
division of t1:e esblfe on the surviving parent's de<lfh.
Jill. H11i!1 [j,~'in v. U Slm'e Con,l' L B.R.l ; MaSein Tall v. MLl Son, 8 L.B.R
50 I ; Ma Tok v. Ma U Lt, 11~all. 487 ; Mat/1lg Po S,1'1l v. Mat/ng 1'0 Thet, 3 Ran .•
43~-lcfc:1'ed

to.

Hpll/g H11.u

V.

M,ulIIg ['0 T//ill, I L.B.R. ':;O-follc'Wed.

Ba Maw for the appellant.
Po Hall for the lstr~st?0ndent.
On Thwill for the 2nd and 3rd respondent~.
MYA . Bu, J.-Appellant Maung Po Mya was the
eldest born child of a Burman Buddhist couple
U Pu and Ma Gyi who had two younger children
Ma HIa, the first respondent, and Maung Than, the
father of the second antI thi~d respondents. U Pyu
died in 1920 and. Po Mya claimed and obtained his
qllarter share in the estate of the parents as the orasa
son. Maung Than died in 1923. In 1928 Ma Gyi
died. Maung Po Mya now ~ues for administration
* Civil First '\ppeal No. 273 of 1928 from the j~ldgmenf of fpe District Cocrt
of Hanlhawaddy in Civil Regular Srit No 34 of 1928.
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ApT. 29,
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and partition of the estate of Ma Gyi, claiming
11-24ths share ,ef.:4he estate as against his sister and
the children of his deceased brother. The estate left
behind
by Ma Gyi consists entirely of 'the joint
--'
·MYA Bu,
property of herself and U Pu. The defence is that
J.
as the appellant took his quarter share as orasa son
on the death of U Pu he is not entitled to claim
any share in the estate left by Ma Gyi.
The question for decision is wllether an orasa son
after taking his quarter share on the death of the
father retains any:~ right'iO'i<i'tjhd"it'in the remainder of
the estate on the death of the mother. The case of
Maung Hmu. v. Maung Po Thin (1) is an authority
Showing that the orasa son in such a case retains no
further right, and if it still remains good law, then
the question mllst be answered in the negative. The
decision in that case was to ti~e 'effect that the orasa
son after having taken his quarter share of the estate of
his deceased father retained no right to any further
future partition of, or any right in, the remainder of the
estate. This decision was based on the Dhammuthats
collected in section 30 of Kin \tVun Mingyi's Digest
and on the ruling in Ma 011 and others v. Ko Shwe
o and others {Selected Jl1dgu'Ilcnis,upage 378), where
it was held inter alia that on the death of one of the
parents the eldest son or daughter may claim his or her
share and the remainder of the property vests in the
surviving parent for himself or herself and the
, remaining children. Ma On's case has now been
overruled by a Full Bench of the Chief Courtof Lower
Bi.lrma in Ma Seil1 Ton v. Ma San (2), \vbich however, does not deal with the question as to whether
an O1'asa son after having taken his quarter share, on
the death of his father is entitled to claim a further
sh~re iIi the joint property on the death oftbe mother,

MAUNG Po
M-YA
'V.
MA HLA.

(1) (19;)0) 1L.B.R. 50.

(2) (1915)8 L.B.R. 501.
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but simply strengthens the widow's righ t of disp<,'s~ll
over the remainin~"tll'r;e('-"-'1l:1ar.t'e'r'Slq'dre.
In the case of iVIa Toke v. },[a U Ie (1), in which
be question was whethc'f partition h;1\-ing been
effected bet\.veen the s'l.irviying parent and the children
on the remarriage of the surviv.ing parent, the children
of the first marriage could claim any further share in
the letletpwa property of the surviving parent and ',is
second spouse, the ruling in Maung Hmu's case was
referred to. One of the texts collected in section 30
of Kin Wun l\lingyi's Digest'is an extract from the
Manugye which corresponds to Manugye-Book 10section 5, which deals with tbe partition betu'een the
mother and sons on the death 6f the father and
states aft@r detailing the personal belongings of the
father which go to the eldest son and those of the
mother which go to her, " Let the residue be divided
into four parts of which let the eldest son have one,
and the mother and the younger children three". This
clearly indicates that after the orosa's claim to a
quarter share has been satisfied the only other persons
having an interest in the remainder are the mother
and 'children other than the orasa although the
interests of such children, according to settled law,
are not vested until the death of the mother.
Their Lordships of the Privy Coullcil have laid
down in Ma l-Ini1'l Bwin v. U Shwe Gon (2) that vvhere
the ll! onugye is not ambiguous other Dlwl1unalllllts
do not require to be referred to, and I do not think
that it is necessary for the purpose of the present
case to refer to the other Dhamathats in section 30
of the Digest which I may, however, say do not.
introduce anything incomistent with the rule enunciated by M anugyc, BOok 10, section 5. Further support
to the view that the orasa son having taken .his
(1)'(1923) 1" Ran./487.

. (2) (1914) 8 L,RB. 1.
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quarter share on the death of th e father is not enti tled
to a further. sl~.e on the death of the mother, is
gained from the section 155 of the A t!asan1?hcpa
I1a1l11ana Dhat11.l1tathat complied by the Kinwun
Mingyi who was also the author of the Digest and
who during the regime of the last two Burmese Kings
and for many years after the annexation until his death
was the greatest living authority on Burmese Law and
Literature and whose opinion is therefore very reliable.
For these reasons it is in my opinion safe to uphold
the ruling in IIf[,oflUl1g Emu's case,ex,c,~.pt)yhere it
speaks of the right of pre-emption, which is contrary
to the ruling of the Full Bench of the Chief Court
of Lo\:ver Burma in Maung Ye Nan 0 's case (1).
The learned counsel for the appelJant relies on the
obiter dictum in Maul1g Po San v. Maullg Po Thet
(2) which is to the effect that even if "'the"'arasahas
taken his quarter share on the death of one parent
or on the remarriage of the surviving parent, he is still
entitled to claim a share on the death of the surviving
parent or on the death of the step-parent, unless separa_
tionfrom the family is proved cr is to be presumed.
According to my experience of the modern practice
an orasa child '\.\~ho has taken a quarter share pn,the
deafil of the parent of the same sex does not us~<~ily"
act up to the old notions of continuing in the
family looking after the family estate and the younger
children; and there is no reason why an orasa child
who was actually taken a quarter share from the
surviving parent and lives separatclyas,inthisGase,
should not be regarded as having been separated from
the surviv-ing parent and the younger children. It
is contended that the Ol'asa child gets his or her
quarter share on the death of the parent of the same
s.ex because of the specia.l and outstanding position
(1) (1915) 8 L;-B.R 465.

(21 (1923) 3 Ran. 438.
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that such child cccupies in the family, and therefore
such share should be regarded as a reward and
should not be taken in to consideration in the final
division of the estate all the death of tlle surviving
parent. Bearing in mind the fact thal the orasa child
is givin~ the right to claim a quarter share on the
death of the parent of the same sex wIllIe other
children are not entitled to claim anything till the
death of the surviving parent, which is in itself a
special privilege, the contention that the actual
share-not merely the right---is given as a reward
appears to me ttl be quite untenable. The learned
counsel points out that according to the texts mentioned in section 149 and the allied sections of the
Digest, the orasa child has a right to participate in
the inheritance alongv'Vithother"C1ii1dten on the death
of the surviving parent. But there is nothing to show
and it does not appear that the references to the
orasa in the texts relate to the orasachitdl.vho-has taken
a quarter share on the death of one of the parents.
It is possible that in spite of the fact that an orasa
child has obtained a quarter share of the parental
estate from the.suf.viving parent on the dealh..:o,oL,the
parent of the same sex, he or she may be allowed to
inherit on the death of the surviving parent where no
other child survives. But it is in my opinion c!ear
that where there is a child of the family surviving
the last dying spouse the orasa who has taken a share
of the parental estate from the stfrviving parent on
the death of the parent of the same same sex, does
not retain any right to a further share in the partition
of the remainder of the estate on the death of the
surviving' paren t.
For these reasons 1 would dismiss the appeal
with costs.
HEALD, J.-I concur.
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Before Sir Guy Rutledge, Kt., K.C., Chi'I JlIstice, al1d lilr. Justice Brown.
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MAUNG TUN PE

AND ANOTHER

1) •

MAUNG SEIN MYI

}\ND ANOTHER.*

EVidenceAcl(joj18721,s.91-RegistratioIlAct{XVlofI908). 55. 17,49Contra;.! of sale ofimm01·eableproperty, not a t ra1lsact ion affecting property
within the meaning of s.49-Contmct oj sale contained in um'egist ered
document requirinl{ registration-Oral, wdence to prove cont ract oj sale.
A conbact for sale ori;umoveable property is not a transaction affecting
property within the meaning vf s. 4;) of the Registration Act. That section
must be read together with s. 17 of the Registration Act and s. 91 of the
Evidence Act. S. 49 does not preclude an unregistered document, which is
reqnired by.law to be registered, from being given in e\idel1ce as to the terms
of the contract for sale. 'Where 110 document exists,oraJ evidence can be.
accepted ~s to contracts for sale of ill1move~bl<: property.
l!1aung Myat Tha Zan '0. Ua Dun, 2 Ran. '285 ; Qadar' Baksh v. Mangha
Mal, 4 L:lh. 249; Saraswatamma v. Patldyya, 46 Mad. 349; Ulfatunissa v.
-Hosain Khan, 9 Cal. 520 ; Varada v. Jeevarathllilmmal, 43 Mad. (P.C.) 214.rejerre.l to.
Nara.'Yol1an Chetty v. Muthiah Clielty, 35 '.\lad. 63-disselited from.

Patel for the appellants.
P. B. Sen for the respondents.
RUTLEDGE, C.L and BROW~, J.-The appellc1l1ts
in this case sued for partition and possession of a
third share of certain land. The appellant Tu n Pe,
. ~~spondent Ma E Thwe, CInd ont: Ma Mya N'we who
was ~ d~fendant in the tri"l Court, vvere joint heir:s
of the land in question ..' At the time of filing the
suit, the land was in the possession of Ma Mya Nwe
ancL,Ma E Thwe. Ma Mya Nwe did not contest the
suit and we are concerned now only with the land
in possession of Ma E· Thwe. Her defence was
that in the year 1921 Tun Pe entered into a contract
fpr the sale orhis share to the defendants and put
'" Civil Second Appe:il No. 540 of 1927 from the judgment of the District
Court of Tavoy in Civil AppeafNo. 20 of 1927,
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.the defendants into poss~ssiop' . under the contract.
Admittedly adocum~nt ,,"as d~~\~'n up at the time
of the transaction and that document has not been
registered. The lower Courts have held that that
document is inadmissible in evidence, but that
oral evidence of the contract of sale is nevertheless
admissible. They have found that this oral evidence
establishes the case of the defendants and have
dismissed the suit of Tun Pe. Tun Pe's apI:eal to
this Court was"prigip.al1y.,.I::l.eaJ;:d by a single Judge,
who was of opinion that the existence of the document precluded. the bringing of oral evidence alld
gave the plaintiffs a decree. An order has been
passed granting an application to revie\v this judgment
and the appeal is now again before us for deci~ion.
It may now be regarded <1S settled law that in a
suit for possession of land, it is a good defence that
the person in possession has obtained posses~ion
under an oral agreement of sale, although no
registered deed of sale has been executed and therefore no actual sale has taken place. All the IndIan
High Courts are now agreed on this point, the
leading case of this Court cn}ht,.subject is the case
of Maung M'Vat Tha Zan and others v. Ma Dun and
another (1 \. It is, however, contended on behalf of the
appellants that the same rule cannot be applied when
a document has been executed by the parties. If the
document in question ~sere merely one recording the
terms of a contract for sale, the contention that oral
. evidence could not be adduced to prove the tenns of
the contract would no doubt be correct. SUch
evidence would be precluded by the terms of section
91 of the Evidence Act. No practical difficulty would
however arise in such a case, became such a docpment would not require registration (section 2 of
(1) (1924) 2 Ran. 285.
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Act II of 1927 ) ..and woulcLthe,refQre itself be admis·
sible in evidence. In the present case, the document
that was c1ra\yn up js clearly not a document
recording the terms of a contract for sale. It first
of all recites that. the landh;is been sold for Rs. +00
and then goes on to record the agreement as to
repurchase by the heirs of Tun Pe. It is suggested
that it is not a document of s:·t.le at ail and that it
does not require registration. However that may
be, we are not sa·tisfied U:.lat;.the.,,exist~ce of this
document precludes the bringing of oral evidence
as to the alleged contract of sale. MosleY1 J., who
dealt with this appeal in the first instance, beld that
the agreement to sell was superseded by and merged
in the document for sale. It does not appear that
the actual document was ever'hefoTe 'hlm or that he
was aware of its terms. In Maung Myat Tha Zan's
case (l), Robinson, C.}., remarks at page 30'~ of the,
judgment :u

" As regards section 91 of tlle Evidence Act, it appears to
me that it does not apply in this case at all. It deals with cases
\vhere the terms of a contract have been reduced to the fetm of a
document, and to cases.,in which any matter is required by law to
be reduced to the form of a document,'Il \ve wet'e"'dealing with
a deed of sale lhat was in existence, or with a contract for sale
which was required by law to be reduced to the form of a
document, some such question might arise; but we are dealing
here with a contract for sale which the law does not require to ~e
reduced to the form of a document. An agreement to sell may
be an oral agreement, and no question, therefore; of the admissibilit;y of the evidence, I think, arises. It is not th~ transaction Of
sale that is in question, but the agreement to sell, "vhich must, and
always does, precede the execution of the contract for sale. By
Explanation 3 to the section, even if a ~tatement was made in a
document of sale, which was not registered, of the prior oral
agreement to sell, tvidence as to tLat rrior oral agreement is
'excluded from the provisions of the sections."
(11 (1924)2 Ran. 285·
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A distinction here is no doubt dra\\'n between a
case where the tIClnsaction is \vholly afarand a case
in which a dccument has been drawn ur, but it
seems to us that the existence of the document in
the present case has no effeS.~"9n.,,. Jhe general
principles to be applied:" 1Jhcl'er section 91 of the
Evidence Act, ee when the terms of a contract, or of
a grant, or of any other disposition of property have
been reduced to the form of a document and in all
cases in which any matter is I:equirerl by law to be
reduced to' the form of a document) no evidence
shall be given in proof of the termS of such a
contract, grant or other disposition of property, or
of such matter, except the document itself, or
secondary evidence of its contents in cases in which
secondary evidence is admissible under the provisions
hereinbefore contained." Oral evidence is excluded
equally when a document does exist and when the
law requires the matter to be reduced to the form
of a document. So far, therefore, as the sale itself
is concerned, the existence of an unregistered document makes no difference. ~¥hether a document
exists or not, no oral evidence of the sale can be
given. Bnt a contract of sale is not a matter which
is required by law to be reduced to the form of a
document, and it has been clearly held in Myat
Tha Zan's case (1), that the contract which precedes
the sale can be separated and distinguished from the
sale itself. In this case there is a document, but
whatever that document may be, it is not a
document. which records the terms of a contract for
sale. The terms of that contract have not been
reduced to the form of a document. The intention
of the parties may. ,have been to go' beyond a mere
contract and to te~ord in the document an actual
(1) C192~)2 Ran.
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sale. But that dots not, in, our opinion convert
the contract,'intd,;ia:"sale: in 'such a way as to preclude
the defendants from relying on the contract
MAUNG
independently of the actual sale. We do not think
SEIN MY I.
that in the present case oral evidence as to a contract
RUTLEDGE,
C.J., AND for sale wasrendeTed inadmissible by the document
BROWN, J.
that was executed.
That is perhaps sufficient for the disposal of this
appeal, but we would go further than this and say
that whilst oral evidence,as to the contract for sale is
admissible,"lhe';"'d2tc'ument itself is also admissible in
so far as it throws light on the terms of the contract
in dispute between' the parti~s. It is contended, as
we have said, on behalf of the respondents that the
document is not a document which requires registration
at all. We are ,of opinion that whether it,requires
registration or not, the document would be admissible
in evidence as to the terms of the contract which
preceded its execution. Under section 49 of the
Registration Act, " no document required by section 17
to be registered shall (a) affect any immoveable property
comprised therein; or (b) confer any power to adopt;
or (c) be l.eceived as evidence of any transaction
affecting such property or conferring such power unleSs '
it has been registered 'f. An unregistered sale document, of course, does not affect any immoveable
property described therein, but the question here is
not whether it affects the property, but whether it
can be received as evidence of .a collateral matter,
namely, the previous contract of sale, and that depends
on the exact meaning of the words" any transaction
affecting such property". There have been a number
of judicial decisions on the meaning of these words•
.In the case of Ulfatunissa v. Hosain Khan (l), it was
held by a Full Bench of five Judges of the High
MAUNG
TUN PE
'V.

(1)(1883) 9CaL,520.
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<Court of Calcutta that the words mean "shall be
::received as evidence of any transaction so far as it
::affects land ". The question then for decision· is
whether a contract for sale by itself affects land. In
one sense, of course, it does, as it imposes personal
'obligations on the contracting parties with reference
to land. But, under the provisions of section 54 of
the Transfer of Property Act, a contract of sale does
'11ot of -itself create any interest in or charge on such
property. The 'effect4hat such a contract has on land
is therefore indirect only, and the question is whether
the provisions of section 49 (c) of the Registration Act
were meant to exclude such an indirect affecting.
In the case of Narayanan Chetty and another v.
Muthiah Servai and othe1'S (1), it was held that the
phrase must be inte'fpreted in a wide sense. On
page 73 of the Court's judgment, the following
passage occurs : ,. Mi'. S. Srinivasa Ayyangar h:\8 in his able argument drawn
our attention to the provisions of section 40 of the Transfer of
Property Act and section 91 of the Trusts Act. The first ofthese
provisions speaks of an obligation arising out of a contract and
annexed to the ownership of immoveable property but not
amounting to an interest therein or easement thereon being
et.l:forceable i:1gainst a transferee with notice or a gratuitous transferee of the property afjecied thereby. This shows that a contract
-to sell or an agreement to lease immoveable property is a transaction which affects the property
*
*
*
* When
therefore section 49 of the Registration Act declares that a
document compulsorily registrable.but remaining unregistered shall
iJlot be ',received in evidence of a transaction affactin'g such
.property' or, as put by the 'Calcutta High Court, I of a transaction
so far asH affects such property' it would seem that the legislature meant to indicate that the instrumentshould not be received
in evidence even where the transactions sought to be proved does
not amount to a transfer of interest. in immoveable· property but.
only
created an ob1tgation to transfer
the
...
_ .property."
"

J1) ,(l9W)

35 Mad. 63.
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If this judgment is good law then a document for.sale which was' unregistered clearly could not be
TUNPE
admitted as evidence of the terms of the previous.
'V.
MAUNG
contract.
of sdle, but this judgment was delivered.
s:t:i~ !\JYI.
---..
before the decision of their Lordships of the Privy
RUTLEDG,E,
C.J., 4ND Council in the case of Val'ada Pillai and another v..
~ROWN, J.
]eevaratlznammal (1), and a different view. of the
interpretation of section 49 as subsequently been taken
by the same Court. In Varada Pillai's case (1 , the
persons in possession of certai n property claimed that
the property had been given to them. :r-.;o document
had been drawn u;', but it was held that certain petitions to the Collector \i\,'ith regard to the land and
changes of names made in his registers were admissible
to prov~ the nature of the rossession of the defendants•.
The q.ocument!:rheld so admissible \vere not documents.
which were required by law to be registered and this
decision has therefore no direct bearing on the point
before us. It does bo\vever suggest that the laws of
evidence in such a case should not be interpreted
in too rigid' a sense. I n the case, of Sa raswa ia7'/'i11la'
v. Paddayyaand three otbers (2), a view, of the'
meaning of section 49 \-vas taken entirely different
from the view taken in Nai'llya1'lall Chetty's case (3)
At page 359 of the judgment, Spencer, J., remarks : ~"

MAUNG

. " I have the highest respect for the opinion of Sadasiva Ayyar.

J., but I think he stretcbed too widely the meaning of the verb
., affect" in section 49 of the Registration Act. Allsorts of
transac:ions may remotely affect immoveable property. Section.
49 af tbe Registration Act has to be read in the light of section 17
of the same Act and sectiol} 9t of the Evidence Act. If this is
clone, the wcrd ' affect' will be seen to be only a ccmpendious
term for expressing the longer phrase of ( purporting or operating,
to create, declare, assign, limit Ol'exjnguish, \Vh etber in present
• or in future, any right. title -or interest, v,:hether vested or
contingent to ',."
(1) (191<') 43 Mad. 244.·

. (2) (1922) 46i\lad. 349..

(3) 11910)35 Mad.
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In the case of Qadar Baklzsh v. Mangha Mal (I),
MAUNG
it was held that a document; although inadmissible
TUN l'E
for want of registration to prove title may be referred
v.
MAl'NG
to in order to ascertain the nature of the possession SEIN
MYI.
sought to be disturbed. The provisions of section 49 RUTLEDGIi,
of the Registration Act are not discussed in this C.J., AND
BROWN,I.
judgment, but the finding is clearly an authority in
'favour of the admissibility of such a document for
the purpose of proving a contract of sale.
H the interpretation in ,Saras.watm'llJ1W'S case (2) ,
be adopted, then it is quite clear"that The contract
'of sale is not a transaction affecting property within
the meaning of section 49. The object of section 49
'is clearly to prevent the law as to compulsory registration of certain documents from being nugatory and
to supplement the law of evidence.., It has now been
definitely held that oral evidenc~ can be accepted as
'to contracts for sale when no documents have been
,drawn up. It would obviously be an entirely unsatis'factory state of affairs if parties should bein a worse
position when they had drawn up a document but
:.failed to have it registered than if they had drawn up
no document at all. And it would be still more
'unsatisfactory if in such circumstances parties were
allowed to give oral evidence but were not allowed to
:give evidence of the document itself. Such a state
of affairs would involve an entire negation of the
principles underlying section 91 and the following
:sections of the Evidence Act, but it would be the result
-of our adopting. the wider interpretation of section
, 49 of the Registration Act. We agree with the remarks
in Saraswatmnma's case. We are of opinion that
section 49 of the Registration Act must be read together
with section 17 of that Act and section 91 of the
Evidence Act and that a fair interpretation of section 49,
(1) (923) 4 Lah. 249.

(2) (1922) 46 Mad. 349.

t1:22
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does not preclude an unregistered document, which
is required ,.hy;1awJo be registere4,.iic,().In.,~~it;l;g,~given
V.
in evidence as to the terms of the contract for sale..
MAUNG
SEIN MYI. Even, therefore, if the document in the present case
is required by law to be registered, we are of opinion
EUTLEDGE,
C.}., AND that it wasiadmissi.ble-in evidenceJor the purpose of
BROWN, J.
proving the original contract of sale. The document.
was not admitted by either of the lower Courts, but
we do not think it is necessary to remand the case now
for further consideration. The document does not
recite th'e tenns'df the contracffbr"sctle·'''at'-al1;''but it
does recite that there has been an outright sale and
it contains an agreement that the children of Tun Pe
claiming as his heirs may get the land back on payment
·of the purchase price plus i'nterest. That clearly does
not help Tun Pe and in no way contradicts the oral.
evidence, as to the agreement, so far as TunPe is
concerned, being to sell outright.
We are therefore of opinion that the case has
rightly been decided by the lower' Counts and, we
dismiss this appeal with costs.
~1AUNG
.TUNPE
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Sir Guy Rutledge, Kt., K.C., Chief Justice and Mr. Justice Brow'z.

U DUN

HTAW AND ANOTHER

v.
MAUNG AWAND

1929

. Mar. 25.

OTHF.RS.*

Specific perfornrallce-Contract fOT purchase of immoveable property-Remedy
does not die with the party-Remedy 'available against legal rrpresentalives
-Cont mct (let (IX of 1872), s. 40-Specijic Relief Act II of 1877), s. 27 (6).
The rem~dy . qf ~'p'e.cifil; performance, in respect of a contract for the
purchase oIirrmo\'e'~bleprop~rtydoes'ilOtdie with the party who agreed to
. purchase but survives against his legal repre-sentatives so far as the estate wiIl
enable them to defray the liabiliti(s.

Thet 1 un for the appellants.
Halkar for the Respondents.

RUTLEDGE, C.J., and BROWN, J.-This is an appeal
by special leave from a judgment on Second Appeal
,by Mr. Justice Das reversing the decision of the Subdivisional Court, confirmed on first appeal by the
District Court of Amherst, on the.ground that specific
performance could not beasked in respect of a contract
for the purchase of immoveable properly, the remedy
app:lfently, in the opinion of the le~rne(fJudge, dying
with the party who agreed to purchase.
This decision seems to be irreconcilable with section
40 of the Indian Contract Act and its illustrations,
namely:-.
"(a) A promises to payB a sum of money. A may perform
this promise either by perscnally paying the money to B or by
causing it to be paid to B by another ; and, if A dies before
the time appointed for payment, his representatives must perform
the promise, or employ some proper person to do so:
(b) A promises to paint a picture for B. A must perform
this promise personally."
• Letters patent Appeai ~o. 134 of 1928, from the judgment of the High
Court inChii Second Apreal No. 254 of 1928.

4Z4
1929
U DUN HTAW

MAU;~ Aw
RUTLEDGE,

C.J.~ AND
~:R.OWI\'·J.
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These illustrations seem to- indicate the class of
contracts whidl"c;jl~e''Cannot'a's;kl'fh~legal representatives
of a dead man to perform, such as the painting of a
picture, and th~ class of contracts which the legal
representatives mmt perform, such as the paymen t
of the balance of'purchase money, as in the present
case.
The learned Judge seemS to have -misconstrue.d
the terms of section '1.7, clause (b), of the Specific
~Relief Act. The words, "any other person claiming
under him by ,i""iHle arising subsequently to the
contract," in our opinion clearly include the heirs
and legal representatives of a - deceased party to a
contract. The test is not whether they repudiate and
wish not to be bound by the contract, which their
predecessor-in-titlehad entered into, but it is w hethe r
they'are, in fact, the heirs and legal representatives
of such deceased party~ If they are, the estate of the
.dec~ased is vested in them, and that vesting, or title,
ar()se subsequently, namely, on his death, to the
co#tract irt'suit. They claim under him by operation
of-law, being his heirs and legal repres'entatives. If
the estate is unable to meet the legal obli gations of
the deceased, the law does not require them to do
the impossible.. No personal liability devolves upon
them, but the estate which has come into -their hands
is answerable. for- the li.abilities of its deceased owner,
and, as represt:.ntatives of the latter, they rpust defray
thes.e liabilities so far as tbat 'estate ~i1l'enable them
to do so. The other points raise(r~nJhe'ineinorandum
of appeal befute Mr. Justice Das' do' not seem to
have been proved before him and do not require
discussion
here.
- ,
.
. .
..
.
. For the~e reasons we reverse the decision of this
,Court
and' resiorethe
order of the District Court.
The plaintiff-appellants to have costs throughout.
\

.

.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Sir Guy Rutledge. Kt., K.C , Chief Justice and Mr. Justice Brown.

MAUNG OHN TIN

1929

v.

Mar. 25.

P.R.M.P.S.RM. CHETTYAR FIRM

A!\D OTHERS.*

'Civil Procedure Code (Act Vof 1908), 0, 21,1'1'.65,69. 84, 90-Receit'er of immoveable property-No proPrio.tary right ,or interest 1'ests In a recei1'erReceiz'er 110,' in possession, and 110 tar!y to execution proceeding; not entit led
10 nolia ('/ sale-Fresiding offietr at Court-sale declares highest bidderJudge's sanct ion U1l1lcccSSary for completion of contract of sale.
A recl:iver is merely an offcer of the Court, h~ acquires no proprietary
rights or interest in the prope: ty of which he is appointed ,rectiver. In exe'cution proGeedings, in which the receiver is not a party anc! who is not in
'possession of the property, no notice need ii;sue to such receiver in case Of sale.
and absence of nutice is not a material irregularity or fraud in publishing;.,or
'~ondl1cling the sale.
'

Po Shan v. Maul1g Gyi, 5 L.B.R. 213-referred to.
Neither the provisions of Order 21 of the Civil Procedm;; Code, nor ther~.ICll
of the High Cou;"f or of the Courts Manual require a bid to be accepted by- a
Judge befr re the contract of sale can be held to be complete The officer con.
-ducling the sale can declare the highest bidder to be the purchas,er.
Jaibakadar v. Matv.kdhari, 2 Pat. 548-distinguished.
Afawddin v. Howell, 6 Ran. 609-dissentedfrom.

Burjorjee and Clark for the appellant.

N. N. Senior the 5th respondents.
K. C. Bose for the decree.holders.
,

'

, RUTLEDGE, ,C.J., and BROWN, J.-This is an appeal
'£roman or9-~r·o£ the Original Side of this Court,
setting asiq~ 'tlje, ~ale' of a mill by auction in Civil
:Execution Case No. 605 of 1927 on the ground that
',the Official Receiver was not given notice of the
auction. It is not alleged that the official Receiver
'was the receiver in possession' of the mill property?
*, Civil Miscellaneous'Appeal No. 119 -of 1928 fromthe order of the
:.side in Civil Exectition'N'o. 605 of 1927.'

Ori~illal
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but in 1926 he was appointed receiver of the estate
of one U Maun'g Gyi, anaTr~'Ma:ung Gyi had a half
interest or share in the mill. The learned trial Judgev.
P.R.M.P.S.
states that the Official Receiver was in legal possession
R.M.
CHETTYAR
of U Maung Gyi's half share in the mill. That may
FIRM.
be but it is not alleged that either U Maung Gyi"
RUTLEDGE,
before
bis death, or the Official Receiver, was in
C.J., AND
BROWN, J.
actual possession of either the mill or its compound,.
the possession and management being in the handS
of the other partners.
The learned Judge proceedsori the analogy of an
administrator to an estate, but in our view such an
analogy is dangerous and not helpful, as the legal
position of an administrator is very different to that
of a receiver. Unless special power have been given.
to a receiver, in the wordsoi . 8ir.,Ch.fldes Fox in
Po Shan's case (1) :MAUNG
OHNTIN

" The status of a receiver is merely that of an officer of the'
Court. He is sometimes referred to as the' hand of the Court '.
He acquit'es no proprietal:y rights or interest in the property of
wh~ch he is appointed receiver.
Ha'ving no title to the property'
he cannot conveyor assign any title to it to any other person."
" A receiver bas no proprietary rights or interest whatever·
Notwithstanding his appointment the proprietary rights in theestate remain in the persons who a.i'e"bY b\-tr'efi'tftled't6'the estate.
The receiver's possession is not a po~session by any personal
right. It is the possession of the Court and he is totally devoid
of any interest in the prorerty." (WOod1'0!fe on receiz-ers, 3rd
edition, page 4.)

The heirs and legal representatives of U Maung:
Gyi, deceased, in whom thelegal·title. to the estate
is vested, were parties to the proceedings. The OfficiaL
Receiver was not a party and never applied to be
made a party. We have not been referred to any
provision of the Civil Procedure Code requiring notice
to issue to a receiver of an estate, who has an interest
(1) (1910) 5 L.B.R. 213 at po 215.

VOL.

VII]

in the property in queslic.n but who is not himself
in possession- of such property.
In the absence of such a provision, we are unable
to agree that the absence of notice to the official
receiver was a material irregularity or fraud in publishing or conducting the sale.
Reliance has been placed on what the learned
trial Judge calls, "a grossly inadequC\te price" which
the mill and its premises fetched to satisfy tbe proviso
to Rule 90 of Order XXI, Civil Procedure Code, and
it is mentioned that the mill was mortgaged fora lakh of
rupees in ] 921. The mortgage, ho\\'ever, is dated
1921, and the evidence of Mr. David shO\V5 that the
mill was in a very bad condition and would requirean expenditure of something like Rs. 31,000 and odd
to put it in proper condition. In a climate such asl-(angoon, rice mill michinery deteriorates very rapidly
if not properly looked after, and there is nothing
intrinsically improbable in a mill which, though it
might be v,orth a lakh of rupees in 1921, at an auction
sale would not felch more than Rs. 21,000, after several
years of neglect.
The decree-holders, respondents Nos. 1 and 2,
had leave to bid and were present at the auction sale,
and we must persume that they would have exercised
their power if they were satisfied that the property
was going to be sold for a grossly inadequate price.
We are not satisfied and cannot accept the explanation that they were so persuaded that the auction was
going to be postponed through paucity of would be
buyers that they did not pay due attention to the
auction. But, if Mr. David's estimate is at all near
the mark, namely, that Rs. 31,000 and odd \\ould
have to be spent on the mill, we can understand
the Chettyar's reluctance to bid any higher price

for it.
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" Reliance' was placed on the decision of a single
Judge in the'Cas~;~'uf'Frase1'i''and Ross v.Krislmas-;.e,Jami
Aiyer {lnd others (1), but that decision, even if correct
v.
P.R.M.P.S.
is easily distinguishable from the present. There the
R.M.
CHETTYAR
receiver
was in actual possession of the \i.'hble partnerFIRM.
ship property arid'had applied 10 be made a party.
RUTLEDGE,
Mr. N. N. Sen states that there is a further objecC:J,. AND
BROWN, J.
tion in that his client, Ba U, had not been served
with notice. It is true that Ba U was not personally
served, ,butth~ notice was affixed to his house and
we find a dia'r'y" "entry in the Execution record
dated the 23rd March, 1928, which the Deputy
Registrar held to be good notice. The objection does
not seem to have been strenuously urged in the trial
Court, and the learned Judge makes no mention of it.
vVe see no r.e.ason for differing with the Deputy
'Registrar, and hold that the service on Maung Ba U
was good.
A further point has been raised bdore us on
behalf of the respondent. It is contended that when
the applications for setting aside the sale where before
the trial Judge, the trial Judge had flat accepted the
highest bid at the auction or dec1aredthe bidder to
be the puschaser~rnd that therefore the bid had" not
been accepted. It was therefore open to the trial
Judge to refuse to accept the bid whether there were
grounds for setting aside the sale under rule 90 of
Order XXI or not: The contention is based on the
judgment of a single Judge of this Court in: 'the case
:of A!l1zuddin v. Howell and others (2). It \-vas there
held that the highest bidder at a Court-sale Of
immoveable property becomes the puchaser, thereof
not \vhen the bid is accepted by the falFofthe hammer,
but when'the presiding officer of the,' Court' has
accepted the bid and declared the bidder, to be, the
MAUNG
OHN TIN

", (1-) (l924) 47 Mad. 47.

(2) I.L.R. 6 R:m. 6Q9.
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purchaser. Reliance was placed on the case of
]aibahadal' .fha"v;- Matukdhal'i ]ha (1). In that
case the properties had been sold in execution by the
nazir of the Court. The bid-sheet was sent to the
Munsiff who wrote, "Close against the last offer,."
but never signed the declaration that the property
had been knocked down in favour of the bidder.
It was held that in the circumstances the Munsiff
had the power to refuse to accept the bid and to
order property tobe..r.esold .. It would appear however
from the judgment that the practice in carrying out
such Court sales was for the l1azir only to conduct
the sale and record the bids, but for acceptance of
the bicl to be with the M unsiff.
There has been no such practice in the Courts
of this Province. Under rule 65 of Order XXI of
the Codt of Civil Procedure every sale in execution
of a decree shall be conduded by an officer of the
Court or by such other person as the Court may
appoint in this behalf, and shall be made by public
auction in manner prescribed. Under Rule 258 of
the Hule~ of this Court published at page 126 of the
Bigh Court Rules arId Orders sales of immoveable
property. in execution~of a decree for money are to
be conducted by the bailiff under. the direct supervision of a Registrar. There is no provision in the
Rules \vhich requires a Judge to accept a bid. Under
Rtl1e 259 if the highest bid be equal to or higher
thaI) the reserved price (if any), the Bailiff shall
make an entry in the sale~book to the following
effect ;:-~
" I declare .
. to hay been the highest bidder
for the purchase of the propertyabovt: ~et fcrth (or of lot No.
for the· sum of Rs. .
. . ."
(I) (l923) 2 Pat. 548.
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And under Rule 260 an application for an order
confirming a sale of immoveable property is not
QnN TIN
v.
necessary. If no application to set aside the sale is
P.R.M.P.S.
made within the period allowed therefor a Registrar
R.M.
CHETTYAR
may pass an order confirming the sale. It is quite
FmM.
clear therefore that the rules of procedure on the
RUTLEDGE,
Original Side of this Court do not contemplate the
C.J.,AlilD
-BROWN, J.
highest bid at an auction sale being placed before the
presiding Judge for acceptance, nor does it seem to
us that the provision3 of Q.rder XXI of the Code of
Civil Procedure require a bid to be accepted by a
Judge before the contract of sale can be held to be
.complete.
Rule 84 of Order XXI provides that on every
.sale of immoveable property the person declared to
be the purchaser shall pay immediately after such
neclaration a deposit of twenty-five per cent on the
.amount of his purchase-money to the officer or other
person conducting the sale, and, in default of such
deposit, the property shall forth\vith be resold. Rule
.69 of Order XXI quite clearly recognises that a sale
elsewhere than in the precincts of the Court house
,is regular and when the sale is held elsewhere than
,in the precincts of theCdLirf -house the officer
-conducting the sale has a discretion to adjourn
it without reference to the Court. On the failure
.-of the payment of the deposit, rule 84 requires that
the property should forthwith' be resold. It is
'quite clear that, if the property weJ~.. ~~ld away from
the Court house, it would be impossible to comply
with the provisions of this rule in many cases, if the
reference had to be made to the presiding Judge for
acceptance of the bid. The Bailiff of the Court IS
aRPointed to be the officer to conduct the sale, and
-in our opinion the reasonable interpretation at rule 84
·.ofOrder xxl is that the officer conducting the sale
MAUNG
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.shall be the person to declare the highest bidder to
.be the purchaser.
In Afazuddin's case the sale was not in this
Court but in a Court in Pegu District. But in our
·opinion the same considerations would apply in both
ct\ses. There is no rule in the Burma Courts Manual
corresponding to Rule 259 of the High Court Rules
.and Orders. But it is clear from the rules laid down
.in paragraphs 219 to 222 of the Manual, that the
necessity of a declaration as toth~.pj~h.~st bidder by
the presiding Judge is not contemplated as part of the
procedure of a s~le. We must therefore dissent from
the decision in Afazuddin's case.
For the reasons already given, we set aside the
order appealed from and confirm the sale.
The appellant is entitled Jo.. .cost~ Qf this appeal
.and also in the trial Court, advocate's fee ten gold
mohurs in this Court.
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Before Mr. Justice Brown.

MAUNG BA OH

1929

v.

Mar. 26.

THE MOTOR HOUSE COMPANY, LTD.*
.Hire-purchase agreement-Object of such agreement-Clause etwbling OWtur
to sezze propertY-Stipulation that amount to be credited to hirer tlOt to
exceed balance due, a penalty-Relief agawst peualty,::=Contracf Act (IX
Of 1872), s. 74.
A hire-purchase agreement relating to a motor truck provided for payment
,in nine monthly instalments. The hirer could become the owner ofthe truck
on payment in full of the instalments and a rupee extra. On failure on the
,part of the hirer to pay any instalment as it became due, the owner was
.el1litled to seize the truck and credit its value as against the amount due but

....

-----'-~-------------------------,-----_

• Special Civil First Appeal No. 128 of 1928 from the judgment of the
-SrnalIC,lUSe Court of Rangoon in Civil Regular No. 6659 of 1927.
.
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subjec'. to a conctitbn that tbe owner, in no case would credit the hirer'
with more than the amount still due on the contract.
MAUNG
Held, thafthe itgreernerlftho·.Igh irt'IorrniSone"ofrllre';'its object is to·
BAOH
provide for a cant 'ad of sale in which security to the seller is provided for
V.
'IHE MOTOR due payment of the purchase price.
HOUSE
Held, that the clause of the agreement which enabled the owner to seizeCO~PANY,
the truck and keep it without making any payment to the hirer e',en though
LTD.
the value ..of.the .1r.u.ck,.,may be verY.,greatly in excess ..ct the amount due
under the agreement, was a stipulation by way of penalty which tbe COl1rt~
can relieve agail,st under the provisions of s. 74 vf the Con tract Act.
1929

Musa Mia v. M. Dorabjee, 5 L.B R. 201 ; Singer Manufacturing Com'
pany v. Elahi Khan, U.B.R. (l892·96) Vol. 2, 291-refened to.

Danha. for.the appellant.
Dlzar for the respondent.

J.-In April 1926 the appellant Maung Ba;
Oh entered into a contract \:vith the defendant-company for the purchase by him of a Graham Brothers'
Motor Truck for the sum of .. Rs.. 3;850; '~Thelf'uck'
was delivered to the appellant on the 30th of ApriL
on his paying Hs. 1,000 as a first instalment towards
the price. At the same time he wrote a letter to the
defendant-company agreeing to pay the balance
within three mon ths by instalments. On the 7th of
June 1926 Maung Ba Ob pa~d the defendant-company'
a further sum of Hs. 800. He claims that .Jw:.made"
another payment of Rs. 1(l5 at the close of June but
this payment is not admitted. No other payment was·
made before October. On the 12th of October the'
respondent-company wrote to theappeUant pointing
out that payments were' overdue and saying that'
ti-nlesspaYh1ents \vere made by the 20th legal actioU'
for the recovery of \V.hat was due\vould have
to' be'
.
.
taken;' On the 28th of October 'the appellant v\·ent
to the Mo~or' House Company and talked to them
about the matter. HehadRs. 127 -with him and he'
-paid that sum towards the amount due .. The next day
again visited tlwoffice
the:'Comp,my and Olll
BROWN,

he'

of
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that day he signed a hire purchase agreement with
1929
reference to the I'truck.,,,; The' do'ctl'menf'is 'filed as
MAUNG
'Exhibit K. It is an ordinary hire purchase agreement BA~?H
in which the Motor House Companv are described as THEHOUSE
'MOTOl~
COMPANY,
the owners of the truck and the appellant is described
LTD.
as the hirer. A total sum of Rs. 2;1-13 was 'to be
paid in nine months in instalments of Rs. 238 on BROWN, J.
the 29th day of each month beginning on the 29th of
. November. On failure on the part of Maung Ba Oh to
pay any instalment as it became due, the r~!?po.p..<:1~nts
were entitled to seize the car and credifits.. valu!eas
against the amount due but subject to a condition
that in no case should they credit the appellant "dth
more than the amount still due on the contract.
Since that date the appellant has paid one instalment
of Rs. 238 only and in the month of feb,r:uary..J927.
the defendant-company seized the truck. They subsequently sold it to one Binjraj for Rs. 2,750. The
appellant filed a suit against the Motor House Company in which he claimed that they had no right to
seize the car. He stated that the value 6f the car
when seized was Rs. 3;500 and that at that time there
was a sum of 'Rs. 1,520 only due from him towards
the purchase money. He asked for a de'cre'e'for·'th.e'
difference between these two sums, Rs. 1,980., The
defendant-company denied that they were in any
way liable to the plaintiff. They pleaded that under
the agreement Exhibit K they were entitled to seize
the car and that the plaintiff was not entitled to claim
anything from them. The trial Judge dismissed the
plaintiff's suit and the plaintiff has now appealed.
The document Exhibit K, as I have said, is an
ordinary one of hire purchase agreement. The plaintiff however pleads that when, he signed it he' did
'not understand what he wa's.signing· ' 'It was represented to him. by the defendant-cOinpany that he was
,
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merely signiqKc~A. ~greement to pay the balance of
the purchase money dueonfhe car by monthly instal"
MAUNG
BAOH
ments
of Rs. 200.
'lJ.
THE MOTOR
It is admitted that the appellant made two visits to
HOUSE
CO~H;ANY,
the office of the Motor House Company, one on the
LTD.
28th of October and one on the 29th. The plaintiff
BROWN, J.
says that his visit on the 29th was not made in order
to come to terms about the car but merely in order
to have something done to thecarburettor. Whilst
he was there",U\le".QQCllment (Exhibit K) was given
to him without the blanks being filled in and at the
defendant's request he signed it.
He has called two witnesses to support his version
of what occurred, Maung Than Sein and his motor
driver MaungTha Byaw. Than Sein says that at the
time he. was teading a document which was blank ,
and whilst he was doing so the plaintiff came in.
He gave the document up to a "bo", presumably
the Manager of the Company or one of the Assistants,
and the" bo " gave it to the plaintiff who thereupon
signed it. Tha Byaw says he saw the <l bo" hand
a paper to the plain tiff and the :plaintiff. write on it.
But he admits . that he was some distance off. The
trial Judge hasnot accept~d' this evidence and it does
not seem to me to be very convincing.
It is extremely unlikely that the appellant, a
business man, woul.d bli~dly signa document of
this sort. .Mr. Bertie, the Manager of. the Motor
House Compa[iY and Mr. Mo~ley, his Assistal1t,both
say that the . term~ .()f the document were explained
to the appellant, hefore hesigBed it, and that the
blank~ in)t ~~r~fi1led up. I ,agree ~it_h the learned
trial Judge that it is extrem~ely·tmlikely that the
•.. Motor. :Holl~e .Conlpa l1 y would: i9> ,the c~rcum&tances
ll~veagree.d '. JJ()t t9 <ta~.e_a1!Y. fu;r.ther action for the
~eco~€ry of what was due on the car in return for
1929

.

.
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the plaintiff's merely. signing<lTI agreement to pay
what he was already bound to pay. It is prima facie
unlikely that the appellant would have signed a blank
document and I think that the evidence of Mr. Bertie
and Mr. Morley that the document "vas not blank
when it was signed maybe accepted.
Two alterations have been made in the document.
In the' first clause the period of hire was first of all
written down as 12 months; this was subsequently
altered to 9, and the date for the payment of instalment was first of all entered as the 15th of each month,
but this figure was subsequently altered to the 29th.
Mr. Morley says that both these alterations were made
before the agreement was accepted by Mr. Bertie.
Mr. Bertie says the alterations from 12 to 9 were
not then made. The trial Judge has accepted Mr.
Modey's. staiement on this point. The total sum due
on the docgment was shown as Rs. 2,143 and the
~onthly instalment shown as Rs. 238. These figures
were clearly entered in the first instance. Nine times
Rs. 238· amounts to Rs. 2,142 and it is clear
therefore that the document originally contemplated a
period of 9 months, and, whenever the alteration to
·9 months was made, it clearly represents the original
intention of the parties. I am of opinion that the
qocument(Exh:ibit ~) was signed by th~ plaintiff of
his own (re~ will, that he must be presumed to have
understood what. he was signing and that it does
. represent the terms of the contract agreed on between
the partie'S.
""
As regards the amounts which have been already
paid towards ,the prlc.e of~;he car, I a!s() agree ~'ith
• the finding of the trial Judge. '. The p~aintiff claims
. to _havepaidt~e_su~ . of Rs. )65.; Th~ defendaht
says that, this _pay~en~ .was I!1a¥: I!0~ towards th~
. price of the car but towards the insurance premium
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thereon. The plaintiff admits that Rs. 165 was paid
towards insurance and he has failed to prove that he
BAOH
made more than one payment of that amount~ The
V.
THE MoTOR
amount that was due therefore under the original
HOUSE
COMPANY,
contract at the time of the execution of Exhibit K
LTD.
was the sum of Rs. 3,850 less the three instalments
BROWN, J.
of Rs. 1,000, Rs. 800, and Rs. 127, or a total of
Rs. 1,927. The defendant says that the Rs. 220 was by
consent <!.dded to this sum to represent interest. The
interest would work out at a somewhat high rate
but not at a rate unusually high for such agreements.
Between the purchase and the Exhibit K the plaintiff
claims that he spent Ri. 557 in having a body
made for the car. That he did spend some money for
this has been proved, but I agree with the trial Judge
that he has not proved that the value of the truck
was increased by the whole amount of the money he
spent on this body.
If the terms of the contract, Exhibit K, are to be
enforced in their entirety, then it seems to me that the
suit was rightly dismissed. But the question remains
whether the terms of the contract should be enforced
in full.
Exhibit K is hea.ded " Memorandum of Agreement
between Messrs. The Motor House Co. Ltd., called
the owners and Maung Ba Oh, called the Hirer ".
'Clause 1 of th'e agreement reads :-'"The owners
agree to let, and the hirer agrees to' hire a truck and
accessories as described on the back hereof for the
term of 9 months, fOf the sum, of Rs. 2,143 payable
down ",nd the balanc~ in monthly instalments of
Rs. 238 on the 29th day of each month at Rangoon,
the first instalment to be paid on the 29th day of
Novembernext 1926."
,
• Clause 2, 'amOllgst other things, recites that "it is
agreed' that the truck s~al1 remain the property of
MAUNG
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the owners until and unless the hirer exercises the
~
option" contained in Clause 9.
MAVNG
Clause 3 reads :_ll Should the hirer make default
BA'lI?H
in any monthly payment as agreed, or commit any TH~~~~~OR
breach of any provision of this agreement or should CO~~~~y,
he die or have a Receiver Order made against him \ -:or make any arrangement or composition with hisBRO\\'N' J.:
creditors, or should the said truck. be seized under
exec;utionor.,.Jegal ~process, the whole sum then
rem'aining unpaid' of th~ ftill amount of Rs. 2,143
shall beyome due an,d payable forthwith, and the
owners shall have---~he right, at any time to retake
possession of the said truck and accessories, and to·
credit the account of the hirer (as against the balance
of the said full amount) with aq amount representing
the fair market value of the machine and accessories
in their then condition, but sucll amount shall not be
greater than the whole Sum then owing by the hirer
to the owner."
Clause 6 says :-" The hirer shall be at liberty at
any time during the continuance of the agreement to
return the sai4 truck and accessories to the owners,
carriag~ paid,and upon the same being safely received
by the owners,. they shall be credited to the hirer's
account in the same manner and with the same effect
as is provided in. paragraph 3 hereof provided that
the owners· shall not be compelled to allow for the
said truck and accessories a greater sum than the
:balance of the whole sum owing by the hirer to the
owners. It is the intention of this agreement that on
the determination of the hiring under this clause .fhe
hirer shall at once pay the balance of the full amourtt
. nlmed in' clause 1, less an allowance for the .fair
fllarket value as af~resaid."
.'
And the agreement conclud'es with Clause 9 :_H It
is further agreed' that if and when. the full amount
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firstly above named.shall have.been paid, to the
owners, the hirer shall have the option of purchasing
BAOH
the said truck and accessories for th~ sum of one
fJ.
THE MOTOR
rupee, but no such option 'shall arise in case of
HOUSE
COMPANY.
termination of hiring UliderClauses 3 or 6 hereoL"
LTD.
The construction of a hire purchase agreement
BROWN, J.
with referen'ce to a sewing machine was discussed in
the case of Musa Mia alias Maung Musa :V.
!ylr. Dorabjee (1) ; and also in the Upper Burma case
· 01 Singer Manufacturing Company v. Elahi Khan (2).
In eaCh
of those two cases the claim made was for
".
hire'long after the period when if the amount payable
'had been paid on the dates due, the machine would
have become the property of the hirer. The two cases
are not, therefore, analogous to the present case. But,
'in the Upper Burma case, it was held that the circurri· ~tances of the case appeared to bring it within the
intended application of section 74 of the Contract Act
';ind, I think the same view maybe taken as regards
the present
case.
.
..
· '$.,ection 74 of the Contract Act provides; vVhen
a c6i1tract has been broken, ita sum is named in the
con,tract as the amount to be paid in case of such
.,breach, or if the contract contains any other stipu-.
litionby way of penalty, the party complaining of the
· breach ~s entitled, whether or not (ictual damage or loss
· is proveci to have been caused thereby, to receive from
· ~4epaa:ty who h~s; broken the Goritractreasonable
·compensation not exceeding the al1lOunt so named,' Of,
as ~he'c~se may be, the penalty stipulated for."
'. 'lj"ow(pe agr~ement in the present case is on the
f~ce"
it' ill) 'agreement to hire with an option of
purdlas~, ;btit, as pointed out in the Upper13':ir~a
case of Singer Xl anujaCtur{ngCompany, at page' ~94,
((.In c?n~truin~ .~'. c~)I~tr~ct itis, ,9{ cOllfse, ,thedrity'
MAUNG

.

.

'/

(I

of

of

. (1) (19tO) 5

L.B.~. 2Q1.

(2) U.B.R (1892-96) Vo.I. ~. ~91.
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the Courts to look rrot> merely at" the surface and
form~ but also into the heart of the matter and to
ascertain its true meaning and the actual intention of
the parties."
Although the agreement is in form one of hire
the object of the parties in drawing up the agreement
was to enter into a contract for sale providing a.t the
same time security to the seller for due payment of
the purchase pri:ce.
Clause 9 provides that on the whole Rs. 2,142
being paid the hirer shall be entitled to purchase it
on paying another one rupee i that is to say, he
would h'ecome the purchser for Rs. 2,143. In Clause
1 the hirer undertakes to pay the instalments of
Rs. 238 a month on the 29th of each month. Clause 3,
under which· the defendant-company has acted in
this case, contains the penalty for failure to carry
out this promise of paying the instalments as they
fan due. Under that clause the owners can seize
the car and keep it without making any payment to
the plaintiff even though the value of the car may be
very greatly in excess of the a.mount due under the
agreement. It seems to me that this is clearly a
stipulation by way of penalty, and, further, that it is
a stipulation which if strictly e~ford:d might have
the most inequitable results.
,."
Mr. 'Bertie, the 'Manager of the Motor House
Company admits that if a party had to pay Rs. 4,000
" under a hire put-chase agreement and only Rs. 5 was
left unpaid, strictly spea.king, they coiIld seize the car
and make any profit they liked overit jthat:is to say,
in such circumstances
\vould-be purchaser who
had pa.id pnictically the whole value of "the car would
merely have had '{he "'use of it as a liirer Ior a perioet
of mohths: c, If both parties to th e agreement; Exhibit K,
performed tlieit part of the "~bntract,"lhe~greemeht

"the
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would be fair enough.. But the penalty provided
in case of def~ult 'by the" purcl1as~r is clearly ill
the highest decree inequitable. In my opinion, the
provisions of, Clause 3 amount to a stipulation by
way of penalty which the Courts can and ought to
relieve against und~r the provisions of section 74 of
theContrac~ Act
". ,"
,
The sum of Rs. 2,143 shown in Exbibi,t~ is not
the amount actually due at, tjmetl1e agr~ement.was
~rawll up, but in vit;W p£ ~lJe faHure of the plClintiff
tp ma}{e payr.nent, under the original contract the
de.fendant-company cOJIld fairly cla,im interest on
t}:leir mon~y, and I. am ,not satisfied that in the
a,mount fixed,Rl). 2,143, the' rate of interest allowed
i~ ~9. ul,lreasonably ~igh as to be exorbita[lL But
h~ving allo\-yed this sum, it is not pecessary to allow
anything fun her for iIltere~tas in calculating this
amount interest, was, clearly ailowed for up to, the
expiry of the nine months. Of thissum afRs. 2,143,
Rs. 238 has been paid leaving a balance of Rs. 1,905.
The respondent-company has sold tl.le truck for
Rs. 2,750 so that they have obtained Rs. 845 more
than was due to them for the truck. The sale took
place on the, 5th of March, several months before
he instalments under agreement were due. As far as
interest is" ~concerned, ,the defendant-company was
theref~re amply compensa.ted by fixing the value of
the car in the agreement aiRs. 2,143, I think, they
might reasonaJ:>ly claim sqmething above this for costs
incurred in getting th,e carqack and selling it. But
Rs. 45 s~10uld bea sufficient allo\\'"ance for this, I
aIJl of ~pi~ion -tllat the part of "CI~use 3. of the
.agreement .whi~h ~ays that "t.hearnount to the, credit
9f ~he hi-rer sh~l1 notbe ,greater than tl;1ewho~esum
t,~.e~ . p~i!1K, by"Jhyhir~r:;';~pqu~<1 pqj b~y:tlfor<.:ed
and that the defendant-company may be reasonably,
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compensated for, the, breach by the plaintiff of his
agreement, by allowing them the money they have
received for the truck, less the sum of Rs. 800. On
points of f~ctthe deff;ndant-companyhave been
successful in', both Courts and the greater p~rt of
the cost .of litigation should be borne by the phiintiff.
I set aside the decree of the trial Court an'd pass
a decree for the payment by the defendants to the
plai'I)tiff .' of . Rs. 800. tti e plaintiff. wiiI pay the
·defendants hiLlf their costs in both Courts.
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I.

APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Sir Guy Rutledge. Kt.. K.C , Chief Justice and Mr. Justice BrouJn.

AH KWF·

1929

v.

Mar. tz7.

'THE MUNICIPAL COMMITTEE OF· TI1ATON.*
.1I1unicipal Ucmse-Sale by auction-Permission to Carryon business for a
term-Grant ojlicense:scl aside [;y Commissioner an iicco/lnl of inegularites oj.auction---Repurclzase by orginallicensce at a higher price-Suit for
damages by licensee against MU'Jicip.IUty for breach of cilntrLlet-Ca/lse
of auction-No guarantee as to flal,dity oj license-Nfl breac1J oj condt!iolls
oj license by M1Itlic'palily.
By a license documental'pellant was licensed by the Municip.al Committee
of Thaton to carry on busine~s as a pawnbrokt'r for three years subject to
'certain conditions. Appel1ant purc!'ased the license at an auction held by the
Committee.. Subsequently the Commissioner under t\le.powersghen him by
·the Burma Municipal Act set aside the grant of the license as fourtecn day's
notice of andion wasllot given according to the bye-laws. The Committee
. "then resold the license which. the appellant purdJased for a much larger sum
than before. He llued the Committee fOT damages Jorbreach IIf contract in
the District Court and obtained as damages the difference between the two bids.
Held. that 'the Comrr.i!tee never broke any terms of their contract. They
'cou'1d not and did not guarantec that the licensee would be secured in the quiet
enjoyment of the license. The legal action of the Commissioner was no
·breach Of contract on the part of the Coinmittee. Hence the appeHant was
not entitled to any damages. .
.
• Civil P'irstAppeal No. 195 of 1928 from the judgment of the District
Thati\n in Civil Regular No. 13 of 1926.

:~ourt of
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B.13~ner#'.Jor..the

appellant.
A. Eggar (Government Advocate) for the respondent.
A.

RUTLEDGE, C.J., and BROWN, J.-On the 23rd
December, 1925, the Thaton Municipality issued notices
with regard to the iss'ue of a license for the pawnshop
at Thaton for the three years, 1st April 1926, to the
31st March, 1929. Tenders were to, be submitted
before:the 19th Tanuary, 1926. Tendl:rs wen~ to be
opened at 3 p.m. before the said date, and if the
President were not satisfied, the license would te
sold by auction.
'
On the 19th January, the tenders received wereopened by the Milnicipal Committee. The names
on the two highest tenders appeared to be fictitious,
and the Committee thereupon decided to auction,
the license. The license was auctioned forthwith"
and bought, on the same day by the present plaintff-,
appelbnt, A.hKwe. '
"
A disappoi,nted bi,slder ,tl:e,n appealed to the
Commissioner, who subsequently set aside the. grant:
of the license by the Committee on the ground that
the bye-laws on the matter required that fourteen
days' notice should be given of a sale by auction"
ancl fourteen days' notice had il0,f been given. The
Municipal' Committee then re-sold the license by
aucti0t:!: Ah Kwewas again the' highest bi<;lder, but
on this occasion he had to of:fer'Rs.14,S50 per year
as license fees. On the previous occasion- the bid of '
his \vh1ch ,vas accepte4, was for Rs. 9,200 only.
, Ah Kwe has now brought 'a suit against the'
Thaton Municipality for da~ages for "preach' of
conJr<;l~t.'Heh~~been 'given' ? decree, bY' the'
District Court for Rs. 5,350. Against this' deCreeAll Kwe has appeale'd'on - the' ':grounc} 'that the:
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damages awarded are inadequate;and, the Municipality
~
have filed a cross-objection to the appeal 'that the AH I{\\'E
suit should have been' dismissed, ot, in the alterT~E
native, that the da~ages awarded'are excessive.
~~~~;;:~
The damages claimed -were..based on the differ- OF ~~T6N;
RUTLEDGE,.
ence between the two bids.
C.J.; AND
The suit was in the' first instance dismissed by BROWN,
trial Couit on the ground that it was not maintainable. This order of the trial Court was set aside by
this Court on appeal, and the" case remanded for
decision on the merits.
The first point for decision now is whether the
ap.pellant, Ah Kwe, has estaplisheci any cause of
action. The terms of the contract which it is
alleged that the Municipal .Committee have broken
have been reduced to the form a document, Exhibit
'IV. That document first of all recites that Ah Kwe
is licensed by the Municipal Committee of Thaton to
carryon business as a pawnbroker for three years,
subject to' the tonditions stated, and that the 'license
maybe cancelled by the Committee for breach of
anyone or more 6f the conditions.
.
The condi,tions set forth arl' as to the terms of
payment by AhKwe, and varlousrul€s w~ich he
has to observe. There is no promise at all by the
CommiUbe in this document as ·to' thei~ future
conduct. By die ;document ,they give tl:H~ir permis.
sion to the licensee to sell in the 'piwnsh6p. They
also say that that permission will remain good for
three y~ars, provideetfhat the condItions set forth are
observed. ' But there is no guarantee at all that the
licensee wiiI be' secured in the qbiet enjoyment of
the license. The 'present suie has been flied under
the provisions of sectibn 73 of the Contrkct Act for'
damag~~''i~f bre~th '6£ contra~t:: 'Such a suit would
only:li~'ifthe)\I~riiCip~lity had in iactproken their
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contract. It does not 'seem ""lo<lis";'Yhat there has
been any breach on :their part. In the document,
V.
THE
Exhibit IV, the Municipality gave their permission
MUNICIPAL
contracted to give
'COMMITTEE to the licensee, and they never
,OF THATl\N.
anything more. ,The Muiii~ipalityh~lVe never with'RUTLEDGE, drawn this perIllission.
The permission they gave
C.J., AND
BROWN, J.
has, been set ," aside by ,~he Commis~ioner acting
under the pO\\TerS jiiven hini by t~e Burma Municipal
Act. It is not suggested on behalf of Ah Kwe tha.t
the action of fhe Commission~r ~n the' matter was
not perfectly legal. There is certainly no express
guafant~e as" to" the validity of their license in the
doc1,1me,nt,Exhibit IV. Nor does it seen.. to us
reasonable to import" into the" co~tract any implied
guarantee of thIS natur~. Tli~LjheactiollS of the
Committee were subjeCt to the control of the Commission'er is a matter of iaw and pr0cedure of which
it must be presumed that Ah Kwe was aware.
It was quite clear that the Municipality were not
in a position to guarantee what the action of the
Commissioner would be, ,and it is quite impossible
to presume that they ~ver, intended to giye any
guarantee in the maUer;"There is thus no part of
their contract which they have failed to perform, and
they were not, therefore, liable in damages to Ah Kwe.
It is suggested on behalf of Ah Kwe that the
MU11idpality induced !:I,im to believe that they had
issued the notices required by law before the original
auction" sale was held. "There seems to us to be
very little ground for holding that there ev~r was
such induc,emen'f.. But, even if there were, that at
most ,vould el1fitle Ah Kwe to claim darIlages from
, the M~nicipaJjty for any loss to whichhe \vas put
by bidC;ling, at th~ auction ,sale. , He clearly suffered
nos~~h lriss. Subsequel1t ev~rts, have ,shown that
had tlH~' fiTsfsale to him'
~iiphela he would
AH KWE

been'
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have made a very large profit indeed out of the
Municipality. But had he not bid again at the
second sale he would now be in exactly the same
position as if he had never bid at all.
In our opinion Ah Kwe established no case for
damages against the Municipality, and his suit should
have been dismissed.
We dismiss the appeal, allow the cross-objection,
and set aside the decree of the trial Court, and pass
a decree dismissing the suit of the plaintiff'appellant,
Ah Kwe, with costs in both Courts.·
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Mr. Jus/ice Heald alld Mr. Juslice /J1ya Bu.

LI TONE KOKE

AND 01'HERS

v.
S.A.R.M. FIRM

1929
Ml/lr.28.

AND OTHERS.*

Civil Procedure Code (Act Vol 1908', 0.41, r. 10-Restoration of rejected appeal
-No general discretion to restore appeal-Failure tofurnish security in
t ime-Courf.'s refusal to extend time-RejectIon of appeal.
'¥here an appellant has been required to furnish security for costs under
the provions of O. 41, rule 10 (1) of th~Civil Procedure Code, and where with
knOWledge of the order for security he has failed to give security within the
time ordered by the Court and where, he has subseqitentiy applied for further
time which ha~ been refused for reasons givt:n in the order, and where the
appeal has been rejected as directed by thy Code under sub-rule 2, and not
merely struck off the file, the Court ·in such a case cannot restore the appe,,1.

Badri NaTain v. Shea Koer, 17 Cal. 512 ; Balwa,tt Singh v. Da"lat Singh, 8
All, 315 (P. ';.) ; RaJab Ali v. Amir Hossein, 17 Cal. (P.C.) , SlI1ldar v. Habib
Chik, 42 All. 626-d:stinguished.

Foucar for the appellants.
J.-On the 11th of December last an order
under Order 41, rule 10 was made againsfappUcants
HEALD,

..

....

• Application arising out of ~ivil First Appeal No. 186 of 1928 fro!l1 the'
judgment o~ the Original Si~e:in~ivii ~egular N.o~~. 21.~()f 1.9~7.
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and th,ey were direct~d to give the necessary
security on ():["o'efore""tne 15th of January.
They failed to give the required security but on the
v.
.S.A.R.M.
22nd
of January they applied for an extension of one
FIRM.
month. The opposite party objected and asked that·
HEALD, J.
the appeal sb()t:lld be rejected under Order 41, rule
10 (2).
The case was fixed for hearing the two applications
on the 13th of February and the Bench which heard
the applications. said that the time for furnishing
security expired on the 15th of January, that no
application for extension of time was made until the
22nd of January and that it was admitted that up to
the date of hearing, that is up to the 13th of February
no security had been offered. On these grounds the
Bench refused.. the application for further time and
rejected the appeal.
Applicants now on the 14th of March ask us to
restore the appeal, which has been rejected, on the
ground that they are now in a p.os.i.tiorc to .give
security.
. '
Their
leari:i~~hrcrvocate
has
referred
us to a decision
.
. . .
oLt.kei:t Lordships of the Privy Council in the case
of BalwantSingh v.DaufM Singh (1), but the facts of
that case seem to be different from those of the case
which is before us. In that case the order for
secud~y ",:,as. made ,without notice to the appellant.
Three 'days .befor~th,e.. clate by w.hi<:h security was to
be given the appellant filed a petition. showing cause
why he should not be ordered to give security, but
nine days later, that is six days after the date fixed
~o!.giy~~g i§ec~rity, the C~urt?rdered the appeal to
be stfl,l:clr ()#~he file. on the grou;nd thatsecqrity had
not b~engiven. ",:,ithin. the Ji.meprescribed by the
·Cdtirt.· $dbseqtienHfth~app~i.lari!.filed a petItIon in
1929

LI TONE
KOKE

.

.

(1) (lSl>6) 8 AU. 315.
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which he brought to the notice of the Court the fact
that he had received.' no notice of the application for
security and applied for the appeal to be restored~
On that application the Court seems to have granted
him further time to give security, but when he
tendered the security the Court said that the appeal
was not dismissed under section 556 or 557 of the
Code and that the petition was not entertainable
under section 558 and was inapplicable to an order
made under section 549. The references were of
course to the old Code of Civil Procedure and the
Appellate Court's order was in effect that because the
appeal had not been dismissed for default uncler the
provisions of law which are now rules 17 and 18 of
Order 41, but had been struck off under provisions
corresponding to those of Order 41. rule 10, no
application under what is now Order 41, rule 19
would lie. Their Lordships of the Privy Council
said that there was some difficulty in saying what in
substance was the proper course to be taken in these
circumstances, but assuming that after the appeal had
been ordered to be struck off the file, the Court had
allowed the appellant further time to give security
they held that he should be allowed to give security and
that on his given security his appeal should be restored
to the files of the Court. It i.'i.clear thaLthat cle€ision
is no authority for the proposition that there is a
general discretion ,to restore 'an appeal which has been
rejected under Order 41, rule 10 (i), or that ther~ is
such a discretion in. a case where notice of the
,application for se<turity has been duly served on the
,appellant w~ere with knowledge a! the order for security
he h(ls failed to give security within the time ordered
by tile Court, where he has subsequently applied for
further time which has been refused for reas'ons
giv..en in the orde~, ana where hie appeal has been
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rejected as directed by the Code and not merely
LI TONE
struck off the file." :.
. . ' .- • ._
'.' ...... '<!
KOKE
Applicant's
learned
advocate
has however referred
v.
S.A.R.M.
us to another Privy Council case, namely Rl1jab Ali
FIRM.
v. Antir Hossein (1). In that case an appellant was
HEALD, J.
ordered to furnish security up<;Ier; section, 549 (now
Order 41, rule 10) to the satisfaction of the Judge of
the trial Court before a certain date. Security was
tendered befor~ that date but the Judge found it to
be insufficient and refused to allow other security to
be given on the ground that."'ihe"time,callowed by the
Appellate Court had by that time expired. The
appellant appealed against the order refusing to allow
him to give other security, but the Appellate Court
said that. he took the risk of furnishing security which
was found to be insufficient and that therefore he
could not be allowed the opportunitYi'after the expiry
of the prescJibed period; of furnishing fresh security
The appeal in respect of \vhich security had been
ordered to be furnished was accordingly rejected.
Their Lordships did not in fact interfere with the
decision of the Appellate Court but they pointed out
that that Court had a discretion to enlarge the time
allowed for finding security or to accept fresh security.
The law as to enlargement of time as laid down by
their Lordships is now embodied in section 148 of
the Code, and since their Lordships' dicti411l' is merely
a statement of that law, it does not help applicants
so far as the present case is concerned .
The learmi:dadvocate has referred us also to the
case of Badri Narain v. Sheo Koer (2), in which the
High Court had held that it had no power -to grant
an extension of time after' the expiry of the time
fixed., In: that case their Lordships said th~d the
'application to' fhe Courttoerilarge ,the , tiine for
(i) (1890) 17 Cal.!.'

(2)

(lS<}O) 17 Cal. 51:?
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giving security may be made .. either ,before or after
the expiration of the time within which the security
has been ordered to be furnished and the Court may
therefore enlarge the time according to any necessity
which may arise where it is just and·proper that they
should do so. That decision similarly docs not go
beyond the provision':> of the present section 148.
The only other case cited was that of Sundar v.
Habib Chik (1). In that case the appellants were
ordered to give the necessary security within a week:
On the last day of the week allowed they filed an
objection to the order calling on them to give
security, but apparently they neither tendered security
nor applied for an extension of time. Their appeal
was rejected~ but two days later they applied for a
reconsideration of the matter and they were granted
an extension of time, their appeal being restored to
the file. The opposite party applied to the High
Court against the extension of time and the restoration of the appeal, and the High Court, purporting
to follow the ratio decidendi in Balwant Singh's case
said that the Court \vas entitled to· reconsider on
cause subsequently shown an order rejecting an
appeal under Order 41, rule 10 (2), and accordingly,
regarding the application before them as an application
for revision and the order of the lower Court as an
order passed in review, refused to interfere. All that
need be said about that case is that it seems possible
that the view \vhich the learned JUdges took as to
the effect of th~ decision in Balwant Singh's case
was not warranted by the facts of that case and that
ill any case the facts there were different from those
of the present case.
In this case more than a month was allowed for
furnishing the security, and the appeal was not
(l) (l920) 42 All. 626.
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rejected..l1utiLflPplicants had been heard on their
application for an enlargement of time. After due
consideration of the time granted in the first instance~
of the fact that applicants had not tendered any
security ,·within ,that time", of applicant~: delay in
applying for an enlargement of time, and of the
grounds shown by them for the enlargement for
which they asked, the Bench decided to refuse to
extend the time and rejected the appeal. ,We are
not asked to deal with that order in revie\\T and this
Bench as now constituted could not do so. We are
merely asked to restore the appeal and to grant
further time on the footing of a supposed Tight based
On the judgment of the Privy Council in Balwallt
Singh's case, but that case is no authority for the'
existence of such a right in a case like the present.
On the analogy of the rejection of a plaint there
would be no such right and I see no reason to
believe that any such right exists.
I would therefore dismiss the application.
MYA

Bu, J.-I concur.
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lVIA THEIN NWE

1929

v.

Apz.2.

lVIAUNG KHA.*
Buddhist law-Dit'orce-Husband's adultery- Wife cannot obtain divorce
solely on ground oj adultery-Suit for res'itutioll of conjugal rightsMiscotlduet ofthe party suin~.
.
Mere a<;lullery on the part of the hllsband does not by itself entitle
a wife to divorce according to Burmest: BllCl.hist law.
A suit for restitution of conjugal rights lies under B"rmese Buddhist
law. Rut a husband will not obtain such restitution 0:1 account of his
misconduct.

Ma Ein v. Te NaUtlg, 5 L.B.R. 137 ; Maung Sein v. Kin Tlte! Gyi, (1'10-1-06)
V.B.R. Vol. 2 (Marrirge 5) ;Nga GMt Vat v. Mi Kin PII, (1907-09) U.B.R.
Vol. 2 (B:lddhist Law, Marriage) I-referred to.

Kyaw Din for the appellant.

Thein Maullf!, for the respondent.
HEALD, J.-'In Suit No. 13A of [927 of the
District C0urt of Tharr<l\~ . . adc1y appellant sued
respondent for divorce as by mutual. consent on the
ground of respondent's repeated acts of adultery, c\Od
she also claimed partition of the property of the
marriage.
In Suit No. 16A of the same Court, respondent
sued appellant for restitution of conjugal rights and'
it was agreed between the parties that the evidence
recorded in the earlier suit should be evidence in
the later suit, and that the plaint in the earlier suit
should be regareded as a \vritten statement in the
later ·suit.
* Civil!' irst Appeal Nc. 175 of 1928 from tht: judgment of the. District·
ourt ofTharrawaddy in Civill\egular No. 13A of 1927•.
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The suits wer.e,.therefor,c)-Q:".yffcct heard together
and the judgment in the'Eit~'r' suit followed the
NWE
judgment in the earlier suit.
v.
MAUNG
Both suits were dismissed, the Court holding that
KHA.
mere adultery on the part of the husband does not
HEALD, J.
entitle the wife to divorce, and that in the circumstances of the case respondent was not entited to
claim restitution of conjugal rights.
Appellant appeals against the dismissal of her suit
for divorce, and".,respondcnt~" instead of appealing
against the dismissal of his suit for restitution, bas
taken t he mistaken course of filing a cross-objection
to appellant's appeal.
Appellant's sole ground of appeal at the hearing
in this Court was that according to the Burmese
Buddhist law laid down in the Dha11lmathats
adultery by the husband is by itself sufficient to
entitle the wife to divorce.
The learned advocate's argument is more ingenious than convincing, and can hardly be taken
seriously. He says that because one Dhammalhat
says that a \vife may abuse a husband who commits
adultery and another Dhamrnathat says that a
husband may divorce a wife who abuses him, the
Dhammathals must be taken as regarding adultery
by the husband as a sufficient ground for divorce.
The !letual passages in the Dhammathats, on
which he bases this argument are a passage in
Manugye (XII, 46) which says, "No blame attaches
to a wife who uses abusive language towards a
husband who does not cqnsort with her but consorts
with prostitutes and continu.es to frequent their
company in spite of her protests," and a verse from
ametrical'Dha1l1mathat known as " Myingun" cited in
section 302 of the Kinwun Mi.ngyi's Digest (Vol. iI)
whichsays that a:hnsband, may leave a wife whose
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language is unrestrained,whD is 'e~cessively coarse
and disgusting, who has a hard and better tongue
who sulks and has a violent temper and whom he
does not want, and that in these circumstances he
may live with the wife of his desire.
.
It is hardly necessary to say that even if these
two passages are read together, and there is no
reason why they should be, they do not go far
towards establishing the proposition that the husband's
adultery by itself is a ground for divorce in a suit
brought by the wife.
The learned advocate has bon·ever referred us
also to two passages from the Dhammathafs which
are cited in section 230 of the Digest. The first of
these is an extract from Kaillgsa which runs as
follows: "If a wife say to her husband you have
violated another man's house and belongings, you are
suffering irom a loathsome disease, I do pot want to
live together with you, she. shall not be blamed."
The second is a passage from Dhamma which says
that a \vife may discard a husband who is a
drunkard and a gambler and who seduces other
men's wives, if he continues in his misconduct in
spite of having promised the wisemtn three times in
writing to give up his evil ways.
He has referred us further to a passage ir.
DIzl11'I'l1/lathaf1~ya'lo cited in section 256 of the Digest
which says that if the wife is guilty of adultery, she
is to have her head shaved in four patches and to
be sold into slavery, and that if the husband keeps
a paramour he is to leave the house with only the
clothes he is wearing.
The last of these passages is the only one which
goes any way to\vards supporting appellarit's argumebt
that a wife may divorce a husband for mere
adultery, and it can hardly be contended that the
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Courts .ar~, bo.und..to enforce .lhaf.laW~~,'.th:<;:,\JF:~sent
day.
NWE
As a matter of fact the distinction between ,,'ife
V.
MAUNG
and
husband in the matter of adultery as a ground
KHA.
for divorce· is clearly shown in the passage from
HEALD, J.
M anug)'e (V, 24) which is reproduced in section 302
of the Digest immediately after the verse from
lvlyingun mentioned above. That passage says that
where one party to a marriage behaves like an animal
it shalL be no defence to a suit for divorce brought
by tbe other party for the husband, if the suit is
brought by the \\-'ife, to say that he has not been
guilty of cruelty and has not taken a lesser wife,
or for the wife if the suit has been brought by the
husband, to say that she has not taken a paramour.
This passage sup'ports the viewlhat ·the . ordinary
grounds for divorce are cruelty and adultery on the
part of the husband and adultery on the part of the
wife
That is the view of the law which has hitherto
been taken by the Courts, vide the case of Ma Ein
v. Te Naung {l), and we are not convinced by the
reasoning of the appellant's learned advocate or by the
passages in the Dhammathats which he has cited that
we ought to hold that mere adultery on the part of
the husband is by itself a sufficient ground for
divorce.
It foHows that, sin<;:e appellant. bases her case
merely on adultery, her appeal should be dismissed.
As for respondent's cross-objection, it clearly does
not arise in. respect of appellant's suit and appeal,
but supposing'that it could be regarded as an alipeal
against the decree in respondent's suit, all that need
be. said about it is that in view of n~sponcient's
misconduct, whi<;:h I would hold proved, the case
19:!l9

MA THEIN

(1) (1909) 5 L.B.R. 87.
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is not one in which "restttution"df'COiljt.lg:i1 rights
ought to be ordered.
The cross-objection should in my opinion be
- d i s m i s s e d . . .,
In the circumstances, each party sho'uld bear its
own costs in this Court.

OTTER, J.-This is an appeal against a judgment
Df the District Court of Tharrawaddy refusing to
grant a decree for divorce at the instance of the
appellant. The suit was heard together with a cross
suit in which the respondent asked for a decree for
restitution of conjugal rights. He was refused a
this decree. He now files a cross-objection to the
appeal of the appellant asking that the decree of the
10\Ner Court should be modified by granting him
restitution of conjugal rights.
The only ground relied on by the appellant in her
appeal is that the respondent was 'guilty of adultery.
No allegation of cruelty was put forward and there is
no suggestion that the respondent took to himself a
second wife. The parties are Burmese Buddhists.
The first question therefore is whether, according to
the Burmese Buddhist law, a divorce can be granted
to a wife against her husband upon the sole ground
of adultery.
Mr. Kyaw Din who appeared for the appellant
referred uS to a large number of extracts from the
Darnmathdts, and I would say at once that with the
possible exception of an extract from the Kaingza
appearing in secti'on 230 of U Gaung's Digest of the
Burmese Buddhist law,all the passages referred to
appear to us to point to a conclusion contrary to that·
contended for by him. It is necessary to point out
that the Dhammathats can only be regarded as
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directory {lnd""uot as statements of the law which are
necessarily binding in law. Moreover there is
authority, which in my view shows that it is not and
never has. been the law, that a Burmese Buddhist
woman can ,divorce her husband on the sole ground
that he has had sexual intercourse with a \'\."oman not
his wife.
The ·extract from the Kaingza appearing in
section 230 of the Digest, to which I have referred,
says that 'the''\-vtfe'''has the' right of refusing to cohabit
with her hmhand who is adulterous, or is suffering
from some repugnant disease. In my view this
expression of opinion, though perhaps then in accordance with the usages of Burmese Buddhists, does
not amount to a statement that under .mch circumstances a divorce,' even by mutual consent could be
obtained.
Turning to the decid~d cases upon the point the
case of Ma Ei11 v. Te Naung (1), (decided by a
Eench of the late Chief Court) lays down that in the
case of Burman Buddhist married couple, adultery'
on the part of the husband does not alone, or even
accompanied· by a single act of cruelty, entitled the wife
to a divorce. IIi that case the Court expressed the
opinion that it appears from the Dha'mmafhats that
adultery on the part of the husband does not alone,
or even accompanied by a single, act of cruelty,·
entitle the wife to a divorce. A ,'';>/ife is, however,
entitled to a divorce as by" mutual consent, if her"
husband takes a lesser wife. without her approvaL
This was decided aft~r examination of a mass of
conflicting authorities hy a Full Bench of the late;
Chief Court in the well known case of In reMaung
f[me v. Ma Sein (2)~ But the act of adultery, quite
apart from th(11 of taking another woman to wife, is
(1) (1909)5 L.B.t~. 87.

' . (2) (1918) 9 L.H.R 191.
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different, ~nd on this point no authority was cited in
support of the appellant's contention.
Thus the proposition that adultery alon.e does not
entitle a wife to divorce her husbimuhas been
established and there is no case were the correctness
of this view has since: been questioned:
C pon this part of the case I nee.d mention one
further point only. T here was some ,.evidence that
adultery took place during the temporary absence of
the appellant in a house where they had been living
together, and some suggestion was put forward that
such adultery under these circumstances might
amount to legal cruelty. No authority was put
forward in support of this vie\\', and moreover so far
as we know there is nothing even in the DhammatJ;als which supports this view.
It seems to me, therefore, that the appellant
cannot in law succeed in this appeal. It is unnecessary, therefore, to examine the facts upon which she
relies.
The only remaining' question is \vhether the
learned District Judge w~s right in refusing to the
respondent an order for restitution of conjugal rights.
For many years doubts had existed as to \vhether
such a suit would lie under the Burmese Buddhist
law. In 1907, however, the question was decided
in the affirmat,ive. See the Upper Burma case of
Nga Chit Dat v~Mi Kin Pu (1). In all such cases,
however, the party seeking a decree must be free
from blame. See ...,ars fo this case of Maung Sein
v. Kin thet Gyi(2). In the present C:l.se there was
'abundant ev;dence to justify the, lower Court in
coming to the conclusion, as apparently it did, that
the respondent misconducted himself on sevei"al
- ---'--,-------:---------

(1) (I9G7·09l II Upper Barma Rulings, page 1. Bliddhist Law, Marriage:
(2) (I904~06) II Cpper BUlma R'ulings, page S. Buochist Law,Marriage.
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occasions with ,Ma Saw l\fy,a. '.:-,Comment "was made
that the evidence called for the appellant upon this
matter ought not to be relied upon owing to the low
station in' life, or relationship to the appellant, of
certain of the witnesses. Such comment is, of course,
permissible, but I have read the evirlence and see no
reason to disagree with the view taken by the District
Judge who Jleayd these witnesses give their evidence.
The learned District Judge also pointed cut that
the respondent was atfault';':1n':1:hcIt"'he lett the
appellant after a heated quarrel with bis wife. There
seems to have been repeated quarrels between them.
A serious quarrel occurred some three months or so
before the final rupture. On this occasion the
respondent left the house taking with him some,. at
any rate, of the family furniture, and an' apparently
false charge of infideli1y was made by the respondent
against his wife. I have little doubt that a contributory cause of the quarrels between the parties was,
the tendency on the part of the respondent to'
excessi ve drinking. The responden t finally left his
wife saying he would obtain a divorce, and some
preparation was made to have a deed, drawn up
While a di$cussion about this was going on, the two
brothers of the respondent arrived, and after a
conversation between them and the reSpondent the
two brothers violently abused the appellant. It was
said on his behalf that the final quarrel was entirely.
due to resentment by the appellant on account of
this abuse. It seems impossible to hold that this was
so. It is true that in a letter (Exhibit 3 ) written by
the appellant to the respondent after the separation
there are many statements which show her. resentment
at the conduct of the appellant's family .. It is equally
clear, ho\vever, that the respo11dent was in the habit
of abm;ing' the appellant to members of· his f~mily)
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and there can be no doubt t'hat' they took his part
against her.
It is unnecessary for us to deal more in detail
with the evidence, for I agree with the' conclusion
arrived at the learned District Judge.
From the
whole of the evidence it is plain that the respondent
has treated the appellant extermely badly and he is
not a man whom the Court will as!:iist by ordering
his wife to return.
.
The appeal and the cross-6bjd:;tiOri thereto must,
therefore, be dismissed. Neither pelrty is successful,
and we, therefore, order that each party will bear
their own cost of this appeal and the order of the
lower Court as to costs will stand.
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MAUNG MYA TIN
v.
MAUNG PAIK SAN.Y.Buddhist Lllw-lnherital1ce-Step-children. rights of in step-parenl's
estate-Partition on parent's death, whether a bflr-DifJercilCe between
. .partition on death of p.. rents and
remarriage of step-tarCllts.
.
Held, that step-children or step-grandchildren who have made a partition
with the step-p~,rent or grandparent on the death of the:r parent or grandparent are not by such partition debarred from being heirs of the step-parent
'or the step.grandparent.
Hdd,fn7ther, that whilst the partition on rema-riage of the parent may bar
the child from subsequent claim against the step parent to a share of inherit.
ance in the deceased parent's e~tate, it does not neeessaril y operate as a bar
"to a claim as heir of the step-parent on the step~pa"ellt's s:lbsequent death:
Ma CUI> Bon v. Maung Po KjI 1i:e, 11897·1901) n.B.R. \'01. 2, 66; Mating
Dwe v. Kiloo Hauttg Sheitt, 3 Ran. 29 (P.C.l-re/erred to.·
Po Saw v. Ma Gjll, C. 1st A. 106 of 1925, H .C. Han.-fol!owed .
. Ma Tltaung v. Ma Thatt, 5 Ran. 175IP.C.)-distitllllllshed.
~.

·Ci vii Mi~cel1aneous Apreal 113 of 1928 from the judgment of the
. District Court Of Yam'ethiri in Ci\:il Regular No, 1A (If 1928.
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Ba!F!la"ungxf'€l'l"ithe 'appellan t.
Ganguli for the respondent.

'II.

MAUNG
PAIK SAN.

HEALD, J.-Respondent \vho was a nephe\\' of
Ma NgweE-winY'deceased, and claims to be one of
her heirs applied for Letters of Administration in
respecl of her estate. He menti.onecl in his appli-'
cation that Ma Ngwe Bwin had left an elder sister and
a younger brother still surviving as well as a niece
and anofherneph'e'w.
Appellant a grandson of Ma Ngwe Bwin's husband Chit Tun who predeceased her opposed respondent's application for Letters on the ground that
he was Ma Ngwe Bwin's sale heir but he did not
himself apply for Letters.
The lower Court said that respondent was the
nearest relative of Ma Ngwe Bwin and that appellant
had no right or title to the estate, and granted
Letters to respondent.
Appellant appeals on the ground that, in Burmese
Buddhist law a step-grandchild excludes a nephew
from inheritance in respect of the estaie of the stepgrandmother and that therefore respondent, not being
an heir, was not entitled to Letters.
Since Ma Gun Bon's case (1) was decided over
thirty years ago, it has been regarded as settled law
that step-children or step-grandchildren exclude collateral relatives as heirs of the step-grandparent and
this view of the law was affirmed by their Lordships,
of the Privy Council in 1I1aung D'lc'e v. Khoo Haung
Shein (2).
Bllt it js contended""in the present case that the

fact that appellant made a claim against Ma Hnin
Bwin when his grandfathp.r Chit Tun died debars.
him from being recognised as an heir of Ma, Hnin
(I) 2 n.B.H. (18'J7 cOl) '66.

(2) (1924) 3 R.an. 29.
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Bwin. It is sought ,to. fqund.ihis contention on the
decision of the'· Pr{vy"Council in the case of M a
Thaung v. Ma Than (1), but that was a case in
which children who by reason of the death of their
mother and in vie~v of thei,' father's )em;!1Tiage had
a right as against their father to claim a share of the
property of the marriage of their parents and had
exercised that right and received their sllare uf the
property, claimed again as against their step-mbther
on their father's death, and the decision in lhat case
was based on an express provision of Buddhist law
which says that children who have claimed and taken
their shares of inheritance from the surviving parent
on that parent's remarriage cannot on the death of
that parent claim from the step-parent a share in the
property of the second marriage. It is contended that
this decision establishes a general rule that accept.
ance of a share of inheritance is in every cast: a bar
to a subsequent -claim tu inherit, but it seems to me
clear that it does not establish any such rule because
what is a bar to a claim as against the step.parent
to a share of inheritance as heir of the deceased
parent is not necessarily a bar tOll. claim to inherit
as heir of the step-parent herself.
A similar question to that which arises in the
present case was considered by a Bench of this Court
in the case of Po Saw v. Ma Gyi (2), where the
question was whether the step-children who have
received from their stepmother the share of inheritance
to which they became entitled as against her by reason
of the death 6f their father are entitled, as against
the step-mother's nephews, to inherit their stepmother's estate, in a case \vhere there. are liO children
or descendants of children of the marriage of their
father vvith the step-mother. That case is exactly
(l) (l923 i 5 Ran~

ii5.

(2) Civil 1st Arpea) No, 106 of 1925.
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similar to the!~pre~ent case except that in this case
the claimant is a step-grandchild instead of a stepchild or step-cbildren, a difference which in view of
v.
MAUl:/G
tbe decision of Ma Gun Bon's case is imm<lterial.
PAIK SAN.
The
contention 10 that case was the same as that in
HEALD, J.
the present case, namely that the fact th at the claimants had already received a sl,are of inheritance
barred any subsequent claim to il1heri~ance on their
part, and it was supported by the same reference to
the Privy Council case of Ma Tlzaung v. iVla Than,
but the Bench decided tbat the step-cbildren ex':
eluded tbe nephews. I know of no subsequent ruling
which throws any doubt on the decision of that case
and on further consideration of the question in this
case I see no -reason to believe that that decision
was mistaken.
It follows that if appellant in this case rc:ceived
from Ma Ngwe Bwin a share of inheritance to wbich
he became entitled on the death of bis grandfather
that fact 'Would not debar him froni being his stepgrandmother's heir and therefore it is unnecessary
to consider .whether or not in fact he did become
entitled to a share as against his step-grandmother
on the death of his grandfather.
He admittedly
claimed and received certain property from Ma Ngwe
BVi'in, and although, if at that time be had in fact
no rig·bt of inheritance as against her, the transfer of
that properly would be rather of . the naturt of a
gift than a transfer of property to \vhich he had a
right by inheritance, nevertheless even if it was a
transfer of inheritance, it would not debar him from
being Ma Ngwe Bwin's heir and from claiming inheritanceas such heir, and since he .is such
heir
a11d. as such heir excludes. respondent from inherit.
ance"respondent cannot be an heir and has 110 right
io Letters of Administration. .
".
MAUNG
MYATIN

.

.

an
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I \vould therefor.: s.~';f".aside"the .0rder.Df the lower
Court granting Letters to respondent and would
direct that the L:tt.:rs issued to him be withdrawn
and cancelled.
I would also direct respondent to, bear appellant's"
costs throughout.
OTTER, J.-The respondent is the nephew of one
Ma Ngwe Bwin deceased and the appellant is her
step-grandson. The former obtained Letters of
Administration to Ma Ng~"v'eBwin'sestateand the latter
appeals against that order.
There is no di~putc upon tbe facts and the
question is purely one as to the respective rights of
the parties under the Burmese Buddhist law. The
law upon the question under review may be regarded'
as settled, and it is necessary to refer to two decisions where the hcts \vere almost identical with
those in the present case, viz, Ma Gun Bon v·
Maung Po Kywe and others (1); Maung Dwe and
others v.. Khoo Haung Shein and otlzers(2). The
latter case is a decision of the Privy Council and this
Court is of course bound by it. It may be conve.
nient however to set out the headnote in the first of
these two cases; for down to the year 1923 when
it was expressly approved by their Lordships of the
Privy Council that case was regarded as the leading
authority upon the matter. The facts were identical
with those in the present case and the material
portions of the headnote are as· follows : -

"He1~l,-after an examination of all the available texts of
Bl.lddhist la\v on the subject, that collateral Llood relations, or
ascendants. can succeed to an inheritance only when there a're no
possibl~ heirs in the descending ')ine ; that step-children aJ;e
trea ted as entitled to some share ,of inherita;nce,like descendan ts
(t)

1897.U.B.R. Vol. 2, 66.

(2) (1926) 3 Ran. 29.
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by blood; and tha~ in the absence of natural descendants, ~tep
descendants are c1as ed as heirs entitled to succeed the rond
ot blood yielding to tht more i,nportant consideration of hav;ng
a descenchnt heir and representative."
,
" Held,-Eurther. that where there are no children but only
"grandchildren surviving, the laiter ~lIcceed all the same footing as
children although their parents bac! died without reaching the
inheritance (r obtaining a vested interest, the principle of Buddhist law on this p,~int apparently bting that this rule is requisite
only where a distinction has to be made between the claims
of diff~+ent classes of heirs, and i's application unnecessal y when
the nearest heirs all st:md in the same degree of relationship to
the deceased owner of the estate to be divided."

I n approving of this decision the Privy Council
say at page 33 of the l~eport of Maung Dwe's case:AO

" alice it is determined, that ste.r--children are descendants
they necessarily Ollst collaterals, for by Buddhist law tbe property
never ascends as long as it can descend. The lea'rned apptal
Judge ill this case says:-' The point of view ot the Buddhist law
is undoubtedly based on the community of interest between
husband and wife. So :::trong is the bond bel ween them that, in
the absence of natural children the hu;band's or "",ife's children,
as the case may be, rank as the children of the step-parent in the
matter of ill herita nce to the exclusion of collateral blooci relatiOI'Is.
Their Lordships agree with this statement,."

One further point may be brieflYrefe'rred""to.
The appellants are the step-grandchildren of the
deceased. Their natural grandfather Ko Chit Tun
.died before his wife Ma Ngwe Bwin. There was
evidence that during the last illness of the latter there
was a partition of Ko Chit Tun's property and that
the deceased made over Rs. 35 and "three baskets of
seedling SO\\"o land
to the appellant. The latter
a<;lmits this, but it is not clear whether all Ko Chit·
Tun's property was partitioned. It is said that as
. sOme such partition took place the appellants lost any
right he may have had to inherit the property of
'
Ma Ngwe Bwin.
II
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The case of Ma Thaung and another v. Ma Than
and others fiY':1.s~'·ieiled on by the respondent. In
that case the Privy Council (upon the authority
of one Dhan11'llathat) held that where after the death
of the wife her husband partitions the prop~rty and.
marries again, the children by the former marriage
cannot claim to inherit.
The reasoning underlying this decision was that as
upon a second marriage, which he was about to
contract,' all his· property would become th'~~"joint
family property of himself, and his proposed wife it
was natural that the husband should provide for hi;s
then children during his lifetime.. It is only necessary to say that,even assuming there was a partition
,of all Ko Chit Tun's property the facts of the present
case are different. Ma· Ngwe Bwin did not marry
---again---nor-is-there~any--evi-dence- t IIat- sh-e--evercoti'"
templateLl doing so. The evidence rather is that she
was a sick Woman. The fa'ct 'that there may have
been some 's6'rt of par'titio~' is imm~terial. I am
satisfied on the other .hand ..that under the Burmese
Buddhist law the respondent was not an heir of Ma
Ngwe Bwin.
,....',.
'"
Th~Lettersg~antedto him m~lst be withdrawn and
the brder granting Letttr~ tohirri is. set aside with costs
both he~e ~l1dbelow:
.
. .
(I) (1923) 5 R.m. 175.
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···':.·;tAP.PELLAtE-<iIVIL.
Before Mr. Justice Heald and Mr. Justice Otter.
1929

Ap{.3.

,.,

S.R.M.M.A. FIRM
......- "
v.
MAUNG PO SAUNG AND OTHERS,*
Limitation Act (IX Of 19081, s.14-ProceedillI! contrary /0 clear provisilmof
law is not in good fait!l-Revi~ivn of orders under O. 21, r. 63. Civil
Procedure Code IAct I' Of 190~) does not ordinarily lie.

The High Court dc;es net ordinarily interfere in revision with orders made
under O. 21, r. 63 of the Civil Procedure Code. Such orders are conclusive and
the rule itself provides a remedy by way of suit. A person 'or his advocate
.chooses neverthtless to apply for revision of such an order and after the
dismissal of his revision applicdion nles a declaratory suit more than a year
after the passing of the order und!;r O. 21,r. 63, he cannot el aim the benefit of
s. 14 of the Limitation Act and ask for the exel usion of the time bken up in
th~ revision proceedings. Proceeding contrary to a clearly expressed provision
of law cannot be regarded as prosecutbg another Civil proceeding in good
faith.

Balakrishna v. Vasudeva, 40 Mad. 793 (P.C.) j 5"n Ea v. Lun Bye, 3
U.B.R. 13 jTUtl U \". I<P.S.P.T. Firm, 8 L.B.R. 14()-.-follcwed.
.

Anklesaria for the appellants.
Thein Maung for the respondents.
and OTTER, JJ.-In Suit No.9 of 1924 of the
District Court of Magwe the present appellant obtaineq
a money decre~ a.g,,:i_I1_s.~· the. pre.~_~.nt, responqents Po
Saung and Ma Twe; and in execution of tIlif decree
he attached certain oil well sites.
.
The respondents Po Maung and Ma E applied for
removal of the attachments. on the ground fhat they
were in possession of the said sites under a possessory
mortgage, and the Court made an order removing
the attachment.
HEALD

) • Civil FiTst Appeal No. 159 6f 1928 from the judgment of the District
Court of Magwe in Civil Regular No. 23 of 1928.
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Instead of filing a suit under the provision of
'Order 21, rule 63,al'pel1atlt applied to this Court for
,revision of the 01 der removing the attachment. His
application \vas dismissed.
Appellant then filed a suit under Order 21, rule 63
fol' a declaration of his right to attach the properties.
The date of the order removing the attachment
was the 22nd of April 1926 and under Article 11 of the
First Schedule to the Limitation Act the suit under
Order 21, rule 63 to set aside that order ought to
have been filed within one year from that date.
Appellant's suit was not filed until the 17th at
September 1927, and the lower Court held that is was
barred by limitation and dismissed it.
Appellant appeals on the ground that under ,section14of the Liinitation Act he was entitled to exclude
the period between the 15th July 1926 and the 6th of
January 1927,during which his application for revi.sion was pending iri this Court.
The same question which arises .in this appeal
was decided by a Bench of the late Chief tourt of
L'Jwer Burina ih the c(Jsc of Tun U v. The t.P.S. P.L.
Chet(ydr Firm (1).. Iri that case, the learned Chief
Judge said :.;~
"Sub-section 10f section 14 of the Act says thatincomputing

-the period of limitation presaibed for any suit, the time during
which the plaintiff has been prosecuting with due diligence another
<civil proceedings, whether in a Court of First Instance or in a
<Court of Appeal, against the defendant, shall be excluded, where
,the proceeding is founded upon the Slme cause of action andti:
,prosecuted'in good faith in a Court which from defect (If jurisdiction or other cause of a like nature is unable t6 entertain it.
II The course which the. plaintiff should have pursaed is very
-clearly iJidicated in rule 63 of Order XXI of the <;ivil Procedure
Code, which says that where a claim or an objeCtion is preferred
to an athchment theparty again&t whom an order is made maY.
(11 (i9IS)8 L.B.R. 146.
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institute a suit to establish the right which he claims to the
property in dispute, but, subject.to the result of such 5uit, if any"
S.R.M.M.A.
FIRM
the order shall be c'6ric1usive. 'Arti'c'le"'l't''tJT'tlie'·>i''t,''i'l'iJitation Act
V.
gives one year from the date of the order for the institution of
MAUNG Po
SAUNG.
such suit.
"VJith such plain provisions staring him in th e face it was
HEALD-AND
OTTER, JJ. sheer culpable negligence on the part of the advocate who was
then acting for the plaintiff to incur the risk of the plaintiff losing.
all remedy byf.ling the appeal and the application for revision.
If the plaintiff is bound by the acts of his advocate no case for
exdusion of time under section 14 ohhe Act is made out, because:
proceeding c;onh-ary to a dearly expressed provision of law cannot
be regarded as prosecuting another"'Civij"lM"ooeedil1'g;i.ngooc! faithiii. the sense in which the w()l;ds I good faith' are defined in theAct, viz., c!ori~with due care and attention. "
1929

-

In the Upper Burma case of San Ba v.Lun Bye (1)y.
the question whether the High Court even has power
to interfere in revision with orders made under Order
21, rule 63 \.vas considered and it was said that the:
,High Court, will interfere only where the extrinsic:
conditions of the lower, C0urt's legal activity have.
been plainly infringed, but where the alleged or
apparent error consisfsin a misappreciation of evidence;
or miscolistniction of the law intrinsic to the enquiry
and dedsionit will respect the 'finality intended by
the wording of Order 2'1, rule 63 and wiii intervene
only wheu it is manifest that by the ordinary and
prescribed method an adequate remedy or the intended,
remedy cannot be h'ad. In this connection reference:
may be made to the case of Balakrishna Udaya v.
Vasudev~1; ',Hyay' (2), where their Lor<;lships, of the.
Piti'\fyCouncil said th'J.,t section 115 of the Code,. '
w:hicll is 'the section which confers on the High Cotirt
power, to revise the decisions of subordinate Courts
"applies to jurisdiction alone, the irregular exercise..
or non-exercise of it ort, the illegal assumptic n of it.
The section. is not directed against conclusions of iaw'
.~

-

. . ".

-

, (l) (1917-20) 3 U.B,R 13.

.

-

(2) (1917) 40 ~ad. 793,
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,or fact in which -the question of juri~dietic n is not
involved. "
The High Court in both Upper and Lower Burma
has repeatedly said that it does not ordinarily interfere
in revision with orders made under Order 21, rule 63
because such orders are by the rule itself declared to
'be conclusive and the rule -itself provides a remedy
by \\'ay of suit for the person ,against whom such an
-order is made.
..
.
Appellant's learned advocate has referred us to the
'case of Phomon Singh v. H'ells (1), where a Judge of
this Court said that where an investigation has been
Tefused or an order has been passed without investi·gation or where the order passed is not a proper
-order passed in accordance with Order 21, rules 59-63,
the High Court would interfere. That statement may
or may not be a correct statement of the law, but it
is clear that it did not overrule the decision in Tun
U's case, and as we are in entire agreement with
that. decision we dismiss the appeal with costs,
:advocate's fee to be five gold' mohurs.
(1) (1923) 1 Ran. 276.
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, '-~'AWELLATE{ C'RIMINAL.
Before Mr. Justice Carr.

-

1929

K',}1. SUBBAYA NAIDU

A ,ll.3.

,v.
KING-EMPEROR.*
C~fmiJlal Procedure Code (Act Vof 1898), ss. 342, 537-Failure to re-examine'
accused after the recall of proseclttionwitnesses and after examinatioll of
fresh witnesses'::":'Pfocedure whether illegal or merely irregular-Accused's
case not prejudiced, then an irregularity only.
The accused was examined after the evidence of a number of proseGutioll
witnesses was concluded. Then two other Crown witnesses were examined
and after that a number of prosecution witnesses were recalled and cross·
examined. The accused was never examined again, and after the defence'
witnes,;es were examined, jud~mcnt was passed al!«inst the accused.
Held" that such procedure was in violation of the provisions of s. 342 of the
Crirr.inal Procedure Code. The accused should have been examined after the:
two fresh prosecution witne~ses had been examined and further re-examined
, affer the Crown witnesses were recall~d and cross-examined. But the failure
of the trial Court to do so, if it did not cause prejudice to the accused, amounted'
to an irre~ularity which is curable under s. 537 of the Code, and not an
illegality which vitiates the trial altogether.

Abdul Rahman v. K.B., S Ran. (P.C.); Byrne v The Crowl1 , 4 Lah. 61 ;
ElIltel'or v. Bechtt, 45 All. 124; Nga Hla U v. KE., 3 Ran. 139; Saiyid
,MohiuddilL v. K.E., 4 Pat. 488; Sltbramania v. K.E., 25 Mad. 61;' Varisai·
Rowthcr and anotlter v. K.E., 46 Mad. 449 - referred to.
'
Jummon v. Emperor, 50 C,lI 308; Legal Remcl1lbrallcer, Bengal v. S. C. Roy,
51 Cal. 924 ; Madura Muthu and six others v. K.E., 45 Mad. 820; Mazahar Aliv. Emperor 50 Cal. 223 ; Pramatha Nath v. Emperor, 50 CaL S18-dissented
from.

Villa for the appellant.

Tun Byu (Assistant Government Advocate)
the Crown.

fo'~'

CAlm, J.-On or about the 20th of January 1928, a
leaflet headed "Are we dogs" was distributed at
various places on the railway line between Rangoon
and Mandalay from a passing train and also at
* Criminal Appeal No. 221 of 1929, from the order of the District Magistrate:
of Rangoon in Crimil;al Regu'ar Trial No. 148 cf1928.
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Mandalay itself where at that time a meeting of the
Hindu Sabha was being held.
On the 10th of March 1928 the Commissioner of
Police, Rangoon, under the orders of the Local
Government filed a complaint under sedion 124A of
the Penal Code against the present appellant
K. N. Subbaya Naidu, the editor of a newspaper called
"The Desopakari " and Chellan Pillay, the Assistant
Manager of that paper.
At that time the appellant was not to be found
and Chellan Pillay alone was tried. He was convicted
by the District Magistrate of Rangoon but on appeal
was acquitted by this Court on the 15th 'of August
1928.
On the 22nd of October 1928 the' appellant
surrendered himself to the District Magistrate in
Rangoon, who then proceeded to try him for the offence
and has convicted him and sentenced him to three
years' rigorous imprisonment. Against that conviction
he appeals.
The petition of appeal is lengthy and verbose: It
contains contentions that the District Magistrate had
no jurisdiction to try the case and that the leaflet was
not seditiotls and the rest of it may be summed up
into the contention that the evidence in the: case was
. not sufficient to prove the publication of the leaBet
by the appellant. At the hearing of this aprca1
Mr. Villa, who appeared for·the appellant, has dropped
the contention that the District Magistrde had no
jurisdiction. I may say also that that contention
was really' unsustainable. Part of the evidence
against the appellant is to the efiect that he had this
leaflet set up in type in his own preSs at Hangoon
and if that fact is proved, then clearly the Disfri~t
. Magistrate' of Rangoon could trY the case. Other
evidence· ist<) the effectthatthe appellanl distributed

1929
K. M.
S'UBBAYA
NAllJU

V.
KINGEMPJ;;I,OR.

CARR,

J.
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the leaflet at various stations on the Rangoon-Mandalay
Line, while he'Jl",'~as traveUing"l"fTom Rangoon to
Mandalay and if that fact is proved, under section
NAII>U
V.
183 of the Criminal Procedure Code the District
KJNGEMPEROR.
Magistrate had jurisdic:ion.
CARR, J.
Mr. Villa h:\<; also dropped the contention that
the leaflet was not seditious. Obviously it was almost
seditious and infhmlllatory composition containing
direct incitement to murder every Englishman in
Burma, referring, in particular, to. the collection of the
thatlza1'lleda tax.'
. . "0-""" .,
.
Mr.:Villa has, however, raised a further contention
of law that the trial is invalid by reason of the
District M;lgistrate's failure to observe the provisions
of section 342 of the Crimin<tl Procedure Code.
The facts relevant to this con~ention are that up to
the 28th of November 1928, twenty-five witnesses for
the prosecution had been examined. The accused
himself was then examined. His examination was
very brief; but he said at its close that he had
prepared a statement which would be translated and
filed in Court. He did in fact put in a lengthy
statement occupying four pages of type. This is
dated the 14th December 1928. \\Then it was
actually filed, does not appear on the record i but it
seems' probable that it was filed on the. 17th of
December, which was the date of the next hearing
after.the 28th of November~ Probably it was put il1.
at the beginning of that· hearing. At that hearing
two witnesses for Hie Crown, who had not previously
been examined, were examined and after that a
considerable number of the' other pr.osecution witnesses were recalled and cross-examined on the 17th
and 18th of December. On t~e 8th of january 1929,
thee defence Witnesses. were 'examined and finally'
. judgm'ent was· passed._on Jhe 4th- of FebruaTy1929~'
K. M.
SUBBAYA
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After his examination on the,28th of.ND,vember the
:appellant was not again examined. There can be no
·doubt that here the District Magistrate did disobey
the provisions of section 342 of the Code. That
section lays down th,-t the Court shall examine the
accused generally on the case after the witnesses for
the prosecution have been examined and before he is
-called on for his defence. I have no doubt that this,
applied to the present case, would require the accused
to be re,;,examined when: the prost:c.llti'on witnesses
had been recalled and cross-examined after he was
nnally charged and there is equally no doubt that,
.after two fresh prosecution witnesses had been
-examined after the framing of the charge, the section
:requires that the accused should be further
,examined.
The question is whether this is merely an
irregularity which, if no prejudice has been caused
.thereby to the accused, is curable under section 537
-of the Code or whether it is an illegality \vhich
vitiatts the trial altogether.
Before discussing this question fully, I would say
:that in my opinion the irregularity or illegality which-ever it may be has not in any way prejudiced the
.appellant. The evidence of the two additional witnesses called after his examination though relevant added
11l0thing of an); very material importance to the case as
;it stood before that j nor did there emerge from the
·cross~exaniination of the other prosecution witnesses
.any thing which required further explanation by the
accused.
On the question now to be decided, there is a very
..considerable difference of opinion among the High
Courts in India. In the case of Madura Muthu Vannia11
.and six others, accused (1),. a Bench of the Madras
. (1) (1922) 45 Mad. 820.
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High Court held that the failure to examine an accu~ed
person·'afte'r,··t'h~f''1prosecution witnesses had been
recalled and cross-examined af ter the framing of the
charge was not a mere irregularity curable under
section 537 but an illegality which vitiated the trial·
This case however was overruled in part at any rate
by llarisai Rowther and another-petitioners (1), in
which four out of the Full Benel) of five Judges held'
that when an accused person had oncybeen examined
after the prosecution had finished calling evidence it
was not'obligatoiYon the Court to question him again
after the cross-examination and re-examination of the
prosecution witnesses recalled at the instance of the'
accused under section 256 of the Code. The Fun
Bench further held that, if the prosecution called
fresh evidence after the charge was framed, theaccused mu~t be questioned generally on the case after
this further examination of the prosecution witnesses..
T he Calcutta High Court has in several cases·
taken the view set out in Madura Muthu llannian
and si.r: others (2). These c~sesare Mazahar Ali v.Emperor (3),. ] Lanman Christian v. E1'nperor t 4) ;
Pramatha Nalh ll1ulwjee v. Enzperor (5) and Legal
Remel'nbral1Cer, Bengal v. Salish Chandra Roy (6).
On the other hand in Bj'1'ne v. TheCr07.£l11- (7), one
Judge of the Lahore High Court held when the'
witnessess for the prosecution had been examined and'
cross-examined at considerable length before the
framing ;of the charge and the accused had at that stage'
been examined, the failure to re-examine the accused·
after the further cross-examination of the \vitnesses:
after the framing of the charge was a mere irregu-·
larity and no ground for setting aside the findings of'
(I) (1923) 4~Mil(t 449
(4)(1923) 50 Cal. 308.
(21 (1922) 45 Mad. 820.
(5) (1923) 50 Cal. 518.
(3) (1923) 50 Cal. 223.
\6) (1924) 51 Cal. 924;
(7) (1923) {-Lah. 61.
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the trial Courluuless ,1t bad occasioned a failure of
justice.
A considerably stronger case than this is Saiyid
Ivlohiuddi1t v. King.Emperor (1), in which a Bench
of the Patna High Court held: "In every case in
which the legality of a. trial is challenged on the ground
that the provisions of section 342, Criminal Procedure
Code, 1898, have not been complied with, the test is
whether there has been prejudice to the accused by
reason of the absence of judicial questions and whether
the defect is cured by section 537 of the Code."
Another case is Emperor v. BecllU Chaube and
another (2), \vhich was before one Judge of the
Allahabad High Court. In that case a fresh witness for
the prosecution 'had been examined after the examination of the accused, who was not further examined
on his evidence. That witness, howe\'er, did not add
materially. to the evidence which had been already
given for the prosecution and which the accused had
had an opportunity of explaining. It was held that,
though there was an error, it did not in the circumstances vitiate the proceedings. This case "vas followed
by my learned brother Brown in Nga Ria U v. KingEmperor (3). In that case no fresh witnesses for
the' prosecution had been examined after the examination of the accused and the' question before the
Court was whether the failure to examine the accused
further after the prosecution witnesses previously
examined had been recalled and cross-examined was
a mere irregularity or illegality which vitiated the-trial,
it was held that it was a mere irregularity.
Considering the judgments in the cases' abeve.
mentioned it seems to me that the Calcutta and Madras
High Courts have taken a very highly technical vi~w
(1) (1925) 4 Pat. 4 8 8 . ( 2 ) (1923) 45 All. 124.
(3) (1925) 3 Ran. i39.
.'

1929
K.M.
SUBIJ.\YA

NAlDU
'IJ.

~ING
EMPEROR.
CA,RR,

J.
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of the question while the..ot~r,.tljjgh Courts have dealt
with it in relatio~f'o' the m~r'fts of the cases before
them. The view that the omission again to examine
the accused is an irregularity curable under section
537, CriminaIP~()<::~siure Code .aud not an illegality
which vitiates the trial in my opinion, receives very
considerable support from the judgment of their Lordships of the Privy Council in Abdul Rahman v. The
King-Emperor (l)~; The question before their Lordships in that case was the efi'ect ofa failure properly to
carry out the provisions of section 360, Criminal
Procedure Code; in regard to the reading over to
witnesses of their deposition~. Their Lordships drew a
distinction behveen that question and the question \V hich
arose in Subra hmania Ayyar v. King-Emperor (2),
where the procedure adopted was onp. which the Code
positively prohibited. The concluding paragraph in
their Lordships' jucigment runs as follows:" To sum up, in the view which their Lordships take of the
several sections of the Code of Criminal Procedure, the bare fact
of.such an omission or irregularity as occurred in the case under
appeal, unaccompanied by any probable suggestion of any failure
of justice having been therebyocc3sioned, is not enough to warrant
the quashing of a conviction, which on their Lordshirs' view, may
be supported by the curative prOVIsions of sections 535 and 537.
Their Lordships will humbly advise His Majesty that this appeal
-should be dismissed."

These remarks, in my opinion, apply with equal
force to the undoubted error which has occurred in
. this case, and in myview they render strong support
to the view taken by my learned brother Brown in
. the case above mentioned.
As I have already said that the omission which
occurred in this csse has not in any way prejudiced
the' appellant nor was there anything about it which.
(i} (1927) 5 Ran. 53.

(2) (1902) 25 Mad. 61.
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could lead to a failure of justice being occasioned by
it, I hold that the District Magistrate's error does not
vitiate the proceedings and is a mere irregularity which
is cured by the provisions of section 537 of the Criminal
Procedure Code.
The only other question for consideration is
whether on the evidence on the record the conviction
of the appellant is justified.
[His Lordship held that it was justified and dis·
missed the appeal.]
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Before sir Guy Rutledge, Kt .• K.C., Chief Justice and Mr. Justice Brown.

MA SEIN

1929

v.

API. S'.

P.L.S.K. FIRM

AND ANOTHER.*

Specific Relief Ad (1 of 1877), s. 42, proviso-Judgment-debtor's fictitious
tran~fer-Creditors' suit for _bare declaration to declare traJlsjer void-:
Consequential relief of setting aside deed unnecessary.
'. Where under the provisions of s. 42 of the Specific Relief Act the creditors·
of a judgment-debtor choose to file a suit against him and the tr;lOsferee of his
property for a bare declaration that such tranSfer was void and ineffective as
against them and that they were entitled to proceed in execution or otherwise
againd the pr.lperty. such a suit would lie without the necessity of asking
for"the consequential relief of setting asidethe deed of transfer.

Ganga Gfl1l1ameq v. J. Prasad, 26 All. 606-rcfr:rred to.

Kyaw Din f0t:: the appellants..
Chari for the 1st respondente.
RUTLEDGE,

C.j., and

BROWN,

J.-The 1st repond-.

ent P.L.S.K. Chettyar firm sued the appellant, Ma
• Civil First Appeal No, 230 of 1928 from the judgment of the District:
Court of Haathawaddy.in Civil Rclg:llar No. 57 of 1927.
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Sein, and the 2nd respondent, Maung Saw Maung
MA SEIN
on behalf 'o[·,'.('h,eFl1selves an.doULef,.,~.cheHyaL firms,
v.
who
were the creditors of l\laung Saw Maung, for
P.L.S.K.
FIRM.
a declaration that the deed of release by Maung
RUTLEDGE,
Saw Maul1<r in favour of Mit Sein was \'oid and
<:.J , A:ND
•
ff .;:-,
.
h
-.
d 1
BROWN, T.
me echve as <lgamst t e credItors an
t 1at the
creditors \\"ere entitled 10 proceed in execution or
otherwise against the property.
The trial Court gave the plaintiffs a decree in
tenns of the prayer in the plaint. Ma Sein appeals
against this decree OIl two grounds.·:.",·q~'l,e,,\di'fst
ground is that the trial Judge ought to have held
that the suit for a mere declaration was not maintainable without a request for the consequential relief
of setting aside the deed of transfer. The second
ground is that on the merits the plaintiffs have not
established their case.
As regards the first ground, the cout.fees in the
trial Court were paid as 6n a s'uit fot declaration,
that is to say, .to the value of Rs. 10 only. The
:appellant has paid a similar court·fee hi this appeal
and it is not conterlded that the coud~fee' pard is
ihstifficietiL What is contended is that the Chettyars
could have sued to have the deed 6f transferdeiJ.:Vered
up and cancelled and that, as they did not db so,
the suit being a: stiit urider section 42 of the SpeCific
Relief Act was not maintainable. Had the Chettvar
firm first attached the property and had tIle atta~h
ment been removed under the provisions of rule 58
and the following rules of Order XXI of the· Code
of Civil Procedure, there can he no questidn but
that a suit would lie under the provisions of rule 63.
There has, hO\vevei, ·been no removal of aWfchnient
. in the present Case and it is .argued, tha:t being
sd, the
were bound
to '
ask for . the
. ChettY1.rfirm
.
.
. -cancellation of the d'Ocument. In accordance \vith
1929

.

'
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1929
the provisions of section 42 of the Specific Relief Act
the right to bring a suit under that section is subject MA SEIN
v.
to the proviso that" no Court shall make any such P.L.S.It.
FIlm.
declaration where the plaintiff, being able to seek
further relief than a mere declaration of title, omits RUTLEDGE,
C.J, AND
to do so." It is contended that under this proviso BROWN, J.
the plaintiffs might have sought the relief of having
the document delivered up and cancelled. It does
not seem to us in any way necessary for the obtain_
ing by the plaintiffs of their legal rights that they
should have made any such prayer. On the transfer
being declared void, the only further action that the
plaintiffs could take would be to attach and sell
the property in execution of their decree. That
clearly could not be done by the trial Court in the
suit under appeal. The plaintiffs are not in possesion
of the property but they have no right to possession
and certainly could not ask for consequential relief
of that naturer
In the case of Ganga Ghulmn v. Tapeshri Prasad
(1), the plaintiff had filed a suit asking for a declaration that a certain house was not liable to sale in
execution of a decree obtained by the 1st defendant.
The 2nd defendant had executed a mortgage deed
with regard to that house in favour of the first
d.eJendant. The plaintiff's claim was that he was
the owner of the house and that the 2nd defendant
had no right to mortgage it. If was contended
that the plaintiff might have sued for cancellation
of the mortgage deed and to have the decree·
based on the mortgage deed set aside, and that
therefore the suit was not maintainable under the
proviso to section 42 of the Specific Relief· Act.
It was held that there was no obligation on the
plaintiff, even under the proviso to section 42, tb
(lJ (1904) 2'> All. 606.
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have sued to set aside either the mortgage or the
decree. All,·:ihah,th:e."plainJ,ul wanted, and all that
v.
the law compelled him to ask for, was to have the'
P.L.S.K.
FIRM
cloud on his title, which was caused by his property
RUTLEDGF.,
being proclaimed for sale, removed, and to achieve that
C.J. AND
BROWN, J. it was not necessary to ask'for any further relief.
The present case is the converse of Ganga
Ghulauz's case. But it seems to us that the same·
considerations apply. It has been held that a creditor
in defence to a suit by a transferee of a judgment'·
debtor, claiming-the property that belonged to the.
judgmenh:debtor as his, can plead in defence t.hat
the transfer was a fraudulent one and was intended
to defeat or delay the transferor's creditors, and
that it is not necessary for the creditor in such
a case to have the transfer formally set aside. The
creditor is entiled to ask the Court in whatever
form the matter may be brought before theCourt T
to hold that so far as he is concerned. the transfer
is. void. Under section 39 of.the Specific Relief
Act a~y person against whom <l written instrument
is void or voidable, who has reasonable apprehension:
that such instrument, if left. outstanding; may
cause him seriou~ injury,. may.:sue to have if
adjudged void or voidable, and the Court may, in
its. discretion, so adjlldge it, and order it to be'
deiiv~redup and cancelled .
.The cont.eotion on behalf of the appellant is
that the present suit should have been brought
under this section. It seems to us, ,ihowever, open
to considerable dqubt whether the Chettyar firm
could have brought.a suit under section 39 of the
Specific Relief Act.Th~y have no apprehension
that the instrl1luent, if left outstanding, \\'ould cause
them serious injury. If they obtain the declaration.
they . askforiri--tbls·~caseJ.]h-ey·wilr th-eil·-b~ ahle
MA SEIN
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'to proceed to attach the,pr<?perty and the instrument would clearlY"ribf be' able":' t'o cause them any
injury. It is not necessary in' the ,present case
for the plaintiff to ask to have the document
-cancelled and it does not seem to us that their
plaint establishes any ,good cause for such relief.
That being so, we are of opinion that the suit in
its present form was not barred by the proviso to
section 42 of the Specific Relief Act. We would
note that this objection was_J;l()( taken in the trial
'Court but was raised for the first time in this
..appeal.
On the merits of the case their Lordships agreed
with the trial judge and dismissed the appeal with
.costs.

1929
lVIA SEIN

v.
P.L.S.K.
l'·IRM.
RUTLEDGE.

C.J.,AND
BROWN,

APPELLATE CIVIL.
.BejoreSir'Guy Rutledge, Kf., K.C, Chief Justice and Mr.

Justic~

Brown.

AH KWAY

1929

v.

ApI. 8.

ADMINISTRATOR-GENRAL, BURMA
ANOTHER

AND

'*'

Letters Pptent, CI(le'se 13-·Refusal to :sfay proceedillgs tt1lder s.19 oj the
Arbitr4tion Act (IX Of 1899) "Ot a judgment-No aPfc'al'liesagai'lsl
the order.
Held, that an or~er of the Original Side ref~lsing to stay proceedings under
the provisions of s. 19 of the Arbitration Act is not a' judgment' within the
meaning of clause 13 of the Letters Palent, and consequently no appeal lies
against such order.
'
F.K.P.V.E. :Chidambaram Chettyar v. N.A. Clutlyar Firm, 6 Ran. 703fallowed.
Sooniram v. R.D. Tata & Co., 5 Ran. 451 (P .C.l-distinguished.
.Joylall v. GO,piram, 47 Cal. 611-dissellted from.
.,

.. Civil Miscellaneous Appeal No. 51 of 1929 from the order of the Original
:Side in Civil Regular No. .663 of 1928..
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N. M. Cou:asjee for the.a'pp~l1~.~!~..... , ..
K. C. Bose and P. B. Sen for the respondents.
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C.]., and BROWN, ].-The respondent
to this appeal is the Administrator-General of Burma
as administrator of the estate oro'ne Lee Woot Hong,.
deceased. He brought a suit on the Original Side of
this Court against the appellant, Ah Kway for a
declaration as to the share to which Lee Woot Hong's
estate is entitled in a paftnex~9}p')~s.!ness carried on
with the appellant, for the taking of accounts and for
the windil!gup of the partnership. Subsequently the
2nd respoIldent, Lee Way Pein, was added as a defend··
ant to the suit in his claiming that he was a subsisting partner. Ah Kway did not file a written statement but made an application to the Court under
the provisions of section 19 of the Indian Arbitration
Act asking fOf a stay of proceedings. After hearing
the partie.s.on, this application', the tfial Judge passed
orders refusing to stay"procceedings and Ah Kway has.
now filed an appeal against this order.
It is contended on beha.lf of the 1st respondent
that no ap:peal he::; .and reliance ispIaced' on the
Full Bench ruling of this Court in the case of
R..K.P. V.E. f;hidambaran·z Chettyar and another v. N.A ..
·Chettyar.f,inn (l),lt has been suggested on behalf of
the appellant that we should not follow thisFulI
Bench decisionbtcause a different view of the law
.was taken.by their Lordships 6f the Privy Council
in the case of Soonira~N J eetmul v. R.. D. Tata &
·Co. (2). In that' case a suit vvas brought on· the
Original Side of this Court and an objection was taken
that the suit was "not within' the local. jurisdiction
of the Court.·The trial Court overruled the objection
:artd proceeded to 'deal with: the Case on the:
RUTLEDGE,

.~~-=------:----~-'-':----:

(1) (1928) 6 Ran. 703.

'--- -"- .--_...

(2) C.M. 320£ 1925.
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merits. An appeal against this decision wils filed
before a Bench of this Court, and the Bench held
that an appeal did lie, but, eventually, dismissed the
appeal on the merits. The defendants then applied
to the Privy Council for special leave to appeal against
the order of the Bench and special leave was given.
The order granting special leave to appeal records
that counsel had been heard in support of the application and in opposition thereto. If no appeal had
lain in the first instance to a Bench 0 f this Court
that would have been a complete answer to the application for special leave to appeal to the Privy Council.
It is contended therefore that the order of their Lordships admitting the appeal involved a finding that an
appeal fforri!the trial Judge to the appellate Bench
did lie. :'\Ve:are 'unable, however, 'to accept this contention. In the ,~rder admitting the appeal there is' no
reference whatsoever to the qhestionwhether an appeal
had lain ,in the first: instance from the order of the trial
Judge., 'The Privy Coun<:ir finaliy decided the case
against the appellants. ' Their judgmentis reported al
page 451 :0£ .volume V, Ihdian Law Reports, Rangoon
Series There. is no: refere~c~ in' their judgment
to the question -whether ail' "ap'peal' lay in' the first
instance fronithd order 'Ofthe trial Judge. T he appeal
was dismissed' 011 the merits and the respondents
were, not,: called on for a reply. It is quite clear,
therefore, that at the hearing of the appeal the question
,whether. an appeal had lain from the trial Judge
was not considered. The order admitting the appeal
did not involve any finding on any question in dispute.
The final restiltof the appeal was against the appellants and we 'are unable" to hold that the order of
their LOf{~ships of the Privy, Council involv~d ,an¥
finding ,on' the' question whether an appeal-did lie
in the first instance from the order of the trial Judge.

1929

Aai

KWAY

V.
ADMINISTRATORGENERAL,
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RUTLEDGE,

c.]" AND
BROWN, ].
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Reference has also been made on be half of the
appellant,·t'0"1:hel ;:ica:se"of ]oylall & Co. v. Gopiaram
'lJ.
Bhof1'ca (1). In that case a Bench of the Calcutta
ADMINISTRATORHigh
Court did decide that an appeal would lie from
GENERAL,
BURMA.
an order refusing to stay proceedings under section
RUTLEDGE,
19 of the Arbitration Act. That is clearly an authority
c.J., AND
BRqWN, J. in favour of the view that the present appeal lies
but it appears to us to' be in conflict wi1h the decision in the Full Bench case of Chidambaram Chettiar.
In that. case Ormiston, J., wrote a long judgment in
whichheQisclii~'e'd:~'exhaustive1ythe previous authorities on the point. The question referred for the
decision of the Full Bench was "whether the finding
that the parties intended to treat the document on
which the suit was filed as an inland and not as a
foreign instrumentLand that the defendants in conse_
quence cannot now rely upon any defects based upon
its being a foreign instrument, a finding which had
the effect of allowing the suit to proceed, amounts to
a judgment within the meaning of Article 13 of the
Letters Patent." The five Judges who composed the
Bench were unanimously of opinion that the question
referred should be answered in the negative.'
At pages 709"and 710 in his judgment, Ormiston,.J.,
sets forth three criteria which had been suggested
as means for determining whether or .not an order
is appealable within the meaning of Clause 13. On
page 710, he states as follows :-.
AH I~WAY

" The first is that adopted by the Madras High Court in 1868~
where a judgment is stated to have the meaning of ' any decision
or determination affecting the rights or the interest of any suitor
'or applicant ': Tile second is that adopted by theCalc1,1tt~ High
Court in J872, and which on very many occ3sions has been described as c1a!Ssical. Accordin~ to this view, ' judgment' means
~ a decision \-vhich affects the merits of the question between the
(1) (1920) 47 Cat. 611.
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parties by determini,flgsaI!l«:: right or liability' and it is immaterial
whether it is final,
ni~re'iy preliminary or interlocutory . . .
The third criterion.
which may be described in
contradistinction to the others as'the modern view, being that laid
down by the Chief Justice of the Madras High Court in 1910, and
adopted by the late Chief Justice of this Court in 1924. According
to this view, the test is whether or 110t the effect of the adjudication' is to put an end to the suit or proceedings so far as the
Court before which the suit or proceeding is pending is concerned.
or if its effect, if it is not complied with, is to put an end to the
suit or proceeding j if it has this effect the adjudication is a judg.
ment j otherwise riot'."

or

After discussing the case law on the subject, the
learned Judge came to the conclusion that this last
test was the proper test to be applied. The order
which was appealed against in that case was merely
an order on one issue in the case and its effect waS
not to put an end to the trial of the suit or proceeding, but to allow it to continue.
The Officiating Chief Justice in a concurring judgment remarks, at page 738, "The finding with which
we are concerned is one, in effect, which decides"
that the suit is maintainable, and sO paves the way
for the determination of the main question between
the parties.
It does not finally decide the rights of the parties
and will be subject to attack on appeal, if the decree
is ultimately againstthe appellant.
It is quite clear that according to the principles
approved in that case the finding on a single issue
in the trial of a case which does not finally determine the rights of the parties is not a judgment with.
in the meaning of Clause 13 of the Letters Patent,
and previous rulings of this Court to the effect that
a preliminary finding whether the trial Court had
jurisdiction' to try the case is appealable were expressly
dissented from. We are bound by this decision and
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we find ourselves unable to distinguish the quesAH KWAY tion involved 'iri'lhe prese:ii(:~p'p'eal. The trial Court
V.
has decided to proceed with the 'trial of the case but
ADMINISTRATORit has not come to any deCision on the merits of the
GENERAL,
BURMA.
dispute between the parties, and the effect of the
RUTLEDGE, order is not to pul <tn end to'lhe suit or proceeding.
c.};, AND
It cannot by its nature be an order which, if not
BROWN, J.
complied with, would put an end to the suit or
proceeding. When the trial Court has proceeded to
try the suit on its:, ~erits"::Ul<i., passed its final judgment thereon, an appeal will thtn lie and it will then
be open to the appellant, if aggrieved by the final
order, to raise the point that an adjournment should
have been allowed under section 19 of the Arbitration
Act. The effect of the order may be temporarily
to deny the appellant the.-.right to have the matter
referred to arbitration, but it is not a final order on '
the point.
,
It is true ttat the 'order appealed against is not a
decision on an issue in the case, but its effect is the
same as if it were an order on an issue as to jurisdiction.'
It was expressly held in Chidmnbal'atlz Chettyar's
case that a preliminary order deciding that the Court
had jurisdiction on' an issue was not appealable, and
it seems to us necessary to follow that the order
appealed against here is also not appealable. We are,
therefore, of opinion that the present appeal does not
lie. The appeal is therefore dismissed with costs.
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Before Mr. Judice Heald and lofr. Justice M:ya Bu.

MAUNG PWE

AND ANOTHER

v.
MAUNG CHAN NYEIN

1929

API. 9.
AND OTHERS.*

~Easements-Surfacewater

in u1U'efilled channel. no right to by way of easement
though Easements Act (V of 1882) 110t >ttpPlicable in Burma-Easement
by prescription Ol'er Government lalld-period of user~lnten'IIPtion
submitted to for two years bars suit-Limitation Act (IX of 19(8). s•. 26
-Customary eascment-Iwidmtsof CIIStO'I1/- Cal chlllent area for?!'atcrin
Upper Burma-GoveT11 meut waste ldnd 1/ot resO'?:ed as catchment arealor
waterfalls (yegya).

Although the Indian Easements Act does not apply in Burma, it is. a
.general principle of law that no claim can be made either as a natural right
or as an easemtnt by prescription to surface water Which does not flow in a
·definite course.
ilo/ussamat Silrban v. Fhudo Sahu, 2 Pat. 110 ; Rawstron v. Taylor. [1855J
.11 Ex. 369 ; V. Adiuarayana v. P Ramadu, 37 Mad 3CYr-referred to.
To establish an easement by prescription over Government land it is
'neces,ary to prove enjoyment as of right and without interruption for a period
Of sixty years. If no suit claiming the easement is filed without two years after
-there has been an interruption of it for a year. the right would be defeated
under the provisions of s. 26 of the Limitation Act.
A customary easement may by established. but the custom must be reason·able. certain and definite.
Kuar Sen v. Mamman. 17 All. 87; Mttssamat Dij'an v. Hira Nand
-4 Lah. 202 ; Ramalakshmi v. Sit'anantha, 14 M.I.~. 570-rcfcrred to.
In the dry zone of Upper Burma where there is an undulali ng area
'cultivators would prefer to cultivate the lower' portion of their land leaving the
.higher portion as a catchment area of water. But Government has not reserved
..its unoccupied waste lands on higher levels as catchment areas. and so on th
.ground of alleged custom. it would be unreasonable to deprive Government
·of its right to dispose of those lands for cultivation.
.Maling Cha~ Nyein v. Malmg Pwe, 6 Ran. 615-set aside.

,Kale for the appellants.

Ba So for the respondents.
• Letters Patent Appeal. No. 97 of 1928 from the judgment of the High
'Court in .speCial Civil Second Appeal No~ 707 of 1927.
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l\1YA Bu, J.-This is an appeal preferred underClause 13" of the Letters Patent from the judgment
in Special Civil Second Appeal No. 770 of 1927"
which set aside the judgment of the Court of first
appeal and restored that of the Court of first
instance.*
Three pieces of culturable land known as Holding
Nos. 10, 3 and 8 in Kongyaung Kwin, Pettaw Circle,_
Taungtha Township, Myingyan District, belong re-spectively to the respondents Chan Nyein, Thu. Daw
and Po Kyaw. These three pieces together measure
12'09 acres. On the west of these lies Holding
No. 8/219 of the same k;~'in measuring 13·50 acres
which is State land worked by the appellants under
a permit granted by the Deputy Commissioner of
l\1yingyan District in October 1922. These are situatein a locality of undulating land and are apparently on
the same side of a rising ground; the part occupied
by Holding No. 8/219 being higher than that occupied
by Holding Nos. 10, 3 and 8. The respondents sued for an injlmction restraining
the appellants from entering upon and working theHolding No. 8/219 and directing them to remove thekazil1s which the latter had constructed thereon,
alleging that they (the respondents) were the owners
both of Holding Nos. 13, 3 and 8 which they cultivated
and of Holding No. 8/219 which they Jid not cultivate
but from which water ran down to the former three
holdings.
In view of the fact that Holding No. 8/219 was
State land at the disposal of the Government and that
the appellants worked it with the permission of theDeputy Commissioner who undoubtedly has authority
to grant the permission, the respondents' assertion
of ownership thereto could obviously have possessed
* [Reported at (1928) 6 Ran: 615-Ed.]
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no strength. Tlle respondents could not prove the
alleged ownership 'and the Township Court dismissed
their suit on the 9th June 1926.
The respondents then appealed to the District
Court accepting the adverse finding of the Township
Court on the question of ownership but changing
their ground to one of right to receive the water
flowing down from Holding No. 8/219 to their lands·
The Additional District Judge observed to the effect
that the respondents claimed an easement in respect
of surface water flowing from Holding No. 8/219 to
their lands, and remanded the suit to the Township
Court for tnal on the following issues :(1) Has the surface \vater flowed from the disputed land to the plaintiffs' lands adjoining
thereto?
(2) If so, how long have they enjoyed the right
to use it?
(3) Are they entitled to continue the right?
T his order of remand was made _on ..the. 21st
August 1926.
It is important to note that it was in respect of
surface water that the repondents claimed;oth~Hight
and their case was not based on any assertion that
the water flowed in a defined channel either natural or
artificial.
When the case got back to the Township Court
the whole record was lost in a fire to the Court
house. 1,"he present record of the suit has been
reconstructed from copies and such like and does
not contain any copy of the depositions of the
previolls trial. After recording fresh evidence the
trial Court. answered· the first issue in the affirmative.
It found on the second issue that the respondents
had enjoyed the right of use of the water for more
than 25 years, and .on the third issue that the
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respondents on account of uniterrupted use of the
.MAUNG PWE water flowinK"fnJrii"Holding No. 8/219 for more than
V.
20 years had acquired by prescription an absolute and
MAUNG
..cHAN NYEIN. indefeasible right of use of the water flowing from
.MYA Bu, J.
that land. In the result the trial Court passed "a
decree as prayed for" by the respondents. The
obvious effect of the decree was absolutely to restrain
the appellants from entering upon and working the
Holding No. 8/219.
The appellants then took the matter up on appeal
to the District Court which set aside the decree of
the trial Court and ordered the dismissal of the
respondents' suit on the ground that the respondents
could not in law possibly have acquired a prescriptive
right to the use of water not running in a natural or
defined or artificial channel. The Additional District
Judge took the analogy from section 17 (c) of the
Indian Easements Act. This Act, however, does not
apply to this province.
When the matter came up to this Comt, the
respondents for the very first time claimed the benefit
of an alleged loeal custom for only the lower ground
to be cultivated and for each piece of lower ground
to have a catchment area attached to it. This,
however, appears to have weIghed with the learned
judge who disposed of t he second appeal and whom
the aHeged custom struck as a proper one without
which there could be no cultivation in the area in
question. The learned Judge found this custom
. proved, and it was principally on this ground
that the proceeded to set· aside the judgment of
the. District Court and restore that of the trial
. Court. Although the judgment contains some expression of the learned Judge's inc,lination to the view
£hat the water from Holding No. 8/219 might have
flowed ina stream, he .did not, as far as we can
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judge, come to any definite finding to that effect.
Even assuming that there' \va'S ''i''>fibding to that effect
:and that it would have supported an as~;ertion of a
prescriptive right to the use of the \Cvater, the
respondents' claim for a right under section 26 of the
Indian Limitation Act would have been defeated on
,account of the period of user having terminated
more than two years before the filing of the suit.
'There is sufficient evidence to show that the appellants obtained the permiL.inO,GtQ1Jer 1922 and began
to cut and clear the land an'l'~ta<~t~d cultivation in
the following year. The date of institution of the
'suit cannot be ascertained from the materials before
us but there can be no doubt that the suit was
jnstituted in the early part of 1926. Thus the suit
was filed after a lapse of 1110f<.e..than two years from
·the time when the user must have ceased. Further,
although the learned Judge emphasised the fact that
'the Indian Easements Act did not apply in this
;province, nevertheless he stated that in the ordinary
way a right merely to receive surface water would
not be recognised by the Cuurts as an easement·
'This statement is undoubtedly correct; for no claim
'-can be made either as a natural right or as an ease.ment by prescription to water which does not flow in
a definite course, but which should be regarded as
'"Surface water or surface drainage-see V. A dinara)'at'ma
v. P. Ramudu alias Ramaswamy and three others (1).
This principle is taken from the English case of
Rawstron v. Taylor (2), where it was held that the
;plaintiff who claim~d the right of easement by prescription had no right to surface water which had no
,defined course for the plaintiff had no right to water
in alieno solo. At page 383, Platt, B., very pertinen!ly
0

0(1)
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observed "the plaintiff could not insist upon the:
defendant mairifaining'his'fields .'as
mere \;vaterv,
MAUII:G
ta bl e. "
CHAN NYEIN
Th e same pnnClp
' . 1e un d erI'mes th e ru I'mg m
.
_
MYA Bu, J. MU5sammat
Sa1'ban v. Fllltdo Sahu (1), which as
pointed out at page 117, relates to a case to which
the Indian Easements Act does not apply and where
it is held that every landowner has a natural right to
collect and retain upon his own land the surface
water not flowing in a defined channel and put it to
such use as he may desire.
Therefore even quite apart from the provisions of
the Indian Easements Act it is safe to hold as a
general principle of law that no claim can be made
either as a natural right or as an easement by pre_
scription to water which does 110t flow in a definite
course but which should be regarded as surface
water or surface drinage.
Turning now to the question of the respondents,.
contention of having acquired the easement in virtue
of custom it is desirable to bear in mind the ordinary
definition of an easement which according to the
English Law is a right which a person has in respect
of land belonging to him to utilise certain land
belonging to another in a particular manner not
involving the taking of any part of the natural pro_duce of the latter or of any part of its soil,or to
prevent the owner of the latter from utilising his land
in a particular manner. This is deducible from the'
digest of the case law set out in paragraphs 470 and
489 of Halsbury's Laws of England, Volume II. While
the Indian Easements Act declares that an easement
may be acquired in virtue of a local custom, such
ea.sements being called customary easer~lents the'
English. Law also recognises easements existing by'
1929

a
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(1) (192Zj2 Pat. 11.
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-custom, see paragraph 492 of Halsbury's Laws of
England, Volume.. II.
Evidence of such custom is relevant under section
13 of the Indian Exidence Act The learned author
,of the Law of Evidence, Sir John YVoodroffe, points
,out at pages 167 and 168 of the Eighth Edition of
his work that "Custom" as used in the sense of a
rule which in a particular district, class, or family
.has from long usage, obtained the force of law, must
be peaceable and acquiesced in ; reasonable, certain
.and definite; compulsory and not optiOl1'al' 'to' every
person to follow or not.
In the case of Ramalakslmzi Ammal v. Sivanantha
.Perumal Selhurayar (l), which was a case relating
to a special family custom their Lordships of the Privy
Council held that it was essential. that special
usages modifying the ordinary la~~' 'oCsuccession
should be established to be so by clear and unambiguous
·evidence, observing that it was only by means of such
·evidence that the Courts should be assured of 'their
'exis't:ence.
In Kuar Sen v. Manu'11an {2), it was observed as
follows ;" A local custom to have the effect of ~xcluding'iOr-Aimiting
:.the operation of the general rule of law must be reasonable and
~certain. A local custom as a general rules is proved by good evidence or a usage which has obtained the force of law within the
;particuJar district, city, mohalla or village, or at the particular
place, in respect of the persons and thin~s which it concerns.
Where it is sought to establish a local custom by which the resi·
·dents or any section of them of a particular district, city, village
-or place are entitled to commit on land not belonging to or occu.
'pied by them, acts which if there was no such custom, would be
:acts of trespass, the custom must be proved by reliable evidence
.··of such repeated acts openly done, which have been assented and
:submitted to, as leads to the coaclusion that the usage has by
:agreement or otherwise become the local law of the place in
(1) 14 M.I.A. 570.

(2) \1895) 17 All. 87.
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respect of the person or things which it concerns. In order to
establish a custamal"y right to do acts which "V auld otherwise beacts or trespass on the property of another the enjoyment must
have been as of right, and neither by violeuce nor by stealth, norby leave asked from time to time."

(

In Mussam.at Diyan v. Hira Nand 1), a Bench
of High Court of Lahore emphasised the necessity to·
endeavour to ascertain the existence or nature of the:
custom in cases where the custom is alleged.
The question \vhich now remains for consideration.
is whet.ber the,Awdence establishes a local custom
which is reasonable and certain and, leading to the
conclusion. that it has becorpe the local law of the
place by virtue of which the respondents derived the:
right of use of the water flowing from Holding No.
8/219 into their lands. The evidence is the effect
that where the "hind is undulating :only the .lower
lands' are cultivated 'and almost all such lands have.
s:ome higher lands as their water resources called in
J3urmese '.'yegya "'whi~happaren~ly ar~ lands regarded
as catchment areas.
;_rh~ appellant Mf.-uttgPw~.went as f(ir . as to say
Cl we cannot cultivate the place if it is kept as the water
;resopTces for fieJg,§.-" This statement" however, is.
quite insufficient to warrant the belief that all unoc'cllpied' lands ori higher level from which water runs
down to' the lower cultivated lands are:recognised as
haying been reserved as catehnientareas
water.resourc.es. The _. uncultivated lands on the higher
1ev~isare
apparently
government waste lands as was.
.
.
.the Holding No. 8/219 before the appellants' ·OCCll-:·pation.
Looking at the relative ad vantages to be gained by'
lands in higher and lower levels of an :undulatingarea_
in. the dry zone, it is evident that cultivators would_

at

(I) (1923) 4 Lah. 202.. !
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prefer to occupy the lower lands and not the higher on es
and it would not be" strange 'to find that most of the
higher lands have no occupiers or persons who would
think of cultivating them. \Vhile they remain vacant,
those occupying the lower lands would enjoy the
benefits of water much or little which flows do\",;n from
the higher lands; and these cultivators would certainly
call all the unoccupied higher lands as their catchment areas. In my opinion the evidence does not
go further than that.
It is not contended that the unoccupied waste
lands on the higher levels have been reserved as
catchment areas like, for instance, grazing grounds
reserved for' the benefit of the cattle of certain
localities.' 'The unoccupied state lands are the property
of the government, and it is inconceivable that 'the
govern ment should be considered to have reserved
them as catchment. areas or permitted the cultivators
to reserve thein" as such merely' on "account 'of the
fact that the g'Qvernment has, by reason of thE: absence
of' cultiVators to apply to culth:ate them, allowed
the'in:to remain unoccupied: "There would, of course,
be Iio:thing to' pr'event a c"ultivator to occupy a large
area of land and cultivate'only the lo\.verpart thereof,
keeping the higher part as" his' water resources or
catchment area. In such a case the uncliHivated
area would not be government waste land, and it is
not· certain that \vhen Maung 'Pwe spoke of lands.
kept as Wetter resources he was not referring to such
lands as are kept as water resources without being
government 'waste lands. The alleged custom if
.stretched to the extent to which the respondents
attempted at stretching, must necessarily be unreasonable because'any body by cultivating a piece of land
in the lo\ver part of a slope in the locality in question
would stlccessfully deprive the government of the

r
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right of disposal of State lands in the higher part of
MAUNG PWE the
slope for·".;the purpo.<'es.. of cultivation to those
'V.
sufficiently
enterprising to attempt at cultivating them.
MAUNG
·CHAN NYEIN.
For these reasons I am not sltisfied that the '
MYA Bu, J.
alleged custom is reasonable or certain or that it
establishes a custom to enjoy the use of the water
flowing down frum the higher part of the slope as
of right. The respondents did not think of setting up
such a custom even up to the time when the case
went to the District Court for the first time. Nor
does it appeal'" that they,:.')e~pressly pleaded the
existence of snch a custom at any stage before the
case reached this Court on second appeal.
In my opinion the respondents' suit failed. I
would allow this appeal and direct that the suit be
dismissed with costs throughout.

J.-Respondents

sued for an injunction to
restrain appellants from working a certain holding of
JaneL Their case was that appellants' working that
holding caused a diminution of the water-supply to
their lands, and that therefore the~ were entitled to
prevent appellants from working it.
Respondents' lands adjoin that holding but are on
a lower level. Until 1922, when appellants obtained
permission from the Revenue Authorities to work
that holding' the surface water from; the "higher land
·cif which that holding consists flowed down to
respondents' lands and naturally improved their fertility,
"the rainfall in this neighbourhood, which is known
.as the dry zone of Burma, being precarious.
The lands which are comprised in appellants'
-holding are State lands and until permission was
,g~ven to appellants to occupy them were State waste
]ands.
HEALD,
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Unless respondents could esta.blish that they had
a right to the use of the surface water as an eclsement
they would not be entitled to the injunction \-vhich
they sought. To establish the easemen t vvhich they
claimed they vvould have to prove enjoyment as of
right and without interruption for a period of 60
years ending within two years next before the institution of the suit. Their suit was instituted in 1926
so that they could not succeed if their enjoyment
was interrupted before 1924 Of.. if the....interruption had
been submitted to or acquiesced in for one year
after they had notice of it. Since appellants obtained
permission to \\ ork tll c land in 1922 it is probable
that respondents, enjoyment of the right to the water
which they claim was interrupted not later than 1923
and that on this ground, even if they established
that they had enjoyed the right for 60 years, which in
fact they did not establish, their suit was bound to fail.
There is alsq another obstacle in the way of theiI7
success, and that is that there can be no easement
in respect of t he use of surface water. My learned
brother has considered the law on this subjeetand
I agree with his conclusions.
Respondents doubtless had an opportunity of
objecting to appellants' application to the Hevcnue
Authorities for pel;mission to \vork the land and an
rippeal to the discretion of those authorities was in
my opinion the only way ill which they could attempt
to prevent the lands being WOl ked. It is not suggested that they took that course, and as I do not
think that they have any rights which a Civil Court
can enforce, I concur with my learned brother in setting
aside the judgment and decree of this Court in
Special Civil Appeal No. 707 of 1927 and in dismissiq,g
~espondents" suit with costs for appellants throughout.
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June 4.

NETHERLANDSCHE HANDELMAATSCHAPPIJ

v.
R. M. P. CHETTIAR FIRM

AND OTHERS.

(On Appeal from the High Court at Rangoon.)
Evidence-Issue of Jact-.Findillf!. by trinl Judge-Relia1lce not placed on
demeanour oj witttess-Weight of finding 011 appelll.
Decree d tb'eHi g1i''dl6'r£ based On an issue of fact reversed-because there
appeared rto be no safe Rround for differing from the finding of the trial
Judge. who had seen and heard the" ilnes!>es except One whcse evidtnce
was taken all commission; the fact the trial Judge did not express his
reliance upon the demtanor of the witnesses did not detract from the weight
to be "hen to his finding.

Appeal (No. 89 of 1928) from a decree of the
High Court (Rutledge, C.J., and Mya Bu, J.) dated
May 9 1 1927, reversing a decree made by that Court
(Das J.) in its original jurisdiction.
The suit \vas instituted in the High Court by the
appellants who claimed Rs. 10,000 from the first
respondent firm as debtor, and from the second
respondent given as guarantors. The only issue was
whether the.fu;.!j.t. respondent firm had delivered to
the appellan~s, to be .placed to their account with
them, a currency note for Rs. 10,000.
The nature of the evidence at the trial appears
from the judgment of the Judicial Committee.
The trial Judge (Das, J.) fOl),ird that the currency
n()te had not been delivered by the first respondent's
agt:.nt, but that finding v.'as reversed on appeal by
Rutledge, C.J., and Mya Bu, J.

1929,March 4, 5, 18, 19. Hon. GeofJery Lawrence,
K£., and Leach for the appellants.
Dunae,K.C., and E.B. Raikes for thetespondents~.
• PRF;SENT

:-'-LORD

CARSON. LORD ATKIN,

and Sir GEORG~LoWNDES.-
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The arguments w.ere upon the facts as appearing
in the evidence j the appellants referred however
to Bombay Cotton Manufacturing Company v. Motitat
Shivlat (1).

1<)29
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HANDEL
MAATS'
CHAPPIJ
V.

4-. The judgment of their Lordships was
delivered byLORD CARSON.-The appellant (a bank incorporated under the Laws of Holland) as plaintiff
brought an action"';against the respondents as defend.
ants to recover the sum of Rs. 10,382-4-3 as principal
and interest due from the first respondent on a cash
credit account and from the second respondent on a
letter of guarantee and as money due from both
respondents on a promissory note.
By their written statement the respondents alleged
that the appellant had failed to give credit for a sum
of Rs. 10,000 paid into the said account on the 29lh
December 1914, by one Shammugam Chettiar, an
assistant in the employ of the first respondent firm
which it was alleged was received by one Gng Eng
Tang, a receiving cashier in the employ of the
appellant. The only,issue. raised in the present suit
and in this appeal is one of fact, viz., whether the
first respondent paid to the appellant Hs. 10,000, as
alleged in cash on the 29th December 1924?
The action was tried by Das, J., in the High
Court of Judicature at Rangoon, original civil jurisdiction, who by his judgment dated the 9th March
1926, held that the first responden tfirm did not pay
the sum of Rs. 10,{'00 to the appellant on the 29th
December 1924, as alleged, and he accordingly granted
a decree in favour of the appellant, with costs. On
appeal from the decree of Das, J., the High Court
(appellate' civil jurisdiction) . came . to '~different
] U11e

(1) (191:) I.L.R. 39 Born. 386; L.R. 42 I.A. ItO.'
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conclusion, allowed the appeal and dismissed the
appellant's suit with costs. Hence the present appeal.
Now, the question to be determined entirely depends
on whether the appellate Court \vas right in holding
that the trial Judge had erred in disbelieving the
story told by Shammugam, supported as it was by
one Satbappa Chettiar (taken on commission), a clerk
in the employment of a Rangoon firm, and one
Naina Moharred Rowther, a Chulia or Mohan:medan
from the Madras Presidency, and who appears to
have been the owner of a rope factory. It is not
disputed that there is, no entry of the payment
alleged in any book of the bank, nor has the first
respondent got any written acknowledgment of the
amount having been received. The absence of any
such entry or tbe failure to produce any written
acknowledgment is, of course, consistent with either
view, viz., (l) that the sum in question was never
paid to the cashier, or (2) that, having been :so paid,
it was retained by the cashier or some other member
of the staff and converted to his o\vn use, in which
case one would not expect to find any record of the
transaction in the books of the appellant.
T he case, therefore, has to be c;lecic1ed almost if
not entirely, on the credibility of the three witnesses
named, and the appellate Court very properly recognizes and expresses the difficulty such a case
presents of differing from the conclusions of fact
arrived at by th~.trial Judge, who had the witnesses
before him, with the exception of Satbappa, whose
evidence was taken on commission.
It is not disputed that on the 29th Deceh1ber
1924, th}~ firstrespopdent sent Shammugam, their
'chief assistant," to pay i:n, Rs. 20,000 to the 'bank.
This 'amount was made'up of cheques for Rs. 10,000
and Rs~ 10;000 in, cash,: 'whichcOI)sis-ted 6f ninety
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one-hundered rupee notes alJd one one thousand rupee
note. Apparently the practice waS to enter cheques
for paying in and cash in different slip book~, which
were handed in with t.he cheques or cash respectively
at different counters. As the slip book accompanying
:a cash payment had to go through severdl hands
before the slip would be detached and the entries on
the counterfoil completed, persons who made such
payments were in the habit of leaving without receiving back their slip booksF_~Il(tthe bank when the
entries were completed used to put them in a cup.
board, from which their owners took them at their
convenience. Now the story of Shammugam as given
in evidence is that he went to the receiving cashier,
Ong Eng Tang, that before he tendered the notes
and while he was standing with his hand over the
notes over the book, Sathappa arrived with a Rs. JO,OOO
note and asked the cashier for change.
He says
that at that time the cashier did not know what
amount he was going to pay in, that when Sathappa
spoke to the cashier in some language that he did
not understand and the cashier had replied, Sathappa
came to him and said that the cashier had directed
him to get change from him (Si,'~rninugam), and as it
turned out that he had the exact amount which
Sathapparequired, he handed over to him the Rs.I0,OO'0
in notes and got the one Rs. 10,000 note. He also says
that when he received the Rs. 10,000 note from
Sathappa he asked the latter to note his mark on the
back of the n )te, but at Sathappa's request he himself
wrote on the note G.K,R.S.K.R,being Sathappa's firm's
initials. He also says he noted down the number of
the notes on a small slip of paper and put down the
mark and stripe of Sathappa's firm on it. It is to be
noted that, although this exchange was, according' to
the evidence, being conducted in the presence of and,
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at the request of the cashier, who \\"as about to receive
the "note,"· Sharomugam suggests that he tooktl:ese
precautions in order to know from whom it 'was received
and to be able to trace it if it was lost. II I thought."
he said, "that if they denied receiving that note,
unles.s 1 gotthe..'tlUmber;~l l\'ouldnot be able to say
that I had had it." He did not, however 1 make any
note of the numbers of the notes given in exchange
and he said it was not his practice to tal{e down the
numbers of the notes he was paying in. He states that
he handed the note with the paying-in book to the
~. cashier 1 Ong Eng Tang.
Sathappa confirms the
evidence of Shammugam as to the changing of the note
and says that at the time of his leaving the bank
Shammugam was standing before the counter tendering
the deposit book with the note. Another witness ,,\-as
Naina Mohamed Rowther, who appears to have had
some dealings with the first defendant's firm and he
alleged that he went to the bank on the day in queslion,
and that when he was coming out he saw the exchange
of notes and professes to have heard some of the
conversation and to have seen Shammugam put the
.note inside a book and give it to the cashier. The
witness does not appear to have dealt with or to have
had any business with the bank nor does he seem to have
tra.nsacted any business in the bank with Shammugam
or afterwards. The learned trial Judge states he was
not very much impressed with his evidence, and the
appellate Court state that they are in agreement with the
trial Judge on this point, and state their reasons.
Now the trial Judge disbelieved the whole of this
~torYJ which was denied; by Ong Eng Tang. In the
first place, it is found by the trial Judge and not
questioned that receiving cashiers are not allowed to
change no~es at all, and Sathappa himself says it is
.not the custom to go to the cashier of the bank for
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changing notes, and, as the trial Judge observes, that
Sathappa should",have,come to the bank to change the
ten-thousand rupee note is difficult to understand,
as he could easily have gone to the currency office
if he wanted the note to be changed, and not to the
bank. It is also pointed out that it is difficult
believe that Ong Eng Tang, the cashier, who could
not on the evidence have known that Shammugam
had notes for Rs. 10,000, suggested the exchange as
alleged, and that by a coincidence Sammugam gives
him the exact sum which Sathappa required~ ,There
is no doubt that the Rs. 10,000 note was, cashed at
the currency office on the 30th December, and when
produced it bore on the back the initial of the first
defendant firm and the initials of Sathappa's firmboth of which had been put on by Shammugam. But,
in addition, the note on the face of it bore in
pencil the words "Netherlands Bank," and the sug~
gestion seem to be that Ong Eng Tang or some bank
official must have pu't these words on to facilitate the
changing of the note. This is a matter of some importance, and it is to be regretted that no> effort seems
to have been made to identify the handwriting of
these words when the note was produced and before
it was unfortunately destroyed: It is, however, not
suggested that any bank puts its name on notes for
the purpose of changing or that any questions are
asked at the currency office which would necessitate
such a statement on the note. When, therefore, it is
alleged, and it is really the only alternative, that Ong
Eng fang stole the note, it is certainly a matter for
serious consideration whether (1) he would have selec·
ted for theft a note the exchange of which took place
in the presence of three witnesses; (2) which bore on
the face of it the initials arleady referred to, and
(3) which was easily identified as coming from the
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Netherlands Bank by the words put upon it for the
purpose of compJ.,exing the theft. It is hO\~'e\'er, true
that Rajabahaour, a teller of the currency office, s\\"cars
that he remembers that one Basdeo, a dhurwan of
the plaintiff bank, cashed this ten-thousand fupee note,
the inference being that he 'was taken into the confidence of Ong Eng to enable him to carry out the
theft. This is denied by Basdeo, and one finds it
difficult to believe that the cashier should ever have
placed himself in the power of one of the servants of
the bank. It'is':'l'Il'uthmore likely, as suggested by
the trial Judge, that Rajabahadur, seeing the words.
"Netherlands Banks II on the face of the note, thought
that it must have been cashed by a dhurwan of the
bank, especially as admittedly Basdeo had been at
the bank to change small notes into new ones. It is
pointed out that"of; the date in question 72 tenthousand rupee notes were cashed at the currency office,
and the witness is unable to remember any other
person who cashed any of these notes.
Their Lordships have gone in some detail into the
circumstances with a view to showing in the first place
that the learned trial Judge had not omitted any of
the crucial points"which'otlght to have been present
to his mind in coming to a conclusion, and also in
the second place that there was and is a very strong
and logical case put forward against the probability
of the truth of the story presented by Shammugam
and his two witnesses. That being so, their Lordships
think that this is a case in which it cannot be said
that the trial Judge has not had an advantage over
an appellate Court in seeing the yarious witnesses
(with the exception of Sathappa) and their Lordships
do not think it detracts ftom such advantage (as the
appellate Court seems to think) that the learned trial
Judge has not expressed his reliance upon the
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,demeanour of the witnesses. It is perfectly clear that he
-did not believe the st6'ry put fdtward by Shammugam,
:supported by Sathappa and Naina, and it was inevitable
that he should have been influenced in his judgment
:by the view he formed of the credibility of the
witnesses as they were examined before him.
Their Lordships therefore are of opinion that there
1s no safe ground for differing from the conclusions
of the trial Judge under all the circumstances, and
they will humbly advise His ~1:,ajesty that this appeal
should be allowed, that the judgment of Das, J., and
the decree dated the 9th March 1926, should be
restored, and that the respondents should pay to the
'appellants both the costs of the appeal in the High
Court of Judicature at Rangoon and of this appeal.
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THE BURMA OIL COMPANY, LTD.

192')

v.

Apl. 11.

l\IA TIN

AND OTHERS.*

<Civil Procedure Code (Act Vof 1908), O. 21. rr, Ill, 20-(.ross decrees for
moneY-Dist illcliOl1 between decree for money with Personal l'emedY and
c
without personal remedy -Decree for sale Of properly in enforcement of
'!
mortgage when a decreejor payment of moneyunderrulc Ill. and when
not-Decree jor sale of 11lOrtgage properlY Wit/IOld personal decree not a
decree for sale I1l C1Lforce'ncllt of a mortga:;e under ~ltlcs IS and 20.
A .mortgage decree for the sale of the mortgaged p~operty. while there is
:no remedy except against the property and where there is no obligation on the
;part of the mortgagor personally to pay any sum of mone}. is not a decreeJor
. • Civil First Appeal No. 26 of 1929 from the order of the Listrict Court Of
J\fagwein Civil Execution No. 13 of 1928.
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the rayment of a sum of money, within the purview of Order 21, rule 18 of
Civil Prccedure Code. Cons~quently such a mortga~e decl'ee·holder cannot
claim to set off against the amount due to him in respect of the 1l10rlg~ge
decree the amount due by him under a simr Ie money d('cree to the other party.
There is a material difference between a case where there is a personal'
remedy for money under the decree and a case where there is no such remedy_
Rule 20 of Order 21 the Code merely applies the provisions of I:de 18 to
decrees for sale in enforcement of a mortgage, but where a decree does not
enable a sum to be recovered otherwise than I)ut of the property s"ld then sl:cb1
a decree is not an ordinary decree for sale in enforcement of a morlg;:ge.
Sheo Sh.mliar v. ClllInm Lal, 38 .• 11. 6t9-referred to.
Nagar Mal. v, Ram Chand, 33 All. 240; Vaidhil!atllasamy v. SOlffasundaram, 28 Mad. 473-disti,~guished.
. Krishnan v. Vcnkatapatlli, 29 Mad, 318-dis~efltedirom.
',.:.

·'.;';"r"'

Mootlza11l for the appellants.
N. M. CO"1t'asjce and Kyaw Din for the respondents~
HEALD, J.-In 1907 two 'br6thers~'<Pb Kan and Po
San, as owners of six oihvell sites, leased those sites
to one Lim Chin Tsong for 25 years and in 1908:
they mortgaged the same sites to the same Chin Tsong
for Rs. 75,000. Chin Tsong assigned his rights under
both the lease and the mortgage to the present.
appellants.
In Suit No. 21 of 1926 of.,tbe,District .Court of
Magwe the present respondent Ma Tin, who ""as Po
Kan's widow and sole heiress, and her father, the
present respondent Po Gon, sued appellants to recover
certain moneys which they alleged to be due in
respect of the lease. Their case was that at the time
of the lease Po Kan' was the sole owner of the site~)
Po San being merely his bel1tlmidar, that on Po Kan's
death his wido\v Ma Tin became sole owner of the
sites, that Ma Tin had assigned part of her interest
in the sites to her father PeGon, and that therefore
Ma Tin and Po Gon as owners of the sites were
entitled to moneys due in respect of the lease. In
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the result they obtained a decree for over Rs. 25,000
but \vere ordered to pay certain costs and courtfees.
In Suit No. 25 of 1926 of the same Court appel·
lants sued the same Ma Tin and Po Gon, as well as
Po Kanis brother Po San iar sale of the sites in
enforcement of the mortgage. They impleaded Po
San Hot only because he was a party to the mortgage but also because he claimed an interest in one of
the sites on the strength of an award in respect of
a claim whIch he had made against Po Kan's estate.
Po San admitted, it may be noted, that Po Kan was
sale owner of the sItes at the time of the lease and
the mortgage. Appellants obhLinecl a final decree for
the sale of the sites in enforcement of their mortgage for over a lakh and a quarter of rupees.
Appellants then claimed that under rule 18 read
with rule 20 of Order 21 of the Code they were
entitled to set off against the amount due to them
in respect of the mortgage decree the amount due
by them under the decree in Suit No. 21.
The Court held that in view of the fact that
appellants had no personal remedy against respondents in respect of the mortgage debt, their debt which
was due to respondents personally could not be set
off against the amount of the mortgage decree.
Appellants appeal on the ground that the pro·
visions of Order 21, rule 20 give them an absolute
right to set off the one debt against the other.
Rule 20 says that the provisions contained in
rule 18 shall apply to decrees for sale in enforcement of a mortgage, and the decree which appellants
have obtained is undoubtedly a decree for sale in
enforcement of a mortgage. If therefore the provisions
of rule 18 can be applied to that decree they must
be so applied.
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Rule 18 says that where applications are made to
the Court 'iory'the execution of cross decrees in
separate suits for the payment of two sums of money
passed between the same parties and capable of execution at the same time by such Court, then one of
those two sums of money may be set off against the
other. It says furtber that the holder of a decree
passed against several persons jointly and ~everally
may treat it as a cross decree in relation to a decree
passed against h,im singly in favour of one or more
of such persoi1g:,:~n'flt goes on to say that the rule
shall not be deemed to apply unless the decree holder
III one of the suits in which the decrees have been
made is the judgment-debtor in the other and each
party fills the same character in both suits.
In the present case there is in my opinion no
question that Ma Tin and Po Gon fill the same
character in both suits. Ma Tin became owner of
the properties which were leased and mortgaged as
being her husband's sale heiress and she has since
transferred part of her interest in the properties to
her father Po Gon. In each case they were parties
to the suit as being owners of the sites which were
the subject in"fh~:'''one case of the lease and in the
other of the mortgage. Application has been made
to the Court for execution of both decrees and both
decrees are capable execution by the Court at the
same time. So far as Ma Tin and Po Gon were
concerned the decrees were passed between the same
parties, namely between them and appellants, and the
provisions of clause 4 of rule 18 meet any objection
on the score of Po Gon's being a patty to one of the
decrees. Thus far therefore it seems that the provisions of rules 18 are appiicable to. the present case
Nevertheless r find it difficult to hold that amortgage
decree for the sale of the mortgaged property, while
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there is no remedy except against the property and
THE
where there is no obligation on the part of the
BUR\rA Orl.
mortgagors personally to pay any sum of money, is COMPANY,
LTD.
a decree for the payment of a sum of money.
V.
Unfortunately the case law on the application of MA TIN
HEALD, J,_
rules 18 and 20 of Order 21 is very meagre.
Al-'pellant's learned advocate has referred us to the
case of Krishnan v. Venkatapathi (1), which was decided
before rule 20 of Order 21 became law. In that case a
third party obtained a decree against Krishnan for the
recovery of money by the sale of certain lands, while
Krishnan held a simple money decree against tbe same
third party. Venkatapathi attached the decree against
Krishnan ill favour of the third party in execution
of a decree for money which he held against the
third party. Krishnan objected to the atlachment on
the ground that he was entitled to set off the money
decree, which was made against the third party in
his favour, against the third party's decree against
him for sale of the lands. The question to be decided
was whether the decree for money could be set off
against the decree for the sale of the lands, and the
decision of the learned Judges was that;.the..".de.cr,ee
for the recovery of money by the sale of lands was
essentially a decree for money and that therefore a
decree for money could be set off ag<Linst thatdecre-e, .
so that the2.mount for the re,covery of .which the
lands were to be sold could be reduced by the amount
due under the decree for money. The case of
Vaidhinaihasamy v. Somasundaram (2), on the authority of which the learned Judges came to thatdecision,~
was a mortgage suit in which there was a personal,
remedy against the mprtgagors as well as a remedy'
against the mortgaged property and anything which.
. (1) (1906) '29 Mad. 318:

(2j(i905) 28 MadA73.
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\vas said in. th4t~ei' with reference to a case where
there was no personal remedy must necessarily have
been obiter. For the consideration of the question
COMPANY,
LTD.
whether a decree is or is not a decree for the payment
V.
MA TIN.
of sums of money, there seems to me to be a material
HEALD, J.
difference between a case where there is a personal
remedy for money under the decree and a case
where there is no such remedy, and in view of the
fact that the learned Judges did not consider that
difference I think that the correctness of their judgment, for which they gave no reasons beyond their
opinion that a decree for the recovery of money by
the sale of property is es~entially a decree for money
and their reference to the earlier case, is seriously
open to doubt.
Appellant's learned advocate referred us also to
the case of Nagar Mal v. Rant ClzaJid (I). In that
case Nagar Mal held a simple money decree against
Ram Chand alld Ram Chand held a decree against
Nagar Mal for a hirger amount in respect of a charge
.on immoveable property. Nagar Mal applied for
execution of his decree but the Court allowed Ram
Chand to set it off against his decree. It does not
appear whether or not in that case there was a
personal liability against Nagar Mal under the decree
in respect of the charge, but if there \vas a personal
remedy that case is in may opinion no guide for the
decision of the present case.
.
The only other case cited before us was Slzea
Shankar v. Chunni Lal (2). In that case Sheo Shankar held two money decrees against Chunni Lal and
Chunni Lal held a mortgage decree for sale of certain
properties one of which belonged to Sheo Shankar
having Deen" bought by him . from the mortgagor
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Ii) (1910) 33 All.

2"0:

(2) (1916) 38 All. 669.
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-after the date of the mortgage. Chunni Lal claimed
to set off his mortgage decrees against Sho Shankar's money decrees. Sheo Shankar plead.ed that
although he was bound by the mortgage decree
so far as that part of the mortgaged property which
belonged to him was concerned he \\'as not liable
personally for the amount of that decree or any part
{)f it. He said that the mortgage decree gave him
merely an option to save his property from sale by
paying the mortgage 'mon'ey;-<tliat::he was not bound
:and did not propose to exercise that option, and
that, so far as he was concerned, the decree-holder's
remedy under the mortgage decree for sale was
solely against his property which was subject to the
mortgage. The learned Judges said that the matter
depended on the interpretation to be placed on rules
18 and 20 of Order 21 of the Code. They pointed
{)ut that for the application of rule 18 it was
necessary that the decrees should be decrees" for the
payment of sums of money" and that each party
should fill the same character in both suits. They'
pointed out further that Sheo Shankar had obtained
the money decrees in his,··.{av.QuP'in his individual
:and personal capacity and that in the mortgage suit
he was not ordered to pay any sum of money in his
individual ~nd personal capacity but was only given an
option to do so if he liked, in order to save from sale
some property in which he was interested. For this
reason they held. that the character in which .Sheo
Shankar was' sued in the case on the mortgage' was
different from the character in which he obtained his
decrees for money and that therefore, in spite of
the provisions of rule 20, rule 18 could not be
applied to the case.
In the present· case, as I have said above, the
parties do' in may opinion fill the .same· character in
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both suits, but the fact that there was 110 personal
liability under the mortgage decrees ' '",,(as common to
both cases and in my view the real reason why such
LTD.
cases
cannot be brought \vithin the purview of rule
lJ.
MA TIN
18 is that the mortgage decree in such cases is not
a decree" for the payment"~61"s'ums of money". It
HEALD, J.
may be noted that ordinarily a mortgage decree for
sale is a decree for the payment of a sum of money ..
In the form of a preliminary mortgage decree for
saie, which is giv.en as Form No.4 of Appendix Dto the Code it is provided that if the net proceeds
of th,e sale are insufficient to pay the mortgage' debt
with' interest and costs the plaintiff shall be at
liberty to apply for a personal decree for the amount
of the balance, and rule (> of Order 34 says that
where the net proceeds of the sale of the mortgaged
property are found to be insufIicient to pay the'
amount of the mortgage debt the Court may pass a
decree for the balance if such balance. is legally
recoverable otherwise than out of the property sold~
If the balance is not so recoverable, the decree is
not an ordinary decree for sale in enforcement of a
mortgage, and since in my opinion it cannot be
regarded as a decree for the payment of a sum of
money I would hold that rule 18 cannot be applied
to it.
Re~pondent's learned advocate has pointed out
that in the present case the application of that rulewould involve hardship on the respondents. It is.
said, and it seems highly probable, that by reason of
the appellants having allowed the mortgage. to run
on for many years, the, mortgage debt is now very
much' in excess of the value of the mortgaged proFerty. By reason of appellants' delay in filing their
suit. on·the.mortgage they have lost their' right
~o recover the mortgage debt except out of the
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property. Tf th~Y,,'He¥lowep to set off the debt due
.by them toMa Tin and Po Gon against the mort~
gage debt they will receive by virture of their mort.
gage decree more than that. decr.ee entitles them to
recover to the extent of the personaLdecree against
them, and to that extent by reason of the accident
that a decree has been given against them in favour
of their mortgagors personally they will be relieved
against the consequences of their· own default in
allowing their personal.remedy to become time-barred
and in allowing the mortgage debt to exceed the
value of the mortgage.security. Such a result could
hardly have been intended by the Legislatur~ v;hen
it enacted rule 20, but if that rule could be applied
the hardship which would result would of course be
no excuse for refusing to apply it. Hut as I have
said rule 20 mere]yapplies the provisions of rule
1~ to decrees for sale in enforcement ,of a mortgage,
and as I am of opinion that rule 18 is inapplicable;
to this particular decree by ,reas,on of the fact that
it is not a decree f~r the !paymentof a sum of
money, I would dismiss the appeal with costs.
advo~ate's fee to b~ ten goldmohurs.

MYA Bu ,T.-Ieoncur.
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Before Sir Guy Rutl.-dge, Kt, K. C. Chief Justice.and M,'. Justice Brown.

H. OPPENHE1MER

v.
M. E. MOOLA SONS, LTD (IN

L1QUIDATION).*

Companie!$ Act (VlI of 1913), s. 229-Presidellcy Towns Insolvency Act (IX of
1909). s. 49, Seccmd Sched., rr. 20, 23-Winding up proceedings-Interest.
due to a secured creditor, up to what date payable-Principal and
illterest up to date of sale realizable front t he security~Unsecured balance
to include mierest only up to date of winding up.
In the liquidation proceedings of an insolvent company a securectcreditor. after having exhausted his security cannot in proving as regards the
balance of his debt unsatisfied include interest after the d~te of the winding
up order. So far as the unsecured portion of their debts is concerned the
provisions of the Insolvency Act generally do not suggest any intention of
:putting secured creditors on a more favourable footing than unsecured.
In reSavin,L. R. [1872J 7 Ch. Ap. 760: Ram Chand v. Batik of UPPer
india 3 Lah. 67-referred to.
.

Hay for the appellant.
..

..

Leach, for the respondents.
CHARI,. ].,;:f:j)n

'the Original Side on' a reference
by the Official Liquidator J:1eld that a s~c~red creditor,
though he can claim interest up to the date of
payment when he seeks to recover what is due to
him from the proceeds of the sale of the secured
property, must confine his claim when he seeks to
prove against -the other property as an unsecured
-creditor to the principal and interest which ha\"e
accrued up to the date of adjudication, or liquidation,
as the case may be, deducting therefrom the amount
realised by the sale of the property.
* Civil MiscellQneous Appeal No. 181 of 1928 from the order on the
Original Side in Civil Miscellaneous No. 781927..
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The appellate"Court con'firmedthis decision.
judgments of both the Courts are as follows :-'

The

192;1
~, O~PEN
HEIMER

v.

December 5, 1928. CHARI, J.-'The question in
volved in tbis case is an interesting one, and there
.are nodiredauthorities on the point.
Messrs. Moola Sons, Limited, is a company in
liquidation and it is an admitted fact that it is an
insolvent company. In these circumstances, according
to section 251 of the",Lndian"c,ompanies Act, the same
rules shall prevail and be observed with regaf(~ to the
respective rights of secured and unsecured creditors
and in respect of other matters as are for the time
being in force under the law of insolvency with respect
to,the estate of persons adjudged insolvent.
There are two applicants before me, both of ,whom
are secured creditors. Each of them had a mortgage
Of immoveable property and they realized their security
by sale of the property. The property was sold for
a good deal less than the amount due to them,. and
they ate 'now claiming to prove for' the balance
against the other assets of the insolvent company.
, The' Official Liquidator disallowed their' Claim t6
, pr9ve for interest after the winding up order; that is;
the 21st of June 1927. The way he calc:ulated their
claim was~he calCulated the principal amount,' and
the interesf due up to the date lof the winding tJ,p
6rd~r; 'which corresponds 'to the dafem 'adju:dicatiort
in insolvency, and from the total of that aniounthe
dedu~ted' tli~ atilount realized.' He theii aUo~;(1ed:the
creditors ,t6 prove 'fbr '; the·' baianee,', only.' The
claimants being aggrieved asked the' Offici;)J,Liquidatdr
to refer his order to me, and if,hadaccotdiiigly- beerl
referred for my decision~:
"
,
:" : ,
'.
The law.on this ,sub.jecL..gQ.~~Lb1!,~.kJ9._~v:~tY_,~9.-r.:ly
cases in English Law'." -Mr.;P'. D.:P<ltel contends that

M,E. MOOLA,
SO~., LTD.
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he is a secured creditor, that under section 17,
proviso, h~s po~"(~h to rea!ize"'Qr' otherwise deal with
H~IMER
.
. any way aff ec t e d t I'lat h e
' v.
th e secunty
are no t m
~o~~~~~~~ could have realized the full amount of the p~incipal
due to him and the interest up to date of realization
CHARI, J.
from the s~cured property and that he is, therefore,
~ntitled to deduct th,e interest, which has accrued due
after liquidation, from the amount realized, first then
apply the balance to the principal and interest due
up to the date of liquidation, and prove for the
balance.
. .
/:>..> .,.~:,; .. ~)1
H. OPPEN-

••;"",'

.

. It will be noticed in the first place that the
proviso merely preserves to the creditor his power to
roealize or other.wise deal with the property. It has no
bearIng on t,he question as to what he could claim
a;g~ins;t the oth.er assets oLthecoI1J.pany.
Section
23 .
of .
the
Second
Schedule of the Presid.
.
' .
ep.cy Towns Insolvency :Act enacts that interest at a,
specified ratycan be claimed up to the date of
adjudjcfltion; and that thereafter i,nterest on debts
cea~es tOfl~n.. That section applies only to unsecured
debts,;,- but,aft~r realization,. when proving for the
deficit,'ast:!cured creditor is in the same .posi~ion as
an: unsecured creditor. ' !. '1'i:":'::~;':;',
,'.
. '.'
:, . In th~·. English Ac~s the pr~visions' were 'the'
saJ1l~.. There ;also it wasproviqed that interest ;hall
ceasejrom the ga~eof the, vesting order, an~ :the.
dgl1:ts. of: th.e Se91I~ed creditors. were 3,lso preserved 'by,
the rules.
.'.
,.
'
..
The question arose, in the case of In re Savin
0):. 'rhe Vice-Chancellor, Sir James Bacon,.in an.
e.laborate judgment accepted the very contention which
Mr. Patel is now pressing on me, namely, that a
IJ10rtgagee having the full right to 'realize his debt
.,'

.'

(1)(1872)7.Cll. App. {60.
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from the secured property could claimiinterest up to
the date of realization, deduct it, and prove for the H.Ol?PEN' C
'
Iso explamed
.
.'
II!!:IMER
baIanc~; Th
. e VICChancellora
cert am
'Q. ,
.
'.
'
M-E MQoLA
other Cases, whIch seem to lay down a contrary rule. iON~. LTD.
The matter was taken up in appeal and Lord Justice c~J;
James and Lord Justice Mellish reversed the decision
of the Vice-Chancellor. They held that the rule, in
bankruptcy was that interest subsequent to bankruptcy
cannot be PJ;oved. They did not think it worthwhile to consider whether it was a jusCor'an unjust.
rule but the nile heing what it was, they held that
in the case of a se~ured creditor, though his right
to realize the ftill amount from the secured property
,not impaired by lhe':~mor-tgagor's bankruptcy;
when 'he~came to prove for' :t~e . balance; 'he could
only claim interest up to the date of bankniptcy.
,')
In the case of Inre· London, FfTindsor and
Greenwich Hotels Company (1), the facts' were '~xactIy
similar to those of this case::' There also a company
in liquidation was an insolventcompany,and a sec~red
creditor, 'who had exhausted his sectirity . without
getting full satisfactiol1 f6r his' debt, sought to prove
for
deficiency against the general -assets 'of the
company. ' StirIing~ J. held, on a review of the authoritiesand the rules; that the secured creditclr must
limit his proof to what was due for the principarand
interest at the commencement of the winding up order
afterdeduetirig therefrom the proceeds of the' sale
tealizedlr6m the security and {he costs.
,
Mr., P. D. Patel draws my attention to two cases,
the first being, ] ugal Kishore and another v. Bankim
Chafldra (2). It was there held that a mortgagee
waserititled as a secured creditortoreceive out of the
proceeds of the ' sale of •the ~ortgaged' property' hii

was

the

(I) (I8lJ2) ·1 Cli. I:ivn, M9.

..', 12) (19)9):41' .4.11.:481.
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principal, inter.:e.~_t. and costs, the in~erest. being
H.O?P~N- calculated up
the date of payment-a proposition
ll~l.MER which is indisputable and is not disputed. That
00LA ruling has no bearing on the question which I have
M.E'.M
SONS, LTD.
to decide.
C8ARl,].
Similarly, In'/he matter of Bulabat Sgaermull (1),
the question for consideration before the learned
Chief Justice, who was then sitting as an Insolvency
Judge, was the interest to be. given to a secured
credit/)r.,.\vl1en-.h~L~s:eksto bring the property to sale.
The question now before me was not considered by
the learned Chief Justice in that case.
In Ram Chand v. Bank of Upper India, Limited,
pelhi, and the Diamond Jubilee Flour Mills, C011'lpany,
Limited, De}hi (2), reference is made to an earlier
case i.n the Punjab, where, apparently, the point now
before me was decided in the way I am now decid.
ing. The remarks of HIe h~arned Judges, however,
as regards this point were,· so far as that case was
~oncerned, merely obiter dicta.
. I am, therefore, of opinion that a secured creditor, though he can claim interest up to the date of
payment when. he seeks to recover what IS due to
him from th{';~proceeds of the sale of the secured
property, must confine his claim when. he seeks to
prove against the other property as an unsecured
qreditor to the principal and interest which have
C!ycrued up to th~ date of adjudication, or liquidation, as the case Jllay ble, deducting therefrom the
amount relized by th~ sale of the property.
. I, theref<.m~, c.qnfirrp the Offic.ial Liquidator's decision.
The Official Liquidator is entitled to advocate's
~Oi\sts five gold mohurs in each ()f the two applications,
1929.

to

(1).(1924) Z·Ran. 197.

.(2) (192Z)) Lah: 67.
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and these costs can be taken by him from the
assets in his hands~"

1929
H. OPPP:NHEIMER.

v.
RUTLEDGE, C.J.-The only point for decision in
this appeal is whether the learned trial Judge was
right in holding that in compulsory liquidation a
secured creditor after having exhausted his secucity
cannot in proving as regards the balance of his debt
unsatisfied include interest after the date of the winding up order.. Ad,IT1!t1ecHy this is in accordance with
English decisions In re Savin, [1872J L.R. 7 Ch·
App. 760 and in L.R. [1892] 1 Ch.D. 639. The point
does not seem to be covered by authorities in the
India Courts. The following remarks of Mr. Justice
Broadway in Ram Chand v. Bank of Upper India (1),
supports the view taken by the learned. trial Judge
" So far as possible the rules of bankruptcy have been
held applicable to liquidation matters. When a comp:l.ny goes into liquidation, a secured creditor may
realise his security and prove for any balance there
may be,outstanding. If he realises his security and
has to prove for a balance, the remaining assets of'
the company would only be liable for such principal
and interest as \\'as due-em the date of the windingup order. A secured creditor in the case of a
liquidation is on the same footing as in that of
insoh'ency proceedings. He may if he chooses disregard the liquidation proceedings and proceeds against
his security and that is the position taken up by the
Bank in the present case ". The last sentence shows
that the passage quoted was. not necessary for the
decision ardved at, yet I consider that it is a clear
and correct statement of the la\v .in India as well as
England. In some matters the legislation of India
departs a long way from that of En'gland.. As regaras
'_.'

". ':.:

.r~:;~,\:,)

.,.

~

,_ 1

(11 (1922) 3 Lab. 67.
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Company Law~nd Insolvency, India has closely
imitated English precedents. "Consequently English
decisions must carry great respect and weight. If it
were intended to depart from the 'English rule on
this question one would have expected words in
section 229 of.'1:he Indian Companies Act to indicate
~his . and not a close following .of the meaning of
section 206 of the English Act of 1908.
For these reasons I see no reason to differ with
the decision of the learned trial Judge.,. The appeal
at~cordin.gly fails and must be dismissed. 'with costs)
five gold .mohurs, to come' out of the estate.

The provisions of rule 20
the. Presidency Towns
Insolyency Act ·might at first appear to be against.
this view. That section deals with the sale of mort.::
gagedpropeity by a secured creditor and states that
t!Ie: monies arising from. the sale shall be applied
firstly in payment of costs and similar charges, Ie arid
in.·the next place in.'payment and. satisfaction, so. far
. as the same extent;. of what shall be found due to
such mortgag~e, for principal, interest and costs, and
the surplus of the sale moneys (if any) shall then be
paid to the Official Assignee. But if the moneys to
(j,rise from such sale are insufficient to pay and satisfy
whatis ~o found due to such mortgagee, then he
shall be- entitled:to .prove as a·· ereditor for such
qeficiency, .and. receive dividends ::thereonTateably~
with the other creditors":
'
:. ··If this ruk stood by itself, it would seem tome.:
c.learly to indicate that the secured creditor was en~:
titled·toproveforJhe difference between the amount:
r~alised an(:lthe;amount of. his debt with interest up.
to1hedate. of, sale, hut this seems to be opposed to.
other provisioilsofth~ Ad and iRliles. Rule 23 of
,,0

,

BR.OWN, J.-I agree.

ofthe:Secorid-.S~hedule. to
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the same Schedule contemplates the allowing of
1929
interest to ordinary creditors only up to the date of H. OPPENthe adjudication, and under the provisions of section HEI~~R.
49 , Clauses 5 and 6 of the Act 'so~~!,
"SubJ'ect to the M.E.MoOLA
I.TD.
provisions of this Act, all debts proved in insolvency . ~..-.
shall be paid rateably accoroing to the amounts of BROWN, J.
such debts respectively and without any preference".
. u 6. Where there is 'anysurplus after payment 6f
i.he foregoing debts, ,it shall be applied in payment
'Of interest from the date"PJL.;:w;hich. the debtor is
adjudged an insolvent at the rate' of six per centum..
per annum on all debts proved in theinsolvency."
This rule clearly cculd not be observed iil the
'Case of a secured creditor, _who has proved for the
balance -after realising his security ,if he has. already
been allowed to Pi:0ve for interest at the mo(tgag~
rate long after the'date of inS9lv~nGY. I -.thinkit
must beheld that the intention of. the Legislatur~
was in this matter to follow the Company and I~sot
vency Law of England and to lay dow~ the general
priniciple that unsecured creditors should i'n the first
instance claim interest only up to the da.te of insolvency or of winding-up, as the case may _be. So far
~s the. unsecured portion of their debts is concerned,
thepr~visions of. the Act generally do not suggest
any intention of putting secured creditors on a more
favourable footing than unsecured.
. For these reasons, I agree that the appeal must
fail and be _dismissed with costs,
five
gold mohurs to
come out of the estate;
."

. '

~
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Before Mr. Justice Bagulcy.

U BA GYI

1929 .

-"
ApI.

v.

~:4.

U THAN KYAUK.*
Limitation Act (IX of 1908), s. 2Ll-"lllterest paid as such "-Creditor's,right
oj appropriati01~ in / he absence of debtor's directions-Creditor's own
appropriatloll towards interest without del/or's volition does not save11m itat ion.
A creditor has a right to credit a rayment by his debtor in, such,
a way as would be mos.t ;profitable to him, ifthe debtor has made no stipul"atiori
at the time of payment. The creditor could appropriate such payment:
towards any intt:rebt due to him.
Meka Venkatadri v. Parthasarathi, 44 Mad. 570 (P.C.); Nemt Chand v.,
Radha Kishen. 48 Cal. 839-referred to..
But a creditor cannot by his own action ?ond without any act of volition on
the part of the debtor start a fresh pe'iod of limitation. Under s. 20 of theLimitation Act the payment of interest will save limitation when the payment
is' made as soch by the debtor.
_ Karryappa v. Racha/a, 24 Born. 493; Muhammad Abdulla v. BankInstalment Company Limted, 31 AlI. 495; Nga Twe v. Nga Ba, (1914-1Q)~
Vol. 2, U.B.R. 80-re!ened /0.

Sanyal for the applicant.

Ko Ko Gyi for the respondent.

J.-This revision arises from a SmaH
Cause Court suit. In that suit U Ba Gyi sued KoThan Kyauk and Ko Ba Sein on a pro-note. The
pro-note on tl:e face of it was barred by limitation,.
having been executed on September 29th, 1924, while
the suit was not filed until September 21st, 1928..
The plaintiff howeve,r alleged payment of Rs. SOtowards interest on March 3rd, 1927, which, if proved,.
would of course save limitation.
The trial Court found that the payment has not·
been made by either defendant ,i as interest " and:
th.erefore limitation has not been saved.
BAGULEY,

* Civil Revision No. 26 of 1929 (at Mandalay) from the judgment of the
Small Cause Court of Mandalay in Suit No. 7680£ 1928.
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It is admitted now that so far as Ba Sein is
concernedt1ie;:c-~s~ is hopeless. But it is still contended that limitation has been saved as against
Than Kyauk. In my opinion this contention is not
good.
As regards the facts I am prepared to take them
as found by the trial Court. The pro-note was
executed by Than Kyauk and Ba Sein. On March
3rd, 1927, Amale was sent by Than Kyauk to pay
R~. 50 to the plaintiff and she did so, endorsing the
payment on the back of the pro-note. The endorse~
ment simply states that Amale pays Rs. 50 to Daw
Su {Daw Su being the daughter of the plaintiff
Ba Gyi).
It is argued for the applicant that the plaintiff
had a right to appropriate an unspecified payment
made in this way towards interest. That he had
this right is undoubted, vide Nemi Chand v. Radha
Kishm (1) and Meka Venkatadri Appa Rowand
others v. Parthasarathi Appa Row (2).
There can be no question· but that for accouut
purposes the plaintiff would have had a perfect right
!o appropriate this payment towards interest. The
question remains however, whether this payment
made in this general manner was a "payment towards
interest as such." I have been referred to Nga Tu'e
and one v. Nga Ba (3), in which it is held that to
save limitation" there must be an intention on the
debtor's part that the money should be paid on
account of interest and something to indicate that
intention." The authority given in that ruling is
Muhammad Abdula Khan v. Bank In~talmentt
Company, Limited (:1-). The headnote of this runs:
(1) (1921) 48 Cal. 839.
(2) (1921) 44 :M;ad. 570.

(3) (1915) II U B.R. 80.
(4) (19191 31 All. 495..

1929
U BA GYI

U

11.
THAN

KYAtlK.
BAGULEY,

J.
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Under section 20 of the):,.,imitation Act, the pay·
ment of inte~est \:FiU save"ll~itation when the payment
V.
is made as such, that is to say, that the debtor has
U THAN
KYAUK.
paid the amount with the intention that it should
BAGULEY, J.
be paid towards ipterest, aP<1 there must be something
to indicate tha.t intention. The mere appropriation
by the creditor of these payments to interest is not
such an indication." Again '. in Kariyappa and
another v. Rachapa Q1fd others (1), I find at pag<:
499, II While the forms of payment may differ, the
section provIdes that it must be a payment made as
interest by the debtor to the creditor. Mere crediting
by the debtor in his own account books of interest
is not enough to satisfy the statute. It must be
interest paid as interest and distinctly stated to be
so at the time of payment, or there must be evidence
from which payment as interest may be distinctly
inferred.";
.
It . has been argued' before me· that the two
iater Privy Council rulings :to which i have referred
must be held to override the earlier Bombay and
Allahabad rulings just quoted. In my opinion there
is nothing in these Privy Council rulings to overrule the earlier ones.. The point before the Privy
Council was mainly one of accounting. The creditor
'was entitled, if the debtor made no stipulation at
the time he made the payment, to credit the payment
in such a way as would' be most profitable t<;>
himself. If the' debtor wished the payments to be
credIted in a way more in his own "favour it was for
him to stipulate that this should be done, kridif the
creditor '·refused he was af liberty to~refusetomake
the payment. This however is . quite '.' a ·'different
matter from. holding that when a ,debtor makes a
payment, the cre<iito:r. ;may by. his~ 0\V~ ,!:ction and
. OJ (l900) 24 Bo~: 493,·
'; .
U.BA GYI

II
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without any act of volition on the part of the debtor,
start a fresh period for limitation. The Limitation
Act says that the debtor must make the payment of
interest as such and it is the act of the debtor
which gives limitation a fresh starting point. It is
impossible for a creditor to make a fresh starting
point for limitation.. Time runs against him unless
the debtor does something, and one thing which a
debtor may do is to make a payment of interest
definitely as interest. In the present case there is
nothing to show that the payment was made definitely
as interest. Plaintiff himself was not present when
Amale came and paid the money.. Ma Su in crossex~mination definitely says that nothing was said as
to whether the Rs.50 was the p~incipal or· interest.
Ma E Kin says that Am(lle and Ma Saing came
and paid Rs. 50 towards the loan. They did not
say anything definite as to how the payment should
be appropriated. Amale denies making the payment.
The rest of the evidence is with· regard to the:
'.
.
'..
execlition of the pro-note..
I am of opinion, therefore, that there having been no
definite payment of interest as such, the suit was
barred by limitation as against both. defendants,. dnd
the lower Court was' quite correct in dismissing it.
. I therefore dismiss this application for revision. The
applicant to pay the respondenfs costs in this
Court. '.
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M.y 1.

MA HP AN AND

OTHERS

v.
MA NGWE SA AND AN

OTHER.*

Buddhist Law-Inheritance-Polygamous husband-,-More wzves tlta1l one at
the Same time-Inherited property Of one wife descends to her own children
onlY-..J.l1.arr iages in .succ,es sian-Rule .'..9..!..,par,titio1i-7!:rU:;tjtj,.r?.Jl amongst
. .' .
children of different marriages. in succession.
Where a Burman Buddhist hush;,nd has had more wives than one, all at
the same time, property inherited by one of the wives during marriage if still
i; existence at the death of the husband and wife, descends to the children by
that wife, and the children by other wives can lay no claim to succeed to it.
Ma Kin Y. Kin K;n, 4 U.B.R. II-referred to.
But this rule will not apply if the husband has married his wives in succession on the death or divorce of a former wife or.,.wJ:ves...;.,So,w.hfUe,,aper.~ond ies
leaving children by his first and third wives whom he had married in succession
taking a second wife on the death of the first, and taking the third wife after
divorcing the second childless wife (and whom he had also divorced subsequentlY), the ordinary rule of partition between children of different marriages
applies, and the children of the first (deceased) wife will have a three-quarters
share in the inherited property of their mother and the children of the third
(divorced) wife will have a quarter share therein.

Chari for the appellants.

K. C. Bose for the respondents.
MAUNGBA, }.-U Teik Lon, a Burman Buddhist,
married three wives in, suc~ession. ,His first wile
was Ma Pa and by her he had four children (present
appellants). On her death he married. MaKyaing
but he divorced her and married Ma Paw U. He
had no children by the second wife but he had hvo
children (present respondents) by the third wife.
He divorced Ma Paw U also but her children remained behind with their father. About 13 years
* Special Civil Second Appe:ll No. 265 of 1928 from the judgment of the
District Court of Pyinmana in Civil No. 97 of 1928.
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afterwards he ,died leaving children by the first and
1929
third wives.
MA'HpAN
'~ A piece of paddy land was acquired during the MAN~\~ESA,
nrst marriage. Hespondents claimed Co h::llf share MAUNG BA,
in that property. The Subdivisional Judge of
J,
Pyinmana gave them two-fifths and the District Judge
'of Pyirimana on appeal reduced it to one-third.
Appellants now contend that respondents are not
-entitled to any share in that property as it was the
property inherited by their mother duringJler converture with U Tlik Lon. Both the lower Courts
have referred to the property simply as the property
,acquired during the first marriage but they h<n'e not
'considered how it was acquired. Appellants in their
written statement clearly stated that it was the
inherited property of their mother. I find that
:appellants also tendered evidence to that effect. That
-evidence has in no way been rebutted. lWilltherefore
hold that it was the inherited property of the first wife
who was the mother of the appellants.
.
In an Upper Burma case Ala kin v. Kin Kin
{l), Mr. Brown as Judicial Commis'sioner held that
where a Burman Buddhisf husband has had more
wives' than one, prope'rty 'inherited by one of the
Wives during marriage if still in existence at the
'-death of the husband and \\'ife, descends to the
-children by, that wife, and the children by other
wives can lay no claim to succeed to it.
,
"~ That rule of· law "applies to' 'a caSe where;a
Butman Buddhist hiisband has' mote than' one' wife
at the same time. An extract fr~tn' the lJ1aftugye iii
secti'on 207! b( Kin\Vml Mingyi's Digestteads' :" J~~
rule of partitionaino'ng- several wives who live in the.
same house and eat out of the saii-Je disli' wilh the
husband shall apply, mutatis mutandis to partit'ion
(1) (IY07-08)4 U.ll.R. 11,
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among ,their sons. So says Rishi Manu." As regards.
the rule of pa-rt-i'tion among such wives the extract
MAN~~ESA' in section 286 of the same Digest reads-" Several
MAUNG"BA, wives live together in the same house and eat out of
J.
the same dish with the husband. Each of them
shall retain the property brol1ght by her to the
marriage or the property acquired by inheritance
from her parents subsequen t to the marriage or the
property given her by the husband as a marriage
portion".
hi the'ptesen"ft{l;s'@tbCe"'second wife was married
aft~r the death of the first and the third was
married aftelf the divorce of the second. The
deceased did not have the three wives at the same
tirhe. When the 'appellants' mother died, their
father became hex heir subject to the claim of an
orasa daughter, if'~;;Y.'There appears to have been
no such orasa daughter. On his remarriage the atet
children became entiled to their mother's share. ' It
would De two-thirds. That right lapsed after 12 years.
Whell .the father died a fresh cause of action arose
and the rule of partition to be applied is the ordina,ry
rule of applicable to partition between children, of
different marriages.;"'Section 7 of Book X of Manugye
~ay,s "If the father had property at the time of his
marriage and the second' wife none and if none has
l:>een a~quir¢d during their marriage, let the property
be divided into four shares i let the son of the first
marriage have three, and the son of the second one "
share. It follows that appellants should get threefourths a.nd respondents one-fourth. ,
T~e decree of the District Court will be modified
'by reducing respondents' share to one-fourth. Each
party to bear its own costs.
1929

M;H;AN
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Mr. Justice Heald lind Mr. Justice Malwg Ba.

MADAN MOHAN AND ANOTHER

v.
THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR INDIA IN
COUNCIL AND ANOTHER. *
Rangoon Small Cause Court Act (Burma Act I'll of 1920), ss. 14 (c), 35Bailiff's neglfet to take a proper bond for due satisfaction Of dccreeBond taken for appearallce ouly-lnjUled party's remedy-Matter not
within tlie purview of s 35-Suit Caunot li~ ill t Ite Small Cause Cou":.
Where the charge levelled against the Bailiff of the Courl of Small Causes.
Rangoon, is that he has caused loss by negkcting to satisfy himself re~arding
the sufficiency of the security offered, the case does not c')me under the
purview of s. 35 of the Rangoon Small Cause Court Act. That section
deals with the default of the bailiff or other inferior ministerial officer of
the Court in execution of all order or warrant. But the Court of Small
Causes, Rangoon, has no jurisdiction in virtue of s. H (c) of the Act te>
entertain a suit against the bailiff for taking a wrong bond from a party.

S. M. Bose for the applicant.
Gaunt (Government Advocate) for. the Crown.

HEALD and MAUNG BA, JJ.-This is an application to revise the decree of the Second Judge of
tbe Court of Small Causes, Rangoon, dismissing
appllcauts' suit against the Secretary of State for
India in Council and the Bailiff of that Court.
Applicant sued one Gouri Shankar Tewari on a
promissory note in the Small Cause Court and attached
before judgment a sum of Rs. 468-4-0 which "'as
lying in deposit. to Tewari's credit in Civil Regular
No. 8775 of 1924. Tewari then applied to the Court
to allow him to withdraw the amount on furnishing
security. He offered one Misser as surety. On that
.. Civil Revision No. 157 of 1928 from the judgment ot the Small Cause
Colirt of Rangoon in Civil Re~ular N'a. 5031 of 1927.

34

1929

May 6.
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application the, Court \\'rQte this order (( Bailiff for
report as to the sufficiency of security." The Bailiff
then wrote his report on the same application. The
report reads "Security furnished. Bond accepted.
Papers with bond are herewith returned". The Court
then passed this order "Granted". The bond taken
was for appearance and not for satisfaction of the
decree nor for restoration of the amount \vithdrawn.
About four months latf.r applicants obtained a
decree but. both·, TewaI:i"~fand)."bis surety absconded.
Several attempts were made to recover the decretal
amount by execution but '..vithout success.
Consequently applicants sued the Secretary of
State and the Bailiff for Rs. 456-6-3 alleging" that
the Bailiff knowing that the defendant and his surety
had no property in I~angoon '-;:rccepted their security
and allowed the amount to he.\\'ithdravm ".
The learned Jud.~c of the Small Cause Comt was
of opinion that section 35 of the Rangoon Small C:lUse
Courts Act, 1920, provides a special remedy and bars
such suit. That view is incorrect. That section
reads :....:." 1£ any bailiff, clel"k or other, iJl~~rjo~'. ministerial officer of
the Court who is employed as such 'in the execution of nny
o:'der or \\'arrant; loses, by neglect. connivance Or omission, an
opl"ort unity of executing such order ot warrant, he shall be
liable, by the order of the Chief Judge to pl.Y to the person
injured by such neglect, (:onniv;mce or omission, suell sum,
nol exceeding in any case the sum for which the said order or
Wlrrant \V1S issued. as, in the opinion of th~ Chief Judge,
appe~rs reasonable,"

That section would Clpply only where the Bailiff
or other inferior ministeri?l officer of the Court \vho
is tmployed as such in the execution of any order
Qr warrant loses, by neglect, connivance or omisFion,
an opportunity of executing an .order 0" warrant.
Here the charge levelled Clgainst the Bailiff "'as that
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he had caused loss by neglecting to satisfy himself
re.garding the sufficiency of the security offered.
The learned Judge has failed to notice that the
suit is one excepted from the cognizance of the
Small Cause Court under clause (c) of section 14 of
the Hangoon Small Calise Court Act. That clause
relates to " suits concerning any act ordered or done
by any Judge or Judicial officer in the execution of
his office, or by any person in pursuance of any judgment or order of any (,ourtor....any,.,..suc!l Judge or
judicial officer."
The applicant's achocate contends that the Court
intended to take a bond for restoration of the amount
which Tewari wanted to withdraw but that tl1e Bailiff
took a wrong bond for appearance of Te\\"ari and
that consequently the act of the Bailiff in paying out
the amount to Tewari on a wron~ bond could not
be treated as anaci done in pursuance of the order
of the Court. ~n his opinion unless an act is done
in strict compliance with an order the act cannot be
.considered b be one done in pursuance thereof·
We are unable to accept this argument. So long as
the act is done" under or by .:virtue,.of.,':, ..the"order it
is done in pursuance thereof. These \\'ords" under or
by virute of " are used ejusdem generis with the words
(( in pursuance of " in Stroud's Judicial Dictionary as
well as in l\1axwell's Interpretation of Statutes. In
the new Oxford Dictionary the chief current sense of
" pursuance " is given as" prosecution, following out,
carrying out".
the act complained of in the present case was
not an' independent act of the Bailiff. It was done
in his capacity as Bailiff and under or by virtue of
the order of the Court.
The Legislature does not intend Small' Cause
. Courts, where. procedure is summary, to try suits.
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involving complicated questions of law and so it has
excluded many suits involving such questions from
the jurisdiction of Small Cause Courts.
The present suit involves COml)licated questions
of law, e.g. (1) whether the Bailiff could claim protection under the Judicial Officer's Protection Act
(XVIII of 1850) and (2) whether the Secretary of
State can be held liable for the negligence of the
Bailiff.
We,llav~.;JlR doubt that the present suit falls
under clause (c) of section 14 of the Rangoon Small
Cause Court Act and that it has been decided without
jurisdiction. We confirm the dismissal of the suit
but on different grounds and dismiss the present
application for revision with costs.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Mr. lustice Chari.

MAUNG AUNG NYEIN AND ANOTHER

v.
MAUNG GALE AND ANOTHER.'*'
Co-operattve Societies Act (II of 1912), s. 42-Liquidator's power's-Power to
summon witnesses and Cvmpel production of documents-Liquidator's
order jinal-Court·'s'ttuly;ilo"i's-s'Ue ,. execution-No Power vested in Court
to control liquidator's orders.
An order of the liquidator under s. 42 of the Co-operative Societies Act
is final. A Court whose aid is sought for the execution of that order cannot
go behind it and investigate its legality. The actual rules framed under the
Act do not provide for an appeal and there is no check imposed either by way
of appeal or revision against any orders passej by the liquidator.
Mathura Pasad v. Shcobolak, 40 All. 89-referred to.
0'"

",.

RIa Tun Pru for the applicants.

Maung Kyaw for the respondents.
CHARI, J.-This is a second appeal against an
order of the District Judge of Prome passed in appeal
in a matter which came up from the Township Court
of Thegon in the following circumstances.
The Padigun Urban Co-operative Credit Society,
Limited, is under liquidation and Maung Gale and
Maung Kyan were appointed liquidators. As such
they summoned the appellants in this appeal to
produce certain documents, which are set out in the
copy of the order serit by them to the Township
Court. That order shows that two persons Maung
Myo and Maung Aung Nyein, the Chairman of the
society in liquidation and the Manager of the same
society, were summoned to appear and deliver to
the liquidators the books apparently of the society its~lf
* Civil Revision No. 145 of 1929 from the order of the District Court of
Prome in Civil Appeal No 120P. of 1928,
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of certain years and one promissory note executed
by U Myo for it' loan which he took. These persons
refused to obey the summons and thereupon the
liquidators under ~edion 42 (3) of the Co-operative
Societies Act read with section 32 of the Civil
Procedure Code directed the iwo persons Maung Myo
and Maung Aung Nyein to suffer simple imprisonment for a term of one month.
I t will be noticed that the persons against whom
action was takc:;n. were the Chairman and Manager of
the society under liquidation, whose duty it was to
help the liquidators instead of obstructing them.
The Township Court of Thegon was then moved
,to execute this order and, in Civil Execution No. 236
of 1928, a:fter issue of a notice to Maung Myo and
Maung Aung ·Nyein, it directed their arrest and
imprisonment for one month in the civil jail.
The matter was taken in appeal to the District
Court of Prome and it dismissed the appeal.
Maung Myo and Maung Aung Nyein now file this
second appeal. The learned advocate for the appellants admits that no second appeal lies. As not
being a matter in execution of a decree, section 47
of the Civil 'Procedure . Code is inapplicable, he
wants me to treat the case as one ill revision against.
the orders of the Township Court and the District
Court.
It· has been held in more than one case, by my
brother Ormiston in Civil Revision No. 199 of 1928,
by myself in 'acase decided last week or the week
before and by the Allahabad High Court in the case
of Mathura Prasad and another v. Sheobalak Ram
(1), that an order of the liquidator under section 42
9f the Co-operative Societies Act is final and that a
(1)

119 i 8) 40 Ail.

89.
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Court who~e aid is sought for the execution of
that order cannot go behind it and investigate its
legality; and under section 42 (4) such orders are
open to appeal to the Court of the District Judge
provided an appeal IS given by the rules framed
under the Act. The rules framed under the Act do
not provide for any such appeal with the result that
an order by a liquidator is absolutely final and there
is no check imposed either by way of appeal or
revision agaillst any orders passed by the liquidators.
The anomalous state of the law was noticed by
Mr. Justice Ormiston and attention was drawn to it
by him in his judgment. It is unnecessary for me
to add anything to what he has already said on the
point. The law being what it is ar.d the CiVIl Court
being precluded from questioning the order of the
liquidator, in the case then before him Mr. Justice
Ormiston held that as the Civil Court was bound to
execute the order and had no option to do otherwise, it could not be said that there was any error
in the exercise of jurisdiction which would entitle
the party aggrieved to come up in revision to this
Court. That reasoning would be appliclble to the
case now before me. But the learned advocate for
the appellant seeks to draw a distinction on the
ground that the order now cefore me is an order
directing the imprisonment of t.he appellants under
section 42 (3) whereas the orders sought to be
executed in the other cases \verc orders p<l.~sed
under sub-section 2 to determine those persons
liability as regards contribution. This point by itself
does not distinguish the present case from the
previous one. But another argument is adduced
that the order passed by the liquidators was passed
without jurisdiction; and that the Township Court
. of Thegon should have refused to execute that order
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on that ground and that in not refusing to do so it
has failed- to·'e-.x:e'feise the jurisdiction vested in it.
l\1AUNG
i\UNG NYEI'<
This
np.cessitates a consideration of the wording of
v.
MAUNG
sub-section 3 of section 42 of the Act. The liquidGALE.
ators appointed under section 42 are given powers
CHARI, J.
neces~ary for carrying out the purposes of that
section-to summon and enforce the attendance of
witnesses and compel the production of documents
by the samt: means and as far as rna.y be in the
saine manner asjs provided in the ca.,s~. ~L.a Civi:l
GOtHt tInder the·tade of Civil Procedure. d''''''·.''''''· .
It WdS first alleged that no summons was issued
and that section 32 became applicable. only when a
summons had been issued and there had been disobedience of the summons. But the copy of the
order sent .to the" Township Court of,.,Thegou..snows.
that a summons must have been issued. At all
events there is nothing to the contary on the record.
The principal point urged on the part of the appellants
is that under section 32 of the Civil Procedure Code
under which the liquidators purported to act, the
liquidators should have ordered the appellants to
furnish security for their appearance and in default
committed t11emlo civil prison.
. .
The complaint of the liquidators in the case is
not that the appellants refused to appear before
them but that they refused to produce the docu. ments and account books in their possession which
they were bound to produce.
Order XVI, rule 10 and the following rules also
provide a procedure where the. witnesses fail to
appear or produce documents when they are
summoned to do so and where the property of the
witnesses could be attached for the. purpose of
m~king them obey the orders of the Court. There'
is nothing on the records before' me to show that
1929

""',C,'"
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the appellants were not ordered to give security
before they were directed to be imprisoned. But
assuming that this is the case there is no want of
jurisdiction in the liquidators in the sense that the
order passed was entirely without jurisdiction which
-eould be ignored by any Court of law whose duty
it i", to enforce that order. It is merely an irregularity or at Illost an illegality, since the liquidators
had power to use the means given to them by the
Code for the "purpose of enforcing the production so
the documents. It cannot possibly be said that such
an order, simply because it does not follow strictly the
provisions prescribed by the Civil Procedure Code,
is not an order under section 42 (3). The argument
to that effect urged on me by the learned advocate
for the appeJIants is fallacious. The order necessarily
is an order under that section. Though it may be
an irregular order, it cannot possibly be said that it
.is an order passed without jurisdiction.
As I have already pointed out, the Township
Court has no option but to enforce the order and
there is therefore no error of jurisdiction on the
part of the Township Court or on the part·of. the
District Court of Prome. The anomalous state of the
law and the hardship to which one may find oneself
put, are worthy of consideratiun by the Legislature
'Or the Local Government. A Court of law cannot
take these matters into consideration and must
administer the law as it finds it.
The application is therefore dismissed with costs'two gold mol')urs. The oreler suspending imprisonment is cancelled.
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·2\.;PPELLATE CRIMINAL.
Before Mr. Justice Eaguley.
1929
May 13.

MA NYEIN

v.
MAUNG CHIT HPU.*
Criminal rl'ocedure Code (Act V of 189~), s. 439-Acquiltal by trial CourtHigh Court's powe1'5 on revision-Acquittal cannot be cOlwerted intO'
condctiolz-RetYiq!,~!tt<l:' maj1 bcordered On ret'ision-Goverllmcnt's power
to apptal agailist 'iic~iii[t;7.'''!' '.
,
,The High Court, in arevisi'ln application has no power to convert a finding'
of acquittal into one of conviction. The High Court may on revision set
aside. an order of acquittal and direct a re-trial if there is ;\ case of Don-recordingof eddence or improper recording of inadmissible evidence, It is open to th€,
Local Government to appeal against an acquittal.
Kishan Siugh v. [{itlg·Emperor, 50 All. i22 (P.C.I-followed.
Wa,ir Ktwjra v',KiIJE;.#.1pperor, 7 Pat. 579-disse.ntedfrom.

Sanyal for the applicant.
BAGULEY, J.-The respondent, Maung Chit Hpu,.
has been tried and acquitted by lhe Special Power
Magistrate, Shwebo, of an offence under sections:
376-511, Indian Penal Code. The present application
has been fl1e~:lb'y.. the complainant, Ma Nyein in
revision of this ordei' of acquittal.
I do not see how this application can be entertained.
There is no question of evidence having been eno ...
neously omitted or of evidence having been erroneously·
recorded. The evidence is the.re and I am asked to·
hold that on that evidence andno other the respondent
ought not to have been acquitted. This seems to me to
go very near to saying that he ought to have been'
convicted; and that is a thing which I hold I have
no power to do in a revision application. The point:
h,as been dealt with by the Privy Council in a very·
• Criminal RevisionNo. MB of .1929 at Mandalay of order of Special Power
Magistrate of ShweboinCriminal Trial 1'\0. 118 of 192 ~.
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recent case, namely, Kishon Si11glt v. King-El'nperor U).
In that case a man \\"as diarged V\rit}1''iilUrder (section 302,
Indian Penal Code); he was convicted under section
304, and an application for revision was made asking
the High Court to find him guilty of murder. b this
case the High Court of Allahabad did so, and their
Lordships of the Privy Council regarded the case as one
which justified them in interfering even though it was
a criminal matter, for, they pointed out, section 439 (4),
Criminal Procedure Code, Jorhiq.? the altering of an
acquittal into a conviction in a revision proceeding.
Were I to say that this case has ~ot to be retried
on the same evidence, I should be definitely saying,
"On this evidence the man should not have been
acquitted," and there is no difference between saying
that and saying that heought.to have been convicted,
and few Magistrates 'vvould be able to retry the
accused on the same evidence with my dictum
staring them in the face and have sufficient independence of spirit to give the man an unbiased trial. Human
nature must be taken to be what it .is..
My attention has been called to the case of fiVazir
Kunj1'a v. King-Emperor (2). In this case· a two
Judge Bench of the Patna i-hgh Court took up in
revision the case of a man who had been acquitted,
and altered that acquittal into a conviction. They
did not mention section 439 (cl), Crimiilal Procedure
Code, in their judgment and appear to have overlooked it entirely.
lean well understand that Cases may cccur in
which, owing to hon~recordingof evidence or improper
recording of inadmissible evidence, a High Court
interfering in revision might set aside an order of
acquittal and direda re-trial, which the magistr~te
(1) (l.978)
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before whom the case came could deal with in a
perfectly impartial manner. In the present case
'lI.
where there is no erroneous recording or shutting
MAUNG
CHIT Hpu.
out of evidence, should I direct a re-trial, it would
·,BAGULEY. J.
be for all practical purposes the same thing as sending
the case to a Magistrate with directions to convict
and this I do not see my way to do.
The applicant has still got plenty of time to move
the Local Government to file an appeal against the
acquittal if she thinks fit, and this in my opinion is
the proper remedy if she is dissatisfied with the
acquittal.
I dismiss this application for revision.
MA NYEIN

APPELLATE CIVIL.
Befol'e Mr. Justice Heald and Mr. Justice Otter.
'1929
May 14.

U SEIN PO

v.
U PHYU

AND OTHERS.

*

Company law-Association %ver /went y persoi/S without regis/ration illegalNo suit lies for an aCCOltl~t of its deali"gs-aud4J1r".fils~SlIitfOI' ret1trll of
Sllb5criptions lies-Distinctioll bet'ween enforcement o/Illegal contract alld
pI'eventioll of contini/alice of illegality-Reduction of members does 110t
make illegal association lcgal--Suit falls under Sell. I, A,·t. 120 Of
Limitation Ac! (IX of 1908).
An ,~ssociation cor.sisting of more than twenty persons and formed for the
pnrpose of carr) ing on business must be registe~ed as a company. Otherwise
it is an illegal company and its subscribers cannot sue for an account of its
dealings and transactions and of its profits. But they 11aye' a right to sue for
the return of their subscriptions. and if these ha ve been converted into land or
other things for the purpose of the company, they can be reconverted into
money for payment Of the debts and l;abilities of the concern and then for
repayme~f of the subscribers. In such c<1.ses no illegal contrac~ is sought to be
enforced and only the c;ontin\!ance of what is illegal is sought to be prevented.
Butt v. MOJlteaux, 1 K. & J. 97; Sheppard v. Oxenf()rd•. 1 K. & J.489ref!rred fo.

* Civil First Appeal No. 84 of i 928 from the judgment of the District Court
0f home in Civil Regular No. 11 of i926.
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An association once illegal in form retains its illegal char;:.cter until registration or dissolution, and does not become legal merely by a reduction of its
number of members.
Moneys received by the promoter Crom the subscribers in such a case
are not recei,ed by him for the sutscribers' use; hence a suit to recover them
dot:s not fall under Art. 60, but is governed by Art. 120 of the Limitation Act.
;1. Subba Rao v. J. Ranta Rao, 40 Mad. 291; Ranta Seshayya v. Sri T. Colton
Press, 49 Mad. 46~- referred to.

Paget for the appellants.
Thein Maung for the respondents.
OTTER, J.-This is an appeal against a judgment
of the Additional District Judge of Prome, in an
action by three members of an association formed for
carrying on a rice-business, claiming a decree (i)
declaring the respective shares of the subscribers to
that association and (ii) dire<;:ting that the plaintiffs'
be repaid their shares after reconverting the property
of the association into cash and after payment of all
debts and liabilities; and praying also for the appointment of a R e c e i v e r . ' " ,
The learned Judge of the lower Court granted the
decree asked for, directed that the assets shown in
Annexure A to his judgment should be sold, and
ordered that the debts shown in Annexure B to his
judgment should be paid out of the sale proceeds.
He further ordered that the plaintiffs should receive
their shares pro rata out of the balance arrived at.
, The' short facts are that all the parties to this
appeal, with the exception of respondent No. 20, were
members of the association I have .referred to. The
appellant occupied the position of promoter of the
association, and its members subscrib'ed varying sums
amounting in all to some Rs. 55,000. Twenty-seven
persons subscribed to the association, and their sub-,
scription moneys were paid during the year 1922. ,In
April and May 1922 certain lands and a godown were
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purchased, and, later, a fully equipped rice-mill \vas
built upon the land.
v.
A lease of the property was granted to the appeltJ PHYU.
lant
on the 10th of December 1924, and this -expired on
OTTEII, J.
the 10th of December 1925. A further lease for three
YCClrs is said to hClve beel1 granted by certain of the
subscribers but without the consent of the remainder.
It is unnecessary to deal in detail with the history
of this association, for it was agreed that the only
questions for consideration by this Court are questions
of law.
The substantial contention put forward on behalf
of the appellant is that the repsondents have no cause
of action, upon the ground th it as the association
was formed of more than t\venty persons, money paid
by way of subscription to the association is not
recoverable.
It is conceded by the respondents that the association was at its formation an illegal association by
rcason of sub-section (2) t,f section 4: of the Indian
Companies Act, for, as we have seeu,it consisted of
twenty-seven members.
The m~~~riaL.,.portiol1 of the section in question is
as fo11ows;-

,USEIN Po

"No company, association or partnership consisting of mere
than twenty persons shall be formed for the purpose of carrying
On any b,!siness that has for its object the acquisition of gain by
the, company, ~ssociation or p~rtnership . ; . • Unless it is
registered . . . ,~,,"

The association was never registered, and as has
been indicat.ed 1: a certain amount of business was
done.
';;,', -'
It may be observed here, that o\ving to transfers
of .shares, A:he number of subscribers subsequently
became reduced to a figure below twenty. It \,-ill be
necessary to refer to this point at a later stage.
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The argument Clf 1\1 r. Paget who appear:; for the
appellant, shortly, was that, although money paid for
an illegal purpose is prima facie recoverable from the
payee, yet when once the purpose for which the
money was paid has been carried out no ac!ion will
lie for its recovery. In other \-vords, he says that as
the association in the present case, though admittedly
illegal in its formation, has in fact carrie:! out a part
of the business for which it was formed, this Court
cannot interfere on,,,behaJL.•of:!members 01 the association who ask for the return of money paid by them
to the association.
Mr. Thein Maung for the respondents argued that
the fact that the associatiou, though illegal in its
inception, has done business and that money of the
.subscribers has been employed for the purpose of the
business makes no difference, and that as a matter
of law the judgment of the lower Court was correct.
Mr. Paget referred to a number of authorities, and
it will be necessary to examine certain of these.
Three cases he relied upon may be referred to at
·once, ~·iz., Cousins v. Smith (1), Sykes \'. Beadon (2),
.Kearley v. Thomson- (3).
.:;
It is sufficient to say that in the first of these
cases it was decided that a Court of equity would not
;assist a combination of firms formed for an illegal
.purpose by making an oreler fOf discovery.
It is hardly necessary to point. out that the purpose of the association in the present case was not
illegal.
The second was a similar case, ~U1d the effect of
'the judgment of }assel, M.R. was that ~o~'Cour~ of law
·:Of equity will lend its· a~sistance towards carrying

1929
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(I) 13 Ves. Jun. 542 and 33 E:lg.

Law Reports 397.

.

(2) [;1'79) 1\ Ch. Div.170.
(3) [18')OJ 24 Q.e.D. 74!.
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on an illegal contract, and that therefore such a
contract cannotbe enforced by one party against the.
other.
Thus the action was for the enforcement of an
illegal contract; whereas the respondents in the present case do not rely upon a illegal contract at all.
In the third case the facts were that money was
received by the defendants as consideration for their
non-appearance at a public examination of a bankrupt
and for not opposing his g.rd~r of discharge. The
defendants did not appear arthe public examination r
and before an application for discharge had been made
plaintiff sought to recover his money.
Here again the action was upon an illegal contract,
and thus this case is not on all fours with the present
suit.
' ,./ '.
The old case of K110wles v. Haughton (I) is also
relied upon, and the headnote is as follows :,. The profits of a partnership in underwriting, illegal by statute
cannot be the subject of account in equity. "
.

It seems to me that this case does not assist the
appellant, for the purpose of the partnership in that
case was illegal.
In Harvey v. Colletf.(2), ,the plaintiff, on the
ground that he had bought shares in a company
upon the face of statements which were fraudulent,
claimed cancellation of an agreement said tu have
been made between one of the directors and the
other directors. The Court (for reasons to which it
is unnecessary to refer) held that he was entitled only
to the amount he had paid for the shares or their
value.
This case, tl~erefore, at least does not appear to
assist the appellant.
(lj 11 Ves. Jun.167 and .32 E.R.I052.
(2) 13 Sim. 331 & 60 E.R. 646.
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Butt v. Monteaux (1) was also quoted by Mr.
Paget, and we would observe that passages in the
judgment are also relied upon by Mr. Thein Maung
for the respondents.
The facts were similar to those in the present
case. The plaintiff claimed an account of moneys
received by certain defendants who held the position
of directors of a company, upon the ground that
the purposes of the company were other than those
disclosed in the prospectus. It was said that the
company was illegal for want of registration and that
an account ought to be refused.
As this case seems to afford considerable assistance in deciding the present suit, it will be
convenient here to set out certain passages from the
judgment of the Vice-Chancellor. At page 396 of
the English Reports he said,
,. Supposing the Comp:my had been one which could and
ought to have been registered, I confess I should have felt very
little difficulty on the point mainly urged, namely, that a company ,
constituted like this of persons who have advanced lheirmoney,
would be precluded from filing its bill, and having its money
replaced and secured, because the promoters, whose duty it WJS
to reg-ister, had neglected to register. I apprehend the whole
scoIJe and frame of the Act is clearly to protect the public against
allkinclsof fraudulent schemes, which parties were in the habit
of issuing forth, in crder to circulate them in the share-market.
Everything in the Act is levdled against promoters. . . . And,
if a case of tInt kind occurred, it would be very difficult to persuach~ me that the members of such an association, although they
could not do more, or stir a step further without registration, were
not sufficiently qualified to be called a company, to have back
their money, not merely on the ground of the speculation being a
. bubble. . . . but to have back their money and the land and
other things acquired with that money, and to have an account
from the prcmottrs whose duty it was to register, on the footing
as bet\yeen them and tl:e prcmoters - of its being In truth" <L_
------

----~---

(l) 1 K. &
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company, and upon the principle that a man could not aVer any
wrong or omission of his own as an answer to a bill seeking such
relief."

It is true that in that case the Court held that
the company could not be treated as a company
capable of b~ing registered as an English Company,
but the expression of opinion by the Court appears
to throw considerable light on the rights of the
respondents..
In re South rVales Atlantic Steamship Co'm,pany
(1), was a suit on an agreement made by an unregistered company. It can therefore be distinguished
from the present case.
In re Padstaw Total Loss and Collision Assurance
Association (2), was a case where an order to wind
up an unregistered association of more than t\venty
persons was asked for. This was refused upon the
ground that the Court cannot recognise such an
association as having a leg::tl existence. I need only
point out that the present case is not and could
not be an application to wind up an association
but is a regular suit inter alia for the return of
subscriptions paid.
Barclay v. Pearson (3) was a case \vhere money
was paid toea defendant for an illegal purpose, and
it was held "that SO far as money in the hands
of the defendant was impressed with any trust, it
was one which had arisen out of an illegal transaction, and the Court would not render any assistance
in its administration, "and sen1.ble" that notwithstanding the illegality of the competition the competitors had a legal right. . . .to the return of
their contributions, at all events, provided that they

(1) [1875] 2 Ch.D.763

(2) [1881-132] 20 Ch.D. 137.
(3) [1893] 2 ell.D. 154.
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gave notice of th~ir,daim before the money had
been distributed by the defendant. "
The latter part of the headnote was relied upon
by Mr. Paget, and it is a similar case to Kearley
v. Thomson and another (1) already referred tQ,
There the money was to be applied by the defendant
for an illegal purpose. In the present case, as has
already been pointed out, the purpose was not illegal.
Thus it will be seen that a careful examination
of the cases .re1ied.....upon on behalf of the appellant
discloses no real support for the contention relied
.on his behalf.
On behalf of the respondent Mr. Thein Maung
referred to an important passage in the 9th Edition
of "Lindley on Partnership" at page 145, which
would appear to be directly in point. It should be
observed that in the preceding passage the learned
authors referred to and commented upon the two
cases I have just mentioned above, and the.y go on
to say.
,. Although, therefore, the subscribers to an illegal c9mpany
have not the right to an account of the dealings and transactions
of the company and of the profits made thereby, they have a right
to have their suoscriptioils'returned ; and even though the moneys
subscribed have been laid out in the purchase of land and other
things for the purpose of the company, the subscribers are entitled
to have tlnt land and those things reconverted into mone~r, and to
have it applied a3 far as it \vill go in paymen t of the debts and
liabilities of the concern, and then in repayment of the subscriptions. In such cases no illegal contract is sought to be enfored i
on the contrary the ~ontil111anCe of what is illegal is sought to be
prevented."

As anthority, for this proposition the cases, inter
alia, of' Sheppard v. Oxenford (2) and Butt v.
11-1onteaux (3) already referred to, are cited.
.
{2) 1 K. &

(I) [1890]

2~

J. 489 and 69 E.R. 552.

Q.B.D. 742.
(3) f K. &

. .

J. 97 and 69 E.R. 345.
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In Sheppard v,, Oxe;njord (1), the plaintiff filed a
bill against an illegal association for an account of
all the moneys received and paid by the directors
and the debts and liabilities of the association, and
{or sale .' . . . and for a division of the properties
of the association among the shareholders. "The
COlIrt did not think it necessary. to do more than
preserve the property and only granted an injunction
against the defendant and appointed a ceceiver.
No demurrer upon the ground that the association
was illegal was put in, but later, a,demurrer was
entered apparently upon this ground (Iud' wassubse;,.
quent1y overruled. It is clear from the report of
this case however, that although the plaintiff did not
obtain the return of his money no suggestion that he
was not so entitled in law would have been entertained
by the Court. The expression of opinion occurring
in the case of Butt v. Mon!eaux (2) appears to be
directly in point.
One further case was referred to, viz., Greenberg
v. Cooperstein (3). The material portion oC the headnote is as follows : II Held (I) Thab.the..association was rendered illegal by the
Companies (Consolidated) Act, 1908, section I, sub-section 2, as
being an nnregistered association of more than twenty persons
carrying on a business having for its object the acquisition of gain;
(21 That, notwithstanding this, the Court was not debarred from
affording relief to the members asking for the return of money
Paid into the hands of agents for application for an illegal purpose
by granting anacconnt., . . .
.

At the close of his judgment Tomlin,
was) said.

J.

(as he then

" I am happy to think that the law is not so feeble that it cannot protect the subscribers Ly ordering an account; but in saying
th}s, I am expressing no opinion as to \vhat will take place after
(1) 1· K. &

J.

489 and 69 E R: 552.
(2) 1 K. & T.97 and 69 E.R. 385
(3) L.R [1926] Ch.n. 657.
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the account has been taken and by what means if any the
c1efenc'ants may discharge themselves of the money they have
received. I prefer to leave this entirely for discus:;ion hereafter."

The dec:sion in the case therefore does not
assist either party to this appeal, but Mr.. Paget \-vas
inclined to suggest that the learned Judge from his
concluding words quoted above was doubtful whether
l1e would order a return of moneys paid to the
s!Jareholdf'r~. This is by no means clear, and as the
'Case appears to have been settled out of Court, it
is impossible to say,"wllat;"e@urse was taken when
the action was finally decided.
Reviewing the authorities as a whole it would
;appear that there is no decided case exactly on all
fours with the present suit. The passage appearing
in Butt v. Monteaux (l) (above referred to), however
appears to be sufficient autltorilf'"iii favour of the
respondents. It is perfectly clear that w hat they ask
is not an enforcement of an illegal contrad, nor do
they sue upon such a contract. If their prayer be
given effect to the result· will be that an illegal
association is brought to an end.
. I have no real doubt therefore that the suit as
framed is maintainable,.and".that the deCision of the
lower Court on that point is'correct.
.
Two further points mllst be referred t6.· It was
'saidby Mr. Thein Maung that as the nu'mber of
subscribers is now reduced to a number less tIJan
1.wenty, the association is no longer illegal, and that
.in any event the respondentsa.re entitled to the
.,order ,they ask. In view of my decision, upon the
main question in the suit, it is not necessary" to
decide this matter. I am of opinion however tha:t
although it may be said that subsequent registration
of an illegal association would cure· the pre~lotis
(1) 1K. &

J. 97. and 69 E R. 385.
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omission to register, I can see no reason for holding
that a subsequent~ r~duetion in numbers would have
11.
the same effect. What is aimed at by the statute is
D PHYU.
the
formation of an illegal association, an d it seems
OrTER, J.
to me (though no authority was quoted by either
party upon the point) that an association once illegal
in form must retain its illegal character until registration or dissolution.
The only other question raised by Mr. Pag'et was
the question of limitation. According to him the
present-suiPmusfi"fail upon the "gt'otlrrcF<''ttiit ,; as the
suit was instituted in April 1926 (viz., more than
three years after the payment of the subscriptions) it
is out of time. It ',;\Tas argued that as this is a suit
for money paid by the respondents to the appellant
for the use of the former, Article 62 of the Limitation
Act must a p p l y . ' ,,' , .
This point appear s to be a new point raised for
the first time in this Court. Moreover, it is not
covered by the memorandum of appeal. I am of
opinion however that it is without substance. Article
62 of the Limitation Act applies to suits falling under
the category \vell known in English law as "Suits for
money had and received." Such suits' arise<where
money paid into the hands of the defendant is payable forthwith to the plaintiff. See as to this].
Subba Rao v.]. Rama Rao (1).
I n the present case, the money was paid for a
certain purpose, viz.., to be expended in the purchase
of a rice-mill for the benefit of the members of
the association and other purposes, and after
re,.conversion the subscribers will clearly not be
entitled to the return of the whole of their SUbscriptions.
The' suit, though not in fonn, in substarice

U SEIN Po

"

(1) (1916) 40 Mad. 291.
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therefor must be fOJ: an account, and it is only
after such an account has been taken that the
amounts due to the respective subscribers can be
ascertained.
It has been well settled that Article 120 of the
Limitation Act applies to such suits, and as this
article provides for a limitation of six years from the
time when the right to sue accrues, the action is
wel1 within time.
The only questi{)'fis,ai"isingbefore this Court are
the questions of law I have dealt with, and for the
reasons given above I am of opinion that the decision
of the lower Court is correct and must be upheld.
The appeal is therefore dismissed, and in the circumstances the appellant must pay the respondents' cost
both here and below.
'}'CO

HEALD, J.-On the 28th of December 1921,<1
number of persons decided to form a partnership to
do a rice milling business. The capital. of the partnership was to be Rs. 50;000 divided into 500 shares
of Rs. 100 each.Rs... ,~25 was~to be paid in respect.of each share forthwith and the balance within ten
days of notice to pay. Sixteen of those present,
including a number of the parties to the present suit
at once applied for shares amounting to 401 out of
the 500 shares.
A meeting of the partners was held on the 7tho£·
January 1922, at which it was recorded that 15 persons
had paid up Rs. 25 for each share in respect of
358 shares, and the appellant Sein Po was appointed
manager of the partnership business.
On the 14th of January 1922, it was recordeq
that fouroUler persons had paid Rs. 25 for each
share in respect of 52 more shares and the manager
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Sein Po and another of the shareholders were author_ U 5EIN Fo
ised to buy di~ equipment of the milL
V.
On the 7th of March 1922, it was recorded that
U PHYU.
five
other persons had joined the partntrsbip, taking
HEALD, J.
17 further shares, and a resolution was passed that
the partnership should be registered as a Company
under the name of the "Mingala Bazaar Rice Milling
Company." Certain partners were authorised to buy
the land and timber for the mill, and the manager,
Sein Po,-.w.as~:f4:HJJWt:;j-~.:;;~ to buy the engine and to
engage an engine-driver. The partnership was in
fact ne\Ter registered as a Company, and therefore
was an illegal association.
On the 2nd of July 1922, shareholders were
asked to take further shares and it was decided to
issue notices".{o£ payme,nt of the balance due in
respect of shares already taken.
On the 2nd of Odober 1922, it was recorded that
certain of the original subscribers had taken further
shares and som~ new subscrib.ers· also seem to have
taken shares.
'
The partnership is said to 'have consisted of 27
partners until February 1926, ,:When one Tha Hla
purchased f1i~:~hares of Po Han and; Kyi Byu, Kyaw
Zan HIa, who was already a shareholder, purchased
the shares of Le Le and Po Chit, Maung Pyu, who
-was' already a _shareholder, purchased the shares of
AungNyun, Yan Byan purchased the shares of Maung
Pyo and Pan I, who was already a shareholder,
-purchased the shares of PO -Tha and Tha Hnin.
These transfers are said"-i6_pave teduced the number
of shareholders to 19, an'<;l'they Wl: re doubtless diee. h d
with a view to. the filing of the suit, which was
,instituted in April 1926._
The partner-saip bought land, built and equipped
a rice-mill with the usual appurtenant out-builidings,
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.and on the 10th of December 1924, gave Sein Po a
year's lease of the premises. Sein Po, according to
the plaintiffs, failed either to pay the rent in full or
to give up possession of the premises, but instead,
with the concurrence of two of the shareholders,
~gave a lease of the mill to one Po Lon for three
years. That lease has now expired and the premises
have presumably reverted to the posse~sion of the
.shareholders.
While the premi$es\'\',ert!~..sWlinthe possession of
Po Lon, three of the shareholders Maung Pyu, Po
Kin, and Po Hla filed the present suit to recover
from Sein Po, whom they described as the" promoter"
·of the partnership, and who, as they alleged, was
manager of the business from the time when the
partnership was instituted te'the time ,,,hen the partnership premises were leased to him, the shares which
they contributed to the partnership, Or so much as
-they might be entitled to recover in respect of
those shares after. cpnverting the assets of the part.
nersbip into money and paying the debts incurred by
the partnership.: '.
SeinPo in bis writt~n statement said that he was
Managing Director of the pa~t~ership throughout its
.-existence, •and did not deny that he was the
"promoter ". He admitted the formation of the part·
nership and its acquisilion of the premises alleged,
and he also admitted the receipt of Rs. 10,000 from
Po Lon as rent of the premi~es. He pleaded however
,that by reason of th.e provisions of section 4 (2),
. ,of the Indian Companie~ Act the plaintiffs were not
entitled to rec'over' {he·· money which they had put
into the partrlership and' were not entitled to recover
. possession of the premises from him.
.
The lower Court found that the plaintiffs 'were
entitled to recover the amounts, which they had paid,
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to the extent that their money ,or pro;Jerty representing
that money was still in the possession of Sein Po, or
V.
U PHYU,
of the partnership, subject to the payment of debts
incured by Sein Po on behalf of the partnership,
HEALD, J.
and it recorded findings as to the assets which were
available, the liabilities which were outstanding, and
the amount paid by the partners as their shares of
the capital. It directed that the assets should be sold,
that the liabilities should be paid out of the sale
proceeds, and thaL the plaintiffs shQlJ.~,~c.[.,~<;eive their
shares pro rata out of the balance.
It
also
directed that the costs should be borne by the
defendants.
Only Sein Po appeals and the grounds of his
appeal are that the suit was not maintainable by
reason of the provisions of section4·",,(2,),.of the Companies Act, that the plaint did not disclose a cause
of action and ·that the suit was bad for misjoinder of
parties and causes of action.
At the hearing in this Court a point of limitation
which was not taken either in the trial Court or in
the grounds of appeal was raised.
We have heard the learned advocates on both sides:
aud I have had the athtan tage of reading ril'y leam ed
brother's judgment. I have no hesitation :in agreeing
with him that, subject to the law of limitation, plaintiffs are entitled to Irecover out of the assets of the
partnership which remain after paying the liabilities t
such amount, as represents pro rata their shares of
the money which they contributed to the partnership. ,
I agree with him also that the reduction of the
number of shareholders, which was effected shortly
before the suit was filed, and was clearly effected for the
puq:~oses of the suit, did not avoid the objection that
the partnership was illegal. At all all times material to
the suit it Was ilfegal,and in my opinion we are

U SEIN Po
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bound to deal with it on the footing that it was an
illegal association.
The question of limitation seems to me to be
more difficult, but it was pointed out by a Full
Bench of the High Court of Madras in the case of
Rallla Seshayya v. Sir Tripurasltndari Cotton Press
(1), that there is in the first schedule to the Limitation
Act "No article which provides siJnpliciter for a debt
duel such a debt as would have been the subject of
the old cornman law action for debt" and that" all
we can do is to fall back on the omnibus Article
120 ", and as I am satisfied that Article 62 cannot
be applied because the money when it was received
by Sein Po or his representative U Myaing was not
received 1>y him for the plaintiffs' use but was received
for other specific purposes, and became payable to
the plaintiffs, to the extend to which it is payable,
only by reason of the happening of subsequent
even ts, namely, the failure to register the partnership
as a company, I agree _that Article 120 applies and
that the suit was not barred by limitation.
I accordingly concur in my learned brother's
judgment dismissing the appeal with costs in this
Court and his order that the appellant Sein Po
should bear all the costs in the trial Court.
(1) (192$) 49 Mad. 468.
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Before Mr. luslice Heald and Mr. Justice Maung Ba.
1<)29

S·A·L·S· CHEl TYAR FIRl\1

v.

May 22.

DA W SAW

AND ANOTHER.

*

CO/ltmet Ad (IX of [872) s.198-Pletite by possessor of goods-GoodsoblaitIed
by frauti-U,drlle rep1esentation and disholle t intention in oUailling
pos>css;otz-Goods obtained from owner by fraud must be l'etuY1ud to
l r"e,~.II&r.tI,!)I~~.J1O!1l4,1i4e,,'pledgce.

Where a rerson obtains j<:wellery {rem its owmr on the pretext that he
}:"s a prospecti\'e purcha~er and with the dishonest intt'ntion of raisiJ'g" money
on it for himself, he obtains the go()d~ by fraud. Consequently <:ven a
bona-fide pledgee of the goods from that person u:ust return the g00ds to the
true owner.
R.M.l-'.A. Anamale Chdty Y. Mrs. Basch, 1l L.B.R.-dis!illguislted.

AiyangUf"tor"'tne appellant.
HEALD and MAUKG BA, JJ.-The main facts of this
,C2se are not now disputed and it is only the legal
effect of those facts wbich is in question.
The second respondent Ma Ma Gyi went to the
first respondent and induced her to hand ever certain articles of jewellery on a pretence tbat she had
a prospecti.vei!pt1'rchaser who desired to have inspection of the jewellery. The first respondent handed
the jewellery to the second respondent; who in fact
had no prospective purchaser, and the second respondent pledged the jewellery next day to appellant.
The second respondent was prosecuted and conyided
of criminal breach of trust. The first respondent
then used appellant for,thereturn of the jewellery,
and a decree has been passed in her favour.
Appellant appeals on grounds that a person who
is in possession of goods of any sort can make a

.

'

• Civil First Appeal No. 99 of 1929 f~om the judgment ofthe Origiml Side
in Civil Regular No. 532 of 1928.
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valid pledge of such goods, provided that tbe person
who accepts the pledge acts in good faith and that
the goods have not been obtained from the owner by
means of an offence or by fraud. He suggests that
because tbe second respondent was convicted of
criminal breach of hust and not of cheating the
Magistrate must hm'e found that she did not obtain
possession of the jewellery by means of an offence·
He cites the case of Anamale Chetty v. Mrs. Basch
(1), in which a goldsmith to whom jewellery was
entrusted for sale, pledged the jewellery and it was
held that because the person \\ ho accepted the pledge
acted In good faith he was entItled to retain the jewels
'in spite of the fact that the goldsmith was convicted
of criminal breach of trust.
One of the questions to De decided in such cases
is whether or not the goods were obtained from the
owner by means of a criminal offence or fraud. If
they were so obtained the pledge is invalid and the
persoll who has accepted the pledge must return the
goods to the true owner. It may bt true, as appellant suggests, that such a provision of law is likely
to cause serious loss and dislocation of business to
money-lenders who act in good faith and \vith no
suspicion that the person making the pledge has
obtained the goods by means of an offence or fraud,
but it is what section 17t> of the Contract Act says'
and it is therefore the law.
In this case v.re are satisfied that the second respondent obtained the jewellery from the first responent by ineans of a fraudulentpretence that she actually
had a prospective purchaser and with the dishont.st
intention of raising money on it fer herself, and that
therefore she obtained the jeweilery by fraud ... It
(1) (1921)11 L.B.R.Mad. 217..
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follows that the.,pledge was invalid and that appellant
cannot retain the jewellery.
We therefore dismiss the appeal•.

'lJ.

:D~w

SAW.

fHEALDAND
.MAUNG BA,

APPELLATE CIVIL.

JJ.

Before Mr. Justice Chari and M,'. Justice Bl'OWtl.
1929

MAUNG SHWE HTEIN
., ...... t:~, .

JUlle. 1.

AND ANOTHER

·~~·::·t,':' .~ ..

MA LON MA GALE.*
Partnership debt-Suit by 51lYVIVtng paltner alone without joini1~g legal
represe11tatives of deceased 1><1rtner-Civil Procedure Code (Act V of 1908);
O. 30, r. 4.
A surviving partner is competent to file a suit to recover a partnership
debt without joining the 'legal represea~ai.iYes,{)f,..tb.edeceased partner. Order
XXX, rule 4 of the Civil Procedure Code provides that when two or more
persons may sue or be sued in the name of a firm, the provisions of that urder
apply. It does not prevent a suniving 'partner alone to file a suit in I'espect
Df i\ partnership debt.
K.V.P.I". Chetty v. Armuga Path"" 4 L.B.R. 99-referred fa:
Ram Narai/z v. Ram Chundur, 18 Cal. 86 ; U GUlla v. U Kyaw Gattiig,
·(1892-96) II U.B.~. 204-disselltcd fro111.

Darwood for the appellants.
for the"respondent.

. BasH

and BROWN, JJ.-The facts of this case are
very simple. The suit was instituted by Ma Lon J\Ia
Gale against the defendants, who are husband and wife.
It is alleged in theplaint that the husband borrowed
the sum of money ror which the promissory note vvas
executed for the family purpose::> and benefit of himself
and his wife. The promissory note was in favour of two
persons, namely, Ma Lon Ma Gale and Ma Mya Bu.
These two were sisters and carried on a money~lending
,bHsiness in partnership.
CHARI

• Civil Firt Appeal No. 31 ot 1929 from the judgment of the District Court
.ot Henzada in Civil Regular No.)O of 1928.
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The trial Court gave a decree for the amount claimed
and the defendants now appeal.
MAUNG
SHWE HTFIN
The sole ground argued in the appeal is that no
71.decree can be passed in favour of Ma Lon Ma Gale ~~AG~~~.
unless the legal representatives of Ma Mya Bu, the CH~AND
deceased partner~ are also added as parties to the suit. BROWN, JJ.
Reliance is placed for this argument of a ruling in 189296, 11 Upper Burma 204, in which the Judicial Commissioner of Upper Burma followed an Indian ruling
and held that a suit by the ~tlrv,ivj.nK.partner was not
competent without joining the legal representatives
of the deceased partner. The majority of the Indian
High Courts have taken a contrary view. In K. V.P.L.
Perianen Clzelly v. Annuga Pather (1), Sir Charles
Fox, Chief Judge of the 1ate Chief Court of Lower
Burma, followed the. decision.. ,oL,-the other Indian
High Courts and dissented from the Calcutta Ruling
in Ram Narain Nursing Doss v. Ram Chunder ]ankee
Loll (2).
In the present Civil Procedure Code, Order XXX,
rule 4, enacts that where two or more persons may sue
or be sued in the name of a firm under the foregoing
provisions and any of such persons dies, wh.eth~r before
the institution Or during the pendency of any suit, it
shall not be necessary to join the legal representatives
of the deceased as a party to the suit. III c;lc,CS of
partnership, it is competent for tIle ~llrviving p~tr1nl'r to
file a suit in respect of p"rtilcrship debts without joining
the legal representaJives of the dcc(a~ed pa.rtner.
The learned advocate for the appellant argues tllat
it is only when a suit is instituted in the name of a firm
tliat Order XXX, rule 4 applies. Order XXX, rule 4
-does not say so in terms and merely provides that when
two or more persons may sue or be sued in the namtf of

(l) (1907) 4 L.B:R. 99.

(2) 1890) 18 CaL 86.
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a finn, the provisions of that order apply. In this case
the two Burmese ladies had no firm name though un·
S'HWE HTEIN
doubtedly they carried on business in partnership.
V.
MA LON
Since they cannot ~ue in a firm name, it is argued that
MA GALE,
the legal representatives of the deceased perwn are a
CHAIU AN:)
necessary
party. vVe cannot accept this contention.
BROWN, JJ.
All that Order XXX, rule 4 contemplates is the existence of a partnership. Even if Order XXX, rule 4'
were not applicable, the previous rulings certainly
are· Wf': are therefore of opinion that it was competent
for Ma Lon Ma Gale to maintain the suit and it was.
properly decreed.
The only other point taken before us is that the
promissory note having been signed by Maung Shwe
I-Hein alone, his \vife, the second appellant Ma Bu Mat
i:; not bound by it. It is suggested thatthe presumption
that Maung Shwe Htein was acting on behalf of his.
wife as weU as of himself cannot be drawn in this
case because the money purports to have been taken
for Maung Shwe Htein and his sister. That does not
seem to us to be sufficient reason for not drawing the
ordinary presumption in such cases.
vVe dismiss the appeal with ccsts.
1929:

MAU~G
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Before Mr. Justice ,Heald and Mr. Justice Mauug Ba.
1929

D. R. SAKLAT
A. B. MEHTA

AND OTHERS,}

-

v.

J. HORMAS}EE.*

Parsi Tempte Trust-Appointment of trustees-Scheme providing fOr wishes
of the community-Discretion of the Court, how to be e.":ercised-not
taking into consideratum commlmity's wishes as expressed in ajfidavifs
not all exercise of sound discretion-Appellate Court's power to interfere
-Appeal under Claiise,'t3~~TJitters-Patent.
The Scheme for the management of the Trust relating to the Parsee Fire
Temple at Rangoon as settled by the latc Chief Court of Lower Burma
provide,d for the appointment of three trustees. -On thedeath of anYofthem
the sun-iving trustees or either of them were to apply to the Court to fill l;p
the vacancy. Such applications may be s',pported by affidavits of the Parsi
inhabitar.ts of Rangoon.
After the death of the life trustee, appellants applied to the Court for
appointment of the appellant in the second of the above appeals as trustee
A number of affidavits were filed supporting this candidate and averring that
a majority of the community supported his candidature. One of the trustees
nominated the respondent as a trustee, but no affidavits were filed in supper t
of him. The learned Judge on)he Original Side appointed the respondent
trustee on the ground that he was not related to the trustees, whilst the
appellant and the remaining trustees were all related to one another. No
reference was made by the learned Judge to the affidavits supporting the
appellant.
Held, that the ord(r was appealable as a .. judgmer.t" within the meaning
of Clarse 13 of the Letters'Patent;BaPev.PoSeill,6Ran.97; P_K.P.V.E.v.N.A.Ci;e~tyar,6 Ran: 703-

.referred to.
Mil1akslti .•.. Su!.>ra1llanya, 11 Mad. 26 (P. C)-distillguished.
Held, also, that the Scheme ~ave the JUdge a discretion to appoint .11rustce.
Butdiscretiou mllst be exercised acccrding tu the rules ofreas(1l and ju.tice,
not according to private opinion. The intention of C,e Scheme was that !lie
information conveyed by affidavits should be part of the material 10 be lIsed by
the Courl in deciding which candidate it may appoint. The wishes of the
community as expressed in the affidavits ought to have been considered unless
there were cogent reasons to the contrary and as th.ose were ignored, the
.appellate Court had to interfere with the order and appoint the appellant
trustee.
Sharp v. Wakefield, [18<11] A.C. 173-referred to.
-Civil First Appeals Nos. 95 and 96 of 1929 from' the order of the Origi~al
Side in Civil Miscellaneous No. 186 of 1919.
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Leach and DodoI' for the appellants.
Vakharia for' t.he respondent.

'Ii.

J.

HORMASlEE,

J.-In Miscellaneous Case No. 186 of 1919
on the Original Side of· the Chief Court the Scheme
for the management of the Trust relating to the
Parsee Fire Temple at Rangoon, which was settled
by the Recorder ofRangoon in Suit No. 36 of 1889,
w~as amended !?o as to provide for the appointment
of three truste~,~:.c....' . , . . .
The relevarifclauses Of the Scheme. as amended
areas follows ; HEALD,

.25. The first board 'of Ti'lIstees under this Scheme shall
¢onsist of Mr. B. Cowasjee. as lifenlember 'or until be resigris~
and Mr. N. M· Cowasje'e and Mr. N. 'N: B~rjorjee, who. have
been. duly elected at. a meeting of the members of the Parsee
CQID.!TIunity of RangOOn.
·"w
26; In the event of any vacancy occurring in the' dfice
of Trustee a new Trustee or Trustees shall be appointed ill
his or their stead in the manner follo\vinJ!, that is to say,
.theremlining Trustee or Trustees or either of them shall withi.n
one mon'thof the v.lcancyapply to the Principal Court of
Original Jurisdiction in Rangoon to appoint a person or persons
to fill the vacancy. The application shall set out the name
or names of the persons. considered suitable and may be
accompanied bytbe"affidavit'itof 'ilnY number of the Parsee
inhabitants of Rangoon who desire to support the reCOlllmendation.
27. On receipt of such application the Court shall fix a
day for the hearing thereof and shall give notice, by ad\1ertisement in the public press in such newspapers as it may
deem fit, of the said date and calling upon persons intc:rested
to appear and to submit any other names supported in like
manner by affidavit. The Court shall thereupon, after hearing
such parties as desire to be heard, appoint such perSOll or
persons as it deems fit.

The Trustee Mr. B. Cowasjee died in February

. bst and each" of the remaining trustees filed an
application to t he Court to appoint a person to fill
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the vacancy each naming a "'different person. The
1929
learned Judge on the Original Side of this Court 'D. RS,\KLAT,
. d the present respon d ent D r. H ormasJee
. to A. B.·v.MEHTA
.appomte
fill the vacancy.
J. H]~~IASMr. A. B. Mehta, who.
is the
other
person
named
.HEALD,
- . J•
,
•
.as being a person consIdered sll1table for appomtment, appeals and· a number of members of the
Parsee community, who support his claim to the
appointment, have also filed a separate appeal.
Respondent's learned"a'dvocate' "has raised a preJiminary objection that no appeal lies, and in· support
.of that objection he relies on the decision of their
Lordships of the Privy Council in the c~se of
Mil1akshi Naiduv. Subrama1'lya 5astri (1).
A sirnUar question WclS r?-i.~ed in this Court in
the. case of Ba Pe v. Po Sein (2),\vhere a Bench,
of which I was a member, considered Minakshi's
.:case and p'linted out that their Lordship's decision
rested on the fact that the appointment in that case
was made under the provisions of a special Act
~(XX of 1863) which did not gi\'e a right of appeal.
.The Bench of this Court said that it had been
judicially recognised that in certain classes of suits
;the power of the Court which passed the decree to
make orders in the suit does not come to an end
when the decree in the suit is passed and that in
suits under section 92 of the Code of Civil Pro-cedure where the Court, in the Scheme which it
settles, reserves to itself certain powers, it acts in the
exercise of those powers not asa persoha designata
but as a Court . passing orders in the suit. The
'Bench said further that where, as' in the particular
case then under consideration, the Court had reserved
to itself .power to confirm or to refuse to confirm
(0 (I8S7) 11 Mad. 26.

(21 (1928) 6 Ran. 97.
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elections held ...qpder the Scheme embodied in its
D. R: SAKL,AT. decree, and where application for confirmation of an
.A. B. ~EHTA election under the Scheme had been made by parties
J. H~~:lAS' on one side ~nd had been opposed by parties on
HE~ J. the other sid~, the order whiGh the Court made
was a decree 1n the suit itself and was therefore
appealable as a decree under the Code.
In the present case the power which the Court
reserved to itself was not the power to confirm
electwus,,,,,,of,dr.ustees but the pow~r to appoint
trustees, and it is suggested that that difference
between, the two cases renders the reasoning on
which the judgment in Ba Pe's case was based
inapplicable" to. the present case~ I fail to see that
the difference affects the reasoning in any way. In
each case'the""Court in its decree reserved to itself
the power to make further orders in the suit and I
see no reason why such further orders should amount
to decrees in the one case and should not amount
to decree in the other.
I would hold therefore that such an order as
that passed in this case would be appealable if the
appeals were ~ppeals under the Cocle.
But the present appeals lie, if they lie at all,
under Clause 13 of the Letters Patent of this Court,
and therefore it is necessary to consider whether
.~r not the order against which it is desired to appeal
is a "judgment " within the meaning of that clause.
According to,.the decision of Full Bench of this
Court in P.K.P.V.E.v. N.A. Chettya1' (I), the decisive factor in determining whether or not an order
is a "judgment" within the meaning of Clause 13
of the Letters Patent is the answer the to question
whether the' order does or does not finally decide
1929

(I) (1928) 6 Ran. 703.
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.questions in issue between the parties in so far as
1929
the Court deciding them is coIi'Cern:ed. The" key- D.R:SAKLAT,
~ ".IS sal'd to .De " fi nal't'
MEHTA.
nOle
I y m re1at'IOn t a th e C our t A. B. v.
passing the order". If that test be applied to the J. ~~:~IAS
order in this case there can be no doubt that that HE~LD. J.
order is a "judgment" within the meaning of Clause
13 of the Letters Patent and that therefore it is
:appealable under that clause..
I would accordingly find that the present appeals
lie.
MAUNG BA,

J.-I concur.

HFALD and MAUNG BA, JJ.-Mr. B. Cowasjee,
who was a life trustee of the Parsee Fire Temple at
Rangoon under a Scheme framed by the Chief Court
of Lower Burma in Civil Miscellaneous Case No. 186
of 1919, died about the 2nd of February last, and
under clause 2() of the Scheme it was the duty of the
remaining trustees or either of them within one month
to apply to this Court on its Original Side to appoint a
person or persons to fill the vacancy. Neither of the trustees applied to the Court within the month, possibly
because they did 110t agree as to whom they should nominate, but on the 11th of March a number of members Of
the Parsee comiilU-nity, who are the appellants in one of
the two appeals with which this order deals, namely Civil
First Appeal No. 95 of 1929, filed an application to the
Court, submitting the name of Mr. A. B. Mehta, who is
the appellant in the other appeal with which this order
deals, aslhe name of a person considered suitable to
fill the vacancy.
Next day Mr. N.M. Cowasjee, one of the hvo remaining trustees,filed an application setting out the name
of Dr. J. Hormasjee, the respondent in these appeals,'as
thafof aiJerson considered suitable to fill the vacancy.
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On the 15th of March Mr. N. N. Burjorjee, the other
D.R:S\KLAT, trustee, filedan"i'tt'Pplication again setting out the name
A.B. MEHTA "
,
'v.
.
of Mr. A. B. Mehta.
l. HJOE~~ASThe Court fixed the 8th of April for hearing the
HEA~DAND applications and gave public notice of the date so fixed.
MAUNG BA,
On the 6th of April Dr. N. N. Parekh, one of the
JJ.
present appellants filed an affidavit supporting the
recommendations of Mr. A. B. Mehta as suitable for the
vacancy, and stating that Mr. Mehta had the support of
92 out of the 117 male adult members of the Parsee
1929

comm1.t'11tty"iTl:!<R~t1goon.

On the 8th of April, that is the day fixed for hearing
the application, affidavits supporting the recommendation of, Mr. A. B.. Mehta \vere filed by Messrs B.
N. Burjorjee, J. C. Batlivala, D. R. Saklat, Manchershah
Manekjee, Lieutenant-Colonel Tarapore, Messrs. Manek
Mcin,ekjee, b. j." Contractor, S. B Nariman, N. B.
Bchramferam, P. H. Judge, K. M. Setna, A. Hirjee"
M. Burjorjee, D. Hormusjee, B. N. Burjorjee, and
D. J. Kolapore. A number of other applications"
supporting Mr. Mehta's candidature and containing
the signatures of about 100 members of the Parsee
cbrnmunity verified by affidavit, were also filed.
, No affidavits"accompanied or were filed in support
of Mr. Cowasjee's nomination of Dr. Hormasjee.
When the matter came before the Court on the 8th
pf April the supporters of Mr. Mehta applied for an
adjournment, but the learned advocate who appeared on
the other side opposed it and it was refused.
After hearing the parties the learned Judge made the
order which is now under appeal. He said that
Mr. Cowasjee had nominated Dr. Hormasjee and
Mr. Burjorjee had rlominated'Mr. Mehta, that the
original three trustees v.rere related to ~achothert
Mt. N. M.Cowasjee being a nephew ofMr. B. Cowasjee
and a cousin of Mr. Burjorjee, that Mr. Mehta was a
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brother-in-law of Mr. Burjorjee, that he did not think it
desirable that tnisfees'sliol1ld be related to each other, D.R. SAl{LAT,
A. B. MEl'HA
that it was necessary in the interest of the comV.
J.
HORMASmunity that the new trustee should be a stranger to
H~E·..
-.-the families of the present trustees, and that for that
HEALD AND
reason he appointed Dr. Hormasjce to be the third MAUNG BA,
JJ.
trustee in the place of Mr. B. Cowasjee.
Mr. Mehta and his supporters appeal against that
decision on grounds that the learned Judge's exercise
of the discreiiongiyen by the Scheme \1;'as arbitrary.
and not judicial, that there was no good reason for
disregarding. the wishes of a majority of the com;'
munity, and that ihere was nothing on the record to
support the learned Judge's opini'on,;""-thatit was neces~
sary in the interests- of the Parsee community that the
new trustee shOUld not be related to either of the
present trustees.
An appellate Court is always reluctant to interfere
with the decision in a matter of discretion, but it is
difficult to see how we can refuse to interfere in this case.
It was said by Lord Halsbury, L.C., in the case of
Sharp v. vVakefield (1), to which we have been
· referred, that" discretion means, when it is ~aid that
· something is to be dene· within the discretion of the
authorities that that something is to be done according
.to the rules of reason and justice, not according to
· private opinion; according to law and not humour. It
is to be not arbitrary, vague, and fanciful, but legal and
· regular."
In this case the learned Judge undoubtedly had a
discretion; since under the Scheme he was entitled to
appoint such person as he deemed fit. But the Sch~me
itself provides for the filing of affidavits of the Parsee
inhabitants of Rangoon who desire to support a particular .

.

(1) L.R [1891J A.C. 173.
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D.R.li:iLAT.~;;¢andidate for appointment, a~~,' it was obviously the

B. METJlAintentibn of the'Sch'eme thaftlie'information conveyed
by those affidavits should be part of the mater ial nsed
~~
by the Court in deciding which candidate to appoint.
HMEALD
ABND
In his J'udgment
AUNG ,A,
... ,_ in this case the learned Judge
JJ.
made no referencetu the fact that the recommendation
of one candidate was supported by a large number of
affidavits and that of the other by none, and he made no
reference to the contents of the affidavits. The sole
reason which th'~<iJ~9.-rned.J:wJ,ge gave for his decision
was his personafopinion that all the trustee ought not
to be related to each other and that it was necessary in
the interests of the community that a stranger should be
appointed trustee. There is no affidavit suggesting
or supporting that view, and although it was doubtless
pressed at the hearing and the learned Judge was entitled
to consider it, it seems to us to be an insufficient rcason
for rejecting what wa.s clearly the opinion of a considerable majority of the members of the community, and
for appointing a candidate whose candidature was not
supported by· any <affidavits rather than a candidate
whose recommendation was supported by a large
number.
Respondent's learned advocate asked us to admit at
the hearing of the appe'al affida\'its in support of his
candidature, but we are of opinion that such affidavits
should have been filed before the date fixed for hearing
on the Original Side of the Court,and that in view of
the fact that respondent opposed the ad jOllrnment which
would have given him and his friends a further opportunity for the filing of such affidavits, sufficient reason
for the admission of such further evidence at the
hearing of the appeal has not been shown.\iVe have
accordingly refused to admit any further affidavits.
" It is not seriously suggested that respondent is per;'
sonally otherwise than suitable to fill the vacancy, and

A.

J. H~~MAS-
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we dispose of the matter on the assumption that personally both candidates are intire1y"suifable. We are of D.R SAKI-AT,
A.B. METHA
opinion that in the caSe of such an appointment the
'IJ.
wishes of the community ought to be considered and J. HORMASJEE.
that unless there is some cogent reason to the contrary HEALD AND
the person who has the support of the majority of MAUNGBA,
JJ.
the community ought to be appointed. We do not
consider that the learned Judge's opiuion that the
trustees ought not to be related to each other was
sufficient in the circumstanc,e.~..pf this,cas,e to warrant
his disregarding the wishes of the community for the
expression of which the Scheme itself provided.
We are therefore constrained to set aside the order
of the learned Judge appointing respondent to be
trustee. and we appoint Mr. A. B. Mehta to be trustee
in the vacancy caused by the death of Mr. B. Cowas]ee.
We see' no reason why either the Trust or the
respondent should be made liable for the costs of
these proceedings and accordingly \ve direct that the
parties do bear their own costs.

APPELLATE CIVIL..
Before Sir Cfty Rtdledge, Kt., K.C., Chief Justice, and Mr. Justice Browl/.

MA AYE YIN

AND O'.rHE~S

v.
MA MI MI

AND OTHERS.'*'

Buddltist Law-Orasa Eldest cltild dyil/g in infancy-Seco1lf1 c!lild whether
etltitled to tlte status-Joint lit'iflg and actit.c a~sistance 11l parent's
b'lIsiness not essel/tial
Held, tbat if the first born child dies before attaining the age of majority,
the eldest child Who attains the age at which he or she would be able to take
the place of the father or the motber in case of ,their death is the orasa.
Held, also, that for an orasa to qualify for his special rights, joint living
with the surviving parent and active assistance in his or her dulies is not
neceEsary.
, * Civil First Appeal 249 of 1928, from the judgment of District Court of
Amherst in Civil Regular No. 11 of 1928.

1928

June 13.
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Kirkwood v. MaZIng Sin, 2 Ran. 693 (P.C.) ; Ma HIa U v. Mmmg Shwc Yin,
1 R <n. 370; Tun lrfY4itN!",,' Sa TUll, 2 L.B.R 292-referrcd to.

t-.

MA MIMI.

Anklesaria for the appellants.
Htoon Aung Gyaw for the respondents.
C.]., and BROWN, J.-The property in
dispute in this case is the estate of one U Aung
Min deceased. U Aung Min married one Daw Ma
Ma and they bad in all ten children. The eldest
child was a girlMa May, who died at the age of 4.
The sec6riCl'ch~itd was Maung Kin Mallng, the father
of the, respondents in this case. Maung Kin Maung
pred.eceased U Aung Min. The appella.nts are the
five, surviving children of U Aung Min. The respondents brought a suit for the administration of
~he estp,te, claim,ipg that Maung Kin Maung was the
orasa child, and that thev were therefore entitled to
share equally with the surviving sons and daughters.
They claimed therefore a one-sixth share.· in the
estate. His admitted that, if Maung Kin Maung had
the status of orasa, they are entitled to this one-sixth
share, and that if he had not, they are entitled only
to a one-twenty-fourth share. 'The trial Judge has
found ·that'··the..··piaintiffs established the orasa·· status
of their father, and has passed a decree, declaring
them entitled to a one·sixth share in his estate.
Against this decree the defendants have appealed.....
,. .I The appellants claim that Maung Kin Maung could
no.t be the orasa child, because he was not the first
born child, and even if he did acquire the status of
orasa his children have forfeited the right to base
their claim on that status by reason of the fact that
he .did not live with his parents or helped in the
acquisition of the family estate. The question of the
rights of an orasa was dealt with at very great
.·length by a Full Bench of the late Chief Court of
RUTLEDGE,
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Lower Burma and subsequently by their Lordships
of the Privy Council in the case ef Kirk7L'ood alias Ma
Thein a11d others v. lIfaung Sin and another (1). It
is pointed out in that case that the rights of an orasa
have to be considered in h\'o diiferent aspects.
There are first of all the rights of a son claiming a
quarter share of the estate on his mother's death, or
of ~ daughter claiming a similar share on the death
of the father. There are secondly the rights of the
children of an orasa, who predeceased the parents,
claiming a sha~e in the inheritance equal to that of
the younger brothers' and sisters. Ma Thein's case
dealt with the claims of an orasa in the latter aspect.
,The finding was that the orasa must be the elcj.est
born child capable of undertaking the resronsibilities
~f the deceased parents, and that that status should
be attained during the life-time of both parents by
a ·son, if he was the eldest born child, and by a
daughter~ if she was the eldest bam. O!lCe the status
has been attained either by the son or the daughter,
no one else can claim that status. ~
It was suggested in argument before us in the
present case that, as U Allng Min was predeceased
by his wife, it would be ,ct daughter, and Hot a son,
who could claim as orasa. "Tlii·s contention \\'as
in our opinion disposed of in Ma Thein's case,
Maung Kin M:l.ung attained the age of majority
. <luring the life-time of both his par~nts, and was
..capable, therefore, of attaining the status of an orasd.
If he. did attain that status, then it makes no
difference to his status that it was his mOlher, and
not his father, who died first. Onhis mother's death
he would not be entitled to claim a quarter share of the
estate, but his status so far as the claims of the children
(I) (1<}24) 2 Ran. 693.
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are concerned would not be affected. It is further
contended, however, that Maung Kin Maung never did
V.
MA MI MI. attain the status of orasa, and that he could not do
In the case
RUTLEDGE, so, as he was not the eldest born child.
C.J., AND of Tun 1l1yaing v. Ba TUll (1), at page 294 the
BROWN, J.
foI1O\ving principles were enunciated: "The eldest'born son is the orasa by right; but he does not
attain the complete status as such till he attains his
majority, and becomes fit to assume his father's
duties and responsibilities and to assist in the acquisition or management of the family estate. If he
dies before the attaiT:s his majority, or if he is
incompetent to fulfil the above conditions, then his
next younger brother, subject to the same conditions,
succeeds to his position as orasa. If, however, the
eldest son attains his majority and fulfils the
prescribed conditions, and then dies before his
parents, his position as orasa remains unfilled and
the next brother does not succeed to it." If this
enunciation of the law is correct, then it is clear
that for the status of orasa to be attained it is not
in all cases necessary for the child, for whom that
status is claimed, to have been the eldest born if the
eldest born dietl'in infancy.
It is contended, however, that this decision and
any other decision of a like nature were overruled
by the decision of the Privy Council in 1l1a Thein's
case•. In their discussion of the relevant passages
·from the Dhanunathafs in their judgment in that
case their Lordships pointed out the insistence on
theorasa child being the eldest born child' of the
wedded pair. Thus at page 783 they remark :-.

:fI.rA AYE YIN

II The Vilasa declares that on the death of the father
the
rule of partition between mother and s:m is as follows. "It
specifically states: 'If the son is the eldest born,' and' ifhe

. (1) (1924)2L B.R 292.
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help the parents in the acqui~~tion of the family property,
he shall get his fathel;'s elephant; etc. T~1e remainc'er of the
estate shall be divided into four shares the mother shall get three
shares and the son one share and to the question, 'Why shoul~l
the eldest-born child get a fourth share;' tbe anSwer
is :_1 the· parents obtained the child at the commencement of
their wedded life by their earnest prayer and acquired the
property with his or her assistance.' V\.'hat can all this mean,
except th:lt I the eldest son • referred to in all the DlzalJlmathats
is the eldest-born child of the wedded pair."

In the case before them their Lordshirs had not
for consideration a: case in"· ~hich the eldest born
child had died in infancy. and we do not think that
their decision directly or impliedly involved a finding
"that, if the eldest. born child died in infancy, no
other child could ever attain the status of an orasa.
It is true that in summing up the decision, their
Lordships remark at page 786:II The status does not depend on the decease
of the father,
where the child is a a son j or of the mother, where it is a
daughter j it comes into existence on the fulfilment of three
conditions, viz: (t) that he or she i~ the first-born child j (2)
that it attains majority; and (3) helps eHl:er in the acquisition
of the family property and the discharge of the father'·s
responsibilities j or, if a daughter, helps the mother in the cure
of the property and the control ai1d management of the hOllsehold, which lie particularly within the mother's duties."

But as we have said there is no question in that
case of the first born child having died in infancy,
nor did their Lordships in any part of their judgment
deal with such a case. In their final conclusion
their Lordships expressed general assent with the
observations· of the Judges of the Chief Court, ana
on this point Mr. Justice Heald expressed his opinion
clearly in the course of his judgment. At page 746
he remarks:"The question then arises whether if the eldest cl.ild
. dies in infancy, the next child succeeds as al,Yatha. The
Dhammathats, so far as I know, give no answer to this
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question though as I have said the Attasanklzepa considers
the possibility of a case in which there is no auratha but ody
y.)unger children. I think {rom my experience of cases 11l1clel'
Burmese Buddhist law for more than tWt'nty yea,rs, that there can
be 110 doubt lInt children who do not grow up a ~e always
disregarded and that the eldest child who reaches an age at which
he or she would be able to take the place of the father or motber
in case of death would always be regarded as auratha."

Again at

pag~

,59 of his judgment he remarks:-

"The case of Ma Ein Thu v. Maung RIa Dun(S B.L.T.73: was
one in which the question of the.ri~hts of grand-children arose and
it was· held that where the eldest child was ason who died in
;infancy, the son of the next eldestchilc1, \vho was a daughter and
who grew up, was entitled to share equally with his mother's younger sister. That decision was in my opinion correct, but the judgment seems to suggest that if there had been a son surviving instead
. Qftwo·daughters, the son might possibly have been auratlta to the
exclusion of the elder sister, and thaLview... I think, would be
mistaken. The ruling \va·s not, however officiallY reported."

He then proceeded to quote the case of Ma Su
v. Ma Tin (l), in which the same view as to the
effect of the eldest born child dying in infancy was
considered.· Certain remarks of Mr. Justice·Dllckworth
suggest that he might have taken a contrary view
He states at pages 770 and 771 :II Tbe point i-; lhat, if a SO:1 is i10fthc'fit'gt:~-;'jrn;cihildj'he can
never be auratha, unless the eldest child dies before reaching
majority or competency, and then only when the eldest chiL:! is a
male. His very dou .tful whether, according to the Dhamlllathats
another can become auratka in place of the de,:eased eldest
daughter."

But he cites no authority. in .s·upportof his view,
The tendency of judicial decisions of recent years
has been to place the sexes on a status of absolute
equality with regard to their claims of inheritance in
the estate of their deceased parents, and we know of
n~ authority in the Dhan'l1nathats forthe view that,
if the eldest born child is a daughter and dies in
{lj (1912) 6 L.B.R.77.
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infancy, no ot1:l~L.child can attajnthe:·gstatns of an
crasa. The vie~vs of' Mr. Justice Heald on this point IliA AYE YIN
.are generally in accord with previous decisions in MA'~'I MI.
Burma and we agree in those views.
RUTLEDGE
The result is that Maung Kin Maun!!,
who
did
not
BG.J•• AND '
"
ROWN J•
die apparently till he was over -to years of age, did
'
attain the status of orasa, and that he retained that
,:status until his death unless it be held that he failed
to fulfil certain other requisite conditions besides
that of being the eldest child. We"have"'already
referred to the passage in their judgment in Ma
Thein's case where their Lordships set forth the three
:conditions necessary for the coming into existence at
the status of orasa by a son or daughter; (l) that
lIe or she is the first-born child, (2) that it attains
majority, and (3) helps in the acquisition of the
.family property and the dischai'ge of the father's
responsibilities if a son. In our vie',' of the reasons
we have already given, the first two requisites are
satisfied in this case, and in stating the third,'requisite we do not think that their Lordships intended
to laydov.rn a definite rule which must be rigorously
follm,ved in every case.
In deciding on the applicability of these remarks
to the present case, it must be remembered that in
the case before their Lordships there was no
question of the orasa not having helped in the
acquisition of the family property, and on this point
the remarks of their Lordships amount to little more
than that these requisites are set forth in the Kyetyo
Dhammaihat. 'the remarks on the point are a
summary of. the result of extracts from the 1Jhammat hats and cannot in our opinion be interpreted as
intended to lay down any definite law on this point.
There are certain passages in the. Dhammathats
which suggest ' that a child loses its fights of
~
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inheritance on failure to live with its parents, aLd it
MA AYE YIN is contended fhaf this
rule has still greater .force
v.
MA Mr Mr. when the rights claimed are the special rights of the
Rl.'TLEDGE,
Ol'asa. In the case of Ma Ria U v. Maung Shwe
~~~'~~~J. Yin and one (1), the eldest daughter on the death
of the mother claimed a quarter share in the joint
estate. It was held that the mere fact that she had
lived separately from her father and that she had
never assumed the duties of her deceased mother in
the fami1y-,w.asJrot,~pf;fiyient reason for denying her
fights.
.. .
.
192,9'

In the present case U Aung Min was a goldsmith.
He sent his son Kin Maung to an English School
alld after leaving the School Kill Maung first become
a clerk in a lawyer's office. Subsequently be became
a teacher"and,·Htcn,a ..clerk in the Deputy Commissioner's office, Thaton. He was subsequently
transferred to Pa-an as Sub Accountant and later
joined the establishment of the Divisional and Sessions
Judge, Moulmein. He was then appointed a Myook
It is quite clear from his training and his subsequent
occupation that he could not well aE'sist his father
in his business as a goldsmith, and indeed that his
father never "expected him to do so. There isno
evidence that his relations "vith his parents were
other than normal. In the course of his work he
had been transferred away from Moulmein where his
parents lived, But· he never ceased to maintain
filial relations with them, and there is eYidence to
the effect that he did at times help them with
presents of I:lOney.. Certain remarks by Heald, J., in
Ma Thein's case on this point at pages 746 and 747
.
have been cited by the trial Judge :, ., "There Can. I t.hink be no. doubt t.hat the I)hammathats 'which
give
a special share
to the. eldest child who is competent fo
.:
.
-".
.. take

,._ _--

(1)(1923) 1 Ran. 370.
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the place of father or mother contemplate a family in which the
auratha is livlllg in the hnlily house and does actually take the
place at the parent. Indeed I doubt whether the DhallllJlathats
contemplated the auratha's taking ;\way the special share unless
he or 'she \\'a'~ ousted from the I:osition of bead of the family by
the surviving parent marryIng again. Some of the Dha1/ltllathats
would deprive a son or daughter, who does not live with the
family and take the bthtr's cr mother's place of the auratha
child's share vtde the texts cited in sections :6, 37,40,41 and 62
of the Digest, but I think that in this case, as in certain other
cases, e.g., the case of adopted and step-children, the necessity
for joint living may~now·"be·'consideredas arcl;aic and obsolete
and may be disregarded."

With these remarks we agree. There is nothing
to show that Kin Maung's special help was ever
asked for by his father or refused by him. His
working first as a clerk in a lawyer's office and later
on as a clerk in··the Go\'ernment service was
apparently in accordance with the wishes of his
parents. There is nothiflg to show that he ever
failed his parents in any ,:vay in any family crisis and
that being so, we do not consider that the mere fact
of his not living with his parents and not having
actively assisted in their business is sufficient reason
for depriving him of,. the status of orasa. Weare
,therefore of opinion that the case has been rightly
decided by the trial Court, and that the respondents
collectively are entitled to share equally in the
estate of U Aung Min with the five appellants.
We accordingly dismiss this appeal. The trial
Court directed the costs in illa t Court to corne 0ut
of the estate, and we think that, in the circumstances,
a similar order might fairly be passed here. \Ve
therefore direct that the costs of this appeal be
awarded out of the estate.
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MA NWE v. MA SAl DA

June. 24.

MA SAl DA v. MA NWE.*
liuddhist Law-Inheritance-Payin-Property inheritedbet7c'een two marriages, whether payin,l,o,the.second.ma.r.riage~Shareof the atet childrell in
such property.
Held, that at Burmese Buddhist law payin tothe second marriage incll\des
property acquired during the former marriage as also the property acquired
alter the termination of the first marriage and before the marriage with the
Second husband or wife.
Held, accordingly that where after the death of the first wife and befoN
marriage with second wife the husband inherited property from his parents
the children by the firsi.maq:iage areentitl~c! t.o thre,e-fourths in such property
as against their step-mother on the lather's'd~~tK''>''~'" .
Ma Hnin Bwin v. U Shwe Gon, 8 L.Iil.R.l. (P.C.)-refCl'redto.
Ma Leik v. Maultg Nwa. 4 L. B.R. lID-dissent ed /rom.

Tun Tin for the appellant.

[{rzshnaswa11'li for the respondent.
C.]., and MAUNG BA, ].-These two
appeals arise altt 6f an administt'afion' suit fired in the
District Court of Hanthawaddy by one Ma Nwe who
claims to be the legitimate daughter of the late U Tun
. Lin by his wife Ma Ngwe Sa against her step-mother
Ma Sai Da. .Ma Nwe claimed a three-fourths share
valued at Rs. 1,16,000' The status of her mother as a
wife Was denied, and it was contended that, if Ma Nwe
was entitled to any share, it could not be three-fourths.
Bitt, what the share should be has not been stated in
the written statement. The learned District Judge
HEALD,OFFG.

• Civil First Appeal 24 and 36 of 1929. from the jud,g-ment of the District
Court of Hanthawaddy in Civil RegularNo,22 of 1928.
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held that Ma Nwe is U Tun Lin's legitimate child and
passed a decree in her favour giving a half share in the MA NWE
v.
payin property of her father and one-eighth share in the MA SAl DA.
hnapazon property of the .last marriage. Ma Nw e HEALD,
c.]••
appeals because she considers that she is entitled to OFFG.
AND
1hree-fourtbs share in the paym property. Ma Sai Da MAUNG BA.
].
:also appeals because Ma Nwe has been held to be the
legitimate child of U Tun Lin.
[The learned Judges after discussing the evidence
held that t here was no reason to disturb the finding of
the District Court that 1\1a N we was the legitimate child
of U Tun Lin. The judgment then proceeds :-]
Now we"G,ome to the question of shares.
The estat~ appears to be made up of the payin
property brought to the last marriage by the deceased
:aswellas of the lmapazon ofthat marriage. The major
protion was inherited after the death of Ma Nwe's
mother and before the marriage with Ma Sai Da. Tun
I-in's father U Ein Ga died in 1273 (1911). A month
-or two after U Ein Ga's death, there was a partition of
his estate between Tun Lin and his step-mother Ma Yon.
ivla Sai -Da was married about three years later. The
inherited property no doubt constituted the payin of
'Tun Lin when he married Ma 'Sai"Da~'<'The learned
Judge followed the division made in a similar case of
Ma Leik and others v. Maul1g NwCl and olhen (1),
by 1\1r; Justice Moore, in which Mr. Justice I-fartnoll
·concurred, namely, half to the step-child and half
to the step-parent. Mr; Justice Moore, after referring
to the Dhcznl1'1wthats in section 229 offhe Kimvlln
Mingyi's Digest, observes, II There is thus ,a fairly
-general consensus of authortiy for the proposition that
of the property taken by the father to the second mar- riage the children of the first marriage shall receive

'------ (1) (1909) 4 L B.R. 110.
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three-quarters and their step-mother one-quarter.
I think it is clear from the above quotation that tIle
v.
MA SAl DA; property referred to is the property of the first marriage,.
and that the children of the first marriage are avvarded
HEALD,
QFFG. CJ.,
a larger share in this property because it was their
AND
l'I,JAUKGBA, parents' property at the commencement of their union."
J,
Out of the 25 Dharnmathats quoted in section 229
about seven seem to support that view. They refer to
the fayin brought to the second marriage as the
property of t he former marriage. But it is very strange
tha1 M'ai11Uikyc has not been quoted in section 229 at all.
The Privy Council has given that Dhammathata.
commanding position among all the Dharnrnathats and
in the case of Ma Hnin Bwin v. U Shwe Gan tl), their
Lordships have laid down that where Manukye is not
ambigu().t!~ other Dhanzmathats do not require to be
referred to.
Section 8 of Book X of the Manukye gives the rule
of partition between the step-parent and the step-child
regarding the payin taken to the second marriage and
the lettetp'l.ta of that marriage.. As regards payin it gives
three-fourths to the afd child and one-fourth to the stepparent. This division is the same as that laid down by
the majority.oLthe Dlzammathats quoted in section 229'
of the Digest. But M(11'1ukye does not appear torestrict
the payin to the property acquired during the former
marriage. It seems to include also the property
acquired during the two marriages. The expression
Maya dwin shithamya oksa" (all the properties'
possessed bylhe'\vife) is wide enough to include such
property.
The above rnle of partition given in the Mattukye is·
in no way ambiguous. If the property' was inherited
before the last marriage, the step-parent is entitled to
MA NWE

'.

~--.

(1) (1914)8L.RR. 1.
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·onlya quarter share, 'but, if the property was inherited
during the last marriage, the step-parent is entitled to
half. We therefore cannot accept the rule of division
laid down in Ma Leik's case. As regards the hnapazon
of the last marriage, the division made by the lower
Court is correct and is in accordance with the rule of
partition laid down in the Full Bench case of Na
.Myein E v. Maung Maunga1'ld two (1).
We laccording modify the deceree of the lower
Court by increasing·Ma Nwe's share in the inherited
property of her father from one half to three-fourths.
She is entitled to her costs on the value of the quarter
share in this Court and on the value of the three-quarter
share in the Court below.
Ma Sai Da's cross-appeal is dismissed with costs.
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THE COMMISSIONER OF INCOME-TAX.*
Income-tax Act (XI of 1922), ss. 33, 66 (I)-Rev;ew order by COlllt/t;ss;ollcrCourt" canlIot compel Comm;sssoller to st ale (/ Case 0" orders passtd IIlIder
s. 33 -Specific Relief Act (l of 1877), 45-PO'lC'crs Of tile COllrt defilIed IIl1der
a special Act calInot be cIIlargcd by referencc lo a f!,C7iCl'al Act-No powerto
issue 17Iandat~ry order.

'Vhere the Commissioner of the Income-tax passes an order on review under
the provision of s. 33 of the Income-tax Act and refuses on the application of
<11"1 assessee to refer the matter to the High Conrt lll;der the provisions of s. 66
(1), there is no provision in the Act enabling the High Court to require the
Comrr:issionci to do so. The High Court cannot use its discretionary powers
under 5.45 of the Specific Relief Act in such a ca~e, for the conditions for the
exercise of the power of the Court to require the Commissioner to state and
refer a case are expressly laid down in s. 66 (3) of the Income-tax Act. \Vhere
• Chil Miscellaneous Application No. 96 of 1928.
(1) (1925) 3 Ran. 549.
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the Legislature has in a spedal Act laid down particular conditions for the
exercise of the power by the Court It cannot d;sre~ard those conditions and.
cLaim powers beyond those given in the special Act by refe~ence to a genera
742 Act.

Alcock,Ashdown & Co., Ltd. v. Chief Ret'enue Authority of Bombay, 47
130m: 742 (P.C.j- distinguished.
iTl re Sheik Abdul Kadir, 49 Mad. 725-dissentedfrom.

Foucar for the applicants.

J.-The

applicants, who are the V.E.A.
Chettyar firm, made a return of their income for
purposes of income·tax for 1927.28 and produced
their books of account before the Income-tax Officer.
That officer discovered certain omissions and other
suspicious features in the accounts, and after enquiry
held that applicants had not complied with the
requirements of section 22 (4) of the Income·tax Act.
He accordingly proceeded to make an assessment
under section 23 (4) of the Act, that is an assessment
" to the best o'f his judgment ", and assessed applicants on Rs. 1,50,'000. No appeal lies against such an
assessment, but applicailts were entitled to apply for
cancellation of the assessment under section 27 (1f
the Act, and did so apply. The Income-tax Officer
refused to cancel the assessment and applicants
appealed to the Assistant Commissioner against the
order refusing cancellation. The Assistant Commis.
sioner set aside the assessment under section 23 (4)
of the Act and- directed that a fresh assessment be
made in accordanc'e with law. The Income-tax
Officer then made a fresh assessment of Rs. 36,642
instead of Rs. 1,50,000. Applicants were satisfied
with that assessment and took no further steps. The
Commissioner ho\~revertook up the case in review
under section 33 of the Act and restored the assessmenttoRs. J ,50,000. Applicants then applied to the
HEALD,
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Commissioner to state the case under section 66 (l)
or section 66 (2) of the Act, but the Commissioner
refused to do so.
Applicants now ask us for an order under section
66 (3) of the Act or under section 45 of the Specific
Relief Act requiring the Commissioner to state the
case and refer it to this Court.
It is clear t hat the case dOes not fall \vithin the
purview of section 66 (2) because the order on which
the case arises is not an ,orde-r~;"under section 31 or
32 of the Act, but is the order of the Commissioner
made llfJder section 33 of the Act. There is therefore no question of our making an order under
section 66 (3) of the Act, and the pf(~liminary question
which arises is whether we have po\ver to make an
order under section 45 of the Specific Relief Act.
For the application of that section it is necessary
that the doing of the act ordered should be under
any law for the lime being in force; clearly incumbent on the person ordered to do the <act, and it is
therefore necessary to consider whether the stating of
a case in circumstances such as those of the present.
case is clearly incumbent on_Jhe Commissioner of
Income-tax.
Applicants rely on the judgment of their Lordships of the Privy Council in Alcock's case (1), and on
a decision of a Full Bench of the High Court of
Madras in Abdul Kadir's case (2).
In the Privy Council case the question arose
under the provision of sectio'n 51 of the Incometax Act of 1918, which provided that if in the
course of any assessment under the Act or any
proceeding connected therewith, other than a proceeding under Chapter VIl,a question has arisen with
(1) (1923) 47 Bom.7-1-2.

(2) (1925) 49 M~.d. 725.
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reference to the interpretation of any of the provisions of the At't' or of any rul~ thereunder the Chief
CHETTYAR
Revenue
authority "may", either on its own motion
FIRM
V.
or on reference from any Revenue officer subordinate
THE
COMMISto it, draw up a statement of the case and refer it
SIONER OF
INCOME-TAX. with its own opinion thereon to the High Court, and
shall so refer " any such question on the application
HEALD, J.
of the assessee, unless it is satisfied that the application is frivolous or that a reference is unnecessary.
T4eir4ordship~,pointed out th~\tpr.<i~E. , ~"l~e latter
part of that secti.on if the assessee applies "for a case
the Authority must state it, unless he 'can say that it
is frivolous or unnecessary, and that it will be a
misfeasance and a breach of the statutory duty if he
does not do it. As for the earlier part they said
that although the word "may ".,."daes,.,nq,t mean
" shall", nevertheless there may be circumstances
which couple with the power a duty to exercise it,
and they held that supposing there was a serious
point of law to be considered there did lie a duty
upon the Chief Revenue authority to state a case for
the opnion of the Court and that if he did not
appreciate that there was such a serious point it is
in the power of the Court to .cO'i1froJ'hl'h1'antlto
order him to state a case. It is to be noted how·
ever that there was in section 51 no provision similar
to that of the present section 66 (3) which gives the
.High Court express power to require the Commissioner of Income-tax to state a case and refer it and
the intention of the Legislature in amending the Act
was doubtless to state expressly the conditions for
the exercise of the power of the Court to require the
Commissioner to state and refer a case.
The Madras case was decided under the present
Act and was similar to the present case in that an order
under c:;ection 33 of the Act had been made by the

-'V.E.A.

(l
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Commissioner. In that case the learned Judges said
that as to orders in review passed by the Commissioner under section 33 there is nothing to operate
upon except section 66 (1) and the assessee has no
remedy unless we hold that the Court has power to
order the Commissioner to state a case embodying
any point of law that may arise in the course of
proceedings under section 33. They went on to say
that unless the Court had such power the result
would be that the Commissioner by calling up the
records under section 33 would be in a position
to burke any further enquiry whatever, that they
did not think that that could have been intended,
and that accordingly they held th 1t the principle
of Alcock's case must be applied to orders under
section 33.
If that decision is correct, it settles the preliminary question which arises in the present case, but
with all respect I suggest that it is not correct.
Where the Legislature has in a special Act laid
down particular conditions for the exercise of a power
by the Court, I do not think that we are justified iIi
disregarding those conditions and holding by reference to a general Act that we have powers beyond
those given in the special Act. I entirely agree that
the Act is defective and needs amendment, but I do
not thin\{ that for that reason we are justified
in going beyond its express terms and holding hat
we have powers which the Act itself does not
confer.
I would therefore hold that in the circumstances
of the present case \ve have no power under the·
income-tax Act to require the Commissioner to state
and refer the case, and that we are not entitled .to
have recourse to section 45 of the Specific Relief Act
for that purpose.
.
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. I would aCC:9,Hlingly dismiss the application, but
in the circumstances I would make no order ior
costs.

V.

THE
COM~nS

J.-The short history of this case is i11;,t
on the 24th June 1927 the applicant firm having been
servf>d with a notice under section 22 (2) of the
HEALD, J.
Income-tax Act of 1922 returned an income of
Rs. 16,826-8-0 from its business for the year 1927-28·
On 3eHl"o·"J'UH-f.;c:'i,·f:921;:motice under sections 22 (4)
and 23 (2) of the Act was served on the firm, and
-in response the agent appeared and pJoduced certain
accounts books of the firm. Upon examination, the
books appeared to disclose large payments to two
Chettpr firms. Upon enquiry as to the names and
adderesses 'of l11e""''''persons to whom this payments
were made, and although adjournments were granted
to enable the information to be obtained, the Incometax Officer was informed by the agent that he could
not' furnish the names and addresses required.
Furthermore the Income.tax Officer had received
information that hvo advances had been made by the
firm, viz'JRs•.•~s"DOD ..on a mortgage deed and another
of Rs. 3,000 upon a pro-note.
No en try in the
books regarding either of these transactions appears.
in the books produced. For these reasons the Income.
tax Officer came to the. conclusion that the applicant firm were keeping two sets of account books,
and that therefore they had not complied with the
Notice dated 30th June 1927 and he proceeded to
assess the applicant firm under section 23 (4) of the
Act at Rs. 1,50,000. On an application under section
27 of t!1e Act the Income-tax Officer refused to
c:mcet his assessment, and on appeal to the Assistant
Commissloner lhe latter by an order of 10th March
. i 927 cancelled the assessment and ordered a fresh

SIONER OF
INCOME-TAX

01TER,

VOL.
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assessment to be.,:made.··. 'Thereupon the Income-tax
Officer reassessed the applicant firm at Rs. 36,642.
On the 12th June 1928 the Commissioner of
Income-tax, Burma, called upon the applicant firm
under section 33 of the Act to show cause why the
order of 10th March 1927 should not be set aside
and the original assessment restored. By an order
dated 7th July 1928 the Commissioner of Income-tax
(after hearing the applicant firm) set aside the order
of the March 1927 'and restored the original assessment of Rs. 1,50,000.
The applicant firm applied to the Commissioner of
Income-tax to state a case for the opinion of this
Court under section 66 (2) or section t6 (1) of the
Act. This the Commissioner refused to do, and this
Court is now asked to direct the Commissioner under
section 66 (3) of the Act, or under section 45 of the
Specifie Relief Act [read with section 66 (1) of the
Income-tax Act] to state a case for the consideration
of this Court.
The first question arising is \vhether, assuming a
question of law arises, this Court bas pO\ycr to make the
order asked for. It is now admitted that the application
Cannot be made under section 66 (2) of the Act, for
this provision applies only to orders passe(~ under
sections 31 ar.d 32 of the Act. It is said however
that we can act under section 45 of the Specific
Relief Act read with seclion 66 (1) of the Income-bx
Act. It must be borne in mind that section 66
of the present Income-tax· .Act takes the place of
section 51 of the Act of 1918, the latter section having
been repealed by the present Act. Section 51 of the
old Act was a general section which empo\vered the
Chid Revenue Authority "in the courSe of any
assessment . . • . . . . or any proceedings"
(other than a proceeding under Chapter 7
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of that Act) "to sfate a case upon a question with
reference to the interpretation of any of th e provisions
of the Act . . . . . . and shall so refer any
such question on the application of an asses~ee unless
it is satisfied that it is frivolous or vexatious."
Section 66 nf the present Act is different. By sub·
section (1) it is provided that if in the course of any
assessment under the Act . . . . . a question
of law arises, the Commissioner may either 011 his
own motion Of"'?>on ret-erence···'·from an Income-tax
authority draw up a statement of the case to refer it to
the High Court.
Sub-section 2 provides that "within one month
the assessee . • .
. . may
require the Commissioner to refer
. any question "ofla:'\v arising out of
such order • . . . . . to refer it
to the High Court." Sub-section 3 gives an assessee
the right upon refusal by the Commissioner under sub.
section 2 to apply to the High Court, and this Court
may require the Commissioner to state a case. Tlms
so far as section 66 as it stands alone is concerned an
assessee can only. get a case',stated."where"an order was
.
passed under section 31 or section 32 of the Act.
It is said however that by virtue of section 45 of
the Specific Relief Act read with sub-section 1 of
section 66 of the Income-tax Act. we have power
to order the Commissioner to state a case in respect
of an order under section 330fthe-Act-and a number
of cases were cited before us.
Alcock, Ashdown & Co., Ltd. v. Chi~f Revenue Autlzo·
1'ity of Rornbay (l), was a case. decided by the Privy
Council under the old section 51 ; and upon the wording of that. section it was held to be the duty of the
Revenue Authority to state a C3.se where a serious ques'
(1) (1923) 47 Born. 742.
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tion of la\,; arises, the reason being that though the subsection was not mandatory upon the Revenue Authority,
there may be circumstances "vhich \vouId couple with
the power given by the Statute a duty to exercise it. .
Trikllmji Diwan Das v. The C01'1unissioner of
I1'lcome·tax, Bihar and Orissa (1) arose under the
present Act. A Bench of the Patna High Court had
directed the. Commissioner to state a case under
section 66 (1) of the Act on the application of all
assessee. The matter came before the Chief Justice
and another Judge of that Court, and the Chief Justice
in his judgment expressed grave doubt "vhether the
Commissioner could have been so directed and pointed
out that in the Bombay case of Alcock, Ashdown
& Co., Ltd. (quoted above) it was necessary to
invoke section 45 of the Specific Relief Act. But as
the matter was before the Court it was dealt with and
the assessee's application was dismissed upon the facts.
I would observe that neither of these cases is an
authority for the proposition argued before us. The
first was decided under the old section 51, and th'e
remark by the Chief Justice in the second, was obiter.
bi re Sheik Abdul Kadir Marakayar & Co. (2) was
also cited. There (in a case arising under section
33) and relying on Alcoc1?, Ashdown & Co., Ltd., a
Full Bench of the Madras High Court held that it
could not have been intended by the legislature to
allow a Commissioner who takes action under section
·33 to escape any further enquiry. It was not argued,
so far as the report discloses, that as the wording of
section 66 (1) makes no mention of· an assessee the
Alcock, Ashdown case should be distinguished. An
obiter dictum of the Calcutta High Court was relied
on to the effect that in such a case, and upon a
properly constituted ·application, under section 456f
(I) (1925) 4 Pat. 224.

(2) (192.5) 49 Mad. 7ZS.
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the Specific Relief Act, the High Court might possibly
pass an order snt1ri.};'C!:s is asked for in the present case;
.cHETTYAR
see KU111.a1' Sarat Kumar Roy v. The Commissioner of
FIRM
v.
Income-tax,
Bengal (1). Two other cases were cited
THE
COM~US
where applications under section 66 (1) of the Act
$JONER OF
INCOME-TAX. were refused.
'Inneither of these was section 45 of
the Specific Relief Act relied on; see' Sin Sellg H in
OTTER, J.
and one v. Commissioner of Inco1'ue.tax, Burllla (2)
and Ratanchand Khimchand MotislIaw v. The Commissioner ()f Inc me-tax, B01'11bay (3). In considering
whethersecti6tf:':;;'¥S.r,~o f the Specific Relief Act can
assist the applicant it is necessary to consider the
provisions of that section Sub-section (b) d that
section is as follows ; II that such doing or forbearing is, underany law
for the .time..bein,gj,fl force, clearly incumbent nn such
per~on or Court in his or its public character, or on
such corporation in its corporate character;"
Under section 51 of the old Act (as the Pri\"y
Council held) it was incumbent upon the Revenue
Authority in a proper case to state a case for the
opinion of the High emIr! upon the application of an
assessee. But, as the late Chief Jllsticc of this Court
said in'·'Sin"·'Seng.'1<Hin's case, "there is no provision
permitting an assessee to move the High Court in
respect of an order under section 33 of the present
Act:'
It is perfectly true that the case of Sheik Abdul
Kadir Marakayar & Co. is in favour of applicant's
contention, and moreover that, as that Court thought,
cases of apparent hardship might arise.
The learned Judges of the Madras High Court
seem to have been under the illlpression that some.
where or other there is now a provision givillg an
V.E.A .

(1) 2 Inceme-tax Cases 279.
(2) 2 Income-tax Cases 39.
(3) 2 Income-tax Cases 225.
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assessee the right to ask for a case other than under
section 66 (2) of the Act. The learned Chief Justice , .
(at page 727) says, "that Court is asked to draw the CHETTYAR
FIRM
inference that the power of the High Court was meant
THE
to be confined to cases under those sections (i.e. COMMISSIONER OF
sections 31-32), and was by implication taken away INCOME-TAX.
in the case of orders under section 33 ". He does OTTER, J.
not go on to say however by virtue of what law, the
right of an assessee to get such a case stated, exists.
This is not one of those cases where a statute has
enacted something for a particular case only, that
was already and more widely the law. In such cases
it would be useless to argue that an intention to alter
the general law is to be inferred from the partial or
limited enactment. Here seclion 51 of the old Act
which contained the whole law on the subject was
repealed j and after the decision in Alcock. Ashdown
& Co., Ltd., by the Judicial Committee the legislature enacts in plain terms what the law is. There
is now no other law. The position \vould be different
if an assessee were mentioned in sub-section 1 of'
section 66. Then it might be said that some law
would be in force" within the meaning of section
45 (b) 0f the 'Specific Relief Act arid the applicant
might pray in aid that enactment to obtain a case.
For these reasons I think that in the present case
this Court has no jurisdiction to entertain the application. It. is unnecessary tlHTdore to consider the
merits of the application which. must be dismissed,
but without CO$ts.
.I~.A.

;I.
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Before Mr. Justice Otter.
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May 13.

AH PHONE

v.
KING-EMPEROR. *
Criminal praclice-Pt'osectdicm witnesses' failure to est ablish guilt--Adjourtx.men! asked fl,ir to search for other witnesses to prove case-Court's dutY
refllse adjournment.
Where the witness;;~':'i~lied on~;~~~1i; prosecution would not give the
evidence expected of them and the prosecution endeavoured to put matters.
right by wanting to make a search in the hope of finding others who would
prove more satiSfactory and asked for an adjournment, held, that the Court
should i"efuse it.

Hay for .the applicant.
OTTER, J.-This case is referred by the Sessions
Judge, Henzada, with a view to setting aside an order
made by the Subdivisional Magistrate, Henzada.
The charge was under section 64A of the Excise
Act for earning a livelihood by the sale of illicit
seinye.
On 9th February 1929. the Subdivisonal
Magistrate issued notice to "all prosecution witnesses
to appear on 19fh':'February .~1 .
On this day the accused Ah Phone appeared with
his ad vocate; no less than four witnesses were examined
for the prosecution. All these persons with one
exception denied categorically that the accused was
reputed to earn his livelihood by selling illicit sein'ye.
A headman however did say that he had heard from
some one whom he did not remember and whose
accuracy he was not able to vouch for. that the
accused did earn his livelihood in the. manner sugge,sted.
• Criminal Revision .Ko. ISlB of 1929 of the order' of the Subdivisional
(Special Power) Magis trate. Henzada, in Criminal Miscellaneous No. ·35 of 1929.
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According to the diary the Court Proseculor being
in this unfortunate posititin"i'btitTIai<~'d"that he would
file a further list of additional witnesses later. Thus
it is evident that he came to Court intending to base
his case upon the evidence of the four witne~ses he
called. He had already ill effect closed his case. In
order to aHow a roving commission to obtain other
evidence the Subdivisional Magistrate adjcurned the
case. This he certainly should not have done. There
was no intimation that further evidence was forthcoming, and it is perfectly
ti~~-r;s the witnesses
relied on by the prosecution would not give the
evidence expected of them an endeavour was made
to put matters right by making a search ll1 the hope
of finding others who would prove more satisfactory
and ordering the accused to attend whenever summoned.
It is true that at a later date three prosecution
witnesses are said to have attended the Court, but
this application had been filed meanwhile.
The facts I have set out above are taken from
the diary in the case, but the Sessions Judge was of
opinion that the Magistrate on the conclusion of the
hearing on 19th February said he would pass orders
later in the day, but instead ordered the adjournment
I have referred to ; and moreover the Sessions Judge
also thought that the Court Prosecutor was 110t
instructed at all. If so of course the Magistrate is
still more to blame for not disposing of the case once
and fo.r all. Cases should not be adjourned sine die
for further evidence unless there is some real foundation for believing that such evidence in fact exists j
and moreover accused persons should not be kept
under· the shadow of a charge in circumstances such
as these. The action of the Magistrate was certaitHy
oppreSSIve.

clear
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There is no doubt of course that cases may arise
where evidence"ls difficult to procure and numerous
V.
and lengthy adjournments must be granted, but when
KINGEMPE~O~.
once the case is ready for hearing as this case
OTTE.R, J.
apparently was, adjournments should not be mace in
order to search for evidence, the existence of which
is en tirely problematical.
One further point must be referred to. I observe
that the Magistrate has signed the certificate appearing
upon the usual form provided for recording the
statemcnt'DF'the'"atcused. The certificate is of course
that such statement was taken CI in the presence and
hearing etc. of the Magistrate." But no statement
whatever is recorded. This absurd and irregular action
of the Magistrate is on .~. par with the general
_conduct of the proceedings which I have already
described.
The order of 19th February 1929 is set aside,
and the proceedings instituted on 22nd Janauary 1929
are quashed.

Au
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INCOME-TAX REFERENCE.
Before Sir Guy Rul/edge, Kt., K.C., Cllief Justice, Mr. Justice Chari, and
Mr. Justice Brown.

M.KR.Y. SOMASUNDARAM CHETTYAR

v.
THE COMMISSIONER OF INCOME-TAX.*
Income-tax Act (XI of 1922), ~s. 22 (4), 42-Non-resident p"incipal-Local
agent liable to be assessed for moneys received in British II/dia-II/cometax Officer's powers to caU Jar books of account-Fower to caU for books
from outside British India.
An agent who can ies on business in British India for a ne,n-resident
prir:cipal is liable to be t:lxed lor his principal for allmone) s receind by him
on behalf Of the principal in British India. If from an inspection of the local
:b)o],;s of account the Inc,)lne·tal>; Officer is of opinion that other bo()k~ of
account of the principal in foreign places are of import?nce in ascertaining
the amount of assessment, he has full power under s. 22 (4) of the Income· llx
Act to c,aIl for those books, pro-.ided they are not for accounts rdating to a
.periJd more than three years prior to the previous year.

Foucar for the applicant.
Gaunt (OfGciating Government Advocate) for·'·the

Crown.
C.}., BROWN and CHARI, JJ.... The
P.K.N. Chettyar firm, the principals of which are
resident in Pudukota State outside British India,
-carryon business in Rangoon through their agent.
The agent submitted a return of income for the year
1925-26 to the Income-tax Otficer, and on the 4th
·of March 1926 the Income-tax Officer issued a
notice on him under t.heprovisions of section 22 (4)
-of the Income-tax Act to produce books of aCCOtllit
of the Jaffna and Alleppey branches of the firm.
This notice was issued because inspection of the
Rangoon books of account showed that the firm \ya s
-carrying on business in rice in Rangoon and Akyab
RUTLEDGE,

• Civil Miscellaneous Application No. 70 of 1928.

1929
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by purchasing and exporting rice to Jaffna and lhat
it also has business in Alleppey. The books of
·SOMASUNaccount not having been produced, the Income-tax
DARAM
CHETTYAR
Officer made an assessment on the firm under the
'V.
THE
provisiuns of section 23 (4), and the question vve
CO~fivIlS·
SIONER OF
have noW to decide is as to the legality of this
INEOME-TAX.
assessment.
RUTLEDGE,
By an order of this Court the Commissioner of
C.J., BROWN
AND
Income- tax has been directed to state tll e case and
CHARI, JJ.
refer to this Court the question whether, .in the circumstances of this case, it is open to the Income.
tax Officer to require the production of the books
of the Jaffna and Alleppey branches of the assessee ;.
and, if not, whether the failure to comply with such
a requisition is a default within the meaning of
section 23 (4) of the Act and renders the assessee
liable to assessment under that sub-section. The
Commissioner has now stated the case and referred
the question to this Court for orders.
The Rangoon agent bas presumably been assessed
under the provisions of section 42 of the Income,tax Act, and our attention has been dra wn to two
recent decisions of the High Court of Bombay as to
the meaning of the word "agent" in that section.
In the cases of the Commissioner of Income-tax,
Bombay Presidency v. The Bombav Trust Corporation,
Limited, Bombay, as agent for The Hougkong Trust
Corporation, Limited (i), and The Commissioner of
Inc O1ne-tax, BOl'nbay v. The Remington Typewriter
Company (Bombay);>' Limited (2), it was held that
sections 40, 42 and 43 of the Indian Income-tax
Act, 1922, are to be read jointly and not disjunc_
tively, and that in order to make :an agent liable
utlder section 42 it is necessary that he should. be
in receipt of income on behalf of the non-resident
(1) (1928)52 B6m. 702.
. . , (2i.(t928) 5~Bom. 726.
M.R.R.Y;
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person for whom he is agent. We understand the
-contention to be that an agent is not liable save for I\'J.R.R.Y.
moneys actually received by him in British India; So,rASCNDARA,r
and that therefore books of account from outside CHETTVAR
v.
THE
British India cannot be necessary fer the purposes
COMltfISof assessing income.
SIONER OF
We do not consider it necessary to express any INCOME-TAX.
-opinion on the question raised in the Bombay cases RUTLBEDGE,
C.J., ROWN
as we are unable to see how it follows as a corollary
AND
to the decision il)..,.those.c.~ses that the agent was CHARI, JJ.
not bound to pro(f~ce' th~ books of account in
question in the present case. We do not under~
stand it to be contended that the agent in this case
is in receipt of no income on behalf of the nonresident firm. Section 22 (4) is very wide in its
terms. It empowers the Income-tax Officer to serve
on any person upon whom a notice has been served
under sub-section (2) a notice requiring him to
produce, or cause to be produced, such accounts or
documents as the Income-tax Officer may require.
The only limitation to th~ powers of the Incometax Officer in this respect are that he cannot require
the production of any accounts relating to a period
more than three years prior to the previous year. In
the present case the person on whom notice is
served is the Rangoon agent of the non-resident
firm, but it is the non-resident firm which was being
assessed, and it can hardly be contended that it is
outside the power of that firm to produce the
account books. The Income-tax Officer was of
opinion that the books were required to help him to
assess the firm to tax, and the section gives the
Income~tax OffIcer fun discretion in the matter.
It is impossible for us to hold that the buoks
could not be required and could not give ahy
. vahlable information as to the amount to which the
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non'fesident firm should be assessed. We can find
M.R.R.Y.
no authority in the Act for varying the plain meanSOMASUNing
of the wording of section 22 (4), or for limiting
I)ARAM
CIIETTYAR
the power given to the Income..tax Officer by that
Y.
THE
clause. We are therefore of opinion that the IncomeCOMMISSIONER OF
tax Officer had the power to call for the account
INCOME-TAX.'
books in question. We ans\\'er the first part of the
~J~,r:~o~~, question referred in the affirmative.
The second
AND
part of the question referred does noes therefore
CHARI, n.
.
anse.
The Cheltyar firm will pay the the costs of this
reference, advocate's fee five gold moburs.
1929

APPELLATK.CIYIL.
Before Mr. Jusliu Heald al/d Mr. Justice Maung Ea.

U THWE

1929

'If.

June. 4.

A. KIM FEE

AND OTHERS.*

Arrest. what is an, under cildl proecess-AdfJocate's exemption from arrest
whilst attending: Court-Cit"l l'r.Occdu,fe,..L.o.de, M,a, ,Vof 1~08). s.135Damages for arrest ilt Cou1'f-Malice and abseltce of reasonable and
pro/la/Z,e cauSe essenlial for dama ges.
A person can be said to be arres ted when he is actually touched or confined
by a police officer or other person, unle~s there is a submission to the custody
by word or action.
\\ here a proce~s-server shows to the judgment-debtor the N;!rrant of
• arrest and the jcdgment-debtor thereupqn rays up, he cannot be said tei be
arrested.
An advocate can claim exemption fwm arrest and get himself released if
at the time of arrest he is attending a Court in connection with a matter
pending before it. But he cannot claim damages faT such arre~t unless the
. arrest was procured maliciously and without reasonable and probable cause.

Raj Cllttllder v. Slzama SU11dari, 4 Cal. 583; Williams v. Taylor, 6 Bing.
referred to .

18~-

• 0ivil First Appeal No. 107 of 1929 from the judgment of the Disti<;:t
Court of Hanthawaddy in Cidl Regular No.~42of 19211.
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Ba Thein (2) for the appellant.
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U THWE
'il.

A.. KIM FEE.

HEALD and MAUNG BA, JJ.-This is an appeal
by U Th\\"e, Advocate of Kyauktan, from a judgment
and decree of the District Court of Hanthawaddy,
dismissing his suit with costs which amount to a
little over Rs. 1,000.
The suit was against (1) A. Kim Fee, Rice-mill
owner, Kyungale; (2) the Secretary·'·~k·y·State for
India in Council and (3) U Ba Tun, Barrister·atLaw, Rangoon, for the recovery of Hs. 6,000 as
damages for illegal arrest.
In Civil Execution No. 26 of 1928 of the Subdivisional Court of Kyauktan, U oa Tun as Kim
Fee's advocate filed an application ofllie execution
of a decree against U Thwe for the recovery of
Rs. 158-4-0 by his arrest and imprisonment. In due
course a \-varrant was issued for his arrest. U Thwe
alleged that on the 20th of· April 1928, while he
was engaged in his professional capacity in the
Township Court of Kyauktan, the process-server
arrested him in open Court and that·he'1.paid the
decretal amount under protest then and there. He
further alleged that on account of such illegal arrest
he was considerably disgraced and humiliated.
The learned District Judge held that there had
been no arrest. He further held that, even if arrest
could be considered to have been effected, the
Secretary of State was not responsible as the arrest
was an act of State and that U Ba Tun also could
not be held liable so long as he kept himself within
the four corners of the power-of-attorney and did
not act from ulterior motives of his own. As regards
the decree-holder, Kim Fee,. he observed that
U Thwe hld suffered no damages whatc\'er and that

600
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1929\i:fY daimageswcrt;",due,
he would assess at the figure
.:
.

of one pie. But in view of his finding that there
KI~~ FEE. had been no arrest, he dismissed the suit awarding
HE~AND separate costs [or each defendant
MAUNG BA,
Mr. Ba Thein (2) urged that the lower Court
JJ.
committed an error in coming to the finding that
there \vas .no arrest at law. The Code of Civil
Procedure does not lay down how an arrest is to be
made; but the Code of Criminal Procedure hac;
laid <10W.lhUl::tseekon 46 how an arrest is to be
made. There it is laid down that in making an
arrest the police-officer of other person making the
same shall actually touch or confine the body of the
person to be arrested" unless there be a submission
to the custody by word or action. This seems to be
the mode 'of '"<lITe'S! recognised in English l<.tw. In
Stroud's Judicial Dictionary, it is thus stated: "An
arrest of a person by a duly authorised officer is
accomplished if the officer lawfully touch him; the
power of effecting actual capture is not essential"
(Sandon v. fen'is, 6 W.R. 690).
Process-server, Maung V, who executed the
warrant ..in ,qij~~tj'pn, has deposed; "The Judge was
sitting on the Bench. Plaintiff was sitting on a
chair in front of him. I walked up \-vith the warrant
behind the plaintiff's chair and put the warrant in
front of him and showed it to him saying "This is
for you. You are arrested." The process-server
further said that he did not lay hold of U Thwe
nor did he lay hands on him. U Thwe himself has
given evidence. He stated ;( The process-server came
from behind me and said that as there was a warrant
against mt: he had c,}me to arrest me. He put' the
,warrant on tIle table in front of me. He then said
he had arrested me. He whispered thisto me. He
then did something, either touched my' ,person or
U THWE

A.
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touched the chair. I paid the money at once."
The warrant itself may be usefully referred to in
this connection. It contains these words: "These
are to command you to arrest the said defendant and
unless the said defendant shall pay to you the said
sum of Rupees. . . . . . to bring the said defendant before the said Court with all convenient speed."
In 'his report endorsed on the warrant, the processserver stated that he arrested the judgment-debtor
but as the judgment.,;aebtor paid the decretal amount
he did not bring Jhe judgment-debtor to Court. So
far as U Thwe and the process'server are concerned,
both are under the impression that U Thwe was
arrested; but strictly speaking ,the arrest could not
be held to have been effected in the absence of
dear proof thaflJ""Tbwt's person was actually
touched. The process-server was positive that he
never touched U Thwe and the latter could not
positively state that he was touched by the processserver. It could not also be held that there had
been a submission to the custody by word or action
{)n the part of U Thwe. 'VVe are therefore inclined
to accept the findi~g"QLthe lower Court that there
had been no arrest.
We might even go furthtf and say that there
was nb cause of action. It is [rue that uncler section
135 of the Code of Civil Procedure U Thwe was
exempted from arrest uncler civil process while
attending' a Court in connection with any matter
pending before it. Even if he were arrested, he
could claim exemption and get himself released;
but that arrest \vould not entitle him to claim
damages for a tort. To claim damages it is essential
that the arrest was procured maliciously and without
reasonable and probable cause. U Thwe himself in
his cross-examination hadto admit this '1 1 knew I
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would have to pay the money some time, so I t,aicT
it because it was legally due by me."
In Tiflilliams v. Taylor (1), it was held "If a
person has a reasonable and probable cause for
asserting a legal right, he cannot be sued for ~ettiIlg
the law in moti0n to enforce that right, however
vindictive may be his feelings against his adversary."
This was quoted by a Bench of the Calcutta High
Court in Raj Chunder Roy v. Shama Soondari
Debi (2). In that case in execution of an ex-parte
decree the plaintiff was arrested. Subsequently the
plaintiff succeeded in getting that decree set aside:
on the ground that the claim was false. The plaintiff
claimed Rs. 5,000 as damages. She obtained a
decree in the trial Court and the decree \vas confirmed by the Appellate Court ; but on second.
appeal the High Court reversed the decree holding
that the plaintiff had failed to prove absence of
reasonable and probable cause.
For the above reasons the appeal is. dismissed
under Order 41, rule 11.
. (I) 6 Bingham 186.

(2) (1879) 4 Cal. 583.
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APPELLATE eIVIL.
Before Mr. Jus ice Mya Bu and Mr. Justice Baguley.

t\L\ KIN

A!\D OTHERS

v.
U BA

AND OTHERS.*

Dead body, nol moveaUe pro pert y-Possessioll,"ight of, for burial purposesExecutor or near rcialtve can claim pvssession of corpse for burial-Rigid
ofburial a civil right-evil Precedure,&de·.(Act·,J{'cf 1905', s. 9.
There is no property in a dead human body and it callPot be regarded as
moveable property. But an executor or a similar representath'e is en'itled to
obtain or retain pcs~essi(Jn of a corpse for I he purposes of buri,,]. The righ t of
burial is a civil right and can I'e e,;tablishecl by suit under s. 9 of the Ci\ir
Procedure Code.
Anandrav v. Shankar, 7 Born. 323; Emperor v. Ramadilin,25 All. 129 ;
Kooni Meera v. Mahomcd Meera, 30 Mad. 15; Ramrao v. Rustul1lk.'lall, 26
Born. 19~ ; Vasudev v. VLll11naji, 5 Born. 80-rej'C;;cd to.

Ko Ko Gyi for the appellants.
A. C. Mukl!1jee for the respondent.
BAGULEY, J.-This case concerns the body of one
Ma Pwa Myit, decem'ed, for the right to bury which
two parties arc contending.
1\1a Pwa Myit was a Burmese woman and was
brought up as a Buddhist. As a Buddhist she married
a Burmese-Buddhist husband. \Vhen lhat m,',rriage
came to an end she became a'Mohamedan and married
one Po Thet, a Zerbadi. Po Thet died after he had
been married to Ma Pwa Myit for a. matter of about
30 years, and rather more than a year later Ma P\....a
Myit died. Before s"he died, the three appellants,.
Burmese-Buddhists two of whom are related to her"
established themselves in her house, and after her
death they claimed the right to bury her on the
• CiVil First Appe~l No. 12 of 1929 (at Mandalay) from the judgment of tbe
District Court of S)gain~ in Civil Suit No.2 of 1929.
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allegation that before her death she had reverted to
her original 'Ei.1'ddhism and therefore should be
buried in the Buddhist manner.
The respondents are a n umber of Mohamedans of
J.
the quarter, two of them related either to Ma Pwa
l\1yit or her deceased husband. They deny that Ma
Pwa Myit ever reverted to Buddhism, and they claim
the body in order that they may give it a Mohamedan
burial.
The plaintiffs filed their suit in tlle District Court
within,t'day oi"~'t\to of Ma Pwa Myit's death, before
any funeral had taken place. The case was tried
almost on the spot, and an appeal was filed with almost
equal rapidity. In the meanwhile the body of the
unfortunate lady has been sealed up in a coffin and is
still waiiingto,,9M taken to its last resting place.
The body was originally in the possession of the
Buddhist defendents. The Mohamedans were the
plaintiffs and, therefore, the attacking party; and it is
argued on behalf of the appellants that the case is one
of which no Civil Court can take cognisance. When
asked to state under what law or section the suit was
filed, Mr. Mukerjee stated that the suit lay under
~eetiblflO;o'f't'f'ofthe Specific Relief Act.~, In ;,'argument, however, be appeared to rely more on section 9
of the Civil Procedure Code.
In my opinion, no suit will lie under section ,10
or 11,' Specific Relief Act. Section 10 refers to
'" specific moveable property", and se~tion 11 refers
to " a particulir article of moveable prop'erty ". I am
of opinion that a corpse cannot be regarded as
moveable property; " there is no property in a dead
body," vide Wharton's Law Lexicon, page 229 and if
there can be no properly in a dead body, a dead
b·ody cannot be regarded as an article of moveable
property. This view is taken by EUl kitt,J., in Emperor
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v. Ramadhin..{1)., in which he held that a human
body, living or dead, cannot be the subject of a theft
as defined in section 378, Indian Penal Code, ""ith
the possible exception as a museum specimen or body
which was intended to be used for dissection. This
is a criminal ruling, but I think it would apply equally
to a civil maHer; and I note that Burkitt, J., assumes
that the law on this question would be the same in
British India as in England.
The suit fherefere will not lie under section 10
or 11 of the Specific Relief Act.
The question then remains 'whether j he suit will
lie under section 9, Civil Procedure Code. Section 9
runs :" The Court sh;:ll1 (subject to the provisions herein
contained) have jurisdiction to try all suits of a civil nature
excepting suits ef which their cogniZlnce is either expressly
or impliedly barred."

The present suit is one for possession of a corpse
and a declaration of the right to bury it.
On this point the appellants cite Vasudev v.
Va1'llnaji (2), II Suits as to religious rites or ceremonies,.
which involve no question of the right to property
or to an offIce, are not suits of a civil nature, ncr are
they intended to be brought within the jurisdiction of
the Civil Courts." It is argued that as there is 110
property in a dead body and the question of burial
of the corpse is a religious rite or ceremony, it
involves no question of the right of property, and,
therfore, no suit for either of these matters can be
brought before the Civil Courts. On the other hand,.
the plaintiffs can also rely upon reported cases. In.
Ramrao Narayan Bellary v. Rustul11khan (3), it was
held that the right of a party of performing rites at
(1) (1903) 25 All. 129.
(2) (lS81) 5 Born. SO.
(3) (1902) Z6Bom. 198..
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the graves is a matter which can be decided by Civil
Courts. Ag~in, in Anandrtw Bhikaji Phadke v.
u ~.BA.Shankar Dajicharya (1), it was held that the right of
'n GUJ• exclusive worship of an idol at a particular place set
.vA
LEY,
up by a caste is a civil right for adjudication by Civil
Courts and in Kooni Meera Sahib v. Mahol/1ed
Meera Sahib (2), it was hdd that the right of burial
is a civil right. So it would appear that the weight
of opinion is that the right of burial is a civil right.
Again, although there is no property in a corpse
the right to its possession will apparently be recognized
by law. As I have already mentioned, Burkitt, J.,
in the Allahabad case tited, mentions that the law
on this subject is the same in India as in England.
If we turn to Halsbury's Laws of England (Volume
14, page 240) we find "Where a person appoints
executors they are prima facie entitled to the posses.
sion, and are responsible for the burial, of the dead
body IJ j this despite the fact (as pointed out in the
footnote) that there is no property in a corpse, and
in the same way, I find the pasfage in. the same work
:(Volume 3, page 405) "The law in general recognises
as incident to:;UW Quty to dispose of the body rights
to the possession of the body until it is disposed of."
Authority for the last passage is given as 2 Bl. Com.
508, as explained in Tiflilliams v. HTilliams (20 Cll. D.
659, at 664). Neither of these books are available
for reference, but I think the accuracy, of the quota.
tion may be .taken,·jnview of the authority of this
standard work. If, therefore, the law recognises the
'rights of an executor and presumably any similar
representative to obtain or retain possession of a
,corpse, and also regards the right to burial as a civil
right, the present suit will lie.
1929

MA KIN

(1) 118S3) 7 Hoill. 323.

(2) (1907) 30 M:td; 15.
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The question of court-fees was not seriously argued
before the Bench.
This disposes of the five grounds of the memorandum of appeal. There only remains the question
whether Ma Pwa Myit died a Buddhist or a Mohamedan·
.If she die@ a Mohamedan the plaintiffs ""ill undoubt·edly be entitled to succeed. I guard myself against
.saying that all the plaintiffs would be entitkd individually to succeed on the grouud that they are
Mohamedans j but among the plaintiffs are relations
of the deceased, a'stt{p:da'iighter of the deceased and
,a cousin of the husband, and I would hold that a
Mohamedan relation of the deceased would be entitled
to possession of the body and would be entitled to
bury it in preference to a Buddhist relation of
.approximately equal standing if the deceased died a
Mohamedan. In the Same way, if the deceased died
,a Buddhist, I would hold that the Buddhist relation
would be entilled to possession of the body and the
:right to bury it ill preference to a Mohamedan
relation of equal standing.
vYith regard to the religion of the deceased at
the time of her death, I am of opinion that the burden
-of proving that she reverted to BuddhIsm lies upon
the defendants.
[On the evidence his Lordship held that !v[a Pwa
Myel died a Mahomedan.]
Bu, J.-I concur in the judgment of my
learned brother.
All that I would like to add is to stress that the
success of the plaintiffs' suit depends mainly on the
fact that among the plaintiffs there is one (namely,
Ma Bi Khin) than whom none of the defendants is
nearer related to the deceased; that Ma BiKhin is' a
Mohamedan while the defendants are Budd1).ists, and
MYA
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the deceased was a Mobamedan., If the law recognises
the rights of an executor 10 obtain or retain possession of a corpse, the same rights may reasonably be
extended to the nearest relation of the deceas€d in
the absence of an executor, and where two nearest
relations belonging to different religions di~pute as to
-the leligious rites or custom, according to which the
funeral of the deceased should be conducted and the
dead body buried, it is only fair and equitable to
e~!~nd the rights to the one who belongs to the
same religion as the deceased.

INCOME-TAX REFERENCE.
$efore Sir Guy Rutledge, Kt _, K C, Chief Justice, Mr. I ustice Clurri an4
Mr, Iustice B,'o·lf.In.
1929

June 13.

COMMISSIONER OF INCOME-TAX

v.
THE BURMA CORPORATION, LIMITED.*
Income-tax Act (XI of 1922), s. 10 (2) (ix)-ContributiiJns by Company to
Provident Fund of its e11tptoYee5~Trust-deed and Trmtees created for
Provide lit Fund-Object of Trust to secure liability of Company, not tf)
vest moneys ill Trustces-ComptlnY',s qealion of book-debts in favour pf
employees and Trustees for coni ribul iOlls"b'/f retaining control and use of
the 1Il0ney-Liabilityof Company to be assessed for SItch 1110lleys -ExemfJt-i01l only when CO/llpany loses all corltrol tllld ,'lOl1eys vest in Truslees.
The Burma Corporation, Limited, started a Provide:nt Funcl for their
employees. The employees' subscriptiOIls were paid into" A " account, and,
the Corporation's contributions were paid into " B ", and "C" accounts.
In 1926 the Corporation created a Trust in repect of the Provident Fund and',
handed to the Trustees Government secmities of the'approximate-value of the
amount which the Corporation at that time was liable for contribution to the
Provirlent Fund. From the terms of this Trust it arpeared that its object was
not to create a fund in cash vested in the Trustees over which the Corporation
had lost all control. but to create a body which would be able to secure for'
the members satisfaction of the liability of the Corporation. Until the
Trustees called upon the Corporation to supply any moneys or secl1rify
to' meet their liability for contribution, the CGrporation was not bound to
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pay o';er the moneys in the "A ", .. B" and "C" accounts and these
could remain under the full control an'll '''use cf" the Corporation. The
contributions of the Corporation to the Provident Fund for the year ending
June 1927 were ;,sse5sed to income-tax and super-tax payable by the
CO! po: ation.
Held. that the conlributiOl:s of the Corporalion to its staff Provident Fund

were not assessable to income-tax and super-tax if the money had actually been
paid to the Trustees and the: Corporation had lost all control over and the
use of the money. And tllis was so, notwithstanding the possibility of the
Trustees having to refund a portion of the money to the Corporation on the
happening of certain e"ents as prOvided in the Trust-deed. Whea so
refunded the moneys would be an addition to the income of the Corporation of
tilat year and as such assessable. But if the Corporation merely creded: a
book liability in favour of the employees or 'fhe Trustees'antl used the moneys
as their own, they could not claim exemption from income-tax.
British [n.wlaled and Hclsby Cables, Limited v. Atlterton, [1926] A.C. 205referred to.

Gaunt (Officiating Government Advocate) for the
Crown.

Clifton for the assessees.
RUTLEDGE, C.]., CHARI and BROWN, JJ.-This is
a reference by the Commissioner of Income-tax
under section 66 (2) of the Indian Income-tax Act·
The circumstances under which the reference is made
are that the Burma Corporation Limited had slatted
a Provident Fund for their employees. By the terms
of the rules of the Provident Fund, which is controlled by the Directors of the Corporation, it is
provided that, 111 respect of the employeef, who are
.divided into two classes, an amount equal t08~ per
cent. .of the salary in the case ef Class I and 5 per
cent. in the case of Class II should be debited
monthly from the salary of the employee. Tbis
amount was credited to an account \-"hich is called
the "A" account a.nd the Corporation agreed to pay
interest at the rate of 5 per cent. per annum en the
amount so credited which was added to the principal
once every six months. The Corporation contributed
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a bonus equal:\tj:o the amount deducted from bis
salary and this amount was credited in a separate
account called the 1/ B" account and interest was
II.
added to this sum in the same manner as in respect
THE
BURMA
of the sums under the "A" account. There was
CORPOHATION. LTD. also
a (( C " account which was another bonus
RUTLEDGE, credited to the employee proportioned on the diviC.!.,
dend paid by the Corporation and the amount of the
CHARI AND
BROWN, n. salary of the employee.
'It"·)\v'Hl-:~"th:us';r.JJe seen that while the money in
II A"
account was the employee's own money, the
moneys in the "B" and II C" accounts were the
contributions made by the Corporation.
Rule 13 of the Provident Fund Rules provided
that if any member were dismisseeJ, he was entitled
only to·the arrtb1:irlt standing to his credit in II A "
account and the interest which had accrued thereon
and that all the moneys credited to his "B" and
Ii C"
accounts should remain the property of the
Corporation ; and Rule 14 specifically provided that
no member acquired any right in or to the moneys
standing to his credit in ,I B" and (( C 11 accounts.
In No:v.ernh<;:,r;;),Sl.26, the Corporation started a Trust
in respect of the P:r:oviden t Fund, to the terms of
which we shall refer more in detail later. On the
31st December 1925 the liabilily of the Corporation
in respect of the FfOvident Fund amounts payable
to the members; amounted to Rs~ 12,58,782·4-11.
By the Trust Deed three' persons mentioned therein
were made Trustees and Government securities of
the nominal value of Rs. 14,25,000 and the actual
value at market rate of Rs. 12, 61,125 were made
over to them. It will be seen that no money was
entrusted to the Trustees, but the transfer of the
securities to the Trustees may be considered as a
payment of the equivalent of 'money to them .or the
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money may be considered as having been actually
advanced to them in cash and taken back by the
Corporation as a loan on the security of the Government promissory notes.
The point for consideration on this reference is
whether the contribution of the Burma Corporation to the Provident Fund for the year ending
with June 1927 are assessable to income-tax and
super-tax. The learned Commissioner in his reference states, a statement with which.·we",.are in entire
agreement-that it is not clear whether the contributions for the year in question were actually paid
-to the Trustees, but in order not to complicate
matters he is willing to assume that the sum representing the contributions of the Company was
actually paid over to the Trustees. --Iii making this
concession, the Commissioner practically concedes the
whole case, because in our opinion, the non-liability
of the Corporation to assessment or. otherwise,
depends entirely on whether the Corporation has or
has not parted with the money. Fortunately the
form of the question enableS us to answer it in such'
a way as to en<tble the Commissigne{,. to make
enquiries on· this. point and adopt the course consonant withJhe result of his enquiries.
The contention of the Corporation seems to be
that when the amounts are credited to 1he Trustee, it is
entitled to a deduction of this amount from the amount
for which it is assessable to income,..tax and .super-tax.
The Commissioner admits that the contriblltions to
the Provident Fund under an irrevocable Trust are
allowable expenditure under section 10 (2) (ix) of
the Income-tax, but. he contends that this section
would apply only when there is an irrevocable Trgst
. and when the empioyer has finally. parted with hi,s
.cDri.tribution.· He is of opinion, ona . construction'
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of the trust-deed, that there is no question of any
irrevocable ·trust'since there are many conting<;;ncies.
dependent on the will of the Corporation on the
happening of any of which the Corporatioll can
reduce their liability and recover their contribution.
The Corporation, on the other hand, con tends that.
the trust is none-the-Iess an irrevocable trust, simply
because in certain contingencies the Corporation will
be able to get back its contributions. In this
contention, the learned advocate for the Corporation
is in the right. ~ven without any express provision
in the trust-deed where the purposes for which the
trust is created have been fulfilled or fail there will
be a resulting trust in favour of the author of the
trust of any undispo:;ed of amount in the hands of
the' Trustees. This cloes not, however, cispose of
the matter because the real point is a different one.
We shall now refer. to a case which has been
cited before us. In the British Insulated and
Helsby Cables, Limited v. Atherton (1 ), the facts were.
somewhat similar to the facts of the present case.
There apensiori fund was created and was consti.
tuted by a trust·deed. The company contributed a.
sum of .£31,784·'f~ form the nucleus of the'·hm.d .
and to provide for payment in respect of the past
years of service of the employees. It was practically
admitted in that case that this money must be.
deemed' to have been wholly ie.nd exclusively laid
out for the purpose of the trade and therefore
dedudable under the provisions of the English
Income tax Act corresponding to those in our c\vn
Act i but it was contended that it \vas in the nature
or a capital expenditure, and therefore the Company
was not entitled to any deduction. The point
a,Ctually' decided ,vas only in respect of the sum of
11) I1926JA,C. 205.
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.£31,784, it being conceded that yearly payments by
-the company equivalent to the deductions out of the
salary of the members would be entitled to be
'deducted from the current years's income. It is not
for the purposes of the case before us, necessary to
refer to more in this judgment that (l. significant
passage in the judgment of Lord Atkinson.
At page 219 of the report he gives a summary
'of the terms of the trust-deed created by the
British Insulated and Helsby Cables. After setting
out the important provisions of the deed he concludes
as follows:"The trust·deed contains many other provisions
:supporting the conclusion that the company have
Dnce and for all parted with all proprietary rights in
'and all po\vers over this donation of .£31,784."
This ruling was relied upon by the learned
advocate for the Corporation, as an authority which
:shows that payment to the Trustees of a Fund would
enable a Company to claim deduction of the amount
eSO paid, in the same
way as a payment to the
employee direct but the concluding passage cited
above clearly shows that the real test is whether the
-Corporation actually pays the money to the Trustees
and loses all its proprietary right in and all powers
'over the sums so paid. The mere fact that in some
cases it may be entitled to get back a portion of the
amounts paid out makes no difference in the legal
'Position.
Turning now to the trust-deed before us: the
powers of the Trustees are contained in clause 2 of
.the trust-deed. They are six in number.
. Claues (a) makes it obligatory on the Trustees
io realies any portion of the provident Trust Fuucl
represented by any security the Corporation desire
'It to be .so realised;
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Clause (b) mak.es it obligatory on the Trustees to
re-invest the am"~unt so realised in such other
securities as the Corporation may direct;
'II.
Clause (c) provides that whatever sum there may
THE
BURMA
be
in the hands of the Trustees in excess of the
CORPORATION, LTD.
liability of the Corporation shall be held by them in
RUTLED'GE, trust for- the Corporation who may from time to time
C.J.•
recover such exCess ;
CHARI,AND
BROWN, JJ.
Clause (d), which is the most important clause,.
px:ovides that the Trustees shall stand possessed of
the corpus and income of the Provident Trust Fund
on trust for th-e members for the time being of the
Provident Fund and upon a winding up of the.
Provident Fund or of the undertaking of the
Corporation, upon trust to apply all moneys in their
hands in satisfaction of the claim arising under the:
rules and secondly in payment of the entire balance
to the Corporation ;
Clause (e) provides that the income of the
Provident Fund, if any, is subject to the trusts.
declared by sub-paragraph (d) payable to the Carpo-,
ration;
Clase (/) provi~es that if the Trustees shall at any
time be unable -lawfully to apply the Provident Trust
Fund and the income thereof or any part of such
fund, then the trusts hereby created shall determine
and th~ Provident Fund and the income thereof
shall forthwith be made over to the Corporation.
Paragraph 3 provides that whenever on any of the
accounting days it shall be ascertained that o\ving to-,
market depreciation of the securities the corpus of
the Provident Fund is less than the amount of the
liability of the Corporation then the Corporation wilt
pay to the Trastees a further such sum as will benecessary to make good the deficiency in cash or
some security or securities authorised by the law of
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British India for the investment of Trust Funds or
partly one or partly by the"·other.'>:;-'>-'
•
The noticeable feature of this trust deed 1S that
there is no obligation on the Corporation to make
periodical payments of any snm whatever to the
Trustees. The deductions out of the salary carried
in "A" account is not paid to them nor are the
contributions of the Corporation carried in the "B"
and ICC II accounts.
It is true that the Trustees have the power
whenever any security they 'ma'Y'bave in their hands
is short of the liability of the Corporation to call on
the Corporalion to supply that deficiency either by
cash payment or by furnishing further security, but
till the Trustees think fit to act on this clause, there
is no obligation on the Corporation to make any
payment. The credit in the accounts in favour of
the employees or the Trustees makes no difference.
The object of the Trust, as far as one can see, is
not to crea,te a fund in cash vested in the Trustees
over which the Corporation have lost all control and
proprietary rights, but to create a body which would
be able to secure for the members satisfaction of the
liability of the Corporation. As is seen from the
remarks in Lord Atkinson's judgment, the real
ground on which the Corporation can claim exemption from payment of income~tax is that they have
actually parted \ivith the money. The. transfer of a
book debt, even assuming that as from the date of
the trust-deed the Trustees are the persons credited
in the' " A ", ICB" and (tc" accounts on behalf of
the memhers does not mean that the Corporation
have either parted with, the money or lost control
over it. In our opinion therefore, the Corporation
. will be entitled to deduct from the amount assessable
to income-tax the actual C/:lsh payments made to the
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Trustees either for the purpose of meetin g liabilities
COMMISof the retiring '6f~'deceased'mertibets'as"lhey arise or
. SIONER OF
the purpose of supplying any deficiency as
INCOME·TAX for
v.
contemplated
by paragraph 3 of the trust-deed.
THE
BURMAThey are not entitled to any deduction in respect of
CORPORATION. LTD.
the sums merely carried in 'fhe:·~cc'Oi:.inl) as the mere
creation of a book liability whether in favour of the
RUTLEDGE.
C.J.,
employees
or Trustees is not equivalent to a payment.
CHARlAND
BROWN, JJ.
The difference between the Corporation and the
Commissioner was merely as)o i,he point of time
when the Corporation becomes entitl~d to a deduction
for these amounts. The Commissioner, in view of
the provisions of the trust-deed, was of opinion that
the Corporation is entitled to a deduction only when
the amount payable to the employee hGl.s been paid to
him. In this, he is wrong because the Corporation,
notwithstanding the provisions of the deed, would
be entitled to deduction if it has actually paid the
amount ()f its yearly contributions to the Trustees in
such a way as to have lost their proprietary right in
and control over them. The Trustees will hold the
money primarily as Trustees for the employees,
though in certain cases, a portion of the money may
become repaya151e to the Corporatlon. When the
moneys are so repaid they will be an addition to
the income of that year and as such assessable.
The contention of the Corporation is not quite clear.
1£ the position of the learned advocate of the
Corporation is that by a mere credit in favour of
the Trustees instead of the employees, and the
creation of a liability to the Trustees for the payment of these contributions, the Company can deduct
the amounts so credited from the assessable sum,
notwithstanding they have full control over and
unlimited use of the money' represented by the
credit, we cannot accept his contention.
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Our answer:.to,1he ref erence .the.reJo.r~:"j~,that the
-contributions of the Burma Corporation Limited to
'its Staff Provident Fund are not assessable to incometax and super-tax, if the money had actually' been
'paid to the Trustees and the Corporation has lost
·the control over and the use of, the money.
In these ci rcumstances we make no order as to
<costs.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Mr, Justice Bagulcy.

U AHDEIKSA

1929

v.

J-ulY 22.

MA SAN ME

AND ANOTHER.*

illudd!:ist Ecclesiastical LlIw-Pongyi in occupatiJll of a kyalmg, hghts<JfDonor wlzetJ;er <'1ltitI(d to edct the p.)ngyi-Evidence Act (1 of 1892), s.
116-Licellseel:ow far estoPPed.

The plaintiffs who represent the orj~:inal fo~nder and builder of a kyaung
-sued for eviction of the defendant pongyi. who they claimed had been
.placed in posses~ion of the kyaung by them as a mere licensee.
Held, that a kyaung once offered to a pongy; becomes e.1:t,.a'·'Cdm,ntr'c~/l-lii·;·
'and cannot be regarded like an ordinary piece of immoveable property
'which can be occupied by a layman, pought, sold Or otherwise treated, like
an ordinary commercial property.
Held, furtlier, that whilst section 116 Of the Evidence Ad operates to
estop a licensee from denying his licensor's title, it does not make the license'
,revocable under all circumsl;,nces, and th:1I the founder of a kyaung who put
a ponllyi in possession thereof lIlUSt prove his right to evict the POllgyt,
"prOOf of license not bei"g in itself sufficient for such purpose. ,"
Held,jurtlzer, that layman cannot evict a presiding p01~gyi in an ordinary
',state of affairs; and that a presumption of proper installation arises from a
,pongyi being placed by the founder of a kyatlng in possession the,eof.

A. C. Mukerjee for the appellant.
Day for the respondents.
" Special Civil Second Appeal No. 95 of 1922 (at Mandalay) from the
, .)jlldgmen't of the Di~ trict Court of Sagaing ill Civil Appeal No. 78 of 1928.
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BAGULEY, J.-This is an appeal by the defendant.
Theplainiiffs"-aie mother and son; they sued for
ME. recovery of possession of a kyaung and its compound
in which the defendant is now established.
Ma San Me is the daughter of the original founders
of the kyaung. and it is alleged that the original.
kyaung built by her parents was pulled down and
rebuilt by herself and her husband who is now
dead. The second plaintiff is their. only son. The"
plaint states that when the kyau1tg was built theplaintiffs asked one Pongyi U Zayanta to live in and
'look after it. When he became old he returned the
kyaul1g t6 Ma San Me, and she and her husband
tood back the kyaung and handed it over to another
Pongyi, U Maga, after U Zayanta had died, and that
U Maga lived in the kyaung and looked after it for
three years, after which he also returned the kyaung,.
and, finally, in 1282 the present defendant-appellant
asked permission to live in the kyaung and look after
it, and he was permitted to do so. The plaintiffs say'
that as he is now not living in accordance with theVinaya they wish to recover possession of the kyaung.
It will be noted that the plaint suggests a rather
striking state of affairs, namely, that the plaintiffs,
have a kyaung, which is their absolute outright property
and occupied by a series of pongyis as caretakers.
According to the plaint there was never any dedication cUhe kyau1'lg either poggalika or sanghika;
and in an annexure to the plaint, the plaintiffs speci-~
fically state that the transactions would not come·
under the Buddhist Ecclesiastical Law at all because
.the possession of the pongyis was never more than;
permissive.
The defence is that. originally U Zayanta had the
lJ,yaung dedicated to him in the ordinary way, and:
that after the death of U Zayanta and U Maga, the:
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kyaung was dedicated to the defendant. The written
statement then goes on to argue that the case should
be tried by the Ecclesiastical authorities and to state
that there have been other disputes between the
other parties.
The trial Court framed six issues after examining
the parties. It found that when the defendant came to
occupy the l~)'aung it was in the posse~sion of Ma San
Me and her husband no\v deceased. j that they got
possession of the .,~yaung by the previous pongyi
returning it to them; that' the defendant had the
kyazmg offered to him in a regular way, the roof
being sa17ghilw and the under portion foggalilw, and
that the defendant was not liable to give up possession
to the plaintiffs.
On appeal to the District Court, the learned
District Judge viewed the matter 1rom a totally
different angle. He found that as the defendant on
his own showing came into occupation by the invi.
. tation of the plaintifts that \\'as an admission in itself
that the plaintiffs were the ovmers of the kyaung.
He further found that the defendant failedio prove
the dedication of the kyaung to himself; that the
burden 6f proving this'dedication lay upon him, and
as he had failed to prove dedication to himself the
suit must be decreed.
The defendant pong)'i now comes in second
appeal to this Court
The appeal was argueg. at c()nsiderable length,
and at one time it appeared to me that it would be
necessary to come to a decision on the as yet undecided point of whether the orginal donor of a
poggalika gift has any right remaining to him in the
property given, vide May Oung's Buddhist Law,
page 177 ; but on furl her consideration it appears' to
me that the pointdoesnotreally arise.
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Mr. Day for the respondents argued that the
UAH:'EIKSA appeal should be dismissed on a ~hort point under
MA SAN ME. section 116, Evidence Act.
He claimed that the
BAG~, J. appellant having come into occupation of the kyalmg
by license of the plaintiffs, could not be fJermitted
to deny that the plaintiffs had a title to the kyaung
at the time that they gave it to him. This argument
appears to me to be fallacious. The property now
in suit is not ordinary property: it is. of an ecclesiatical nature and, therefore,"pro tanto Buddhist Ecclesiastical J;.aw must be taken into consideration with
regard to it. The defendant may have come into
occupation of the kyaung by license of the plaintiffs,
but that does not imply that he must therefore
return the kyaul1g to them whenever they dsk for it.
Section 116, Evidence Act, merely states that the
licensee is not permitted to deny that the person
who gave him the license
had a title to such
possession at the time that that license was given."
It does not state that every license is revocable at
the whim of the licensor; and the fact that the
provisicJns of the Evidence Act might prevent the
appellant from denying .. Jhe .".respondents' title to
possession of the kyaulIg at the time that he entered
into possession und'er their license would not prevent
him from asserting that the respondents have no
po\yer now to turn him out.
As I have stated, the plaint asserts a most extraordinary state of affairs, name1y,that the kyaul1g was
built by laymen and had a series of pongyis put in
as \vatchmen in succession.
The suit "vas managed entirely by .the' second
plaintiff, and he endeavoured to prevent his mother
{wm appearing in Court. However, the trial Judge
insisted on her appearance, and when she was put
into the. witness-box she' stated thatthekyaung
(l
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was built as an offering to the sanghas. She also
stated
that the defendant had beell in ttl'e"suit kyau11g U AHDEIKSA
.
v.
for about 38 years, as opposed to tbe eight years men- MA SAN ME.
tioned in the plaint. The plaintiff Tun Aung states BAG;:;Y, J•.
that the defendant w?s made a 1'ahan at the insbnce .
of his (plaintiff's) father j and therefore, assuming that
the defendant entered the kyaung at the instance Of
the plaintiffs, we have the following state of affairs.
The plaintiffs represent the original founde: r and builder
of the kyaung. At their invitation thedefend~Jltcame
into occupation of it, and he has been in occupation of it,
for some period varying between eight years, 3S stated in
the plaint, and 18 years as stated by the first plaintiff
herself on oath. In any case the defendant has been
in possession for a very long time indeed. He is a
pongyi whose entry into the priesthood·.-was"made at
the instance of the husband of the first plaintiff who
was the father of the second plaintiff. Ordinarily
speaking, a pongyi placed in a kyaung by the representatives of a founder of the kyazmg would be
regarded as having beeli properly installed and would
not be liable to be evicted at the w~im and pleasure
of those who placed him in the kyaung. A- kyaung
cannot be regarded like an ordinc..ry· piece""ol"'iinmoveable property which can be occupied by a
laym::ll1, bought, sold, or otben\~ise treated like an
ordinary commercial property;. Once a kyaung has
been built and offered to a PC'1'bgyi it becomes e,x!1'a
commercium; and I hold that the lower appellate
Court has erred in regarding it as an ordinary piece
of immoveable property. If occupation of ordinary
immoveable property is to be regarded as frinul
jacie evidence of ownership to such an extent that
any person who wishes to recover possession from a
man in possession has got to prove his right to do SOt
still .nore would ii be incumbent on any layman \vho
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wish to turn a pOl1gyi out of a kyaU'ti/!, in which he
was li\1ing'to~'proVe·thathe \-vas entitled to do so.
:MA S:N ME. The plaintiff Tun Aung, as I have said, speaks to
i3AG~, }. this somewhat strange position of the defendan t being
put in as a caretaker liable to be evicted at any
time. He 5ays, however, in cross-examination 'with
regard to the defendant, "Defendant jon{1)'i was
staying in a kyaung to the east. He was not a
presiding pongyi there. He became presiding lO'f:a
gyi-I should call him our tenant-when he came
to stay in this kyaung. It will be seen therefore
that the second plaintiff, the one who is strongly
'against the defendant, admits that the defendant
became a presiding pongyi when he entered this
kyaun.g. This would certainly show that a very
heavy burden layupcn the plaintiffs. A layman
cannot evict a presiding pongyi in an ordinary state
of affairs.
The first witness called by the plaintiff is U
Kumara.He states definitely, ill do not know on
what understanding the defendant came to stay in
this l?yaitug." The next witness for the plaintiffs is
Lu Min. He says that defendant pon~:yi v,:ent to
Ma San Me and asked to be allovved to stay in the
kyaung in suit and look after it and Ma San Me
agreed. This witness is a most casual witness, living
in another village, indebted to the plaintiffs, and he
adniitsthat he does not know if anything further was
said when the defendant came to stay in the kyazzng,
and he' does not know what celebration was done, on
that occasion. The next witness for the plaintiffs is
Aung Ya. He refers to a conversation between Ma
San Me and the defendant, but he does not know
whether it was ~s a result of that conversation that
HIe defendant entered the kyaung, and he admits
that he does not kriow what aetually occurn:d when
1929
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·the defendant come,..-1'.",
to stay in the kyaung. The next
1929
_
witness for the plaintiffs is Maung So Mya. He gives U AHllEIKllA
the history of the kyaung, and winds up by saying MA s:~ ME.
",,' defendant pongYi came to stay here. after U Maga BAG~L~Y, J.
but I do not know how." This is the whole of the
plaintiffs' case. It seems to me quite impossible to hold
on this evidence that the plaintiffs have shown their
right to turn the defendant out of the kyazl11g. As
I have said before, this case cannot be regarded as
though it referred to a house or an ordinary piece
of immoveable property. When a pongyi is installed
in a l?yaztng and he is shown to have remained in
that l?yaullg for a period of many years, any layman who
claims the right to turn him out had got to prove that
right very strictly. A J?yaungtaga, when he places a
pongyi in charge of a kyaung and refers to him as
the presiding pongyi of that kyaung, in the vast
majority of cases would have dedicated the kymmg to
that pongyi, and any kyaullgtaga who asserts the
.contrary has got to prove it, and has got to prove
that the pongyi was merely his vvatchman or carehker. This, as I have shown, the plaintiffs in the
present suit have entirely failed to do, and the defendantpongYi is entitled to the benefits that follow
from his possession of the kyaU1'lg in the same \vay
that any other occupier of immoveable property is
entitled to the presumptions that v;:ill ;tccrue to him
because of his occupation, and this the more because
kyaungs are normally occupied by f ol1gyis al' d not
by laymen once they have been made over to the
priesthood in one form or another.
The case was argued at length on the point of
Buddhist ·law with regard to the reversion of sanglzika gifts. On examination of the evidence, however,
,as I have shown it does not appear to me that this
point would arise, and I therefore, have not thought
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it necessary to deal \-vith the many cases and author-U AHDEIKSA ities cited in argument...;"",-,
'lJ.
For these reasons I set aside the judgmen t and
MA SAN ME.
decree of the lower Appellate Court, and restore that
BAGULEY, J.
of the trial Court dismissing the suit. The respondents.
will bear the app'ellant's costs fhrcughcut.
1929

PRIVY COUNCIL.
J.

C:

MA PWA MAY

AND ANOTHER

v.

1929

S.R.M.M.A. CHETTYAR FIRM.

July. 25.

(On Appeal from the High Court at Rangoon.)
Transfer of Property Act (IV of 1882). s. 53-Transfer to defeat c1',·dttors-·
Mortgage preferring one creditor Ol'er others-Registration of doC'wmwt
not duly stamped-Error of procedure-Good fait It-Validity of registration-Indian Stamp Act (II of 1899), ss. 35, 37-Illdia Regist ration Act
(XVI of 1<;03), s. 87.
A mortgage executed for adequate consideration, being partly the discharge
of a genuine debt; no benefit bting retained by the rr:ortgagor. is not invalid
under s. 53 of the Transfer of Prop~rty .l\Ct,1882, as being made to defeat or
delay creditor~, even though the mortgagor, who is heavily indebted, thereby
prefcl s the mortgagee over ot!lcr creditors, one of whom has instituted a suit,.
and bdore registration of Ih£; mortgage has obtained an order before decree
attaching the mortgagor's prClpcrty.
Musahar Sal,u v. Hakim Lal, (1915) I.L.R. 43 Cal. 521 i L.R. 43 LA. 104followed.
Registration of r,n instr'.ment not duly stamped, contraryJo s. 35 of the
Indian Stamp Act, 18:j9. is an error of procedure, not an act done without juris-.
diction, cor.s::ql:ently if it is done in good faith the registration is valid under
s. 87 of theludian Regist·ration Act, 1908 ; and upon payment of the p,oper'
duty and penalty the instrument is admis,ible in evidenCll.
lIJujibunnissa v. Abdul Rahim, (1900) I.L.R. 23 All. 233 : L.R. 28 LA. 15-·
distingunished.
Salt lI1ukhun Lafl Pallday v. Salt Kundun Lall, (1875) L.R. 2 LA. 21CaPPlied.
Sarada NJth Bhattachay,~ v. Gobinda Chandm Das, (1919) 23 C.W.N.
534-approved.
Where an instrumeit bears a stamp which is of sufficient a.mount but is surcharged as a court-fees stamp, the stamp is .. of improper description" within

*
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s. 37 of the Indian Stamp Act 1899, and the remedial provisions of the nies
1929
made thereunder arply.
MA PWA
Refercllce under s. 57 of Act II of IH9'J. (1901) I L R. 23 All. 213MAY
disapprot·ed.
v.
Jud~meilt of the High Com·t rcvers~:! ;:s to s. S3 cf the T: ar.sfer of S.RM.M.A.
CHETTYAR
Prop~rly Act.
Jo'IRM.

Appeal (No. 102 of 1928 from a decree of the
High Court July 15, 1927) modifying a decree of the
District Judge of Magwe.
The suit was instituted by the appellants to enforce
a mortgage dated March 13, 1924.
The questions arising upon the appeal were (1)
whether the mortgage was invalid under section 53
of the Transfer of Property Act, 1882; and (2)
whether the registration of the mortgage was invalid
because when registered it was not duly stamped as
required by the Indian Stamp Act, 1899, section 35.
The facts and the relevant statutory provisions
appear from the Judgment of the Judicial Committee.
Both Courts in India held that the registration
having been effected in good faith was valid under
section 87 of the Indian Registration Act, 1908, although
the instrument was not duly stamped at that time. *
The District Judge held that though the mortgage
was a preference of the mortgagees over. other creditors of the mortgagors it was not invalid nnder section
53 of the Transfer of Property Act; he decreed the
suit. Upon appeal to the High Court the learned
Judges (Heald and Mya Bu, JJ.)·were of the contrary
opinion: accordingly they varied the decree to a simple
money decree.
' ..-

1929, June 27, 28. De Druyther, K.C., and Penuell
for the appellants. The mortgage was not invalid
under section 53 of the, Transfer of Property Act even
if its intention and effect were to prefer,ihe,mortgagees
over other creditors: MusaharSahuv. HaUnt Lal
• [Reported at (1927) 5 Ran. 666.-'-Ed.]
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(1) Both Courts in India held, following Sarada
Natll Bhatta-chifrya v. Gobinda<Chandra Das (2), that
the registration was valid under section 87 of the Registration Act.

Dunne, K.C., ,and E.B. Raikes for the respondents.
Upon the facts the High Court was justified in holding
that the mortgage was not merely a preference of one
creditor, but a scheme for the purpose of defeating
the other creditors and void under section 53. But
in any case the .mortgage was not validly.registered,
and consequently could not be received in evidence.
Section 35 of the Stamp Act, 1899, imperatively forbids the registration of an instrument which is not
duly stamped. The registering oHicer therefore had
no jurisdiction to register it, and section 87 of the
Registration Act cannot be invoked: MujibuJll1issa v.
Abdul Rahim. (3), ]ambu' Parshad v. Muhammad
Aflab Ali Khan (4), Ma Shwe lvIya v. Maung Ho
Hnaung (5). The decision in Sarad:1 N alii's case (2)
was erroneous. The stamp used was not merely a stamp
"of improper description" within the meaning of
section 38 of the Stamp Act : Reference under section
57 of Act II of 1899 (6). The Stamp Act has been
amended twice since that decision without any alter~ttion""
in its provisions.
De Gruyther, K.C., in reply. The amount of the
stamp was sufficient, the only defed being that the
revenue stamp used had been surcharged for. use for
the payment of court-fees. That being so the instru.
ment was duly stamped within the meaning of section
(1) (1915) LL.R. 43 Cal. 521 ;
L.R. 43 LA. 104.
(2) (1919) 23 Cal. W.N. 534.
(3) (1900) I.L.R. 23 All. 233 ;
LR.28 LA .. 15.

(4)'(1914) LL.R. 37 All. 49
L.R 42 LA. 22.
(5) (1922)I.L.R 50 Cal. 166 ;
L.R. 49 LA. 95.
(e) (1901) I.L.R. 23 All. 213.
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35 of the Stamp Act, since, th?t Act l:.ecognizes only
hvo descriptic,ns of ";bmps, namely adhesive stamps
and impressed stamp: Annapurnabai v. Lakshman
Bhikaji Vakhakar (1). But in any case the requirement of section 3S of the Stamp Act is a matter of
procedure, and section 87 of the Registration Act prevents an error made in good faith from vitiating
the registration. The considerations in Sah Mukkun
Lall Pa1'1day v. Sah Koondun Lall (2) affirmed
in Muharnma4 EwfJ.,p v. Birj Lal (3) apply;,·"·/f.he
decisions of the Board relied on by the appellants
all related to presentation by an authorized person,
and different considerations apply to cases of that
kind.
July 25. The judgment of their Lordships was
delivered byLORD ATKIN.--This is en appeal from a decree of
the High Court of Judicature at Rangoon. The
plaintiffs are the mortgagees under a mortgage dated
March 13th, 1924, by which Maung Po Saung and his
wife Ma Twe mortgaged to the plaintiffs for Rs. 20,000
four oil wells in the Yenangyaung oil.field. The.con.
sideration for the mortgage is alleged to be a sum of
Rs. 13,764, the balance of principal and interest on
three promissory notes dated June 25th, 1921, November
25th, 1921, and May 30th, 1923, for the sums of
Rs. 7,700,Rs. 1,700 and Rs· 2,600 respectively, and
made by the mortgagors in favour of the first-named
mortgagee and her husband· The second-named
mortgagee is Ma Pwa May's son. His wife is the
niece of Maung Po Saung, one of the mortgagors.
The further consideration, making up the total sum
of Rs. 20,000, is alleged to . be a present advance
of
,,,:"

.

(1) (1894) I.L.R 19 Born. 145.

(2) (1l175) L.R. 2 LA. 210, 216.
(3) (1877) I.L.R. 1 All. 465 ; L.R" I.A. 16(;,176,.
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Rs. 6,236 in cash.;".The mortgage was registered on
March 14th, 1924. There is no doubt that at the
date of this mortgage the mortgagors were heavily
indebled. One of their creditors was the respondent
firm, who on March 20th, 1924, instituted a suit against
them to recover Rs. 13,295, principal and interest.
due on two promissory notes dated March 27th, 1923,
On May 13th, 1924, the respondents obtained an order
before decree for the attachment of the mortgagors'
property, inc1uding.. the fom:::wells, the subject of the
mortgage in question. On June 10th the appellants,
the mortgagees, having demanded payment without
success, brought the present suit against the mortgagors to enforce the mortgage, T he respondent firm
applied to be added as a party to the suit as a necessary party undet'l.:).XXXIV, rule 1, and on September
6th, 1924, the District Judge made the order. A ques·
tion was raised in the Courts below, but not before their
Lordships, as to whether this order was correct. Their
Lordships must not be taken as expressing an opinion
upon this matter. The respondents thus added as
defendants put in a written statement by which they
alleged that the:.rpor,tgageqeed was executed without
consideration and for the purpose of defrauding the
.respondents. They also pleaded that the document
was improperly stamped, and that in consequence the
registration was invalid and the document was also
inadmissible in evidence. The issues fixed' by the
District Judge on the first plea:1. \¥as the mortgage deed executed by the
mortgagors and for valuable consideration?
2. Was the mortgage deed executed in collusion
with the plaintiffs for the purpose of
defrauding the third defendant?
The claim that the deed was void was based on
section 530£ the Transfer of Property Act, 1882,
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which provides that any transfer of immovable property
made with intent to defeat and delay the creditors of
the transferor is voidable at the option of any person
so defeated or delayed. The learned District Judge,
after hearing evidence, found that the deed was duly
executed by the mortgagors, and the -consideration
was truly stated in the deed, i.e., that the promissory
notes referred to were genuine notes on which the
mortgagors were indebted to the mortgagees in the
-sums mentioned, and.jhaLih~,::,,,cq§.h. advance was in
fact made. There appears to be no finding to the
contrary by the High Court, who nevertheless came
to the conclusion that the mortgage was made with
intent-to defeat and delay the creditors: This finding
appears to their Lordships to be inconsistent \vith what
must be taken to be the fact that the mortgagees
... wt>re actual creditors of the mortgagors.: A debtor is
entitled to prefer a creditor, unless the transaction
can be challenged in bankruptcy, and such a preference
cannot in itself be impeached as falling within section

53:--

-

" The transfer which d~feats or delays creditors is not an
instrument which prefers one creditor to another; but an iristru~
ment which removes property from -the creditors -to the benefit of
the debtor. The debtor must not retain a benefit for himself. He
may pay one creditor and leave another unpaid (Middle[on v.
Pollock (1). So soan as it found that the transfer her~ impeached
was made for adequate cor.sideration in satisfaction of genuine
debts, and without reservation of any ben{ fit to -the debtor, it
follows that no ground for impeaching it lies in the fact that the
plaintiff, who also was a creditor, was a loser by payment
- ~eing made to the preferred creditor, there-peingin the case
no que!<tion of bankruptcy.
'"
The concurrent
finding" that the consideration for the deed was real
reduces the case to one in which the debtor has preferred
one creditor to the detriment of another j but this in itself is
110 ground' for impeaching it under _·the -section, ~ven if 'the
. (1) [1876j 2Ch.O: 104,108.
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debtor' was intending to defeat an anticipated execution by
the plaintiff."
'<

Their Lordships find it unnecessary to add anything to the above authori~ative exposition of the law
of Lord Wrenbury in giving the decision of the
Board in Mus?llrar Sabu v. Hakim Lal (1'. The
plea of the respondents, therefore, on the merits
failed.
It is necessary, however, to determine the issues
raised b'y the objection to the stamp and the conscqlJent objection to the regi'strirtibn:""The point i~
highly technical and is as follows:-The mortgage
Wfls ~x~cuted on a sheet which hore, not ~n
wdinary revenue stamp, but a Court-fee sta,mp. The
staJ11p appe4rs to be tl Ie ordinary impr~ssed revenue
~tamp, hut surcharged with th.e .words "Court Fee It
~taIpp;ed over it. The amount of the . stamp in this
~ase' is sufficie~t to satisfy the revenue requirements,
but the respondents contend that the document is
no~ II duly stamped" with~n the mea.ning of the
Stamp Act, 1899. By section 35 of that Act, (( No
instrument chargeClble with ciufy she,dl he ~dmitted in
evid~nce for ~lP.y purpose by any person having
authority to receive evidence oN;RaU,'·be"",;,acted upon,
. registered or authenticated by any such person or
by any public officer unless such instrurpent is
duly stamped." Hence, say the respondents,th~
document (a) could not be admitted in evidence ;
(b) could not have been validly registered, therefore
was unregistered, therefore under sedion .49 of the
Registration Act of 1908 could npt affect the immovable property comprised therein. This contention
hCls be~n reject~d by both Courts below,~nd their
:4ordships ~gree with th@ir decisjon. What happened
in ~he s'4it was that; before the respondents filed their
.

.

,

(i)

119 15) 43 LA.at p.'167.
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wlitten statement calling attention to the stamp objection, the plaintiffs applied to the Court for return
of the mortgage deed in order that they might apply
to the Collector for rectification of the error. The
District Judge found himself bound by section 33
of the Stamp Act to impound the document, and
eventually by direction of the High Court it was
forwarded to the Collector under section 38 (2) of the
Act, who, on payment of a further duty of Rs. 100
and a penalty of Rs. 5, certified 'it"to""be -duly
stamped. It was tben received in evidence in the
District Court. It follows that, in accordance with
section 36 of the Act, its admission could not be
called in ,question at any stage of the suit on a
stamp objection. The question of admissibility is
lliusilisposedot
'
The attention of their Lordships was called to
the provisions of section 37, which enables the
Governor.General in Council to make rules providing
that where an instrument bears stamps of sufficient amount, but of improper description, II it may
on payment of the duty with which the same is
chargeable be certified to be duly stampe<ij';>'and'''any,,'
.instrument so certified shall then be deemed to have
been duly stamped as· from the elate of its
execution." Their Lordships entertain no doubt that
. in pursuance of this 'section and the rules made
thereunder ([~ule 16 of the Rules of February 17th,
1899), the Collector 'would have been enlitIedin this
case to exercise the powers given by the section.
The contention to the contrary is that the section
has no reference to any stamp except a revenue
stamp pure and simple, and that a revenue stamp
surcharged" Court Fee ·,'is not within the meaning of
the section a stamp of improper .description. This
appears to' their Lordships to be putting too narrow
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a construction>l1pon a remedial section, and their
Lord,ships would not be prepared to assent to the
opinion of the High Court of Allahabad in Reference
under s. 57 of Act I1 of 18Y9 (1), so far as it concernS
. Court Fees stamps in their present form. It is
plain, however, that the Collector was not asked
to exercise his powers under section 37, but under
section 38 (2) and section 40 (b). These sections
do not contain the proyision in section 37 that the
document ,w~il::""certified shall be deemed to l'ave
been duly stamped as from date of execution. It is
necessary, therefore,. to consider the objection to the
registration on the ground that, when registered, the
document was not duly stamped. The plaintiffs
meet this objection by rdying upon the terms of
section 87 of 'the Registration Act, which provides
·that "Nothing done in good, faith pursuant to this
Act, or any Act hereby repealed, by any registering
officer, shall be deemed invalid merely by reason of
:any defect in hi~ appointment or procedure." In
seeking t9 apply this section it is important to distioga,ish between defects in the procedure of the
registrar and,}.*pJi. of jurisdiction. ·\\There the registrar has no jurisdiction to register, as wllere a
person not entitled to do so presents for ret,istration,
or where there is lack of territorial jurisdicticn, or
where Jhepresentation is out of. time, the section is
'noperative. ~ee lJlIujibunnissa v. Abdul Rahim (2).
On the other hand, 1f the registrar. having juris.<iiction has made a mistake in the exercise of it, the
section takes effect. Their Lordships have no doubt
that the mistake is an error in procedure. The
prohibition against registration is incIudedin section
35; amongst similar prohibitions.as 10 admitting in
OJ (t90i) l.L H. 23 All. 213.
.(2) (190» I.LP. 23 All. 233; LR, 28 I,A,15,
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evidence and,..a uthenticating, which can only be
regarded as procedure; The duty of the registering
officer is to scrutinise the stamp and pass an opinion
on its adequacy, as he purports to do in this very
document. It would be remakable that, if he made
a mistake of possibly a few annas on the amount
of stamp required, and admitted a document to regis·
tration, it would be treated as having no effect
years afterwards. Their Lordships are fortified in
this view by former"u-ecisi'ons of this Board. In
Salt Maukhun Lall Pa1Jday v. Soh Koondun Lall (1),
the registrar Ilad registered a deed of sale in the
absence of the vendors contrary to the provisions of
section 36 of the Act. The Board held that, having
once been presented for registration, it was still in
time for regular registration, though the first registration may have been invalid. There appears to
:have· been an admission by the parties that the first
registration
was not valid. But the Board indicated
<an opinion that the first registration was validated
.by the provisions of section 88 of the Act (now
section 87). Sir Barnes Peacock, in delivering the
?pinion of the Board, said (2) : In considering the (ffeet to be given to seeticn 49, that
section must be read in conjunction wit h section 88, ancl \\-ith
the words of the h( acling of part 10. "Of the Effects of
Registration and Nee-Registration," Now, considering that
the registration of all conveyances of immovable property
of the value of Rs. 100 or upward is by the Act rendered
compulsory, and that proper legal advice is not generally
accessible to persons taking conveyances of land of small
value, it is scarcely reasonable to suppose that it was the
intention of the Legislature that every registration of a deed
should be null and void t:-y reasen of a non-compli'lnce
with the previsions of sections 19, 2i, or 36. or other
similar. provisions. It "is rather to be inferred that·. the
Legislature intended that wch errers or de£eds ShOlild be
\11(1875) L.R. 2 LA. 210.

(2) Ibid

at p. 216.
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classed uncler theg ,neral words "defect in procedure" in
section 88 of the Ad; so that innocent and ignorant pErsens.
should not be deprived of their property through any
error or inadvertance of a public officer,on whom they
would naturally place reliance. If the registering officer
refuses to register the mistake may be rectjfied upon appeal,
under section 83, or upon petition un.cler section 84, as the
case may be; but jf be registers where he onght not to
register, innocent persons maybe misled and may ilOt discover nntil it is too late to rectify it, the error by which,
if the registration is in consequence of it to be treated as
a nullity, they may 'p'e c1eprived"'6f'their jllst rights.

The opinion there expressed was adopted by the
Board in Mohammed Ewaz v. Birj Lall (1), where
two of the persons executing the deed admitted
execution by themselves, but denied execution by
the third party. The prinsiplc has been applied to
registration of an insufficiently stamped deed by the
High Court of Calcutta in Sarada Nath Bhattacharya
v. Gobil1d Ch,J:ndra Das (1) a deciSIOn of which
their Lordships approve. On tbis part of the case
hoth the Courts below decided in favour of the
plaintiffs, relying upon the dc.ci"3ion of the High
Court of Calcutta abo\'e cited.
Their Lordships are t berefore'of 'opinion that the
plaintiffs were entitled to succeed in the suit. The
appeal should be allowed. The decree of the High
Court should be sd asije, and the decree of the
District. Judge restored. Their Lordships will
humbly advise His Majesty accordingly. The
respondents must pay the costs of the appellants
here and in the High Court.
Solicitor for appellants :]. E. Lambert.
•Solicitors for respondents: Bramall& Bramall.
(1) (1817) J,L.n, 1 All. 465.475: L.R, 4 I.A. 1t6, 176.

(2) (1919) 23 C.W.N. 534.
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INCOME-TAX REFERENCE.
Before Sir Benjamin Heald, Kt .• Officiatinl! elmf Justice, Mr. Justice Chari,
and Mr. Justice BrowlI.

COMMISSIONER OF INCOME-TAX
v.
E.l'vI. CHETTYA1~ FJRM.*
lncome·tax Act (XI of 1922), s. 31 (3) (a) and prodso. ss. 63, (6-Qestions of
law only referably to Court-Col,clus,OIlS on facts and illferencesfrom
facts. not ques.iolls of law-CollclustOIl thali'accounts are incomplete on
account Of 1lon·trcduclion of books a finding of fact-Assessee cannot .:1aim
produclio'l of wit,iellce before Commissioner, withheld earlier-Power of
Assistant Commissioner t{l enl,ance as.'{Ssment 011 at peal-Be sis o!e11hal:€ed aSsessmen. lind reasons ltv be givw- Notice fo; enhancemeut need
nel give materials or figure.
Under s. 6 of the Income-tax Act only questions of -law can be
referred to the High COlr!. If there was any eVide~ce upon which it was
reasonably possible for the Commisshmer to come to the conclussion at which
he arrived, the High Court cannot question it.
Al1Imeican Thread Co. v. Joyce, 6 Tax Cases 1-referred to.
An inference of fact drawn from other facts admitted or proved is itself a
finding of fact.
Queett v. Special Commissioners of Income-tax, 3 Tax Cases 289-rej'erred to.
So where the Assistant Commissioner, from the fact of non.production oi
certain books which the assessee was called upon to produce, coupled
with other facts, came to the conclusion that the books of account prodt:ced
were not the f..II and complete accoupts of the assessee, the High Court
\\ould not question Ihe cOll~lusion.
"'··',"C'\/,·
Where an assessee has withheld accounts befoTe the Assistant Commissioner, he cannot as of right produce them before the Commissioner
on appeal.
Where an assessee appeals against an assessemcnt 10 the Assistant COlnmissioner the latter has power under s. 31 (3) (a) to enhance the assesmll:nt
after giving an opportunity to the assessee to show cause against the enhancement. If the assessee has nol submitted full accounts the Assistant Commis'
sioner call make an eslirr.ate of the income to the best of his judgment. In
doing so he does Dot act under s. 23 (4) of the Act. But in so assessing he
, must J'(ive the reasons and the Lasis of his assessment {or Ihe purpose of
enal:ling the Commissioner as an appellate tribunal to consider wheiher the
enhancement was justified.
The Assistant Commissioner in issuing notice to the assessee under the
proviso to s. 31 {or enhancement is not bound to slate the particular
figure of the proposed enhancement or to disdose the materials on whi::h
the enhancement would be made.
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Galmt (Officiating Gov ~rnment Advocate) for the
Crown."

Dant'ood and Foucar for the assessee.

v.

E.M.
CHETTYAR
FIRM.

HEALD, OFFG. C.] 0' CHARI and BROWN, ]J.This is a reference by the Commissioner of
Income-tax of Burma. The facts of the case are fully
and clearly set out in the reference and it is unnecessary
to give them in detail. Briefly stated they are that the
E.M. Chettyarpxw, which was carrying on business in
Moulmein, was assessed for the year 1925-26 by the
Income-tax Officer on an income of Rs. 1,00,386 of
which Rs. 78;413 was income from 'the,Mou1mei,n business. The assessee had returned a loss of Rs. 7,508.
The Chettyar firm appealed against tlIe assesS
ment under section 30 of the Act; and the Assistant
Commissioner, during the hearing of the appeal, became
suspicious of the accounts. He thereupon directed the
h1corrie-tax Officer to make a furtHer enquiry. The
result of the enquiry was 'submitted to him and for
the purpose of testing the accounts on' which the
assessment. was based he issued a notice to the
Chettyar firm to produce four sets of accounts. Of
these accounts,' one set was produced befol~e:li'im ;
one set was said to have been lost at the Rangoon
wharf when it was being brought over from Madras,
and the two other sets were alleged to be the accounts
-of RM:P.R. Which is said to be a separate business
carved Ollt of the E.M.firm byan arrangement with
the widow of a deceased partner and to have. been
·created for the purpose Qf being allotted to the .share
of a son whom, it was intended, the \vidow should
adoptto her deceased husband.'
'. At a later hearing the Assistant Commissioner wad
t~ldthat the agent of E.M. firm hoped to recover the
accountslost at the. wharf and: he also agreed. to
.

.
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produce the R.Tv1.P.R. accounts which were kept at
Puduvayal and not in Burma. Later the Assistant CO~I~IIS
SIONEI< OF
Commissioner sen t to the advocates of the Chettyar INCO~IE-TAX
v.
firm a note wherein he asked them to explain certain
E.M.
points. The explanation was either not forthcoming CHETTYAR
FIRM.
or was not satisfactory to the Assistant Commissioner,
HEALD,
who on the 3rd of January 1928 issued a notice to the OFFG. c.J,..
CHARI AND
Chettyar firm to show cause why the assessment should BROWN,
lJ.
not be enhanced. This he was bound to do under the
proviso to section 31 of the Act. He later enhanced
the assessment u~d~r'the head of Burma business from
Rs. 78,413 to two lakhs of rupees. In his appellate
judgment the Assistant Commissioner stated that to
the best of his information and belief the net taxable
income of the E.M. concern at Moulmeim was not less
than two lakhs. The. Chettyar firm then.tookup .the.,
matter in appeal to the Commissioner of Income-taxI
who dismissed the appeal. The Commissioner was
then asked to refer to this Court the followi.Qg questions said to arise out of the case :1. Whether there was evidence on which the
Assistant Commissioner and the Commissioner could find that the books of account
on which'the assessment of the Incometax Officer was based \\'ere not the full
and complete accounts of the petitioners'
husiness for the year.
2. Whether in these assessment proceedings the
Income-tax authorities were entitled to
insist on the production in Burma
of the petitioners' accounts which were
maintained in PuduvayaL
'3. Whether the Commissioner erred in law
in refusing to admit. the R.M.P.R.
accounts· at the hearirig of the appeal
. before' him.
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4. Whether the enhancement of the petitioners'
income under the head "Burma business" made by the Assistant Commisv.
sioner
was such an enhancement as is
E.M.
CHETTYAR
contemplated by section 31 of the
FIRM.
Income-tax Act, 1922, and in accordance
HEALD,
with the provisions of that section.
OFFG. CJ.,
CHARi AND
5.
Whether
even assuming that the petitioners
BROWN, JJ.
wilfully failed to produce the accounts,
the Assistant Commissioner acted illegally
enhancing the assessment in respect of
their Burma business to two lakhs of
rupees without dIsclosing to them the
materials he had before him in support
of such assessment, so as to give them
an opportunity to rebut or disprove such.
materials.
s
. The second question has not been pressed before us
in view of our judgment in another case.in which a
similar point arose, where we decided that it was competent for the Commissioner to call for the production
of books which Were maintained outside British
India.
We shall now'considcr,the other questions seriatim.
Question 1 seems to be a question of fact dis·
guised as a question of la\v. It has been repeatedly
held that under section 66 of the Income-tax Act
only questions of law can be referred to the' Court.
We have no jurisdiction to consider any question elf
fact and the finding of the Assistant Commissioner or
the Commissioner on questions of fact is final. It has,
however, been held that the question whether there
was any evidence on which an Assistant Commissioner
or the Commissioner could come to a finding of fact
is -a question of law. I t there was any evidence upon
which it was reasonably possible for the Commissioner

COMMISSIONER OF
INCoME-TAX
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to come to the conclusion at which he arrived, the
High Court will not consider)Yhether on that eViden~e
that finding was correct, because the High Court IS
not a Court of appeal in respect of the findinf,s of
fact arrived at by the Commissioner. [See the A nzerican Thread Co. v. Joyce (1) and the cases discussed
therein. ] Even where, as in this case, the finding of
fact is an inference from other facts the question
whether such .an inference has been properly drawn
is not a question of law. An inference of fact drawn
from other facts admiUcd,Qt"'PFOvttl'is itseif a finding
of fact. Thus in Queen v. Spccio! Comm.issioners of
Income-fax (2), the Master of Halls in considering the
question whether the Comnlissioners were entitled on
the ground of the assessee not producing his books
coupled with certain other facts to draw the inference
that c~rtain items in a schedlfle furnished by the
assessee were wrong said :_
" It is a question of the true inference which they had to
draw as a matter of eVidence lIpon the facts which they had in
evidence hefore them But to elraw an inference of facts from
evidence before you is not a question of law at all. The inferen~e
is a question of fact just as much as the elirectevidence of fact, and
it would be an appeal against facls, which We are not entitled to
entertain, and consequently there c:an be. no 'lIra II damtls. To say that
these gentlemen did not assume to bear and determine the case is
icUe. They did. But the question is Whether they did it by the
exercise of somet~ling :vhich was beYond their jurisdiction. I say,
if that is a quesho~ 01 faC~1 the mere question of whether they
appreciated the eVldenceng1llly Or not and whether they drew a
right inferenee of fact, is not the SUbject-matter of a lIlandallltls
at all.
would be an apPeal ifthere was an ai)peal, but there
'is
none.There
"

In this case, the Assistant Commissioner, from
the fact of non-production of certain books which the
Chettyar firm was ordered to produce coupled with
other facts .mentioned in· his order, came to the

:--_---:--=-=---:--~-~---(J) 6 Tax CaSes 1.
(2) 3 Tal( Case; 289.
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conclusions that the books of account on which the
assessment was based were not the. full and complete
accounts of the petitioner's business for the year of
'IJ.
assessment. This is a finding of fact and there "vas
E.M.
CHETTYAR
ample evidence from which the Assistant Commi-;sioner
FIRM.
could draw the inference that the books produced
HEALD,
OFFG. C.J., were not the fuli and complete accounts of the business.
CHARI AND
Whether on the evidence we would come to the same
BRown, JJ.
conclusion or not is a question which does not arise.
It has been urged before us that as there was a
partition among the members of th'e'E;.~M.p'f'amiiy there
was justification or at all events excuse for the E.M·
firm not producing the R.M.P.R. accounts, but the
question whether this alleged partition took place
and whether it afforded any excuse for the nonproduction of the books before the Assistant Commissioner are questions of fact. They are pieceS'6f the
evidence on a consideration of the whole of which
the Assistant Commissioner arrived at his finding of
fact. We therefore answer Question 1 in the qffirmative and hold that there was evidence on which the
Assistant Commissioner could come to the conclusion
at which he arrived.
Question 3.-After the Assistant.C.ommi.ssioner,hap;
enhanced the assessment, and when the matter was
taken up in appeal to the Commissioner, the Chettyar
firm offered to produce the R. M.P.R. accounts.
These ought to have been .produced before the
Assistant Commissioner andit was entirely inthe discretion of the Commissioner whether or not .he would
admit further evidence at that stage. The Commis·
.sioner rightly remarks that an appellant in income-ta x
proceedings has no higher right, in adducing fresh
evidence in appeal than he would have in a civil case
under Order 41; rule 27 of the CiviL Procedure Code.
The Chettyar firm had had ample opportunity of
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producing the R.l'vIY.R. accounts before.tb.~.Assistant
Commissioner and therefore we answer this question
in the negative and hold that the Commissioner did
not err in law in refusing to admit those accounts at
the htaring of the appeal.
As regards ,Question 4 it \-vas suggested before us
that the Assistant Commissioner had arrogated to
himself the power of assessing to the best of his
judgment which is given only to the Income-tax
officer under section 23 (4) of the Act.r",JE..r,.on'h,the
rderence submitted by the Commissioner the argument on this question before him seems to have been
that section 31 does not give the Assistant Comissioner power to ignore the materials accepted and
acted upon by the Income-tax Officer and to make
a summary assessment and that it does nofg'ive the
. Assistant Commissioner power to assess on income
which according to him \-vas not included in and
not covered by the assessment appealed against.
As regards the second of the two arguments above
stated we are in. agreement with the Commissioner;
1£ the argument were sound, it would mean that
the As~,i~tant Commissioner could not eI~hance. . ,ili.<:;,..
assessment, in any case. The Assistant Commissioner
did not in fact assess any new source of incume or
the income of a new business. He merely enhanced
the income of the lVloulmein business to hro lakhs
of rupees.
As regards the first part of the argument, it is
true that where the Assistant Commissioner is satis'lfied that the account books produced before him
are not the complete accounts and the assessee does
not produce his accounts to' enable the Assistant
Commissioner to arrive ata correct estimate of the
income, the only course to the Assistant Commissioner is to make an estimate of the income to the
41
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best of his judgment, but this does not mean that
COMMISthe Assistant ,C9Jllmissioner acts under section 23 (4)
SIONER OF
the Act. But in a case like the present he is entitled
of
INCOME-TAX
[fl.
to make an assessment to the best of his judgment.
E.M.
CHETTYAR
He must of course give the reasons and the. basis of
FIRM.
his assessment for the purpose of enabling the
HEALD,
Commissioner
to see whether the estimate was made
OFFG. C.T.,
CHARI AND
according to the best of the Assistant Commissioner's
BROWN. JJ.
judgment or was wholly arbitrary .. In his appeJbte
order the Assistant Commissioner says, "To the best of
my informationca;ndc;belief the net taxable income of the
appellant-concern's business at Moulmein during the
accounting year was not less than two lakh s of ru pees.
It is highly improbable that, any asseS5:ee and least of
all an astute Chettyar money-lender, would go to the
length of maintaining a double set of accounts
and concealing patt of his income unless the stakes
were worth the hazard. Under section 31 (3) (a),
therefore I enhance the assessment under the head
"Burma business" from Rs. 78,413 to Rs. 2,00,000.
It will thus be seen that though the' Assistant Commissioner states that the assessment is to the best of his
information and belief, he does not mention the facts
and figures on .,\yhich his assessment was based. In
matters of assessment where such wide powers are
vested in the Income-tax officials, it is highly desirable that they should avoid even a semblance of
arbitrary action. Our answer to Question 4 therefore,
is that if the enhancement of the Assistant CommisSIOner is based on materials from which he could
reasonably conclude, though only as a rough estimate,
that two lakhs of rupees was the in~ome of the
Moulmein business then the enhancement was legal;
if, on the other hand, the enhancement was wbolly
arbitrary and based upon no materials, it vvas illegal.
.In view of this answer the proper course for the
Jl
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Commissioner to adopt will be to call upon the
Assistant Com in issioI1ci"to' give the grounds on which
he based his assessment and the Commissioner as an
appellate tribunal can then consider whether the
enhancement was justified on these materials. If
in his opinion there were materials on which the
Assistant Commissioner could arrive at the enhanced
figure tbere is an end of the matter, since there is no
further appeal and \;I,'e cannot enter into questions of
fact, namely, as to,tl\~",s,lJffic:,icncyof those materials
for the conclusion arrived at.
Question 5.-0n this question the argument before
us took an apparent different turn from that before
the Commissioner. It was argued, l1rst, that the
Assistant Commissioner was bound in law to disclose
the materials on which he came to the conclusion that
two lakhs of rupees was the income of the Burma
business in order to enable the Chettyar firm to meet
the case. The proviso to section 31 contemplates
merely a notice by the Assistant Commissioner
that he proposes to enhance the income. It is not
necessary under that proviso to give notice that the
Assistant C8mmissioner proposes to enhance the assessment to any particul~r' figlire or to disc1o~e the
materials on wbich the enhancement is about to be
made. As we have stated in the answer to tIne lClst
question, it is desirable that the Assist()nt Commissioner, in his order enhancing the assessment, should·
mention the basis of the enhanced assessment but this
is merely for the purpose of satisfying the appellate
tribunal fhat tIte assessment was not arbitrary. It was
,open to the Chettyar firm when notice was issued
under the proviso to section 31 to show cause
against the enhancement and to convince the Assistant Commissioner that if he did enhance the income'it
should not be above a. certain figure. Our ansvier
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to Question 5 is, therefore that the Assistant Commissioner did not act' illegally ill enhancing the
assessment without previously disclosing the materials
on which he based the enhanced assessment.
Each party will bear his own costs in respect of
this reference.

HEALD,
OFFG. C.J.,
CHARI AND
BROWN, JJ.

INCOME-TAX REFERENCE.
c·:';,

••

Beforc Sir Bmjamin Heald, [{t., Offdatillg Chief Justice, Mr. Justice Chan,
and Mr. Justice Ormiston.
1929

C.T.V.S. CHETTYAR FIRM

Aug. 12.

v.
THE

COMMISSION~R OF

INCOME-TAX *

Income-tax Act (XI of 1922), 5S. 13.63, 66-Assessment made under proviso fa'
s. 13-Assess's rigltt fo sh.ow income included in assessment of subsequent
year already included in p,'evlous aSsessment-Such quest ton a question or
law for the High Court.
'Where the computation of income, profits and gains for a particular year
has been made under the proviso to s. 13 of the Income-tax Act" upon sl:ch
basis and in such manner as the Income-tax Oflicer may determine" the
a3~essee is entitled to show that income, profits or gains included ill the'
assessment for a subsequent ye,lJ' were included in that cUll1putaticn, and that
it is a question of fact, to be decide'rl"'on'the~vjdence in the particular case,
whether he succeeds in showing that they were so included.
Where the Commissiuner is of opinion, not basing his opinion on any
facts that it is impossible to show that income subsequently assessed w~s
included in the computation 011 which an earlier assessment was based cr
where he,.. holds that where an assessment has been baseo on a computation
under the proviso to s. 13 of the Act, an assessee is not entitled to ~how th~.t
imome included ina sul::sequent ass~ssment wa', included in the computation
then both are qu~stions of law which the High CCJtrrt must decide.

Venketram for the applicant.
Gaunt (Officiating Government Advocate) for the
Crown.
• Civil IMiscellaneous Application No. 129 of 1928 and Civil Reference
No.9 of 1929.
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A Bench of the High Court composed of Heald
and Otter,
made the following order requiring the
Commissioner of Income-tax to state a case under
section 66 (3) of the Income-tax Act. The facts of the
case appear in the order.

n.,
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1929, Mar.;iJ 25. HEALD, J.-Applic.lnts, \vho are the
c:r.v.s. Chettyar firm, v.'ere assessed for income-tax on
an estimated income of Rs. 19,030 for the year 1924-25
and on an estimated income of Rs. 3i,188 for 1925-26.
For the year 1926-27 they submitted a return shewing a loss of over Rs.45,000. They said that the c.lclual
income from their business for the two years 1924-25
and 1925-26 was Rs. 10,250 and that in view of the
fact that for those two years they had paid on an
estimated income of Rs. 56,138 they had already
paid on an excess of more than Rs. 45,000 over their
:actual income. They produced certain accounts and
a statement which showed their actual income for
1925-26 as Rs. 1,795 and another statement which
showed their loss as Rs. 3,877-10-0. The Income-tax
,Officer rejected these statements on the doubtful
.ground that although an a::;sessee can file a revised
Teturn he cannot file revised statements. On an
examination of the accounts for the year 1925-26 the
lncome-tax Officer found that applicants' income for
that year was Rs. 36,654. That assessment was based
.on a calculation of interest whi0h.·had·oa.ctually accrued
due during that year in the case of transactions with
other Chettyars, and interest which had been actually
'received in that year in the case of transactions with
,customers other than Chettyars. Applicants objected
that part of· the sum which on that method. of calculation represented the actual interest received fr;m
non-Chettyar .cl,lstomers during the year 1925-26 had
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already been "ass-essed to income-tax in t hat year and
C.T.V.S.
in the previous year, because in those years the
CHETTYAR
amount
entered on account of interest from nonFIRM
. v.
Chettyar creditors "vas based on an estimate and not
TIlE
COM~IlS
on
aetuals, and that estimate included interest earned
OF
INCO;IE-TAX. but not yet received in the year of assessment.
The
Income-tax
Officer
rejected
this
contention
and
HEALD, J.
assessed applicants on R~. 36,654 for 1926-27.
Applicants appealed to the Assistant Commissioner
of Incorne-tax,;';''Who said that it was obvious that so
much of the interest receipts from non-Chettyars as
accrued in the previous years must have been taxed
already in those years, and that to include those
receipts in the present assessment would be t~nta
mount to double taxation. He accordingly returned
the proceedings' to the Income-tax Ofncer for enquiry
and report. as to the amount of interest from nonChettyars which' accrued in the previous years and
which was included in the assessment for 11)26-27.
The Income-tax Officer reported that the amount
of interest from non"Chettyars which accrued in the
previous year' but actually recein~d in 1925-26
was Rs. 34,876,j.t, but the Assistant Commissioqer said
tba t on further consideration he found that the estimates
made for the two years 1924-25 and 1925-26 were not
strictly assessments on w hat is known (l s tb e" accrued "
basis but mere assessments on the best data available,
and that therefore there was no conclusive proof that
the sum of Rs.34,876had been included in the assessment for the previous two' years. He accordingly
dismissed the appeaL
. '
Applicants then applied to the Commissioner of
Income-tax to state the case and refer it to this Com:t
tuider the provisionsbf section 66 (2) of the Income-tax
Act. The Commissioner refused to state and refer
the case and' at the' same time he passed an order
SrONEr~
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dealing in review with the Assistant Commissioner's
orders.
Applicants now ask us for an order under section
66 (3) of the Act requiring the Commissioner to state
and refer the case to this Court.
The only question n:hich i:,; at pres~nt before us is
whether a question of lay\' arises out of the Assistant
Commissioner's order.
It seems to me clear that a question of law does
arise, that que'sti'OIl"'being whether in a case where
an assessment has been made not on actual receipts
but on estim:1ted receipts during the previous two
years, and the basis of assessment for the third year
is changed to a basis on actual receipts, the asseSE:ee
is entitled to show that the actuals \\'hich are taken
as the basis of tile assessment for the third year, that
is in the present case the year 1926-27, include sums
\vhich wr-re included in the estimates for the earlier
year or years, on which income-tax was paid for
those years. It seems clear tbat if income-tax has in
an earlier year already been paid on amounts actually
recei ved in the later year income-tax cannot be charged
on those receipts"in ·the later year, and it does not
seem to me to matter whether the income-tax authorities choose to call the assessment for tbe ye,l1' or
years in \vhich the tax was actually paid on those
amounts an as~esSl11ent on the" accrued basis ", or
an estimate, on the best data available. In either
case the basis of the assessment is admittedly an
estimate, and the question of law seems to me to be
wh(;ther or not the assessee is entitled to show that
receipts for the latter year have in fact been includc:d
in t he estimate or estimates for the earlier year 6r yeai·s.
I would therefure require the Commissioner to
state and refer the case under the provisions of
section 66 (3) of the Income-tax Act.
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The costs of the present application s honld abide
the orders of this""Court on the reference.

CUETTYAR
Fn;:~i
'I).

THE
COMMISSIONER OF
INCOME-TAX.

OTTE[~,

J .-T his is an application under section
66, sub-section 3, of the Indian Income-tax Act,
1922, asking this Court (0 require the Commissioner
of Income-lax to state a case upon a question of
law for reference to this Court.
The short history of the matter is that, on the
29th January 1927,.,..by an...orclerof the Income-tax
Officer, Ma-ubin, the applicant firm was assessed to
income-tax for the year 1926-27 on the sum of
Rs. 36,654 in respect of income for that year. The
assessment for thdt year was made so far as nonChettyar customers were concerned upon the basis
of cash receipts -from them during that year. The
figure arrived at by the Income-tax Officer for such
receipts was Rs. 79,716. It was objected by the applicants that included in that sum was an amount of
about Rs. 39,000 which had already been assessed to
income-tax in the two preceding years. Inthese years,
viz., 1924-25 and 1925-26, the assessment was said to
have been made on what is known as the II accrued
basis". For the year r926'~'27''fhe basis (If calculation
was altered, and as I have said, the applicant firm was
assessed for non-Chettyar receipts upon a cash basis.
llpon an appeal to the Assistant' Commissioner, the
latter by an "Interim order ", dated the 23rd March,
1927, returned the proceedings to the .Income-tax
. Officer for enquiry and report "as to the amount cf
interest from non-Chettyars which accrued in previous
years and which had been included in the sum of
Rs. 79,716 " and adjourned the appeal. The Income-'
tax o.fficer reported the correct figure to be Rs. 34,876'
On the .27th April 1927,..the Assistant Commissioner
passed final orders . rlismissing .the appeal. In the
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course of the order _he stated,Jhat he found that the
accountant's description of the previous assessments
on II accrued basis ,) was not strictly correct. It should
be stated that it is said that an assessment on "accrued
basis JJ means an assessment upon amounts due but
not necessarily paid during the period in question.
'The Assistant Commissioner went on to say that after
a return by the applicants had been filed (for th~
year 1924-25) tile firm's books were railed for ancl,
after extracting certainAi~t'l'res":frG'm'thre books certain
-calculations were made, according 10 the system tben
in vogue, it was reported that the assessable income
was Rs. 19,630. This figure was accepted by the
Income-tax Officer and <lssessment made accordingly.
According to the Assistant Commissioner this methcd
in reClJity was an estimate on the 'best data a\'ailable.
-For the following year, according to him, after the
return had heen filed by the applicant firm, certain
-figures were again extrac:ed from the account r.ocks,
and after making certain calculations according to the
:same system as in the previous year, the accountant
-reported the assessable income "s Rs. 37,188 <lnd
:assessment was made accordingly.on this figure. Here
:also, accordingly to the Assistant Commissioner: Ii It
was an estimate on the best data available." This
-offIcer wcnt on to say tbat II it could not rightly be
·called the accrued basis. It follows therefore that
':there is no conclusive proof that the amount
Rs. 34,876 had been taxed in the previous year. He
therefore was unable to exclude this amouni from the
:assessment for 1926-27.
On the 26th May 1927 the applicant firm applied
under section 66 (2) of the Act to. the Commissioner
«)f Income-tax praying that certain questions of l.aw
.arising out of the appellate order of the Assistant
Commissioner should bereferred to this Court. On the
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19th August and 16th September 1927, respectively ~
notices were issued by the Cori1missioncr of IncomeCHETTYAR
tax to the assessees under section 33 of the IncomeFIRM
v.
tax Act calling upon them (apparently) to make any
THE
CO~f1;ns·
representations they wished to make in respect of a
SIONER OF
INCOME-TAX. proposed revision of their assessment.
On the 5th
of March 1928 the Commissioner modified the orders
OTTER, J.
of the Assistant Commissioner dated the 23rd March
1927 and the 27th April 1927, by passing an order
rejPcting the appeal of the assessees.,,(dai.e.d..<.tbe 26th
February 1927) on the ground" that the 'assessment
for the previous years having been computed on a
method of averages the sum in question, 7,Jiz.,
Rs. 39,000 . .
. . • has not been subject to
double assessment ". In other \vordshe helel that, as
the method adopted was not c. accrl,ledb1l:sis'?"'btrt-a'basis
he calls a" method of averages", as a matter of
fact the Rs. 39,00) was not and could not have been
doubly assessed.
He also seems to have thought thC'.t the Assistant.
Commissioner would be bound by bis conclusion
contained in the adjournment order of 23rd March
1927 and he therefore II modified " this order and that
of 27th April 1927.
. '..... " .
On the 7th March 1928 the Commissioner of
Income-tax passed orders upon the application preferred by the applicant firm on the 26th May 1927
and said that none of tbe questions be \vas asked to
refer' could be said to arise, and refused tostate~.a
case for this Court.
I ob"erve that the applicant firm had objected to
the revision proceedings initiated by the Commissioner but these objections were· overruled in an
order "vhich is not before the Court.
The Commissioner deals with these objections at
leligth. He also says {as I understand the end of
C.T.V.S.
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paragraph 6 of his order) that as the figure for 1924-25
and 1925-26 were taken from assessee's books which
were kept on a cash b:1sis (and not on accrued basis)
no double taxation took place. Later he makes a
statement that I cannot follow, viz., I' as regards
the first objcction, I do not think tbat it can be
can tended seriously tbat the question \-vhetber or not
the 3ssessment in tbe previous years was made on the
II accrued " basis is a qucstion of fact."
He may not
havc meant to say this but if of cO'l{l~'se';'::lh'is is a
question of law it should be stated for this Court.
It seems to me hon-cver tbat the matter should
be pnt differently, viz., as a matter of law cannot
the assessee be allowed to show not necessarily that
his assessment \\'as made on one basis or .~lnother but
that in fact from figures he bas been doubly assessed.
In otber \\'ords is the applicant not to be allowed to
silow (if he can) that the total of the estimated
income of the firm fer 1924-25 and 1925-26 plus the
actual income'ror 1926-27 in fact exceeded the total
actual income for tbose three years.
The Commissioner then deals with tbe objection that
revision proceedings cannot be opened"'ljf'lhe"C6'i'hhlissioner in a case where an application is pending
under section (:6 (2) of the Act.. He decides
that such an application is no bar to proceedings
under section 33. BLI t surely tbis is a question of
law? He on only passed orders subject to the pro.
visions of the Act (sub-section 2) and it might be
argued that when the Act provides a remedy for an
assessee action should not be taken by the Commissioner until it is decided whether such remedy is
available or not. It is true that the Proviso to sub"'
section of section 66 may provide an answer. But
it might also be argued that action by .a Commissioner under section 33 v;hich cannot (apparently) be
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called in quest!.QI}; by this C:mrt might shut out an
assessee from his"'i:emedy under section 66 (2).
CHETTYAR
FIRM
I think therefore that the Commi~sioner must
1'.
state
a Clse for our decision upon the follo\ying
THE
CO~IM1S
questions of law:SIO~ER OF
.'INCOME·TAX.
(1) Is the applicant firm1entitled~to s11m\' that the
income upon which he was assessed for the three years
OTTER, J.
in question exceeded the income actually received in
those three years?
(2) Can th,y-iJ,{;p,p)mi;')sioner during the pendency of
an application to him under sub-sections 2 and 3 of
section ()6 of the Income-tax Act take up under
section 33 of the Act proceedings which are the
subject of the s':lid application~?
C.T.V.S.

The Commissioner stated the case and the Special
Bench passed the following judgment : HEALD, OFFG. C.J.-C>n Civil Miscellaneous
Application No. 129 of 1928 the Commissioner of
Income-tax was required to state the Lase of tbe
assessment of the C.T.V.S. Chettyar firm for the
year 1926-27 and.tq refer it to this Court.
His statement'~f the" case shows that for the
.assessment for the year 1924-25 the firm produced
its account books and that after an examination of
~hose bpoks its income was computed at Rs. 19,030
and that for the following year its income was similarly computed to be Rs. 37,188, the computation fvr
both years being mad~ not according
the incon:e
shown in the account books but by a determination
of the total capital of the firm and a calculation of
the interest which might reasonably be expected to
be earned by that capital after. deductions in respect
ore bo~row capital and expenses. For the year 192627 a different methodofasse~smentwas adopted,

to
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the assessment beipg ..based".on actual receipts of
interest in respect of transactions with non-CheUyars,
that is, as the Commissioner says, with "the vast
majority of [he persons to whom loans are made,"
and on interest accmed due but not necessarily
received in respect of transactions with Cbettyars.
On that basis the assessment for the year 1926-27
was Rs. 36,654. The firm appealed to the Assistant
Commissioner against this assessment on the ground
that, so far as transactions· with non·Chettyars were
concerned, it included actual receipts of interest
amounting to Rs. 39,000 which had accrued due in
the prt;vious years and according to the method of
assessment adopted in those years had been included
in the assessment for those years. The Assist.
ant Commissioner accepted that view and sent the
case to the Income-tax Officer for the report as to
what part of the receipts included in the assessment for 1926-27 represented inten:st which had
accrued in the previous years .. The Income-tax
Officer reported this sum to be Rs. 34,876. The
Assistant Commissioner then changed his mind and
found that because the assessments for the previous
years were not based directly on the firm's accounts.
this sum of Hs. 34,876 could not be regarded as
having been included in the assessments for those
years. He accordingly rejected the claim to have
that amount excluded from the aSSessment. The
firm thereupon applied to the Commissioner to refer
to this Court certain questions or alleged questions
of law. Before disposing of the application for a
reference to this·· Court, the Commissioner reviewed
. the Assistant· Commissioner's orders and substituted
for them an order rejecting the appeal to the
Assistant Commissioner on the ground that, the assess·
. ment for the' previous years having been computed
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on a method of averages, the sum which the firm
claimed
to exclude from 'th:e"''a'S~ets5ment for 1926-27
C.T.V.S.
,CHETTYAR
had not been subject to double assessment.
FIRM
fl.
On the footing of his finding that the basis of the
'!'fjE
COM/.lISassessment for the two previous years was not techSIONER OF
an .assessment on what is known as the
:INCOME-TAX. nically
"accrued
basis but was" a method of averages It,
HE.~LD,
OFFG. C.J. and of his having set aside lhose parts of the Assistant Commissioner's order which were in question, he
held that none of the questions which he was asked
to refer arose.
The firm then applied to this Court under the
provisions of section 66 (3) of the Act, and a Bench
of the Court required the Commissioner to state the
case and refer it under that section.
Of the two Judges who dealt with the application
under section 66 (3) one was of opinion that the
question of law which arose on the facts was whether
in a case where the assessment for the two previous
years had been made on a basis not of actual income
but of income estimated at a certain rate per cent.
on the capital of the business, and where for the
third year the basis of assessment is changed to a
basis of actual income, the assessee is entitled to
show that the actual income, which is taken as
the basis of assessment for the third year, includes
sums which formed part of the estimated income
for the previous years and which had therefore
been included in the assessment for those years on
. which tax .had already been paid.
The other learned Judge put the same questioil
in a more practical form, namely ;-.
"Is the applicant firm entitled to show that
the income on which he was assessed
for the three years in question exceeded
the income actually re.ceivecJ in those
1929
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three years? "
He also added a question whether during the
pendency of an application under section 66 (2) of
the Act the Commissioner can exercise his po\\"er
·of review under section 33.
As an answer to the latter question I wOLlld
say merely that the proviso to section 66 (2) of
the Act ::.ho\\'s that the Commissioner can execrise
that power.
In his order of reference th.e, Cq,IEmissioner
'says that "It is for the applicant-firm to show
that the estimates of its income made by the Incometax Officer in those two asse~sments (for 1924-25
and 1925-~ 6) included the disputed amount". He
thus admits the right of an assessee to show that there
has been a double assessment and that right cannot
be questioned. If in fact there has been a double
assessment it is clear that in law there is no warrant
for such double assessment and that income on which
tax has already been paid must be excluded from the
assessment. But the Commissioner goes on to say
that if the assessment for a particular year was based
on an estimate and not on <lctual figures, then the
assessee "cannot show" that income'ih'cifidecl in
a subsequent assessment was included in the
assessment based on that estimate. If, as seems
probable, this statement was intended to be a
statement of fact and to mean that it is impossible to show that income subsequently assessed
was included in the computation on which an earlier
assessment was based or in the assessment based on
that computation, then it is a statement based entirely
on the Co'mmissioner's opinion and not on the facts
of the case. If on the other hand it was intended
to be a statement of the law, namely that where 'an
assessment has been based on a computation under
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the proviso to section 13 of the Act, an. assessee is
not entitled to shb~v that incGme included in a sub.
sequent assessment was included in the computation
and in the assessment based on the computation
then it raises a clear question of law which it is for
this Court to decide.
As supporting his statement, whether it is a statement of fact or of law, the Commissioner relies on the
decision of a Ben ch of th is Court in the case of
K.T.S.I<.A.S. C/u:ttyar (1), but in that case the
Court was clearly of opinion that the inclusion
of income in the assessment for one year \yhich
had in fact been included in the assessment
on which tax had been paid for a previous year
would warrant the
exclusion of such income
from the assessment for the subslquent year. and the
basis of the decision was that because the assessment
for the previous year was an assessment made by the
Income-tax Officer It to the best of his judgment"
under section 23 (4) of the Act, and because it was
the inclusion of the disputed income in the assessment for that year which was alleged to be mistaken,
that alleged miM9.ke could not be allowed to be proved
because no appeal lies against an assessment under
section 23 (4), so that the applicants, who by their
own default had precluded themselves from appealing
against the inclusion of that income in the assessment for the previous year, could not in the following year be allowed to . claim that the mistake should
be corrected by exclusion of that income from
theassessment based on the receipts of the year in
\vhich it was actually received. Whether that decision
\Vas right or wrong, and it seems probable that
as, a general statement of the law it was 'wrong, it is
(1) chI Mi,c~l1aneo'ls Application No. 19 of 1927.
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no authority for .the proposition that where income
has been assessed for one year under the proviso to
section 13 [and not under section 23 (4)] the assessee
cannot, whether in fact or in law, show that the
same income has been included in the assessment
for the following year.

. 657.
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A case which was in some respects similar to the
present case was decided by a Special Bench of the
High Court of l\iadras in the C011lmissione1' of Incometax v. Mutha Sarvarayudu (1), where the question
referred 'was II \-vhere computation of the income, profits and gains for a particular year is made as directed
in the proviso to section 13 of the Income-tax
Act of 1922, are any income, profits or gains which
accrued during that year but are received subsequently liable to be assessed as incomp- for the year
during which they are received?" The Bench said
that if the wording of the question was intended to
propound the question whether, if a man has been
taxed in respect of book debts owing to him in one
year which he has not actually received, he can again
be taxed on the same sums of money when they are
actually received in cash in a later year of assessment, the answer must obviously be "No." But in
that particular case the Commissioner had recorded,
as a finding of fact based on the evidence in the
case, that the sums which the assessee claimed to
deduct from his assessment for the subsequent year
had not been included in the 2.ssessment from the
previous years, and by reason of that finding the
learned Judges said that the question referred could
not really arise out of the findings of fact which
were binding on them, namely that the sum had
not been taxed a.t all on the sums in question until

-------------------'-'--------(1) Reportt:d uuofficially in Vol. I1lxeporlsof Inc6lT.e·tax Cas~s 298.
42

OFFG. C,J.
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he was ~ought to be taxed... in the year of assessment
which was underconsidenilion in that case.
In the present case there is no finding of fact
FIRM
fl.
that
the sums in question were not included in the
THE
COM~i1S
assessments for the previous years. On the contrary
SIONER OF
INCOME-TAX. the only finding of fact on this subject is that of the
Income-tax Officer that Rs. 34,876 had been so included.
HEALD,
OFFG. C,J.
The findings on the footing of which tbe Assistant
Commissioner and the Commissioner rejected the
claim were eithe;;.. , pndings,.\..,.of fact based on no e\·jdence or findings of law, since they were tbat the
assessee could not prove that the sums in question
were included in the (l computation" which \\'as
made under the provisio to section J 3. 'The Commissioner said that his finding on this point was a
finding of fact, and he put it into the form of finding
of fact when he said that there had not been a
double assessment, but the reason which he gave for
that finding, namely that the assessments for the
previous years had been computed on a metbod of
averages, and that the assessee could not prove that
. the disputed income had been included in those
assessments shows that his aIlS\~'er begged the question
of law and as a 'finding' 'of fact was not based on
any relevant evidence.
The facts of the case are that the assessments for
1924-25. and 1925-26 were based on a computation
or income, profits and gains under the ptoyiso to
section 13 of the Act; that that computation was
made by reckoninginterest ata certain rate per cent.
on capItal; that that computation included all interest
earned or "accrued n, whether it had been received
or not; that for the year 1926-27, so far as interest
from non-Chettyar customers was con cerned, the
b;sis of the assessment was changed from a basis
of computation of accrued interest· to a bas~s of
,.~~.•. "

'~'
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interest actually rectived.-j'~\th-at.;_'iby.'reason of that
'Change the question arose whether interest actually
received in the year, on the income of which the
assessment fer 1926-27 was based had accrued and
had therefore been included in the computation and
assessments for the previous years; and that the
Income- tax Officer found that a sum of Rs. 34,876,
which \V~s received in the ye;c.r on the income of
which the assessment for 192b.27 was based and was
therefore included in the asse-ss·htent· for 1926-27,
had in f~~et accrued and had therefore been taxed in
the previous years.
On these fa.cts it seems clear that there had been
a double assessment ,:nel that the assessee "vas
entitled to relief unless tIle Commissioner was right in
holding that because the assessments for 193~-2S ,mel
1925·26 were made under the proviso to section 13,
the assessee could not prove that income included
in the assessmen t for 1926 27 had already been
included in the assessments for 1924·25 anel 1925-26
I know of no authority in the Act or elsewhere
for the view that the fact that tbebasis of an as~ess
ment was a computation under -section"13 of the Act
precludes the assessee from showing that p<1rticular
income was included in that assessment, and I see
no reason to believe that there is in fact any warrant
for the Commissioner's opinion that it is impossible
for an assessee to show that such ip.come was included
in such an 2.ssessment.
I would accordingly decide the question, which
in my opinion is raised by the case, by saying
that where the computation of income, profits and
gains for a particular year has been made under the
proviso to section 13 of the Act "upon such basis
and in suchma~lIier as the Income-tax Officer may
determine ", the assessee isentitlecl- to show th~,(
-
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income, profits,.or gains included in the aSsessment
for a subsequent year were included in that computation, and that it is a question of fact, to be decided
on the evidence in the particular case, whether he
succeeds in showing that they ,vere so included.
I would direct the Commissioner to pay the costs.
of the firm in this reference and in Civil Miscellaneous Application No. 129 of 1928, advocate's fee in
each case to be ten gold mohurs.
CHARI, J.-Iconcur.
ORMISTON,

J.-I concur.

REFERENCE (Workmen's Compensation).
Before Sir Benjamin Heald, Kt •• Officiating Chief Justice, Mr. Justice Chari
and Mr. Justice Ormiston.

1929

IN THE MATTER OF GGDDAI MUTAYALU.*

Aug.

War knzen's Compensation Act (VIII Of 1 ~23), ss. 8, 10, 19-FilUlncial Commissio11er cannot di,:ect Commissioner under t1ie Act to reverse his
decision-Co11lmissioner's own power to re-open case-C:11'11111lssion's power
to entertain a late claim for compensation after ol-deYlng refund to
employer-Employer's right 10 be party to distribution proceedillf!.sEmPloyer's safety in paying through C0111111issivtler~ Ex gratia.jaymenl,
claim for refund or credit of,
.
A Commissioner appointed under Workmen's COlTpensatiJn Act after
complying with the provisions of the Act and rules, ordered the return of the
deposit to the empioye r , it mill-owner as he w~s satisfied that there was no
dependant of workman who died fro:11 an acCident in the mill ~ituate in
Thaton District. More than six months from the date cf death, the widow of
the deceased residing in India made a claim before the Commissioner, which
was brought to'th!:: knowledge of the mill-owner who made a certaiIf'i>ayment
to the widow. The Financial Commissioner (Transferred Subjects) diJ eeted
the Commissioner to re-open the proceedings. The COlTImis3ioner made a
r.eference to the High Court.
Held, that neither the financial Commissioner nor any other officer of
Government had any power to direct the Commissioner to reverse his decision
.under the proviso in s 1.0 (1) of the Act, the Commissioner 'has power. either of
hiS-own motion or at the suggestion of any atJthority or person, .to entertain a
late claim after due inquiry and to order the redeposit -of the c:ompensalion. It

* Civil Referc:nce No.7 of 1929.
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is open to the employer to be a party to the distribution proceedings and to contest the status of the al.h.;gec1-dependant. The Act does not forbid compensation
being pai.d otherwise than through the Commissioner, but paymtnt throt'gh
the Commis,iolllr protects the enployer against other subsequent c1aimf. ]f
an emphyer lus already Yoluntarily paial some compenstion to an only
dependant he call claim a rdund of that in paying the full amount t!lro~lgh the
Commissioner.

Saw Po Chi! for the employer.

J.--This is a

reference under section 27
of the Workmen's Compensation Act, 1923 (Act VIII
of 1923), by a Commissioner for Workmen's Compensation appointed under that Act. On the 1st
February, 1927, an accident occurred in a mill
belonging to Ah Nyan at Zinmaihwe, ThatOn District,
which resulted in the death on the same day of a
workman employed therein named Guddai Ramannah
or Yam maya· The accident \\"as reported to the
Commissioner on the 25th March, 1927, whereupon
notice was issued to the mill-owner to deposit the
amount of the compensation specified in section 4 (l)-A
of the Act. The mill-owner, on the 9th May, 1927,
pursuan t to section 8 (1), deposited the sum of
Rs. 807-8-6, furnishing at the same time, as provided in
rule 6 of the Indian Workmen's Compensation Rules,
1924, a statemellt in Form A annexed to those niles
therein describing the workman as Yamaya of Zinmathwe village, which must have been at the time his
correct address. Rule 7 requires the Commissioner
to cause to be displayed in a prominent position outside his office an accurate list of the deposits received
by him under section 8 (l), together with the names
and addres~es of the depositors and of the workmen
in respect of whose deaths the deposib have been
made. The Commissioner ordered this to be done
and on the 11 tll May, 1927, it was done, the list
displayed containing the name of Yamaya of Zinmathwe village. Section 8 (4) directs the Commissioner,
ORMISroN,
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on the deposit of.any money under sub-section (1) if
he thinks it nec~,i§'ary'1 to cause notice to be published
or to be served on each dependant in such manner
as he thinks fit, calling upon the dependants to appear
ORMISTON, J. before him on such date as he may fix for detemining the amount of compensation. If he is s'ltisfied,
after any inquiry which he may deem necessary, that
no dependant exists, he shall repay the balance of
the money to the employer by whom it was paid.
On the 6th June,.,J927, no' one having appeared to
claim' compensatio~,the Commissioner 'directed a
notice to be'published calling upon the dependants
to appear before him on the 2nd July, 1927, for
determining the distribution of the compensation.
The notice was to be published at the mill, at the
headman's house, and also at a conspicuous place in
'the village where the mill was situate, by beat of
gong after reading out the contents of the notice.
Copies we~e ordered to be posted also at the District
Court and 'at the Deputy Commissioner's Court house.
The notices were so published, and no onc having
appeared on the day fixed, they were. so published a
second time. The notices described the workman as
Yamaya of Zinm:idhwe village. No one appeared on
the 24th August, 1927, which was the adjourned date.
The Commissioner was satisfied that no dependant
existed, basing his decision in part on section 10 (1)
of the Act, to which I will presently refer. Apart
from that sub-section, he had ample materials on
which he could have arrived at his, conclusion. He
was not obliged to serve the notice on any particular
dependant and he could have had no means of knowing who the dependants were, neither the Act nor the
rules providing that he should be supplied with a
lis! of them, or with any address of the workman
other than the village where he was working at the
1929
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time of the accident. The Commissioner having
recorded his satisfaction that no dependant existed
directed the return of the deposit to the mill-owner.
which was done on tbe 16th September, 1927.
On the 28th September, 1927, the Commissioner
received a claim from Guddai Mutayalu, the widow
of the workman, resi.ding in the Ganjam District of
the Madras Presidency, which was supplemented by
a further claim received on the 1st October, 1927.
The claims \,-ere filed, a copy of the second claim
having been sent by the claimant to the mill-owner
for information and favourable disposal. The millowner made to the widow an ex gratia payment,
which she acknowledged.
On the 21st June, 1928, the Officer-in-charge,
Labour Statistics Bureau, Hangoon; as a result of an
inspection of the proceedings in the case wrote to the
Financial Commissioner (Transferred Su bjeets) criticising the action of the Commissioner, and suggesting
that he should be enlightened as to the correct procedure. He received a reply dated the 9th Augusb
1928, froms the Financial Commissioner, endo;"sing the
criticisms of the Officr-in-charge, Labour Statistics
Bureau, and adding further criticisms. The reply
concluded by requesting that the attention of the
Commissioner be drawn to the alleged errors in procedure and that he be asked take steps to rectify
them. The claimant, he wrote, should be given an
opportunity of proving her claim, for whicb purpose
it was suggested that the District Magistrate, Ganjam,
be asked to investigate it.
The correspondence was forwarded to the Commissioner, who after causing the claim to be investigated as suggested, and satisfying himself that it was
a true claim, on the 26th March, ]929, required the
mill-ow l1 er to redeposit the amount of compensation.
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The mill-owner objected on the ground that the
Commissioner having by his ''bt<:1'er""h'tmJ<lhat 110 claim
was admissible, because none was made within six
months of the date of the death, t he Financial ComORMISTON, J. missioner had no pO\yer
to reverse the order and
direct the proceedings to beteope'hed. The Commis·
sioner appears to ha\'e been inclined to agree with
this view, and, in consequence, he made the present
reference. It should be stated that the Commissioner
who made the order directipg the. return of the
compensation, the Commissioner who reopened the
proceedings on receipt of the Financial Commissioner's
letter, and the Commissioner who made the reference
were successive holders of the office.
The questions referred are ; (1) Was the Commissioner correct ..iu,J:1..ccepting
the reversal of the order by the Financial Commissioner
and reopening the case without reference to the High
Court?
(2) If he was corred, has he the power to
direct a new deposit of the sum returned to (presumably" by" is meant) him?
Another question is suggested and may be thus
formulated.
/"'(;;'<r-,',\,<~(3) If the ansv:er to questions (1) and (2) are
answered in the affirmative, should the ex gratia payment of Rs.300 be deducted ftom the amount of
compensation payable to the claimant?
The answer to the first question is simple. The
Act gives the Financial Commissioner no power to
issue any such order. Section 30 a11o\\'s appeal to
the High Court from certain orders, in particular,
from an order disallowing a dah1 of a person alleging himself to bea dependant. Except, however, as
provided by this section, no appeal lies' from his
Ol'ders, and there IS no authority conferred by the
IN THE
MATTER OF
GUDDAr
MU'IAYALU.
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Act, or by rules framed thereunder on the Financial
Commissioner or any other officer of Government to
direct the Commissioner to reverse any decision at
which he may have arrived. If and in so far JoS the
Financial Commissioner did purport to direct the
Commissioner to reopen the proceedings, his action
was ultra '},.'ires. It is open of ccurse to anyone to
make suggestions to the Commissioner, but if such
suggestions are made by a superior officer of Goverment, it is desirable that they be not made in'such
a form as to be capable of interpretation as orders.
The second question, in the form in which it is
put, having regard to the answer to the first question,
does not exactly arise. It suggests, however, the
question whether the Commissioner, having, satisfied
the
himself in the manner prescribed by the Act'
rules made thereunder that there were no dependants
of the deceased workman, and having in consequence,
refurlded to the employer the compensation deposited
by him, has the power to reopen the matter 'on the
application of a workman and to require the redeposit
of the compensation. I have already stated that, in
my opinion, the Commissioner had compJied,;"\\'ith
,the provisions of the Act <lnd the rules, and had
materials before him on \yhich he could be satisfied
,that the workman had no dependants. He was,
therefore, amply. justified in refunding the deposit to
the mill-owner- Section 10 (1) enacts in the case of
the death of a workman resulting from an accident,
that no proceedings for the recovery of compensation
shall be maintainable before a COl11mis~ioner, unless
the claim' f Jr cJrnpensatiol1 with respect to the
accident has been instituted within six months from
the date of the accident but there is a proviso t.hat
the Commissioner may admit and decide any claim
to compensation in any' case, notwithstanding that

ari'cf
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the claim has not been instituted within six months
from the date 6-f'1'he death;"'if he is 8atisfied th~t tbe
failure to institute the claim was due to sufficient
cause. At the date of the order of the 24th August,
J. 1927, no claim had been instituted before the Com.
missioller by any dependant, alJd being satisfied tlat
there was no dependant, all that he had todo was
to record that fact and, under the provisions of section 8 (4) to order the return of the deposit. Sutsequent to the e'l£.f1;fo, 9n the 28th September, 1927, he
received a claim from an alle6ed dependant, vYhich
was amended by a claim received three days later.
It was, under the terms of the proviso, open to him
to admit and decide the claim, if he was satisfied
that there was sufficient reason for not instituting it
within six months·from the death. Once the claim is
instituted it lies open to the Commissioner, whether on
his own motion, or on the suggestion of the Financial
Commissivner (Transferred Subjects), or of anyone
else, to satisfy himself whether or not the applicant
had brought herself \\'ithin the terms of the ptoviso.
The Commissioner, however, has never had his atten.,.
tion directed , .t() this aspect of the case, and it is still
open to him to 'make the necess~~ry enquiries \\'ith a
view to ascertaining whether there was sufficient cause
fe,r the delay, and if he is satisfied that there \vas
. such cause, to admit the claim
.
If the claim is adn1 itted, he has to decide it. The
. mill-owner has already admitted liability for the consequence of the accident by depositing. the compensation. It is suggested that the Commissioner, having
under secti.on 8 (4), directed its refund, is functus
officio and that he has 110 power under the Act
.. to direct its redeposit. I do not consider that there
is "any' substance in this argument. Section 8 (1)
provides that compensation " payable " in respect of
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l\'fUTAYALU.
ORMISTON,
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a \yorkman wl10se injury has resulted in death shall
be deposited with the Commissioner. The employer IN THE
'
t e I'
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. I n th a t
even,
ulle er MATTER
GUDDAlOF
section 19 (1) the question of his li3.hility has to be MU~LU,
decided by the Commissioner. If the Commissioner ORmSTON, J.
decides ag<l.\llst him, there is an obligation on the
part of the em:)loyer to pay the compensation to the
Commissioner, which may be enforced by the issue of
an order under rule 8 of the Workmen's Compensation
Rules, on the application of a dependant, but until the
decision there is no such obligation. I fail to under
stand why an employer who has admitted liability
should be in any better position than an employer who
has not admitted liability. The circumstances that he
has already made the deposit and that it has been
returnen to him under what must ex-hypothesi be
considered to be a mistake of fact, seem to me to be
immaterial· I am of the opinion that, subject to tte
observance of the provisions of rule 8, the Commissioner
has powerto order the redeposit of the compensation.
I should point out, although the question does not
strictly fall within the scope of this reference, that
under rule 6, the employer is.enti~led to be a party
to the distribution proceedings, and that it is open
to him, if so advised, to contest the ...,tatus of the
alleged dependant.
The last question, in the form in which I think
it should be stated, is whether the ex-gratia payment
of Rs. 300 should be deducted from the amount of
compensation payable to the claimant. I am assuming for the purpose of the answer that it will be
either admitted or established that the Rs. 300 was
paid by the employer to the widow and was so paid
as compensation for the accident. If there is al!Y
dispute on the point it should be enquired -into and
settled hy the Commissioner. The Act cloesnot forbid
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compensation ')eing paid otherwise than through the
IN THE
Commissioner. The whole scheme of section 0 under
MATTER OF
sub-section (11 whereof compensation" shall " be paid
GUDDAI
MUTAYALU.
to the Commissioner, seems to be designed for the
ORMISTON, J. protection vf the employer against claims in respect
of accidents \yhere his liability is adrr.itted or established·
If he does w pay tbe compensation, he is
protected against the claims of all dependants, whether
or not they have applied to be parties to the distribution. If he makes the distribution himself he lays
himself open to attack by persons who may aften:l.'ards
turn up and claim to be dependants. But if he pays
the correct amount to the only person who is a
dependant, it is not, I think, open to that perscn to
claim the amount over again, and if he makes to him
a payment of less than the correct amount, he should,
I think, be only required to pay the difference. It
would probably be a protection to the employer in
the present instance against the claims of other persons
who may hereafter put forward belated claims if (in
the event of the widow's claim t0compensation being
admitted and decided in her favour) the employer
were to pay the whole of the compensation to the
Commissioner under section 8 (1). Section 8 (4~ does
not oblige the Commissioner to cause notice to be
published and in thepresent instance, he might well
despel,1se with republication. !n that event he \\'ould
. refund Hs 300 to the employer and pay the balc.nce
to the widow.
HEALD, OFFG.
CHARI,

J.--'-J

C.J.-I concur.

concur.
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INCOME-TAX REFERENCE.
Before Sir BellJamil/ Heald. Kt., Officiating Chief lustice, Mr. JI/stice Chari
and Mr. Justice Ormiston.

S·P.K.A.A.M. CHETTYAH FIRM
1/.

THE COMMISSIONER OF INCOME-TAX.*
Income-tax Act (X/of 1922), ss. 23 (4) 66(3)-Assessment under s. 23 (4)Assess1Jle1lt "to the best of his Judgment "-High COll1"l's power to
decide 1IJhetller officer acted rightly and legally'""'As5essiite'itMjlu~t'b~.;based
OIL matcrials an.d reasons, not to be Pellal, arbitrary and purely on
opiniotl.
\\There the conduct of an assessc:e justifies the Income-tax ;lL,th0rilic:s to
make an assessment under s. 2.1 (4) of the In~'ome-tax Ad, it i, a question
of law for the High Court to decide whether the authorities acledlegally ; lid
rightly ill making the assessment.
III the circumstances the Income-tax Officer has to make,the.i1sscs.<mellt to
the best of his judgment. But in doing 80 heimust aet according to,lhe rule; ul
reason and justice and not according to pri vate opinion, ac:ording lo law and
not humour, and tIle assessment must not be arbitrary, vague and bneir"t but
legal and regular. The Income tax Officer should state in his order the
materials or rea90ns on which his judgment is founded, and should not fix
arbitrarily a penal sum.

Commissioner Of Income-tax v. A.R.A.N. firm; 6 Ran. 21; P.K.N.P.R. firm
v. CommiSSIOller' of Income-tax, C.M. Ap.IO of 1929-referred to.

Leach for the appellant.
Gaunt (Officiating Government Aclvocatl') for the

Crown.
A Bench composed of Heald and Nlya Hu, JJ.,
called upon the Commissioner of Income.tax to
make a reference under section 66 (3) of the Incometax Act. The facts of the case appear in the order
reported below.

,1929, March 18. HEALD and MYA Bu, JJ.-Applicants, who are the S.P.K.A.A.M. Chettyar firm, mad~ a
'*,Civil Miscdlaneous Applica:ion r\o. 135 of 1928 and Civil Reference
No. 10 of 1929.

1929

AI/g. 29.
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return of their,,)ncome for 1927-28 for purposes of
-S.P.K.A.A.l\f. income-tax and' p'wduced their books of account before
CH:~;,\~Ar, the Income-tax Officer. That officer discovered that
v.
certain payments of interest alleged to have been
THE
ComIlSmade by the M.M. Cbettyar firm and the K.S.M.
SIO;llER OF
C he ttyar
' f i nn to app l'lcants I
'
t b een er;tered- 111
.
h:cO~IE-TAX.
JaG no
the books \\'hieh were pruduced, and after enquiry
HEALD A~D
1\lYA Bu, JJ. held that applicants had
not complied with the
requirements of secti011 22 (4) of the In~~ome-t(x
Act. He accor¢j.{tgly proceeded to m~ke an assess'
ment under section 23 (4) of the Act, tbat is an
assessment to the best of his judgment, and assessed
applicants on an income of R~,. 3,25,540. No appeal
lies a6ainst weh an assessment but applicants v;ere
entitled to apply for cancellation of the ;'lsses~ment
under section "'27 of the Act, and did so aFply
The Income-tax Officer refllsed to c;,ncel the ;"ssessment ar;d applicants appeakd to the Assistant
Commissioner against his order refusing cancellation.
The Assistant C8mmissioner dismissed the appeal.
Applicants then applied to the Commi~,sioner to
state the case under seclicn U (2) of the Act, but he
1929

refused.
<N,'$:":'!h.
App:icants now ask us for ,1 n order under section
66 (3) of the Act, requiring tbe Commi~sioncr to state
the case and refer it to this Court.
The only .question which we have to consider at
present is whether or' not a question of law ?rises
out of the order of the Assistant Commissioner
dismissing the appeal.
In the Full Bench case of A.N.A.N. Chetfyar
finll \ 1), the learned Chief Justice of this Court
said : .. "Though tIle Income~tax authorities have in my juc1gmelit
Tightly assessed the ~rm under section 2,3 (4) of the Indian
(1927) 6 l{an. 21.
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Income-tax Act. the, question at issue was whether tiley had
rightly done so, ami the Commissioner was justified in refErring SY.KA.A.M.
that objection \0 this Court for a ruling. It would not be in the l'H ETTY ,\ I~
F!lOI
interests of justice to put such a construction on the prc.visc to
1'.
TilE
sec,ioll 30 (1) as to prevent this COLlrt from ellqui,·;I'g into the
COM!>HS'
l::lse submitted \yhether the Income-!~x auLi:orib s Lad acted S~O~ER OF
I ~CO~IE·T"\X.
1egally in zis5e~sing LInder s~ction 23 (~),"

The question whether the Income-tax authorities
acted legally in assessing ,lppliccmts under section
23 (-!-) is the very question which al ises in this case,
and as the Full Benc'li found in the case ci:,ed that
that question is a question of law, \ye are bound to
direct tllc Commissioner to st,lte the else ~lI1d to
refer it under the provisions of section 66 (3) of the
Act.
The costs of tbe hearing in this matter will abide
the fin<.l orders of this Court on the case.
On the Commissioner's rderence, the special
Bench passed the following judgment:C.J.-The S.P.K.A·A.M. Chettyar
firm of Rangoon wascalltd on to make a
return of its income for the year 1926-27 for the
purposes of its assessment to income-tax for the year
1927-28. It returr:.ed its income ZIt Rs. 28,818-6-6.
On investigation tile Inccme-t,:x Officff founeI that
certain items of interest sho\\[) in the booLs of the
M.M. firm of \Vakema and the KS.:M. firm cf
Kayan as paid to the S.P. KA. A. M. firm did not
appear in that firm's accounts. and that there had
been several transactions between those firms and
the S.P. K.A.A.M firm which did not. appear in the
latter firm's aCCOltntS. The only explanation· given
for the absence of these transactions from the books
of the S.P.K.A.A.M. firm was that the transactions
.
were' dealings not of the firm blit of certain of its
partners personally. The Income-tax Officer was not
HEALD, OFFG.

.

HEALD AlIID

MYA

Bu, 11
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satisfied with this explanatipn because the transacticns
appeared in the books of the other firms as dealings
CHETTYAR
with the S.P.K.A.A.M. firm and because there was
FIRM
v.
in
those books and in the documents recordmg the
;rllE
COM~lIS
transaction nothing to jndice.ie or suggest that 1he
SIONER of
transactions
were not dealings with that firm. He
INCOME-TAX.
however gave the firm's agent time to get particulars
HEALD,
OFFG. c.J.
from the partners \,,,jth whom those dealings were
alleged to have taken place and to produce the
accounts relating to tbose""jr.~nsactions." The agent
failed to give any furtber particulars or "to produce
any further accounts, and as he asserted that the
tirm had no accounts other than tho~e which he had
produced, the Income-tax Officer carne to the conclusion that the accounts which \\'ere produced did
not contain all the tramaeticn of the firm and that
a portion of the accounts was being withheld. He
therefore proceeded to make what purported to be
an assessment under section 23 (4) of the Act, and
assessed the firm on a Rangoon income of Rs. 3,25,000.
No appeal lies against such an assessment but
"the assessee is entitled to apply under section 27 of
the Act to have. the assessment cancelled on tIle
ground that he was prevented by sufficient cause
from making a proper return, and the firm filed an
application under that section which was dismissed.
The firm then filed an appeal against th<> order
dismissing its applicaticn but that appeal was dis·
missed.
.
There is no question that these tWQ orders were
rightly made, because the sale question which arose
on the application and the appeal was wheth"er or
not the firm was prevenledby sufficient cause from
1l1aking a proper retum, and it is. clear that the firm
failed to prove that there was any sufficient cause
for its default.
1929

S.P.K.A:A.M.
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The firm then applied to the Commissioner of
Income-tax to refer to this Court certaiIJ.,..q,uestions of
h A
Tlle CommlS·
.
.
66 (2) or- teet.
Iaw under section
sioner refused, but he was required by a Bench of
this Court to state and refer the case under section
66 (3) of the Act. He h:ts accordingly stated and
referred the case.
The Income-tax authorities' findings of fact are
not open to review by this Court unltss there is no
evidence to support them: and in this case there is
abundant evidence to support· ·'4ne·<;;·,.J.nc-ome-tax
Officer's finding that the firm was in default. It
follows that the Income-tax Offi cer was en ti tJ ed to
make the assessment to the best of his judgment
under the provisions of section 23 (4) of t.he Act.
The only question \\-'hich arises in the case is as
to the power of this Court to hold that what purports
to be an assessment to the best of the Income-tax
Officer's judgment was not in fact such an assessment, and was therefore not a legal assessment.
.I t was said by a Bench of this Court in the case
arising out of the P.K.N.P.R. Chettyar firm's assessment (1) that "when section 23 (....) says that the
Income-tax Officer shall make the assessment to the
best of his judgment, it means that he must
make it according to the rules of reason and justice, not
according to private opinion; according to law and
not humour, and that the assessment is to be not
arbitrary, vague and fanciful but legal and regular."
It was also said that, since there is no appeal
against an assessment under section 23 (4), the only
remedy against an arbitrary assessment, that is against
what is in effect a fine of unlimited amount, is the
discretion of the Commissioner to review the assessment under section 33. With these remarks I agre.e,
(1) Civil MiscellaneollsApplication No. 10 of 192~.·
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and it is clear that if the Commissioner is to be in
aposition,.to re.¥..j~w such an assessment, the IncomeCHETTYAR
tax Officer must state in his 'Order the materials or
FIRM
V.
,
reasons on which his judgment is founded.
THE
COM~lIS
In the present case the Income-tax Officer gave
SIONER OF
INCOME-TAX. no reasons and no indication
of the basis of his
assessment of the firm's Rangoon income at Rs. 3,25,000.
HEALD.
OFFG. C.J.
All that he said was that he determines the firm's
income for the year at Rs. 3,25,000. So far as appears
from his order that determination was entirely
arbitrary"'and \\1QS based purely on private :opinion.
I realise of course that where an assessee withholds
the materials for a regular ass( ssment, the assessment
to tbe best of the Income-tax Officer's judgment
must necessarily be to some extent arbitrary, but it
must also be reasonable and the materials or reasons
on which it is- founded must be so stated that the
Commissioner may be in a position to ascertain
whether or not it is reasonable. In this case no
reasons or materials have been stated and the effect
of the order seems to be that the firm has been
fined a very large amount.

S.P.K.A.A.M

I would hold that because the assessment in
question was elitirely arbitrary and did not purport
to be founded on any materials or reasons beyond
the Income-tax Officer's private opinion it ,"vas an
illegal assessment and I would direct the Commis~
sionerof Income-tax'to pay the S.P .K.A.A.M. firm's
costs in these proceedings and in Civil Miscellaneous
Application No. 135 of 1928.of this Court, advocate's
fee'in each case to be ten gold mohurs.·
I

CHARI,

J.-I concur.

ORMISTON,

}.-I concur.
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JURISDICTION.

Before /fIr. Justice Das.

IN THE MATTER OF G. H. GHANCHEE &SONS.*

1929
Sep.4.

Presidency Towlls Illso!t'eT/cy Act (/l I of 1909), s. 36-SIl1llma,'y procedure to
obtain illsolveul', property from a tltird party-Remedy available only if
third p,t7'ly admits claim of Official Assignee-No cross-examina!ioll of
third Pdl ty to be allowed under s. 36 to obtain proof by Official Ass~gnee
for his casco
Section 36 of the Presidency Towr.s Insolvency Act, as amended by Act
XIX of 1927, enables the ofiki~r Assignee to get hold of properiies belonging
to an insolvent in the possession of a third party. provided the third party
admits the claim. It does not enable the Official As~ignee to cro~s-examine
a claimant and gel fr0m him the proof of his case which he has to establish.

N. N. Burjorjee for the Official Assignee.
N. N. Sen for the claimant.

In this case the Official Assignee wrote to the
claimant calling upon him to restore to the Official
Assignee certain goods or their value which were
transferred by the insolvent to him and which transfer
the Official Assignee claimed to be void as against
him. The claimant through his advocate denied the
. claim and stated that he was prepared to defend any
action the OfficialAssignee might take. The Official
Assignee applied to have the claimant examined under
the provisions of section 36 of the Presidency Towns
Insolvency Act.
.
The matter came on before the Registrar of
Insolvency. Mr. Sen for the claimant cited In re
.]~ M. Larcas and.· another, (1914)52 Cal. 109 j
]nanendraDebi v. Official Assignee, (1925) 54 Cal.
251 j Mirmahomed and Brothers v. Ismail Karim;
A.I.R. July 1929, Bombay, page _~30. Mr. Sen argued
that his client could not be examined and the Offici.al
• Insolvency Case No. 25 of 1929.
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Assignee could either file a suit or under section 7 of
the Act make an",.• application. Reliance was placed
on Davar, J.'s statements in the last case as follows;
"Following general directIOns given to the Official
Assignee, the Official Assignee is careful when presenting these applications to me to satisfy himself that
the order asked for is not intended for .the purposes
of annoyance to the insolvent or to the deponent
under section 36 with a view to extract information in a
pending suit or in a suit intended to be filed.
Orders made under section',,3'6-·'in my opinion are purely
discretionary. . . • . . At the same time it is
clear that the law never contemplated that the provisions of section 36 should be used for the purpcses of
a fishy cross-examination in order to prepare for
future litigation."
The Registrar was of opinion that the Official
Assignee's intention was to examine the witness in
order to prepare for future litigation. At the request
of Mr. Burjoriee the matter was placed before the
Insolvency Judge.

DAS, J.-This is an application by the Official
Assignee for the examination of M. D. Oomer under
. section 36 of the Presidency Towns Insolvency Act.
It appears that the insolvent transferred certain
properties to this person and the Official Assignee
challenges this transfer. Before making this application,the Official Assignee demanded these properties from this person and this person denied the
rights of the Official Assignee.- The Official Assignee
now applies to this Court for the examination of
M. D. Oomer under section 36 of the Presidency
Towns Insolvency Act. I do not think that section
36. was intended for this purpose.· Section 36 has
. now been amend~d by Ad XIX of 1927 and sub-
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sections 4 and 5 now read ai' follows :_ 'I If on his
, examination any person admits, etc." That makes a
lot of difference in the construction of section 36.
Section 36 was only intended for the purpose of
enabling the Official Assignee to get hold of properties belonging to the insolvent in the possession
of third persons. It is only on the admission of
those persons that the Court could order them to
give up the properties. Section 36 ,was not intended
for the purpose of enabling the Official Assignee to
cross-examine a claimant and get from him the
proof of his case.
The order of the Registrar is confirmed and this
application is dismissed. There is no order as to
costs.,
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DAS.

1.

FULL BENCH.
Before Sir Guy Rutledge, Kt., K.C" CMef Justice, Mr. Justice Carr, Mr
Justice Maung Ba, Mr. Justice Bro,wn
.\NO
Before Sir Benjamin lleald, Kt., Officiating Chief hIs/ice, Mr. Justice Cftari,
Mr, Justice Dos, Mr. Justice Mya BH, Mr. Ju;;tice, Ormiston.

U PYINNYA

AND OTHERS
1929

Z'.

MAUNG LAW

AND ANOTHER.

*

API. 3 &
Scpo 6

Buddhist monk" law aPPlicable to-Vinaya, rules of thc, whet Iter eufol'ceablc
by civil courts- .. Lmlls ", meanitlg Of-Sale of iwl1toi'eab/e proper! y to
Buddhisl monk, w:lether valid"-Colllpelcncy of Buddlli,t monk to
contract-Burma Laws Act (Xlll of 1898). s. 13- .. Buddhisl law"
enforceable by tire State-C<Jtdract law Of Buddhists abrogatedContract Act (IX of 1872), ss. 11, 23-Transaetiolls forbidden or
held immoral u/!der rules of a reltgious order not necessarily t'oid
under Cont ract Act.
Held, (I~qTLEOGE,C.1.and MAUNGBA, J ,di$senting) that a sale of immove, able proped,v to a,Rurmf'se Buddhist monk is not void on the ground that a lJlonk
niles Of' the Vinaya from entering into such pecuniary
is,prohli:ited by

the

" Civil Reference No: 9 of 1928 arising out of Cidl Second Appeal No.
of 1928.

24
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transactions. ".Laws·~c_:are rules of civil conduct enforced by the State.
The rules of conduct prescribed in the VillaYa are not enforced by the State'
U· PYINNYA The only rules of Buddhist law enforceable by the State, according to the
V.
MAUNGLAW. provisions of s. 13 of the Burma Laws Act XIII of 1898, are those relating
to succession, inheritance, marriage or any religious usage or institution.
Other rules of Buddhist law cannot be juridically enforced.
A Buddhist monk is a person competent to contract within the meaning 0 f
s. 11 of the Contrad Act. There is nothin~ i mmora lCalthough it would be so
from the s~andpoint of his religious Order) or forbidden by law I within the
meaning of ~. 23 of the Contract Act, for a Buddhist monk to enter into a contract forsaleof land. This is aql1estion of cuntract only and not a question
relating to a religious in,titut:on or usage.
1929

U Te:-a v. lifa E dywe, 5 Ran. 626; U Tilawka

v',"

Ng:l Slt'we Kan, Z

U.B.R. 0914-16) 6-ovel'l'uled,

Ba Them (1) for the appellants.
Ba Tin for the respondents.
Carr. J., referred two questions for decision by a
Full Bench, the' first of which was: -'!S"'tbe" 'sale' of
immoveable property to a Burmese Buddhist monk
void on the ground that a monk is prohibited by the
rules of the Vinaya from entering into such pecuniary
transactions?
The reference came before a Bench of four
Judges, Rutledge, C.}., Carr, Maung Ba and
Brown, JJ. TheBench was equally divid.ed.,in.apinion,..
on the first question. Carr and Brown, JJ., answered
the first question in the negative and Rutledge, C.J.,
and Maung Ba, J., in the affirmative. Their Lordships
were
ullanimous in answering the second question ,
.
~Iiz., that if such a sale is void, the vendor is not
estopped from suing to recover possession of the
property on the ground of the vendee's incapacity to
.contract.
On the first question the reference was then
further heard by a Full Bench composed of Heald,
Offg. C.J.,· Chari, Das, Mya Btl and Ormiston,JJ'
Their Lordships un (':imotl sly answered the first ques~
tion in the. negative.
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The order of "reference of Carr, J., and all the
judgments of both the Benches are reported below.
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1928, October 25. CARR, J.-U Shwe Gun before his
death disposed of the bulk of his estate by deeds of gift
in favour of his children, but reserved some 22'69 acres
of paddy land for his maintenance until his death.
One of the beneficiaries under the deeds of gift,
was his eldest son, U Pyinnya, who was at that
time, and still is, a Burmese Buddhist monk.
Another was another son, Maung Byaw, father of
the plaintiff-respondents in the present appeal, in
which U Pyinnya is the principal appellant.
After U Shwe Gun's death his children, including
U Pyinnya, raised money by mortgaging the 22'69
acres of land, together with the land that had been
given to U Pyinnya. Later the other children,
includin~ Maung Byaw, sold the 22'69 acres and a
piece of garden land to U Pyinnya by a registered
deed for a nominal consideration of Rs. 2,000. The
actual consideration Was that U Pyinnya took over
liability for the debts incurred and paid only Rs. 50
in cash.
'.
'. .,'.
Mal1<1g Byaw h::s since died and his children, the

plaintiff-respondents have brought this suit toadminister U Shwe Gun's estate, claiming among other things
that the 22 69 acres of paddy land is a part of that
estate.
A number of questions arise in the appeal but
the only one on which I feel any difficulty is the
question whether the sale to U Pyinnya is valid or
not· Both the lower Courts have found that it is
not valid, under the authority of the case of
U Tilawka v.' Shwe Kan (1). There is also' a
(1) 2

u.a.R.

(1914·'16) 61.
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decision of one Judge of this Court, in U Te?a v.
U PYINl'IYA Ma E Gywe (1), which supports their findings.
MAtlN~·LAW.
I feel considerable doubt of the correctness of
both of those decisions. In the first of them
CARR, J.
Mr. McColl, J,C' J suggested that if the Contract Act
had applied to the transaction before him that
transaction would have heen void under section 23
of that Act as defeating the personal law of the
pongyi concerned. In the second case U Ba, J'J
held that the transaction was immoral and therefore
void. I am strongly inclined to doubt the correctness of both propositions. They are based on the
proposition that a Buddhist monk is prohibited by
the rules of his order, as contained in the Vinaya,
from engaging in such pecuniary transactions. That
proposition I do hot co:~test, but it seems to me at
least doubtful whether the rules of the Villaya form
a part of the personal law of a Buddhist monk so
as to bring the case within section 23 of the Contract
Act. And I doubt also whether on that ground it
can be said that either the object or the consideration of the agreement can be said to be immoral.
The object was to transfer ownership of land; the
consideration was in part payment of money and in
part an undertaking to pay money; both are in
themselves perfectly lawful and moral. The only
immoral. part of the transaction was U Pyinnya's
disregard of the rules of the religious order to which
hebelongs, which seems to me a matter behveen
himself and his conscience and the heac1~ of his
order and not withil1 the scope of the Contract Act.
Again it seems to me doubtful wheth er there is
any question of a II religious usage or institution"
w~thin the meanin·gof the Burma Laws Act, section
1929

13.
. (1) (1927) 5 Rm. 626.
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Another question is whether on the facts set out
~
the plaintiffs are not estopped from questioning the U PYIl\NYA
validity of the sale by their father, whose successors MAUN~·LAW.
in interest they are. In U Tilawka's case Mr. CARR,].
McColl remarked that even if the plaintiff had no tiUe
the defendant might be estopped from denying his
title. But he did not go further into this question,
saying that the question was," a broader one than a
mere question of title or estoppel. " I do not think
that this was a sufficient reason for shutting out the
question of estoppel.
In the present case the plaintiffs can claim only
as heirs of Maung Hyawand if Maung Bya\v have
been estopped from questioning the title of his
vendee, U Pyinnya, on the 'ground of the latter's
incapacity to contract the plaintiffs also must be
estopped.
1 refer the hvo following questions for decision
by a Full Bench : (1) Is a sale of immoveable property to a
Burmese Buddhist monk void on the
ground that a monk is prohibited by the
rules of the Vindya "i~om entering into
such pecuniary transaction?
(2) If such a sale is void is the vendor estopped
from suing to recover possession of the
property on the ground of the vendee's
incapacity to contract?

*
. CARR,

*

*

J. -The first question referred is :-

Is a sale of immoveable property to a Burmese
Buddhist monk void on the grou1ui that a
monk is prohibited by the rules of the Vinaya
from entering into such pecuniary f1'ans.actions if
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The question implies that the rules of the
Vinaya do prohibit a monk from entering into such
pecuniary transactions and it may further be admitted
that a Burmese Buddhist monk is subject to those
rules in that they are rules of conduct by which he,
as a member of the sangha, should be guided. The
real question in issue is whether those rules are
, , lalJ's."
The best definition that I know of the word
" laws" 111 its juridical sense is that ',1'{a:W'S""are II rules ,t
of civil conduct enforced by the State,
Accepting that definition, a rule of conduct is not
a II law II unless it is also enforced by the State,
and the rules of conduct prescribed in the Vinaya
are therefore laws only if they are enforced by the
State. To determine whether theyare so enforced we
must turn to section 13 of the Burma Laws Act,
XIII of 1898, which reads;"13. (1) Where in any suit or other proceeding
in Burma it is necessary for the Court to decide any
question regarding succession, inheritance, marriage or
caste, or any religiolls usage or institution,-(a) the Buddhist law in cases.,\vhere,:1he",parties
are Buddhists,
(b) the Muhammadan law in cases where the
parties are Muhammadans, and
(c) the Hindu law in caseS where the parties
are Hindus,
shall form the rule of decision, except in so far
as such law h~s by enactment been altered or
abolished, or is opposed to any custom having the
force of law.
(2) Subject to the provisions of sub-section (1)
and of any other enactment for the time being ill
force, all questions arising in civil cases instituted
in the Courts of' Rangoon shall be dealt with and
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determine according to the law for the time being
administered by the High Court of Judicature at Fort
William in Bengal in the exercise of its ordinary
civil jurisdiction.
(3) In cases not provided for by sub-section (1)
or s~b-section (2) or by any other enactment for the
time being in force the decision shall be according
to justice, equity and good conscience."
My view of the effect of that section is that from
the time of its enactment the rules of Buddhist Jaw
regarding tht subjects specified in sub-section ll)
were adopted by the State as the law vv hich it would
enforce as between Buddhists, but all other rules of
Buddhist law were abrogated and ceased to be law
in the proper juridical sense of the ,:rord, because the
State, by necessary implication from the terms of the
section, declared that it would not enforce them.
Turning now to section 23 of the Contract Act, I
am of the opinion that it cannot be said that either
the consideration or the object of the sale of'property
in question in this case was immoral. The object
was the sale of land; the consideration was the
payment of money; both are in themselves perfectly
moral. The disregard by U Pyinnya of the rules
of the Vil1aya, by which, as a member of the monastic
order, he should be guided was no doubt in a
sense immoral. But that had nothing to do with
either the object or the consideration of the agreement.· Admittedly a monk may hold property and
may receive it as a gift, The object was to transfer
land to him and since he may hold land there
was nothing in that object that was immoral. Nor
can it be· said that it is forbidden by law or if
permitted would defeat the provisions of any l<iw.
In. my opinion, therefore,. ,there is not hing to make
the transfer void· under this section.
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In section\T1 of the Contract Act. we find that
every person is competent to contract who I
. is not disqualified from contracting by any
law to which he is subject.
Under this section, if the monk is disqualified by
law from contracting any contract entered into by
him is void. See M ohori Bibi v. Dhurmodas Ghose
(1).
If the rule of Vmaya under discussion is law I
think it would '\h~'\/~ to be held that a monk is disqualified from contracting, but if it is not law
there is no such disqualification.
In order to fi nd that the rule is law it would
be necessary to find,(i) that it was a rule of Buidhist law, i.e.,
that it was a rule enforced by the State
even' before the enactment of the Burma
Laws Act; and
(ii) that it is one of the rules of Buddhist law
which, by section 13 of that Act the
State has declared that it will enforce.
As regards the firsl point I am not altogether
satisfied that thisnrul'e ever was law in the juridical
sense. I do not, however, think it necessary to go
into this question, which would involve a very long
and difficult research.
In my opinion the rule is not law because it
does not come within section 13 of the Act. The
question before us is whether a Buddhist monk is
competent to contract or not, and in my view that
is not "a. question regarding any religious usage or
institution ." It isa question regarding con1ract and
the effect of section 13 of the Burma Laws Act is,
as' 1 have said before, to abrogate all rules of
Buddhist law relating to contract.
:-.·-'.';,/;,,,,,;"10

(1) (1903) 30 LA. 114 ; 30 Cal. 539.
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In my opinion, thereiore, a Buddhist monk IS
not incompetent to contract.
I would say further that even if he were held to
be incompetent to contract, it would be necessary
to find further that he is Ie legally disqualified to be
a transferee ,. within the meaning of section 6 th)
(3) of the Transfer of Property Act.
The following cases:Ulfa! Rai v. Gauri Slzankar (1),
Narain Das v. Musuma! Dham.a (2),
Munni Kunwar v.Madan Goral (3),
Munia Konan v. Perumal Konan (4),
Raghava Chariar v. Srinivnasa Raghava Chariar
(5) furnish ample authority for the proposition that
a completed sale to a minor is valid in spite of his
incompetence to contract. The grounds on which
the decisions proceed are equally applicable to the
case of person incompetent for other reasons to
contract.
The sale would therefore be void only if we could
find that a monk is legally disqualified to be
a transferee. Now it is admitted that a monk may
hold property such as paddy land, and that he may
be a transferee of such property by way of gift.. It
cannot therefore be held that the rule in question,
even if it be law, disqualifies him from being a
transferee.
I would therefore answer the first question referred in the negative.
On that answer the second question does not arise
but I am satisfied that if the first question were
answered in the affirmative· there could be no
estoppel.

._-------------------(1) (1911) 33 All. 657.
(3) (1915) 38 All. 62.
(2) (1915) 38 All. 152.
(4) (1911) 37 Mad. 390.
(5) (1961) 40 Mad. 303.
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brother Carr.
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MAUNG BA. J.-Mr. Justice Carr has referred the
two following questions for decision a by Full Bench :(1) Is a sale of immoveable property to a
Burmese Buddhist monk \'oid on the ground
that a monk is prohibited by the rules
of the Vinaya from entering into such
pecuniary transactions?
(2) If such sale is ;v.o;id",is the vendor estopped from suing to recover possession of
the property on the ground of the
vendee's incapacity to contract ?
He has made the reference because he doubted
the correctness of the propcsitions laid down in the
case of U Tilawka v. Slzwe [(an (1) :lnd in that of
U Teza v. Ma E Gywe (2).
In U Tilawka's case a Buddhist monk sought to
redeem a mortgage effected by him. The question
considered in that C(lse was \-vhether a Buddhist
monk was capable of entering into a valid contract
such as a mortgage for his own personal ~ rofit.
Mr. McColl, J.C., answered the question in the negative.
In U Teza's case another Biiddhist monk ~ollght
to recover possession of a house. bought by him
with borrowed money. I held that the monk could
not succeed in his suit.
. Both decisions were based upon. the principle
that the transaction in both cases offended the personal law of Buddhist monks. 'i'iz., lTinaya a code
of disciplinary rules laid down by Lord Buddha for
the sangha.
Section 11 of the Indian Contract Act deals with
co~petency. to contract and· it
mentions three
(I) U.B.R. (1914-16) 61.

(2) (1927) 5 Ran. 626.
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disqalific<ltions, namely, (1) infancy, (2) insanity and
~
(3) special disqualiffcations by personal law. Section U PVllfNVA
23 of the same Act deals with unlawful consider- MAUN~·LAW.
ations. A consideration which the Court regards as MAV;;BA. J.
immoral or opposed to public policy is unlawful.
So
also is a consideration which is forbidden by law
Or is of such a nature that if permitted would defeat
the provisions of any law.
Mr. Justice Carr has expressed a doubt whether
the rules of Vinaya form a part of the personal law
of a Buddhist monk so as to biing"W' case within
section 23, Contract Act, and also whet her on that
ground it can be said that either tlJe object or the
cons·ideration of an agreement is immoral. It cannot be disputed that an agreement that would defeat
the provisiuns of Hindu law or. l\Iohamedan law
or Buddhist law would be unlawful within the
meaning of section 23. A contract to gi\'e a son
in adoption in consideration of an an nual allowance
to the natural parents would defeat the provisions of
Hindu law and a suit will not lie to recover
any allowance on such a contract. Upon the same
principle an agreement between a Mohamedan hus·
band and his wife for a future separation is void.
So also is a contract between a Buddhist husband
and his first wife not to give the second wife of
equal status any share in the leftetpwa property.
In the case of Shwe TOil v. Tun Lin (1), the
Thathal1abaing has dearly stated that a matter con·
cerning rahans which involves a dispute about pro·
pertyeither between monks themselves or between
monks on the one hand and laymen on the other
would be decided according to the five books of
Vinaya and that the authority of the Dhammathats
is not recognised. Of course the commentaries
(1) (1915) L B.R. 220.
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VIZ., Atlhakathas, Tikas and Gandhandana are consulted for he1p,;j,n the interpretation of texts in the
Vinaya.
The Vin::tya contains rules promulgated by Lord
Buddha from time to time as occasions arose. One
of the rules prohibits a ralzan from having sexual
intercourse. It follows that a monk cannot enter
into a valid contract of marriage-why, because it
will defeat the provisio115 of his Vinaya. If a monk
contracts with a woman that he will marry her as
a rahan and live"'With her as man and wife without
leaving the order and breaks his contrad, can the
woman sue him for damages for breach of contract ?
Certainly not, as the contract is unla\vful. It may
be argued that the contract is unlawful became it is
immoral. Why immoral? I t is immoral only because
Vinaya prohibits sexual intercourse in the case'of a
rahan. Marriage in itself is not immoral for in
some religions ministers of religion can marry.
Since Dlzammathats are not applicable to rahans
and since Vinaya applies to them, it follows that the
latter is their personal law. The rules of Vinaya
may even be viewed in the light of customary law
or customs having the force of law.
NoW what does the Vinaya say about buyiti'gai1d'
selling? In the first book of Vinaya, namely Parajkam,
there isa rule dealin~ with" Kyaweikkaya" (buying
and selling). ,It is said that while Buddha was
residing at the Zetawun monastery in Thawutti a
rahan and a parabaik exchanged . robes. This was
reported to Buddha. He condemned the transaction
and made this rule. II A ralian who does buying
and selling is guilty of nissagi pacittaymn. "The 1'ahan
can escape from the consequences of this sin only
by . confession and discarding the thing. Buddha
applied tbis rule to all things from kyazings down to

VOL.
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the most insignificant things such as saap powder and
tooth-pick.'"'" .
A layman entering the Order I.' dies a civil death."
He severs himself from the ,vorId and is divested of all
he possessed in the world. Can such a man who has
taken the vows to lead a holy life in accordance with
the Vinaya employ himself as a layman while he is stiJI a
rahan and trclnsact business for his personal benefit in
violation of Vinaya, his personal law, and be permitted
to enforce or to reap the benefits of contracts which
would defeat thar~Y;;~? I would certainly say no.
Such conduct on the part of the raTtan is immoral from
the point of view of Buddhisb, and morality is but a
relative term. What appears to be moral according to
-one religion may not be so according to another. For
the Buddhists, a rahan who violates his Vinaya is an
4' alijji " and his conduct in violation of Vinaya is
immoral.
I hold that Vinaya is the personal law of a Buddhist
monk within the meaning of section 13 of Burma
Laws Act so as to bring a case within section 23 of
the Contract Act and that his buying and selling for his
'Own benefit offends that law and is immoral. So I
would therefore answer the first question in the affirmative. I \\'ish to make it clear t!Jat this answer is to
be restricted to transactions of a purely secular nature
unconnected with religion. A monk may accept a
religious gift in accordance with Vi1'laya. Of course
the party dealing with him is protected by the provisions of section 65 of the Contract Act. If the monk
has received any advantage under such a contract be is'
bound to restore it or to make, compensation for it to
the person from whom he received it.
As regards the second question about estoppel,
the answer. depends upon whether the rahan is tlle
buyer, or whether heis the seller. If he is the buyer,

44
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as in the present case, he being the party under disability to buy, there can hardly be any question of his
being induced to buy by misrepresentation that be was
under no such disability. But if he is the seller and if
he has induced the other party to buy under the belief
that he was under no disability to sell he would certainly
be estopped from denying his capacity to sell. I ·would
therefore answer this question in the negative.
C.J.-I have had the advantage of reading
the judgment of my brother Maung Ba and I agree with
the conclusions which be has reached in this case.
Section 11 of the Indian Contract Act, 1872, says :,( Every person is competent to contract \\'110 is of
the age of majority according to the law to which he is
. subjeCt, and who is of sound mind, and is not disqualified from contracting by auy law to \vhich he is
subject."
.
.
Then arise the following questions: (a) Is the
Vinaya a law within the meaning of this section ?jb) Are Burmese Buddhist monks subject to the
Vinaya? (c) Does observance of the provisions of the
Vinaya render it impossible for Burmese Buddhist
monks to enter into contracts for purely secular
purposes.
Probably the most important of these questions is
the first. The question is asked in what· way are the
provisions of the Vinaya more in the position of the law
of the land than the provisions of the great monastic
orders of Christendom such as the Benedictines or
Dominicans. The analogy at first seems plausible to
minds formed under the Western modern systtms of
jurisprudence which do not recognise any personal laws
as exceptions to the universalla\v of the land applying to
all the inhabitants of a nation. But it was not always so
in the West. If the quesfionhad arisen in the Middle
RUTLEDGE,
<
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Ages 11 would in all probability have come before an
Ecclesiastical Court and the regulations of the partiCtIlar order would have been given the force of lavv.
Se~on 11 clearly on the question of capacityio contract
thro\vs us back upon the personal laws governing the
parties. The Court bas to considcr--is one of the
parties disqualil'ied from contracting under his personal
law. As pointed out by a Full Bench of five Judgesof
the late Chief Court in Sh'Lt,'e Ton v. Tun Lin (1);
The Jli1ta)'a and its commentaries form part of the
Buddhist law and wbere the devolution of the property
of a pongyi is concerned, it seems rigll! that this branch
of the la\<\' should govern the decision.'>
There are many other cases where the Courts for a
long series of years have treated the Villaya as the part
of Burmese Buddhist law vvhich governs the monkhood, but as this Full Bench ruling is so specif1c, I do
not think it necessary to refer to them.
I would consequently answer (a) and (b) in the
affirmative. With regard to (c) from the quotations in
the judgment of my brother Maung Ba and of the .late
Mr. McColl in U Tilnwka v. Nga Sh-zC'e Kan 1.2), the
Vinaya not only forbids monks from entering into
contracts unconnected - with the religious life, but
'. contemplates that they arc utterly incapable of so dCDing
having died a ci\'il death.
My brother Carr consider that this reference
raises merely a question of contract and not aqu(:stion
regarding any j-eligious usage or institution, and if it
is not, section 13 of the Burma Laws Act, 1898,
abrogates all rules of Buddhist law relating to contract.
I am unable to agree with him on this point.· It will
not be denied, I think, by anyone that the fraternity
of the yellow robe is a religious institutiofl. Usage
is as nearly as possible a synonym for custom. T'he
(l

(1) (1916)9 LB.R. 242..

(2) 2 U.B.\{. (1914-16) 61.
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prOViSiOns of the Vinaya are the religious usages
governing the P@ligious institution of (, the Buddhist
monkhood. The question then whether the religious
usages governing a monk render him incompetent to
enter into a contract for secular purposes must in my
opinion be considered by the Court by virtue of
section 13 of the Burma Laws Act. It is consequently
a part of the Buddhist law enforced by the state
and these religious usages must be examined for the
purpose of ascertaining whether the monk is "dis·
qualified from contracting by ariy la\,v-lo''t,vliic-h he is
subject " (section 11, Indian Contract Act). As I have
already said in my opinion the Vinaya considers that
a monk is utterly incapable of entering in to con tracts
unconnected with the religious life and I accordingly
answer (c) in the affirmative, and in_.:r:p.y,o_p~_ni<pr.,.,he
is equally disqualified whether he purports to b'e a
trallsferor or a transferee.
Throughout this judgment I have taken the
reference to be limited to transactions for a secular
or personal and not for a religious purpose. It has
been pointed out to me that the question referred
does not so limit the reference. In my opinion it
ought to be so limited. The judgments "of"",the':-··l-a.te..
Mr. McColl and Mr. Justice Maung Ba from which
Mr. Justice Carr dissents, did not question that a
monk was competent to contract for a purely religious
object and so. there is no controversy with regard to
such contracts, If we turn to section 23 of the Indian
,Contract Act, we find that this deals with the lawfulness of the consideration or subject of the agreement:
-While I think that the question naturally comes
under the head of capacity to contract, it rnay be
considered also as the offering of any consideration
by a monk of a worldly nature not connected with
_the religious life or. the object of which is to cause
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worldly gain ot a personal and not a religious nature
to accrue to a monk, Thus stated it is forbidden by
the Vinaya and is of such a nature that if permitted
it would defeat the provisions of the Vinaya and a
Court applying the principles of the Vil1aya would be
justified in regarding it as immoral.
I accordingly answer the first question in the
affirmative.
For the reasons given by my brother Maung Ba,
I answer the second question in the negative.""i;~""

C,J.-The relevant facts of tbis case
are shortly as follows :Shwe Gun had several children and before his
death he executed certain deeds of gift by: \vhichhe
distributed his estate among his children, reserving
only 22'69 acres of paddy land for his 0\\'11 maintenance during life and for the expenses of his·funeral
when he died. This area of 22'69 acres was part of
a holding of 46'69 acres, the other part of which had
been given by registered deed of gift to his eldest
son U Pyinnya, a Buddhist monk. When.Bhwc-",Gnn·
died, his children, including U Pyillnya, mortgaged
the whole of that holding in order to raise money
for the funeral, and not long afterwards tile rest of
the children sold to U Pyinnya by registered deed
whatever interest they still had in the 22'69 acrc~,
Now the children of one of Shwe Gun's sons,
Maung Byaw who has since died, c1aimadministration
of Shwe Gun's estate by the Court, and their suit
raises questions of the validity of the gift (If 24 acres to
U Pyinnya and of the validity of U Pyinnya's purchase
of the rights of the other heirs in the 22'69 acres"
The learned Judge of this Court \vho dealt with
the case on appeal came to the conclusion that the
HEALD, OFFG.
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gift to U Pyinnya was valid, and with his decision
on that point we:fre not now concerned.
'V.
MAUNGLAIV.
On the question of the validity of U Pyinnya's
purchase of the rights of the other children the learned
HEALD,
OFFG. C.J.
Judge said that he felt some difficulty. Both the
lower Courts had found that the purchase "vas invalid
on the authority of the cases of U Tilawka v. Shwe
Kan (1) and U Teza v. 1110 E Gy!.i·e (2), but the
learned Judge said that he felt considerable doubt of
the correetnessqf those decisions. He accordingly
referred the follo'wi'ng two question for decision by a
Full Bench :(1) Is a sale of immoveable property to a
Burmese Buddhist monk void on the
ground that a Jf,onk is prohibited by the
rules".,o£. the Vil1aya from entering into
such pecuniary transactions?
(2) If such a sale is void is the vendor estopped
from suing to recover rosses~lon of the
property on the ground of the vendee's
incapacity to contract? "
The reference came before a Bench of four Judges,
including the lea:.~,~dJudge}~hobad decided U Teza's
case"and the Ben'ch was equally divided in opinion.
The reference has therefore been heard before a
Full Bench of five other Judges.
The provisions of law which it seems to be
necessary to consider in connf'ction \vith the first of
the Jwo questions referred are section 11 of the
Contract Act which says that every person is competent to contract who is of the age of majority accor
ding to the law to which he is subject and who is
,of sound mind and is not disqualified from contracting
by any law to 'which he is subject; section 23 of the
UPYINNYA

u

(l) 2 U.n.R (1914-16) 61.

(7\ (1927) 5 Ran. 626.
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Contract Act which says that the consideration or
object of an agreement is lawful unless it is forbidden
by any law or is of such a nature that if permitted
it would defeat the provisions of any law or
The Court regards it as immoral or opposed to
public policy, that in these cases the consideration or
object of an agreement is said to be unlawful and that
every agreement of which the object or consideration
is unlawlul is void; and section 13 of the Burma
Laws Act which says that where in any suit or other
proceeding in Burrra it is necessary for the Comt to
c;lecide any question regarding succession, inheritance,
marriage or caste or any religious usage or institution
the Buddhist law in cases where the parties are
Buddhists shall form the rule of decision, except in
so far as such law has by enactment been altered
-or abolished or is opposed to any custom having the
force of law.
The cases to which it is necessary to refer in addition to those already mentioned are the following,
namely, Ma Twe v. Myat Tha (1) and Shwe Ton v.

Tun Lin t2).
The earlier of these two cases is important because
it introduced for the first time in Dunnese Budtlhist
law the idea that a Buddhist monk is civiliter wor/tiltS;
and that idea, \vhich I consider to be mistaken, has
in IIiy opinion been the cause of much of the subsequent misunderstanding. The question for decision
in that case was whether a Buddhist monk has power
to make a gift of property which he owned before
he became a monk, and it was held that when a monk
enters the order he divests himself of all his property,
. except of course the articles which a monk is IJcrmitted to posse5s,a~1d that therefore the monk in tbt
.(1) II U.B.R. (1897.01) 54.

(2) (1916) 9 L.B R220.
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case was .no longer owner oLthe property of which
UPYINNYA he purported to make a gift.
MAUNv~LAW.
The later case is important because it has been
relied on for the proposition that the Tlinaya and its
HEALD,
OFFG. c.J.
commentaries form part of the Buddhist law and that
where the devolution of the property of a monk is
concerned it seems right that this branch of the law
should govern the decision. All that need be said
about that case is that it was a case of succession or
inheritance in respect of which"'-under section 13 of
the Burma Laws Act Burmese Buddhist law is the
law which is to be applied, and that it had no
connection WIth contract.
In the case of U Tilawka, a Buddhist monk sued
to redeem certain property which he had joined in
mortgaging, and the defence 'wasr-aise<rthat being a
monk he could not be owner of the land. The Court
said that the question raised 'was a broader one than
a mere question of title or estoppel and· was whether
~ Buddhist monk is capable of entering into a valid
contract such as a mortgage for his personal profit;
The mortgage in that case was made at a time when
the Indian Contract Act was not,in"JoI,ce 'in Upper
Burma, but the learned Judicial Commissioner said
that if the Contract Act had been in force at the time
the alleged mortgage would have been vide so far as·
the monk was concerned under section 23 as defeating
his personal law, and that although the Contract Act
could not be applied, as the question for decision
was one regarding religious usages, the Buddhist
Law must form the rule for decision and it rpust be
held that the alleged mortgage was void just as it
would be held that a Buddhist monk could not contract a valid marriage or sue for restitution of conjugal
rights ·so long as he remained in the presthood.
The proposition in that judgmentwhich seems to me
1929

. .

.
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to be open to doubt are the"; statement;.: that the
making or redemption of a mortgage by a monk is a
matter of religious usage, and the suggestIOn that
such a transaction would defeat the provisions of
lavV'.
In U Teza's case a Buddhist monk sued to recover
immoveable property which had been conveyed to
him by way of sale, and a defence was raised that ,
being a monk, he could not own secular property.
The learned Judge who decided the cisH'said:' (( It is
needless to say t'hat it has generally been accepted
that a Buddhist layman lembracing religious life dies
a civil death", and in support of that statement he
cited the case of ilIa Pl.oe v. lI1yat Tlta. As I have
already said I do not accept that view. . He also
cited with approvai the decision in U Tilawka's ca~e
which I have dealt with above, and he held that
because by the rules of his order a Buddhist monk
is prohibited from engaging in worldly transactions
the monk's purchase of the house, which was the
subject of that suit, "vas void by reason of the pro·
visions of section 23 of the Contract Act relating to
agreements the consideration or object of which is
. forbidden by law, or is or such a nature that if permitted it would defeat the provisions of any law or
is regarded by the COllrt as immoral or opposed to
public policy.
.
'The learned Judge adhered to that view in dealing
with the present reference, and said that he held that
the Vinay I is the personal law of a Buddhist monk
within the meaning of section 13 of" the Burma Laws
Act so as to bring the case within section 23 of the
Contract A t and that his buying and selling for his
own benefit is immoral.
. The contrary view was taken by Mr. Jllstice Carr
and I accept his view and have little to add to it.
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It seems to me.-.Jhat
matters of contract cannot be
.,c·.i<'·'"_
regarded as matters of religious usage, and that thereMAU:~LAW. fore Burmese Buddhist law does not apply to them
HEALD.
by reaSon of the provisions of section 13 of the
OFFG. c·r·
Burma Laws Act. 1 do not think that the rules of
conduct applicable to Burmese Buddhist monks are
"law" to \vhic h a monk is subject in respect of
matters of contract because they are not the law which
is to be enforced by the Courts. For similar reasons
1 do not think that,4;he object or consideration of such
an agreement as that with which the present reference
is concerned is forbidden by law or is of such a
nature that if permitted it would defeat the provisions
of any law or ought to be regarded by the Courts as
immoral or opposed to public policy. To put the
matter shortly 1 would say that 1 do not regard the
Vinaya or its commentaries as 'I law" except to the
extent that they are recognised as law by section 13
of the Burma Laws Act, that is in cases where the
Court has to decide any question of any religious
usage or institution and that because I hold that in a
suit regarding the validity of a sale to a monk the
Court has not JQ\pdecide any question of" religious
usage or institution, 1 do not regard the Vinaya or
its commentaries as the "law" applicable in such
a suit.
1 would therefore answer the first question in the
negative, and on that answer the second question
does not arise.
'
I would direct the respondents Maung Law and
Ma Myaing to pay the costs of this reference, advocatt's fee to be ten gold rnohurs .
1929
_
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CHARI, J.-I concur in the reasoning of Carr, J.,
and the answers given him, and have nothing to add
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to what he has said,in llis judgment.
proposed order for costs.

1929

I agree to the
li

PVINNVA

v.
MAUNO LAW.

DAS, J.-1 agree with the judgment delivered by
Carr, J., and h:1.Ve nothing further to add.
agree with the proposed order for costs.

J also

Bu, J.-The idea of a Buddhist monk entering into pecuniary' transactions, such as buying
and selling for secular purposes, is opposed to the
fules of conduct promulgated hy the Buddha, by
which Buddhist monks profess to be governed and
which are contained in the Buddhist sacred literature
called the Vmaya, and the first question in this
reference recognises that such rules prohibit Buddhist
monks from entering into such transactions.
The rules in question are contained in sections
18, 19 and 20 of Patimokkha Nissaggiya Pakkittiya,
an run as follows : MYA

"(i) Whatsoever bhikkhtt shall receive gold or silver, or get
some oJle to receive it for him or alIo\\' it to be kept in deposit
for him-that is a Pakittiya.o.ffencc involving iorfeiture.
(ii) Whatsoever bhikkhu shall engage in anyone of the
vat'ious transaction3 in which silver is used-that is a Pakitliya
offence involving forfeiture.
(iii) Whatsoever bhik1dw shall cllg;lge in any olle of the
various kinds of buying and selling-that is a Pakiltiya offence
involving forfeiture. t·

A monk who infringes any of these rules is guilty

of Nissaggiya Apat, and he may be pardoned for it
if he confesses to it and discards the property
acquired by the transaction.
The first point for consideration is Whether, in
view of the provisions of section 13 (1) of the Bunpa
Laws Act, the Viliaya forms the rule of cltci5ion of
the first question in this reference, and resolves itself

CHARI,

J.
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into whether the question as to validity of a sale Of
immovable property to a Buddhist monk for secular
v.
MAUNGLAW. purposes is a question regarding a religious usage or
institution.
MYA BU.].
If the question for decision be as to the effect of
a sale to a Buddhist monk on his membership of
the order, or as to the penalties to which he is liable
as such member, or as to whether the property
acquired by him is capable of being held by him
for his personal ~njoymenL.2r for the benefit of the
religious order in. general, it may then be said to be
a question regarding a religious usage or institution.
No sU'ch or analogous question is raised by this
reference. A sale is a pure matter of contract, and
I fail to see that this reference gives rise to a question
regarding a religious usage or institution.
The provision s of law with reference to which
question is to be decided are contained in section
11 and 23 of the Indian Contract Act, 1872. In my
opinion the correctness of the definition of the term
II laws"
adopted by Carr. J., is not open to question.
From this it follows that the rules of cor::cIuct in
question cannot be deemed to be "laws" unless they
are enforced by the State:;'}\ccoi"ding to section 13
(1) of the Burma Laws Act they are not enforced by
the State except in cases in which questions regarding
any religious usage or institution arise. A sale being
a pure matter of contract, the rules in question cannol be said to. be enforced by the State since the
enactment of section 13 of the Burma Laws Act, and
it appears from the fact that the Dhall21'nathats collected in section 409 of the Kin WUIl Mingyi's Digest
. lay down cerbin rules regarding the disposal of pro. pe.rtyacquired by a monk by· agricultwe or trade, or
. by usury, that these rules were not enforced by the
State except in caseS of a .purely ecclesiastical nature, .
U PYINNYA
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even before the pas~ing of the Burma La\\'s Act.
For there reasons I holel that a Buddhist monk is
not disqualified from contracting by law within the
meaning of section 11 of the Indian Contract Act.
The questions which arise with reference to section
23 are whether the consideration or the object of the
sale under consideration is forbidden by law, or is of
such a nature that, if permitted, it would defeat the
provisions of any law, or is immoral.
The foregoing remarks show that neither the consideration nor the object of the sale can be deemed to
be forbidden by law, or to be of such a nature 1hat it
would defeat the provisions of any Jaw.
It remains to consider whether it is immoral. The
mere fact that an act is sinful does not show that it
is immoral. The offences falling within the class of
Nissaggiya Pakittiya are not the heaviest of the uffences
under the Vinaya. The heaviest offences are the
Paragika, consisting of four offences by the commission of which a monk becomes ipso facto excluded
from the order, They are : 0) Murder;
(ii) Theft ;
(iii) Sexual intercourse ; and
(iv) False profession of attainment"of araltatship.
The direct result of the commission of any of these
four offences is that the offender ceases to be a
monk and is no longer eligible for ordination. It is
true that a Buddhist monk who has taken the vows
of poverty and who professes to have abandor~cd the
pleasures of the world, taking pal t in \vorldly tran.
sactions, such as buying and selling, is not an
edifying spectacle. On the other hand, it is equally
true that for very many years the Burma Buddhist
mQnks' vows of poverty sit lightly on him. Nissagg'iya
Apat is not an unpardonable sin;
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I agree with the following remarks of Mr. Justice
Twomey in Shi1~~"JTon and others v. Tun Lin and

others (1) : -

(( w~

find individual monks infringing the

Villl1ya rules by holding paddy lands and

the Burmese Buddhist la\~ books recognize
the practice.
The Full Bench in that case very pertinently
remarked, (( that the rigid monastic rule contemplated
in the canoniq-l text has long since become only a
pious memory
counsel of perfectio'n." .
In all these circumstances I see no good ground
for holding that either the object or the consideration of a sale to a Buddhist monk is immoral within
the meaning of section 23 of the Indian Contract
Act.
.
.
For the above reasons I would ansvver the first
question in the negative. As a Burma Buddhist J
would loath to see Buddhist monks indulge in
worldly transactions, and would have liked to preserve
the rulings in U Tila-.x.,ka Y. Nga Sh7.ve Kan and flu
others (2), and U Teza v. Ma E GY'we and others (3).
If individual monks take advantage' of the noninterference bfi"the civil laws of the iState"''in''lheir·'
practice of taking part in worldly transaction, they
will lose not only the veneration of the laymen but
also the brotherly regard of their puritan brethren,
and also lower the tone of purity and reverence of
the Buddhist monkhood in the estimation of the
public. However, since this Court has to administer
the law as it stands, I am constrained to dissent
from the rulings in these cases and to give the first
question in this reference the ansvver which I have
pr.oposed.

anda

. "/.~

-:"

<

(t) (1916) L.H.R. 220,

at p. 231.
(3) (192/)' 5

(2) 2 UB.R (t914-16) 61.
Ran. 626.
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As pointed out by the Full Bt:'nch of the Chief
Court in Slave TOll'S 'case at page 24t, "if rc[olLll is

desirable, it must come from within the order ilsc!t
or must be brought about by pressure of by
Buddhist opinion.
Since my answer to the first qm:stion ill this
reference is in the negative, the secoi1d quc~.! ion
does not call for an answer.
I agree to the proposed order in respect of the
costs of this reference.
~;o.,. .',.'

I.-Two questions were referred by
Carr, I., for decision by a Full Bench ; (1) Is a sale of immoveable property to a
Burmese Buddhist monk void OIl the
ground that a monk is prohibited by the
rules of the Vi.naya from enterlllg into
such pecuniary transactions?
(2) If such a sale is void is the vendor
estopped from suing to recover possession
of the proptrty on the ground of the
vendee's incapacity to contract?
OHMISTON,

CARR, j-., \vith whom Brown, J., concurred,
answered the first question in the negative, and, if
necessary, would have been prepared to hold that
there was no estoppel. Maung Ba, l, with \\'hom
Rutledge, C.I., agreed in a separate COl1Cll rring
judgment, ans\\'erecl the first questioll in the afIinnatiye, but agreed with Carr and Brown, JJ., in
holding that the answer to the second question
should be in the negative. The Court being equally
divided on the first question, the reference was
further heard by a Full Bench differently constituted.
The facts, so far as material, are set out with
. sufficient particularity in the order of reference- of
Carr, J;, whose reasoning in the answer to the first
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question is so congent that I ha'{;ie little to add to
what he has.~~!4. As pointed out by the learned
MAUN~ LAW. Chief Justice, it'is not q uestionec1 that a monk has
ORM~NI J. capacity to contract for a purely religious object, and
the reference should be taken as limited to transactions for a secular or personal and not for a
religious purpose.
The answer to the first question appears to
depend on the construction to be placed on section
13 (1) of the Burma Laws Act (XII I of 1898),
which provides.,,, that.., in.. regard to any question
regarding succession, inheritance, marriage or caste,
or any religious usage or institution, "the Buddhist
law in cases where the parties are Buddhists shall
form the rule of decision". The section clearly
contemplates that, unless the question does fall within
the category,'th'e Buddhist law is not to form the
rule of decision. It is immaterial, therefore, whether
by the rules of Vinaya a monk is prohibited from
entering into the transaction, or whether, prior to
the passing of the the Act, tho:;e rules would, in SllCh a
case, have been enforced as law by a Civil Court.
They may be binding on a mOI1k in /01'0 c01'1scien. fiae, but unless. ,they, f~P within the ambit of the
sub-section, they are not to be enforced as law by a
Civil Court. The only ground on which it can be
suggested that a sale of immoveable property to a
Buddhist monk is covered by the sub-section is that
it is a question relating to a religious usage or
institution. I agree with my brother Carr in holding
that the reference involves merely a question of
contract and does not involve a question relating to
a religious institution or usage. It is, to my mind,
immaterial that a monk is a member of a religious
institution, whose. rules' forbid him to enter into a
particular contract. The question before us is' not
1929
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in regard to the institution itself, but \vhether a
member of it may contract. To describe a rule
whereby he is forbidden to enter into a particular
class of contracts as a religious usage is to give
a strained and unnatural meaning to that expresSIon.

Section 11 of the Indian Contract Act, omitting
immaterial portions, enacts that every per~on is
competent to contract who is not disqualified from
contracting by any la\v to which he is subject.
If
it be the case, as I have held, that the rule of the
Vinaya under which a monk may not enter into a
contract for a secular purpose is not a rule to be
enforced by a Ci\'il Court, it is not a law to which
he is subject. So far as this section is concerned,
therefore, a monk is not disq.ualified from l:l1tering
into a contract, and a sale of land to him is not
void.
The applicability of section 23 of the Indian
Contract Act, rendering void an agreement of which
the consideration or object is unlawful, remains to
be considered. It follows from what I have said
that a contract entered into far a secular purpose by
a monk is not in itself forbidden by law, or of such
a nature that, if permitted, it would defeat the
provisions of any law. It is suggested that it is
immoral, or opposed to public policy. In my vicw
it is neither. It can only be immoral on the ground
that· the monk in entering into it violates ,'Ill obligation which is binding on his conscience. If this be
so, every contract entered into by a man against the
dictates of his conscience would be immoral. To
so hold would be to reduce the law to an absurdity.
On the question of public policy, I would say that
it is the policy of the law to promote rather than .to
restrict freedom of contract.

4S
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I would answer the first question in the negative.
The second question does not arise and, in my
()RMISl ON. J. opinion, should not be answered.
The decisions of the Court of the Judicial Commissioner, Upper Burma, in U Tilawka v. Nga Sh'Wc
Ka11 (1) that a Buddhist monk is prohibited hy his
personal law from engaging in any monetary transaction and of this Court in U Teza v. Ma E
Gywe (2), that a purchase of property by a Buddhist
monk is contrary to his personal law and is immoral
within the meaning of section 2.}. ()f, . the Indian
Contract Act, should, in my view, be o~erniled.
The respondents will pay the costs of the reference, advocates' fees ten gold mohurs.
v. .'Sb,

MAUNGLAW.

. "."-~

APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Mr. Justice Heald and Mr. ltlstice M aung Ba.
1929

MA MON THA

AND OTHERS

v.

May. 17.

MA SAN

AND OTHF.RS.*

Palm trees. whether immoveabl, property-" Standing timber "-General
Clauses Act (X Of 1897), s. 3 (25), Burma Genernl Clauses Act (Bunna Act
Iof 1898). s. 2 (29)c-Provincial Small Cause Courts Act (IX of 1887),
Article 8. Second &hedule-Suit for possession of toddy-palm tl'ces not
a suit cognisable by Courts of Small Causes.
Growing toddy-palm trees are ordinarily immoveable property under the
Transfer of Properly Act and tile Registration Act. They are immoveable
property within the definition of the General Clauses Acts and are the~efore
" i~moveable property" for the purposes of the Civil Procedure Code, the
Burma Courts Act and for the purposes of the Small Cause Courts Acts. A sl;i t
therefore for the possession of a toddy-palm grove is not a suit of the nature
cognizable by Courts of Small Causes.
(1) 2 U.B.R.(1914-16) 61.
(2) (19~7) 5 Ran. 626.
: Civil Revision No. 316 of 1928 Arising out of Civil Appeal No. 39 of 1928
of the District Court of M)ingyan.
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l. Standing timber" which are excluded from the definition of immoveable
llroperlyare trees which are lit to be used for building, furniture. and "nch
like purposes.
Bodlra Gaudi.cr; v. Ashlohc Singh, 5 Pat. 765. Krishnarao v. Bnbaji, 24
Born. 31 ; Lalit Sillgh v. Nawab Clrowdllary. 7 Pat. 646; Sakharalll v. Vishram,
19 Born. 207 ; Shallt; \'. Vcpa. 3 Mad. H.C.R. 237-rejerred to.
Nate,a v. Tal/ga,'dll. 38 Mad. 881-disfinguished.
Maulig Kywc v. il/.1lI11i{ Kala., 4 Ran. 5Q3-disscntedjrom.

Ganguli for the appellants.
Basu for the first respondent.
HEALD, J.-The parties to this litigation are
descendants of a common ancestor, Shwe Pan, appli'cants being the widow and children of Maung Tun,
a son of Shwe Pan's son 1'ha Dun Aung. while
respondents are 1'ha Dun Aung's half-brothers and
sisters, being children of Shwe Pan by a wife other
than 1'ha Dun Aung's mother. They c:re litigating
about a toddy-palm grove valued at Rs. 300. Appli,cants are ia possession of the grove and they allege
that it belonged to Tha Dun Aung who gave it to his
son Maung Tun, from whom they inherited it. Respon,qents on the other hand say that they received it as
their share of the estate of Shwe Pan as a result of
.arbitration proceedings between them and 1'ha Dun
Aung's widow Ma Pyu, and thaL'lpplicants:.aI:e..merely
tenants of Ma Pyu
It is to be noted that the litigation relates only to the
growing trees and not to the land on which they--stand,
the separate ownership of gro\ving palm-trees and the
land on which they stand, being recognised in this
.Province where such trees and the land are separately
assessed to reve·nue.
The trial Court dismissed respondents' suit but the
,District Court on appeal gave them a decree for
possession of the trees.
Applk~nts have now filed an application in revision
against the decision of the District Court, but under
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appealable.·,,":'·~'·

The decree is appealable under section 100 of the
Code if the suit is not a suit of the nature cognisable
J. by Courts of Small Causes, and it is appealable under
section 11 of the Burma Courts Act if it is not a suit
of the nature cognisable by a Court of Small Causes
under the Provincial Small Cause Courts Act but is.
a suit relating to immoveable property or to any right
or interest in immoveable property, or is a suit in which
it is necessary';"lb' decide any question relating to
succession or inheritance.
So far as both the Code and the Act are concerned r
the question whether the suit is one of the nature
cognisable by Courts of Small Causes arises, and so
far as the Act is,,concerned the further question might
arise as to whether or not it is a suit in which it is
necessary to decide a question relating to succession
or inheritance.
It is not suggested that that further question arises
iIi this case, but it has been assumed that the suit is
one of the nature cognisable by Courts of Small Causes
on the ground that growing palm-trees are not immoveable property and therefore a suit for possession of
them is not within the purview of Article 4 of the second
Schedule to the Provincial Small Cause Courts Act.
In Upper Burma· suits for the possession of palm
groves or growing palm-trees have for many years been
regarded assuits for immoveable property, probably on
strength of the ruling in the case of Po Thin v. Mau 1Zg
Te (1) where it was held that growing palm-trees are not
lC standing timber" within the meaning of those \vords
in section 3 of the Upper Burma Regtstration Regu·
lations so as to' be excluded from the definitiori of

MA SAN.
HEALD,

o

(1) 11 U.B.R. (1902"03) D.B. Registration Reg., p. 1.
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Immoveable property' for the purposes of that
regulation.
But in the case of Maung Kyzve v. Maung Kala
(1) a learned Judge of this Court, follo\ving the case
of N atesa v. Ta tlf;avelu (2), held that a lease of growing
palm-trees was not a lease of immoveable property
within the definition of immoveable property given in
the Transfer of Property Act and that the rent reserved
'by such a lease did ,not fall,,,witbin the definition of
~I rent" given in that Act, and that therefore a suit for
such rent was not a suit for rent vvilhin the meaning of
Article 8 of the Second Schedule to the Provincial
Small Cause Courts Act but was a suit of the nature
,cognisable by Courts of Small Causes.
In support of the view that growing trees are not
necessarily moveable property the following cases have
been cited, namely, Knshnarao v. Babaji ( 3 ))luhamed
Sadiq v. Lauie Ram (4), Bodha Gandlleri v. Ashloke
Singh (5) and Lalji Singh v. Nawab Chowdhary( 6).
On the other side, besides the Rangoon case, only
the case of Natesa v. Tangavelu, mentioned therein,
has been cited.
_.,". :',,:.,•._J.,......
,
The decision in krishnarao v. Babaji related to
the question whether the growing mango tree was
immoveable property for the purposes of section 3 of
the Registration Act of 1866 which, like the present
Registration Act, exclude It standing timber" frolH
the definition of immoveable property, and the learned
Judges said that II timber ., meanl properly such trees
'only as are fit to be used in building and repairing
houses and that a mango tree, wbich is primarily a
fruit tree might not always come within the term·
They decided however on the strength of the statement
I

'.}:~.

(1) (1926) 4 Ran. 503.
(2) (1915) 38 Mad. 88L
(3) (1915) 24 Born. 31.

(1901) 23 All. 291.
(S) (1926) 5 Pat. 765.
(6)(1928) 7 Pat. 646,
(4)

.
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of the Judge iri" the trial 'Guurt that It the mango
tree, though a fruit bearing one, may be classed as a
THA
timber tree especially in this part of the country
. V.
MASAN.
(Ratnagiri) where its wood is often used for building
HEALD, J. houses ", that the tree in that case should be regarded
as moveable property for the purposes of the Registration Act.
The case of Muha1'n.med Sadiq v. Laute Ram did
not really raise or decide the question whether or not
growing trees are immo"·eableptoperty. The question
raised in that case was whether on a partition by a
Revenue Court, which had statutory Jurisdiction to
partition " land. ", the trees growing on the land passed
by such partition, and if was held that they did pass
as being part of the land.
The case of Bodha Ga1zdhe'ri v. Ashloke Singlt \-vas
a suit for possession of a growing mango tree which
wa-:s alleged to have been transferred by an unregistered deed of gift. The question. was raised whether
growing mango trees were "standing limber" within
the meaning of section 3 of the pres~nt Transfer
of Property Act which like the Registration Act
excludes "standing timher..l J ""from e1:he-"definition of
immoveable property. The learned Judges expressed
<tB opinion that in the peculiar circumstances of that
case and having regard to the fact that the tree in
suit was not intended to be used as timber but was
intended and was in fact used fOf the purpose of'
enjoying the fruits from it; the tree must be regarded
as immoveable' property and not movea ble property
for the purposes of the. Transfer of Property Act.
The case of Lalji Sinf!,h v. Nauab Chowdhary
related to the definition of "immoveable property n
in 'the .Registration Act,and the folIovvihg passage
occurs in the jUdgment : "The question therefore is
wbeth~r fruit trees such as mango trees are to be
MAMoN
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regarded as standing timber or not. In my opinion
they clearly are not standing timber, they are not
intended for use as timber at all, they are in the
ordinary coUrse used merely as fruit trees, that is to
say, they are there for the purpose of yielding fruit
and not for the purpose of being cut down in order
to be converted into furniture Or parts of houses or
for any other purpose for which timber is ordinarily
used. It may be that occasionally mango wood is
used for the same purpose as ordinary timber, but if
So it must be very exceptional. The wood of the
mango tree is not in my experience of such a nature
that it can be said to be used generally as timber."
In the result the learned Judges held that for the
purposes of the Registration Act growing mango
trees are not "standing timber" and are therefore
"immoveable property."
In the case of Nalesa v. Tangavelu a written
lease of certain palm-trees had been given and the
question arose whether that lease needed to
registered. The learned Judges found that the interest
conveyed by the document, which was the right to
take toddy and fruit from the trees fOf hv'o' years,
was not for the purposes of the Registration Act an
interest in immoveable property, but their finding did
not necessarily involve a finding that the trees themselves were not immoveable property since it proceeded to some extent on a consideration of the fact
that fruit upon and juice in trees are moveable property.
It will have been noticed that all these cases, in
so far as they dealt with the question whether or not
growing trees are to be regarded as immoveable
property dealt with that question in relation to either
the Transfer of Property Act or the Registration Act.
But the definitions Of~' immoveable property" given
in those Acts do not apply to the Code or to the

be
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Burma Courts Act or to the Provincial Small Cause
Comts Act.
M"A MON
THA
The definition of "immoveable property" which
V.
MA SAN.
applies to the Code is that given in the General
HEALD, J.
Clauses Act, 1897, which says that in all Acts of the
Governor-General in Council and Regulations made
after the commencement of that Act unless there is
anything repugnant in the subject or context "immoveable property" shall include land, benefits to arise
out of land,ar1'cl""things attached to th e earth or
permanently fastened to anything attached to the
earlh, but so far as the Code is concerned
that
•
definition is modified by the statement in the Code
itself that moveable property includes growing crops.
The definitiQnwhich applies to the Burma Courts
Act is that given in the Burma General Clauses Act,
which is the same as that ,given in the General
Clauses Act of 1897.
Thre is no definition of "immoveable property"
which by law applies to the Provincial Small Cause
Courts Act, because that Act \\"£1.s passed before the
General Clauses Act of 1897, came into force and
the earlier General Clauses Acts contained no definition of " immoveable property", but I think that in the
absence of anything repugnant in the subject or
context, the definition given in the General Clauses
Ad of 1897 may reasonably be applied to the Pro·
vincial Small Cause Courts Act, and the definition
given in t~e Burma General Clauses Act, which' is
the same as that given in the General Clauses Act
of 1897, certainly applies to the Rangoon Small Cause
Courts Act.
There seems to be little case law on the subject
of the meaning of immoveable property in the Code;
but in the case of Sakharam v. VishrmJl ( 1) the High
19Z9

-

---'-~-~-.....,.-------~-._------'

. (1) (1895) 19 Born. 207.
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Court of Bombay heidthat a s~itfor possession of a growing jack-fruit tree was a suit for immoveable property.
As for the Small Cause Courts Act the High
Court of Madras in the case of Shawli v. Vepa (1),
which does not seem to have been officially reported,
said that a Small Cause Court cannot entertain a suit
for possession of a growing jack-fruit tree" which is
,certainly immoveable property. "
If growing pfl,lmsor fruit trees are immoveable
property for the purposes of the Transfer of Property
Act and the Registration Acts, which exclude "standing timber" from the definition of "immoveable
property" then a fortiori they would be immoveable
property for the purposes of the General Clauses
Acts which say that immoveable property includes
things " attached to the earth," the words (( attached
to the earth" having already been defined in the
Transfer of Property Act as meaning among other
things "rooted in the earth as in the case of trees
and shrubs." In the Upper Burma case already cited
reference was made to the definitions of" timber"
given in Wharton's Law Lexicon and Stroud's Judicial
Dictionary, and it may be useful to refer to tht
definition given in the New English Dictionary·
There "timber" is said to be building material
generally, wood used for the building of houses, ships,
etc., or for the use of the carpenter, joiner, or other
artisan, wood in general as a material especially al tel'
it has been suitably trimmed and squared into logs
or further adapted to constructive uses. The word
is said to be applied to the wood of growing trees
·capable of being used for structural purposes and
hence collectively to the trees themselve~, "standing
timber," and in English law to embrace generally the
oak, ash and elm of the age of 20 years or more and
_._-~-~--

1) 3 Mad.H.C.R. 237.
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in particular districts byiocal custom including other
trees,
such as birch in the county of York and
THA
'li.
beech in the county of Buckingham. The DictionMA SAN.
ary cites Blackstone as saying that oak, ash and elm
HEALD, J.
are timber in all places, and in some particular
countries by local custom 'Where other trees are generally used for buildini{ they are thereupon consIdered
as timber. It is probable that the framers of the
Transfer of Property Act~!1d_ the Registration Act
were familiar with the meanfng'of the word "timber
in Englisb law and used this word instead of the
word II trees" intending to include only trees ordinarily used as material for buildings, ships, furniture
and the like, and to exclude lrees not so used. The
. view that "standing timber ",.in .the Registration Act
means trees "intended for early con version into
timber" has been adopted by the Government of
Burma in Direction 24 of the Burma Registration
of Deeds Directions, and it is clear that there is
judicial authority for that . view. I thil1ktherefore
that growing toddy-palm trees are ordinarily immoveable property under the Transfer of Property Act and
the Registration Act and i"·''th'af··'they are certainly
immoveable property within the definition of the
General Clauses Acts and are therefore" immoveable
property for the purposes of the Code and the Burma
Courts Act, and I see no reason to believe that they
are not immoveable property for the purposes of the;
Small Cause Courts Acts.
I would therefore hold that the present SUit, being
a suit for the possession of immoveable property, is.
. not a suit of the nature cognisable by Courts of Small
Causes, and that therefore a second appeal lies and
that the application for revision is incompetent. .
MA MON

II

II

MADNGBA,

J.-'I

concur. .
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Mr. Justice Mya Bnand Mr. Justice Baguley.

MA SIN

1929

v.

June 10.

MA PU A~D

OTHERS.

*

ArbitratiOl~-Award

made by three Ollt of four arbitrators wit lunt! consultation
and agreement of thefourtlt abrilrator-Agrl//i;;ii,il'to abide by decision
of majority-Such award not by majority and not binding on parliesMisconduct of arbit rators to igllorc tile fourth arbitrator.
An award made by three out of the four arbitrators appointed without
discussion with the fourth arbitrator and ill his absence and to which he docs
not ag~ee is not a valid award. It cannot be called an award by a majority of
four arbitrators which would be binding on tile parties who had agreed to abide
by the decision of the majority of arbitrators in case of difference. It amounts
to misconduct on the part of the three arbitrators tu draw up such an award
without consdting the fourth arbitrator.
Nand Ram v. Fakir Chand. 7 All. 523 ; Thammiraju v. Bapiraju.12 Mad.
113-referred to.

Sanyal for the appellant.
Ko Ko Gyi for the respondents.
J.-This appeal arises from an application under section 21, Second Schedule, Civil
Procedure Code, to file an award.
The parties are heirs of one U Chit, and they
entered into an agreement to refer to arbitration the
question of the division of the estate left by him.
The agreement to refer to arbitration is a fairly
lengthy one, and states that the four arbitrators have
been appointed by the parties in order that the
whole estate of the deceased U Chit, consisting of
moveable and immoveable property, might be divided
among them according to Mohamedan Law. T!1e
agreement also places a time limit on the arbitration,
BAGULEY,

• Civil Miscellaneous Appeal No. 48 of 1928 (at Mandalay) from the order
of the District Court of Mandalay in Civil Suit No.8 of 1928.
.
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and, after referring to what should happen if any of
the arbitrators withdrew. or was removed from office
MA SIN
V.
or unable to act, the parties (in paragraph H) agree
MAPU.
to abide by the decision that may be given by the
.BAGULEY, J.
four arbitrators, or to abide by the decision of the
majority if there be any difference of opinion.
The arbitrators began their duties and produced
an award, referred to as Exhibit A. In this award
they fixed the shares of the heirs, the sister of the
deceased taking four shares, his widow two shares,
and his cousin one share, each j they also specifically
divided up some of the moveable property left by
the deceased, but they did not partition the immove.
able property among the heirs. In my view the
actual division and separation of the shares was the
reason for which the arbitrators were appointed.
This a\vard (Exhibit A) was unanimous.
After this, in some way or another, the attention
of the arbitrators seems to have been drawn to the
fact that they had failed in the object for .which
they had been appointed, because they had not
divided uP . the property and had merely stated
the shares into which some of it was to be divided.
After this a second award (Exhibit B), which does
divide up the immoveable property was drawn up
and signed by three of the arbitrators; but it was
apparently not agreed t6 by the, arbitrator who did
not sign it. It is this second award which plaintiff
now seeks to have filed.
The learned District Judge considered the
question of whether Exhibit A or Exhibit B was to
be filed. He found that Exhibit A was incapable
of execution by reason . of its incompleteness
arid inaccuracy and that ExhibitB was invalid
because it was hot signed by all the arbitrators and
,( then~ being no provision . regarding the prevailing
1929

.

.
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of the majority opinion." This last reason is clearly
due to an oversight. The reference to arbitration
most clearly provides for the parties accepting the
decision of the majority in case of there being lack
of agreement. Against this order of the District
Judge the original plaintiff has filed the present
appeal.
There are two real grounds of importance: the
first is that the lower Court erred in holding that
Exhibit A was incomplete and incapable of execution, and the second is· that Exhibit B being signed
by the majority of the arbitrators was a good award.
With regard to the first point in which it is
contended that Exhibit A was a gcod award it
seems quite clear that if Exhibit A were accepted
and filed we should merely 'have the state of affairs
that the parties were joint owners in certain proportion::> of certain immoveable property. This would
not fulfil the end for which the arbitrators were
appointed. It would be incap:\ble of execution and
if the parties wished to enjoy their shares separately
they would have to file a suit for partition. Exhibit·
A is clearly incomplete. With regard to Exhibit B,
the actual state ,of affairs seems to be that one party
had an advisor or supporter, one Soon Thin, who is
not unknown to these Courts as a dabbler in litigation. When the arbitrators produced Exhibit A, he
being conversant with a certain amount of law, saw
at OIice that it was not a good award as it failed to
divide up the property i so he sent a letter to the
arbitrators pointing out that it was inaccurate. This
letter first found its way to one of the arbitrators~
Hla Din vide his evidence. He gave the letter back
to the clerk who brought it and said that no more
could be· done as the award had already been made.
After this it was sent On to another arbitrator, Maung
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Ba Kyij it was he who wrote Exhibit B without
giving notice to,;Jhe parties and apparently in the
absence of the arbitrator Hla Din. The other arbitrator who has been examined as witness (U Ywet)
J.
seems t9 know very little about it, but. he seems to
have signed the award blindly without knowing what
it was all about. It appears from his evidence that
Maung Nyein and Ba Kyi on receipt of this
letter from Soon Thin promptly drew up Exhibit B
and got him to sign it without discussion and then
sent it on to Hla,·Bin fo~' him to sign too, but he
refused to sign it. The question then· is whether
this is an award by the majority of the arbitrators
which has got to be accepted by the parties in
accordance with paragraph 10 of the reference to
arbitration. It is clearly an award by three arbitrators., made in 1b.'e absence of the fourth and without
his being given an opportunity uf consulting with
them about it.
There seems to be very little authority on this
point. An important case appears to be that of
Naud Ram v. Fakir Chand (1). In this case, on page
528, Mahomed, J., says: "What the parties to a
reference to arb.itration i+ltended is that the persons
to whom the reference is made should meet and
discuss together all the matters referred, and that the
award should be the result of their united deliberations. This conference and .delIberation in the
presence of all the arbitrators is the very essence of
the arbitration, and the sole· reason why the award is
made binding." This view of the matter appears to
me to be correct and as differentiating weU between
an award by the majority of four arbitrators and an
award by three arbitrators without reference to the
,fonrth. This case, it is to be noted, is one in which
(1) (1885) 7 All. 523.
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there were three arbitrators and the parties agreed to
abide by the decision of the majority, but in actual
fact one of the arbitrators never acted at all.
The case of Gurufathappa v. NarasingapPa 1I)
has been quoted, but this does not help because
there was no provision that the award of the majority
,of arbitrators should be binding.
In Thamrniraju v. Bapi1'aju (2), there were three
arbitrators appointed but one of them was absent
,during the examination of witnesses. All three whoever were present at the"iliajority'of,the meetings
and at the final meeting when the award was drawn
up. In this case nothing is said as to whether it
was specially provided that the opinion of the majority
of the arbitrators \\-as to prevail, but it was held
that one of the arbitrators has been guilty of mis,conduct by absenting himself from the meeting and
the other two arbitrators have been guilty of misconduct in examining witnesses in the absence of
the third arbitrator. The case of Nand Ram
v. Fakir Chand (3) was quoted, apparently with
,approval.
The only other case to which we have been
referred is an unofficially, reported~':i,,case,~,in the AllIndia Reporter, namely, Sheik Abdulla v. M. V.R .S.
Firm & Sons (4), in which Po Han~ J., expressed
himsdf as being ot opinion that when a matter has
been referred to the arbitration of five arbitrators and
it was expressly laid down that the parties abide by
the award o'f the majority of them,an-award made
by three arbitrators out of the five in the absence of
the other two, who took no part in the arbitration
proceedings, could not be regarded as a valid award
by the majority of the five arbitrators which would
(1) (1884) 7 Mad. 174.
(2)(1889) 2 Mad.ll~.

(3) (18851 7 All. 523.
(41 \192-\) 2 Rai:,. 153.
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bind the parties. With thIS opinion I am in entire
concurrence.
For these reasons 1 am of opinion that an award
iVIA Pu.
BAGULEY, J. of three arbitrators, made without final discussion with
. the fourth arbitrator and in his absence and to which
he does not agree, is not an award by a majority of
four arbitrators, which under the present deed of
reference vmuld have to be accepted, but is an a\vard
by three arbitrators. The three arbitrators must be
regarded as having been guilty of misconduct in
drawing up the final award withouL.collsulting the
fourth one at all.
I would therefore dismiss this appeal with costs,.
advocate's fee three gold mohurs.
MA SIN
V.

MYA

Bu, J.-I concur.
APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Mr. Justice Chari and Mr. Justice Brown.

LEONG HONE WAING
v.
LEON AH FOON AND OTHERS.*

1929

June 13.
.

':- ~.~ "'''Ji··~L:~ "V';;......,.

Religion o/a deceased per~on. how prot'able when a relevant fact -Declaration
by deceased in his will-Evidence Act (I oj 1872) ss. 11 (2). 14, 21 (2)Chinese Confucia.n, tes/a11len/dry power oj a,-Succession Act (XXXIX of
1925). s. 58-Undue influellce-mere disinheritance of OJ/C heir does not
prot'e undue influence.
Where the religion of a deceased person is a fact in issue, his own solemn
declaration about his religion made in a formal document. e.g., in his will, is
admissiblei~evidence and is entitled to great weight. Such dlclaration would
. be admissible under the provisions of .5s.11 (2), Hand 21 (2;, of the Evidence
·.Act.
.
To establish a prima facie ca3e of undue influence as regards the execution
ofa will, it is not enough to show· merely that the eldest son was entirely
disinherited and another Son given the whole estate.
Bur Singh v. UltamSingh (P.C.) 38 Cal. 35S-rejerred to.

'. Civil First Appeal No. 245 of 1928 from the jUdgment of the District
Court of Amherst in Civil Regular No. 28 of·1927.
..
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111oore and N. N. Burj01jee for the appellant.
SutherlaJJd for the 1st and 3rd to 7th respondents.
.
N. M. CO':.lJas1ee and Kyaw Zan for the 2nd respon.d en t .
CHARI and BROWN, JJ.-The appellant Maung
Maung alias Leong Hone Waing filed a suit in the
District Court of Amherst for the administration of the
,estate of his grand-father Leong Chye deceased. The
first t\VO defendants are Leong Ah Foon and Leong Ah
ehoy, the only surviving sons of the deceased. The
other defendants are the representatvies of the other
two sons of the deceased. Maung Maung claims to
have been adopted as the son of Leong Ah vVong, a
:son of Leong Chye, who died many years ago. Shortly
before his death, Leong Chye executed a will
,and also executed two deeds of gift, \~!hereby he
transferred a large portion of his property to the
second defendant Leong Ah Choy, and in the will he
made Leong Ah Choy his sale heir. His other son,
Leong Ah Foon, obtained nothing under the will
and the grand-children and other heirs are given
legacies of Rs. 1,000 each. In the plaint it is claimed
that at the time of the execution of the will and of
the deeds of gift Leong Chye, by reason of mental
incapacity and old age, was under the dominance of
Leong Ah Choy, and that the execution of the deeds
was obtained by undue influence on the part of Ah
Choy. The will was duly admitted to Probate after
Leong Chye's death, and the present suit was Iiot
filed until July 1927, that is over eight years after his
death. It is claimed on behalf of the plaintiff that
even if Leong Chye did make the will and was not
. induced to do so by undue influence, nevertheless
the will is invalid, because under thd Chinese Customary Law he is notcolilpetent to make it. Ah
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Choy entirely denies that there was any undue influLEONG HONE ence in connectidhwith the'making of the wi'n.
He
WAING
•
•
. v.
contends that hIS father was a ConfucIan by religion
L~Oo~:'H and that therefore under the Indian Succession Act
CH~ND he had full capacity to make the will. It has further
BROwN, JJ, been argued on his behalf that, even if the Court
should hold that Leong Chye was a Buddhist, 11 evertheless a Chinese Buddhist is able to make a will
and his powers in that respect are unrestricted. A
number of issues were framed and evidence waS
recorded at som~'le;ngth. the trial Judge found as a
fact that the will was a genuine will and that neither
the will nor the deeds are liable to be set aside on the
ground of undue influence. He further found that
Leong Chye was a Confucian and not a Buddhist at his
death. He therefore dismissed the suit. It is against
this order of dismissal that the present appeal is filed ..
The question of the power to make a will is dealt
with in Part VI of the Indian Succession Act.
Section 58 excepts from the operation of this part
succession to the property of any Hindu. Buddhist,
Sikh or Jaina, but lays down that save as so provided
or by any other law for the time being in force,
the provisions of'this part shall constitute the law of
British India applicable to all case~ of testamentary
succession. It is not suggested that the deceased
was a Hindu, Sikh or Jaina ; nor is there any other
law in force with regard to the estates of Confucians.
Unless therefore it can be shown that the deceased
was a Buddhist, the provisions of this part of the
Act will apply to the estate of Leong Chye. If then
the finding of the trial Judge on the two main
questions of fact are correct, the suit was rightly
dismissed...·
" The first question, that of undueinfh..1ence, raises
no difficulty. The matter has been argued at·
1929
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considerable length before us . but in our opinion the
plaintiff has entirely failed to prove that there \vas
any undue influence exercised over Leong Chye when
he made the will or the two gifts. Leong Chye died
on the 21st of May 1919. The will and the first
deed of gift are dated the 2nd of April 1919. The
second deed of gift is dated the 7th of May. Leong
Chye was admittedly an old man \vhen he died,
probably about 78 years of age. But there is prac.
tically no evidence to·.,showthat his mental capacity
was in any way impaired, except that of the plaintiff
Maung Maung and of his first witness Hone Kyan.
Hone Kyan is the son of Ah Foon, the eldest son
of LeongChye, and is therefore ;.t highly interested
witness. Further, owing to the unsatisfactory nature of
his answers to certain questions relating tn his visit
to Moulmein shortly before Leong Chye's death, the
trial Judge, who examined him, considered him to be
an untrustworthy witness. Both these witne~ses depose
to Leong Chye's mind being affected before his
death. But their evidence on this point is entirely
unsupported by any independent evidence of any
kind. On the other side we ...have the evidence of
U Shwe Thwin and Dr. Kanga. U Shwe Th\\"in is a
well-known advocate of this Court, who has practised
in the Courts of Moulmein since the year 18/tL He
has recently borrowed money from Ah Choy, but we
cae see no re~son wh~tsoever for not accepting him
as a trustworthy and reliable witness. He and the
other partners of his firm had been Leong Chye's
legal advisers for many years. He says that he was
called in by Leong Chye to draw all three disputed
deeds. About· the will and the first deed of gift,
Exhibits D and E, he received instructions wilhiI} a
week of their execution. Leong Chye himself gave
.him the instructions, and the \:vitness states; I' There
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is no truth in the suggestion t~:a~ Leong Chye was
not in a sound 'state of riiirid"wl1en"he executed the
three abovementioned documents. Leong Chye was
11.
LEON AH
quite in his right senses when he gave me instrucFOON.
tions in connection with Exhibits D, E and F and
CHARI AND
BROWN, TJ.
also \,,'hen he executed them. As far as I know
Ah Choy did not use any influence over Leong Chye
to get him to execute these three documents."
Exhibit F is the second deed of gift, for which also
U Shwe Thwin says Leong:G4y,e".gaye.. ~i~ instruc_
tions. His evidence is supported by that of Dr. Kanga
who is a medical practitioner who has been practising
in Moulmein for 25 years. He treated Leong Chye in
his last illness up to the 14th of April. He witnessed
the execution of all three deeds and says that the state
of Leong Chye's mind at the time,was,perfedly sound
and that if he had the slightest doubt as to the
condition of Leong Chye's mind he should certainly
not have put his signature on those documents.
The will, it is sought to upset, entirely disinherits the eldest son and gives the whole estate to
Ah Chay,and many years before Leong Chye's
death, Ah Choy had been managing his business.
It has been suggested that these fa'cts "'alone are
sufficient to throw the burden on Ah Choy to show
that there was no undue influenct:. \Ve are unable
to agreewith this contention. The principles approved
by their Lordships of the Pri'!y Council in the case
of Bur Singh v. Ultam Singh (1) shoW,that considcr-.
ably more than this is required to eshblish a prima
facie cas(~ of undue influence. But even if the contention were correct and the burden were shifted on
to Ah Choy to show that Leong Chye had executed
th~ documents of his own free. will and without any
undue influence on the part of Ah Choy, we should

LEONG HONE
WAING

-

(i) (1910) 38 Cal. 355.
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have no hesitation in holding that Ah Choy has discharged that burden. We are in entire agreement
with the trial Judge that neither the deeds of gift
nor the will can be set aside on these grounds.
The second question which was decided by the
trial Court in favour of Ah Choy presents greater
difficulty. I n his will dated the 2nd of April1919 the
following recital occurs : II I am thc son of Leong Ah Shi,
alias Foong Hongand his
wife Chin Shi, who where both followers of Confucius in the
Sanning District of the province of Canton, and I was brougllt
up in the hith of my parents. I have always strictly con,
formed to my duty as regards ancestral rites and forms of
worship aile! I here by e!eclare tha t I am a follo\'/cr of
Confuciu!:'."

Two earlier wills of Lt ong Chye have been proved,
one dated in the year 1910 and·,<~he·.()t,her. elated in
the year 191 . L Under both of these wills Ah Choy
is made the sole heir, 2nd both of them contain a
declaration as to the religion of the testator similar
to the declaration in the last will. It has been
argued before us that these statements in the 'two
wills are not admissible in evidencefoT' the purpose"
of proving the deceased's religion. We have been
referred to certain rulings fothe effect that recitals
in deeds cannot themselves be relied upon for the
purpose of proving the assertions of fact \vhich they
contain. vVe do not think, however, that the cases
cited are of any assistance in dealing with the
present case. vVhat we have to decide is not
whether a recital in a deed as to any specific faet
can ordinarily be admitted in evidence, but whether
the statement of a dead man recorded in the form
of document as to his religion is admissible for the
purpose of proving what that religkm is.
The fact in issue in the present case is 'the
religion of the deceased. It is asserted by the
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appellant that he was a Buddhist within the meaning
of the Indian S~l~ct:ssion Act, and this is denied by
" v.
by the respondent. Buddhism is not a religion
LEON AH
which requires any specific ceremony or public
FooN.
profession of faith for its adheren is, and the quesCHARi AND
BROWN, JJ. tion as to whether a man is a Buddhist or not
can only be decided by considering his professions
and his conduct during his 2ife time. If it is shown
that his profession of faith and his conduct are such
as to justify an.,~j~ference that he is a Buddhist,
then the case of his status is made out, and in
deciding on this point it seems to us quite impossible to disregard a solemn profession ot faith Imide
in formal documents. It is contended that the
statements in question are not such statements as
would be admissible under section 32 of the
Evidence, Act. That is quite correct." But in our
opinion the statements in question are admissible,
because the statements themselves are relevant facts
independently of section 32. Section 14 of the
Evidence Act lays dovm that facts showing the
existence of any state of mind-such as intention,
knowledge, good faitb, negligence, rashness, ill-will
or good.will tb\Vi~ll'.ds any particular person, or
showing the existence of any state of body or bodily
feeling-are relevant, when the existence of any ,such
state of mind, or body, or bodily feeling, is in issue or
relevant. In paragraph 580, Volume I, Taylor on
Evidence, the following passage occurs :-

LEONG HONE
- WAING

" Whenever the bodily or 'mental feelings of an individual
are material to be proved, the usual expressions of such
feelings, made at the time in questioD,are also original
evidence. 1£ they were the natural language of the' affecrion,
whether of body or mind, they furnish s:ttisfactory evidence
and oHen the' only proof of its existence. And the question'
\\'het'her they were real, ro feigned, is for the jury to
determine."
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It is quite obvious that the mental feelings of
the deceased are highly relevant to the questIon of
his religion, and the expressions of these feelings in
a formal manner are to our mind valuable evidence
as to their existence. The Indian Evidence Act is
founded on the law of evidence in England, and in
our opinion, if under no other section, the statements
in question \vould be relevant under section 11 (2) of
the Act. It is true that in the case of Bela Rani
and another v. MahatJir"Singkand others (1) it was laid
down in general terms that if the terms of a deposition made by a person since deceased do not fall
within the provIsions of section 32 of the 1ndian
Evidence Act, 1872, the provisions of section 11 of
the. Act will not avail to make such deposition
evidence. \Vith this general statement of the law as
applicable to ordinary circumstances we are in entire
agreement. In that case the evidence sought to be
admitted was evidence of statements of certain
persons as to the elate of death not very long after
the death of the person, that is to say they were
statements not as to the condition of mental or
bodily feelIngs of thepe.r.son made at the time in
question but as to outside facts which they could
perceive by their senses. But in the present case
the statements that are sought to be proved arc
statements as to the actual state of mind of the
person making them, a.nd as \ve have indicated, the
only proof that could be given as to whether
a man is a Buddhist consists of evidence of his
public profession either by conduct Of word of mouth.
For these reasons we consider that any solemn
declaration made by the deceased as to his
. religion would be relevant, and in this case . the
----,--------'------'----------------.. ----_ ..--_.
(1) (1912) 34 All. 341.
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declaration was accompanied in each instance by the
making of a will and thet'efore would be relevant as.
an
admission under the provisions of section 21 (2)
V.
LEON AH
of the Evidence Act. We are of opinion that the
FOON.
statements
in the will in question are not only
CHARI AND
BROWN, JJ. relevant and admissible in evidence
but that they
are entitled to very great weight indeed in the
decision of the question before us. In the case of
Kyin HTet v. Ma Gyok and others (1) the question for
decision was whether a ,pertain Chinaman was a
Buddhist. Extracts from certain works on Chinese
religion were cited, from which it appears that a
Chinaman can be and very often is a Confuci~n
Taoist and Buddhist at the same time. But it is
certainly not laid down in that ruling nor could it
be possibly maintained that every Chinaman is a
Buddhist, and where in this case vve have a
Chinaman who has made a formal professisn of his
religion as that of Confucius, there must be clear
evidence before us to prove that he was a Buddhist
as well before we can accept his status as a
Buddhist. In the case in question it is suggested
that on enquiring \vhether a particular Chinaman is
a Buddhist or not, one of the' questions might well
be whether he worships Kuan Yin. Kuan Yin is a
Goddess or Bodhisat, who plays a very prominent
part in Chinese Buddhism, and receives probably
more general reverence than any other Buddhist
Gods or Saint in China.
A considerable amount of evidence has been
adduced in this case on the question whether the
deceased Leong Chye did or did not worship Kuan
Yin. Leong Chye was a Chinaman born in
China, who came to Burma only after he was
grown up. He was educated in China, ar.d it is
1929

LEONG HONE
WAING

(l) \191819 L.B.R. 179.
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proved by the evidence of .dhe witness Ah She
Shake and the statement of the plaintiff's witness
Chin Shi (1) that Leong Chye and his people in
China were Confuci;lI1. Chin Shi (1) adds in
re-examination that Leong Chye and his people in
China worshipped Kuan I and Kuan Yin, but
there is no satisfactory evidence that he really
professed Buddllism in any way vvhen he was
in China. In Moulmein he married a Chinese wife
who was admittedly a Buddhist~··'It·'is-·£ldmitted that
in the house in which they lived for many years
there was in one· part a Chinese God and in
another part a Burmese Nyaung Ye 0 2in. The
plaintiff has attempted to prove that the Chinese
altar cuntained in it an image of Kuan Yin. But in
this, in our opinion, he has failed.·' t"i{e'· principal
witnesses on this point are Maung Maung and Hone
Kyan who were highly interested and \vhose
evidence we have entirely discredited on the
question of Leong Chye's state of mind before his
death. Their evidence receives some corroboration
from that of Ah Foon and the two Chin Shis, but
there is no independent. evidence··inthelr°-favour on
the point at all. Ah Choy says there was no image.
of Kuan Yin in the house at all, and he is
supported by his witness Ah She Shoke who has no
interest in the case. We do not consider that on
this point the plaintiff has established that Leong
Chye worshipped Kuan Yin in his house. It ,,-a~
admitted that Leong Chye was accustomed to
worship at two Chinese temples in· Moulmein,
one a Cantonese temple and the other a
Sinhein temple. The Cantonese temple includes,
amongst other images an· image of Kuan Yin, and
there is evidence that the deceased had at times,
worshipped in that temple before· Kuan Yin. It
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appears that the:';;witnesses who .gi \'e evidence on
this point are testifying to what he did on public
WAING
f est'Iva I d ays, an d we h a~e .
v.
It .In eVI"d ence f rom the
L}~~:H plaintiff's own witnesses that it is the custom of all
-'Chinese people to worship before all the images on
,C HARI AND
BROWN, JJ.
such days, whatever their own religion may be. In
the Sinhein temple there is an altar of Kuan Yin
with an inscription "In the year of Kee Hoy of
Kong Swee presented by Leong Yaik Lee". It is
suggested that this image must have been pr.esented
by Leong Chye himself. According to Ah ehoy
"Leong Yaik Lee" is the firm name of Leong
Chye's business. There is no direct evidence as to
how or when this altar was presented. It is probable that the money for this altar was provided by
Leong Chye,' b~;t we do not think that this"can'ies
us very far. Leong Chye himself had a number of
Buddhist employees and the mere fact that many
years before his death he was willing on their
behalf to make a donation for the purpose of providing a Buddhist altar does not prove that he himself
professed the Buddhist faith. We do not consider
that the evidence that has been adduced in this
case really establishes that Leong Chye v\'orshi;~p~'d"
Kuan Yin at all, or if he did worsbip Kuan Yin he
only joined in such acts of worship as were common to all the other Chinese Communities who
attended this temple, whatever their religion. '
The other principal points relied "on to prove
that Leong Chye was a Buddhist are connected with
(1) the inscription on a tazaung in Moulmein, (2)
the giving of land by going through a libation ceremony for the purpose of building a pongyi kyaung,
(3)0 the ,shinbyuing of his three gran:l sons by Ah
Choy, and (4) the issue of certain invitations on the
death of Loneong Chye's:wife and hisowndeath.
1929

LEONG HNOE
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As regards the f.a;w.ullg the present inscription reads
"Leong Chye and Daw Hlaing's son MaulJg Ah
Choy and his wife :Ma Maw N wi do make this offering", and the date is given as the year 1257. Admittedly Ah Choy was not married till about 1900,
that would be about the year 1262, and it has heen
suggested that originally the inscription must have
~h(twl1 Leong Chye and Daw Hlaing alone as the
donors. It is amply proved that many years before
his death Leong Ohye quarrelled with his eldest son
Ah Foon, and it may be that Maung Ah Choyand his
wife Ma Maw Nwi were then substituted in place of
Ah Foon'sname. vVe do not sec how we can pre~ume that at any time this fazalJ1'lg \Vas the gift of
Leong Chye and Daw Hlaing. But even if they
did make this gift, that in itself would be of very
meagre value to show that Leong Chye was professing Buddhism. As we have said Daw Hlaing was
admittedly a Buddhist. It is claimed that Leong
Chye was also a Buddhist, but it is not claimed that
he was a Burman Buddhist, or that. he ever attended Burman Buddhist Pagodas, and the gift by· him
to the Burman Buddhists \youlcI, therefore, by itself
indicate anything more than that he was tolerant of
and kindly disposed to the rcIigion of his wife. The
~ame remarks would apply to the gifts of the land
for the building of the Pagoda. The evidence is to
the effect that the builder of the Pagoda first of all
purchased the land {rom Ah Foon for only Rs.200
less than the actual value, and that on Leong Chye's
hearing of it he himself paid the balance of the
purchase price. It is further in evidence that he
made over the land by going through a ceremony of
libation of water. The pouring of . water is a long
established custom in parts of India, signifying the
transfer of ownership of land. cmd we do not think
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that the fact that Leong Chye agreed to pour out
water on this piif1:icular oc'C~sion really indicates that
he was a Buddhist. The next item, on which the
v.
LEON AH
plaintiff relies, is the shinbyuing of his grand sons
FOON.
by Ah Choy, and might be valuable evidence, if the
CHARI AND
question
before us were the religion of Ah Choy.
BROWN, JJ.
But that is not the question we have to decide. As
Ah Choy's n:other was admittedly a Buddhist, it
would not be of any great help in this case if it.
were establishes-LJhat Ah Ghg.y' was a Buddhist.
Of Exhibits Aand B, E~h'ibit A and invitation
to Daw Hlaing's funeral ceremony WE're printed in
Burmese. It is said that various religious ceremonies
took place at the ceremony. As Daw Hlaing herself
was a Buddhist, it would be natural for such ceremonies to take.place. Exhibit B purpor ts to be an
invitation sent out by Leong Chye's children to Leong
Chye's funeral, and the invitation specifically mentions that certain Buddhist religious ceremonies will
take place. Ah Choy ~ays he knows nothing of this.
But even if he did, it would not have been of great
help to US in establishing the religion of Leong Chye~
It would not be unnatural for Daw Hlaing's children
to show reveren'ce to her nmgion on their father's
death. There seems to be no doubt that whatever
Buddhist ceremonies may have been performed, there:
was a large Chinese gathering in which Chinese.
ceremonies did take place.
That is practically all the evidence that has been
adduced to show that Leon~ Chye was a Buddhist,.
and it seems to us to be inadequate for the purpose ..
There is no definition of the word, "Buddhist" in
the Indian Succession Act, and the word is wide:
enough to cover. Chinese Buddhists as well as Bur
m'an Buddhists. But before it can be claimed that
any person is excluded from the provisions of Part
1929
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VI of that Act as being a Buddhist. it must clearly
be proved that he was professing Buddhism during
his life time. In China the three religions of Buddhism, Taoism, Confucianism are largely observed, and
in many cases the same person appears to profess all
three religions. But in their origins the religions are
not related, and amongst the educated cla5s of Chinese Confucianism appears to be the chief religion.
It may be that many Confucians are tolerant towards
·certain aspects of the two othetTetigions which have
so long played such a large part in China. Something more than a mere tolerance \vould be required
to prove that a Chinaman who was formally professing himself to be a Confucian was also a Buddhist,
:and that evidence seems to us to be lacking in the
,present casco We are of opinion that the learned
District Judge is right in holding that it has not
heen proved that the deceased Leong Chye was a
Buddhist on his death .
. The result is lhat we confirm the decree of the
District Court and dismiss this appeal with costs.
This appeal has been supported by the defendantrespondent Ah Foon. His learned counsel supplemented the arguments advanced on behalf of the
appellant at considerable length. In these circumstances we direct that Ah Choy's costs in this appeal
:be borne jointly by the appellant Maung Maung and
the respondent Ah Foon.
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Befor'l: Sir Guy Rut ledge, Kt., K C., Chief Justice, and Mr. Justice Browll.
1929

Jutle 13.

K.Y. CHETTYAR FIRM AND ANOTHER

v.
JAMILA BI BI. *
Lis pendens, doctrine whe1t applicable to t ransfel' of propert y at Court-saleAdministrationSuit-Land forming part of estate-Court auction sale
of land-Auction-purchaser wizen hound by doetrme of lis pendens.
Although the provisions of s. 52 oUhe Tr.ansfer"QJ.J;'X:Rp,~:r;~yAct do not
apply specifically to a transfer of property under a COLi'/i-sale;" nevertheless
the doctrine of lis pendens does apply to sllch a transfer independently of the'
opertion of that Act; and in deciding whether the rule should be applied to
the facts of a pa;,ticular case, the general principles as set forth in s. 52
must be considered.
In the present case there was an administration suit in which the right to
a particular piece of land as forming part of the estate was direc'ly and
specifIcally in question and the Commissioner.ilPp.oil1ted. to tak? accQunls had
held it to be part of the estate. Appcll<.nt brought the properFy with notice
of this at a Court auction in execution of a money decree against one of the
heirs. II eld that the doctrine of lis pendens applied and that the auction
purchaser was bound by the decision in the administration suit.

Moli Lal v. Karrahuldin, 25 Cal 179 ; Nilal:ant v. Suresh Chundra, 12 Cal.

414; P'-ice v. Price, 35 Ch. Div. 29i; Radhamadhub v. l.fonohllr: 15 Cal.
756; SnkdeoV. Iaml/a, 22 All. 60-refened to.
Lee Lim Ma Hoc~ v. Saw Mah Hone, 2 Ran. 4-distinguished.

Hay for the appellants.
Chari for the responden t.
RUTLEDGE, C.J., and BROWN, J.-In Civil Reguiar
No.7 of 1914 of the District Court of Hanthawaddy t
the present respondent Jamila Bi Bibrollght a~uit
for the administr~tion of the estate of her deceased
father K. E. Cassim Rowther. The first defendant in
that suit was K. E. Mohamed, one of the heir8. The
District Court passed a preliminary administration
decree on the 8th of January 1917•. The proceedings
* Civil First Appeal No. 289 of 1928 from the jUdgment of the District.
Court of Hanthawaddy ill Civil Regular NO.3 of 1928.
.
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1929
then went before a Commissioner for an enquiry
ICY.
amongst other things as to what the estate consisted of.
CHE:TTYAR
The land in dispute, Holding No.2' of 1914-15
!'IRM
v.
of Nanyaw kU'in, was claimed before the Commissioner JAmLA
HI
BI.
to be part of the estate. The Commissioner submitted
his report on the 26th of Apnl 1917 and recorded RUTLEDGE
C.l _, AND
amongst his findings that Holding No. 27 was part BROWN. J.
of the estate.
Very considerable delay then occurred in the
disposal of the suit. But on the 29th .oJ"Apr:,~t,.J.926
a final decree was passed. In that decree Holding
No. 27 was declared to be part of the estate and it
was directed that the defendant should give to the
plaintiff two-third share of this and other immoveable
property.
Meamvhile the K. Y. Chettyar firm, the- firstappellant, obtained a money-decree against K. E,
Mohamed, the first defendant, in the administration
suit. In the execution of that decree they put the land
now in suit up for sale and they themselves purchased
the land in execution on the 30th of October 19 L7.
They have since transferred their rights to K.Y.C.M.
Chettyar firm, the second appellant.
~." . "._. __
In the suit out of which the present appeal luis ~irisell
Jamila Bi Bi has sucd the two appellants for possession of two-thirds of the land in question and (or
mesne profits. The suit has been decreed in her
favour and the two Chettyar firms have come up to
thIS Court in appeaL
The trial Court held that at the time of the
purchase of the land at the Court auction b}' the
K. Y. Chettyar firm the right of K. E. Mohamed to
the property in suit was directly and specifically iil
question in the administration suit. The Court therefore held -that in -accordance with the doctrine' of
lis pej~dens the auction purchaser was bound by the
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decision in the . .;J..dministration suit and could there_
fore make no defence to the present suit instituted
CHETTYAR
by Jamila Bi Bi. The correctness of this decision
FIR~1
V.
has been contested on two main grounds. It is
.JA~nLA BI
£1.
contended, firstly, that the doctrine of lis pendens
RUTLEDGE
does not apply at all to the case of a voluntary
C.]., AND
transfer
of property under a Court-sale and it is
.BROWN, J.
contended, secondly, that the doctrine cannot be
applied to an administration suit and that the right
to the propertYJi)in,~dispute here was not directly and
specifically in question in the administration suit.
The doctrine of lis pendens, so far as it applies to
private transfers, is laid down in section 52 of the
Transfer of Proprty Act. Under section 2 (d) of
the Act nothing in the Act save as provided by
section 57 and "''Chapter IV shall apply 10 any transfer
by operation of law, or by, or in exe cution of, a
decree, or order of a Court of competent jurisdiction.
It is clear therefore that the provisions of section 52
are notmade applicable under the Transfer of Property
Act to the circumstances of the present case. But
that does not necessarily conclude the matter. The
effect of sectiqn 2 (d) of the Act is that the provisions
of the Act gen~;ally apply to private transfers only
and that transfers under order of a Court are not in
any way affected by the Act. It cannot, however,
be assumed that the Legislature intended that the
general principle specifically declared by the Act to
apply to private transfers should not· also apply to
voluntary transfers under the orders of a Court. The
Act does not affect the law relating to some such
transfers in any way. It leaves the law <..s regards to
. them exactly where it was before.
There does not seem to be any reported deCision
in 'Burma on the point; but there is a considerable
mass of authority in decisions of the different High
',: '~'.:(.r~' .

R.Y.

.
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Courts in India to the effect that the general doctrine
of lis pendens should·'be applied to voluntary transfers
in a Court-sale, and on three separate occasions their
Lordships of the Privy Council have clearly indicated
their opinion that this is the Correct view of the law.
In the case of Nilakl1nt Banerji v. Suresh Chandra
l}1ullick (1) the question arose whether a purchaser
under a writ of fieri facias was bound by the decision
in a suit affecting the property bought to which he
was not a party but which was pending at the time
of the purchase and to ,,~'hich his judgment debtor
was a party. The High Court of Calcutta held that
the purchaser was not bound by the decision in the
pending suit. Their Lordships of the Privy Council~
whose judgment was delivered Oy Lord lIobhouse,
did not expressly decide this point but at page 421
of the judgment they state: "Whether the High Court
are right in their limitation of the doctrine of lis
pendens may, as above intimated, be doubted, but it
is not worth while to pursue that question, because,
assuming that they are righi, the fact is that the
plaintiff did not ignore the purchase by Khogendra. "
The next case in which the Privy Council
considered th~point is the case of Radhallwhub
Holdarand another v. Monohur Mukerji (2). In that
case a mortgagee had broughia suit to enforce his
charge j and during the pend~ncy of the suit the
appellant had purchased the property. in dispute. It
had been held by the High Court in an earlier rcnt suit
-I;>etween the p<J.rties that inasmuch as the mortgagee's
suiHoenforce.his charge was pending at the time of
:the $ale· to the. appell;:tnt, the appella,.-It was bound by
~ those procee.dings. In the case before their Lordships
of the Privy Council theappellani - was seeking to
enfp"rtehis dght to,recleem~ Their Lordships of the
{ll (1885112
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,Privy Council at page 761, after setting forth the
.facts as to the rent suit state: II On that ground the
rent suit was decided against Radhamadhub.
Radhamaclhub now comes to redeem; but the right
to redeem rests on precisely the Eame ground as the
right to rent was rested. In each case the question
is equally: who is the true representative of Matangmi ?
Therefore their Lordships conceive that the matter
was expressly decided by the High ,Court in the rent
snit ibut they desire to add that even if iLhad not
,been so decided they see no reason to believe that
any amount of argument would induce them to come
to a different conclusion than that to which the High
Court came."
Here again the question of the
"applicabHit-y of the doctrine of lis prmdtns was not
specifically decided. The appeal was decided on the
ground 6f res judicata. But the judgment of their
,Lordships indicate very clearly their agreement \\Tith
the view of ,the High :Court in the earlier case that
the doctrine of lis pendens did apply.
The third case in which the Privy Council have
considered the question of the app1icability of the
doctrine of lis pendens to a sale in exe cution is the
case of Moti Lal Karrabuldiwand','Others (1). In that
case the defendants had purchased at an auction sale
certain properties. ,In the course of their judgment
their LordShips remark at page 185; H It may ,be as
well here to dispose of a very extraordinary contention setup for the defe:nda,nt. He bought whatever
int~rest belonged to the heirs of Agha who were
mortgagees, and to Yusuf and Nasim who were mortgagors. But three months before he bought,Masih
had instituted his suit against those very persons to
establish his title against them, and it\vas established
by the d~cr~e of November -1885. Is it possible for
{I) (1897) 25 Cal. 179.
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the defendant to allege that, as against Masih or his
heirs, the heirs of Agha or Yusuf or Nasim has any
interest to convey to him? The District Judge holds
that the defendant is free from the decree because
he was no party to the suit, and because the transfer
to him was made prior to the decree. If that were
law, it is difficult to see in what cases a pending suit
would be any protection; and Mr. Branson very
properly declined to argue in support of that view."
This is a clear pronouncement in favour of the view
that the doctrine of lis pendens does apply to transfers of land under a Court auction sale. It is true
that the provisions of the Transfer of Property Act
bearing on ~he subject were not discussed and that
the matter was not argued before their Lordships.
But their Lordships clearly definitely adopt the view
of the law already clearly indicated in the two earlier
decisions to which we have referred.
The question was specifically considered with
reference to the provisions of section 52 of the
Transfer· of Property Act by the High Court of
Allahabad in the case of Sukdeo P1'asad and another
v. J amna (1). In that case." iL..w.as".:J.:1ecided that
although the application of the provisions of section
52 of the Transfer of Property Act was barred by the
provisions of section 2 :Cd) of that Act, nevert;heless
the doctrine of lis pendens did apply itO Jhe case of
a transfer at a Court sale. \tVe do not think that it
is necessary to cite any further '1luthorityon the
point. Although there are some earlier decisions in
support of the view argued for the appellants 1 those
decisions must be taken to have been overruled by
the decisions of their .Lordships of the Privy Council
and no recent authority has been· cited to 11~ in
favour of the view that the doctrine of lis pendens
Ul (19:>0)
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'would not app.!Mll'» On the :first poi-nt raised by the
appellant we~are therefore of opinion' ~that, although
,CHETTYAR
tl prOVISIons 0 f ' sec t"1011 ' 52 0 f t h e T' rans f er· 0'£ ProFIRM
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lAM~:A: BI perty Act do not apply specifically to. a' transfer
, BI.
,of property under a ,Court-sale; nevertheless the
,~uTi~DGE. doctrine of lis pendens does apply to such a transfer
,C;J'•• ANDJ.'1O d'
d tl Y 0 f tIl. e opera to,lOno f 'th at ':Ac:
t' an'd'10
'BROWN;'
epencn
decidingwheHier the nile should be applied to the
, facts of a particular case, the generai principles as
set forth inseotion52 must be considered.
vVe noW come to the decision of the second point
raised. ,Section 52 lays down that" during the active
" prosecution ·in any Couft having authority in British
India, or established, beyond, the limits of British
. India by the, Governor-General in Council, of ,a
contentious'suif or proceeding in which ,any t,ight to
immoveable, property is directly' and' speCifically in
question. the property cannot be transferred or' otherwisedealfwith by any party to the suit or _proceeding
so as to affect the rights of -any other' party thereto
under :.any: decree or order which may be made
therein, except tmder. the ~authotity of the Court, and
on such fetmsJa.,~ it may impose;' :
It is argued that this Section does not apply' 16
an administration suit i and' we have been referred on
this point to the caseofL,'ee Lim Ma' Hock v. Saw
Malt Hone and tltree(l): 'In that case the parties
to the suit had obtained Letters' of Administration to
::the estate of a: deceased person and as administrators
'had transferred certain immoveable ptop'er-ty belonging to the estate., It was held' that where an
'administrator disposed of property during the-pendency
of anad]Jlinistration suit theprindple of {is pendens
is .not ordinarily brought into operation by the
"institution'o'f that suit.The~decisio.lrwas based On an
(1), (I924j2itin.:4.
'1929

,~;Y.

0

0
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unreported decision of the late Chief Court of Lower
B.urrna in Civil Miscellaneous Application No. 14 of.
1921 (A.LA.R. Chelty firm v. Ma Thwe and a/hers).
Tn that case one Maung Tun' Pe had obtained
Letters of Administration to an estate. A suit was
then brought by one '~'1aung Thwe for a declaration
that he was the sole heir and' was entitled to the'
whole estate. It was held that the doctrine of liS
pendens does not apply to ? sale of a portion of the
estate by Tun Pe--a.s-e3Qministrator. In the judgment
in thatca5« the following passage occurs: 'I The suit
was in the nature of an adl.TIil1istration suit and to
such su~ts,speaking generally, the doctrine of lis
pendenfi ,does not apply. . . . . The right to this
particul~f plot of land must be (directI~yand speci·
fically in question." In such a suit, as this one the
land in suit' may no doubt be. said to be directly in
question,' but it cannot be said to be specifically in
q.uestion., , ,The f~ct th~t 'p~;~ession~as prayed for is
n'ot enough and the decree could not deal'specifically
with the land.: It declared M<;t';1ng Thwe to. ~e a
co-heir and as such co-owner of the estate with
'i'un Pe.' ,Tl~e -re~ult w~s: that as iaid 'down in section
.
4,4 of t~e, Transfer of Property Act Maung Thwe was
held to beentiUed to joint possession: and joint
enjoyment of the estate, and alsot0 4 right to, obtain
partition thereof. TIH~ estate was however being
administered by an administrator and lvlaung Thwe's
rights were' in respect' of the estate 'as~ ;it,' remained
after: th{fi administration. -The administrator was
entitled
sell any portion of ~he estate to pay the
debts and the e~t<~te .was' liable for the expenses of
the admin:istration. ~ia' Shwe Pon: could, ,not 'be
deprived of the benefit of 11er purchase" as:the purchase
price came to the hands 0.£ theadml,nistrator. . If he
was guilty-of'·niisappro.priation·Mau.ng,
'Th we' sremedy
.
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would be agai·nst him and his estate and to that
estate Ma-ung Thwe has now succeeded~ He could
only set aside the sale to Ma. Shwe Pon on the
ground of fraud which is not aneged or for want of
the Court's sanction which remedy has lapsed and
might never have been granted." It is clear therefore
that the decision in this case was based largely on
the fact that the person who sold the laIid was the
administrator of the estate~ The administrator can be
considered as dealing with the estafe on behalf of
the heirs. Thal is not the positioIi here.. There is
no suggestion fhat K. E. Mohamed was the adminis,trator of the estate and the decree against him was
a decree agaiil:sf him in his personal capaCity. This
deCision is tiietef-ore no aufhorify for the view that
the doctrine ofiis pendens carinot· apply in a case
such as tile present one.
In the case of Price v. Price U) it was held that
a "cr~ditor's aCtion for general administration may
De a sidIicienf lis pendens, before final decree, so as
to ehtit:le the plaintiff to pdorifyover a purchaser or
rnoitgag~e taking, su'bseqliently to the registration of
fhe lis, from a .. specific devisee who is a deferidant,
if, the pl~irififf, previously 'to Hie purchase Of mortgage, has suffiCfently indi~ate(t the real estate sought
to, be charged in the action; a mere general claim
for administration of the real add personal estate not
being ~f: ifseff 'a sufficient i~dicatfon of intention to
make lEibl~ the specifically devi'sed real estate."
tHe present case the action was riot by a
creditor but by an heir. But that is no reason for
not applyhrg inc same prin<;iple. ""'hen the s~it was
first field' by Janilla Bi 13i in 1914 fhere was rio
~pekific meriUoil of thepl'op'erty belonging to the
c,state ari,~ rid indi¢ation as to fhe property whicH
. (ij (iSS7) 35 ¢/i. jji~'ri: 297.

In
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1929
was claimed i at that stag;e ofl the proceeding, we are
K.Y.
of opinion that the doctrine of lis pendens could not
CHETTYAR
have been held to apply. But the sale to K. Y.
FIRM
v.
Chettyar firm did not take place until August 1917 j JAl\IILA,IH
B.I~
and some time before that d'ate the Commissioner
had made a report to the Court in which he definitely RUTLEDGE,
c.J., AND
founj that the land in suit did belong to the BROWN, J.
estate and should be dealt with in the decree. He
recorded a definite finding' that, the plaintiff was
entitled to a third-share of the immoveabl'e properties
which included this la'nd. There had clearly been a
definite indication b)T this time as to the property
claimed in the adulinistration suit and we agree with
the learned ttial Judge that the right to this piece
of land ,was bef'orethe auction sa]e direGtly ~~d;
specifically inquestion.in the administration suit. The
fact that it was so in qnesti'on was actually r~l'entioned
in thep,roc1amation of sale before tbe purch';lse
by the Chettyar. and the notice attached to the
proc1amattol1 was t'o thi's' effect: II There' pt()p~rti'es'
are ciaimed to be part of. tlie est'a:te
tIle late'
Cassim Rbwthet in Civil Regular No. 7 of 1914 of
, this Court, \vll1ch is stilt pendIng.
We are of opinion that in these circumstances
the doctrine of lis pendens-has been applied (Wf.l~.~ctly
. in the prest:nt case by the trial Jqdge. We therefore
dismiss this appeal with costs.

of
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Before Mr. Justtce Mya Bu and Mr. Justice Baguley.

MA BI

1929

AND ANOTHER

v.

June; 17.

MA KHATOON

AND OTHERS. '*

Mahomedan laUl-Co-ow1tcrship lof Mahomedan heirs-joint oUiner's posses_
sion-Cons.truet ive possession of co-heirs-Dispossession by 'c:J-owner in
possessioJt 0 f other co-owners-suit falls under Article 142 0 f the Limita_
tiOn i!Ct (IX o! 19ri8)-Definite proo!~equfftd~'1(1'1f1rwt,distossession.
Whe~e a Mahomedall owner dies leaving seyeral heirf, they all become
co-owners and tenants-in-common. A joint owner is legally entitled to retain
possession c£ joint property. Even if he is in exclusive posseasion of such joint
property, his pOfsession is orc\ina; ii y to be 'referred to his legal litle, and the
other co-owners are accorciingly,in constru~tlive,possession of the property.
1f thercifore the co-owner in actual possession di'spossessesany one of the
Other co-owners, the suit for recovery of possession is not a stiit for a share
of inheritance, but for recovery of possession ofthe'<lefineQ.;U<ough undivided,
share of the CO-OWLer in the possession cf the oilIer co-ewncrs. ~uch a
suitfalls under Article 144 and not 123 of the Limitation Act.
',\\-;'here co-owners are'in j'lint possession, the ouster of OIle Co-owner must
be definitely proved. In this case where there was no definite:proof that an
l;.eir el'j0led a definite benefit from the estate. still astbere was no social Or
fi'nanchilbreak between him and his co-heirs, there could be no inference as
todispO! session .
.Htl;riPr:uv. Mi Aunglfraw Zan, 10 L.B.R.45 ; MaunlfShwe An v Maung
Tuk Pyu, 3 Han. Sll2 ; Po Km v. Shwe Bya, 1 Ran.HS ; Rustam Khan I:. Janki
S1 All. I01,.....l'efe,red to.

Ko Ko Gyifor the appellants.

S. Mukerji for the respondents.
J.-The appellants in this case are two
. sisters. They were the first and second defendants in
the original suit. The first three respondents were
originally plaintiffs; they are the legal representatives
and heirs of one Mahomed Esa, who was the brother
of the first two defendants (now appellants). The
remaining respondents who were made defendants in
BAGULEY,

• CivHFirstAppeal No. 28 of 1928 (at Mandalay) from the j:.:dgment of
the District Court of Mandalay in Civil Suit No. 7i of 192i.

VOL.

the lower Court are the l~gal representives and heirs
of another brother of the two appellants, _\vho died
before this case waS brought.
The plaintiffs sued the defendants for all property
left by - their father and husband Mahomed Esa.
They said that Mahomed Esa had entrusted the first
two defendants with Rs. 10,000 to take care of on his
behalf. They also said that the parents of Mahomed
Esa, Ma Bi and Ma Rahima and the father of the
remaining defendants had left behind property which
had never been partitioned among their children, and
they claimed for Mahomed Esa's share in the corpus
ofthe inheritance property. The claim for Rs: 10,000
was rejected by the lower Court. The learned Judge
however found that two pieces of land known as holdi ngs 3anel 4 were inherited by. the two brothers andtwo sisters, and he dii'ected that these properties be
sold and the :proceeds distributed in certain shares
among the plaintiffs, the two principal defendants and
the remaining defendants. Against this decree, so far
as it gives an interest in the sale proceeds to the
original plaintiffs,_ tne :first hm qefendants now
appeal. .
...
.: ' '. The first point which was argued is' that the suit
should be held to be barred by Article 123, Limitation
Act. It is not contested that the parents of Jvlahemed
Esa died more than 12 years before the filing of the
suit j but it is argued that there has never been any
distribution of fhe estate, that it has been enjoyed in
common by the the heirs, and that therefore it is not a
question of applying Article 123 b.ut Article 144 of the
'Limitation Act.
Appellants. rely up.on FoKin v. S!t:u'e Bya -(1) in
which it was held·: ·11 Theappropriate~rticle for staits
instituted: ~gainst co-heirs
.
- for a share in. corpus of
.

.

.'
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(1)(1923) 1 Ran. 405.

1929
MA S[

v.
MA
KHTAOON.

BAGULEY,

J.
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an inheritance is"~r't'iclc 123 of the Limitation Act.
This ruling, it is claimed, has been foHowed ill M a Tok
V.
MA
v. JItla Yin (1) and JItlaung Shwe An v. Mau1~g Tok
KHATOON.
Pyu (2). On the other hand it must be remembered
BAGULEY, J. that the parties in these three cases were all BurmeseBUddhists; the parties in the present case are Sunnt"
Mohamedans.
Theteis aIi important Full Bench ruling (Rustam
Khan v. ]ankt) (3), in which the question of the applicabiIfty of Articl~"12~3 or Article 144 of the Limitation
Act in cases such as the one now in: question was
examIned'. 'the parties· iIi this Case were also Mohamed<1rts, and it was' 11l~ld iIi this case that despite the
Prtvy Council rUIi~g of Mliurig Tun Tha v. Ma Thlt
(4):, ICwnenaNtQ.jia:rnmadan owner dies leaving several
heirs, theY all ">ecotne co-owncrsand tenants-in-common~
A joi'rt Owner is legally entitled to retain possession
of joint property. Even if he is in exdu·sive possession
of such joint property, his possession is ordinarily to
be referred to his legal title'. . . . The other coowners a:ieaccordingly in conshuctive; possession of
the pr6p~rty. . . If, th< refore, the CO-owner in
actual possession di~po~sesses anyone of the other coowners, the SUIt' that is brought for recovery of p6ssessiOIi is not a suit for a distributive share of the pro.,.
perty of tin intestate but is a suit to recover possession
of- thedefi-ned,' though undivided, share' of the (0owner in the possession of the other C0-owners. Such
a suit is not c0vered by Article 123 at all and must
fall under the general Article 144 limitation running
from the date \"hen the defendant's possession became
adverse." The same point of view seems to have
occJrred' to Lentaighe, J., in Po. Kin's case in
which,at page 405 referring to Nurdin Nafbudin v.
(1) (19is),:t B~n .. 77(il (i9i8u?L.ML 101.
MA Bl

(2) (1927)5 Ran. 58,2.

(4)(1917) 44 Cal..379
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Umray Bu (1), he states that the judgment of Macleod,

1c929·

C.}., shows that the plaintiff had been in possession
of the property as one of the co-heirs though holding
with the other co-heirs as undivided and as tenants-incommon, and that accordingly Article 144 applied; and
he further stated that he agreed \vith that view because
the claim had technically ceased to be a suit for
recovery of a share 6f inheritance inasmuch as such
inheritance had been in fact previously possessed by the
plaintiff and held jointly, and the inheritance aspect of
the case was merely the basis of fixing the title and
rights enjoyed by plaintiff in stich possession. InMaung
Shv:eAn's case, Brown, J., refers to thiis passage in
Po Kin's case, and says that there is an exception in
a case where the co-heirs including the plaintiff claiming
a share have gone into possession and the plaintiff is
subsequently ousted and refused his share.
It will therefore be seen that the Rarigoon High
Court has been moving in the direction in which the
Allahabad Full Bench moved before the last quoted
niIing was publ'ished and iii the An~habad ruling
we definitely have stated that Mahomedan c04heirs
are in joint possession. When co-6wriers are in joint
possession, the oilster of one co-owner has got to be
proved very definitdy indeed, vide Hari PIU v.
Mi Aung Kl'aw Zan (2) and in the present case,
aHhough there is no definite proof th,~t Mahomed Esa
was ever enjoying any definite benefi,t fram the
estate left by his parents, there is the fact admitted
that he lived in the
sarrie house \vith- Ma Bi and Ma:
Rahima for a year or so before he died, during which
period theyappatenHy kept him ; he had been visiting
the house regularly e\'en before that time when he
came back from his business trips to Calcutta. There

MA HI

.

. (1) (1920) 22 Born. L.R. 1429.

-

(i) (1919) 10 L.B.R. 45.

V.

MA
KHAl,OON,

BAGULEY,

J
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is no proof ,of any break, socially or financially,
between himself and his sisters; and for these reasons
I agree with the learned District Judge that the claim
cannot be held to be barred by limitation.
The second ground of appeal is that the lower
Court wrongly placed the burden of proof on the
two defendant-app-eHants with respect to the ownerships
of the house, holding No.4. The plaintiffs avef.'that
holding No.4 was part of the' property inherited by
defendants and theirbIo.thers, from, their parents.
Dd.endantsaver that hoiding No~ -4. was given outright
tq. ,the two, ~istersj Ma Bi and Ma Rahima, by one
Ma Bon. •The trial Court found,that the' Zercadi
witnesses on either side were utterly ,unreliable and,
both sides, were perjuring themselves whenever they
thought it :would suit their purpose;, ,On'ia ' perusal
of the record of the evidence, I am 'quite prepared
to accept thi~ valuat~on which the Dis~riet Judge
pl~ced :uponthe evidence. :H. ~s therefore:necessary
to decide the i poi:ot as to \vhether the':h9use, was
illheritedas join~ property or whether it was rec~ived
as a gift, on suchoutside,evidence as may. be availabJe,
c()mbined ~iththe burden,of prooL
'
Holding No. 4is,d~rectly adjaceriHbTiolding No.3
~hich "has aqmittedly descendedfrorn the parents of
!h,e parties. ~oldirg'No. 3 stands in the, name of
their ,p1other, Ma' Hnit bu't it is on record that
when a,mor~gClgeof t4!sproperty was being negotiated,
Mah<mledEsa joined inthe nlortgage.:~oldingNo.4
s,tands in the three names: Mahomed Esa,)yla Bi and
Ma Rahima. There is no dispute but that there waS
property ~ inherited by the parties whiCh was ;in their
joint possession ; and ~'hen we get a piece, of land
adjacent toa pkc:~ of joint prope'rty 'which is registered
lQ ., the
the i6iQtQ~V:I1er:s QUne joint,property',
itls Ithipk,JQr; thpstt who <l;s~eJt~ha~ it,is:I1:ot: joint
".- .' -1'..

na'mes'of

. •. ~. ~ -•.'

,_~

••.
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property to prove their assertion.-According to . .1929
MA 81
Ma Bi and Me< Hahima, there were-four people prEsent
·v.
MA
at the oral gift made byMa Bon i two of them are
KHATOON.
· dead,'lnd of the remaining .two, one swears that there
was such a gift and the other swears that there BAGULEY, J.
was not.
In view of all the surrounding circumstances' of
this case, I am of opinion that the lower Court was
quite correct in c<llling upon the first and second
,defendants to prove their assertion ,'t'hat\OHolding... No. 4
· was their separate property and not part of the estate;
.' and, the land having been held to be part of the joint
estate, in the absence cf evidence to the contrary, the
house on that land must be regarded to be in the same
· ownership as the land.
The, next point to be dealt with is the allegation
· by the first and second defendants that Mahomed Esa
renounced his rights to inherit his parents' estate.
The eviden'ce on this point is entirely oral. The
learned District Judge has dealt. with it·jJLamanner
which leaves littleto be said by an appellate Court.
The oral testimony as to renunciation must be
regarded as that of witnesses who .in ,oth<;r,""tiespocts
are perjurers arid very possibly in this respect also.
The facts which the first and second defendants set
· out to prove in" their oral evidence are quite different .
· from those stated in their written statement. In their
·writteJ;lstatem€mt 'they say that after the death of
·both parents· MahoIIiedEsa renounced hisrights to
; inheritance{' in their .evidence they fried to prove
lhat the renunciatioh ' was really .arranged by the
. father during: his lifetime. I :see :00 'reason to hold
that the alleged -renunciation has been 'proved.. It is
, quite possible that MahomedEsa did spenc much~ of
his parents" estate" but particularly among Mohamedans,
the sons ar:e- often 'regarded as very' superior to the
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daughters, an~
.parents allow for behaviour of this kind.
.....
·Whether his other brother renounced his rights to
'0.
inheritance or not is quite another matter; the point
MA
KHATOON.
was not in issue and we are not concerned with it in
BAGULEY, J. the present appeal, but because one brother renounced
his rights, it in no way follows that another brother has
renounced his rights.
The next point argued was that Mahomed Esa
divorced Ma Khatoon before he died. This, even if
proved, of course would not disentitle the children
to inherit. The conception of Mohamedan law among
Mohamedans of this dass is tinctured with a strong
leaning towards Burmese ideas,;" The defendants,
however, were quite prepared to allow their brother's
rights to a divorce purely at his desire, which would
of course be impossible under the Burmese Buddhist
.system, but it is a point which must be known to all
Mobamedal's that the word commonly used by a
Mohamedan when divorcing his wife is talaq, and
there is no allegation that this word was ever used. If
a Mohamedan divorces his wife by another form very
cogent proof of this divorce by reliable evidence will
be required, ~nd of this there is none in the present
case, because there isno reliable oral evidence on the
point at all.
The last point which was argued was that the first
and second defendants were entitled to reimbursement out of the estate the money which they paid on
the mortgage. Evic;lence tvith regard to this mortgage
is most unsatisfa~tory.. The mortgage deed itself was
never produced, and the circumstances under which
it came into. eX,istence h~ve' never heen' properly
explained. It is alleged tha.t the mortgage. was effected
to pay offapreviottsmortgage, but there is no real
proof of the ,PJeviol1smodgage,. and on the plain
assertion of Ma Bi and Ma. Rahima, discredited as
,1929

:;~

MABI

VOL.
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the evidence of these persons is, it is impossibJe to
say that they are entitled to get back all the money
they borrowed on this mortgage from the estate.
when it is quite possible that they spent the whole
proceeds themselves.
For these reasons I consider that the judgment of
the lower Court must be supported. I would therefore
dismiss this appeal with costs.
MYA
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1929
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Bu, J.-.1 concur.
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Before Mr. Justice Chari.

MASA

1929

v.

Jllly 18.

MA SEIN NU

AND ANOTHER.*

Burden of Proof-Transaction on the face ·of it operative as a transfer of
proPert y not intended to be so-Benami t rallsaclions among BurmansError oj law vitiating a Judgment--"High Court's power to co',sider the
whole case 0" second appeal.
.
The burden of s,howing that a trans:.ction which on the face of it is
~perative as a transfer of prorertywas not intended so to operate is on the
person alleging it. Amongst Burm.lns there is no prevalent usage o'fpurcnase
of property without arty rhyme or reason, as amongHind~s and Mohamadans
in the name of the wife or child, consequently the·~e is no presllmption of
benami in caee of a Burmese husband or··fa:ther. The·latter cannot prO\'e a
transaction to ce benami by showing merely that he advanced the purchase
money.
Ma Ott Pe v. Ma Nyeilt Kin, Civil l~t Appeal No. 36 of 1925, H.C.
Ran. j Maung Kyaw Pe v, Maullg Kyi, 6 RaIl. 203, Malttlg Po Kilt v.
Maung Po Shei,,, 4 Ran. 203--"referred to.
When there is an error of law which vitiates a judgment, the High Court
is not confined to a' consideration of the particular error which "itiates the
judgment but the whole case is open for consideration.
• Civil Second Appeal No.9';) of 1929, from the judgment of the District
Court of Thaton in Civil Appeal No. 126 of 1928.

J.
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Tun Aung for the appellant.·.

19i9
MA'SA

Ko Ko for the respondents.

. 'v.

MA 'SEIN Nu..

J.-The plaintiff in this case, who is the
respondent in this Court, filed a suit against the
.defendant Ma Sa for declaration and recovery of
·possession of a piece of paddy land and for cancellation of a registered deed of . sale in the following
.circumstances.
The plaintiff Ma SeilL..1'.'Ttt.:vas the wife of M~lUng
Pan Byu (now deceased) ...· 'Maung Pan Byu was the
son of Ma Sa and U Khe. U Khe is dead. When
Maung Pan Byu was 14 or 15 years old, the old
couple Ma Sa and her husband U Khe bought a
piece of paddy land, which is now in dispute, in the
name of their son Maung.J?an Byu. They had at
the time other children also. The land Vi'as being
assessed in the name of Maung Pan Byu until 192526. In the year 1925, when U Khe was alive,.
. Maung Pan Byu purported to convey the land to·
his parent~ for an alleged consideration of Rs. 500•
.It is admitted thatne consideration was paid to
Maung Pan Byu and the defeIldant's case is that
the land was oi-iginally:'pil"Tchased in the name of
Maung Pan Byu without any intention that he should
be the beneficial owner of the property and that
later he conveyed the property to his parents who
were the actual owners. .
. . .,
The question therefore before the lower Court
resolved itself mainly into whether the property waspur'chased by the oid €ouple in Maung'· Fan Byu!s
name as an advancement to their soriMaung Pan
Byu, . or whether it was merely put in his name
without
any intention of conferring upon him. the
o
.
.
beneficial ownership. The lower Court decided in
tl~e piaintiff's favour and-gave a decree as ·prayed.
CHARI,

VOL.

VII]

The judgment was confinIled by the 19,}ver appellate
Court and hence this second' appeal.
Under section 100 of the Civil Procedure Code,
a second appeal lies only on the grounds (a) that
the decision is contrary to 'law or to some uS:lge
having the force of law; (b) that the decision has
failed to determine some material issue of law Or
usage having the force of law j (c) or a substantial
error or defect in the procedure provided by this
Code or by any other law for Jh.t;.,Jipl,e. being in
force, which may possibly have produced error or
defect in the decision of the case upon the merits.
. It was argued before me that the finding by the
trial Court ihat the original transaction \vas not a
benami transaction, but was intended to confer
ownership on the son, is a finding offact and that
as both the Courts are clear in their finding, no
'appeal lies to this Court under section 100, Civil
Procedure Code. The learned advocate on both
sides cited a number of authorities, in some of which
it was' held that a question of intention is a question
of fact, while in others it was held that a question
is one of law.. In the case of H.ar ... Parshad v.
B hagat Singh (1), the question arose under section
46 (I) of the Provincial Insolvency Ad IIlo£1907,
. whether the finding that a person made a transfer of
his property with intent to defeat or delay his
creditors· was a question of· law or fact. All the
cases are cited therein and some of them are
explained. The Punjab Court decided in f,;vour ofthe
proposition that, the question of intention is a
question of fact. This position, if it were necessary,
I . would have accepted because the question of a
man's, state of mind is a question of fact j but in
this case, it is unnecessary to decide this particular
(1) (1916) Punjab 'Record, Vol. LI,No. 102, p. 313.
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question, because there IS an obvious error of law
which vitiates +he -judgment. Both the Courts have
MA SA
v.
that the transfer by Maung Pan Byu of the
held
MA SEIN Nu.
property to his parents for an ostensible consideration
CHARI, J.
of Rs. 500 was made with intent to defeat the rights
of his wife. There is absolutely no evidence on this
point and it was merely an inference from the
admitted fact that no consideration was paid.
The Courts assumed that Maung Pan Byu was
the absolute owner and since he had transferred the
property to his "ffarents and taken no'money for it,
they came to the conclusion that the transfer was
made with intent to defeat the wife's right. They
failed to see that even assuming Maung Pan Byu to
be the owner of the property, there was nothing to
prevent a son ~aking a gift to his parents and that
very often gifts are made in the formof"toirveyance
for consid~ration, but no consideration is paid.
It is true that the finding of the Lower Courts
about the validity of the transfer may be supported
on the Full Bench· ruling in Ma Paing's case,
because a husband has no power to make a gift of
property without his wife's consent, see U Po U v.
Ma Tok [{yi (1):'" The Lower Courts.did..,.noLde.cje;J~."
the case on this point and on the point on which
they did decide;. they were wrong and I have jurisdiction to entertahl this appeal. When there is an
error of law which vJ~iates the judgment, the High
Court is not confined";: to a, cohsideration of .the
particular error which vitiates the judgment but the
whole case is open for consideration.
Turning . to the question as to whether the
transaction was benami or an advancement, it is
necessary. to consider a recent ruling by a Bench of
1929

(1) (1929) 7 Ran. 374.
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this Court reported. as Maung Kyaw Pe and others v.
Maung K:yi tl). The summary of the ruling in the
head nok that if a Burman had property in the name
of his child, a presumption of advancement of the
benefit would arise, does not exactly reproduce the
effect ot that ruling. To consider what that ruling
actually decided, a little expl?-nation is necessary.
It was held in 11iIa On Pe v. Ma Nyein Kin (2)
that the burden of showing that a transaction which
on the face of it is operative as a transfer .,0L.p.wperty
was not intended $0 to operate is on the person
alleging it, that is, the plaintiff in this case if he
challenges the transaction.
This is the view of the burden of proof which was
taken by their Lordships of the Privy Coul1cil in the
case of Maung Po Kin. and another P. Maung·
Po Shein (3). This question of burden of proof i~
not affected by the prevalence or otherwise of beJlami
transactions in a country. When once, however, the
person who alleged that a transaction is benami proves
that he paid the purchase money, the law so far as
Hindus and Mohamedans are concerned raises a
presumption that a purchase in the name oL.a··,son
or wife is a benami transaction. In English law, on
the other hand, a purchase made in the name of a
child or wife raises a contrary presumption, namely,
that it was intended as a provision for the wife or
child. These persumptions are not due to any peculiarity of the laws of the country, but are merely a
judicial recognition of the well-known usage of the
people. In India it is quite common for a person to buy
property in the name· of his child or wife without
any particular object or ,motive. In England,on the
(1) (1928) 6 Ran. 203.

(2) Civil First !\pp~al No. 36 of 1925.
(3) i1926) 4 Ran. 518.
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other hand, when a person buys property in the .name
of his child or:,;:wife,' in the,: vast majority of casc;s it
MA S:;N Nu. is because he intends to make provisions for his \-vife
CH:;;: J. or child. That this is the ground of the presumption
is quite clear from the fact that even in English law
property purchased in the name of a stranger raises
no such presumption and the person in whose name
the property is purchased holds in trust for the
person who' advanced the purchase m'oney. III
Burma, on the other hand, as pointed out in the
ruling referred to'>·and certain other rulings, there is
no prevalent usage of purchase of prope,rty without
,any rhyme or reason in the name of the wife Or
child; but there are many occasions where property
is purchased in the name of a \vife or child with
some particular object or motive. When therefore
a Burman husband or father who has 'purchlsed
property in the name of his wife and child produces
evidenc(f that he advanced the purchase money, he does
not stand in the position of a Hindu or Mohamedan,
in'\vhose cases the law raises a presumption of benarni.
He has to show fmther with what particular object
or motive hepurcbased the land, before the Court
can decide whe.il1 e r the pfpperty purc,hased was a
benami transaction or not. This is all that was
intended to be laid down in that ruling. This is clear
from the last paragraph of the judgment which
appears in page 212 of the report.
,,', ,
Turning to the facts of this case, when the 'prop_
erty was purchased the' person in whose name it
was purchased was a boy at the time. He admittedlydid not advance the money which was actually
advanced by his parents. A presumption of advancement in his favour is countered by the fact tha~
there were a number of other children for whom
no provision was made by the parents. The
1929

:MA SA
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question then for considefatibIf"ls whether tIle
course taken by the parents referred to in the
jUdgm~nt supports any presumption that the purchase III Maung Pan Byu's name was intended as
. a d van Cement
.
f or h'1m.
an
The evidence on thIS point is that Maung Pan
Byu was cultivating the land for a long time. This
is quite consistent with the ownership of the parents
because he is working the padqy p~Iq$ of his parents.
he also cultivated paddy fields of his
Moreover,
.
parents other than the one in dispute.
The next point is that ta~ was being paid in
Maung Pan Byu's name right through. This is nothing
wha~eVel' because since the property is in Maung
Pan Byu's name his parents would naturally pay the
tax in his name. There is some evidence that at
Maung Pan Byu's marriage his parents stated that
he (Maung Pan Byu) was the owner of a piece Of
land. It is unnecessary to discuss this evidence at
any length which to my mind is not very ,convincing, but assuming that Mating Pan Eyu's parents
made such a statement, namely, that he was
the owner of a piece of paddy land, it cannot be
read as an implied recognition of Maung Pan Byu's
ownership of this piece of land. Such a declaration is too weak to raise any inference that the
boy was intended to be a beneficial owner of the
. piece of land. These are the points against the
case of the defendant and she in her evidence
states that the property was purchased in the name
of Maung Pan Byn because an astrologer told appellant that no paddy land should be accepted in their
own name. This strikes me as being a very likely
explanation. It must be remembered that the pal'ties
are Taungthus, who are very superstitious and ifan
astrologer tells them what to do, I have not the
.
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least doubt that they would act upon the advice
of the astrologer.
In the judgmenb )( the Lower Courts, this was'
considered to bt an unlikely explanation and it was.
asked why, then, should the property be put in
Maung Pan Byu's name and not in that of any
other children, but it has to be put in some child's
name.
From a consideration of the whole of the evidence;,
I .have come to the conclusion ..that the defendant
Ma Sa has made Quta case that the' original
transaction was benami and that the property was
put in Maung Pan Byu's name without any intention
of conferring beneficial ownership upon him. If that
is so, no questipn of the validity of the transfer by
Maung Pan Byu to his parents"'--aTi:ses, " because
Maung Pan Byu is only putting in his parent's
names what already was their own property.
Forth.ese reasons, I s~t aside the judgment and
decree of the lower appellate Court and dismiss the
plaintiff's suit with costs in favour of the defendantappellant in all three Couns.
"

"f,I'."· "'~ ••,.
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APPELLATE CRIMINAL
Before Mr. Iustice Matmg Ba and Mr. Justice Brown.

BA YIN

AND ANOTHER

V.

KING-EM PEROR. *
Confessiol/ of an accused recorded by Magistrate-Omission to ta~e confessor's
signature-Confession otherwise Properly made and<.duJY"l\r.·ecordedAdmissibility of confession ill evidence_Criminal Procedure CadIS (Act V
of IS98), ss. 164,364, 533.
A magistrate recorded the confession of an accused person in accordance
with the prO\'isions of s. 164 of the Criminal Procedure Code; but through an
oversight he did not take the signature of the accused. He tried to ohtain the
signature of the accused in jail the next day but the accused refused to sign.
The magistrate and his clerk were examined as to the c.onfession by the
Sessions Judge at the trial. .
..
.
,'.

lield, that the confession was admissible in evidence and the failure to
secure the signature W:lS 'cured under the provisions ()f s. 533 of the Criminal
Procedure Code, the irregularity not having injured the accused as to his
defence on the merits.
Lcrlcha1ld Y. Queen-Empress, IS Cal. 549; Queen-Empress v. Visram, 21
Born. 495; Sadananda Pal v. Emperor, 32 Cal. 5S0-referred to.
Queen-Empress Y. Viran, 9 Mad. 224-distinguishtd.
lai Naray I'/l v. Queel/-Empress, 17 Cal. 862-dissented from.

MAUNG BA, J.-Ba Kin , aged 18/19;'a'ria''B~rYiri~
aged 25, have been convicted of the murder of
Thein Mallng. a boy of 15, at Shwebo, and sentenced
to death.
.:
Ba Kin made.a confes:sion, but the Magistrate,
who recorded the confession, forgot to take his
signature. He noticed the omission on the following
day and sent his Second Clerk to the jail to obtain
Ba Kin's signature. Ba Kin refused to append his
signature. At the trial the learned Sessions Judge
examined the Magistrate. The Magistrate stated that
before he recorded the confession he satisfied himself
• Criminal Appeals Nos. 607 and 622 of 1929, from the order of the Sessions
J'.:dge of Shwebo in Sessions Trial No;l! of 1929.
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that Ba Kin w~pted to confess voluntarily. Then the·
Magistrate depo~ed to what had been stated to him by
v.
KINGBa Kin. The Magistrate finally stated " I ·wrote out
EMPEROR.
all that Ba Kin said and then my clerk Ba Din read
MAUNGBA,J. it out to him in my presence.. 1 asked him whether
what had been read out to him was correct. Ba Kin
said that it was correct. * * * I took down the
statement of the accused in my Criminal Miscellaneous
No. 32 of 1928. This
re:::ord contains
a full and true
:.
.stateinent ofw~~t the accused Ba· Kin told me."
TheMagistiat~'s Bench Clerk,· Ba Din, was al~o
examined in the Sessions Court.·. He :states that he
was present whenBa Kin made his:confession and
that he read his statement over to him . and Ba Kin
acknowledged itto be correct.·' lIeiurther states that
the staten1ent recorded in Criminal Miscellaneous
No. 32 is the confession made, by Ba Kin on that
occaSIon..
. .
On behalf of the two appellants it has been urged
that the confession is not admissIble in evidence·
The learned cot.ulsel in support of that contention
quoted thre.e cases. The first case is Q1f.een~Empress
v. Viran and ot~ers (1). In that case a Deputy Magistrate recorded a statement In the nature of a confession
made by V. The statement, whi·chwas made in
Malayalam, was recorded in English and signed by
:~e Magistrateonty. Shortly afterwards the Magistrate
examined Vas to this statement and V admitted that
he had made it voluntarily. V retracted that statement later. Mr. Justice Parker held that the provisions
. of section 164 of the Code of: Criminal Procedure
are imperative, and section· 533 \vill not re~der a .
confession admissible where no attempt has been made
to conform to the provisions of the former section. He
further held that inasmuch as the record of the
BA YIN

.

.

.

::;l....·-.·~lff

~

(1) (1886) 9 Mad. 224.
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.statement of V wasn0t admissible, secondary evidence
thereof could not be given. TIle next case cited is
Jai Narayan Rai v. The Queen-E1npress (1). There the
accused, when in custody, made a confession to a
Deputy Magistrate. The confession was recorded by
:the D~puty Magistrate in English, though made in
Hindi, which the Deputy Magistrate perfectly well
understood and could write. It purported to have
-been recorded under the provisions of section 164,
and was in reply to orie questi'on which was set out.
The record bore the signatures of the accused and of
the Deputy Ma.gistrate, as well as the certificate as
required by the section. It was held that the provisions of section 164 reae! with section 36+ are
imperatiVe as to the langluge in which a confession
is to be recorded, and that section 533 cloes not
contemplate or provide for any non·compliance with
the law in this respect, and that, therefore, as it was
not impracticable to record the confession in Hindi,
the Sessions Judge was right in refusing to admit
the document in evidence. It was further held that
the Sessions Judge erred in admitting the oral evidence
of the Deputy Magistrate as to' what the accused told
him, as, seeing that he was acting under the pro'visions ot section 164 of the Criminal Procedure Code,
the confession was mattt:r which was required by law
to be reduced to the form of a document, and
therefore, under section 91 of the Evidence Act, no
evidence could be given in proof of stich matter
except the document. The third case cited is
Sadananda Pal v. Emperor (2). The accused made
a certain statement before a Magistrate \\-ho recorcled
it and took his thumb mark. The accused retracted
that statement later. The learned Judges held that a
thumb mark is not a signature within the meaning
(I) (18)0) 17 Cal. 852.

(2) (l90S) 32 C<11. 550.
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of section 3, clause 51, oLJhe General Clauses Act~
or section 164 of the Criminal Procedure Code.
They, however, returned the record to the Session~
Judge with a direction to take evidence as to whether
the accused duly made the statement recorded.
The last case will not support the agreement. The
learned Judges, who decided the case, were of the
opinion that the defect could be remedied by taking
evidence that the statement recorded was duly made
by the accused. Inthe>prcscnt.;&se.also the learned
Sessions Judge of Shwebo has adopted that remedy.
The view of the law taken in ]ai Narayan Rai':i case
(2) was doubted in Lalchand v. Queen-Empress (1).
In considering Jai Narayan Rai's case (2) the learned
Judges observed: (I It is ,-mnecessary for us in the
present case to do more than""sa:y"'1h'at, as at present
advised, we are unable to agree in the view of the
law which formed the grounds of that judgmenL
J ai Narayan Rai's case (2) was dissented from in
Queen-Empress v. Visraln Babaji (2). The accused's
statement was made in Marathi and recorded in
English. The learned Judge held that, assuming that,
it was practicable to record,thes.tatement in Marathi,
and that consequently it was irregular, with reference
to section 364 of the Code, to record it in English)
the statement was nevertheless admissiblejn evidence
under section 533, the irregularity not having injured
the accused as to his defence on the merit. Vi1'an's
case' (1) was decided in i886. The learned Judge,
'who decided the case, in holding that section 533
conld not be invoked was no doubt influenced by
the fact that no attempt had been made to conform
.to the provisions of section 164-. It appears from the
judgment that prisoner No. 1 made three separate
statements before the Deputy l\.fagistrate on 9th May; •.
ft

(I) (1891) 18 Cal. 549.

(2) (l89i) 21 Bern. 495.
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a fourth on 19t1l May, and a fifth on 31st May; but
none of these statements ""ere recorded under section
164 or 364. The questions put. and answers given
were not written down; they were not taken down in
the language in which they were made,. but in
English; they were not signed by the prisoner or
certified by the Magistrate. In these circumstances
section 533 could not be invoked. Since the decision
of that case, some verbal alterations have been made
in section 533. After the. word I' recorded ", these
words " or purporting to be recorded" have been
inserted. After the \vords "tendered in evidence ",
the words "or has been received in evidence " have
been inserted. The alterations imply that, even if a
statement be not recorded strictly in,~,9nformity with
section 164, but so long as the Magistrate purports
to have recorded it nnder th~t section, and even
:' Her the statemen t has been received in evidence,
section 533 can be resorted to and evidence taken
that an accused person duly made the statement
recorded. Section 533 plainly provides that notwithstanding anything contained in section 91 of.the Indian
Evidence Act such statement shall···'be"'''admitted, if
the error has not injured the accused as to his
defence on the merits. In the present case the
confession was recordtd under section 164, al~d the
Magistrate who recorded it complied with, the provisions of that section, except that through an oversight he did not take the signature of the ·corfessor.
The learned Magistrate has been examined, and from
his evidence it appears that Ba Kin .did make that
confession and that he· did so voluntarily. I there·fore have not the slightest donbt that the confession
can be admitted in evidence.
vVhen the Magistrate's second clerk, Po Yan, visited
Ba Kin in the jail to obtain his signature. Ba Kin
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refused to" sign}" saying that he had confessed on
the previous day because the police had asked him
to do so; but when he was examined by the Committing Magistrate on 11th January 1929, Ba Kin
denied that he ever made a confession. He ..dded
that when the Court Clerk came. to him for signature he reh.lsed to sign, because he had not 'made
any confession. Had it been true that the confession was made under inducement, he would certainly have sat'd1'"<.>so to the Committing' Magistrate.
In my opinion the confession was quite genuine and
it can be used against Ba Kin under the' p'rovisions
of section 21 of ~the Indian Evidence Act, and' it
can be considered against the co·accused Nga BaYin
under the proyisions of section 30 of the said Act.
But as against Ba Yin corroboration by independent
testimony is essential.
[On the evidence, and after considering the con·
fession, his Lordship up11eld the conviction and
sentences of both the accused.]
BROWN, J.-I have had the advantage of reading
the judgment 1:l-;df"- my learned brother Maung' 'Ha,
and I agree with him that the confession in this
case was admissible in evidence and' that the failure
of the Magistrate to secure the signature of the
confessing accused has heen cured under the provi.
sions of section 533 ·of the Code of Criminal Pro·
cedure. The record made by the Magistrate who
recorded the confession shows that before recording
the confession, he asked Ba Kin a number of questions as to the reasons which led him to confess.
He asked him whether he knew that ele confession
rni'ght be used as evidence against him, and to this
'. Ba Kin replied in the affirmative. He also asked
other questions to satisfy himself of the volunary
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nature of the confession. In none of these qucs .
tions does the Magistrate definitely explain that
Ba Kin was not bound to make a confession, but
when examined in Court the Magistrate says that
he warned the accused that he had nothing to gain
by hi.., con fession and that it might be used against
him, and the Magistrate appended to the foot of the
confession the certificate required by section 164 of
the Code of Criminal Procedure to ihe effect that
he had explained to Maung Ba Kin that he was not
bound to make a confession and that if he did so
any confession he might make might be used as
evidence against him. I am satisfied in the circumstances that there was a substantial compliance with
the provisions of sectio·.ll fQ"43,nd 364 of the Code of
Criminal Procedure, and that any defect in this respect
has been cured under the provisions of section 533.
I agree also that there is sufficient corroboration
of the confession to leave no room for reasonable
doubt as to the guilt of either of the accused. Tbe
confession of Ba Kin does not entirely agree with
the evidence of the prosecution witness, Maung Ba
Lay, as in the confession Ba Kin says. that it was
Ba Yin who originally called the deceased, saying
that he would get compensation for damage to the
bicycle, whereas Ba Lay mentioned Ba Kin only. Ba
Kin in his confession does not deal with this point
at length, and it is possible that he did not speak
the truth here as he wished to minimise his part in
the assault. I can see no reason, however, for
supposing that the confession was not a voluntary
one and so far as the· case of Ba Yin is concerned,.
strong corroboration is afforded by the evidence of
lJ Hmu, Maung Pan and Ma Suleman. I see no
good reason for doubting the bona fides at any fate
of U Hmu and 1\1a Suleman.
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It has been suggested that the confession cannot
BA YIN
be used as ;ai(ainst Ba Yin, because Ba Yin is
:I.
the leading part in the crime in the conassigned
RING·EII[PEROR.
fession. It seems to me .clear, however, that the
.BROWN, J.
confession does implicate Ba Kin him self in tbe
murder and therefore can be considered as against
Ba Yin also. The murder was of the most brutal
kind and in spite of the youth of the appellant
Ba Kin, I do not consider there is any reason for
not passing the death ser:tence on both the appel..
lants.
I agree that both appeals must be dismissed and
the sentence of death confirmed in each case.
1929

APPELLA'l~E

CIVIL.

Before Mr. Justice Baguley.
1929

.July 24

MAESE
v.
MA BOK SON.*
Agriculturist's house-Exemption from (Itt(lchment-Sitllatiol~ of house
immaterial so lo,~g (/S occupicdi!Jl.,~grjClllturistalld belonging to hill/Civil Procedure Code (Act VOf 1908). s. 60 (cl.
A house belonging to an agriculturist ·and occupied by him is exempt from
a,ttachment and sale under the provisions of s. 60 (c) of the Civil Proced"re
code. The fact that such a house is situate in a village and not in the field
m<tkes no difference.
Jivan Bhaga.v. Rira Baiti, 12 Born. 363-distillgu1shed.

Day for the appellant.

Tambe for the respondent.
BAGULEY, J.-This is an application in revision of
an order passed by the Township Judge, Pak6kku,
in, his execution case No.9 of 1929.
... Civil Revi,sion No. 52 of 1929 (at Mandalay) from the order of the Town_
ship Court of Pakokku in Civil Execution No. 9 ~f1929.
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In this case the respondent attached a house
belonging to the judgment-debtor in execution of an
.ordinary money decree. Objection was raised that
the house was the property of a cultivator and
occupied by him, and, therefore, was free from
.attachment unner section 60 (c) of the Civil
Procedure Code. It is described as a house with
bamboo flooring, bamboo-mat walling and bamboo
Toofing, and therefore, presumably, is not of great
value.
.-'··_!1
The order of the trial Court is shOI t. The fact
that the judgment-debtor was a cultivator does not
seem to have been disputed; but it was stated that
this house was in the village and during the cultivation season the cultivators lived in a hut put up
on his ya land. The trial Judge.quoted the case of
Jivan Bhaga v. Hira Bhaiji (1), and stated that it
was held therein that only the house occupied by an
agriculturist bona fide for the purpose of culti vation
is exempted. The first comment I make on this
ruling is that it was not under the existing Code of
Civil Procedure, and section 60 (c) of the present
Code differs in its wording from the old section 2(6.
In the second place, it was held that the judgment.debtor in that case was not really an agriculturist:
he was something which is described as a bhagdar,
and it is stated that his character as a bhagdar
predominates over his other character as an agriculturist; so I deduce that this judgment-debtor was
not mainly an agriculturist: he had some other form
of occupation. It is also mentioned on page 365,
that there is ill Bombay· the Bhagdari Act dealing
with this very special and very limited class of
property.
h

."

(1)(1888) 12 Born. 363.
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Section 60 (c) of the Civil Procedure Code states
MA ESE
that" houses",and other buildings (wi{h the . materials
M..I. BOK SON. and the
sites thereof and the land immediately
B~G;:EY, J. appurtenant thereto and necessary for their .enjoy-ment) belonging to an agricultvrist and' occupied by
him" are exempt from attachment and sale. In the
present case, the proJ:erty attached is a house which
belongs to an agriculturist and is occupied by him;
and giving their plain meaning to the words of the
section, I entir~ly fail to ~ee how it can be said
that the ho,use"is liable (0 attachrri'ene'~';·"The·:trial
Judge says that if this meaning is given to the
section, most of the houses in Burma cannot be
attached, which would be very absurd. This may
be the case, but it is not for him t,) say whether
the law is absurd or not; it is his duty to enforce..the
law as it is. It is rather strange that there has been
no published ruling on the point up 10 date,.
because to my personal knowledge such cases have
come up many times in lower Courts.
I hold that an agriculturist's house, occupied by
him, is exempt from attachrr.ent : and this would apply
both to his house in the village and also to his hut in
the field if he has one. _ " ; , ' , ' , " 1 " ' "
I consider the refusal of the trial Judge to give effect
to the plain meaning of the wording of the section can
only be described as perverse, and I am therefore of
, opinion that this Court can interfere in revision.
I set aside the order of the lower Court- and direct
that the attachment of the house in, question be
removed. The respondent to pay the appellant's costs'
in 'both Courts; advocate's fee in this Court h\'o·
gold mohurs.

..

,

~.
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APPELLATE CRIMlNAL.·
BCjore Mr. Justice Chari.

WiIippi}/!!-ifllPri~"'/mellt

.

NGA NYI GYI

Jn9

v.
K!NG-EM PP;BQRi

J1Il:)' 29.

sentences,in tIt'o: different-cases. qgajllst d·.person

co/icc/h:ety e.');ccding·.;ez'C1l yefus-Additionc/i iJ.,t;ipp{n/ise'/ilcnce ille,~aI":
CrimmaJ ProcedNl'e Code (Act' V of 1i>9~), 's:. g93:....:,n:;ir~a Act,· V III of

1927.
\\There'" person who is sen'te~ced in tw.) different cases t<;> punishment,
"\vkich c(llIect(vei yexceed' the term of ,e',en ye<lr~" h:e' cannoi'b~' puni~hed' in
addition ~vith\\;hiprlngunderthe pro\i.. io;:s'of Bt,rn;aL6..d VIJlof 192i.

Tun. Byu, . Assistant Government Advocate, for
the Crow,n•.
CHARI, J.-Theaccused in thi~ case. was propl;rly
identifie~ by .Ma Sein Pu and his guilt has be~n
established.
. Th~ case ~va:s admitted b,ecausea senlence ,of
whipping waspassecl in addft.ionto t.heseven years'
rigorousimpr;isonment.p<Js~~don,th.e
: accuJed. In a
previous ca~e, Criminal Regular No. 140 of in9 ill the
Court of the same Magistrate the accused \\'~it', sentenced to four years' rigorous imprisonment, and the
sentence of seven years passed on him was directed to
run after the expiry of the sentence in the preVIOUS
case.
The question arises whether a sentence of whipping
is legal. Under section 393 of the Criminal Procedure
Code no male sentenced to death or to tran"portatioll
or to penal servitude or to imprisQq,n.1ent f~k mo.re than
five years could be punished witb;\\;hipping. 'This
has been altered by the Burni.a;~~~lVIHoCi927' alld
the term of five has been extended. to'seven years: '
49
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The question for decision is whether a person, who
is sentenced in "two. differeht cases to punishments
which collectively exceed the term of seven ) ears,
could be punished with whipping. In a Madras case
(I.L.R. 1 Mad. 56) it has beet1 held that a person,
who has been punished with the classes of punishment
specified in section 393 of the Criminal Procedure
Code but in a different case and for a different offence,
could not lYe punished with whippit,lg in a subsequent
C<lf.e in which he has been convicted.
It seems tome,
therefore, that the"word sentenced " which occurs in
section 393, Criminal Procedure Code,and in the
Burma Act VIII ,~f 1927, must be read in a general
sense, and, if a person is sentenced for any period
exceeding the period fixed by the Act \vhetber in
conviction in one case or more than one, hecartnot be
punished with whipping. The order of whipping in
this case is iUegal and therefore set aside.
T he explanation offered by the District Magistrate
is accepted. The trial Magistrate's explanation is alSo
accepted,as the question is not freefrC'm doubt and
the section of the Burma Act is undoubtedly capable
of the construction which the reamed Magistrate
put 011 it.
(I
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APPELLATE CRIMINAL.
Before Mr. Justice B£lguley.

MAUKG SAN MYIN

v.
KING.EMPEROR.*
;E"'cise officer .lOt a police officer--.1,dmission mad: to excise officer admissi/:le in
evidence-C pi"m Act 11 of 187l:!) 55.14. 15. 16,-Se.lrc11 and sd .ure ofopIUm,
difference between-Sei'llre'in·'transit...4Jonvictiol1 lor illeg ,1 possession of
obJect, although search illegal.
An Excise officer has powe'rs of arrest. search, granting bail, etc., under the
B rma Excise Act V of 1917. but he is nota police officer. Soanadmission
,made to an excise oFfic~r is admissible in eviden~e.

V. R. Venkatar,mlan v. King-Emperor, U.B,R (l907.09) l-cvcrruled.
Under the provisions of ss. 14, 15 an:l16 of the Opium Act, searches of opium
are required b be in accord.anct' with the rules foe' searches under the Criminal
Procedure Code, but seiz.lres of opium in Ir.:l·lsit do not cocne under those
'Tules.
Although a se.lrch made in a person's house m;ly be illegal rendering the
;person who mad..: st:ch search liable to be sued for damages, still if some property is acbally f lund during the search whose possession c0nstitutes an
·off.nee, then the person in unlawiul possession is liable to be C Il1victed.

Mi Hatlk v. Killi!.-EmlJeroJr, 4 L B.R. 121-referred to.
.11£1 Htway v Kin~·Emp~ror, 4 B.L.J. :i.-dissented from.

J.-The

applicant has been convicted
:under section 9 lc) of the Opium Act by the Subdi visional Magis trate, Amarapu ra, and h is appeal
:having been dIsmissed by the Additional Sessions
Judge, Mandalay, be now comes to this Court in
revision. The case against him is that certain excise
,officers having received information that he had
opium to dispose of, arranged by means of emissaries to buy the opium. from him through a dummy
purchaser. The first attempt to arrange a meeting
between the accused and. the dummy purchaser
BAGULf<:Y,

* Criminal Revis:on No. 1001l of 1929 (at Mandalay) from the orderofthe
Subdivisional Magistrate of Amara-pura in Criminal Trial No. 14 of 1929.

~19Z9
~

Aug. 5.
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proved aborti.ve. The ne.xt ni.ght the dummy purchaser was sent out in a car t~'wait near 1 be Myitnge
raihvay bridge, excise officers remained in hiding
V.
Ku\'Gclosed by, and it W3.S arranged tl1at as soon as events
EMPEROR.
proceeded far enough to' warrant a rush, the lights
BAGULEY, J.
of the car were to be. switched on. The.: 1\\'0
emissiaries were sent off. to bring the accused to tbe
spot with ihe opium. After "vaiting for some time·
.cHle, 9£ these men ca~;;eto th'e cit \vitb"th~ ~ccused,.
,,and purchaser' asked \.Yhe.tbecJ1e;,ha~La;.sampleofthe
opium with him. This was produced and' tbe purchaser' said
would, pay and told the driyer to
switch on his lig!1ts. ; On the lights being switche,d
on' the two excise _inspectors who were , in· biding
close by rushed up, a sub.inspector, of excise \\'ho had!
been standing close to tlle car -disdoseclhimself, and
'the accused \\'as arrested. On asking him "d1ere the
opium was he stated that it was in a boat in the
river close by j so the Inspectors went down to the
boat. As they arri ,,'ed a man \vho W<lS in the boat
threw four tins overboard and, followed them into
the liver himself' and got away .. The tim wererecovered from the water and fOllnd to contain
opium, In t~e boat were found" a, gun and a
cartridgl.belt btlongll1g to the accused j and It is.
said that when arrested the accused said that he
had brought evil On himself as he had intended it
to others, having intended to sell the opium first
and then arrest the purcbaser•
.J
The evidence in support of the case" as I have
puinted out ::tbove, consists of the statements of the
ti.~·o exci..;e inspectors,the statemeilt Of the ward headman whom they took with them as 'a witness, the
s~atements of the two emissaries who \rvere sent out
to bring the' accused with the opium to the spott'
, and 'the ~tatement llf M:ll1og Su,: the taxi o'wner.

MAUNG SAN
MYIN

.~

he
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[His L')rdship afterpiscussing the evidence of
1929
the Crown and the defen'ce~o~tiI;uec1 as follows]:- MAO~;; SA:-l
It has been argued that an :1.dmissioll mrld~ to
M:l~{
an• excise officer is not admissible: for this there is EKiNG;
MPEROR.
-drrect, authority in V. R. Venkataraman v. King-.-.
'
'r'j'
l'
d
t
I
.
BAGUJ.EY,J.
. E 111Peror (1 j.
us ru mg was quote a t le trymg
Magistrate. but asagain:>t that he referred to two
~I ndian cases, viz., Cl'o(~n v. IVazir Singh (2) and
.Ail Foon v. King-Emperor (3). H:l.d the trying
Magistrate looked into: . -the ;"J\c~s a little more
closely he would have seen that excise officers are
now appointed under the Burma Excise Act V of
.1917. The. judgment in Venlwtaraman's case was
delivered in 1898 and tht;l1 the present. Act was
'not in force. In those days all excise officers
'were sworn in as police officers because the old
Act did not give them the necessary powers of
-.arrest, search, granting bail and so on. The Act
'·of 1917 gives 3.11 these powers direct to the excise
,·officer as excise officer, and tlley are no longer
police officers. Their position appears to have been
assimilated to the position of excise officers of
,'Bengal. Therefore, Venkataraman's case mt:st be
;regarded as out of date and no longer binding.
Another point which has been argucd is that the
search did not comply ",,,ith the provisions of section
103, Criminal Procedure Code, and therefore, the
:accused must be acquitted. This argument is really
{entirely beside the point. Section 16 of ,the Op;Uffi
.Act saY3 that all searches under section 14
section
~15 shall be in accordance '~7ith the provisions of the
-Code of Criminal Procedure. Section 14- refers to
~searches in a building, ves~el or enclosed place: I do
:not .regard a dugout as a vessel from this point of
'(1) u. B.R: (1907·09) p. 1.
(2) P.R.CrI.1918 No.3.

'or

{31 46 Cal. 4r1.
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view and it is quitt clear.JhaLthese things when
searched are intended to be'r~garded as more or less
for the time being fixtures. If they have no locale",
1).
KUwit
is impossible to get witnesses for the locality.
EMPEROR.
Section 15 has two clauses: the first refers to sdzuTeS;
BAGULEY, J.
in any open place or in transit; the second refers to
searches of persons. There was no search in the
present case. It is true that the form applicable tosearches was utilized; but according to the facts as
given by the prosecution ,il"w.as..,a case of a' seizure;
of opium in transit, and section 16 of the Opium
Act does not say that seizures of opium in transit
must be made ill accordance with the rules for'
searches under the Code of Criminal Procedure. TheIst witness Mr. Lynam, Excise Inspector, answered
his question in cross-examinatiot"c more or less eor-rectly; he says th:1.t section 103 in his opinion \~,7ould
only apply to searches made inside houses ano dwelling:
place~. His senior ofhcer, Mr. Paul, is not quite so'
correct. It is however quite manifest that when the:
article to be seized is on the move and has no localeit may be impossible to get witnesses of the locality
to witness its seizure.
"
It is not necessary for the decision of this;
case, therefore, to decide whether a person can be'
convicted on the result .of a search which did not
comply with section 103, Criminal Procedure Code.
Thete are divergent rulings on the point. In Mf
Haukv. Kmg-E,nperor (1), it was held by Hartnoll, J.
(following Queen-Empress v. Taw AU1'lg-P.L.J.B. 367),
that persons who make a search illegally render them-'
selves liable to be sued for damages for this illeg'll
action, butthat this illegal action does not affect the:
ql1eostion wh~the.r the p-=rso~ \\Tl~os~.potlse was illegally'
searched . has· committed an 'offence if. property is:
~fAu~G SAN
MYIN

(1)(1907) 4

L.B.J~.

121.
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actually found during the search·whose possession
1929
constitutes an offence. On the Jther hand, there is an l\<f'AWG SAN
unofficially reported ruling of the High Court Ma
M~~N
Htway v. King-Emperor (1) in which Young, J. ~ ~~~J::~R.
(who argued in !vIi Hauk's case for the Crown before BAGULEY,J;
Hartnoll, J.), held that because a search did not
comply with the provisions of section 103, Criminal
Procedure Code, the conviction must be set aside. It
must be noted, however, that in this case there was no
appearance on behalf of the Crown ·and·,'th(t'judgment
itself is an exceedingly short one. My own opinion is
that Hartnoll, J.'s ruling is correct. There seems to be
no officially rcported ruling of this High Court on
the point.
I hold that the seizure of the opium was regular,
and that the admission by the accused when arrested
was admissible.
There is another point b which I would call the
attention of the trying Magistrate. The accused when
called on his defence devoted a good deal of time
to discrediting the two excise spies. Maung pyant and
Ba San. Several witnesses were called to depose to
the bad character of these two men, 'some said that
they do not \\'ork and some say they eat opium,
keep prostitutes and so on. All this evidence is
entirely irrelevant and should never have been allowed
by the trying Magistrate. If he will refer to tIle
Evidence Act, sections. 146 to 153, he will see hGW
witnesses are allowed to be tested for their veracity.
Section 146 relates to cross-examination: it is permissible under instuctions to cross-examine a witness as
to his lack of work, his habits of consuming opium
or his livings on the profit of a brothel, but when
those questions have been put, th~ examining cQunsel
has got to take the answers, and the. examination of
(1) 4 B.L. J. 2.
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furth er witnesses,Lo,disprove his an swers is not allowed,
save as shown in section 153. Th e credit of \\'itnesses
'iv1:YiN
'L
may be impeach(;d also under section ISS, but section
KIN(:;.1?5 does not allow nic1enceofa witness general
E,MPEROR.
P:,A.qU·l.EY. J. bad chrtpcter.to be brcu~ht in. An attempt 'was also~
made to discrec;i t ~()!ll e of t he other witnesses, by
filing. on May '23 the evidence given by these
witnesses inanOtiH.:r c:~e. The last witness for the
defence h<ld his cvidel~ce recol ded on April 30, and
it is quite contrary·"'to the E\'i ence Act to try to
impeach a witness, by muns of contradictory
statemer.tsmade unless the contradictory. statement is pbt to him in cross-examination, and these
copies of depositions s:lould not have been accepted
by the Magistrate, but I find them filed as exhibits.
I would also D.·ote one' other point. As I have
stated, the main defence of the accused is that the'
excise party wen t to arrest somebody else an d having
allo\\'ec that pei'son to escape they turnedrollnd and
accused him of being' the owner of the opium. Mr.
Lynam stated that, whereas tLe actual seizure \vas
made on Februa~y 21, lie had his information on
January 5 and bad ..duly reported bis action in con'nection\:\:ith thati~formation in his official diaries,
andlleoffered to produce his diaries. At this point
the- Magistrate makes a note" U Ko Ko Gyi (accused's
advocate)"bbjected to the admission of the diary
exti:acfs' i'l;·cevi~lence as irrelevant and that is all
that is on the 'fecord .about the' dhries." The M,agisirate shoi.lICl either ~have definitely admitted' them or
rejected thei,n arid not have' left the matter undecided,
merely nbtilig that the d~.fence objected.' No grounds
are given why these' extracts from the diaries should
havebeenlrrelnant~and of course, it is impossible
to say without seeing.thet:rl _whether. they v;ere or
\~~;~-~~t~;"b;;t"the'~:i'aenc:e is·that the case was got
MAUNGSAN
1. -
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against the acc;usedon Febt\.1ary 18, and it would
·certainly appear in the highest degree relevant to show
that the excise department were working the case up
against this parficular man for more than a month
previously.
I see no reason to interfere in revision and thereJore dismiss this applicCttion .
'iUP
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Before Mr. Justice Brown.
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MA SHWE BA\iV.*
Mahoilledan Law of marrige-Proposal and accepldllcc in pres("//ce of
,ltlahonzedall wit /Iesses esserllial tor vdlidit y of m'lrriagc - Proof of mar riag ePICsumPtion dS to marri"ge by cohabi/atioll and aC~lI:JWltdgul{nt of children
as leg<11.
k_cording to Mahomedan Law. it is essential to the validity of a ll~arri"ge
;thatthne should be a proposal made by or O:J behalf of one of the parties to
the marriage and an acceptance of the prop )sal by or on behalf of the vther,
in the presence and -hearing of twu male or one male and two female witnesses
who must be salle and aduItMaho:nedans. The proposal and accepbnce must
-both be expressed at one meet:n~. No religious ceremony is essential.
In the absence of such direct proJf, marriag" betwe:n a husband and wife
call b" presumed fr$l.ID a long co::r;e of cohabitation and Ii dng together as
husband and wife ~nd from acknowledgment of the children;:s - the legal
. children.
~
.
Aklemannessa'13liii v. M,dtJnlcd Hatem, 31 Cal. 849 ; Habibur Rahll!alt v.
Allaf Ali, 481. A.1l4 ; Im'l11tbandi v. ilfutsaddi, 45 Cal. 8i8 ; Khalah Hidayut
,Collah v. Rai ]a!/ K;tanui1l, M. !. A. V,l!. 3, 295-referred to.
.

E Maung for the appellants.
Rafifor the respondent.

J.- The

nlain question ill issue in these
-oLppeals is whether the appellant Ma Chit May was
;legally married to Dawood, the deceased.
BIWWN,

* Special Cidl Second Appeals Nos. 85,86,87 of 192?, from the judgments

"-of theDistri~t Court of Thayemyo in Civ i1 Appeals

1929

No~. 77 ,78,79 of 1928.
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AccordingJ:o•.Ma Chit May, Dawood first eloped
with her and then took her to the heuse of his mother
Ma Shwe Baw. Ma Chit May herself was a Burman
and had hitherto been a Buddhist.
But when;
she reached Ma Shv,Te Baw's house, a Moulvi was
called in and she was first of all converted to Maho-medanism and was then formally married to Dawood
according to Mahomedan Law.. After that, she and
Dawood lived together as husband and wife until his
death. She now'has two chilcJren by him, one aged~
about 8 and the other about 5.
_Most of the facts alleged by Ma Chit May are
admitted· It is admitted that Ma Chit May and
Dawood lived together as husband and wife. Ma Sa
Ki, the daughter and agent of the respondent Ma_
Shwe Baw, says'that Ma Chit May and Dawood were
living as man and wife for about nine years and dUJ ing
that period there was nothing against her character._
She also says" I have treated the children of Dawet.
as my nephew and niece." Ma Shwe Baw herself",
giving evidence, says" They were living as husband
and wife in my house . . . . . They were:
living as man .and \vife for about nine year~. The:
two children are the son and daughter of DaweL
Ma Chit Mai performed the formalities of the
Mohamedan custom as I have done now. I treated~
her as my daughter.in~law during her~~verture with,_
Dawet and I consider his children as my grand-children.
My son Dawetireated Ma Chit Mai as his:
wife and her children as his children." It is also'
admitted by the respondent that the ceremony oE
conversion to Moharn.edanism did take place.
The only disPJlte lS as to whether the formalities'
r~quired by Mohamedan Law for a valid marriage;
were observed. - According to the Principles of MahomedanLC,l.w by D.F. Mulla, ninth edition, paragraph

VOL.
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196, it is essential to the validity of a marriage
that there should be a ploposal made by or on behalf
of one of the parhes to the marriage, and an acceptance
of the proposal by or on behalf of the other I in the
presence and hearing of h\'O male or one male and two
female witnesses, who must be sane and adult Mahomedans. The proposal and acceptance must both be
expressed at one meeting; a proposal made at one
meeting and an acceptance mf.~de,,,~tanother meeting
do not constitute a v'llid marriage ..
It is admitted that no religious ceremony is necessary at all and although it may bt; customary to call
in a Moulvi for the purpose of celebration, it is not
necessary to do so for the purpose- of a valid marriage.
In the case 01 Khaj ha Hidayut Collah v. Rai Jan
f{hanum (I) the following passages from the works
of Mr. Macnaghtt'n on 1Vlahomedan Law are cited
and apparently appro\'cd :"The Mahomedan llwyers CatTV this disinclination (that is
against bastardizing) much further ; they consider it the legitimate
or reasoning to infet" the existence of marriage from the proof of
cohabitation. " "None but children who are in the strictest sense
of the worcl spuriolls are consideretLincapable ()f inheriting the
estate of their putative father. The evidence of rersons who
would, in other c;\se£, be considet"ed incompetent witnesses is
udmittecl to prc,Ye wedlock, ~ncl, in short, \\·here by any possibility
a marriage may be presumed, the law will rather do so than
bastardize the issue, and whether a marriage be simply voidable
or void ab initio the offspring of it will be deemed legitimate."

It had not been proved in that case that a ceremony of marriage had been gone through; but it
was nevertheless held that there had been a legal
marriage.
In the case of Habibul"_ Rahman Chowdhury and

another v. .. Altaf .Ali Chowdhury cmd others ,(2),
(I) Moore', India !~ppeals. Vol. Ill, page 295 at p. 317.
(21 (1921)48 LA. 114 at p. 120.
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th'eir Lordship.of-:,;:,,ihe Privy Council rerr ark, with
reference to :\Llhomedan Law, II the term I wife'
'V.
MA
necessarily connot~s marriage; but, as marriage may
:~HWE BAW.
be constituted without any ceremonial the e).;i~tence
,.BROWN, .J.
of a marriage in any particular case may be an
open question. Direct proof m:,)' be available, but
iif there be no such, indirect proof may suffice."
Their Lordships proceeded to point out that the
'presumption to be drawn from such inel irect proof
may be rebutLed but that U111ess and,,,,,;llntil.. it is
'rebutted the pi-e~umption must prev<J.il The question
'of the Mahomedan Law of marriage v;as also considered by their Lordships of the PrivyCouricil in
.the Cilse of hl1amballdi v. Mutsaddi (l). In that
':ease their Lordships found that the oral testimony re:garding th e solemnization ofmarriage\v;:i'sUii'satisfactory
'bu~ that the marriage waS nevertheless proved by the
subsequent acknowledgment by the busband of the
legitimacy of his children. At page 889 of the Report
·the fonowing passage occurs:!VIAUNG KYI

"In the absence of any statutory provision l111king compulscry
the registration of Mahomeclan marriages, the Indian Courts, in
'case d a dispute as td the factllm of a marri<lge, qre'llsually left to
discover or attempt to dis~over the truth fre m a 'm~ss 6f ~6f;:ilj'~t~ ..,.
'ing and often very unsatisfactory evidence of witnesses."

There are a number of other cases in which the
:principle has been followed that marriag~ between a
husband and wife can be presumed from a long
'course of cohabitation and living together as husband
and wife and from acknowledgment of the children
'as the legal children.
In the case of Aklemannessa Bibiv. lYJahol1zed
Hatem (2), the High Court of Calcutta held that as
'Pointed out in Wilson's Digest of Anglo~Mabomedan
(1) (191.8) 45 Cal. 878.

(2)(1901) 31Ca\., 849 at p. 856.
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although neither writing nor any religious cere·
mony is necessary to the validity of a marriage con.
tract, "\vords of proposal and acceptance must be
uttered by the contracting parties or their agents in
e,lcbother's presence and hearing ard in Jhe rrescnce
and heari ng of two male or one male ,and' tw.O female
witnesses', who muse be sane and adult 11os1ems,
and the whole transaction mu~t be completed at one
meeting." But the question as to the n:'ces~Jty for
insisting on these requirements "vhen there was streng
evidence of subsequent living togetherasm;:m and.
w:iie was not discussl d. Nor have I ,been, abk to
nnd allY case in which it has been .held.that,.a!theugh
a man and woman have been living together as
husb.tnd ana. wife for a LU'ge number _d years and
have always,'treated eacb other as husband and wik·
and have always been looked 011 as lnlsband and
wife, 'the marriage is invalid, if in fact the proposal
and its acceptance has not taken place in. a formaL
manner.
I tis at any rate quite clear from the rulings that
Once proof has been given 'such as has been given in:
this case as to cohabitation and repute, the burd.en is
on t he person who denies the marriage to prove that
it did not take place.
III the present case there was no obstacle to the·
marriage. Admittedly Ma Chit i\lay was converted
to Mahomedanism. Can it therefore be held as
proved on the evidence that the requirements .0Uhe
Mahomedan Law as to offer and acceptance did not
take place? Ma Chit May herself says on this point.
that \vhen the Moulvi came to the house MaSbwe
Baw and Ko Esoof reque.sted the Moulvi to convert
her and then perform the m'lrriage ceremony accord-·
ing to M:thomed:l.ll Law. " Then 1 was converted by
the Moulvi. "He also asked me if I agreed to marry'
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Dawet. Dav.. et~,I1d I had t~ reply thrice saying thot
I agreed to m'~rry Da\{~r Ko Dawet was abo
v.
asked ii he agreed to marry me and he bad also to
Ilh
'SHWE BAw. reply thrice that he agreed to marry me.
Then the
~BROWN, J.
Moulvi ~ ave me a cup of ~herbat saying that it was
I thztsaye.'"
The MouJvi, F or.Jzorali; himself has bt'en
called. He says that II{::C\)DVerted Ma Chit May
but denies that Dawet and Ma Chit ~1ay were legally
marned. He does notcxplain \\'hat he ineans by
saying that tb~I.,:<..w,t;re' noL,., legally m<ln itel; Ilorhag
he definitely denied that they formally agn.ed to the
marriage in the presence of witnesses and it may be
that by a ceremony of marriage he had in mind some
special rite such as\vould ordinarily be lo11owtd in
such cases. It is difficult to imagine a case in which
.the evidence of."-cchabit: tion and repute could be
.stronger than in this case. Ma Chit May came to
.the house and was formally, converted to Maho_
medanism.Shewas accepted by her mother-in-law
, .and has admittedly been treated by her mother-in-law
.as the legally married wife 01 Da'wood ever since. She
.and Dawood lived together as husband and wife for
nine years. His
by the very relatives who
.. admitted
,.,..
now challengd the legitimacy of the marriage that she
behaved in every way as a wife, tbat !'he was looked
DB as a wife by them, that her children were treated
as Dawood's children and that they had 110 complaint what~oever to make as to her conduct as a wife
Her children are quite clearly treated as Dawood's
oehildren ; and the evidence to rebut the presumption
arising in the circumstariceswould have to be very
strong indeed before the Court could come to a
.conclusion " bastardizing ,. the issue.
~t must' be remembered that the marriage is
alleged to have taken place sume nine or ten years
before the witnesses gave evidence and the production
1929
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oof oral evidence as to what took place \yould be a matter
,of great difficulty. In the circum~tances I am not M~ONG~KYI
V.
:satisfled that it has been proved substantially that the
MA
· requirements of the Mahomedan Law as to proposal S}lWE BAW.
· -and acceptance were not satisfied in the pres<ent case. BROWN, J.
.1 therefore hold that Ma Chit May W3S legally mat".
Tied to Dawood and that her children ape legitimate..
It is sl~ggested on behalf of the .respondent that
· ·even if this be so Ma Shwe Haw is nevertheless
an heir under the M~·homedan Law.. "J hat would
appear to be correct; but in none of Ihecases has
Ma Shwc Haw's claimevec been based on her right
~as one of several heirs.
.
In the first case she has sued toha\<'e ;adeed of
~sale by Ma Chit May of property which belonged to
Dawood set aside.· Her ·case a's set forth in her
'. :plaint was that Ma Chit :May was not married to
Dawood and had no rights whatsoever to tr ansier
:the property. It may be that Ma Chit l\<lay had no
power to transfer the rights of her mihorchildren
.and it may also be that the transfer \.. . ould :be subject
'to the claims of Ma Shwe Haw as oneoi the heirs
·of the. estate. But these were~.. pointsv.hich were
.not raised in the lower Courts. Ma Shwe Baw's suit
was dismissed by the trial Court. Although there
'was an appeal in the District Court, the appeal was
;not taken on these grounds. That Ma Shwe Baw
was not entitled to a cancellatIOn of the registered
.deed is clear. The stlit was based,.on the claim that
.Ma Chit l\lay was not entitled to' deal with the pro,perly at all and that the deed was wholly void. I
am not satisfied tha.t there is sufficient reason for
allowing Ma Shwe Baw to raise a fresh case in this

.appeal.

.

As regards the other two cases, in one of them,
Ma ~hwe Haw sues for possession of certain jewellery.

7~4
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This claim oChers mustobviously fail on the finding
MAtlNGKYI that Ma Chit May Was .the \viTe"of Da~'oOd.
,~~
The third case'is a suit by Ma Chit May and her
.SflW~AW. children against MaSh:weRiw for recovei'yof house-·
13ROWN•. ~J .. hold furniture and clothings.
These properties \vere
-apparently.in the pOs8essiooofM2: Chit May· arid her
childreli' after her husband's c:eath and have since
;reached the possession of l\la Sh\ye Ba\~.' because Ma
Chit May' went into' her· house to live ali.d took the
. properties with lier. She,an,eLl1:er f;!}.ildren are there ..·
fore merelysuingfor propertfes \vhich -they aIle fed
. have been' \vr'ongfully tak€n from thei'rpossf,ssion by
Ma Shwe Baw. In this case also' it was l1ever
suggested in either of the lo\ver Courts that even if
Ma Chit lVlaywere"the· wife of Da\-\·ood,· the sui{
'must fail· becalise Ma' Shwe~·.ga.w.,,,\-\:as. ellso an heir j:
and here! too I do~ not see sufficient reason rdr
alio~'\"ii1g a fresh case to be made in this Court.
T:1e result is that I allow .all these appeals and~n
set aside the decree of the District Court in each
case and restore that of the trial Court in each case..
The respondetlt will· pay the costs of the appellants;
in all three COllrts.
1929
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8efore Sir 8elljamin Heald. Kt., O!!g. Chief Justice, a·lld Mr.
Justice Mya 8u.

L.C.T.R.M.S. CHETTYAR AND ANOTHER

1929

v.

Altg. 12.

A.S. CHETTYAR FIRM AND OTHERS."
InsolvellCY petition-No withdrawal without leave of Court-Court's lower to
Sltbst ilute· allot her creditor in tlace of original petiti011ing creditor-5ub.
stilution ads as if !romcommencement-5ubstitutedl'Qiedit()r'can rely on
same act of insolvencY-Provincial Insolvency A,t (V of 1920) s. 16.
Where an insolvency petition has been validly filed ab initio, it cannot be
withdrawn without the leave of the Court. If the petitioning creditor does not
proceed with due diligence or if fraud and collusion with the insolvent are
al1eged against him, it is open to the Court to substitute at any time any uther
creditor as petitioner. Such substituted creditor takes place of the original
petitioner abinitio, and can rely·on the same act of insolvency notwithstanding tha.t he is substituted more than three months after the ·dateof sudl" llct of
insolvency.
In re Maund (1895) 1 Q.B.D. 194-distillguishld.

Doctor for the appellants.
Eunoose for the first to fourth respondeJlts.
Banerjee for the fifth to seventh respondents.
,:.,";=/".:.:;",

HEALD, OFFG. C.J.-On the 19th of December
1927, the present first respondents, who are the
A.S~ Chettyar firm, filed a creditor's petition under
section 9 of the Provincial Insolvency Act for the
present fifth, sixth and seventh respondents, who
are mother, son-in-law and. daughter and who
according to the petition were jointly indebted to
the first respondents in respect of certain promissory
notes which they had executed jointly, to be adjudicated insolvents. T he acts of insolvency which they
alleged were that the· alleged insolvents had, on the
• Civil Miscellaneous Apreal No. 29 of1929, from the order of the District
CourtofPegu in Civil Miscellaneous Case No. 149 of 1927.

50
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20th of Septemqyt 1927, that is, within three m~mths
L.C.T.R.M.S. before the date of the petition, made two transfers
CHETTYAR
" ' proper t"les III faVOUI,
' .' 0 f th el'.A. CIJe t't yar
v.
0 f tl'Jelr
CH~~~YAR firm, which transfers would, under section 54 of the
FIRM.
Act, be void as being a fraudulent preference, if the
H~i. fifth, sixth and seventh respondents were adjudged
OFFG. C,J. insolvents.
-"
" .
.
, On the 10th of February 1928 the present fourth
respondents, ' who' are ,th~_:' M.V.R. 'Chettyar firm;
applied to be.. ,joined as petitioning Creditors on the
ground that. the alleged insolvents and the T ~A.
Chetty~r firm were trying to induce the first respondents to withdraw their, petition in fraud of the
iights of the other creditors. They relied on the
acts of insolvency mentioned in the first respondents' ,
petition. The . first respondent and the alleged
insolvents stated that they had no objection to their
being joined as petitioning creditors and they were
so joined as by consent.
On the 27th of March and the 11th of August
1928 'the present second and third respondents
respectively' also applied to be joined as petitioning
creditors, allegip,&.the same acts of insolvency.
On the 10th October 1928, before orders had
been passed on the applications of the second and
third respondents, those respondents applied to be
allOWed to withdraw their applications and the first
and fourth respondents applied to be allowed to
withdraw the petition.
On the same date the present appellants, namely
the' L.C.T.RJvL and the T.S.T. Chettyar firms,
applied to be joined as petitioning creditors. They
alleged that the first respondent, that is the original
petitioning creditoralld some of the other creditors
had fraudulently and, collusively come to an arrangement with the alleged insolvents out ofeourt to
1929
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their own advantage and to the detriOment of the
~929
general body of creditars, and they prayed that L.C:i··oR.M.S.
leave to withdraw the petition should not be granted CHE:~YAR
and that the insolvency proceedings should be Cii:~YAR
continued by adding or&ubstituting them as peti- F_I~M.
tioning creditors, if necessary, under the provisions H=P,
of section 16 of the A C t . ° FFG . C.J.
On the 26 of November 1928 the Court directed
the first four r~spq11.dents!9. file statements of the
terms on which they asked to be allowed to withdraw. They filed petitions in which they denied
that they had come to any arrangement with the
alleged insolvents and said that the ground for their
withdrawal was that they were satisfied that the
alleged act of insolvency could not be proved.
The Court then allowed the withdrawal of the
original petition and of the applications of the second
and third respondents to be joined as petitioning
creditors, and directed that appellants should be
substituted as petitioning creditors and should file
new petitions on their own behalf.
Appellants appeal against the order allowing the
withdrawal of the petition and directing them to file
a new petition on the ground that that order prevents
them from taking advantage of the act of insolvency
mentioned in the original petition, since that act
took place more than three months before the date on
which new petitions can be presented.
The first four respondents, that is, the creditors
who applied to be allowed to withdraw, admit that
the lower Court's order has the effect of preventing
appellants from prosecuting the insolvency proceedings on the footing of the act of insolvency originally
alleged, but say that in law the Court could' not
allow the appellants, -whose~-applicaw:m:ol.o"he.made
petitioning creditors was" made" more than three
°

°

°

°
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months after the alleged act of insolvency, to be
~.C,T:R.:M,.S, joined as. petitioillng creditors so as to rely on that
CHltTTYAR
.
1veney_
'lI.'
a,ct 0 f lOSO
CH:-';~AR
The alleged insolvents support this contenticn
FIRM:,
and say that in order to succeed appellants m,ust
afun. prove a new act of insolvency committed within
OFFG. c.J,
three months of their applic~tion.
. .
AU the r~sponqents rely on the decision in the
case. of In re Maund (1). In that case certain
creditor filed a p,~tition or. t.pe 16th of May 1894,
alleging that an .act of bankruptcy llad been committed on the 5th of March 1894. On the 15th
of June an application to add the names of two
other persons as petitioning creditors was made, the
reason for that application being that there was a
doubt whether the amount of the debts due to the
creditors who had filed the petition was sufficient to
entitle them to present the petition.. The English
Bankruptcy Act of 1883 contained in section 107 a
provision similar to that of section 16 of the
Provincial Insolvency Act, which gives the Cour,t
power in cases where the petitioner does not proceed
with due diligence on his petition, to "substitute as
petitioner any other creditor' to \vhom the debtor
may be indebted in the aIllount required by the Act
in the Case of a petitioning creditor,
but the
learned Judges said that II the power ought not to
be exercised after the lapse of three months from
that' date of act of bankruptcy."
That decision was doubtless' r'ighi on the facts
of the particular case in which it was given, since
!n that case it was desired by the exercise of the
power to . remedy a defect which might invalidate
the Jiling of the petition itself, but it has no app1ica~
. Hon to a case like the" present where the peJitioq:
II

(1l~1895)

I Q.B.D. 194.
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was validly filed ab initio, or to a case where fraud
and collusion between the ~iieg~d insolvents and the
petitioning creditors is pleaded, since in the very
case on which that decision was based and in which
it may be noted the expression of opinion which it
followed was clearly obiter, namely the case of J n re
Maugham (1), I-t was expressly said that if on an
application for substitution fraud were alleged the
Court would strain its jurisdiction to "the utmost.
In the present case there""ls,.Jl,o;;,.nee(i.. to strain
the jurisdiction. The original petition was validly
!presenled and could not be withdrawn without the
leave of the Court. The case \~ras clearly one in
~which . the petitioner did not proceed with due
diligence on his petition and was further one in
which fraud and collusion were alleged." It was open
to the appellants to corne in as creditors at any time
while the insolvency proceeciings were pending and
it was open to the Court to substitute them as petitioners for the first respondents.
The effect of such substitution would be that they
took the place of the first respondents ab initio, and that
they were entitled to prosecute tl1~ or~g~t:l~l petition as
if it were their own petition, so that no question of the
necessity for a fresh act of insolvency could arise ..
I would therefore set aside the lower Court's order
allowing the original petition to be withdrawn, and
directing the appellants to file new petitions, and under
the provisions of section 16 of the. Act I ,..·ould sub" .'
stitute appellan ts as petitioners for the first respondents.
The respondents should bear appellants' costs in
this Court, advocate's fee to be five gold mohurs,
and the costs in the lower Court should abide the
final order for costs in the insolvency proceedings.
'. MY-A Bu, J.:.....:..1 concur.'
.
(1) (1888) ;21 Q.B.D: 2h
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Refore Mr. Justice Baguley.

, 1929

MAUNG KYWE

v.

Aug. 19.

MA 'THEIN TIN.*
Buddhist Law-Divorce on tlte ground of Cruelty-CrueltY. what it consists
of""-Sing Ie assault or act olviolence not n~cessar'ilY on act of cruelty.
,Held, that a single.$lJault by a husband, which was provoked by, the wife,

is not a sufficie'nt ground for the granting of a divorce to a wife on ~ny terms.
when the character and habits of the hilsband are not of a nature to suggest
any likelihood of a repetiti,on of the offence.
Cruelty consists in indifference to, or delight 'in, another's pain. Hence' a
single act of voilenc'eis not necessarily an act of «ruelty in every case, justify·
ing a divorce.
Ma Ein v. Tc Naung 5 L.B.;R. 87; Ma Cyan v. M,aung S1I TVa" U.B.R.
(1897-01) 28; Ma HlwMe v; Maung Po r;yi, c. II. AdIOof4-92S.,.Ma.Sat v .
.MaungNj'tBu. 4 U.B.,R; 68; MQung Hme v. Ma Sein, 9 L.B.R 191 ; Po Han
v. Ma Talo!:, 7 L.B.R. Z9-referrcd to.

.

'

.

Day fot the ap·pelIint.
M,itter
for the
respondent.
".
.
.".
.

BAGULEY, J.-'The appellant was the defendant in
the trial CourLin In that Court the plaintiff,<MaIhein '
Tin, sued· him . .for a divorce alleging that he had
abused her, had threatentd to throw a stone at her,
bad threatened to kill her , had kept from her a ll'lrge
part of the joint property: of the malriage and spent
jt, and had assaulted her on more,than one occasion.
The defendant denied the allegations mid the trial
Court found that the quarrels that there had been
between them were not suffiCient to justify a divorce
even as by mutual consent. The trial "Judge says
that the plaintiff gives three instances of assault, but
. ' • Special Givi,1 S~Qnd App~~l No.lt6of 1Q2<i (at 'Mandalay) from the judgment of the District CourLof S.lga~ng in Ci vii Appeal No. 16 of 1929.
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that only one is really supported 'by evidence and that
this happened at a time when there was a dispute
with regard to the sale of some onions: the defendant
was going to sell them and. the plaintiff objected to
their be~ng sold saying that they were wanted for
seed; defendant said that they had enough onions
for seed, and after that the plaintiff seized hold of
the bag of onions, there was a struggle for possession
.of the bag, and apparently in the end the defendant
knocked the plaintiffcowr.· As regards the ,making
away with the joint property, the trial. Jlldge found it
not proved. The tria.! Court dIsmissed the .~;uit.
.On appeal to the District Court, the learned Judge
found that there had beenseve('al quarrels between
.the parties which culminated in an assault or assaults.
The judgment,goes on to say: "-From the testimony
-<;>f her witnesses there was a recent instance in which
the plaintiff was fisted and had a bag of onions thrown
at her by the defendal1t." This i~ the only act of
ill-treatment which had been definitely found as proved
by the lower appellate. Court. With this finding I
.am in agreement.
I think that this dispute over the sale of the onions
.did culminate in a struggle of some kind; but that
.~truggle hegan became the plaintiff ~eized the bag Of
onions and tried to wrench it away from her husband. As was only natural, the fight having been
started in this W,iy, the husband. ov,eq.owered his wife,
and it is most probable that he struck her at the
end of it.
.
The judgment of the' lower appellate Court goes
on to say: "At Burmese Buddhist Law physical
assault by the husband on his wiftl is now considered
a matrimonial fault, and a divorce on the terms of a
mutual consent is now allow. d to a wife on proof of
a single act of cnielty on the part of the husband,"
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arid the learned Judge refers to Lahiri's ,. Principles
of Modern Bur.mese Buddhist Law." It is always
KYWE
dangerous to refer to a text book and not look up
V.
MA THi:l~
the rulings upon which the text book is based. The
'liN.
question from the text book is actually correct, but
BAGUlJEY, J.
the statement quoted refers to two officially "reported
cases. One of these is Ma Sat v. Maung Nyi Bu (1)
and in the whole of this ruling I cannot find that
word (( cruelty t, : the learned Judicial Commissioner
throughout refers to misconduct," and the particular misconduct;:'is'"'refe,rtetl"fb by the lower Courts
as "ill-treatment." The actual act complained of
consisted in the husband having assaulted the wife and
caused her to drop her htamein in public. The facts
, in this case did not make it necessary to decide
whether a "single act of misc.onductor cruelty would
Justify a divorce. "''In this case the defendant admitted
"that he had ill-treated his wife as he had been drinking, and that he drank toddy 20 days of every month;
and it is clear from the judgment as a whole that it
was:a case in which there had been more than one
instance of physical ill-treatment. The other case
referred to is Po Han v. Ma Talok (2). In this it is
laid down by a single Judge",that a divorce could be
granted to the wife on the terms of a divorce by
mutual consen t for a single act of cruelty; but it is
worthy of note that" in this case the learned Judge
'disapproved of a previous ruling, Ma Em v. Te Naung
(3), in which Parlett, J., stated that "adultery on the
part of a husband does not alone, or even accompanied by a single act of cruelty, entitle the wife to
a divorce," and that statement was concurred in by
Fox, C.J. It is "true that this ruling so far as it
refers
to adultery has been overruled
by the case of
c
"
"MAtiNG

l(

(1) .(1921-22)4U.B.R.68.
(2) (1913-14) 7 L.B.H. 79.
(3) 11909-10) 5 L.B.R.87.
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MaUl1.g Hme v. Ma Sein (1) j but with regard to the
question of a divorce being allowed for a single act
of adultery it does not appear to have been overruled,
and it is a Bench case, not a single Judge case like
.Po Han v. Ma Talok (2).
In ari unreported case of this Court, Ma Hla Mev.
Mau11g Po Gyi (2), Pratt, J., states that Po Han's case
is authority for the proposition that a wife may claim
.a divorce as by mutual consent on proof of a single act of
cruelty on the part oHhe,husaand'; and that so far as
he is aware this ruling has never been dissented from
and he is satisfied that it is good law•. I would note,
however, that in the ruling in Po Han's case it is stated
that it is clear from the texts cited in section 303 of the
Kinwun Mingyi's Digest that l( even where the husband
has been guilty of cruelty ori1fonce, it is open to the
wife to insist on a divorce and she is entitled to get
it, subject to a penalty, the penalty being that the
divorce shall be effected as if both parties desired it."
.A reference to section 303 rd erred to, does not, in
my opinion, alt.ogether bear out this statement. The
leading Dhammathat (Manugye) only refers to the right
to divorce for a single act of ill-tr.eatment, if at the same
. time the husband has taken a lesser wife, and lIfanu
Dhammathat says the same. Chi/tara is also in agreement with these two Dhammathats,while in the same
section, the Rescript Dhamm.athat, which according
to the Digest, is a special amendment of the law passed
:in 1146 B.E., says that divorce should not be granted
for the first fault; only the guilty party should be
admonished.
The case of Ma Sal v. Maung Nyi Bu follows
the case of Ma Gyan v.Maung Su IVa (3). The
headnote of this. case does not refer to this poiI!t at
. (1) (: 917·18) 9 L.B.R. 191.

(2) Civil Second Appeal 11 0 of 1928.
(3) U.B.R (1897-01) 28.
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all, but a perusal of the judgment shows that it was
a case in which divorce was asked for on the ground
.
t7.
that the defendant had commltted:more than one act
,M\';:'EIN of ill-treatment. There had apparently been a series
~
of assaults which had resulted' in 'the part.ies appearB AGULEY, J.
,
·ing beforcar1;:>itrators with the result that a document
was drawn up which amounted to an agreement that
the wife should be entitled to a divorce and to retain
all the property if, the husband again misbehaved.
Apparently after this document had been drawn up
a quarrel took place and the husband"pulled his wife's
· hair, boxed her ears and kicked her more than once.
This siligle act of ill-treatment. would of course revive
· the previous acts whic.h had been condoned by the
execution of the agreement and the divorce would
naturally follow on the ground that th~re had been a
'course of ill-treatment.
Allother case that has been referred to is Maung Pyi;
·v. Ma Me (1). Here again the husband had beaten
bis wife and had also falsely accused her of infidelity
and there is no question of a divorce having been
given for one act (If physical ill-treatment.. .
It. is unfortunate that in many of these casE'S the
·word II cruelty" ,has been..-lUied",as,,·though"it·,\\~ere
'interchangeable with the term II physical violence."
The two in my opinion appear to be quite distinct.
The essence of cruelty does ni)tconsist '1n-violence.
(( Cruel". is defined in Chamb.er.s' Dictionary as
" Disposed to ,. inflict pain, or pleasedq.f suffering:
void of pity, rnerci1es~. savage: severe," and in the
'I Concise Oxford Dictionary," the word" Cruel" is
defined as II Ihdiffer.tht to, delighting in,ltnother's
pain." 'Therefore, cruelty really .dependson the state
of mind of the person inflicting pain, rather than the
acfual infliction Of the pain. Nahfrally, a series of
M'AUNG
KYWE

(l)UcB.R. (lY02.03) '.' B~ddhistLaw," p. 6.
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assaults which result in ·pain would warrant the
deduction that the person' inflicting that. pain was
~ndifferent to the pain that was being inflicted; but
if an assault is regarded' .as a single act of cruelty,
the assault must in itself be such as to warrant the
assumption that the, person committing it was indif.
ferent to, or pleased with, the pain he was inflicting.
I entirely agree with the proposition laid down by
May Oung in his work on Buddhist Law, namely•
.(( there must be at least evidence of ,suchill~treatment
as shows that the 'husband· is a man of~i~ient
tendencies," to which I would ,add that the ill-treatment is likely to recur.' A divorce· is given, not to
punish a husband for an assault; that is providedfot
by the criminal law, but ·to enable the· wif~ to free
hen'elffrom a bond which bids,·.faic"··.to,,hecome
intolerable.
I n the presen t case I can see no such deduction
warranted. There was a rough-and,tumble,n-ght,
possibly, in which the husband struck his wife j but
the fight happened on the initiative ufthe wife,
because she started the whole trouble by trying to
wrest the bag of onions out of his ha,nd ,i ap:~trxh,~f.l
an assault is committed under provocation, one cannot
from the fact of that assault argue tho.t it was an act
of cruelty committed by the person assaulting. In
this case, nothing whats(',ever has been proved which
would render it likely that the appellant would commit
any further assaults on his wife i he is a man of good
character, and the plaintiff's own witnesses testify to
this: he does not drink and he does not gamble j
and the charge that he has left his wife destitute can
. easily be disproved by the evidence of Ma Hnit, the
6th witness called by the plaintiff, who says that
comparatively recently the plaintiff took a loan of
Rs. 300 from her without any deed and without any
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security, and the money was repaid to her by the
defendant.
I hold that a single assault by a husband on thJ
wife, which was prc.voked by the wife, is not a
sufficient ground for the granting of a divorce to a
wife on a,ny le:i'ms, when the character and habits dt
the husband,as in this case are not of a nature to
suggest any likelihood of a repetition of the offence.
,J do not wish 10 be regarded as differing from the
dicttl'm in which the rulings in Po Han v. Ma Talok
(1) ~mdMa Sat v. Ma;ung Nyi Bu (2) are usually
summed up, namely, tha.t a divorce as by mutual
consent may be granted fora single act of cruelty,
but 1 am of opinion that a single act of violence is not
necessarily an aet of cruelty, and I hold that the assault
in this caSe is n<?t an act of cruelty, either actually or
technically.
I would therefore allow this appeal, set aside the
order of the -lower appellate Court and restore that
of the trial Court. As I consider that lhehusband
is not entirely free from blame, and as the possibility
of exec~tion proceedings in the future would certainly
not help towards a reconciliation bet ween the parties,
I direct that each'of the parties do bear their own
costs throughout.
(1) (1913-HI 7 L.B.R. 79.

(2) (1921-22) 4 U .n.R. 68.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
8efore I(r. JustiCi Chari.

MAUNG SAN DA

1929·

v.

Aug 22.

MAUNG CHAN THA
B~namidar. right

AND OTHERS.*

of. to sue for possessiqn·-Real owner's unwillingness to sue,
<.",".'bnr,to·such'y;jmm~

Held, that whilst a benatllidar may, as against a stranger, maint:lin suits
in respect of immo\'eable property, he may not do so when the real owner
is not willing to maintain the suit to enforce the claim.

Kyaw Htoon for the appellant.
So Nyun for the respondents."
CHARI, J.-Maung San Da, the appellant before this
Court, filed the suit out of which this appeal arises
for specific performane of a contract entered into by
the defendants and. Maung San Da. (Exhibit A)•
. By that agreement the clefendants admitted havingsoid a house to Maung San Da and stated that they
entered into the agreement because at that time they
were unable -to go to effect registration. There is,
therefore, a clear implication that the defendants
should execute a registered deed of conveyance whenever called upon to do so.
The defence was that the defendants never intended to contract with Maung San Da but with his
mother; Daw Me Va, and that they signed a piece of
blank paper which was afterwards filled in without
their knowledge and Maullg San Da's name put in as
the purchaser instead of Ma Me Va's with whom
they intended to treat. It was also alleged: tha~.in
• Special Civil Second. Appeal No. 115 of 1929lfrom the judgment of the
~istrict Court of PeKu in Civil Ap'peal No~ 113 of192$.
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any event Maung San .Da was only a benamidar
of MaMe Va.
The first of the two defences raised need not be
considered at all because it is an incredible statement, in view particularly of the fact that the agreeJ.
ment was attested by two witnesses.
The second defence was not put in as clearly as
it might have been, but what was meant is clear
enough. The learned Judge of the trial Court gave
a decree in favour of tke'''pfaintiff, but in appeal this
decree was reversed by the District" Judge.
It is urged in this Second Appeal that even if
Maung San Da is a benamidar, the defendants cannot resist his suit. On the question whether Maung
San Da was or was not as a matter of fact the
benamidar of his mother;"fhe evidence is perfectly
clear.. The money paid to Cine of tbe old lady's
daughters, to whom the two executants of the agreements were themselves indebted was, at their request,
. borrowed from a Chettyar on a promissory note
signed by Maung San Da and his mother. The
mother states in evidence that she intended to borrow
the money j that the mone.y"wa~·.her own j and that
she, as a matter of fact, discharged the promissory
note. She produced the discharged promissory note,
and it may. be assumed that she was the one who
paid the money to the Chettyar. She also states
in evidence that Maung San Da joined in the execu·
tion of the promissory note because the Chettyar
insisted on' his doing so. It is,' therefore, clear that
the money paid to Ma Saw Nyun was the money of
the mother, Daw Me Ya.
H is possible to argue that Daw Me Va. though
sh0paid the money, intended that the benefit of the
agreement should accU.re to her son, but this pre~
sumption is rebutted by Exhibit 1 filed in Criminal

MAUNG
SANDA
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CHAN THA.
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Regular Trial No. 84 of 1928, in 'whi>ch"Maung San Da
admits not only that the money was his mother's, butthat
his own name was put in as a temporary measure, that
is in effect, that he was a bena111idar of his mother.
The only point for consideration is whether the
defendants could resist ihe suit if Maung San Da was ,
as he undoubtedly was, a benamidar of his mother.
The rights of a benan'lidar to enforce claims in
respect of contracts entered into by him have been
recognized by all the Courts iliIridii:';'ex'2e'pflhat in
respect of immoveable property, some of the High
Courts did not recognize the benamidar's right to
recover possession.
". This matter has been set at rest by the Privy
Council, and, as the law now stav.As.",l3,..benamidar
can maintain a suit in respect of contracts and can
maintain suits in respect of immoveable property
though he is merely a benllmidar. This, however,
does not dispose of the question now before me·
When all the parties to the transaction know that the
person appearing as a party to the contract is not
the real party, and when a defence is raised that the
party suing is a benamidar, the real meaning of 'that
defence is that the real owner, or the person really
entitled to the benefit of the contract, is not willing
to maintain the suit to enforce his claim, and that
the benamidar is maintaining it in spite of the
unwillingness of the real owner to do so.
In this case, though the mother who gave evidence
for the defendants does not say so in so many words,
it is perfectly clear that she was not a willing party
to the plaintiff's enforcing performance of the contract
entered into on her behalf. ....
The defence raised, therefore, is a good one, and,
in the circumstances of this case. the' plaintiff's suit
in on that account bound to fail.
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I, therefore, 'Confirm the judgment and decree of
the lower appellate Court though not for the reasons..
actually stated by the learned Judge.
The appeal is dismissed with costs.

J.

APPELLATE CIVIL.
8efore Sir Benjamin Heald. Kt., Officiating Chief Justice & Mr. Justice. Chari.
1929

SULAIMAN

Aug. 26.

v.
TAN HWI YA.*
Amendment oj Pleadings-Court's discretion-New issue oj lact and oJlawCivil Pro.cedureCode (Act V Of 1908} o. 6, r. 17~tifling a _criminal
prosecution, what is-Agreement resulting in widhdrawal-oJ"4criminal
prosecution, not necessaril,Y void-Agreement to pay debt due without
knowledge ojpending criminal prosecution-Contract Act (IX 011872) s. 23.
Under the provisions of Order 6, r. 17 of the Civil Procedure Code leave to
amend pleadings is a matter in the discretion oithe Court. It would ordinarily
refuse to allow a party to raise new issues offacUongafter the other party has
called all his evidence and .has closed his case. But if on the evidence a new
issue of law arises, that can be raised.
Where a crimil).al prosecution for a non-compoundable offence has been
withdrawn as a result,pf an agreement it.does not necessarily follow that the
agreement itself is void under s. 23 of the Contract Act. Where"1\,"person
guaranteed the payment of a dept that was due without any knowledge that a
criminal prosecution was pending in r:c,spectof it between the creditor and the
debtor and which was thereafter withdrawn, the guarantor was bound by
his contract.

Dwiiendra v. Gopiram, 53 Cat 51 ; Harjas v. Tek Chand, A.I.R. 1927 Lah.
. 465; Nagappa Chetty v. Ma U, 3 L.B.R. 42; Shallti v~ Lal Chand~.A.I.R. 1921
Lab. 530-referred to.

Kya Gaing for the appellant.
Sa Maw for tht respondent.
C.J.-Respondent sued appellant
as 0ne of· the three signatories of a: rl10rtgage bond·
HEALD, OFFG.

• Civil First Appea:lNo; 30 of 1929 from the iUdgnie~t of the District
.Court of Pegu in Civil Regular &uit No. 47of:1926.
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for Rs. 4,000, to· recover Rs. 6,100, which he alleged
to be due on the bond for principal and interest, by
the sale of the mortgaged property, and he claimed'
a personal decree for any amount which might
remain outstanding after sale of the property against
appellant as well as against the other two signatories
of- the bond. Appellant's name did not appear in
the body of the bond, and respondent said in his
plaint that appellant signed the bond as surety for
the repayment of ",:the amount for which the bond
was given with interest thereon.
The other two signatorirs of the bond, who
were appellant's brother, Thein Maung and Thein
Maung's \-yife, did not-contest the suit and are not
parties to this appeal.
Appellant denied that he signed the bond or
stooel surety or. the debt and said that if he did
sign the bond he would not be liable on it because
his name did not appear in the body of the document. He also filed a later written statement in
which he pleaded that the bond was void for material
alteration by the addition of his uame to it.
The lower Court accepted the view that the bond
Was 'void as· against appellant for material alteration
and dismissed the suit as C'.gainst him.
Respondent appealed and a Bench of this Court
set aside the dismissal of the suit as against appeal. lant and remanded the case for disposal on the
issue whether or not appellant guaranteed the pay_
ment of the debt due on the bond.
After the remand and. after respondent had
examined all his witnesses on the issue which then
arose and had closed his case, a ppellant applied for
leave to file still another written statement- in which
he desired to raise a' new defence that the bond was
executed under coercion, undue influence, and pressUre
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of criminal prosecution, and that the main consideration of the bond was the abandonment of the
SULAIMAN
V.
criminal prosecution. That application was made
TAN HWI
YA.
nearly two years after appellant had filed his earlier
HEALD,
written stalement.
OFFG. C.].
The learned Judge said that he could not allow
the new written statement to be filed at a stage
when respondent had closed his case, but he went
on to say that as the matter was a question of law
he must decide it if necessary, and in his judgment
he said that the defence which appellant desired to
raise was a mere afterthought.
On the evidence the Judge found that appellant
signed the bond as guarantor, and gave respondent
a preliminary mortgage decree for sale in the usual
form with a right to a personal decree against appeallant as well as against the other defendants for any
amount which might remain outstanding after the
sale of the mortgaged property.
Appellant appeals on grounds that he did not
sign the bond, that if he did sign it his signing it
would not make him liable on it, that he did not
guarantee repayment of the debt. and that the object
of the bond was to secure the dropping of a criminal
prosecution.
On the evidence there is no room {or doubt that
_appellant signed the bond as guarantor, and the only
ground of appeal which has been pressed is that the
_-object of the~(md was the stifl.ing of a criminal
-prosecution and that because the "bond was void
under section 23 offhe .Contract Act, appellant was
lInder no obligation in respect of it as guarantor.
-("The - case seems to me to raise the following
,;"q~.estions : (1) Whether after respondent had caned his
evidence and closed _his case on the
1929
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issues which arose on the pleadings,
those issues being issues of fact, appellant
ought to be allowed to amend his written
statement so as to raise a new defence
involving (a) issues of fact or (b) issues
of law.
(2) vVhether appellant would be free from liablity
under his agreement to guarantee payment of the debt for which the bond
was given if the bond was in fact void
under section 23 of the Contract Act.
Appellant clearly could not plead at the same
time that he did not- guarantee the debt and that he
guaranteed it with the object of stifling a criminal
prosecution, and as a matter of fact there is no
evidence that he had any knowledge of the cri l11inal
prosecution at the time when he agreed to guaran lee
that debt. He said himself that he had no presonal
knowledge of the criminal prosecution. It must be
taken therefore that his agreement to guarantee the
debt was not void under section 23 of the Contract
Act, even if the bond itself was void under that
section.
The admitted facts of the case are as follows:Respondent advanced Rs. 6,000 to appellant's elder
brother Thein Maung for him to purchase padd y to
be supplied .to respondent. Thein Mallng failed to
supply the paddy and respondent prosecuted him.
Thein Maung then asked the elders of the village to
intercede with respondent on his behalf, and . by
reason of the intervention of the elders respondent
agreed to accept from Thein Maung and his WIfe a
mortgage bond forRs' 4,000 provided that payment
of the money was guaranteed by a surety, and to
drop the criminal prosecution. The bond. was
. executed by Thein Maung and his wife, and then

1929
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OFFG.
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appellant was sent for, and agreed to guarantee the
payment. '. Ther.~.flfter the.pro.secutio~ . was dropped.
The charge brought by respondent against Thein
Maung is said to have been one of 'I criminal breach
of trust," but Burmans do not distinguish between
"criminal breach of trust" and "criminal misappropriation," the hvo offences being ordinarily called
by the same name in Burmese, so that the fact tha
that name has been translated in the record as
"criminal breach of trust" does not prove that the
charge\vas in fact one under.'>.,section-"A.06"of the
Indian Penal Code, whIle the fact that the charge
\-yas allowed to be withdrawn suggests strongly that
it was a charge under section 403 and not under 406
of the Code. If it was a charge under section 403
it was compoundable with the permission of the
Court and no question ofthe"appBtati:OIi"~of'7f'Secti()n
23 of the Contract Act would arise. For this reason
alone it would appear that appellant failed to establish
his defence, and that his appeal must fail.
But in the circumstances of the case it may be
desirable that we should consider the questions of
law which arise in the lower Court's record as it
stands.
,i., •. ;',..!i" ....;,-•.."
The first question is as to appellant's claim to be
entitled to raise a new defence after the respondent
had called his evidence and closed his case. Under
Order 6, rule 17, leave to amend pleadings is a
matter in the discretion of the Court and in my
opinion the Court would ordinarily be . justified in
refusing to allow a defendant to amend his written
statement so as to raise ne,,\' issues of fact when
nearly two years had elapsed since the filing of his
original. written statements and when the plaintiff
had, called. all. his' evidence on the issues of fact
raised by those. written statements and hod dosed
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his case. But if on the facts appeari~g in the
plaintiff's evidence a new defence of law arises, I
see no reason why it should not be taken, even after
the plaintiff has closed his case on the facts, and
therefore, although I would refuse to allow appellant
to plead in this case that the bond was executed
under coercion or undue influence, or to offer
evidence that it was executed under pressure of a
criminal prosecution, I would allow.him"to,..raise..tbe
defence based on the provisions of section 23 of the
Contract Act in so far as that defence arose out of
the evidence given by respondent or his witnesses.
As far the second question I have already said
that I am not satisfied that' any question of the
application of sectioI.l 230£. the Contract"Ae+arises'
because I do not regard it as proved that the pro.
secution was one for a non-compoundable offence,
and I may add that even if the offence was noncompoundable it would appear from the case of
Dwljendra v. Gopriam..
to say nothing of the
cases of H arjas v. Tek Chand (2) and Shanti v. Lal
Chan,d (3) which seem:notto have been . . officiaHy.
reported that' it does not necessarily follow thaf
because a cridiinalprosecution for a non-compound.
able' offence has in fact b~en withdrawn as a result
of ·an~ agreement,'the object of that agreement was
opposed'to public policy and the agreement was
void undersedion 23 ortbe Contract Act. If those
cases were rightly decided they seem to cast doubt
On the correctness of the decision of a learned Judge
6f the late Chief Court of Lower Burma in the case
of NagappaChetty v. Ma U (4).
But even. if the bOnd \vas void as between respondent and the' prin~ipaldebtors, I do not t11ink

(Ir

(l) (1925) <;3 Cal. 51.
(2)0927) Al.R.Lahore.

465..

. (3) (1927) A.I.R. Lahore, 530.
(4) (1905) :3 L.B.R. 42.
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that appellant would be relieved of liability under his
separate agreement to pay the debt, since that agreement was not void under section 23 of the Contract
Act. There was certainly a debt due by Thein
Maung and his wife to respondent, and I see no
reason why appellant should be n:lieved from the
liability, which he undertook, to pay so much of
the debt as was covered by the bond.
I would therefore hold that the personal decree
against appella'ilt'\~as properly given and I would
dismiss his appeal with costg.
CHARI,

J.-l concur.

--'A'PPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Mr. lustice Chari.

DAW YWET
v.
KO THA HTUT. 'x:

1929

Aug. 28.

Partnership Debt-Surviving partner's right to sue witltout joining lcgar
repreSelltatlve of lJeceaseil partmr-Contract Act (IX of 1872) s.45Buddhist couple, analogous positi,'n to that of pal'tliershlp-B1Iddltist
widow's right to sue without obtaining Letters of Administrat Ion.
Notwithstanding the provisions of s. 45 of the Indian Contract Act, tbe
surviving partner can file a suit in respect of a debt due to the partnership
without joining the legal representatives of the deceased partner.
'K.V.P.L. Perianen Chelly v. Armllga Pather, 4.L.B.R. 99-"-referrcdto.
U Guna v. UKyaw Gaung, 2 U.B.R. (1892-96) 204-drssented from.
The position of a Buddhist couple being analogous to that of a partner_
Barmese Buddhist wife can maintain a suit in respect ofa partnership
asset in he·r capacity as survhing partner without any Tefence to her slices···
sion to the interest of her deceased husbaud in the asset or debt due to them
.jOintly. It is therefore not necessary for her to get aSuccession Certificate or
Letters of Administration in respect of such· asset or debt.
.~hip, a

M,,"Paingv. MtittngShwe Hpaw, 5 Ran. 296-referred to.·

* Civil Revision No. 231 of 1929 from the judgment of the Small
. Court of Rangoon in Civil Regular No. 3471 {)fl929 . .

C~use
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Dangali for the.applicant.,.,.
CHAR[, J.-The palin tiff in the suit in tl:e Small
Cause Court is the survivor of a Buddhist couple.
She claimed to recover a debt due to her deceased
husband in which she presumably had a half interest
as the wife.
The defendant objected to the suit on the ground
that the plaintiff could not file a suit without first
obtaining Letters"oL,..Admill.jstration or Succession
Certificate.
The learned Judge of the Small Cause Court held
that he was bound by the previous practice, \vhich
was to insist upon the production of a Succession
Certificate or Letterg of Administration by a Burmese
Buddhist wife or husband when a suit was filed in
respect of a debt jointly due them.
In some of the old rulings of the late Chief Court
of Lower Burma and of the Judicial Commissioner's
Court of Upper Burma it W:lS assumed that one of
a Buddhist couple got the whole estate not by
survivorship but by succession so far as one half of
the estate was concerned and therefore it was necessary
for him or her to get a Succession Certificate or
Letters of Administration in respect of the debt.
The position of a Buddhist couple as regards
their proprietary rights has been considered in the
Full Bench case of Ma Paing v. Mating SIzi.~Je Hpaw
and eiglzt others (1). In that case it was held that
their position was analogous to that of a partnership,
and that all the incidents of a partnership which
were not obviously inapplicable to them because their.
relationship was not a contractual one but a result
of status, might be applied in consideration of their
rights, proprietary or otherwise. 1£ this is so, it
(1) (l927) 5 Ran. 296.
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follows that standing in the position of surviving
partner, the widd'w could 'maintain a suit in respect
V.
KO''fHA
of an asset of the partnership, irrespective· of the
'HTUT.
question whether the share of the deceased partner
~H,ARI, J.
belonged to' the surviving partner or some body else.
In these cases what the law recognizes is the right
of the surviving partner to realize the assets of the
partnership.. Order XXX, Rule 4, of the Code of
Civil Procedure, makes this clear, but even before this
provision of law it hadbee.n .heldby the late Chief
Court of Lower Burma that a partner could· mainbin
a suit in .hisor' her . own name in respect of a
partnership asset· without joining ..,the legal, representatives' of' the .deceased partner in thesuit.K.V.P.L-.
Perianeri Chert)-- "v. Arntuga· Pather' U). In that
case . SirCh~lrles Fox· dissented. ftom' the Calcutta
ruling, which took a contrary vie~~:, arid agreed with
the rulings:of Madras and Bomhay.Thisposition is
made clear in an, Upper Burma case,' U Guna v.
U' Kyaw Gaung (2).' . The Judicial: Commissioner
of Upper. Burma there recognized the position that
the. union of. a. husband and wife aniong Burman
Buddhists should be treated as a partnership but
held that because of the provisions Of section 45 of
the Indian Contract Act the wife could not sue in her
personal capacity alone and must, therefore, obtain a
Succession Certificate in respect of the share of the
other partner.·13ut a.different view of the applicability ofsection.45 of the Indian Contract Act was
taken in lower 13urmain the case I have cited above
where it was held that notwithstanding the provisions
of section 45 of the Indian Contract Act, the sUfvivingpartner could file a suit in respect of a debt

DAW YWET

(1)(1907-08) 4 L.B.R.99.
(2) (11192~96) U.B.R., (Guddhist Law, Marriage) 204.
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due to the partnership without joining the legal
representatives of the deceased partner.
It, therefore, follows that a Buddhist wife can
maintain a suit in respect of a partnership asset in
her capacity as surviving partner wi'thout any reference
to her succession to the interest of her husband in
the asset or debt· due to them jointly.
As this is the sale point on which the learned
Judge of the Small Cause Court dismissed the case
I set aside his decr.ee and -reTb'and,c.the!'tlase for disposal on the merits.
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Before Mr.]ns(icc-Br<T.-Dn.:

-;MAUNG TIN

1929

v.

Aug. 30.

KYINNAHON.*
-

-

-Suit· ofa Small Cause nat~re-irial by TownshiP lndge as such, though
iI/vested '1lJith pO'lJlers oj If. Small Cause Court -character of suit not
altered by the mistake~no aPleal to District Court. _
_ Wllerethe same judge presides over.a SmallC alJse'c~~-;-{~~'d~-T~~vnShiP
Court and tries by mistake ::s Judge of the Towilship Court a case of a SmalI
Cause -nature, the mistake does not alter the charaCter of the suit and nO
appeal lies from the decree to the-District Court.
Nga Shwe Tha v. Nga Po, 2 U.B.R. (1907-09) Small Cause, l--referre-d to.

Guha for the applicant.
Hock for the respondent.
J.-The respondent brought a suit against
the petitioner for recovery of Rs. 181-6, the value of
damage which -he alleged was caused to his paddy
by the petitioner. The trial Court held that it had
BROWN,

it Civil Re~ision No. 65 of 1929 from tht: judgment of the District Court 0f
Tharrawaddy in Civil Appeal No. 120 of 1928.
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not been proved", that the damage was caused by the
petitioner and dismissed the suit. The respondent
V.
The District Court
KYINNAHON. appealed to the Distriet Court.
BROWN, J. held that, from the facts proved, it could safely be
presumed that the dam'l.ge to respondent's paddy
was due to the action. of the petitioner, and gave
the respondent a decree for Rs. 139. The petitioner
has come to this Court in revision on the ground
that no appeal lay to the District Court.
The suit.w.as of a Small Cause. nature and
cognisable by a Court of Small Causes; and the
Judge of the Township Court of Gyobingauk, who
tried th(; present case, has been vested with the
power of a Small Cause Court up to Rs. 200. It is
suggested on behalf of the respondent that the Judge
of the Townsl:ii'p Court has not been vested with
Small Cause Court power by name. It may be the
case that the Judge has not been appointed by name
but only by virtue of his office as Judge of the
Township Court. But no authority has been cited
to me for the view that the Judge has, therefore,
not the power of a Small Cause Court.
The damag~.$ claimed were less than Rs. 200 and
the suit was therefore within the competence of -the
Small Cause Court: and under the provisions of
section 16 of the ProvinGial Small' Cause Courts Act
it was not cognisable by any other Court. . In the
case of Nga Shwe Tha v. Nga Po (1 )it was held
that, where the same Judge presided over a_ S,mall
Cause Court and a District Court, and tried by
mistake as Judge of the District Court a case of a
Small Cause nature, the mistake did not alter the
character of the suit, and that no appeal lay from
the, decree. The decision of the High Court of
Bombay. in the case of Shankarbhai &" Drs. v.
MAUNG TIN

(1) 2 U.B.R. (1907-09) Small Gat:se, 1.
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Somabhai & altotlter' (1) was followed. The same
principle seems to me to apply to this case. The
suit must be treated as though it had been tried by
a Court of Small Causes and no appeal lay. The
orders passed by the District Court are therefore
illegal.,
I therefore set aside the decree of the District
Court and restore that of the trial Court dismissing
the suit of the plaintiff-respondent. The plaintiffrespondent will" pay' the costs of the defendantpetitioner in all three Courts.

1929
l\f-AUNG TIK

v.
KYINNAIION.
BROWN,

APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before lfr.lustice Chari and Mr, lustice Brown.

MA KIN

1929

v.

Sept. 2.

MAUNG PO MYIT

AND OTHERS.'*'

Buddhist Law-Inlteritance-Nephews-Cliildren 0/ elder brother not excluded
by c!lildrm oj YOlltlger brother.
Htid, thlt whilst a yo .Ulger brother of the deceased Buddhist would
exclude om elder brother, if they survive him, a nephew by the elder brother
would not be excluded by a nephew by the younger brother, where no
brother or sisler of the deceased survives him.

Ma Kyawv. Ma Pil, 2 U.I3.R.(92·96), 189 ; Mallng Sa GO/l v.Ma Pwa Tlut,
5 Ran. 74i ; Mau11g Po TIm Daw v. Mating Po Than, 1 Ran. 316-rejared to.

Po Han for the appellant.
Ba Maung and Maung Myit for the respondents.
and BROWN, JJ.-The property in dispute
in this case is the estate of one Daw Pwa, a Burman
CHARI

--- -_._-------------

(l) (1900) 25 BOlD; 417.
* Ci\'ilI<irst Appeal No. 60 of 1929 from the judgment of theC>riginal Side
in Civil Hegulat No. 139 or 1928•.

J.
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Buddhistdeceased.. At tne",tinie of her death, she
left surviving the plaintiff-respondent Po Myit (lnd
V.
the defendant-re~pondent Ko Tun Kyaw, who are
MAUNU Po
MY1T.
sons of' her elder brother, the defendant-appellant
'-.-'CHARI AND
Ma Kin, a daughter of a younger brother, and some
EROWN, JJ.
grand-nephews and nieces. The only question for
decision iri this appeal is as to the shares \vbich the
different heirs take in her estate.
The trial Judge has found that the grand nephews
and nieces take nt)"sl1'arc',;;' arrd'~z'ttfe" correctness of this
decision has not been questioned before us. The
trial Judge further found that the three nephews and
nieces are entitled unde'i'Buddhist Law to share in
the estate equally~ 'It is 'against' this decision that
the present appeal is filed.
It is contended"on behal(6f"the'appellallt Ma Kin
that as she is the daughl·er: of a younger brother of
the deceased, whereas
l\-1yit and Tun Gyaw are
sons of an elder !n-:other" sh~e is entitled to the Whole
estate. The claim is: based on the general principal
that inheritance'shall never ascend when it is possible
for it to descend. In volume lO,section 18, of the
Maiiulf,ye'Dhammathat, the;,{oUowing passage occurs:
<;

MA KIN

Po

" When :a(ter the death of the parents each of, the children
is est<lblished in his own hQuse, the law that the property shall
not ascend is this: If after the heirs: have., received their' share,
~nd established themselYesseparately, one shall· die without
. leaving direct heirs, i.e., wife or husband, son or dal1ghter, let the
property not ascend to the elder brothers or si,sters ; let the
. younger brothers and sisters only ofthe deceasedsbare it. This
is what is meant by not allowing the property to ascend."

From this it is clear that a younger brother Or
sister would exclude an elder brother or sister. The
question we have to decide is whether the same
prineiple has to be extended' to the case· of nephews
and nieces., It might be argued that as succession
to an elder brother is held to involve ascent of
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inheritance, the claim of the children of an eidei'
brother also involves ascent ohilheritance and that the
children of the younger brother should therefore be
preferred to them. But it is dangerous to go too
far in making too great deductions from the various
principles set foLtIL jnthe Dhammathats, and we
think that the question must depend on whether
nephews and nieces are regarded as inheriting in
their own right or as representing t4eir' deceased
parents.
In the case of Maung Kjiaw' and 3 v. Ma Pu
and one (1), there were three brothers and sisters.
The 1\vo elder died first each leaving children. On
the death of the youngest sister without heirs, it was
held that the children of tht: elder brother and sister
inheritt:::d per stirpes, that is to.say, that their claim
was not in their own right but as representing their
parents. If this decision were correct, it would be a
strong argument in favour of the contention put
forward on behalf of the appellant in this case, but
in view of the recent decisions of this Court, we
think it is very doubtful whether . the 'decision in
Maung Kyaw's case can now be considered as good
~aw.

In the case of Maung Po Thu Daw v. Maung Fo
Than (2), it was held that where the only heirs were
grand-children, the grand-children were entitled to
.claim per capita and not per stirpes. At page 333 of
the judgment the following passage occurs : ,. The balance of probability seems however to be in favour
of the former view, since the Burmese system of inheritance is.
based largely on the personal relations shown to have subsisted
between the deceased and the heirs. . . . Where, therefore,.
several individuals stand in the same degree of relationship·
towards the propositus, and, presumably, their personal connection
with the latter was the same, there does not seem to be any ptima
(1). U.B.R. Vol. 2 (1892-96>189. .

(2)

(1923) 1 Ran; 316.
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facie reason why an only child should be favoured over and
above another who is in exactly the same position except that he
is one of several born of the same parents. Both of them
• reached the inheritance' in the same way."

This case was followed and the principle e~tendc
ed in the case of Maung Ba Con v. Ma Pwa Thit (1).
The claimants in that case were cousins of the
deceased and it vvas held that they were entitled to
claim per capita, that is to say, in their own right
and not as representing their parents. The principle
followed in that case was that when the heirs are related
in the same degree to the propositus they inherit each
in his own right and not by representation, and that
therefore each shares equally with all the others.
In this case the three claimants are all related in
the same degree, as nephew and niece, and following
the principle held in Maung Ba Gon's case they are
.entitled to inherit in their own right. That being so,
although had their parents been alive at the time of
the death of Daw Pwa, the parent oJ Ma Kin would
have inherited the whole estate, it does not follow
that now that the parents are dead, Ma Kin would
inherit the whole of the estate. She does not represerH 'her"paTent, but claims ..merely ..as .anjy,c.e.
No case has been cited to us in which the principle
that inheritance should not ascend has been carried
to the extent we are asked to carry ,.,,it ...bythe
appellant in. this case..We. are oJ ppinion that the
parties must be considered in this case as claiming
as nephews and niece and not as representing their
deCeased parents and that the decision of the trial
Judge that they are entitled to e'qual third shares in
the estate is correct. .
We therefore dismiss this appeal with costs.
(1) (1927) 5 Ran. 747.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Mr. Justice Maung Ba and Mr. Justice Brown.

WOR LEE LONE & Co.

v.
V.E.R.M.V. CHETTYAR FIRM.*
Act Of insolvency-Attachment of property for more than twenty-one daysAttachment neither a continuiug act 1101' a repeated act of illsolt'encyCreditor's petition must be within I hree nlont hs from compld(pllpjJir.M
twenty-one days-Presidellcy-Towns Insolve11cy Act (1/1 of 1909). 5s. 9 (el
and 12 C1l (c).
'Whcre a debtor's property has been attached in execution of a money decree
for a pe:'iod of twenty-one days, an act of insolvency is committed by the
debtor. But merely because the attachment continues, it is not a continuous
act of insolve::ncy, nor is it a repeated act of insolvency on the happening of
·each fresh period of twenty-one days. Consequently a creditor who wishes to
adjlldicate the debtor for such an act, must do so within three monthsfroltithe
.completion of the first twenty·one days of attachment.
In re Beeston (1899) 1 Q.B. 626
-referred to.

i In

re lly.lerbhaa HUSSBtlilhai, 52 Bom. 126

N. 1'vI. Cowasjee for the appellants.
Venktaram for the respondents.
MAUNG BA and BROWN, JJ.-The appellants.llave
been adjudicated insolvents on the application (of
the respondents. The acts of insolvency on which
the respondents relied in their application for adjudi·cation were that certain properties of the appelIants
had been under attachments for not less than 21
.days. They claimed that rice mill had been attached
,on the 23rd of August 1928, that other properties
·of the appellants had been attached on the 6th of
November 1928 and. that in both cases the attachments were still in force when the application for
adjudication was filed.
• Civil Miscellaneous Appeal No. 131 of 1929 from th.e. order ...9.! i.he
-Original Side in insolvency case No. ISO of 1929.
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The application for adjudication was filed on the
2uth of June 1929?'''and the'" contention on behalf of
the appellants is that the acts of insolvency alleged
were committed more than three months before the
application for adjudication and that tIte adjudication
should not therefore have been allowed.
In the case of each attachment it·is> dear that a
period of 21 days had elapsed far more than three.
months before the '. presentation , of the petition.
Undersedion 12(1j (c) of the' Presidency-Towns
I I1s01 veney Act £';c'r~ditor is'" 110t entitled to present
an insolvency pet.ition unless the act of insolvency
on tvhich the petition: is grounded has occurred'
within three months before the presentation of the'
petition.
The contention...oL the appellants in this case is
that the act of insolvency alleged occurred on the
expiry of the 21 days and that therdore therespon-.
dents were not entitled to resent the petition under
section 12.
The learned trial Judge held that the attachments were continuing acts of insolvency and that
as the\' were still in force at the time of the application,' the application was ',,vithin time. That this
is not the law in England is made quite dear in
the case of In re Beeston (1). The relevant section
of the English Bankruptcy Act reads as follows:" A debtor commits an act of bankruptcy if execution C1gainst
him has been levied by seizure of his goods under process
in an action in any Court or in any Civil proceeding in the
High Court, and the. goods have been either sold or held
by the sheriff for twenty-one days."

In the case of It, re !3eeston the goods had been
seized by the Sheriff and had remained in his possessibn for over a year before the application' for
(1) (1899) 1 Q.B. 626 ..
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adjudication had< been made;: -,It was held by the
Court that the act of bankruptcy was complete
21 days after the Sheriff had entered on possession
and that there was therefore no act of bankmptcy
within three months of the receiving order being
made. On this point Lindley, M.R., remarks at
page 631 : , N )W, is it p;)ssible to fairly construe that secll,1l so as to
m 1 ke continued possession for more than twenty-one da~ ~ either
a continued act of. bankrufltcn-"'C'l","'if"1t should be a snccessian of periods of twenty-one days, a st,ccession of acts of
bankruptcy? I do not think th<,t is consisent with the
la'1guage. \\'e know perfectly well that acts of bankt·uplcy
have to be reg'lrded critically and carefully. There i~ no
such thing as an act of' bankruptcy except that \\hich the
statute declares to he one, and when the statute ~ars an
act of b:lI1kruptcvis committed if :l'n execution has been levied
by seizure and thego:)cls b~v.e been I:eld by the sheriff for
twenty·one days, that means that the seizure and holding for
twenty-one clays together are e~sential for the con~idcration cf
whether there is all act of bankruptcy or not. Jt seems 1.0 me
it would be s tnining I his section beyond all reason to say that
there was a succession of ~dsof "nnkruptcy a't the expiration
(,f every period of twenty-one days. or that there has been'
one continued act of bankruptcy "running over a year and
ah~IL"

In a concurring judgment V<lughan
remarks at page 633 ;-

WiIIiam~,

L.J.,

"I have only one word to a,ld, alld that is a wcrcl ;ibout
whether the bankmpt here by the seizure and the posses:iiOn
for twenty-one days has committed eill;er a t'OllliuuOliS act of
bankruptcy for tile w!loleterm of possession, or all act of
bankruptcy which will be reI:eatecl each time that ihere is a
fresh period of twenty-one days of possession. I haye no
doubt myself that it is oue act of bankruptcy j that it is not a
continuous c:ct of bankniptcy; anel it i5 not a repe !ted act Of
bankruptcy on the happening of each fresh period of twentvone days.
I entirely agree with aU that has been~aid by the
Mastel' of the Rolls as to the w( rcls of the seetio]) ; out I
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wish' to add one 0bservation. Until the recent legislation
there W1S no such act of bwkruptcy as th;s act of bankJ'uptcy
LONE & CO.
constituted by seizure and remaining in posse£sion for twentyv.
V.E.R.M.V. one days or any other time. The act of bankrnptcy was by
'CHETTYAR
executioll for a cel'tain am0unt followed by sale and it is that
FIRM.
whic!l has been extended. One finds here in this section two
MAUNG BA
things together 3.nd I have no doubt myself that if, as the
AND
BROWN,JJ • Legislature intended, the act of bankruptcy defined in respect
of the seizure and sale be one act done at the instance of the
execution creditor for the purpose of the realizatioll of his
security-a security gained by seizure-so in respecL of the
continuing in possession the act of bankruptcy is ail act OJ..
bankruptcy which takes its origin at the seizure, and whether
the seizure be followed by sale or whether the ~eizt1re be
followed by possession for twenty-one clays, there is only (ne
act of bankruptcy j an,l if there is no fresh seizure, there is
no fresh act of bankruptcy,"
WOR

LEE

This decision WelS followed b.y",the,Uigh Court of
Bombay :I1 the case of In re Hyderbhai HU5senblzai
(1). The learned Judge in that case considen::d the
difference between the wordings of the English Act
and the Presidency-Towns Insolvency Act and held
that the view of the law taken in In 1 e Beestu1't was
the correct view to take in construing section 9 (e)
of the Presidency-Towns Insolvency Act. Section
9 (elof the Presidency-Townslnso}veh'c'yAct reads :"If any of his propeny has been sold or atta<;;hecl for a
perio_l of not less than twenty-.:>ne days ill exec,ltion of the
decree of any Court for the payme.nt c£ money."

It is contended on behalf of the respondents that
the law as laid down in In re Beeston cannot be
followed in India because of the difference in the
wordincr of the Acts applicable. The English
Bankn;Ptcy Act provides that the Sheriff shall hold
the property for 21 days. In the Presidency-Towns
Insolvency Act the words t;lsed are .' for a period of
-not tess than twenty-one days."
~

(1)(1927) 52 B;m. i26.
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The argument as we understand it IS that under
the Indian Act at the conclusion of any period of 21
-days or more there is a definite act of bankruptcy
on Wilich the creditor is entitled to rely for the
purposes of section 12 (1) (c) of ,the Presidency·
Towns I'~solvency Act. We are unable to accept
ths view. The Presidency-Towns Insolvency Act
was enacted after the delivery of the Judgment in
In re Beeston. In its general terms it follows the
English law as re~ards thispa'rtiC~'iaract of insolyency. If the Legislature had intended to introduce
such a change in law from the English law as is
'sugge::-ted here, it seems to us that they vvould have
·done so clearly and une::juivocally. The section as
-drafted merely lays down that if the.pI;QP.,t::r;t.Y[?{J..$. been
attached for 21 da.ys or more there has been an act
"Of bJ.nkruptcy. That act is clearly compl~te at the
-conclusion of the 21 days. The same consirler.ations
would apply as _wc:re applied in the case of In re
Beeston under lhe English Act
In the Bombay case the learned Judge remarks:
II Having regard
to the simila:'ity between the Indhn and
English ')ecliolls, in fact they a:'e identically the same as
- pointed out ab~vt', I think that the view of the law taken in
III re Beestoll is the correct view to take in c(1n.,t"llil1~ section
-9 (e' of the Indian Act, and that is clear if we look to the
reason of the rule as n:ga ods the period of hventy-one days.
The reason appE'~;i-s to be that, if 3 debtor is unable to satisfy
a decree again~t him, arid his property is attached in.~,l!:ec.l1ticn,
it shows, prima !.Icie, that he is not ina position to pay hi~
debts, an;1 therefo;oe, is liable to be adjudged an insolvent in
-order that his property may be disTibuted rateably amongst
,his creclit( rs. But the. Legisbture r;revides that a cer,ain
pel-iod, after attac' l melll, should be give., to the debtor as an
allowance m1de to him in order to enable him to payoff the
debt and redeem ;')1tI1 his pro;:Je;·ty and his character, and trla!
period. is fixed bJth in India and England attwenty-C'ne days.
It j') then pr'ovlcled that if the debtor fails· to dl) !O within
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that period, be will be held to have committed an act of
insolvency. It is,tWirefore, clear that the act of insolvCl-.cy is
WO~LEE
LONE & Co. committed immediately on the expiry of the definitely tixed.
'U.
V.E.RMV. period of h\ enty-one days; and just as the English section
CHETTYAR
does not s~y tint tbis becomes a recurring or a. continuing,
liIRM.
act of insolvency if the athchment continues for more than 21
MAUNG B A
days equally so there is nothirg in the Indian secticn to that
AND
effect. "
BROWN,

n.

With these remarks we are in general agreement.
We do not kno\.v why the Indian Legislature used
the words II for a period of not less than twenty-one
da) $" instead of the words "for a period ~f 21
days;;. But we do not think that it can be held;
that'by such a cbange in the wording they intended.
to introduce a radical difference between the law in
force in India and the law in force in England.
I t has been suggested 1?efore us that if we hold.
against the respondenls on the point that has been.
argued, we should not set aside_ the. adjudication.
order but should remand the case_ for. hearing as to,
whether the adjudication should be allo\\'eo on other
grounds. It is clear, however" that in the appli~
cation for adjudicalicn the sole ground relied on
·was t1:e attachment of the propertie.s,.and we see. no
reason to allow the raising of fresh grounds now.
The re~ult is that we set aside the order of the
trial Judge adjudicating the appdlants"as insolvents
and dir~ct that the application vf the-respondents be
dismissed. The respondent~ will pay the costs of
. the appellants in each Court" adNocate.'s. fee in ench
Court, 5 gold mohurs.
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Before Mr. Justice Br071'n.
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MAUNG BA C HIT

A~D AXOTHER

2'.

KING-EMPEROR.*
-<;rimillal Procednre Code fAct Voj 1898), ss. 239, 342-Penal Code (Act XLV.) f
1860) ss. 90. I20B, 413-Misjoinder of chMgcS-Clia,-ges of conspiracy to
steal al/d oj habitn.,lly de .ling ill stolen prvperty. wlien can be tried
fo gel/I er. Examin:l!iol/ of tlie accused, its object and method-Doc/lt1lentary evidcnce-Onscnre and dOllbtjtll passages-.Vecessily to qllesti01t
accused-Removal of timber from Government control, when a theftConsent of owner when '1I0t real-l_e~al pro 'f, 1I0t cOl/jectnrc, necessary
for convict ion.
There is no misjoinder of charges where th~ aGcnsed are charged with
"criminal consl'h ac\' to steal G·:wernment timber during a stated period and also
with the offence of habitually receiving and dealing in snch stolen timber
during the same period in p.lrsllance of the said conspiracy. But if the charge
illclud( s deali:lgs with persllns Ilutside the co,'~piracy, there wculd be a
misjoinder slch as would vitiate the trial.
Subralimania AYyar v. Kin.t1-Emperor, 25 :\fad. 61-disti1tguished.
The obje.ct of the examination of the accused under s. 342 of the Criminal
Proredllre Cude is to em.ble him to explain anything appearing in evidence
against him. 'The specific point or points which weigh against him must be
mentioned~

Emperor v. Alit/mddin. 52 Cal. 522; K. M.Subbaya v. Kitt~-Emp"ror, 7 Ran.
470; Mmmg Hni lit v. King Emperor. 1 l~an. 63) ; N git HI'l (J v. Killg-Emperor,
3 Hall. 139-referred to.
Where the pro,ec~tion mainly relies on d0c:lments that have b"en written
by.and seized from the accuse:l, toestabIish the g,dlt and they are obscure
Ot capable of more than one explanation then it is Of special importance to
ask the accused specifically as to their exphnation of the douhtful or obscure
:passages. Mention of bribery in the letters does not by itself show the
·.existence of a conspirac y to commit theft.
'Where a licensee removes irom Government control timber of the kind
'which is not covered by his license by misleading the responsible officer to
;accept fhe revenue and to issue a r,emoval pass and bill of title, then the
-consent of the officer for remo\'al is n:> cO:Jsent within the meaning of s. 90
'of the India Penal Code and in the drrumstances there is theft of the titr.ber
within the meaning Of s. 378 of the Penal Code.
Where no specific instance of theft or of rec~ipt of stolen property is proved
-and the Court is aSked to infer from a mass of cloc~llnents whose meaning is

* Criminal Revisions Nos. 341B and 342B of 1929.
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obscure and about which the accused were never questioned,. that there was a
conspiracy to commit theft, the (O~lrt should not substitute c')l1jeclure and'
suspicion in place of legal proof.

Barindra Kumar v. Emperor, 37 C:tl. 467-rejel1edto.

de Glanville, Grant and Darwood for the appellant.
Gaunt (OjJg. Governl'Jrlent Advocate) for the Crovvn.
BROWN, J.-The two petitioners, Ba Chit and Maung
Naw, were sent up by tile Police before the First
Additional Special Power Magistrate, Moulmein,.
together with niTre others, on various charges. After
taking enough prosecution evidence to satisfy him that
prima facie case had been made out, the Magistrate'
discharged four of the accused and framed charges.
against the other seven under section 120B, read \v'ith
section 379, and~~ciion 413 of the Indian Penal Code.
The Magistrate found all the persons who were charged
guilty. They all appealed to the Sessions Judge. The
Sessions Judge set aside the can victiol1s as regards.
five of the appellants but upheld the convictions and
sentences in the case of the tv-vo petitioners. The 1'.\'0'
petitioners have both been found guilty under section
120B, and Ba Chit has also heen found guilty under
section 413 and :-'{;!ung Naw under section 413 read
with section 109. Thev have each been sentenced'.
by the Sessions Judge on the second charge only to,
two years' rigorous imprisonment. Both Ba Chit and.
Maung Naw have now come Lo this Court in revision!
against the orders of the Sessions Judge.
It generally happens that cases in which charges
of conspiracy are brought are complicated cases. The
present case is no exception to that ruler
A large number of witnesses were examined at
enormous length and the case look about nine months·
to try before the lVhgistrate, and, although the record:
pf the. oral evidence is ~o bulky, the conv.ic.i.ions have
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been based mainly on certain doc~ments which were
found in the possession mostl)/'ofthe'tvvo petitioners.
Ba Chit was a timber trader in Moulmein, dealing
in timber on a large scale. He had various licences
ami permits for the extraction of timber from the
forests. He himself never went to the forests at all,
the timber being extracted on his behalf by agents
or contractors.
Maung Naw was a servant of Ba Chit who used to
visit the forests from time·tolime.,,·,,::I~he exact scope
of his duties there is disputed, but he had generally to
look after the interests of Ba Chit.
A few mooths before the institution of this case,
the Di visional Forest Officer, as a result of personal
inspection, found a large number of stumps of green
Pyinkado trees in an area where permits had been
given only for the extraction of aule-natthat timber,
that is to say, dead or fallen trees.
Stated in broad terms, the prosecution case is that
for the last two years there has been a widespread
conspire..tcy in which the petitioners took part to obtain
timber by illicit means. That conspiracy involved
several subordinate (·fficials who weEe bribed from time
to time by Ba Chit. At the time that the charges were
framed against the seven accused, itappears that, though
there was evidence to show that the four acclIs<:>d,
who were not charged, had been conspiring separal \: lyto steal timber, the view of the Magistrate was lbat
they were not parties to the same conspiracy as
the petitioners.
Charges were framed against the petitioners under
the provisions of section 120B and section 413 of the
Indian Penal Code. The charge against Ba Chit
under section 120Breads as follows:., That you during the two years prior to 15th August 1928
(the d 1te on which this Clse was reported), were a party toa
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criminal c;);li;Jiracy to s cal timber in the A·.aran Forest Division
with headqu;trtersa1:'M:oolmcin and ill agreemellL\.llilh the a.ccusecl,
Maung Naw, Maung Po Them, lvhung TUll Byu, Maung So Min,
Maung Ye Gyan and Mann}.! Khin in consequence whereof Government timber was stolen from \Vinvaw alld !\atchaung Ranges
in the said Forest T'ivision al,d the;'eby committed an offence
punishable under se~tion 12JB read with section 379, Indian
Penal Code."

The second charge J,gainst him was:"That yon during the two yea;'s rrior to 15th August 1928
(the cia te on \Vb ich thiscase was reportc'c! I, were a habitual receiver
and ccaler in Governmcnt timber wl;it:h you knew or hld reason
to believe to be stolen property and thereby committed an offence
punishable under section 413 of the Indian t'enal Code."

The charges against f\-faung Naw were couched
in similar terms. Against the other accused charges
of conspiracy only were framed.
Tbe first objection that bas been raised on behalf
of the petitioners in this case is that there has been
a misjoinder of charges, and that, therefore, the whole
trial is void.
It is sug~ested that in any case the t\'vocharges
against the same person could not be sustained; that
a thief cannot also be a h~bitual receiver of stolen
property; and that the receipt of stolen'property in
pu'sLnnce of a conspiracy of this nature can not reasonably he called" habitual receiving" within tIle meaning of sec,tion 413.
The question whether, the two charges can be
sustained does not, I think, properly 3Eise in considering whether there has or has not been a misjoinder. It has been contended on behalf of the
petitioners, and in my opinion the contention is perfectly correct, that in consideting whether there has
been a misjoinder of charges or not; we have to
'consi'der not what orders were· passed by the COi.1ft,
but what was the subject of the charge.
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The point for co.nsideration at present, therefore,
is whether a joinder of the charges, as framed, is or
is not justified by the provisions of the Code of
'Criminal Procedure.
Under the provisions of section 239 of the Code
Df Criminal Procedure, persons accused of different
-offences committed in the course of the same transaction may be charged and tried together. It ha~,
of course, not been suggested that all the accused
-could not properly be tried together under-,the first
-charge. that of conspiracy; but it is urged that the
.joinder of this charge with the second charge under
section 413 is not justified, as the offences charged
in the twu charges are not offences committed in the
<{;ourse of the same transaction.
It appears that in the case, as originally presented
before the Magistrate, it was suggested that Ba Chit
'received stolen property, not only in pursuance of
:the conspiracy charge in this case, but also from
-olher traders who were not themselves parties to thiS
particular conspiracy. In the words of the Government Advocate when addressing the Court before
the framing of the charge: "The wider conspiracy
,for which the other accused have been joined with
,the above in this case is a conspiracy to niake use of
Ba Chit as a habihlal dealer in stolen property.J20B,413."
If the accused in the present case has been
-charged with being a habitual dealer in stolen
property which came from these other accused, then
-it is no doubt that there has been a misjoinder.
'Can it, however, be said that this is the meaning of the charge? The other four accused, from
whom, it was suggested, Ba. Chit used to receive
-stolen timber, were n·)t charged in this trial at
;a11. The trial proceeded only against the persons
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alleged to have taken part in the special conspiracy'
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charged.,,,:,~,·

I t must be admitted that the second charge in.
this case is not happily worded, and it might be read
J. to include a charge of receiving stolen timber outside
this particular conspiracy. But I think that, jf the
wording of the charge be taken in conjunction with the
circumstances under which it was framed and the
whole conduct of the trial of the case, it is cleat that
it was never intended, and that it was never understood by any df"lbe accused that it was intended
that any habitual receiving should be considered',
except habitual receiving in the course of the presenconspiracy.
.
The first charge sets forth that during the two
years prior to J]1,~ 15th August, 1928, the accused,
were parties to a criminal conspiracy to steal Gov!
ernment timber. The second charge sets forth that
during the same two years the accused was habitual'
receiver and dealer in Government timber, which be·knew or believed to be stolen property. The charge
should certainly have had added to it some such.
words as " in pursuance of the said conspiracy." Bul
the wording of-,the two charges sbows quite clearly
that the periods covered by the two charges are the
same, and at the time that the charges were framed the'
four other accmed persons were struck off the list of
accused in this case. This indicates very clearly that,although the charges were faultily framed, it was
never the intention of the 'vlagistrate in fact to consider timber received by the accused from theseother four accused persons who ","ere not subsequentlycharged; nor in the proceedings themselves haveI been able to trace any sign of any attempt subsequent to the charge to prove such receipt, or ally~
thing to suggest that at any period after the charge;
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thepetition~rs,

or any of .the other accused, really
thou.~!lt that this illegal re~~ipt from persons not in
the conspiracy was included in the charges. The
position, therefore, seems to me to be this. The
ch lrge::; framed are unfortunatdy framed vaguely and
read by themselves cnuld undoubtedly be read to
cover matters outside the transaction of conspiracy.
But in actual fact they were never intended to cover
such matters, and were never understood by any of
the accused as covering su.c.h"matters.
The question is whether in these circumstances
there has been a misjoinder which vitiates the trial.
The leading case on this point is the cas(~ of Subrahmania Ayyar v. King·l!.1'npe1'Or, (1). In that case
an accused person had been tried in one trial charged
with no less than forty-one acts extending over a
period of two years. That was plainly in contravention of the Code of Criminal Procedure, section 234,
which provided that a per SOll might oniy be tried for
three offel~ces of the same kind if committed within
a period of twelve months. It was held that such a
procedure was absolutely fatal to the valitlitv of the
trial and could not be cured "by the provisions of
section 537 of the Code of Criminal Procedure. In
the course of their juclgml'n t their Lord::>hip:; of. the
Privy Council observed at page 97 : " Their Lordships <Ire unable to regard the disotedience to an,
rovision as to a mode of trial <IS a mere irregularity. Such.
a phrase as irregularity is not appropriate to the illegality of trring.
an accused person for many different cffences at the same timf and
those offences being spread over a longer period than by law
could have been joined together in one indictment. *
"' ~ .
.. The remedying of more inegul<1rities is familiar in most.
systems of jurisprudence but it would be an extnordinary extension (If such a branch of administering the criminalla\Y to s:y
th;,t when the Code positively enacts that such a trial 'as that.
l"xpres~ t

(I) (19011 25Mad. 61.
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which has taken place here shall net be permitted th:1l this ccntJ'avention of the Code comes withlnthe description of error,
omission, or irreg!llarily."

It has been contended before me that on the face
of this authority I am bound to hold that the trial in
J.
the present case is bad and tlnt the defect cannot be
cured irrespective of any question CIS to whether the
.accused have or have not been prejudiced.
I have also been referred to various later rulings
'Of the Indian High Courts ill which this decision
-of the Privy Council has been f~fi~'wed. I do not
think, however, that it is necessary to refer to any of
these cases in detail, as none of them are really
,analogous to the present case. There can be no doubt
whatever that had the accused in tbis case been in
'fact tried for habitually receiving stolen timber outside
-the conspiracy, I should have no option but to hold
that the trial was bad and must be set aside as void.
In such circumstances, in the words of their Lordships
<of the Privy Council, there is a positive enactment
that such a trial should not be permitted. ,But in
my view of the case, there was not in fact any such
trial here. The charges were not drafied as carefully
:as they should have been, and, iff~adb)rthemselves,
might have been held to include charges tbat could
not legally be joined with the conspiracy charge.
But the error here was one of form and not of
-substance. The joint trial of the charges of receiving
from outside, sources and being a conspirator was not
a reality. There was in fact no such joint charge,
only the appearance of orie, and the circumstances
are entirely different from those dealt with in
Subrahrnania Ayyar's ca::;e. In that case there can
be no question, tilat there actually had been a trial
together of 41 acts,orily three of which could
'ha,ie been legally joined together. The' misjoinder
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was quite clc:·,rly one of substallce ....~~.,;.w~)l as of
form,
In the present case the trial which has actually
taken place i:> the trial under charges of conspiracy
and of receiving stolt n property in pursuance of that
conspiracy. There has not in fact been any trial which
the Code has positively forbidden. There bas merely
been an error in the wording of the charge, which
has in fact affecti~d nobody.
"
In my opinion the eircll mslances·.•oL"tJ:'lis.,.case afe
entirely different trom the circumstances of Subrahmania Ayyar's case, and the ease is one where the
error can be cured by the provisions of section 225
of iheCode of Criminal Procedure. There was, in
my opinion, no joint trial of two offences which could
not be tried together. There \\'as merely an trror ot
the particulars required to be stated in the second
charge--an error which can be cured by 'section 235..
I do not understand it to be seriously suggested that
the petitioners have in fact been prejudiced by this.
error.
My finding on this point, therefore, is that there:
has been no such misjoinder of charges asnec:e,$s.!k<l;tes,
.
by itself the setting aside of the proceeding of the.
trial Court.
The next point which has been raised on behalf.
of lhe petitioners is, to my mind, one of greaterdifficulty.
After the examination of some of the prosecution
witnesses, but before the framing of the charges, the"
accused were examined generally on the case and they
were further examined later after other prosecution
witnesses had been examined. They were questioned
as to the oral evidence against them, Their com'ie-'
tions, however, are based chiefly not on the oral
but on the documentary evidence.
.
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There are a very brge number of docllments which
.
have
been l"elied::dn by the prusecution. They consist
.MAUNG B~
CHIT
in part of letters of the alleged conspirators and in
V.
KINGpart of entries in diaries of the accused. The Courts
EMPEROR.
below hav;.: held Cllidly fr'1l11 general deductions drawn
\,BROWN, J.
from tlle~c documents that th<.: petitioner~ were parties
to the criminal compinlC); but so far CIS these
documents were concerned, the only questi ops put to·
Maung Ba Chit were as to the documents Ilaving
been seized in .··,or,lI·'1i
his posc;e~sion and (lS to certain documents being in his handwriting and in t lie handwriting of his wife. His attention in his ex;anination
was not dra\yn to the contents of any of the d,ctlments which \vere held to be incriminatory; llor was
he asked for any explanation in any single case. The
same remarks gen~rally appl v to Maung Naw.
Section 342 of the Code of Criminal Procedure
Jays down that for the purpose of ~nabling the accused
to explain any circumstances appearing in the evidence
against him, the Court shall question him generally
·on the case after the \vitnesses for the prosecution
Jlave been examined and before he is called on or
.his cefence.
I held in the d'i'r;le"of Nga Hla U \'. KI1'l{!,-EnzpC1or,
(1), that a failure on the part of the Court further to
,examine an accused person after t\\'o of the prosecution ~ritnesses had been recalled for fur! her cross,examination,after the charge had been framed, d,id
'not necessarily vitiate the whoie trial if the accused
person. was not in any way prejudiced thereby. I see
-no reason to change the view I took in that case, a
'view of which Carr, J., has expressed a general agree'ment in the case of K. M. Subbaya Naidu v. King~E11lperor, (2). But the question that arises in this
.<case is a very different one, and the contention is
1929

(1) (1925) 3 Ran. 139.(21(1929) 7 R~n. 470.
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that the petitioners luvc in fact been very seriously
,prejudiced by the failure on the part of the Magis.trate.
Different views have been taken as to the exact
meaning of this section. In the case of El1zperor v.
Alimuddin Naskar, (1), it was lleld by Mukerji, J.,
that the section requires the Court to put to the
accused the salient facts and circumstances of the case
-in a SllCCltlct form, and to ask him if he has any
-explanation thereof to offer. N ewbould, J., took a
·different view. He held that a formal questi'Jll in
general terms, which gives the accused an opportunity
·oi making a statement ot his defence wi r h his O\YJ}
lips, is a sufficient compliance with the mandatory
,provisions of section 342 of the Criminal Procedure
Code, since it enables the accused to explain any
circumstances appearing in the evidence against him.
In the case of Maung Hman and one v. KingE'mperor, (2), May Oung, J., took substan tially the
same view as Mukerji, J. He remarked as fo11ows:"T.l~ object of the section is to enable the accused to explain
·each alld every circumstance appearing in evidence ag:linst him.
A Judge or Magistrate shouhi note every pcint wl.ich he thinks he
will have to put -iute the scale <lgCiinst the accused and then
qoestion him on each point. Othenrise, it is impossible for the
-accused to kno\\' what is in the Court's mind. Several points may
be made by the prosecution; some ot these the Court consit:ers
good, others are n·gardecl as practicaJ1y worthless. But thE':
.arcused is not afforded any reasonable opportunity of clearing up
the case by such a question as : '\Yhat have yeu to say?' Tte
specific point or points which weigh against him must be mentioned ; for, if this is not done, he cannot reasonably be expected
to be, able to explain it or them."

Wifh these remarks I generally agree.' The object
of the examination of the accused is clearly to eI]able
{1I {1925) 52 Cal. 522.

(2) (197.3) 1 Ran. 689.
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him to explain anything appearing tn e\'idence against
MAUNG BA
him. It is imp@ssible to.,.<,.1ay down any hard and
CHIT
fast
rule as to what questIOns should be puti.n any
v
KINGparticular case; nor would the failure to put ,c~rtain
EMPEROR.
vital questions vitiate a trial if th~ accused ~v\:E~ ,iIi
BROWN, J.
no sense prejudiced by that f~Jlure. ',Bu~{~~~l<a
complicated case like the pres(:ndJ~iBi:)l~,"\.~t:~~~ifli1d
•/:~e. ~~ en 1ire IY.\' in su ~ c i en r c 0~Q~f1;~~~~~~~~lI':E:);~~';"'1
p:oVls~ons of th\::LsectlOn to put '~~.ElJt~j'!J;;;qtJ;Y~H
~.
"
.~,~'~:::"':<::t~"n~;;i.0·'~..:i''''~:'''__ "",:~;
~~klng tile accu&ed what,hehadtos~in'&e'*'pfa.Aati'l
: fV~t evidence ~lgainst hirij~"'~\~!:"
" " '. .,.;,~~j~~
;v~rYi~,~ge nl1inber of the pa.ssages i~ thect'obi'!.::
on \;~1i~i~~ "the prosecutionr~Jies'are intJ)emS obscnfe and cap,i,ble®« mor~r tb.'incQne explf\.afion ; and, wller~",the'pr:~\'~cutign is mainly ba~'cd
m the conteqts:of such documents, then, it seems to
ne of spedal importance that the accus~d _should be
tsked specifically as to what their explariat'lonof the
10ubtflll passages are. ldo not suggest that they
lave to be questioned about e\'ery single one of the
iocuments separately, or that no document could be
Ised against them as to which a specific question had
lOt been put. But in order to comply with the
'pirit of the provisions of-this section, there shouid
Lt least, in my opinion, have been some examination
)f the accused as to the contents of some of the more
mportant documents.
Thequpstion for consideration, therefore, is whether
:he accused can be said to have been prejudiced by
:he failure to put these questions, and whether, in
he absence of such questions, it is possible to uphold
he convictions. I find it impossible to answer this
luestion satisfactorily 'without considering in some
letail the documents thems;;lves and what they can
leld to have proved. But befort;; considering the r-An,,:
.ents of the documents, it seems to me necessary
:,'v

>'/l
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have some clear idea of what. thr;;.,.qff.c:nces charged
are, and what it is necessary for the prosecution to
prove to~estnblish those charges.
TI)c main charge against the petitioners is that
they):onspired together to commit theft of timber
with a number of other persons. In the first place
th:ey'.'i;:H-,c,lipL,,,cbarged with any isolated act of theft.
Th~,y·a'rec))~rgeG1 with widespread conspiracy to commit
Jh~:ff >extending' a'ver' a period of 1\"0 years; and in
~fhe~·secolla." place the conspiracy,:.!hey,"are charged .
~\v,ith is one of committing theft.
:1:. A"number of the documents 'produced on behalf
b'fth y prosecution indicate that the accused, Ba Chit,
has been bribing various Forest subordinates and
d~rks, some of whom were accused in the trial Court.
But reprehensible though the. wholesale bribery may
be, bribery is not theft, and the evidence as to
bribery is only relevant in this case so far as it supports
other evidence to show the existence of the conspiracy to commit theft. The phrase" illicit felling"
has been constantly used in connection with this
. case. It is a somewhat unfortunate phrase to use in
connection with so artificial a charge as the charge of
conspiracy to commit theft.
As I understand the prosecution case, it mainly is
that Ba Chit, through his agents, has during the lasttwo
years been deliberately cutting down green Pyinkado
trees, which were not covered by the terms of the
licences and permits held by him. The licences and
permits he holds are of three kinds, namely, (i)
Legwinthit, or permifsion to fell timber on revenue
paying land j (ii) Gaikthit, or p~rmission to fell any
standing Pyinkado within seventy-five feet of a kyaung ;
a,nd (iii) Aule-natthat, or a licence to cut in Government Forests what are known as Aule-natthat" trees•.
There is no official definition of the word Aule-natthat,
~
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but it has been held to mean standing trees which
have died'and'lre-eswhich have fallen naturally.
The suggestion for the prosecution is that under
ZI.
KINGcover
of this Aule-natthat licence, Ba Chit, through
EMPEROR.
his agents, has in fact .been cutting down growing
BROWN, J.
Pyinkado trees' on a large scale. There are various
other Forest offences and fraudulent practices which
Ba Chit is alleged to have committed, or, it is alleged,
the documents indicate, have been committed on his
behalf and with his connivance.
The lowert'<siids have held that the cutting of
green Pyinkado trees not covered by a licence is
necessarily theft. I agree that, if the cutting on a large
scale has been proved, then most of the necessary
ingredients of theft are clearly present. There has
been an intentiJ2.n to take property dishonestly out of
the possession of Government, and there has been a
movement in order to such taking, The only point
which raises difficulty in this respect is whether it can
be held that the dishonest intention \vas to take the
property without the consent of the person in posses·
sion. It would appear that if green Pyinkaclo has
been cut, in most cases it has not been taken clown
to Moulmein befate the licensee has paid the revenue
due to Government thereop.
The procedure to be followed before timber
ext! acted by private persons can be at the disposal
of the person extracting it is described by
Mr. Ricketts, the Divisional Forest Officer. The trees
when felled are"clragged to a place previously agreed
upon and fixed by the Forest Department Officers for
measurement. The property hammer-mark must be
affixed to the stumps and the logs by the permitholder or his agent within 24 hours of the felling.
The'Forest Department lileaSUres the timber either at
the stump brat the place fixed, that is the bank of
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the nearest floating stream. The logs are then measured by the Revenue marker who is either the Range
Officer or some one specially deputed by the Divisional Forest Officer. The marker then records the
measurement in the regulation book, giving the serial
number of the logs measured. A copy of the measurement is then sent to the head office at Moulmein.
There it is checked and, if royalty has not been prepaid, a chalan is prepared and sent to the licence··
holder. If the roy~lty.has been pre-paid, the total
amount is then entered in the register and debited
against the permits. On the chalan, royalty is paid
in Moulmein and debited in the register like\vise.
After that a pass order is issued from the head office
to the Revenue marker and a copy of the pass order
is supplied to the licensee. The Revenue marker is
instructed by the pass order to put the akauk or
revenue-paid mark on the timber and to issue bills and
removal passes. The bill issued is on a printed form
on which the Revenue marker enters details of the
logs under measurement and also the impression of
his akauk. This bill is given to the representative
of the owner in the forest and is apparently in the
nature of a title deed to the timber. At the s:lr.lc time
a removal pass is issued. Except on such a pass no
timber can be removed. The result of all this procedure is that to all intents and purposes the timber
remains in the possession of Government until the
bill and the removal pass arc issued. Pyinkado is
then made up into rafts and floated downstream.
Before reaching Moulmein it has to pass and be
checked at the Revenue Station at either Ngante or
Htake.
It has been urged on behalf of the petitioners'
that, even though timber Were originally cut and
removed with a dishonest intention, ittemains in the
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possession of Government until the extractor obtains the
removal pass and the bill connected with it, and tbat
it cannot, therefore, be said to have been removed
".
KINGout of the possession of Government without GovernEMPEROR.
ment's cunsent.
BROWN, J.
I think it must be conceded that in such circumstances the consent of Government or its representative, has been obtained to the removal of the timber.
In the case of Reg. v. Hnn1llanfa, (1), the accused
had cut down wood which had been removed to a.
Government Depot. It was subsequently taken away
by the accused from the Government Depot with the
consent oLa Forest Inspector but without paying any
Government dues. The tim ber was held to have been
in the possession of this Inspector on account of the
Government. But it was beld that the timber was
not removed with the consent of Government, as the
Inspector was not authorized to give consent and that
was clearly known to the accused person.
The circumstances 0f this case are very different.
Here the consent was given by the person clearly
authorized to give it after the payment of the full
duty. I think, however, that, presuming that there
was a deliberate intention from the very first to
obtain timber which the accused knew he had no
right whatsoever to fell, the offence \yould be theft
on the ground that the consent given to the removal
by Government was a consent based on a misconception· of fact.
Section' 90 of- the Indian Penal Code lays
down:.....

MAUNG BA
CHIT

"A consent is notsllch a consent as is intendecl by any
section of this Code, if the consent is given b)· a person . . .
• . . . under a misconception of fact, and if the r;erson doing
the act knows, or has reason fo believe, that the consent waS
.-...-.-,.---

. (1) (1877) 1 Born: 610.
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given in consequence of snch
misconception, "

•

To what extent this section applies to the provisions of section 378 of the Indian Penal Code, I
find it very difficult to decide. If it means that any
misrepresentation of fact inducing a consent would
result in that consent not being a consent wit hin the
meaning of section 378, then it is difficult to see
what distinction can be drawn between the offence
of theft and claiming property "dishonestly by means
of cheating.
I have been unable to find any authority on this
point. It seems to me, however, that in the circumstances just described it must be held that the
consent has been given under. a misconception of
fact. Had the responsible officer who agreed to
accept the revenue and to the issue of the removal
pass and the bill of title been aware that the, timber
in question was timber \vhich the licensee had no
right whatsoever to fell, there can be no doubt that
the con~ent to the removal \\'ould never have heen
given. Consent was given on the understanding that
the timber to be removed was timber covered by a
license. If in fact it was timber not covered by a
license at aU, there was a misconception as to the
.property for which consent was given. I think,
therefore, that in such a case it must be held that
there \,'as no such consent as is meant by section
378 of the Indian Penal Code, and that in such
circumstances the offence of theft \vas completed.
There are other respects in whiCh some of the
documents suggest that offences may have been committee!. According to Mr. Ricketts one v;ay in \vhich
.Governmentrllight be defrauded would be by passrng
down~ timber on which the akazlkmark had never
been placed and
on which revenue had never
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been paid".and escaping the attention of the
Revenue Depot at Ngante either by concealing the
timber or by bribing those. in charge of the Revenue
stations. I think it is clear that timber taken in this
way would be obtained by theft. It is quite clear
that the person who took the timber cut must have
known that any Forest subordinate who gave a con~
sent thereto had no authority to giYe such consent.
Another method in which it has been suggested
that Government may be def.Fauded,.is"by,jnfluencing
the officer deputed to measure the log and having
short measurement returns sent to beadquarters, the
result being a defrauding of Goveniment revenue.
T do not think this method of fraud necessarily
involves theft. If the timber was timber covered by
the licenses it cannot be h€1dO-1hat',··there"'",\'as any
dishonest intention \vhen the timber was cut and
moved to the river bank. After that, the timber
remained in the possession of Government until it
" was handed over to the licensee or his' agept 'with
the bill of title. Possession was then made over to
the licensee or his agent, and it \\'as after posses~ion
and title had been made over,to "him ,that allY moving which could be called dishonest tookpf~r;~""'"
The offence probably amounted to an offence of
,cheating, but that is not the offence th e accused are
charged \vith conspiring to commit; nor is property
obtained by means of cheating stolen property within
the meaning of section 413.
Various other offences punishable under the
Forest Act, such' asthe failure to put aproperty
mark on the stump after felling a tree, ,clearly would
not amount to theft. The hro petitioners may haye
conspired together and with others to bribe Forest
officers and to defraud Government in variollsways,
but their convictions in this case cannot be upheld
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unless it has been..shown that they entered into a
general conspiracy to commit theft and \\'ere habitual
recei'v'L"fs of stolen property, or abetted the habitual
receiving of stolen property. And in reading the
documents 'we have to consider to what extent they
implicate the accused in these particular uffences.
The Magistrate at page 12 and the following pages
of his judgment has detailed in chronological order
what he considers the principal documents for the
prosecntion case. The first ten extracts'dealt with
by him it is not necessary here to discuss. They
merely indicate that bribes were being paid on o.
large scale to dishonest clerks and subordinates, but
do not indicate for what purpose they were being
paid. \Ve have then Ba Chit's diary (Ex.3B) of
date February 7th, 1927. This diary contains" the
entry: 'I What arrangement has been made to give
tips to the rangers at Chaung Nakwa to tell them
not to have any fear if the logs are under size."
This entry does suggest collaboration \\:ith the
rangers, but its exact meaning is ob~cure. It is
possibly a suggestion that under-measurement should
be shown. If so, according to the· v.ie:w,·Jdmve
taken, it would not involve theft. Before using an
obscure reference of this sort, it is clear that Ba
Chit's explanation should have been obtained.
[His Lordship here referred in detail to passages
in several letters and diary entries.
There were
statements as to under measurements by rangers,
suggestions for payment of bribes, possible removal
of logs without payment of dues,. felling of green
trees, and dishonesty of some sort or other. Some
passages "vere also obscure. His Lordship held that
the accused should have been asked to explain them, for
none of them directly proved the charges levied against
them. His.Lordship then continued as follo\\'s :]
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I have referred I think now to most of the
documents on wh'ich the prosecution principally rely
as proving the conspiracy to commit theft. There is
v.
KINGoral evidence as well and my attention has been
EMPEROR.
specially drawn to some of it by tbe learned
'BROWN, T.
Government Advccate. Mr. Ricketts' evidence shows
that green Pyinkado was cut do\yn on a large scale,
but admittedly there were a large number of different
traders working in the forests concerned and this by
itself does 110t .,prove anything against Mal.1ng Naw or
Ba Chit. As regards Ba Chit, Mr. l~icketts gives no
definite evidence. In fact he says as far as the payment of royalty demanded is concerned, there had
been no default and Ba Chit has a clean sheet. Si
Khaing says definitely that he was encouraged to cut
green Pyinkado <by Ba Chit. On his own showing,
Si Khaing is an accomplice and he is an accomplice
giving evidence without having been made an
approver and therefore liable to prosecution at any
time. His evidence has rightly been accepted with
caution by the lower Courts and his statement that
he was encouraged to cut green Pyinkado by Ba
Chit is obviollsly ~y itself of little value. On this
point he has no corroboration whatsover. Ba Chit's
son Tun Sein and his coolies Maung Pein and Po
Chein say that Maung Naw pointed out 'what trees
were to' be felled. This evidence \youldbe of value
against Maung Naw if it could be believed, but in
fact all these witnesses would seem to .be more or
less accomplices and the lower Courts have not
relied on their evidence.Sein .Ban speaks of forming rafts in which out of 1,100 logs some 600 were
green and says that l\1aung Na\v was present. But
under his Gaikthit and Legwinthit permits, Ba Chit
was entitled to extract green til1:1ber.
Pan U says
that heEeHed green timber under Si Khaing's orders,
MAUKG BA
CdIT

VOL.
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but does not implicate Ba Chit or Maung Naw. The
Sessions Judge has treated-and in my opinion
rightly treated-the evidence of Si Khaing, Tun Sein,
Maung Pein and Po Chein as untrustworthy. The
oral evidence by ilseli obyiously is of little value for
the purp')se {)f establishing the guilt of the accused.
That being so, it seems to me to be of the highest
importance that before llsiDg the clncuments against
the two petitioners in the "yay they have been used,
some explanation should have been obtained from
them as to their contents. On this point of the failure
to examine the accused auout the documents, the
learned Sessions Judge has remarked: "It is contend·ed that there ought to have been a distinct and
separate question in respect of each document, somewhat in the following form." You see the Ex. 10Z.
According to this, Maung Naw says that he sent you
100 stolen logs. Is there anything that you wish to
explain in connection wiih this? If it was only in
-connection with such documents that there had been
.failure to put questions there would be a great deal
to be said for the view that the failure to put such
questions was not of much importance. But none
{)f the important documenls in this case contained any
definite statement tbat stolen logs had been f;ent.
The :tllusions in the letters are nothing like so
definite as this. They are ll1(lSt of them ob~curely
worded and can only be interpreted as referring to
stolen timber if read with other l vidence in tbe case.
I have specially indicated some of the documents in
which I think questions ought to have been put. It
is quite true that the numerous entries about payments of illegal gratification do suggest that bribery
has been going on on a very large scale and,there
:are indications that as a resultofihis bribery Ba
Chit has had. considerable influence with Forest
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subordinates. There ate however an enormous number
of \;v-ays in which suchiIi'flnence could be used
without any question of theft being involyecl.
V.
KINGAdmittedly it has not been pro\ ed that any particubr
.EMPEROR.
timber
bas been t2ken by Ba Chit without payment
BROWN, J.
of revenue and it is clear that the prosecution are
not able to prove any specific instance of theft or of
receipt of stolen property. Had they been able to
do so, there \v0uld certainly have been a charge of
tha t particular offence. The Courts have been asked
as a result chiefly of a mass ofC1oc'~irr;ent~ry evidence to
infer that there has been a conspiracy bet ween Ba
Chit and others to commit theft. The evidence is in
fact lareely circumstantial and depenc's on the meaning of certain documents. The case seems to me to
be one in which the remarks of Jenkins", ·C.}., in the
case of Barindra Kumar Chose v. Emperor (1) ar.e
particularly apposite. At page 508 the learned Chief
Justice remarks: 'I There is always the danger in a
case like the present that conjecture or suspicion
may take the place of legal proof, and therefore it
is right to tec ill the \:<orarning addressed. by Ivlr. Baron
Alderson to the Jury in Reg \'. Hodge (1838, 2 Lew.
2:'7), where he said:-

MAUKGBA
CHI':"

" The mind \\'3S apt to take pleasure in adapting circumstances t6 one another, and even in stnining them a little, if
need be to force them to form paris of one connected whole, and
the more ingenious the mind of the individu:'lJ, the more likely
was it considering such matt~rs, to over-reach and mislead itself,
to supply some little link that is wanting, to take for granted
some fact consistent with its previous theories and necessary
to render them cC'mplete;"

I think it can be said that not one of the documents relied on by the prosecution in itself clearly
convicts either Maung Naw or Ba Chit of an
intention of committing theft; The contention would
(I) \1910)37 Cal. 467.
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be th~;t the accumulated ('flec.t of aUJptfse documents
read together leads to a fair presumption that they had
entered into a definite conspiracy for this purpose.
Before reaching such a conclusion, it seems to me
speci~1l1y necess<1ry to bear in mind Mr.
Baron
Alderson's observations and illat it would be an
exceedingly dangerous thing to draw an inference
as to any such conspiracy wi hout having asked
. either of the two petitioners to ehpJain the conterlts
of any single one.of the document:s····{hzit"have been
used. In an ordinary case dependent chiefly on oral
evidence, an accused person \yould from the very
nature of things have a very clear idea of what
evidence was likely to be comidered of importance
. against him by the Court. In such a case a failure
to examine him properly might not be of very great
importance. In a case such as the present, it seems
to me impossible for the accused ,tJ know by the
light of nature exactly what particular pas"ages from
the mass of documents produced are considered by
the prosecution or by the Court as requiring an
explanation. It was therefore of far more importance
that they should have been asked what dheirexplanation of the documents was tban in ~:ny orciim.ry case
where the evidence was mainly or:tl. vVithout their
having been so questioned, I find it impossible to
hold that they have bad a really fair trial or that a
finding can justly be come to that tbey were guilty
of a conspiracy to commit theft or of habitually receiving stolen property. It might be possible to send the
case back to the trial Court for the two petitioners
to be examined further now, but that course \vould
obvionsly be unsatisfactory. An examination now
would be a poor substitute for an examination which
should have taken place nine or ten months"ago and
would involve in all probability the taking of a large
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amount of fres,b,.,\);,eVidence.
The procee jings are
already sufficienHy complicated and if made more so
\vould become well nigh unintelligible.
It is pas·
sible also to order a new trial; but that to my mind
is in the circumstances unjustified. I have indicated
that I am not at present satisfied as to' the exact
meaning of the principal document relied on by the
prosecution. The petitioners have already undergone
a trial of enormous length and have served a term
of over 2t montJls~wimprjsonment.
The case is by
no means such a clear one that it can be said \vith
any confidence that a conviction after a new trial
on the charges framt. d would be likely. I am of
opinion that the interests of justice would not be
served by the ordering of a new trial.
I set aside the'c'bnvietions of the two petitioners,
and direct that they be acquitted and released so far
as this case is concerned.

APPELLATE CRIMINAL.
Before Mr.

h~srice
". t"o:t:••"....

/llyn Bu alld Mr. Justice Brown.

1929

THE GOVERNMENT ADVOCATE, BURMA

Oct. 25.

v.
SAYA SEIN.*
Conti:mPt 'of COUyt--Sum11!llyj powers of the Higl;t Court, UITlC1-> fo be
exrrcised-Idcrf.:rmce with administration of justice essmtial for
of!ewe-COJnmellts made wilen revision proceedi!/gs in a CrillIi,l/.lll Case
pel/ding in Hight COl/rt--Criticism of a judgment-Attack 011 judge's"
competency -Apology.
It is contempt of Court to publish an article in a newspaper commenting
on the proceedings in a pending Criminal prosecution or Ci viI action. But
the sumnl;lry j.lrisdiction possessed by a High Court to p'.lnish for contell~Pi
ought on1l"to he exercised when it is probable that 'the publication will
substantially interfere with the due administration of justice.

:' * Criminal Miscellaneous Application No. 54 01 1929:
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Comments were published in a newspaper during Ih~ pendency of Revidon
proceedings in the High 90~lrt against the conviction and sentence passed by
a Sessi0ns ]eidge, expressing sympathy with the accused and expressing the
vi~w that a certain act although it might be an offence under the Forest Act
ought not to be punished under the Indian PC'nal Code. Held, that as such
commenl$ were n)t likely to have any effect on the revisional proceedings, and
as there was no q.!estion of any witnesses. j ~Irors or assessors bei!lg influenced,
the Court wO~lld not exercise its sun:mary powers.

Legal Remembrancer v. Matilal, 'it Cal. 173-rcfened to.
A fair criticis:n of the justice of a decision is not contempt of Court but if
the conpetem:y Of a j .lclge is attacked it would ?m ;unt to contempt of
Cour!.

1'Ite Queen v.

Gray(l9~O)

2 Q.B.D. 36-referred fo.

In the matter of a Special Reference (1l:l931 A.C. 138-di,tinguis/led.
In a proper case if there is no attack on the integrity or character of a
judge, the Court would accept an apology.

Gaunt (Offg. Government Advocate) for the Crown.
Ba Hall for the respondent.
MYA Bu AND BROWN, JJ.-On the motion of the
Government Advocate the respondent, Saya Sein, has
been called on to sbow cause why he should not be
punished for contempt of Court.
The re:spondent is the printer and publisher of a
paper known c:.s II The Kesara " newspaper published
at Moulmein.
A case had been lried in the Court of the Special
Power Magistrate, MOlllmein, against one U Ba Chit.
and a number of others. In the trial Court all the
accused who had been charged were convicted.
They all appealed to the Sessions Court, and that
. Court, whilst setting aside the convictions of the
other appellants, confirmed the convictions of Ba Chit
and l\faung Naw.
The. complaint is with reference to an article
published in The Kesara "newspaper on the 6th of
August, 1929, after the Sessions Judge had passed
orders.
(l
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At the time of the writing of the article, an
application in revision had 'been filed in t his Court,
and the hearing of that application \vas theD pending.
It is claimed that the respondent is guilty of con tempt
for two reasons: firstly, that in the article in question
he had commented on a matter which was sub• d"
d Seeon dly, th a t th e ar t"IC1e 111
. "ltse If was
JU
tee; an,
one that was likely to bring the Judge and the Court
into contempt.
The article sets forth briefly the orders passed by
the Sessions Judge and then"goes on to say : "In view of the fact that the said case implic:1ted a t.ig
timber merchant of the Non-Burmese Community it has not only
exercised the pulJlic mind much and aroused special interest and
discussion but the Court-room was also crowded by spectators
who came to w1tch the proceedilgs elUI-iog the hearing of the case
both before the Lower Court ancLthe,Sessic.l1s Court" Howeye r
an appeal having been preferred in the Sessions Court directly the
Lo\ver Court hac! passed its judginent a:lcl sentence, \\'e had
thought that justice would prevail and havewaitecl quietly without
writing anything regarding the Lower Court's judgment Now
upon a consideration of the Sessions Judge's judgment as \\'e do
not feel that justice had been clone, we shall, in cluty lJouncl, have .
to write and express our comment and criticism."

The article then proceeds to comment on the
case. It suggests that if 'th'(~';"facts are proved the
conviction should hav.e been under the Forest Act
and not under the Indian Penal Code. It then goes
on to say:. "Here in U Ba Chit's case he has been convicted not uncler
the Forest Act which is applicable butnnder section 413 of the
Indian Penal Code andawarded"fl. sentence of imprisonment for
the very first offence and therefore \V~ are very sorry. Pondering
over this state of affairs in the light of the saying ot the ancient
Gd:n05~9C1j(Got01l 8a§l05jl9C1i1ot 0:nt.§l (lit. Living not for life's
sake, but for honour) every thoughtful person will be able to
" gauge . the extent of grief and shame to which U BaChit a .
respectable resiclent who has \\7011 the trust and confidence of the}}
people and who h1S acted as one of their :\Iunicipal Commissioners:£\
,;~J

'.
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Pagoda Trustees and Executive Me~bers of the local religious
and social associations has been subjected.
Mr. Wright, the S~ssions Judge, who heard U Ba Chit's appeal
is yet a youth of little experience, and it must be said that his
decision is not different from that of the Lower Court in the same
way as the water of a well. so to speak. is not different from that
of a pond. In connection with youthful Sessior;s Judge Mr. Justice
William!' of the Calcutta High Court has recently made a definite
statement in his judgment in a case heard by him, thus:• Owing to the pra·::tice pecularly in vogue throughout India of
investing young Judges of little leg11 experience in the districts
with full powers to pass sentence of'l1e~th'a'greatresponsibility
has devolved upon the High Court.' In accordance with the
dictum thus expressed as on account of the decision ofayouthful
Sessions Judge, U Ba Chit has been subjected to a great shame as
much as to feel like almost dying of it. and as such he deserves
a very great sympathy and so we have to write this by way of
explanation."

The re!'pJudent does not deny the publication of
this article. He expresses his willingness to tender
an apology if we should think that the article did
amount to contempt. But it is contended that, in
fact, there has been no contemptof Court which wO\lld
justify this Court in taking action.
In Halsbur) 's La . .vs of England, Volume vn,
paragraph 614, it is laid down that it is a contempt
to publish an article in a newspaper commenting on
the proceedings in a pending criminal prosecution or
ci vi1 action.
When the comments were published in the present
ca3e, there were proceedings pending in this Court.
We understand the respondent to claim that he was
UUCl\vare of that fact when he wrote the article. But
he must have known that in such cases revision
proceeedings were bound to follow, and we do not·
consider that on this ground alone he can be held
riot to have been guilty of contempt. But it has been
constantly laid down that the summary jurisdiction
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possessed by a High Court to punish for contempt
on the ground,',~that an article was published during
GOVERNthe pendency of criminal proceedings ought on 1y toMENT
ADVOCATE,
be exercised when it is probable that the publication
BURMA
V,
will substantially interfere with the clue administration
SAYA SEIN.
of justice.
MYA Hu AND
In the case of the Legal Rel'l'lelnbrall(('r \'. •~1atilar
BROWN, JJ.
Ghose drtd others (1), the learned Chief Justice, S~r
Lawrence Jenkins' observes at page 221 ; THE

"It is not enough that there should be a technical contempt
of Court; it must blt'shown that it was probiiblc"rnetptfl5H'ta,lon
wot.lld substantially interfere with the clue administration of
justice. '....
'"
..

Thus we find Lord Morris in delivering tbe judgment of the
Privy Council in McLeod v. St. Aubyn ( [1899] A.C. 549), describing committal for contempt of Court as a weapon to be used
sparingly and always with reference to,the·interes'ts·'of·the
administration of justice, This is an authority that must commend
our respect But it does not stand alone. In PlafingCompany v.
Farezthnrson ([1881] 17 Ch. D. 49), Jessel, l\1.R., after saying
that the practice of making the motions against innocent people
ought to be discouraged as far as possible, added 'they lead to
great wa,te of time and to a considerable, amount of costs and
unless the Court is satisfied that the p'_:blication is a contempt
which interferes with the c'JUl"se of justice, of course, the Court
ought not to interfere'; while James, L J., saicl'oHhe'niotionlTiaH'fE"
against the proprietors of the neWRpaper who inserted an advertisement in the orclinary course of business, that it seemed to him to be
idle and extravagant and a thiug to be strongly discouraged. And
later he says: ' I think these motions are a contempt of Court in
themselves,'because they tenclto u'aste the public time.' "

We do not think it necessary to labour this point;
as we do not understand the correctness of the prin'ciple
to be contested. Can it then reasonably be said that
the application of the present article was atall likely to
interfere with thedue administration of justice, becausc);;r
it was published.
during the
pendency of the Revision ,'I,;
'
~,'

'<-Q~-;:

. (1) (1914) 4l Cal. 173, at pp. 221, 222.
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.proceedings in this Court? We cannot see how it is
.~9~?
possible to holdthqt there was any such probability,
"TffE
We do not think it would be contended that this Court G.~~~;~;
is likely to be i!1fluenced by a suggestion that, because "~~~~lE,
a certain act may amount
to. an offence under the sAYA ~SEIN.
.,
,
Forest Act, therefore, it should not also be punished
__ '
under the Indian Penal Code. There is no question of ~~~:~
any witnesses, jurors or assessors being influenced.
.
Revisional matters are dealt with by a Judge alone and
for the most part are concerned with questions of law.
The atticle does not in itself suggest that the \\Tife't
had any thought ofproce~drngs that might follow itl
revision. He definitely states that 'he reserved his
comment until the trial in the Sessions Co;urt was ov~/,
and we see no reason to suppose that he published the
article with any idea that anything he said would be
likely to' have a.n effect on the revisional proceedings·.
That, of course, \\Tould not save him if, in fact, the
article was likely 10 have such an effect. But, in' our
opinion, there is no probability whatsoever that the .
publication would substantially interfere with the due
consideration of the case in revision before this Court...
We do not wish to be understood as approving of
the making of comments on pending Judicial proceedings. Such coinments are ClearIyalways severely to
be deprecated. But evenif;.the co'mments in this Case
'am6'un( to a technical'coilfempt :on fhe ground that
they were made whilst the case was sub-judice, w.¢
think that the authorities are clear that the case is not
,one in which On this ground the Court would be
justified in exercising its s~mfuar-y: powers.
There remains, hm,vever,'for ~~nsid~ration fh~,o'fher
point which has been,raised. It is coiltende(fth~t t4e
.attack in the reportmade on the Judge itselfarnbtlots't6
contempt of Court ... It ha,~ b·ee.I1la,~a_4Q~.~,_ tFafa:rty
act done or writing published Which is calcl~la"tecrto,

11:
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;br'ing a" Court -Ql"e, a Judge into contempt, or to lower
_:;;~t1J.E; ~his~ aulhoritY,or t6 interfere wHh the due coursG of
,~@jN,-j1istice or the lawful process 'of the Court, is a contempt
'l\JIrE~~~E. ~ofCourt.· This'principle \Vas definitely enunciated in
:~iYivSH&. ~he case. of The Queen v.. Gray".~ 1) . At page 40 of the
'MfA.5Jiul'A:N~ report, Lord Russell,. Clllef JustICe, states ;'BROWN. 'JJ.'

" Any act done or writing published calculated to bring a Court

'Ora:' Judge of the Court into contempt,

or to lower his authority,
is;a:contempt ofCourL'
*
*
"*
tI
*..
Thea
.description of that.<;jass. of contempt is to be taken subject to one
·;l.J;ld, an important qualification.. Judges and Courts are a1ike.ope~
AAc~i'tidsm:,.'lOd if reasonable ~rgument or expo~tulationis offered
against any judidalactast'ontrary to law.orthe p!lblicgood, no
Court c6~ld ~r would treat that as contenipt of Court. 2rhe law
ought not to be astute in such casestoctitici~eadv:etsely,what
under such circumstances and with such an object is published;
but it is to be remembered that in this matter the liberty of the
press is no greater and no less than "the liberty of ev~ry $.ubj~ct
of the Queen."·
'

If the article complained of had confined itself to

fair criticism of the justice of the decision of the
Sessions Court, then, no question of contempt on this
ground would arise. But the article goes farther than
this. " It does.not confine itself to the justice of the
decision, but definitely at'tacks also the competency of
the' Judge who tried the cas~. It suggests that,the
Judge,' on account of his youth, was unlikely to differ
froin the decision of the lower Court, and, finally
states ~.
" On account of the decision of a youthful Sessions Judge, U

Ba Chit· has ~ beerisubjeded to a great shame as much as to feel
like almost dying of it, and as such he deserves a very great
'.
tb Y
. ympa

*

*

*

•"

.' There is,it is true, no suggestion whatsoe ver against
Butit seems to
usiii~vitable that the publication of such remarks in a

the honesty or characteroftheJudge~
(I) (1900)2Q;B.D,

36.
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pUblic newspaper must tend to bring the Court and the
Judge who heard the appeal into contempt.
We have been referred on behalf of the respondent
to the case of In the matter of a Special Reference from
the Blihama Islands (1). In that case the Chief
'Justice of the Bahama Islands was attacked in a letter
published in a newspaper. It was held that theietter
ia'qhestioh, though it might hav~ been made the
subject of proceedib.gsfor libel, "'asinot in the circum;stances ,calculated ;·to obstruct or interfere with the
'cbtitse of justicetir the<du{;'~dministrafionof the law ,
'(and, therefore, did not constitute a contempt ofCourt.
en seems to uS,however, that that case can be clearly
~;distingliished ft.om the present case. There wasin that
case no criticism of the judge's actionlri the trial of any
case. It was rather a personal attack on the Chief
-Justice than a direct attack ion hisadministratibn of
-justice. In the present case there isquiteclea:r1y an
{attack, on, the Judge not ,in ;hispersollal and private
,J capacitybllt in; his capacity <is a Judge in the con duet
,dLaparti~lli.aDcase. Th~commentsare to the effeCt
-;that there:ha'Soeenafailure 'Of)jusHce owing to the
incompetence of the Court, and we cannot but Jook
1 'lipon· suol:}/ commerits:as herrig' {,i:kely 'fa brin g the'Court
-i;nto corifempt,andri,£riInlal:teck'ed; ultimately to interfere with the'course of!jus.Hroe>or dtieadmiriistration
:xjf thelaw.'
' : ,
Weare. ,therefore" of opinion thatthepllblication
of the article in question dida:mounLto a contempt of
-·Court, and we [are bou'n.dtoproteCt SubordinateCburts
. ~fromsuch ;aHacks.
';;
.
The resp.0:nd'ent did; notatoncej'whencaUetl updn
to show cause, tender an unconditional apology; but
in the complaint as filed before us, what was chiefly
insisted on was that the publication of the article
,

.

' .

(l) (1893) A.C. 138.
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amounted to a contempt, because it took place during
the pendeqcy of the Revision proceedings in this Court.
G~~~R.:- On this ground we have held that no case has been
A~V~~::E'm~d.e out for u~ to t~~~ 'a.ction, an~ we must, therefor~,
v.
'hold that on the main ground taken 'in t4e application
th e respon d ent was lUS
' t'fi
d" m ralsmg
"
th e 0 b'JectlOns
,
",SAYASEIN,
"
1 e
MYA BUAND
B~OWN:,jJ. he did.
We understand that he is ready no\v to tender an
apology to the Court. 'Bearing in mind the fact that
there is no suggestion made against the integrity or
personal character of the JriOge"iri'''fl1e'article com'plaine:d of, and that cases of this kind are fortunately
,'rare in this ,province, we ailow the respondent an
.opportunity of tend,ering an apology, before passing
sentence upon him.,
1929

:Tii'E

*

*

*

. .;-.:.. •.•• 1

.

On the judgment having been read over, the res'pondent states that he regrets that the remarks appearing in the article complained of were derogatory and in
contempt of the Court of Session and the Judge of that
Court, and he tenders an unqualified apology. And he
underlakesto : be careful not to offend in a similar
,manner again.
In all the circuinstances 'ofttre<ca'Sej'we<eons"iaer
that the apology may properly be accepted. \Ve accept
the apology and discharge the responC'ent.
Considering that the main ground on, which the
:petition was made has failed, we make no order for
costs of this application.
Dr. Ba Han for the respondent undertakesthatfhe
fact of an unqualified apology having been made, will
:be published in the respondent's newspaper.
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oJ.Lpf"d:ft;,rty, jar 11I0yctilatt tiveniy~.
one days-Attachm, nt neither a continuing act nor a repeated act
of insolvency-Credit01"S petition must be within th,"ee months
from completion of first twenty·om days-Presideucy-TQwlIs
Insolvency Act (III of 1909). Ss, 9 (e) a1m 12(1) (c l . Where a
debtor's property has been attaChed in 'eiecutibn of a money
decree for a period of twenty-one days, •. anact, of insolvency is
commit ted by'the detlor. Bnt merely 'because ·the aftachment
continues, it is not a. ~o~tinu.9us ac;t· of insolvency,-;nor. :is it ~
repeated act of'insolveni:y'i'ln the happening of each fresh period
of twenty· one days. Consequently a credil<~F"who wishes t6adjudicate the deb~or for such an act, mu~t do so within .thr,ee
months from the completion of the first twenty-one days of
attachment. In re Beeston (1899) I Q.B. 626 ; ·In re lifYderbhaj
Hussmbhai, 52 Born. 126-referred to.
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ADMISSION OF MORTGAGE BY ONE PARTY, I:OW FAR BINDING 'ON OTHERS.
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ADULTERY BY HUSBAND. EFFECT OF.• 0:-< BUDDHIST MARRIAGE AND ON
SUIT FOR RESTITUTION
...
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45l!

ADULTEIW BY WIFE, EFFECT OF, AT BUDDIi.jSTLAW
ADVOCATE, EXEMPTION OF, FROM I.JABILITY·TO ARREST

98
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AGENT RECEIVING MONEY ON BEHALF OF PRI~CIPAL As RESULT OF
WAGER LIAB'lE TO ACCOUNT'
•••
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AGENT'S DUTY TOWARDS PRII\CIPAL:-Mor't~ag<es'posiiiQIl

as agt11t-:-'
Mortgagee when may purc'za-scnlortgtigor's toputy-M(Jrtragee,
when on an equal foot fng'wlfh , '4: ,st:rang, 1·~,Unfai,. fl.nd, .<pec-ial
use of kuo,dedg" acquired as. m,'rtg"gce. t'.itia/es 'pllrchas~- ,
A~ellt's purcha,c outside the' busi ne'ss"oj- a~ency-'--Mortgagor's';
claim' for benefit obtained by mortgagee-Co.ntract Act (IX of
1872) S5. 215, _16. An agent wiil not he ilJiowed to [flce himself
in a situation which, under ordina-ty.'citcumslailces. \volild tempt
aman to do that which is nottnebes,tfQr his princ:ipaJ. Barker V.
Harrison, 63 Eng. Rep. 854 ~ Bentley V; Craven; 52'£ng.l'ep. 29;
Dally v. WOllham, 55 Eng. Rep ~;16.'; -Ifes.sev: Erial,t .. 43 Eng.'
Rep. 1375 ; Mollett v. Robillson, L.R. 5C.p. Cases 646-refcrrecf
to. This principle has been ·applied: in cases, of ·m'ortgagee's
dealings with t~e ~or~gaged(lrOpelty.,. !-lolldo,y: v. Petcrs, 4 Eng. ;
Rep. ,400; Rajah KIshendatt v. Rajah Mum/a?, 6 LA. 145;
Whit~ v. Crty of Loudon Brewery ,C(Jlnpa11Y;: ]C}·'Ch: biv.. SSg;.-··
referred. to. But where a mortgagee does not derj;:e {rpm his,
mortgagor any peculiar means odaeilities fot'making a ptirchase
which would'not be avilabl.e to a stranger, he may be he~d:el).t-itled.~

300·
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equally witha stra,nge17, to ma.ke itJprhis own~bene6..t; .<lSo \Vhe~e
the respond<:nt& w.ho wer,e.rt1ortgagee~s) i!1,p'Os~S5.i@;Burch;l1l~d
the property which wasbtoughl t<;>, S;U~ u,!1tleJamo~*g~gewl;J.ich
was subsequent tptheirs and with which they, h'l-Q;no conne,ct;on
whatsoev.er thc;y;wer,~in fac! purchasing theequiJy)of.r,~delpPtiop
of their 9wn mortl'(age .at a fair price, )In, doil')g:so, ,t!ley were
not making al)y unfajr and &peciaf ..u se of any kpowfedge Which.
was ac;quired b.y IheIl[l. as mortgagees in;possessiOn <lndwrlich;was;
not open to any str;lnger, who h:,td made a proper search;.;. The
reSPondents were not only mortgagc;es inpossessiop. bpt helrla
power of attorney from the ITortl'(ilgqI' to nianage and~o sell the
property. But in punlhal/i1)g the property they were neither
usipg nor acting; ll,l1der their power as agents, and were niJt~
dealing in the \;l1;l~inesspf;;the agencY at all, and the ;mortgagor
could 1I0t therefore invoke the :provisions pf iSS. ;.21~ and 216 of
the C01;tract A;ct and da.ilI) from the):11 the adval.tages of the
purch·Olse.
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HOUsE..,.;.Exemption from attaclzment-Situation'oj
':;: !louse immaterial, so long.. as occupied by agriculturist alid
belonging to himitl Civ(I'proF~fl1tl'eCod,eJAr-t V. ofJ~9(08),<.~~. (~)!
A house l;>eI9,,!ging to, lin ;tgr'c !ltL rist.and occ,upi<;~ ·by,)JlII/:,.is . \1
.,
exempt fro1;Il flttachment,and safe Ullderthf; prov.h~ons,o.f·s,., 6,Q(c)
I.
of thc Qi v.il,ProceduT\e Cpdc., T le fa,ctthat~ucl1a hous.d~ sit9a{¢,,\
in a 'Village and not in th(:field 'l11~k~l' bO difference: {zVtl1l', f.
B!laga v. Bira Baiji, 12d,'l0111. 363-distin.gidslied.
.
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2'36; oj Cri,INnal Procedure
Code (Act Voj 1898) does tlot aPPlytodistinclo!Jences-S. 236
apPlicable wlieJI ollly law is doubfjul-A'lernative cOllviction :011
doubtful filets tI"t permiSSible. Al~~native ch,argrs under two
sections of the Pcnal Code canllot be combined togeth~r in one
head of charge, If it is desirable to: charge kn a:ccusJdper~oninl!
the alternative, there must be framed'two separate alternative
charges. S. 236 of the Criminal Procedure' Code applies only!.
where there is a doubt as to the law app~icable to a certain set Of·
fads which have been proved, In such ~'. c~s~,tPfiJ aF,t;l·sed.l!1<:\;¥
be con ricted in the a Iternati ve, provide9 the M;agi~tr\\tebas cqW~,
to admit finding of facts. If the ,facts are iJl.doubt, a(ternahv.e
char,ges may be framed, but at the~:Oncl,u$19xioltI1eca,se" the.,
Magistrate cannot cOlljpr~mise hisdotlblsas tothelrile faCts py'
convicting in the alte~native. . .
' ")'
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ALTERNATIVE CHAnGE'S; HOW FRAMETJ-S.
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PLEADINGs-Courl's discret ion-New issu~ of fact
and of law-Civil Procedure Code '{ittt .V 'OJ'J90Si, 0.6, r. 17Stifling a criminal prosecution, what is-Agreement resulting in
withdrawal of a criminal pro,ecution, 110tnecessarily voidAgreement to pay debt d/le7lJithout kl1O'wledge of pendingcri17linal
prosecution-Contract Act (IX of ·1872} s. 23. Under the
provisions d Order 6, r. 17 of the Civil Procedure Code, leave to
amend pleadings is a matter in the discretion of the Court. It
would ordinarilyreiuse to allow a party to raise new issues of fact
long after the oher party has called all his evidence anel he,s
closed his case. But if on the evidence a new issl,e of law
arises, that can be raised. 'Where a criminal prosecLtion for a
non-compoundable offence has been withdrawn as a rtsull of an
agreement it does not neceS3at ily folhw thaI the agreement itself
is vdd under s. 23 of the lontract Act. Where a person
gU1.!·tmteed the payment of a debt that was due without any
knowledge that a criminal pros ecutron'w·a5i pending in re~ped cf
it between the crel:litor :md the, .debtor and which was thereafter
Withdrawn, the g',arantOT was 'J-ound by his contract. Bwijendrav. Goprrtlm,·53 Cal. 51; Harjas". TekChand, A.I.R. 1927
Lah. ~¢5 ; Nagappa CheU,.:. Ma U,~. L.B.K 42 ; Shallti v. Lul
Chand, A.I.R. 1927, Lab.5.,'d-r.fel·redto.

AMENDMENTS OF

SULAIMA:-l

'I).

TAN HWI

....

YA

ApPEAL, RESTORATlO~ OF

A~~LOGY"WHENMAY'BE

800

445

~••

844

ApPEALS FROM ORDERS GRAll;Tl!\G REVIEW IS ON LIMITED GROUl\DS
ONLY

187

ACCEPTED FOR CONTEMPT
OF COURT
".:" . . ..., ..... '.. -:
."-"

ORDERS-No ~econd appeal fr0111 orders on appe17lCi,..il Procedure Code (!Jct Vof 19081, s. 140 (2); 0.43, r. 1 (j).
No second appeal frol1l order Oil aPieal rcterSil1g a n order of
the first Court-Burma Courts Act (Bll1'1'l1a Act Xl of 1922), s. 11.
An appeal from an o;-der under O. 21,. r. 92 o. the Civil Prl'cedure
C;>de lies uncleI' 0 43" f. 1 (jl, but Uilder s.lO~ (2) no fu!·tller al.peal
lies from an order p:l~sed in such appeal. The provisions of~. 11
of tbe Bunn:! Courts Act do lIotaffect those of s. 1040f the Code,
so that where a Distri,. t Court r.e\'erses on appeal the or(er of a
Township Court setting asidea sale uncleI' O. 21. r. IN, no second
appeal lies to the High Court.

ApPEALS FROM

MAUNG PE SEIN AND OTHERS V. MA THIN l\1YA

37

ApPELLATE COURT'S POWER OF ENHANCING sENn~liCE, RESTRICTION
ON

319

ApPELLATE COURT WHEN ENTITLED TO INTERFERE WITH DISCRETIO:-<
of LOWER COURT

561

AI?BITRATION-Applic"tion to fUe an award and suit to el1fo'cean
award, distillct Icn belwem-S.colld appeal 10 High COlirt--Sigriature by party I:> a,n award, wilen eslots /tim /-r.om disputing the
award-:-Suit not based on acceptance of aWQ1·d. There is a distinction between an application to file an award and a sui t to
enforce all award. In the latter case, but not in the former, a
5e:ond arpeal lies to the Higb Cou.rt. Nga Bla Gyaw v. llii Ya
Po, (1914-161 U. B.R. Vol. 2, 26-rcferred 10. The mere signah;re
by a pa.rty to an award does IlOt necessarily in all ~ases estop him
from afterwards disputing the correctness of the award and this
is especially so· .W'1t~1l the plaintiff's case is not bai'ed on <lily
accePtance of theaw;lrd by the def"ndant in virtue of his signature. U Glttl1wli v.U Pyi1my tdipa, 1 Ran. 15-distin{!1tis tred.
nUNNUMEAH2'. A. RAHMAN
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1Il1lde by thrte''iiul'offouriitbitratiJr~wit holt I
conmltati01l, and alreemenl of the f ollrth arMt ralor-A (,reement
to abide by decision of majority-Such award riot by m"jority and
not binding on p"rties-Mis(OlldZld of arbitrators /0 igllore lIle
fourth ar/;itrator. An award mace by three"out of the ftH:r
arbitrators appointed without discussion with the'fourth arbitrator
and in his absence and to which he does not agree is not a valid
award. It cann t be called an awad hy a majority of four
arbitrato: S Whi. h would be hinding 01' tr.e parties who had 2greed
to ahide by the decision of the majo' ity of arhitrdors in case of
difference, It amo' nls to ll,iscondt:c1 on the part of the three
arhitrato's to draw up such an; ward withoutconsultinj!the fourth
arbitrato". N<l1zd Ram v. Fakir Chand, 7 All. 523 ; Thammiraju
v, BaMra,iu, 12 Mad. H3-referred to,

ARBITRATION-Au'ard

MA

SIN

v. MA

Pu

...

..... , '

.. ,

...

ARBITRATION, ACT, SECTION 19, REFUSAL TO STAY PROC~-ED1l'\GSUNDEH
IS !'OT A JUDGMEl'T
.,.
...
•••
ARBlTflATORS WHEN ENTITLED TO CALL IN OUTSIDE AS;ISTAl'iCE

718
4111
269

PlwcEss-Advocate's exemption/rom
arrest whilst atlentliJg Court-Cldl Procedul;e Code (Act Voj
1<;08), s.13S"';"'Dau:agesfor arrest ill Court-Malice and absence of
z'caso.'/llble and pl:O! af le cause 6ssenti ~l fJT damages,A pers')n
caa b~ said to be a·'rested when he is 'let ,:a'ly to;chcd or confined
bv a police dflcd' 'Or othe' penon, unless there is a submission to
t he custody by word or a ti >ll
Where '\ proc :ss-,e ''. er shows to
thejujgm~nt.deb:or the \V .lrrant ( f arrest and the j "dglllellt.debtor
thereupon pays ur, lIe c:lnnot be said to be arrested. An advcc;,te
ca:J claim exemption ~'rom an est and get himself rele:lsed if ;;t the
time of arrest he is a:te,~ding a Court ill cOlllle:tion with a ma:ter
pendillgbefo;e it But hccall'lOtcllim dam;'ges for sllch arrest
un les!?the arrest-was pTllcured 1ll~licious!y and without reasonatle
and prohale cause. Raj Chul/der v. Shar,ma Szmdari, 4 Cal. 583 ;
Williams v. 1'aylor, 6 Ding. 186 -referred to.
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KIM fEE

ASSESSEE fIN CO'.JJo:-TAX), WHEN E:-ITITI.ED 'TO I'ARTICUI.AhS OF
1'10-; '10 HIS ACCOUNTS

onne.:-

ASSESS'.fENT UNDJo:R S-:cTloS 23 (4) OF THE INCOME-TAX ACT
BASED 0-; MATEiUALS AV A IT,ABI.E

TO

281
HE'

ASSIGNMEN'T OF DEBT, AUTIIORTY TO COLLECT DOES !'OT CREATE

665
, .365

CHILDREN, SHARE 0"-' IN PROPl',Jny sunSE::!UENTLY ACQUIHED

579

ATTACHING CREDITOR'S RIr.HT'lO EXECUTE DECREE 011 THAT IT IS TIMEBARRED CAN BE QUESTIONED O:-?I.Y BY PAR'lIES TO THE DECREE .. ,

132

ATTACHMENT NEITHER
I;-;SOLVEKCY

851

Aiel

A COSTlNUING

NOR

A

REPEATED ACT OF

ATTACK ON lUD~E'S CO.\lPETECNY, WHETHER A COll:TUIPT
AUCTIO:-IOF PAWNSHOP LICENS", lI:O GUAR,\NtE~; AS TorTS VALIDITY ...

844
441

AUCTION PURCHASER AT A COURT SALE, \VHETHER AFFECTEO BY

lis pe,ndens
'AWARD, WH,ETHIlR
ARBITRATORS

'
VALJl.l,
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734
IF
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BY OTHER THAN
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THE OTHERS IS A"l INVALID AWAfW .
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BAILMENT-Cemtract Act flX.-p.} 1872), ss.151, 152 -.Bailee's po.wer to
limit r5:';itlirellse-HabililY1jyspedalco"tract~Rev.isio.nalPowe~s.of
.'
Higlt.Cdurt-Court'serroneolls·decision; and CiJUrt's failur'e" to:'
cOllsider law or imtortant filci, dist inet ton·belwee'". A bailee c~n"
by the law of India contract hilllself outof liability for negligence.
S. 151 of the Indian Contract Ad lays down the ordinary dqty of
a bailee to use the requisite care in all cases of bailment and s. J 52" '
enacts that that degree of care is to be exacted from him in the ..
absence of a special contract. By such speCial contract a b·ailee··.
can increase as well as decrease the amount of his liability. A
pawnee who h'ls to'all\' exempted himself from liability in terms
of the pawn ticket ill case of theft or robbery of the jtwellery
deposi,ted i,vith hilT', can therefore avail himself of the protection
provi'ded'f Ir in his contract in case of such loss. B I.S.N. Co., Ltd.
v. Ali Bhai, 1O L.B.R. 292-referr,d to. !fa lower Court has
:failedto tak~ into account.. ~ome proposition of -law or some
materhl f~ctin ~\idenc¢~it~; s aC~ed iI:l;gaI,ly and iJsdecision
" may be revised 'by the High Court ;but whc're th~lciwer Gourt .
. "h: s applied its mind to the ca<e and duly considtredthefacts and'
... :. the la,v. applicable ,then, althoagh itsdeds'ion may be errOlleous,
the error. cannot be corrected (,n revision. C. Kaliyaparama v.
C.V.A.'.:R ,CTtettYL9 L.B.R. 71 ; 'Vcnktlbai' vLak~hm,m, i2;Bom.
617 ; .Zeya v; lila Oil, Kra Zan, 2 EBB: 333-referred to. " ....
I..:;'"

,

339

FUT·,CHONG .v. MAUNG Po CHO

Benami TRA~SA?TIdf,.s! PROOF OF, AMON~STBURM:~NS
BENAMlDAR'-".Right0f. to sue for po>session-Real owner's un'willingness to:5I1e. a bar fo .'II(h claim. Held, that whIlst a "benam;dar

751

may,as agaip.st astra"ger, maintain suits in respeetof immoveable
property: he may not do so wh~n the real own",r is n~twilling to
maintain thil suit toenforce the claim.
.
MAUNG SAN l)A v. MAUNG CHAN THA
•••
,; ....';~' ;797
BUDDHIST: .WlD'OWEWOR WIDOW, RIGtiT 'TO SUE FOR A, JOIN'!' DEBT'
wITHuUT 031'AI1III"G L-ETTERS OF ADMINISTRATION .••
...•. "
BUDDHISTLAw-Adllltery by u';fe. effect of, onmarridge~D;vorcefoyT

adultery, who can gYflnf-Partit; non divorce';! effec.'ed by IIIlItlull
consent, '/the/hey misconduct oj one pa,·ty relet'ant. Held, that
there is no authority for the view that adultery on the part of the
wife ipso facto puts an end to the marriage•. ,Except when put to
an end by mutual con"ent or as a result of deserbon for a certain
period, marriage' subsists until it is dissolved by the Court; and
,'village elders are, it seems, not comretellt. t·,) ef{edclivo:'ce against
the will. of one of the parties, on proof of such misc:onduct as may
be sdficient to satisfy them. If a divorce by mutual consent is
prove.;;!, partHion of property m:;st be on.\hat basi", e,~n if one
of the parties had been guilty of misconduct
MeA ME HLA

V.

MAUNG Po THON

...

BUDDHIST' 'i,Aw-Divorce on the ground of Cruelty-Cruelt y, what ~t

'collsisls oj-Single assault or actof violence not nece~sarily antic<'
.of Clu,elty. Held,that a single assault by ~ husbap;d, wh~ch was
provoked by the wife, is not a sufficient i(round for the granting of
"a divorce to a wife on any terms, when the character arid habits
'of the'!iusband are not of.a nature to s,'g~est anylikelihcod of a
repetition of the offence.. Cruelty consists in. difference. t", Or
delight inr- another's pain Hence a·single act of. v.iolertce·is not
necessarily an act of crnelty' in every "a~e, it,stifying a '.divorce:
.. Ma E;in v, Te Nazl1lg, 5 L.B.R. 87: MaGYlin v. P:1iliing Sit Wa,

98

,'··~i~~~

;' '~~~E~~Ji;~~~

M~]j

2 U.a.~. (l,S97.,()t)28 ; lrltl fila Me v. Naung Po Gy,i,.C. II. A. 110
of 19,28; M"a$al,\':M"wig Nyi Bu, 4 U.B.R. 68; Maullg Hmev.
Ma Sei1l~ 9 L,B.R.19'1; .10 Han v. Ma T,ilok,7 L.B.R. 2\)-re.ferred
to.··· .
.

790

MAUNG KYWEV. MATHEIN YIN

BUDDHIST'L~W--"Div()rCe:c Husba11d's

adult.: rY-l'~ife catl110t obt "i"
'!-it'orce sollily01rgroi/t,d"fJf ad"lter)- Suit for rest ititt ion of conJugal riglzts-Misc(mduct of the party ,uillg.~!ere adultery on
the part·of the husband ~(),es not by i,self entitle a wife to a di vorce
acco.rding to Bunm~e Budd.h:st law. . A sUit for rcsfitution of
conjugal rights lies under Burmese Buddhist law. But a husband
will not obtain sudl restitution 0:1 accomlt of his misconduct.
. :: Ma Eill Te Naung. 5 L-B.R. 87 ; Maung Sein
Kin Thet Gyi
(1904·06. U.B.R. Y~I. 2(Mariage) 5: J¥ga Chit Da,f v. ¥.i Kin Pu
(19070?1 U 13,~~ "V:01,2 (BuddhistLaw, Ma,riage) 1-1~eferrtdt9.

v.

v:

MA THEIN NWE V. MAUNG

KHA

.' .

·451

LAw-Gilt .of joint property by /msband alone. -Effect
Of such "gift i/made ~tlithout tilt c01lsent of the wee. !leld, thata
deed of l?iJt execukd by a Burmese Buddhist husband without
his wiles con~ent of p:lJt of the joint prlJpertyol the marriage is
wholly void and conveys no title to the donee in:r.esp~ qt of the
proPerty which it purrurts to convey. Ma Paine v. MaJln/!. Shwe
Hpaw, 5 Ran. 296. 478-followed. Ma S~.JIi!R[y.. MaKyu, J
L.B.R. 66-dissented from. Manukye, VI II"htre!erred to..

BUDDHIST

U Po U

V.

374

MA 1'0K GYI...

B~liDDHISTLA\V-Illheritance~Nephiws-Chi/arenof elder brat her n~t
excluded by children of )oul/·ger brother. Held, that ·whilst a
younger, brother of the rleceased Buddhist would exc·!l,dc an elder
brother, if they s'lfvive him, a 'nephew b~ the elderhrothcr \vould
not be excluded by a nephew by the yOunger brother, where no
brother or sister 01 the deceased surdves him. Ma Kyaw v. Ma-,
Pu, 2 U.B.R. (1892·96), 189; Haling Ea Gim .v.Ma l'wa Thil. 5'
Ran. 747 ; Maung Po TIm Daw v. Maung Po Thall, Ran. 316referred to
. .
MA KIN
BU-DDHIST

v.

811

MAUNG Po MYINT

LAw-Inherit,w,e-Pa~etlt and a ..i,.'e1' of the deceased.

contest bet7l'cc1J-Tl!e deceased (a mil/or} 11-,,1 separa!«{ from parell!.
Held, that where a Burmese I udcJhist diet.! whi'l a minor and
while Iii ing with hi$ m'llher.an:! si~ter, the par, nt is not debarrld
from inhe tting his prQrerty by the fact thilt his dstcr: i$ alhe.
The·rights .0' his mother in respect.of any rrore.ty belonging to
him ,may well be said to stand on a different footin !'from any such
right had he attained bis majority and separated hin~~el i from the
parental roof. . Ma Hnin Swin v. l! ShweGo'li. 8 L.B.R 1 IP C.l
-distinguished. Ma Po Hmo'4 v. MaitngKall (1897-01) 2 U:B H.
157 ; Mallng Chit Kywc v. Maung Pyo 11892 96} 2 U. B.R. 184;
MaungShwe Eo v. Maung ['yo, P.J. '524-refcrl:ed(0,..
__.'
...

MA

'..

01'

...

MYAING V. MA ME SAN.

, . ;).' :."

...

.; Z[.'·; .. ; .. :

..

BUDDHlSTi,.\ij~lnTierlt~nce-R'igTii'oj.'childref, ~/;o ii~~d ,partitioned

.

onthe death ofone p'arent:'-Property tnheriledbY sur!J1'1!ingparenf
between two cot'ertures-Necessary parties to. an aPPeal~Party
against ~lJhom no relief-is claimrd and against whcm nl? relief
need be claimed-Joinrler .of partie.. by appellate Ct;Jurt. Held,
that-.where.the chiidnnha{'e taken their share of inheritance
in tl1ejoinl :prop~rty of their' parenlsafter the dedh Of one

7~
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parent and before the"~~ar~i:lg\l of the surviving parent, they
are not entitled t,) further in"d'e"t in any property inherited:
by that parent afler the partition and before the second'man iage.
H eld,jurther, It'at where on ;,ppea 1"0 relief is claimed agaills tone
, of th~J)arties to tile decree.?,Ppe; l~d from and the respondtn t in
the appeal does not dtriv(' his inkrest through the party who is
not so joined, the app~a1 is not bad for non-joinder of parties.
Ma Thaung v. Ma Than; 5 Ran. 175 P.C.l-follvwed. Jawahar
Bano v Shujaat Husain Reg, 43 All. 8~ ; Malmg Po Sail v. Mauitg
Po Tlret, 3 l{an. 438; Shwe Ywet v. Tun Sitch, 11 L B.R 199referred to. V.P.R.V. Chokalingam Cltrtt y v.~Seet/;ai Acha, 2 Ran.
54, 6 Ran, 29-distinguislTed.'
MA

0;\1

THIN 11. MA NGWE YIX

•••
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Inr:erdance-Pa ill-P,'opel ty iu!t.eriied·l:efwcell two
marJ'iages whet her payi1i''to the second milrriage-SlTare 0/ the
atet cMldren in such troperly. Held, that at B.milose Budd'list
Jaw pa,yin to i11.'c se<:o',d marriage includes property acquired
during the former' man iage as also the prope: ty acq·ojred,aft~r the
termination at- the first marri. gc and before the mar'riage with
the secolld husband or wife Held, accordingly that where .,£ter
the death of the first wife and before marriage with second wife
the husband inherited prcoperly from his parent~, the ch'ld:el1 by
the first marri"ge arc entitled to three-fourths in $: ch propert y;JS
against their ster-inothef on the fathei'" dl:ath. Ma Hnin Bulin
v. U Sltawe Gon, 8 L.B.I~. 1 (P.C.)-reje1'1·ed to; Ma Leik v.
Ma Nwa, 4 L,B.R.llO-di~s,ented from.

BUDDHIST L.~\V-

MA NWE V. MA SAl

DA.

.. ,
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BUDDHIST LAw-·Znheritllnce·

l'olygamotfs hu,':band - More wivcs than
one at tlte sal/lr time-!lIherite,dprop,'rtyof olle Wife de, cends to
her OWIl c'ddren ollly-!rlarriages ill successlon'-';'Rule, or
farti/ion-Partition 1In101lgst children of differel t mar' iages in
5l1ccessiJff. Where a B rman Budjhist hl sband has had n'ore
wives than on<", all at the Eametime, property inherited byone of
the wives during marriage if s~ill in existence at the death of the
hUSband and wife, descl:nds to I he chi dren by that wife, and tile
ch'1dren hy other wives c:m lay no claim to succeed if) it. Ma
Kin v. Kin Kill. 4 U.B.R Il-nfeq·eitto. But this ru'c willT',ot
apply if the hushand has married his wives in succe:isi'm on the
death or dil'orce of a fIrmer wife or wives. S) where a person
dies leaving children by his first and third wives whom he had
married in s lIcc"ssion, taking a s~cond \Vif; on the death of the
fir~t. and taking the third wife
after divorci1lg the second
childless wife (and whom he had also divorced 8111: s ·q\1entl. l,ihe
ordinary ru~e of parti ion between children of diffp.: en! marri~ges
app'ies, and the chi'd'en of the first (deceased) wife will h<lve a
three quarters share in the inherited property Of thdr mother
and the ch'l:Iren of the third (divorced) wife will hale a quarter
share tt.erein.
MA HPAN 11. MA NGWE SA

LAw-llllleritance-Siep-childr,ell, rights,:j. ill step,parent's
estate-'-PartitiOIl O!I parent's death, 7J..hether a bar-Difference
betu'een partitioll on death of parents and remalTi"ge of stepparen,IS. l:leld,thatstep children or step grandchildren who have
made a parti!ion with the step-p:ll ent or grand-par< nt on the death
of their parentor grand-parel)t are not by such partition deharred
from being heirs ofthe s' ep par'ent or the step grand-parent. 1i cld
JUTt/;er~ that whilst the partition on remarriage of the parent may

BUDDHIST
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•
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bar the ..;hild,fromsu~sequentclaim '1-gainst the step-parent to a
share of inheritance in the'deceased parelJt's estate, it,',does nqt,
nece'ssarily 'operate as a
toa claim ashdr of the ftep,parent
on the step pa"enl's sl.bst:quenl·death.. MaGII1~ Bon.v, Maptll! Po,
K}'we (1897-1900), U.B.R. Vol. 2'66; Maung Dwe v. Klloo Haung
Sheill, 8 Ran 29 (P.C.) -referred,to.· Po Saw v; Jfa Cyi, C. 1st
A. 106 of 1925, H.C. Ran.-followed. Ma Thalltlg v. Ma Than,
5 Ran. 175 IP.C.)'--'distil1gu shed.
,

bar

MAUKG MYA

T'N '0. MAUNG PAIK SA1I/
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BUDDHIST LAw-Orasa.who has taken his quarter share on death of
olle pare'lt-No subscquen,' right as against ka:litha children on
the death 4 the surviving parent, Held. ;t~at the ora,awho
has taken the qU1ftershareon the d{;ath of one jlarent is not
enlitl~d as a~ainst the kaliitlla chiLllen to I arlicipafe in the
division orthe estate on the survivin~'pa:'ellt's death. '}fa Hnin
Bwin v. U ShweGon, 8 L n.R 1;.- Ma Sdn TO/~ v. Ma SOll,8. .
L.B.R 501 ;Ma 'lok,v,Ma'l1 Left Ran, 486; Maung fo San'
v. Maun·g Po Thet, 3 Ran. 438-rejerred to. Maul/g Hmu v.

Maung Po Tllin,

1

L.B:R.-:follO'lVed.

40)

MAUNG Po MYAv. MA HLA

BUDDHIST LAW~(j'rasa--Eldcst child dying in injancy-:-Second child

whether entitled to the status-Joint lidng and aelil'e assistauce
in parent's busilless 110t essential. Hcld, that if the first born
child dies before attaining the age Of majrity, the eldest child
who attains the age at which he or she would be able to take the
place of the father or the mother in case of their death is the
ora sa. Held also, that for an orasa to qualifY for his special
rights, joint hYing with the'surviving parent and active assistance
in his or her duties is not-necessary • .Kirkwood,v. MaungSin, 2
r<an. 693 IP C,) ; Ma Hla lJ v. Maung Shwe Yitl, 1 Ran. 370;
Tun Myai1ig v. Ba Tun, 2 L.B.R. 202-referred to.
lelA AYE YIN

V.

MA ?II MI
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BUDDHIST LAw~RimarYiage of survivingparcnt-"Rights of children

otlter thanorasa toptirfition~Kittima chtldren 'whether entitled
to claim partit on 011 remarrtage oj. tarellt. Held, that on the
remarriage of one p::ltent after the dealh of the other. the kanitha
children can sue for partition,of the ·estate. Held, furl her, that a
kittima child can exercise the fights of a natural born child on
such remarriaj1e and claim pirtition. Ma Hnin Bwin v. U Shwe
Con,9 L;B.R. 1 : MaTliin v. Ma Wa yon,·2:L.B.R.255; Maung
Po An v. Ma DUle, 4 Ran. 184; Maung Shwe'Ywet v. Maung Tun
Shein, 9 L.RR.l99;MiTheOv. MiMiShwe,'2 U.B.R.46;....ref~ired
to.. Maung Po ,Kill v. Maung Tun Yin, 4'Ran.-207-jollo'wed.
MA THEiN V. MA MY;A AND ONE :.

_

•••

BUDDHIST LAw"'::"PartitionOtf.'remarriage.of survivingpare,'-t -Estate
subject tosu(h1>arti/i(J1f~ht;estate at remarriage. Held, that at
Burmese B'uddhist Law, \vIie!1' alter the death of. one parent, the
surviving parent remar~ie~;:the c.h'ildren of tlie fir~t marriage
are' entitled to claim' partitiori' ulil~ss there has been a previolls;
partitil)n be!ween them andth'e surviving parent. This right is
a ve3ted right. . Held, that the estate subject to SUch partition
is the est;lte held.by Ui,esurviving.parent at the time of the
remarriag'e. Quaere: Whc;thertr,e :eldest child, even though a
minot 'arid' i'ndpable
;beingan orasa son, is entitled" on
remarriage cf his.surviving parent toorie-fourth of the' eslate.
Ma Sein Ton, v. Ma S!'n, 8 L.RR. 501; 1tf.a 'fhau11gv. M a

of
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Than,S' Ran';-175 (P.O.) ; Mau'iz'g Po Kmv; lrfdimg . Tun Yht,.4
Ran. 207 ~ Mating Po Sanv. Ma~nl! Po Thet/3J<an.:<j38;'T~'':' i~
111a v. M~~ Phir; 3 L B.~ .56 (P.C;r-follo'lfi!d;' Miiiltlg
Za v.UDe ~i.. 5 Ran.1Z5~rehrr.ed t o . . '
. .. .'

'{{yaw

',MJ\'SH\YE Yu AND· OTHERS V.'MA Klir. NVON AND QTH&RS ,•• 1'·

BUDDHl'~T'~CcLESIA~TICAL~Aw-POngYiJ.;~c~uJaiionOI,qky~ung. ' c

,

240

rights of-Donor whether enti.~led to evict the ponj:{yi_-;.£vi.fe~l;e
Act of 1892),.$0. 1I6-Lice'1i5ee:/uiw /iii- estop/ed. The-phlintiffs
whoregresen~ the origin'!l ~o~lnder and ·huilder ofa kyaung sued
for ~Yiction.of the defendaiJ,~ PO;l4:Yi;~hotheYciailI\e~Lhad ,been'
plagedi)i p:6s~ession of t.he kyaung by th'em as' a mere li~eiIsee.'
Held tp:;\t ;t' kyau1lg once offered to'a'tonJt;'i becomes e.>:tra . rotih"
mer'ci~nf,ap.d cannot be 'regarded li1~e an ordimir} piece ofimrpoe7.
able,prqp.erty which can be occllpled'bya Ia:yma~~bought,sold;.
or 9.th~tv./is.etreated) ike all ordinary commercial property'/"'f{e l4,'
furpler;,th~t .~hils.t s"n6i)f tile Evidence Act operatesJo
es.tQP'l(liceIi~ee~frothdenYil)i(hi~lkensqr's.fitle,it does not wake'
the . license 'revokabb . lirider"illcirGiimstances, and that :the
fo!:nder of a kyaung who put a'fjdngY-i in .possession' th't:~eof
must pro\'e his right to. evict theiPotig3i, proof of':Hcense not
being ,in itself s~ffici~nt f9r such pur.pose, Held,f,,/;ther. thaJ
Iayrilan Ganriot~e:v'ict a presiding' Pongy'i,inan '~oruii1'a'r}', sti;iteof .
affairs~. :indt'i;t,Pa pr~;;ilIiipticn,of. proper install~tibn .ai;is¢s"
fron'i'~ !>Oh.~yi being'placed by the ·founder of akYatmg ih
pos~e:ESiQnl~~r~o,f:
"'.
, ; ; " " , """';;

.'1
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BUDDHIST MONKS, LAW.1AP'PLlc~BI;ETo~Wi'riaya;ruI'l'so!,tke;:.wl.efTter, ':('i:
ellforceable by civil cOllrts-" Lau's ",llll;atlill¥,~f-$/lleQf.f/1lnl0it!f
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a/ole property'to Budd/tlst wOllk, whether' 7'a/ld----C"mptteHcy··o/
B7tdd{*~'1Jlt;Jl,(lt'o.{:o.ntr«cl r,.,Bt!:t;nJa,(.,aws,Act. (Xl,H Pf-J·ll98g;,-s;,:,
l3",,~,1 $,udd,llhr L4W~' 'fJ,tlfo.rc~able py the'Stat-e-0oll.tractl-aW of' •
Bu4!i!li;ts t;l~rogated-CO/ltllaet,Act (IX .pJ 1872), 55. 11.23",
T1alls,!-cUPt~~:Jo.rb,iddenI}y'/zeld immOralUllde"."1tll.Sof;II~1~g..wus,
order1Jot. n:et;e~5a1:il jj lJoi4- :t+n4,cr, C;ontrq.,ct: Act . . Held (RUTL'EDGE. ,
C.]. and MA;UNG ;~A; I .• cjissel}ting)th;1ta sale of immoveabl!'!'
prop!lrty'tp a 6ur.lP<l1le, BIHlclhist~Qnltis not void 0/1 the ground,
that "'l]pi:J~ is prohibitedby,Jh!'! ruJ'e~,l)'f thClVinaYil f;,om'~ntering ..
into,s,~ch peculliary tnms~ctions,.s,'r\: ;~aws:~ :~re . rules ,of. civil.,
con(lu,c,t ~nJOJ'q:d I;>;y .t:1J,e..:Statel, ., Ab~r.u-Ies.of COI;l~UC.t ,pr.escril:>e.d, .
in the V(1t4Y~'pre,l,1ot~nf:prce,d:l:!y.,U,J.ef)ta\e, . The only rules of
Buddhist law enforceable by the State, according tothe prorisions
of sAJ of the ..Burma Laws Act XUFbH8911; are tliosecreIating
~0l!.ucc~ssipn. inhe:~it;H~ge, 'm~T:~!,l!;g~.,;o.r. allY}.~ligi~.Ilc~U~l't~e-Qr, .
mstItuho!!.' Other 'ruh:-S'of H:lpdhlst, LaW..canl101 be. JundI<.;ally,
enihr~ecl, . k:Budd'ii~f lii:9ii~,s;a:p~fs'6p~~nip(*~nt .tacon ~ratt,
within 'the 'meaniIi'g . Of' s,. '11"0£ the Contract Act Thereis

n?to~Hi~~i?#n;9r~i(al~~b:ug~}twh~lilbe'~~'ff.0ri:t~e~,tandp,~iRtqf:

hls;r~l~gIoufq.((lertorfqrRld~e~J':Yb,wI • \,V1~~ln the ~~a.?l!1gt9f.
s. ,~3;~pf·the'_~QnWlctAc:;tJforp. B~pdhlSt,II\?-Itkto ~nter, lnto.a,
confr1ic,t fot tJr'e'ilal'¢ oflaiitL ,This i,$;i qu~~ti'9'rl ~fr:oriJr':il:to-nlY
and'not' a;' qtibt'idp .Tel~'tiniitq.:a.#ngiousJg§tithtion·or:'tI'~~ge: '.
U Tel'4'lv, .3{~ E GY111Ci ~g~(l; ()~9 :1!l'ila'!iJkd,.. Ng4Shw~: ,Kai:,. ".
2 U:B;R. (t9'1:4"1'6).61~'vm'uUd" .'
".", .
• :~;:·\"1

:1'"; :;\ li."c,.{,f-:·!';"o:.: 1:.<;
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CEN~kM;~1~mbt
BURDEN OF PR~o~/bispossessiot" adverse Posse's~j)n~iil;,ilalicn
Act (IX of 1908), Seh, I, Art s. 142, I 44-At'ermcnt hy tlaintlff of

PAG.
J;

!

perm;ssive use-De/enda" f.'s oew pat iaH Ol:er tweh'e 'J'e<irs~Burdel'
troof 0/1 pI(1..inltll to shtrJidi<posse~siQ1I1IJjthintu'elve ymr,s on
failure to proiievpermissive use. OrdinarilY-in a suit under' Art.
0/

142.pf the I;.imHali0n Act, the burden of proof would lie on the
plai,qtiff,and in asmt linder Art. 144 it would lie on the defendant,·
Where a plaintiff avers that he was at,one time the owner vf immoveable property and that the Defendant obtainedpo$ses,ion
from· him , his suit faUs under Art. 142, aileron hisfiilirig to prove
the permissive nature c,f cccupation;' pl1Hntiff 'cannot succeed
without at first, showing ,that he hadbeenlnpossessi.on,:vi,thin
twelve years 6f bringing'the suit,¥ohima CIJ'undi;'r
Mohesh
Chundcr. 16 Cal. 473 ( P .C.) -rt'ferred to;
" .

v;

.. J,.

"

."

"\

U MA'UNGGYI. v. MAUNGOHN BWIN .
AND ANOTHER
~ .
...
.
-" ,
,,
.
BURDEN OF PROOF"';:'TrllnsactiolJ o~ the fail of it operat.ivc as a
transfer of property notintc1Ided to be so--:Bena~mi tr{l-nsacliJt/J!
amOIlf!, Bur,mans--Erroro! law vitiati,ng a Judgment-High
COIl~t'~ power to consider the whole case /?n second appeaJ., The
burden of· showing that a transadioll which on the face of it is
operi\t1veas a transfer d propei:ty was not'intencjedsoto operate
is on the person ~Uegil)g' ~t. Am,ongst ;Burmans there is no
prevalent:,usag~ofpurchase of property wHhout ~ny rhyme or
reason, as among,Hindl1s and ~ohammadilnsinthe n~me of the
wife or:,chi~d. <;:onsequellHy there is no pfesumption 9f betla/1li in
case of a Burm~se husband or father. rhe.latter cannot p~ovea
transaction to be bet/ami by showing mel ely that he advanced the
purchase money. Ma OH,Pe v. Ma Nycin Kin, Civil 1st: Aptleal
No. 360(.1945, .H. <;:,.Ral); lI(~,tmg l~)!aw Pc v, UaJlttg . Kyi" 6 .
RaIC203'; 'Mau"g Po Ktn v': Ma'''ttg PoShei;t, 4 Ran,~203'-reftn'ed '
to. '"When thele. i.s an en or 0,£ law which v,itiates a jU.dgmenl,the
High CourUs not connned;to :t. cdns~detatioti' of the ,particular
error which-vitiates th'ej udgrnent but the', whole. case is open (or
considerati°ll ·

ll5

,-

MA SA v. MA SRIN Nu
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BURIAL. RIGHT OF,.IS A CIVIL RIGHT,

603

BURMA ACT IV OF 1898 : Sec' LOWER BURMA TOWN AND VILLAGE
LANI>sAcT.
BURMA GENERALCLAUSE.S' ACT, SEC,T~ON2 (29) 't
BURMA ACT I OF 1898

~'See BURM.\'GENERAL CLAUSES_AC::T.

BURMA ACT I-OF 1899 : See BtJRMA GA~'aLiNG ACT.
BURMA ACT I OF 1909

: -'."

",

:SeeI:sUR~AYA:C~N';ATION'LAWAMENDMENTA~T.

BURMA ACT V of 1917: See EXCISE ACT.
BURMA

A~T II ~F:1919: See HABITUAL O;F(~WDERSRESTRICTIONAcT.

BURMA ACT VII of 1920: See RANGOON SMALL COURTS Acr.
'B'URMA ACT VIII OF 1920 : See BURMA HEGISTRATION' OF BUSINESS
Nq~A~

n

BURMA ACT VI OF 1922 : See CITY OF RANGOON MUNICIPAL ACT.

113
BURMA LAND AN[}REVE.NU~: ACT, SECTIONS 46,47,48:' •• ~ \ .
"
. •
•
_0.\
BURMA ACT III OF 1928 : See BURMA CRIMINAL L,\w AMENJ)MENT...
(CoNDITIONAL RELeAsE OF PRISONERS) ACT, SECTION Z,; .'OP:ERA~,' "
TION OF
.. ,
..,
..,
. . . ' : " ;..• 355-,358 '
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BURMA ACT
1927.

VII OF 1927 ;Se~"WHIPPING (BURMA AMENDMENT) ACT

BURMA ACT

VIII OF 1927

' ,':"..

BURMA Acr I OF 1926 :

Sec

. :,

•••

. '

...
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EX'PUL~'IO'N OF OFFENDERS ACT.

BURMA COURTS ACT, SECTIO~ 11, DOES NOT ENLARGE RIGHT OF
APPEAL UNDER SECTIO~ 104, CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE
.... '

ry

37

1 0 17), ss 30 (a). 37-' COJlnt
liquor' a generic ter111-Importan~eof distinguishing different
kinds of coimtry liquor-Quantities allQw,d 7!lithout licensc
different-Guilty knowledge 01' celief esse~llialforcon, ietion unde'".
s. 37-Illegalcont'iction under s 30cannot b" alitred to Clint iclion'
tlnder~. 37. .. Country liquor" is a gellericderrri which qn be
equally applied to tari, country spirIt. alld country fermented
liquor. In Excise cases~Us.necessi<ryto distinguish between the<e
different kinds of counti'Y"iqu~6r and'to specify which particular
kind is. involved in the 'case, a.s ,the quantities of each (>f these
differentkinc1s of alcoholicliqLor whicli Ipay be pos'sessed without,
a license differ. There can be no conviction \.n:'er s. 30 'a) of the
Excise Act for merepossessioi, oOess than one quart of-country
spirit. In order to estab~ish an offence under s. 37 of the Act it is
necessary to' aver and pro; e that the accused was in; pos'se,s'ion
knowing or having reascn to believe that the spirit was unlawfully
manUfactured. Guilly knowledge or belief is an essential
ingredient of the offenc;,\:. A,!1 illegal conviction under s. 30 lal
cannot be altered to a cO!1viction under s. 37 where the accu:ed
was not called upon to answer a charge under that section. '

BURMA EXCISE ACT (BURMA ACT V OF

KING-EMPEROR 'U. NGA POSEIK
BURMA LAWS ACT, SECTION 13, EFFECT OF,

316

bN RULES

OF

Vinaya

677

(Buril,rA ACT VIII OF
1920). ss. 3, 5, G-Disability to sue wit/rout registration, Illaccurate particulars, 2;:/lt all/ount s to, atld cOect of-Prol!iso
(1) to s. 3 apPlicable only to sub·scc C-F.csh suit aftcr dUll
Tcgi.tration not barl'ed. An Arak,lUese carried on a mot eylendihg businells in his own name until his death. His widow
continued the bu<iness as sole proprietress, in the name cf her
husband. addin~ to tha't~ame'1he·words,.t'and Co.' She lent
moneys to the respondents on a mortgage which was taken in her
business name. She then 'registered the bl,siness under the
B~lrma Registration of Business Names i\ct. but erroneollsly
entered herself as well as her children as partners She then
sued the respondents iii the name of the business, for the mortgage debt. Held. thai s. 3 (6) of the Act applied without
qualification m this case, and that her • particulars' being
inaccurate, there was no properregi'stration under the Act, and
her suit '{,iiled under s. 5 (1) of the Act. She was at liberty however tO,file a fresh suit in respec't of the 'Claim after registering in
at'cordanec with the Act. The p'oviso (1) to s.3:applie's OIlly to
sub-sec. C ~d d,idnotapply to the plaintiff's ease.

BURMA REGISTRATIO:-; OF Bl'SI:-;ESS NAMES ACT

:MAUNG THA Nyo & Co. 'V. MA UN MA PRU AND OTHERS
BURMA VACCINATION LAW AMENDMENT ACT (IOF1909l, ss.4, 13Vaccination Act (XIIIof 1880), Ss. 9, '17.18. ·22-:-Prose.cution of

parent for refusal to vacc;illate h;s child illegalllllder the 1.0calAct
-Parentcntitted to notice. explanation and ordcrof {nnagistrate
Under the prot'isions of theVaccinatiolt Act. It js ille~al to
prosecutea·perS'on under the' provisiof's of 5 .-13 onhe Buqna Vacdnalion Law Amen<!ment Actof1:J09 for his ref ..sal to allow his
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children to be vaGcinated. That s~~iio~"is only applicable to a
person who rcfusl;s to be vaccinated himself. S. 4 is the only
provision in the Aclnndcr which the vaccination of a child can be
orde 'cd if the child i~ under six months of age and has been
exposecl to infection. To enforce vaccination of a child over six
months the provisin··f. "f ss. 9, 17,18 and 22 of the Vaccination
Act, 18-0, must be O:,SCI vcd. Under those sections a parent is to
be given notice to attend at a specified time and pl~ce with his
child for vaccination and if he fails to do so, the supenntendent of
vaccinal ion must report the matter to a duly appointed magistrate
who has to summon the parent for an explanation. If the <:xplanation is unsatisfactory the magistrate can order him to have his
child vaccinated and on his fai Inre to do so, he can be prcsecuted.
KING-E." PEROR V. MAUNG BA \.yIN AND OTBEIIS

...

14

BURMESE F A ~Il r.\'

-.I/l.·ged inleresl in j:,;iY;'li i;'~s;ncss-Participatioll
in business - I IIse1lce afdecisive cvidcm:c--Usc of name as payee oj
promissory 110/(".1 lind in convcyanccs-[nfercllcc of intention.
A Burman died in 1892 leaving a wife and on<: son, L.P. The
deceased and his wife had brollght up H a m'phew of the wife
who had lost his parents in infancy. Arter the death of L.P.'s
father L.P. carried on the family Inoney-len:Jing lJusine:ss,
and properties were ,v:quired presl1nlably with the money of the
widow. When H was ,lid e.nough he had heen initiated into the
busi ness, and for lIlan y years thereafter..he.Look a very nmsi dera ble
part init In 1923'both L.P.·ant) H died leaving widows. H's
widow sued claiming a half share and the family properly; she
alleged that it was all acquired,by H, L,P and L.P.'s mother and
that the last· named had disclaimed all interest. No a(counls wcre
produced showing how the results ofthe various transactions had
bf:en debited or cred'ited ; n')r was there an I' other evidence which
showed decisively what share, if any, H was intended to have. It
appeared however that between' 1917 and 1922, purchases of
immoveable propel ty had been made in the joint nan'e of L.P.
and H, and during various per iods beginning in 1911, H's name
appeared jointly nn promissory notes taken in the b'lsiness ; in
the notes outstanding at the date of sui! bearing H's name the
name of L.P.'s widow also appearcd...,.. H had receil'cd no
remuneration [N his services, but lived in part ofthe family house
and was maintained by the family. The High Co,;rt decreed the
plaintiffs a halfsh;'re in the properties standing in the joint names
of Hand L.P. a'IClasl1\\) in 1U0ney being one-tllird of the principal
due upon the outstanding promissory notes taken in the uames of
L.P., his wife :111<1 H, with intere~t at 9 per cent. from the last due
date. Held, that in thecircllmsta~cesit W,IS not improbable that
by mutual understandirig a portion of the f<lmily acqUIsitions was
without anyparlicularforn:aliht , treated as j,)int and so entered in
the only documentsin existence by which any ti tie could be shown;
there was little doubt that that was so as to properties standing
in the joint names, and evidence he fore the Board did not show
that the High Court had takeJ:) a IVrong view as to the promissory
notes; in place, however, of the money de~ree, a receiver should
be appointed to realise the money due on the notes, and to
pay over to the plaintiff one-third of the recoveries.
MAMYAV.MAME!CYIN

BUSINESS NAMES,
EFFECT OF

•• ,

REGISTR,\TION OF,
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PARTICUIJARS.
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CHARGE CREATED BY AGREEMENT IN WRITING, ONLY IF REGISTERED
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CHARGES, MISJOINQER OF ••
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CHEQUE GIVEN ON BETTING DEBT, WHEN ENFORCEABLE •••
CITY OF HANGOON MUNICIPAL ACT, SECTION

194

113

VI of 10 22), ss. 125,
214-Unlice'llsed prit'ate market-Prosecution 111ust be uJithin
three. months from commission-of offence-Continuing IJffence
not afresh offence under the Ad. Held, that under the provisions
of s. 214 of the City of Rfingoon Municipal Act a Court is prevented
from taking cognizance of the offence 01. keeping a private market
without a license if the prosecution was not within three months
either from the date of commission of such offence or frorn the
date it became known. The wording of the section prec1ud~s the
Corporation from trealing the offence as a contil1uil1~ one and as
a fresh offence committed in the montJ.1jn,wlYcll.-the~p.I'~s~ion
was instituted.

CITY OF RANGOON MUNICIPAL ACT (BURMA ACT

KING-EMPEROR V.

U THIN OHN AND OTHERS...

CIVIL RIGHT, RIGHT TO POSSESS A CORPSE...
CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE, SECTION

9

...

..•

23

...

603

•..

60

CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE, SECT,ON 11, REQUISITES FOR APPLICATION
OF BETWEEN CO· DEI'ENDANT& .•.
•••
."
...

80

V OF 1908) s. 47 ; O.·21;'R.''2,;;J,·6~lit'to·
reCOter money paid towards sat iSfaction of a decree when siletz· payment not1cerlifild, ffll1 n(ainabilily of-Basis of the cl.<im. Where
the judgll',ent-debtor paid a ceriain sum towards the partial
satisfaction of a decree and the decree-holder failed to certify the
payment and executed the whole decree, held. tl:at a suit would
lie to reCO\'er the slim paid. Secti011 47 Of the Chi! Procedure
Code would not hal' such suit as the claim is based on a failure to
carry Qut the prc,mise to credit the amount to the decree and
although this has a bearing on the qUlstion of satisfactioll yet it
is not a question direclly relatmg to satisfaction of Ihe decree.
Maimg Myo v. Malmg K", 11 L.B.R. 429-refcned to.

CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE (ACT

A,K.R.M.M.C:r. CHETTYAR FIRM 1!. MAUNG.XUA·"Di..N<AND,.,.",,-;.;·
ANOTHER ...
...
•.•
310
CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE, SECTION

60 ( c ) . . .

766

CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE, SECTJON 64 NOT APPI.ICABI.E TO TR,\~SFERS
AFTER REMOVAL OF ATTACHMENT AND BEFoRE SUlSEQUENT
ATTACHME,NT
...
...

104 (21
PROCEDURE CODE, SECTION 110
PROCEDURE CODE, SECTION 135
PROCEDURE'CODE, SECTION 104 (2!,

CIVIL
CIVIL

. CIVIL
COURTS ACT, RELATION BETWEEN

271
598
AND SECTION

11,

BURMA

V OF 19081,5.144- Restitution-decreeholder, purchase1' at Court auction-Modification of duree· 01%
.appeal ~-Claim or 1-eslit1l1ion on sal iSfact/01l by dt'b!or ~f.modiftcd
'duree-Reversal of decree tlol necessa.ryfvr restitutiol/. \Vhere a'
decree is modified on ~ppe,'1 in faVour of the judgment-clt:btor
and Uie judgment-debtor satisfies suchceclee, he is entitled to
. restitution of his property from the decree-holder who bought it at
.: the Conrt auction in execution of the original decree. To claim

CIVIl. PROCEDURE CODE (ACT
J

201

37

CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE, SECTION

37

xv
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restitution It is not necessary Ihat the original'decree should have
been enti ely reverse'!. Bal:oo Gowree v. Jodha Singll, 19 Sulh.
W.R. 416; Set Umedmal v. Srillath, 27 Cal. 810; Syed Natll.tdu v.
Nallu, 27 Mad. 98 i Z,till-ul-ab-dill v. Mullnmmtd ASl!har, 10 All
166-refcrred to.
MAUNG BAN

GYI

f'.

'fA NGWE BON

CIVIL PI-/oO:DURE CODE, SECTION

..•

145

•••

107

...

352

151,152
. .
6, RULE 17 •.•
CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE, ORDER 13, llULE 4
••.
...
CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE (ACT V OF 1908), O. 21, RR. 18,20-Cross
decrees for money-Distinction betu'een decrce for mOtley '/flith
personal I e 171 <fly and wit hout persotlal remed y-Deel ee for sale of
property in cufOl'cemell! of morfg(lge 'wi. etl a decrce for paymetlt oj
money II/lder nt/e 18, a Itt when no/-Decree for Stile of lIlort{!nged
properly wifl/(i'fi personal decree /lot II decree for s lie in enforcement ola mortgage It ;der rules 18 and 20. A mortgage decree'
for the sale of the mortgaged property, while there is no rt-medy
except against the property and where there is no obligation on
the part of the mort!-,a~or person~l1y to pay any sum of money,
is not a decree for tht: p~,yment of a sum of money, within the
purview of Order 21, rule 18 of the Civil 1 rocedure Code.
Consequenlly such a mortgage decree-holder cannot d<)im to set
off a!!ainst the amount due to him in re~pect ':pf"1hemottgage
decree the amount due by him l:nder a sin' pie money decree
to the other party. 1 hcre is a material difference between
a case where there is a personal remedy for money under the
dt-cree and a case where there is no such remedy. r~ule 20 Of
Order 21 of the Code m:rely apl'li,s lhe provisions of Hulc 18 to
decrees for sale in cnforCClllellt of a lIlortl!age, bllt wllel e a decree
does nol enable a S'.llll to he recovcred olherwioc than out of the
property sold then s .ch a decree is I!otai} nrdillary decree for sale
in enforcement of a mortgage. Slteo Shankar v. ChUntli Lal, 38 All.
669-r.elerred to. Nagar Ma.l v. Ram Chand, -2 All.. 240; Vaidltinathasawmy . v. Somasundaram. 28 Mad. 4 7 3-distinguislted.
Krishtlan v. Ven1{atapathy, 29 Mad, ?>18-disscnted fro1"'.,
CIVIL PR)CEiJURE CODE, SC:CTIONS
CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE, ORDER

THE BURMA 011. COMI'ANY, LTD.

'Ii.

MA TIN

'"

...

88
800
164

505

1908). 0.21, K 22 (t) AND (2)Notice to sllow calise a.i!,ainsf e-"cc/lt iOIl aJler a ycar, csscIII inlA bsence of tlolice 110! a 1IIcr" irrcglll(lri/ y-Qucsfion (I f jllrisdiclioll
not raised 01/ (Irres!, effcct of No appca!-l?e"ISioll,,1 powers.
Where an applicatio:l for execution is made mnrc than a year after
thedate of the decref', the Court lIluSt issue no'ke to the judgmcnt
debtor to show cause before ordering his ;ITrCst, under lht provisions of O. 21,r. /2 (1). If the C:Jurt dispenses with the notke
under sub-rule 2, its reasons mes! be recorded, Failurc to observe
these Tules is not a mere irregularity but a defect whieh gocs to
the very root of t.he p. oeeedings and remit rs them ,'oid f or w~n! of
jurisdiction. Shycim Mandai v.Santinath, 44 Cal. 954--refrrred
to. If a party however fails to raise the question of jurisdicthm, the order cOtrmitting him to jail is not appea'able. In
order that s. 47 of the Code may apply, an order under whkh
is appealable, the debtor ~hould have challenged. the jurisdiction
of the Court to pass orders i I execution. In a .proper case of
irremedlableinjury to the debtor, the High Court may interfc!'c
on revision.

CIVIL PROCEDURE Cll!)E (ACT V OF

RAMDAS

7'. KANNAMAL .. ,

110
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CIVIL PROCRDURE CODE (ACT V OF t908), 0.21, RR 58 TO 63- Court's
scope 'of inquiry~Attaching creditor's right to execvte decree or

that it ts time·barred cannot be questioned by claimants ~IJ/xo are
not parties to the decree-Opening of exect,tion proceedingsMaking of application ii' execution-Step in aid of execut iOllLimitation Act (IX of 19081,Sc". I, Art. 182-Court'sfailure to
adjudicate on claim whether property is atlachable-Court's
. failure to consider tile law that is applicable on point of limitation~Groundsfor revision. In investigating claims for removal

of attachment under 0.21, rr. 58 to 61 of the Ch"il Procedure
: Code, it is not within the scope of the enqlliry for a Court 10
decide whether the attaching creditor has the right to execute
his decree. Objectors .who. are 110t parties to the decree cannot ordinarily contend that the applic..tion of the executing
creditor was time-barred. The opening of execution proceedings is not tile same thing as the maki.ng of an application on
execution or the takili$ of some step in aid of execution, bd
all of them come witliill. the purview of Art. 182 of the LinJitation
Act. Even where th€rc is no actu'!.l application for execution on
the record, such an applicat,ion may be presumed in c Ises where
the order made in execution is of such a natllTe that the COlt,t
would not have made it except upon an application for that purpose. A.Pille v. Adt!1ppa, 10 L.H.R. 34-r.iiferred to. The
remedy of a party agdnst whom an order is passed under 0.21,
rr. 56 to 62 of t!~e Code. is to file a declaratory sl'it. But where
the Court has rtf ,scd to adjudication on the claim as to whether
the pn~perty was attachable under O. 21, rr. 58 to 62, and the
Court has not really considered the law that is applicable on
the point of limitation, it has. erroneously refused to exercise
jurisdiction vested in it· by law, and the High Court can
interfere on revision ..
8.S. SOMASUNDARAM CHETTYAR V. MA 8HWE THrr AND
orHERs

a

CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE,
NARILY REVISIBLE .oo

0 .. 21,

R.

53,

132

FINDINGS UNDER, NOT ORDI.,.

466

CIVIL PROcEDURE CODE, O. 21. R.63, REVISION AGAINST, NO GROUND
FOR EXTENDiNG LIMITATION...
...
•••
.oo

466

CIVIL PROCEDUIlE CODE

...

(A:'ci V.

OF

•••

1905). 0.21,

...

R.

65.69, 84, 90,-

',.

Recei7!er r.f imtl10veahle property.-No fwoprietary right or
interest vests ill a r.eceiver-Rece.ivC1' 110t in possession, and no
party to execution prcoceedin[!,s, not entit led to notice IJf sale-I'res;ding officer at COtll'f sale declares highest bidder-}udge's sanction
unnecessary jor comPletion ofcontract ofsllie. A rereiver is merely
an officer. of the Court, he acquires no proprietary rights'or
inter.est in the property of which he is appointed receiver.. In,
execution proceedings, in. which the receiver is not a party and
who is not in possession of·the property, no notice Jleed issue to
such recciv~r in.caseof sale, :jnd absence of notice is not a material
irregularity .or fr'!.ud in,publi~hing 0" conductinglhesale. 1'0 Shan
v. Ma1mg·Gy}. 5 L, B.R. 213-reforred to. Neither the provisions
of Order21 of the CivilProce,dure.Code, n-:>rthe rules of the High
Courlnor of the Courts Mannal requi"c a bid to be accepted bya.
Judge before the contra<;:t of sale can be held to be complde.
The officer conducting the sale can declare the highesthidder to
he the purchaser ] aibCiltadur v. Matukdhari, 2. Pat. 548- distit,"
gtlis!u£. A/at'uddin v. Howell, 6 Ran. 609-disse ll tedfro m .
M.AVNGOH~:rIN

v. P.R.• M,P,8.R.M, FIRM
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CIVIl. PROCIWURI; CODE,

O. 30, R. 4

CIVil, PIWCEI>URE CODE (\CT V OF

585
1908), O. 33 -ExaminatioJn of

apf>licant-Scope of inquiry-Evidence and argument as to
mallers cOlltLlinctl in O. 33, r. 5-ResPondent's right to caU
cvidalce and to u,hat it is limited -Rille 7 gives procedure, does
not resIriel scope of inquiry or of argument. Under the provisiofls of O:-do:.r 33, Civil Procedure Code, a Court is competent to
hcar a,-gClmellts as to whether on the face of a pauper's application, he was 0: was not subject to any Of the p~ohibitionsspec.ified
ill rule 5 of O:'der 33 and c~n also take evidence regarding them.
It is the res;'o'lcl::nt who is in a position to raise objections under
rult: 5 'c), 'd, and (e), and this he can only do by examining plrties
and witnesses. The words in rule 7" and octhe evidence (ifally)
taken by the Court as h~r,ein providecl,!~. mean that in any inquiry
under rule 7 eVidence Day'be taken with regard to any of the five
grounds mentioned in rule 5. Rule 7 gives the procedure to be
followed in an inquiry into pauperism and is not a rule meant to
restrict the scope of the inquiry or of the argument. Otherwise
the clauses of rule 5 would b'e nugatory.

361

MA SHOP]-AMBl V. MUBARAK ALI

1908), O. 33, RR. 2, 5-Pauper's
apPlication, stricl cO/lformity to rules essential-Wrong valua- lioll of s/lbicet-matter-Rejcction of aPPlication inevitable-No
discretion vested in Court-Fresh application. A pauper in

CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE (ACT V OF

applying for permission to sue as a pauper is required strictly to
conform to the provisions of Order 33 of the Civil Procedure
Code. If in his application he has not calculated the court-fce
value in acc'lrdance with the requirements of Court Pees Act.md
O. 7. r. 1 of the Civil Procedure Code hc dolaks cl;ll1se (a) of
rule 5 of Order 33. Under such e-ircumsbnces the Court has no
discretion and must reject the application. The applicant may
file a fresh application, if in time.
MAU~G Po

KYEE

V.

MA SHWE lIN

...

-'f

359t

CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE (ACT VOF 1908).0.41. R. lO-Restoratioll Of

rejectedaPteal-No general discretioll to restore ap peal., Failure
to furnish $ecurity In time-Collrt's refusal to e.rtel/d li11le~·
ReJectioll of appeal. Where an ~ppellant has been j'equired to

fUTnish security for costs uuder the provisious of O. 41, rule 1.0
(1) of the Civil Proce~ll\re Code, .an I where with knowledge of
the order fo~ security he bas. failed to gi\e security within the::
time ordered by the Court, and where he has subsequently applied
for further time which has b~en refused for reasons given in the
order. and where the appeal has been rejected as directed by the
Code under sub-rule 2, and not merely struck off the file, the'
Court in s(;ch a case cannot restore the appeal. Badri Narain v.
Sheo Ko,r, 17 Cal 512 j Bal1C1ant Singh v. Daulat Singh, 8 All. 315
(P.CI ; Rajab Ali v. Amir Hossei1l, 17 Cal. 1 (P.C) ; Sundar v.
Habib Chik, 42 All. 626-distinguished.
LI TONE KOKE v. S.A.R.M. FIRM
41, RULE 33, POWERS UNDER

CIVIL PROCEDUUE CODE, ORDER

CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE (ACT V OF 1908), O. 43, R. 1 .(w) ; 0.47"
RR. I, 4, 7 (I)-Appeal Jrom Older granting review limited

to grounds set out in O. 47, r. 7-No appeal if Court ollly tookwrong view of O. 43, r. I i l l gralltillg review-Revisioil. An
appeal lies from an order admitting an application for review,
but it is a limited right of appeal On one or other of the three
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grounds set Ollt in '0. 47. r. 7 ill of tile Code. 0.43, r. 1 (11.1)
which allows the appeal, must be read with the provisions of O.
47, r. 7 ;1). Wnere a Court bea.ring ill mind the prllvisio:;sof O.
47, r. 1 grants an application for review. it cannot be said to
cOntravene the provisions ot O. 47, r. 4, merely because it may
have taken a wrong view as to the n:eaning of rule 1. An appellal<; Cou: t would be aCling without j;,risdiction, if all thbground
alolle. it sds aside an order of the Lower Court gi-anting a
redew. A.T.K.I' L.M. Mutilu Pillay v. Lakdlrninarayan. 6 Ran.
254; Bari Ch,£ran Sail" v. Baran I(ltalt, .f! Cal. 716 ; Sikatldar
Khan v. Batand Khan, 8 Lah. 617- referl·ed to.
..•

187

NoT APl'LICAI:ILE TO INSOLVENCY
...
...

201

LIM TIN NGAN V. MA MYA 1{YIN
CIVIL PROCEDURECOOE. ORDEl~
PHOCEEDINGS ...
CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE,

...'

47

0.47, R. 7

187

._

16-Decree
in conformity with the awards-No a/peal, exceptions fa the
rule Of-Arbitrators 'l.nth wide powers calling in others to assistAward made with such assistance. valid; A decree in Con-'
. sequeilce of an award to which para. 16 of Scll. II to the Civil
Procedure Code applies, is not appealable. Cflampsey Bkara & .
Company v. Jivraj Ba.lloo Spinning and Weaving Company,.
Limited, 47 B·)m. 576 (P.C.l-l·efcrred to. An exception to the
rule is where all award is not all awa;d,.at all. Ibrahim Ali v.
Mohsin Ali, III All. 42!-.fistinfl,uislied. \Vhere arbitrators·
having wide powers call ill other persons to assist them, their
award, signed by them a'one, cannot be sa d to be no award at
ill.
.

CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE fACT

V

OF
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SCH.
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II.

PARA.

.. ,

269

COHABITATION, PnEsUMPTION ARISIN(;. FROM, AT l\~AHOMEDAN LAW...

777

MAUNG TUN LIN AND ANO"fHER

MAUNG TUN

res judicata

WIN

COLLATERALTHANSAt:TION ARISIN,; OUT OF V,l1ll C0:-.11 RACTS

80
263

COMMUTATION OF SEN fENCE OF IMPIUsONMENr INTO SEN"fENCl, OF
WIl1PPING
...
...
."
...
...

319

CO-DEFENDANTS, HEQUISITES FOR

BETWEEN...

COMPANY'S Cosls-W,ndir,g up ordet.,·,,.:C(1l1fpaN~!.!;; l/ppe"l
windln~ up order - Appeal umuccessjul and no order as

against
fo costs'
ou· of assels-Director's expenditure on appeal when aflowableBall" fide~ arid reasonableness. The .8i:edurs of a Cornllay that
was ordered to be wound up under Ihe Companies A ct retained
in thdr hands cerlain money belonging to the Company and
spent them on an apped filed by the Company against the order
of th·~ winding up. The a!,peal was unsuccessful and there was
'no o-dcr of the Appellate Court las there was on the Odginai
Side) aIlowing the costs 01 the Company's advocates out of the
estate. Held, that the Official Liquidator could. under the
directions of the COlirt, allow the expenditure. if incurred bolta
fide. and up to a reasonahle t"xtent. In re Humber Ironworks
COin/any, L.H. (1886) I1Eq. Cases IS-referred to.
1. E. MOOLLA AND ANOTHER v. THE OFFICIAL LIQUID.~TOR
COMPANY -Confracf 5 !:efore formation fLlr its benefit -RatificaiionAct 5 dOlle for company as t YIIstec-Riglit to obtain a lease. <l ch":e
in action-Trust in respeclof mo.-cable property how (rea tedTrusts>Act (11 of 1882),55. 5,6';""Agreement of lease with olle party
foJr benefit of an1/her'party who esiablishesriirecl relatio/ls 7.0ith
landlord, effect of-Non-assigmneni of lease-Der'olution ofliabiliiyon party takillg oter, oir equitable princiPles:-I1tdetn1Zity of
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a trustee. A company cannot be bound by any contract made un
its behalf bcfore it comes into existence, nor can it, subsequent to
its formation, ratify SI ch a contract. But this need not pr~vent
a contracti'lg party under certain circumstances from becoming
a trustee for the company in respect of an agreement which such
party has made for the company's benefit. A right arising under
an agret'ment with an owner of immoveable property to call upon
him to execute a lease is a chose in action, and as such moveable
property. It is therefore not necessary to have a registered
instrument under s. 5 of the T. tiI,ts Act, in order to hold the
benefit of such an agreement in trust for another. Plaintiffc':Jmpany oblained in their own name an agreement for long lease
from the uwner of certain premises in Rangoon (or the benefit of
a motor business company about to be formed in I<angoon and
which was to be the property of, and completely controlled by the
plamtiff-company. This was in purs~lance of an agreemenl
between the plaintiff-company and the general distributing agents
of the motor business. In pursuance of such agreement, when the
premises were ready for occupation, motor company (now formed)
went into posscssion, made extensive alterations of the premises
in conjuncti,m with the owner, and paid rent direct to the owner.
By an oversight lhere was no assignment to the motor compa,ny
of the agreement for lease. Sutsequently appellants took O\'er
from the plaintiff-company the agency of the motor company as
a going concern, its assets and liabilities, The shares of the
motor compam held by the pLtinliff-company \\'eretransferred to
appellants Held. that unner the circumstances of the case, the
molar company were not the monthly tenants of the plaintiffcompany who m'.lst be h :ld to be bare trus lees of the agreement
for 1ea;e fOr the motor comp:my. Having regard to the arrangemcnts between the plain~irf-company and the ~PI'el1ants the
fortner wcre cntitled t () a declaration of indemnity in respect of
their liabilities under the agreement for lea~e.
WEARNE BROTHERS, LTD. v. THE RUSSA ENGINEERING
WORKS, LTD., AND OTHERS
...
...
...

144

COMPANIES ACT (VII OF 1913). s. 229-Presidency-Towns Insol'vencY
Act (IX of 190'), s. 49, Sccond SC/Il:d., .r1~. 20,23- Wi,tding up
proceedillgs-Ittterest due to a seCttred creditor, up 10 what date
payable~ Prillcipl! and interest up to date of sale reati:'able
frolll t Ite securit y -u IIsecurcd {'atallce to inc! /Ide iuterest only tiP
to date of willdiu,!!, 1Ip, In the liquidation proceedings of an
insolvent company a sectl"ed creditor, afler having exhausted hls
security cannot in proving as regards the balance of his debt
unsatisfied include interest afler the date of the winding up order.
So far as the Ulisecllreti portion of their debts is concerned the
'provi.s(onsof the Insolvency Act generally do not suggesf any
intention of pulting secured creditors on a more favourable
footing than unsecured III re Savin. L.R. '1872.1,7 eh. Ap. 760 ;
Ram Chand v. Bank of Upper India. 3 Lah 67-referrcd to. .
H. OPPENHEIMER
LIQUIDATION)

V.

M. E.
••.

MOOLA SONS, LTD.
...
..,

(IN
...

COMPANY LAW-Associat ion of Ot'er twenty persons without regist ration illegal-No s/lit lie, for ,m account of its dealings and
profits-Suit for return of subscrtption lies-Distinction belwem
enfOl'cement of tllegat contract and p'cl'ention of contmlt"n~eof
. ill,'galit y-Reduction of melllbendoes 1Iot make illef(al association legal-Suit falls u'udcr Sch. [. Art. 120 of Limitatiolz Act
(IX of' 1908). An association consisting of more than twenty
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persons and form~d.ior.t~he purpose oj carrying on bUSiness mus,t
be re~istercd a$ a cOlllpany. Otherwise it is an illegal company
and its subscribers caullot sue ior an account of its dealings and
transactions and of its pr0l1t$. But they have a ri~ht to sue for
the return of their subscriptions, and if these ha ve been converted
into land or other things for the rurpcse of the company, they
can be reconverted illto l1Jo:'ey for payment of the debt$ and
liabilitie$ of the concern and then for repayment of the sul'scribers In sllch cases n) illegal cOntrad is sought 10 be enforced
and only the continuance of what is illegal is sl)ught to be
prevented. Butt v. Manteau.• , 1 K. & J. 97; Slleppard v. O:>:enford,l K. & J. 489-referred to. An association ollce illegal in
form retains its illegal character until registration of di"soJution,
and dOtS not bec ,me kgal merely by a redlldic..n of its Illlmbe:' of
members. Moncysreceiyed by tlJe promoter from the suhscribers
in such a case are notrl<h-eivcd by him for the st:bscribers:. llse.;
hence a suit to recoV('ft them does not fall under Art. '60, but is
governed by Art. 120 of the LimitationAet. f.SubbaRaov.
J. Rama Rao., 40 Mad. 291 ; Rl1ma Sesllayya v. Sri T Cotton Press,
49 Mad. 468-reJerred to.
U SEIN Po

'IJ.

540

U PHYU

COMPENSATION, eX-l!.ratia, PAYMENT OF-IJY EMPLOYE!! WHETHEI~ TO
BE TAKEN INTO CONSIDERATION IN SUBSEQUENT PROCEEDINGS
UNDER THE WORKMI'N'S COMPJ,.NSATION ACT
.. ,
•• ,
CONDONATION OF .MATRIMONIAL OFi'ENCE, WHAT IS IMPLlEiHN'

660

'. ;~"""'""'.~{J""'-"

to
take cOllfessor's signall.trc-Confession otl/erwisc properly made
and duly recorded-AdmissibIlity Of confession ill evidenceCriminal Procedure Code (Act V of 1::>98)., ss. 164,364,533. A
magistrate recorded the confession of an accused person in
accordance with the provisions of s. 164 of the Criminal Procedure Code; but througr. an over3ight h e did not take the signature
of the accused. He triedlo obtain the signature o[ the accllsed
in jail the next day but the acc"sell refused to sign. The' magistrate and hi'S cle;'k Wde examined :IS Lo the CQnfession by the
Sessions Judge ~t the trial. Held, that the co:dession wasadmissible in evidence and the failure to secure Ihe signature "vas
cured ullder the prov'is'tons of s. 533 of tht Crilllin~l I'nJcedure
Code, the irregularity not having injured the accused as to his
dcfel',ce on the merits. Lalc//and v. Queen-Empress, 18 Cal. 549;
Queen-Empress v. Visram. 21 Hom. 495; Sadanl;da. Pal v. Emperor, 32 Cal. 550-refet'red to. Queen-Empress v. Virarl, 9 Mad.
224 distinguished. fai Narayan v. Queen-Empress, 17 Cal.
862-dissentedfrom.

CONFESSION OF AN ACCUSED RECORDED BY MAGISTRATE-Omission

BA YIN 'IJ. KINl>·EMPEHOR

759

CONFUCIAN, TF,STAMENTARY POWERS OF A

720

CONSEQUENTIAL RELIEF WHEN UNl\ECESSARY IN A SUIT FOR DECLARATION •• ,
...
....
..,
..
'

477

real character of, oral evidence to p(;wer
,CbNTEMPT OF COURT Sumlllar," powers o//he High COlirt, wltenlo be
exercised-Interference witl! administration o/justicc e~se'lttiaIJor
ojfe1t.ce-Commc1tts made Wilen revi~ion pro, eedilJ;':s in a Crimlllal
case pending in H igh CO!lrt~Critzcis1ttof ajudament At tackoll
judge's c.mzpeteil.cy-Apology. His contempt of Court to p:lbLsh
an article in a llewspap~r cummenting' on the proceedings in a
'pending Crimin..1 prosecution or Civil aclion. But the summary
jurisdicton possessed by a High Court to punish for contempt
Cql<lSIDERNfION,

292

,
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ought only to!;,e exei:cise,1 when it is probable th It the publication
will s ubs;adially interfere with thc clue administration of justice.
C',mments werc published in a newsp;'.per during the pendency
of Revisir)ll proceedings in the High Court a,;ain;t tile conviction
and, entenccd rassed by a Sessions Judg", expressing sympathy
with the a'.cused and expressing tile VI"\\" that a certain act
although it n'ighl be an ()ffen'~c under the FOIT,t Act <HIght not to
be punished lInde r the InJian Penal Code Held, tha~ as such
comments werc 1I0t lik.ly to have any eHe, t on the I evisiollal
proceedings, aud a~' tllere was no q'les' ion of y witnesses, jurors
or a',seSSUI S bciq~ infl:.ellced, thc COlli t \\'(,ll1c1 not exercise its
SUll1mary powel s. Legal Relllelllbrancer v. lIliltilal,41 Cal. 173referred 10 A fair criticisll1 of the justice of a decision is not
contempt 01 Court but if the competency t,f a j Idge is attacked it
wouldamotlllttocontemptofConrt. Tl:eQueell v. Gray (l900!,
2 Q.8.D. 30-referred to. In the matter of a Special Reference
(1~93) A.C.13S -distin/!,uislred.
In a proper case if there is no
attack on the integrity or charader of a judge, the Court would
accepI an apology.

,\II

THE GOVERNMENT ADVOCATE

v.
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SAYA SEIN

CONTHACT FOR SALE OF LAND, WHI!.THER
PURCHASER'S LEGAL REPImSENTATIVl<:S

EN~ORCEABLE AGAINST

CONTI~ACT OF SALR OF IMMOVEABLE PHOPERTY NOT WITHIN MEANING

OF SECTION

49,

REGISTRATION ACT

CONTRACT, RULES OF BUDDHIST LAW of, r-:OT ENFORCEABLE IN THE
FACE 0[" THIe CUNTRACT AcT ..
CO:-'THACT ACT, SECTIONS

11 AND 23

423
414

677
677
800
292

CONTRACT ACT, SIeCT!ON 23
CONTRACT ACT, SECTION

25 (3)

CONTRACT ACT, SECTION

30

CONTRACT ACT, SECTION

40

423

CONTRACT ACT, SECTION 45

806

CONTRACT ACT, SECTIO"

263,300

431

74

CONTHACT ACT, SECTlOl\S

lSI, 152

339

(IX of 1~72), s. 198-Pledge by possessor of gtJodsGoods obiained by fraud-L lIt rue representation alld dishonest
intention ill obtail/ing posses5ion-Goods vbtail/ell from owner by
fraud mllst be retlwned to true owner by evell bona-fide Pledgee.
\Vhere a person obtains jewellery from its owner on the pretext
that he has a prospective p 'rchaser and with the dishonest
intention of raising mone} on it for himself, he obtains the goods
by fraud. Consequently e,en a bona-fide pledgee of the goods
from that person must return the goods to the true owner.
R.M VA. Ananltl Ie CheUy v. Mrs. Basch, 11 L.B.R.distinguished.

CONTHACT ACT

.•.

556

...

61

CONTRIBUTION TO PROVIDENT FUND BY EMPLOYER WHEN ASSESSABLE
TO INCOME-TAX IN THE HANDS OF THE EMPLOYER
•••

(,09

S.A.L.S. C"ETTYAI< V. DAW SAW...
CONTRACT ACT, SECTIONS

215, 216 .. ,

...

...

CONVICTION ON ALTERNATIVE FINDINGS HOW FAR PERMISSIBLE

96·
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CO-OPERATiVE SOCIETlES,,,ACT III OF 1912), s. 42-Liquidatoy's

powers-Power to sUfI/ii/on witnesses and compel production of
doeumel/ls-Lzquida/or's order filial-COllY/'s duty to issue
execution-No power tlested i1l Cuurt /0 con/rvlliquidator's orders.
All order 01 the liqt:idator under s. 42 of the Co-operative Societies
Act is final. A Court whose aid is sOl1ghtforthe execution of that
oreler cannot go behind it and inyestigate its legality. The actual
ru"'s framed under the Act do 110t provide .lor an appeal and
llKre is no ch';ck imposed either by way of appeal or revision
ag;,inst any orders passl:d hy the liquidator. Mathura Prasad v.
SlteoJbalak, ~O All. 89-referred /0
MAUNG A UNG NYEIN v. MAUNG GALE
CO-OWl'EH, PRESliMPUTION AS

'10

•..

CORPSE, HIGHT TO POSSESSION of, IS A CIVIL RIGHT
COUNTIlY LIQUOR,
I'

NECESSIi~'1:0

SPECIFY THE KIND IN EXCISE CASE ...

COURT OF AI'PE,\L uR REVISION" MEANING OF

COURT,

INHERE~T

533
164
600
317
345

88

POWERS OF

COURT SALE, liS pende1zs, WHETHER APPI.lCABLE TO
COURT FEEES ACT, SECTh!N 7

734
164

COURT FEES ACT(YII OF 1870·, SCII. 11, ART. 17 (vi)-Kyaung and
its site, mar~et value vf-Cour/-fees in suit for pJssession Of
kyaung, how determinetl~Buddhist Eec.lesiastical Law-Sanghika
kyaung, pv~ver of appointment to-Taikok whether empoweTed /0

lIfJl1linate a Sllccessor fa <T deceased head of a kyaung-Trust
scheme grallti'lg powers of the head of a monastery OIL /rustees-Presiding mouk of sanghika kyaung, by whom /0 be elected. H cld,
that in a suit for possession of a /Jongyi kyaung and its site, courtfees are payable under Art. 17 (v;), Sch.ll 01 the Court l'ees Act.
Held. that where a trust scheme for the management of a
~allghika kYlIllngdaik granted the trustees powers to control all
persons ill the kyaurJgdaik such as are allowed to the head of
arnonastery by the Budohist Ecciesiastic,,1 Law anel to settle
disputes relating to the possession of kYaung{ and <aYats, the
trus tees are enU lied to appoint a successor to a deceased presidingmonk of a stl/,ghika k,arillgt' SClIlble.:-In lhe _Ibsence of any
trust schell'e and· trustees, it is fur the Sal/.{!,has to decide who
should succeed adeceaseel Ill·ad of the monasterv. Semble:There does nut seem to he any established rule of law by which
the deceased pre;iding moult has any power to nominate his
successor. Rajag0l'ala Naidu v • ..R amllsubral/lania Ayyar, 46
Mad. 782; U Tezeinda v. U Teza (11:>92-96) 2 U.B.R. 72- referred
to. lIfa/Lmatha Nittlt Mittel' v. The Seeretal'y of State for I1Ldia,
25 Cal, 194; U Konma v. U Einda, C.R. 299 of 1919, C.C.L.B.followed. Malmg Meik v. V Kumara (1917-20), 3 U;B.R. 236-

dissented from ..
U PYINNYA

V.

245

U DIPA

CRElHTOR, COUR1'S POWEH TO

Ol~DER

REFUND B Y . ; .

CREDrIORS, SUBSTITL;TED. TAKE THE PLACE OF THE PETITIVNING
CHEDITOHs ANll TB I> ORIGINAL ACT OF INSOLVENCY SUFFICIENT
...
....
".
...
•.•
FOR PROCEEDINGS
·CRnuNAL PRf>CTICE-PrO~ecutionl11ilntsses;/ailure 10 establish guilt~
AdjouHl11wnl asked for to search f of other witnesses t a prove cascCo/.,rt'sduty to refuse adjOI/Tnment. ·Where the witoesses relied
on by the prosecution would not give the evidence expected of

126

785
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them and the prosecution enl1eavo~red to pat ma(lc:rs right by
wanting to make a se;lrch in the 11l-,pe vf findinl! others who
wvuld prov," 1IIore satbfactorj and a:ked for an adjournment,
Ireltt, tInt the CO~lrt should refll~e it.
..,

592

164, 364, 533
.. ,
'"
CRIMINAL PJIOCEDUI~E CODE, SECTION 236 WHEN APPLICABLE
•••
CRIMINAL PROCEDURE COVE (ACT V OF 18981 ~s. l39, -:42-Penal Code
(Act XLV of 1800 ss. (,0, 12,}B, H3.-MisJoinder of cltarges-

i59
96

AH PHONE

v. KING-[':MPEROR

•• ,

.,.

CrUMlNAL PROCEDURE COVE, SECTJONS

Charges of conspiracy to sleal and of liabitually dealing in sloten
pro perty, w/ren can be tried together-E.vllmi1lUtio1l of tile accused,
its obicci aud method-Documentary evidence-Obscure and
doubtfut passages -,Necessity to quesUprI accused - Remvvaloftil/rber
from G01'ermll eu t COI/ trvl, tvh cn n tliefl-Consent vj owner when not
rcat-Le~al proof, not conjecture,uecessary jor co/wuHon. There
is no misjuinder o( charges where the ;\ccllsed are charge.l wirh
criminal cOIlspi,'acy to steal Government timber dl,ring a staled
period and als,) with tile offence of habituallyrecdving and dealing in SUCl] stolen timber dllrin~ the same periud in pursuance of
the said eon,piracy. Hut if Ihe charge includes dealings with
persons outside the conspiracy, there wO'.1ld be a misj<)illider such
as would vitiate the trial. Subrallmani'l Ayyar v.King-Emperor,
2,; Mall. 61-d:stilt,~ui~hed. The objec.t of the examination of
the a(cus~d under ~. 3-l2 of the Criminal Procedure Co,le is to
enable him to explainanythinlt'-appearing in evidence ag:linst him.
The specific point or points which weigh a~ainst him must be
mentioned. Emperor v. Alimuddin,' 52 C;d. 522; K.M. Subbaya v.
King-Emperor, 7 l<an. 470; Maung liman v King-Emperor, 1 I~an.
689; N~a Hi" U v. King-Emperor, 3 Ran. 139,-referrcd to.
\Vhere the prosn;,tlion mainly relks on doculucnts that have been
wrillen by ;lnd scized fronl theaccusec1 to est;lblish the guilt and
they are obscure'or capable of more than' one explanation thcn it
is Of ~I'eciill importance to. ask the 3ccusei specially as to 'heir
explanation of the doubtful or obscure passages. Menticn of
bribery in the lellers does not by itself show the ealr,mec of a
conspiracy t6 eomnlil theft. \Vhi;:c ,a.)icensee rcmoves from
(j,,\'en:lnellt c'llltrol tilllber oftlie kind whidl is n ,l covered by his
lice'lce by rni_le:L1in;,; the r,spunsible ofllcer to acccl't the reveuue
and to i SSl e a rc'oov.1! [';IS, and bill of lille, thcn the consent ofthe
officer for rCIII",-al is no consent within th{' meaning Of s. ')0 of
the ll1cli'lll Penal Code alld in'the circl,mstances there is theft of
the limber within the mealling of s. 378 of the Penal Code. Where
110 specific instance of theft or of leceipt of stolen property is
proved and the COllrt is ask d tu infer from a mass of documents
whose meaning is obscure and about which the accused w ..re never
qneslioned. th;~'t there was a conspiracy to commit theft the cOllrt
should not substitute conjecture and suspicion in place of legal
proof. Barindra f(ummar v. Emperor, 37 Cal. 4f)7,....rejerred to.
MAUNG BA CHIT v. KING-EMPEROR .. ,
...
...
"';HJMINAr. PrWCEUURE COllE (ACT

V OF 1,.;98), ss. 342, 53i-Failure

to re,e.,\:amille accl/sed nfter the recallof prosecution -.v;tllesse~a1td
after c:mmil/at; '11 offresh wit liesses-/Jrocedllrc whet lie!' illegal or
merely irrCl!.lIlnr-Accused's cn'se not prejudiced, lIteu au irreg1tlartly o1t'y:-1'he accused was examined after the evidence of a
number of prosec,ltioll witnc'sses was conduded. Then twu,olher
~ro\Vn witne,'ses were examined and after that a nUll.b"r ,col prosecution wiinesses were recalled and _ 'cross·examined. The
accused was never examined a~ain;and after the defence w'itne~ses'
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were examined, jlldgment was passed against the accused. Held,
that ~llch procedure was ill viola:ion of the provisions of s. 3'12 of
the Criminal Procedure Code. The accu~ed should have been
cxalliined after the two fre:;h proSecution witness had been exilll1ined and further fe-examined alter the Crown wilncsse; were
recalled allel cross-examined. But the failure of the trial COllrt to
do so, if it did 1I0t calise prejudice to the accused, amOl·nled to an
irregularity which is curable under s. 537 of the Code, and not an
ilI~gality which vitiates the hi;!1 allogdher. Abdul Rahman v.
KE., 5 Ran. 53 (P.C.) ; Byrne v. Tlte Crown, 4 Lah. 61 ; Emperor
v.Beeltu,45All.124;NgaHlaU v. K.E., 3 Rail. 1~9;SalyU
Mohiuddin v. K.E., 4 Pl. 48~ ; Subr£l'mania v. K.E., 25 Mad. 61 ;
Varisai Rowllter and anolher v. [{E., 43 Mad. 449-l'effrred to.
Jlltllmon v. Empt;yor, 50 Cal. 30~; Legal Remembrlwccr, Bengal
v. S.c. Noy, 51 Cal. 924 ; Madura Muthu and six otlters v. K.E.,
45 Mad. 820 ; Ma;a!lar Ali v. Empfror, 5~ Cal. 223; Pramc.tha
Nath v. Emperor, 50 Cal. SI8-disselltedfrom.
K.M. SUBBAYA NAIDU

V.

KING-EMPEROR

470

CRIMINH. PROCEDURE CODE (ACT V OF lb98), 5S. 367, 531, 537Magistrate's omission to sign judgment, mere irregularity curable
under s. 537-Placc of tdal, error as to-No failure of justice,
error immaterial. An ommission to sign and date a judgment by
a Magistrate in open Court at the lime of pronouncing it as
required by s. 367 of the Criminal P<"occdllre Code, amounts to·a
mere irregularity curable by s. 537. EntJieVor v~'Ra;ii Sf/kh, 47 All.
284-followed.. Tllak v. Baisagomoff, 23 Cal. 502-I'efened to.
Bandewu v. Emperor, 27 Mad. 257; Qlleen-Empress v. HargoiJil1d,
14 All 242-·disscnied from. Where there is no failure of
justice owing to an error as to place of trial, the irregularity does
not vitiate the trial.
MOHAMED HAYET MULLAv. KING-EMPEROR...

370

CIUMINAL PROCIWURE CODE, SECTION 393
.•.
...
CRIMINAL PIWCEDUHE CODE; SECTION 395. analogy from...
CRIUINAL P~OCEDURE CODE, SECTION 423 (1) (b)
...

769
319
319

CRIMINAL PrWCEDllllE COI,E (ACT V OF 189~J,.~s. 423,435.'139, $17,
518,519,520- Trial Court's order for disposill oj propel't y 011 conviction or acquittal-Sessions COliri's and Dist, iet Ma{!.isir,;tc's
powers to alter SUCII order as II Court of reuisiof/- lL COliri of appeal.
revision" wider meaning of, uuder s. 520-APpcllatc COllrl's alld
High Courl' s respective powers of disposal under ss. 423 alld 439.
Held, that in the case o[ an acquittal by the trial Court, thesesEions
Judge or District Magistrate as a Court of revision has power
under s. 520 of the Criminal Procedure Code to interfere with the
order of the trial Court passed under s. 517, regarding the dis p05al
• of the property ill respect of which the offence was cOl'nmitted.
In the case of a cOllviction by a first class :l-lagistrate the Diiitrict
Magistrate has, in the absence of an appeal to the Sessions Com't,
powerto interfere with an order passed under s. 517 ofthe Criminal
Procedure Code, by the tnal Court. Where there is an appeal
or a.case for revision, the Court of appeal and the High Court
respectively have powers to pass orders as to disposal of property
under ss. 4 J3 and 429 rc~p·etively of the Criminal Procedure Code.
So the words" Court of appeal or revision" ill s. 520 have a wider
meaning arrd are not restricted to a Court to which either of the
. parties to the criminal case has appealed, or could "ppeal, or. has
appFed for revision .. Empress v. JoggesllT,3 Cal. 379; Empress v.
Nilarnbljr, 2 AlL 276i King-Emperor v. Nga 1'0 Chit, iRan. 199 i
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Qlleett-Empressv.Ahmed, 9 Mad.-448-referred toand approved.
Maung Mra Tun v. Ma Era Zoe Pru, 6 Ran. 259-ot·erruled.
Emperor v. Debi Ram, 46 All. 623 ; In re Kltema Rukhad, 42
Bern. 66 i- dissented from.
U Po HLA V. C Po SHEIN
.,.
•••
...
CRDIINAL PROCEDURE CODE (ACT VOF l8'}:::), s. 419-Acqllittal by
trial Courl-High Court's powers on revision-Acquittal cannot bc
c"nverted into conviction-Retrial WItCII may be ordered O/t
1'lvision-Gwcrnment's power to appeal agai/tst acquittal. The

435

[[igh COllrt, in a revision application, has nO power to ronyert a
finding of acqnitlal into one of convidion. The High ('ourt may
on re\ isio!l set aside an order of acquittal and rlirt.:d a re-trial if
theft: is a case Of nOli-recording of evidence or illlpmper recording
of inadmissible evidence. It is open to the 1.0(;11 G.)\ernmt:nt tf)
appeal against an acquitt<ll. Kisltan Singh·,,,. J{,i,!1<g,Emperor,
50 All. 722 IP.C.I-foliowed. Wa~ir J{1/n;ra v. Kill.!f,-Enzperor,
7 Pat. :.79-dissmted from.
MA NYEIN V. MAUNG CHIT Hpu...
...
CROSS DECREES FOR MONEY, WHEN A MORTGAGE DECREE IS NoT
CIWELTY DEFINED...

..,

..,

CUSTOMARY E,ISEMENTS. HOW TO BE ESTABLISHED

...

538
505
790

.,.

487

DEAD BODY, !':OT MOVEABLE PROPERTy-POSsession, right of, for

burial Purposes-Executor Or ncar relatit'e can claim possession of
corpse for burial-Right of burial, a cit'il rig Itt-Civil Procedure
Code (Act V of 1(08). s. 9. There is no property in a dead hUIl'an
body and it cannot be regarded as moveable property. But 3n
exec"tor or a, sill1ili<lr representative is entitl~d to obtain or retain
posscssinn of· a l'o.rpsc for the purposes Of burial. The right of
buial is a civil right and can be establislled by Buil uncler s. l) of
the Civil Procedure Corle. Allat/drat. v. Sltallkar, 7 BOIll. 323 ;
E'IIlp"lOr v. Ra/J'adlz ill , 25 All. 129; [(oolli Mecl'a v. Mallomed
Meera, 30 Mad. 15; Ramraov. Rustumkllan, 26 BUill. 198;
Vasudev v. Val/m.tii, 5 Bom. 80-referred to.
MA KIN v. U BA
...
....
...
...
603
DECLARATION, SUIT FOR, CONSEQUENTIAL REl.IEF WIlEN UN1>:ECESSARY
477
DECREE, EFFECT OF COURT FAILING TO DI!AW'UP ON I.IMn:,\:j·I01>: .: ::.
18
DECREF, POWERS OF COUIIT TO AMEND
...
...
...
88
DEC!~EE IN CONEOT/MITY WITI: AWARD NOT APPEALABLE
•••
269
DEPOSIT .OF TITLE D!':EDS TO OPERATE AS MOI!TGAGE MUST BE MADE
WITH INTENT TO CT:EATE SECURITY
...
'"
28
DESERTIO;-l ';EVIVES CONDONED OFFENCE...
...
313
DISCHARGE OF INSOL.VENT DOES NOT· NECESSARILY END. PROCEEDINGS
126
DISCRETION OF COURT, :IOW EXF.R' ISED
."
...
...
561
DISPOSSESSION BY CO-OWNEH IN POsSESSION OF OTHER CO-OWNEF.S TO.
...
....774
BE DEFINITELY AND UNEQUIVOCALLY PATENT
DIVORCE ACT (IV OF lR691. ss. 2, ll-Domicile of parties essential for

jl/risdiction of District COttrt-Condonation of matrimonial
offence, implied condition of-Repetition of offence'-Ret'ival of
right to divorce for the cOl/doned offetlee-Cha'acter of repeated
offC1lce-Desertion, a ground for revival of right to divorce on
grouJld of 'Condoned adt/lter". Parties .to a marriage must be
domiciled in India at the time; when the petitiolds presented, in
order to give jurisdiction. to the District Court under the Im:lian
Divorce Act. Condomtion of. past matrimonial offences is
impliedly conditioned upon the future good beQaviour of the
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offending spouse. If <lfter condonation the offences are repeated,
the right to make the condoned offence a ground for divorce,
revives. To constitute sllch revival, the offending spouse need
not be guilty of offences of the same character as that condoned;
any misconduct is sufficient which indicates that the condonation
was not accepted in good faith and upon the reasonable conclilions implied. Desertion would therdore be a sufficient ground
for making the pre\ious ::Jllegalion of condoned adultery a ground
for divorce. C. C. Moreno v. H. f,fT. B. Moreno, 47 Cal. 1068referred to.
•.•

313

DOCUMENT PRoVED BEFORE COMMISSIONER, WHETHER PART OF THE
RECORD
...
..,
.,.
..,
...

164

llLACKMORE V. BLACKMORE Al'iD Al'Ol'HER...

Eo\SEMENTs-Suljtlce water In undefined cllal/nel, no rig Ttl to
by way of ea~ellJent tltou'gh Easements Act. (V of 18~:?) 110t applicable in Burma-Easl1llent by prexriptiv"f1, over Governmc'IIt
lal/d-Period of user--ll/terruption submitted to for two years
I'ars suit-Limitation Act (IX (If 19 18) S. 26-CustO/l;tll'y
rasement-Imidel/ts of· wstom- Catchment area fOl' water in
Upper Bur111a-Gover1/ment waste land.not reselved liS catchment
area for watelfalls (yegya). Although the Indian Easements
Act does not aI:ply in Burma, it is a general principle of law that
no claim can be made either as a natnral right or as an easem<:ll t
by prescription 10 surface water which does not flow in a definite
course. Mussamut Sarb1tnv.FhudoSahu, 2I'aLIIO; Raws/ron v.
Taylor [1855] 11 Ex. 369; V. Adinarayana v. P. Ramadu, 37
IlIad. 304-referred fa. To establish an easement by prescription
o\'er GOvernment land it is necess:u)I to prove enjoyment as
of right and without interruption for a period Of sixty years. If
no suit claiming the easements is filed within two years after
there has been art interruption 01 it for a year, the right would te
defeated under the provisions of s. 26 the Lildtation Act. A
customary easement may be established, but the custom must be
reasonable, cer.bin and definite. Kwir Sen v. NamlUMl; 17 All.
87 ; MusSamat Diyall v. Hira Nand, 4 Lah. 202; Namalaltsl/11Ii v.
Sivanantha, '14 M.L;\,. 570-refened 10. In the clry zone of
Upper Bl.lrma where there is allund,'latil'g area, cultivators would
prefer to cultivate the'lower portion of their land leaving the
higher portion as a catchment area of water, Bllt Government
has not reserved its unoccupied waste lands (n higher leveb as
catchment area~, and so on the groUlid of alleged custOlll, it would
be unreasonable to deprive Govc'rnlllent of its right to dispose of
those lands for cultivation. MaIm!! Chan Nyein v. Maung P~~'e,
6 Ran. 635-set a s i d e . '
.
MAUNG PWE V. MAUNG CHAN NYEIN

...

EcCl.ESIASTICAL LAW RELATING TO CONTROL OF

kyallllgs

EMPLOYER, RIGHTS AND LIABILITIES IN ~ToRKMEN'S COMPRNSATION
, : PROcEEDINGS
...
...
•••
...
ENFOREMENT OF SURE'I."Y BOND, HOW MADE
ENHANcEMENT OF SENTENCE

•••

._

487
243

•••

660
352

...

583

ENHANCEMENT OF SENTENCE,. WHAT AMOUNTS To~APPellate Court's'

powers, restriction olz-Code of Criminal Proccdttre(Act V oj
1898), s. 423 (1) (b)-Co.ynmutatian (If sentence of imp1'i~OlllJleld
into sentence of whipping permissible-Scale for cOl1lmutationAbslmce OJ lef!j.~lative elJact111el.t -Analogy from s. 395, Code oj
Criniil/al Procedure-Whipping Act (IV oj )909)~Bitr11!a Act.
VIII of 1927. When an offence is punishable with whippini4 in
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additioll to iIHprisonn>ent, an Appellate 'Court can commute the
whole-or :In, portion of a sentence ofimprisonmentinto whipping.
It would not amount to all enhancement of the sentence which
;m Appellate Court is forbidden from inflicting under the
provisions of s. '123 (l) (b; of the Code of Criminal Procedure,
provided the amount of whipping substituted is a fair equivalent
"r ti,e COIlI'""kd sentence of imprisonment. The legislature has
lIot laid (["\\,II a scale, but the analogy of the standard givell in
s. 3')5 of the Code of Criminal Procedure which provides for a
~clltc;lce of Ilot more than one year's impri~onm<.:nt to be substituled for a sentence of 30 lashes, may be followed. In case of
adlllts, there'fore, the substitution of a sentence of 30 stripes for a
se-ntem:e of one year's rigorous imprisonment or more, or the
substitution of a sentence of 25 stripes for a sentence of nine
months' imprisonment or more, or the substitution of a fentence
of 20 stripes for a sentence of six IU6Rths' im;>risonlllcnt or more,
is not ordinarily an enhancemept of sentence withill the meaning
of s. 423 II) (b) of the Code of Criminal Procedure, In case of a
person undtr 16 years of age the substitulion C'f a senlellce of 15
stripe, for a sentence of imprisonment for six months or more and
a sentence c flO stripes in lieu of imprisonment for three mO:1ths
or 1110re ate likewise not ordinarily an enhanceulent of sentence.
Appu's case, 2 Weir 487; Q.E. v. Banda Ali, 6 Beng. L.R.App.
95; Q.E. v. Tharekllan, Ratanlal'sUnreported C:lses13l-referred
to. Bhaldhavatsalu v. K.E., 30 Mad. 108; Q.E. v. Chagan, 23
Bom.439 ; Q.E. v. Ishri, 17 All. 6i; KE. v. Mehar Chand, 36 All.
485 ; Rakllal Raja v. Khirode, 27 Cal. 175-referred to.
...

319

ENHA;';CEMENT, NOTICY. OF, BY ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER OF INCOME
TAx, WIIAT TO CO~TAIN
...
. •••
...
...
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KING·EMPERORv. CHIT POll AND ANOTHER...

EQUI'rABLi, MORT(;AGE-Deposit of tille-deeds willi intention f 0 create

seclly;1 Y. cSSClltial-(Jmis<;on to depo~it One 0/ the litle-deeds,
effect of-Sllbser,l1cnt equitable mortgage by depOsit of the
suppressed title-deed-Conftict between equitable mortgageesNcgligence- Tramfer of Property Act (IV of 1882), s. 78.
HespOl,dent.plaintiffs claimed an equitab'e mortgage on two
plots of hlld held under a lease from the Rangoon IJevelopmcr, t
Trust, and a building thereon. The.title-deeds which they'1wld
consisted of the original lease for olle oi the plots ollly, and a
sale-deed from the original lessee to a purchaser (who was the
mortgagor) comprising both the plots and the b~li1ding. They
could not get the lease document of the other plot as the
mortg"l!:or represellted to them that he could not find it. The
leases had endorsements as regards the sale from the original
lessee \0 the mn tgagar. Some sixteen m,>nths later. the
mortgagor deposited the missing lease document with the
defendant-appellants as security for a loan. In the m .rtgage
SUIt filed by the plaintiffs, defendant-appellants claimed a prior .
equitable mortgage on the lot of which they held the lease
document, as we}.1 as on the portion ofthe building that stood on
such lot. Beld, that to establish an equitable mortgage it is
necessary to prove :i J that docum~nts oHi tIe were deposited wi th
a creditor, and ·ii) that the intent was to create a security thel'eon.
Held, that the title deeds deposited .....ith lhe plaintiff-respondents
comprised the whole property, and the intentbn of the parties
was to create and did therefore create an equitable mortgage on
the whole p"operty, notwithstandin~ the absence of lhe lease
d!ocument relating to one of the .plots. In view of the cir~um. lbnces of the case and especially having 'regard to the
. eiHlorsements as regards tile sale-deed o~ both the original leases
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plaintiffs were not negligent and th{< appellants could claim no
priority over them under s. 78 of the Transfer of Properly Act.
A.L.R.M. Firm v. L,P.R. Firm, 4 R:m. 238 : Robert s v. Croft,
53 Eng. Rep. 343-rejerred to.
V.R.A.R.W. FIRM v. A.K.R.M.M K. FIRM
ERROR OF PROCEDURE IN REGISTRATION, DEFICIENCY IN STAMPS,
WHETHER AN
'
ESTOPPEL BY LICENSEE, HOW FAR EXTENDED
EVIDENCE ACT, SECTIONS

11 (2),14, Zl (2)

28
624
617
720

\I OF 1872), s. 91-Registration Act (XVI of 1908),
ss. 77, 49-Contract of sale of imnzo1'eai'le properly, not a transaction affecting property within the meaning (If s.49-Contract of
Hle c01tlailled ilt ullregidered dOCUIlle1tt requiring r; gistmlionOral c1Jidencc to pratte contract of sale. A contract for sale of

EVIDENCE ACT

immoveable property is IIOt a transolctil1lR.;·"ffe-cling propel ty
within the mean in g of s. 49 of the Re!)stration Act. '1 hat section
must be read together with s. 17 of the l~egistration Act and s. 91
of the Evidence Act. S. 49 c:lo,es not preclude an unregistered
document, which is required'by laW tt) be registered, from being
gi ven in evidence as to the terms onhe contract for sale. Where
no document exists, oral evidence call be accepted as to contracts
for sale of immoveable property.' Maung Myat Tlia Zall v.
Ma DU1~, 2' Ran. 285 : Qadar Baksh v. Mang1Ja Mal, 4 Lah. 249 ;
Saraswatamma v. Paddyya, 46 Mad" 349'; Ulflltun,"ssa v. Hosain
Khan, 9 Cal. 520; Varadil. v. J'eevl1rrrUl1Iaillma,' 41 Mad. (P.C.).
244-referred to. Naraymtan Chetty v. lfIulhiah Chetty, 35'
Mad.'€13-dissented from.
414

MAUNG TUN PE V. MAUNG SEIN MYI

116
EVIDENCE ACT{l OF 1872), s. 92-Chara.cte1' of consideration, evidence'
to pralle-Rent set out in a lease documellt-Part of rent It t ime-,
barred d6bl-Contract Act ,IX of 187.2), s. 25 (3)- Specific
leferencs toban'ed debt U1l1tl'CCsSary. A party is not debarred Oy
anything in the Evic1enct.: i\cl from sllowing the rca1 Gh~tra(;ter of
the consideralion fixed belwel n the parties. ,",Vhat is not allowed
b:l' s. 92 is to contradict the terms of a c1ocllmCIIl. It i, therd,ore
OpCIl Lo a party to show that part o£,ihe ,consiuflT.a!:irm ;lS Lo rent
payable in tenus of a leaserepresentec1 a past clebt for rent and not
a future liabili ty arising under the contract. To satisfy the tenns
of s. 2S (31 of the Contrad Act. it is, uot necessary tl1:1t the
agreement should in terms refer to the barred debt. Appn- Rao v.
Suryapr,akasa, 23 Mad. 94 : Gal1apathy v. MUllisawmi, 33
Mad. 159 ; Kmllara v.Srillivasa, 11 Mad. 213 ; Lal Mahomed v.
Kallanus, 11 Cal. 519 ; Vasudeva, v. Narasam111a, 5 ,Mad. 6referred lo.

EVIDENCE ACT, SECTION

ABDULLAKIN 'lJ. MAUNG N f. DUN AND ANOTHER ...

617

292

EVIDENCE-Issue of fact-Fi1uling by trial Jud ge-Relif/lIcc not
placedol~ d,eltieanour of wittlesses-Weight of findi1ig on aPPeal.

Decree of the High COllrtbased on an issue -of fact reverscdbecause there appeared to be no safe ground for differing from
the finding of thp. trial Judge, who had seen and heard the
witnesses except one who,e eviClence was taken on commission;
the fact that the b ial Judge did not eXPress his reli::mce lipan the
demeauour of the witnesses did not detractfroll1 the weight to be
given to ~is filtding.
,NETHERLANDSCHE HANDE.L MAATSCHAPPIJ
CHETTIAR FlRM

%I.

R.

M.

P.

'-
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EXA~lINAnOX

OJo' AN ACCUSED, ITS OllJECT
...
•.•
...
Exc[~E ACT, CONVICTION UNDEll SECTION 30 CANNOT BE ALTERED ON
APPEAL TO ONE UNDEII SECTIOX 37
...
...
.••
EXCISE OFF[CEI~ NOT A POUCI:; OFF[CEll-Admissicn made to excise
oDicer admissible ill eVidence-Opium Act iI of 1878) 55. 14, 15,

821

317

16-Seardl alJd SCiZIJ1'e of opilJm, dil!erCllce belween-Sei;ttre in
t ra'lsit-Collvieti01Ifor illegal trosscssionof objed ,all hOllglt search
illegal. An Ex<:ise officer ha3 powtcrs of aIT(st, search, granting
bail, etc., under the Bunna Ex,jsl) Act V of 1917. b'.1t h~ i, not a
p~lice officer. So an admission made to an Excise officer is
admissible in eVidence. V. R. VcnkalaralJ.an v. King·Emperor,
U.B.!~. (1907-0'1) I-overruled.
Un ler the provisions Ofs; 14,15
and 16 of the Opium Act, Sf'arches Of "piulIl are 'required to be in
accord mcc with t'1e rules for seardl"s under the C i.ninal Pro:edurt' Code. b.1t feizurt,s of opi ll': in transit do not con:e undel'
those ruk-s. Although a seaLh made in a p<:'rson'shlll;Se Illav be
ille~al rendering the persOn who m tdc sllch search liablc to be
sued I"or damages. still if S'lme p:ope.'ty is achally found durinl!;
t:IC sea"ell whose ross:ssi<ln constitut s an offence. thell the
person in unl,twful p lsscssion is liable to be convicted. Mi

Batik v. Kin,tt-Emperor, 4 L.RR. 121-rcferrc:d to. Ma Hlway v..
Kmg-Emperor, 4 B.L.J. 2-dis,ellted from.
MAUNG SAN MYIN

V.

KING-EMPEROR

...

...

771

Exclsr, ACT, (BURMA ACT V OF 19(7). S5. 5 (1),30 la) AND_(b)PrcJsecution for possessIon or sale of tad il/ Upp"r BllYma-Area

excludedfrom op,ration of tile Act o:cept williin five miles of a
lice'/sed tari shop. Bya Financial Department l\:olification, tad
is exempted from all the prodsions d the Exc.se Act throughout
Upper Burma, except in pla~'es, within five miles of a licensed tari
shop. Therefore except within such limits neither the poss':s,ion
nor the sale:: of tari in Upper Burma is an offf'nce.
KING-EMPEROR

V.

AUNG SHAN AND oTHERS

...

EXECUTOR, RIGHT OF, POSSESSION 01' DEAD BODY FOR BURIAL
ExPurSION OF O:'FE'NIlERS ACT (BUR~[A ACT I 0[' 19,,26)-" O/fe/lder"

603

meaning of-Restriction ullder Burmll HabitualO/fwders Restrictioll Act (Burm I Act II cJf 1 ) (9) not sllfficiellt. In i 926 respondent
was co;wided of theft <lnd imprisoned for six months. In 1928 an
order of re;;trietion wa~ passed against him undcr s. 7 of the Burma
Habitual Offen .ers Restriction Ad. Th: present proceedings
were commenced to expel him uncler s. 3 of the EXP:llsioll of
Offenders Act, ) 926. Held, that although perSO:1S restricted u:lder
the Habitu'll Offenders Restridion Act -are '1 offenders" within
the m~anitig Of that term as llsed in ss. 2 ,\-ld 3 of the Expulsion
. of O~enders Act, yet if expu'sion is soul'{ht soleh· On the ~rolind
of such restri:tion and not by reason of a conviction of an off"nce,
then there i~ llO mac:hinery 1-1 expel them lind the:'efore lleither'
the District Ma,gistrate nor the High Court has any jnrisd:etion to
deal with the. maller.
KING EMPEROR v. NGA Po

SEI~

GYI

EXTENSION OF LIMITATION KOT PBRMISSIBLE ON ACCOUNT OF pROCEEDINGS NOT AUTHOR[ZED IlY LAW
FACT, WHAT IS A QUESTION OF
FAILURE TO RE-EXAMINE AN A~CUSF:D ,
;FIC'fI1'IOUS TRANSFERS, NO NEC!!SSITY TO'CA~CEJ:,

56

266

466
598

470

477
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·FINANCIAL COMMJSSIONKl~, POWERS· OF, ,UNDER THE \iVORKMEN'S
COMPENSATION ACT
•••
••.
•..
.••
!<'RAUDUI ENT PREFEHENCE, ONI;S OF PIlOOF...
GA~fBLJNG ACT, SECTION

17

...
...
3
.. ,
GIFT, 'WHEN REVOCABLE-Transfer subj, cl to restridiolt on "Ii, nation
or charge-Revocation, power oj, limited to donor 0,,1)', durilzg his
li,retime-Absoluttrestraillt-Transjerof Property Act (IVo/l1182),
ss.lO, 126. Where on the m:>.king 01 a gift of immoveable property
it is agreed b~t\Veen the donor and the donee lhat tIle gift would
be:: revoked if the:: d mee transferred or mortgaged the property
without the donor's c:::nsent in his·lifetime the agreement is valid
according to the provisions of s. 126 of the Transler of Property
Act. It is a prom;se to the donor personally, the happcning of the
t:vent is not dependant on the will of the-denor and it is only the
dJnor e1uring his lifetime who c,,, Id revoke the gift. This j,; not
an absolute restraint on alienation sl.ch as is void ullder s. 10 of
the Act. Makund v. Rafrup, 4 All. L J.70'l3-rejerred to. Bhailo
v. P"rl/les/wi Dayal, 7 All. 516 ; Gopi Ram v. Jeol Rat1l,45 All. 473
GENERAL CLAUSES ACT, SECTION

660
201
1
706

-d~stingutshed,

MA YIN

Hu

AXD ANO·rHERV. MACFlIT M A Y . . .

•••

306

LAND·-Transfer by lessee by registered
i"stritmcllt..:-Transfcree's negleel to obi-ll in possession. 11l·:{ation of
names, and lease docun/elll-Lower Burma Town illlll Village
Lal1ds Act (Burma Act IVof 1898), ss.29, 34-Dcfault o/Regislering Officer to inform Revenue Offit:er, 1tO 'exc.. sc for 1$, glibe1lceof
purchaser-Trallsfer by original lessee as ostensible owner-_
Purcll,lscr from ortginallessee, how far Pllt on inquil'y-Tra'lyfer
of P,'optrty Act (LV of 1882), :s .. 4I.Whlre a purchmer by a
registered instrument l f GOvernment leasehold lanel from the
original lessee allows (al such lessee to remain. in pos3essio!1 of
the Ianel. (b) the land. to stand in the name (If the leE&c(' in the
G •.ov'ernn;ent re:.ords, (c) the tille·deed, 1'i.'.. Lhc c!Qc<:menfc f lease
to rClllain with the lessee', hc acts negligedly and mud he taken
to consent to the origipallessee beinI( the ostensible oll'ner. Such
negligent purchaser cann.ol throw the hl.me on the Registering
or the' Revenue Officers for default 01\ their part to Ilolify the
transfer. It is the purchaser's business Lo Sle to the lI1nta'ion of
nam~s. A bon.a fide p Irch:lser of the land frOll1 thc' ostensible
owner in pO,s,essioll under such circl!mstances cannot reasonably
be expected to look bevnnd the le;~s e itsclf,· ,tncl Lis Yendor's
possession, an<i is not g •.lilty of any defa"l t s\,ch as \VOl lei depri v·c
him·of the rights given .by s. 41 of the Transf"r of Proper tv Ad,
Mazmg Kyaing and anotlrer v. P.L.T.A.R. Fin/! , (, l~an. r143-confirmed.
.,
.

GQVER:"MENT LEASEHOLD

P.L.T.A.R. ('HETrYAI~ FIRM V. l\f-AUl':G KYAING ANDANOTIIER
GOVERNMENT'S RIGHT of ,l\PpgAL AGAINST ACQUITTAL

......

276

545

II 01" 19J <;)~
Burma Gambling Act ('{urn/a Act lof 1899" s. 17- pp'so·/t cOnllicted under the Gamblin!!. Ad 1Iot 10 be dealt with under the Habitual
Offenders Restriction A.ct. Held, that no restriction order under
the provisinns of the Hahi~ual Offl"ndel s I~estrjl'[i('n Act c:m be
passed agaius\ a person proceede: 1 against under s, 17 of the Burma
Gambling Act for ea.rninj! his Jiveliho(,c! ty 1 I1lawful g~ming.
Kit.lg,E,'rzperor 'v.· Kyaw H1,', 4 Ran. t2J and N~l1 Pa v. KirzgEmperor, 4 Ran. 4SS-ref<'rred to.

HABITCAL OFFF.NDERS RESTRICTION ACT (BURMA ACT

l{INq

El\!PE~WI~ v.

MA,UNG'PO

SjiI~

.,.

.,.
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HABITUAL O~'FENJ)EIlS I~ES1'RICTION Ar.T, ORDEIl UNDER,' 1\01' ,:
SUFFICIENT FOR EXPUI.SlON lINlll'1l EXPULSro:>; OF OFFENDERS ACT

266

HIGH COURT. POWEllS OF, TO COr-;SIDEII WHOLE CASE ON ~ECOND
ApPEAL
•••
."
...
...
•••

751

HIGH COURT, HOW FAll ENTITLED TO QUESTION CORHECTNFSS OF
DECISION UNDER SFCTiOX 23 (-1) OF INCO~IE-TAX ACT
...

669

HIGH COURT, 1\0 PUWEII OF ISSUING MANDATOIIY INJUNCTION TO
INCO!llE-TAX COMMISSIONER
.. ,
....
•••
...

581

FA\HLY,-Letters claimed by surviving brot her as member
of joint familY- Wid01e' mId daughter as heirs claiming property
as separate-Succession Act (XXXIX of ICJ2Sl, S5. 218, 254Surviving member of family not a per..on entitled to let ters tlt/der
the Act-Incidents of jOil1t undivided propert y -Legal title and
bet>eficial interest of deceascd mcm:/'cr of joi'nt familY ie'hen to be
differentiatul-Legal tit Ie 'Vc.' t ~ ill h, ir. The only perSO:J·er.tilled
to the grant. of Letters under s . 21& of the Snccession Aciis
one who, acconting to the rules for the distributioll of the'
estate applicable in the case of such deceased, would be
entitle.(1 to the whole or any p.lrt of such dece~secl's 'estate.
The surviving ni~mber or members of a j01l1t' undivided
Hindu hmily'cilllllot be said t" be elltitled to the whole or: any
part of the d'eceased's estate lecause 011 the death of trie dxeas'ed'
no estate in the joint family pruperty remained in him at all. St.ch
estate as he had previously held passed at<mce to hissnrvivors on'
his death. There is no s:Jch thing: s sU':cessioll,properly so called,'
in anunc1hided Hindu family; there is'devolution Of the property
upon the memhers ofthe family for the time beingl:iy survivorship.
Held, therefor~. thlt the appellant who was tbe b"other of the
deceased and who claimed that he and the del'{'itse~1 famel:\ a jlint
HindufamiJI', whilst the widow and the daughter of the deceased .'
denied that there was any joid membersllip or joint tstale"was not'
the 'person to WhO'll letters could be issued under's. 218' of the'
Succession Act. Kali Kumar v, MIlssamatNuuahati, Patna H.C:
Cases 2~0 : Mussamat Ufta11l De'lii v. Dina Nnih, 54 P.R. 139 ;
Ramagiri v. Gin'indttmma. Civil Miscellaneous No. ''14 of 1924,
H.C. l~ang00n-re!<'1'rcdto, Appellant did ~ot,!nake oct a case
under s. 254 of the Act and he could not be'm'lcle the legal' re-'
presentathe of the cl~ceasHl where he claimed the entire properly
as his own. In cert: in G1SP.S there may be a legal title of the /
deceased member (.{ a joint Hindu Lmily which remainS in
existence after his d~ath and ve~ts in his legal representati ves
which the beneficial interest passes by survivorship. That title
would veft in the heir of the deceased and nnt in the Sllrvivillg
memher nf thefamily. Bank Of Bombay v. Ambalal. 24 Bom. 350-'
refi{rrcd to.
.
.
.,

,HINDU JOINT

...

T ..R

GOPALASWAMY PILLAY %. MEENAKSHI AMMAL

...

HIRE-PURCHASE AGREEMEWf-Objecfo! such agreement-Clause ell"blin.~(lwner to seize property-Stipul/ltion tftat amount to be credited

to hirer 1I0t to exceed balallce due, a pet/aU ,'-Relie! agaln,;.t
penalty - COl/tracl Act (IX of 11372), s. 74. A hire-purchase agrtemcnt rt laling to a mot'r truck. prodded fnr 'paym('nt in nine
monthly instalments. The hirer cO:lld become the owner of the
trnck on payment in full of the imblmellts a,.,"da nipee ex'i'a. 'On
'failure on tlie part of the hirer'to pay any iristahilent a~ iU'ecame
dae, the owner was entitled to'se;ze lhe tr.lck aild credit its v~ltle
as against th6 amotlnt due bUfsl1bjete to a condition that the oWner.
in no case wonld credit the hirer with more-than the'a1l1wmt still
du~ 00 tile 90ntract. He'd, that the agreement though ill form is
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one of Jllie;its'·Objced~~l6iirovide fur a contract of sale in which
sccllriiy to the lie:Ier is provided for dlie paymtnt of Ihe pun:has.e
price. Held, that the dause of the agreement which enabled the
owner to seize the truck and keep it without making any payment
to the hirer even though the value of the ti lick may be very greatly
in excess of the amount duc under the agreement. was a stipulalion
by way of penalty ~.lJi.9!.the Court can relieve against under the
provisiuns ofs. 74 oIthc Contract Act. MUSfl Mia v. M Dora bjee ,
5 L.B.R. 2ul ; Singer Manuft:,cturiltg CompallY v. Ela"i Kilan,
U.B.R -1892-96), Vol. 2, 291-referred to.
MAU:\G·BA OH P. THE MOTOR HOUSE COMPANY, LTD.
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1922).s.10 (,2) IIx)-Contritulions by Comtany

to Provident Fund of its employce-Trust-dced and Trustees
creatcdjor PTovident Fund-Object o/Trust tJ secure liability of
CompauYfnot·to "t·est.mon,rys in Trustees-CompanY·s·'Crci1tionDf-·c,.
book-debts in jal,our of employees and Trl/stees for cC'1itribtdions
but ,·etaining control alld useo/the money·- UabilityofCompany
to bc assessed Jor such nlOneys-r.xemttioll only wilen CLmp,I1I}'
loses all contrOlatld moneys vest in Trustees. Tile LllIma Corporation, Limilld, startcd a Pwvident Fund lor their employees.
The employees' subscriptions were paid into" A .. "cco"nt, and
the ·Corporation's contributions weI e paid into ".8 '! and .. C "
accounts. In 1926 the Corporation created a Trust in respect of
the Provident Fund anc\handed to the Trustees Government
securilies of the approxim'lte value of the an~olln-j,.which,'tlre··
Corporation at that time was Iiahle for contribl!tion to Ihe Provi-·
dent }<'und.. !,'rom the terms of this Trrst it ilppeared that its
object was not to create a fund in cash vested in the Trustee's over
which the Corporation had lost all control, but 10 create a body
which wO!Jld be able to secure for the members satisfaction of lbe.
liability of the Corporation. Until the Trustees called upon the
Corporation to supply any moneys or security to meet their
liability for·contribution, the Corporation was not bound to pay
over the moneys in the ,. A ", .. B "and • C " accol'nts :mcl these
could remain under the fuJI control and use of the Corporation,
The contrib!Jtions of the Corpora lion to the ProYicl("nt Fund for
the year ending June 1927 were asscssed to income,tax and
super tax payable by/tbe Corporation. lIe d. that the .ooutribu-'
lions of the Corporation to its Staff· Provident }< unci were not
assessable to income· tax and super-tax if the money had act',ally
be~n paiel to t4e Trustees and the Corporation had losl all contr, ,I
over and the Ise of the money. And this ",as so, nntwithstaneling the possibility 0f the Tr.;stees having to refund a portion of
the money to the Corporation on the happening of certain events
as provid~d in :the .Trl'st~d~ed..Wh~n sn.refunded the moneys
would be an addition to the income of the Corporatiol: of that
year and as snch asses'ahle.. But if the Corporation merely
created a book liability ill favour of the employees O' the Tru~tees
and nsed the mone~-s as their own. they conld.not claim cxemption from income·t IX •. British Inmlated altd .Helshy Cables,
Limittit:l v. Atherton [1926] A.C. 20~~referred to.
COMMISSIONER of INCOME-TAX
LTD.
...
•••

INCOME-TAX ACT (XI OF

v.

THE BURMA CORPORATION
...
•••
•••

1922), ss~ 13,63, 6t-Assess;'/ellt mil de under .

.prrn'iso to s. 13-Assessec's right to show income induded itl
assess"!,ent of subseqllent year already included in pret'iolts assessment-Sucl/ 'question a question of l~w./ortheHighColtrt•. Where

the computation of income, profits and ~ains for a particular year; .
has be~n mad~ under ~he proYjso tos, 13 of the ~n<;orp,,-tax Ac~ .

608.
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.. upon such b.l$is an;] in such manner ·as the Income-tax Officer
lIlay ddermine" the assessee is entitled to show that income,
profits or gains included in the assessment for a subseqnent year
were induded in that compubtion, ar.d that it is a·question of
facl, to be decided on the evidence in the particular c:.se, whether
he succeeds in showing that they were so included. Where:: the
Commissioner is of opinion, not basing his opinion on any facts
that it is impossible to show that incQll1e subsequently assessed
W;IS included in the c Imputation nn which an earlier assessment
was based or where he holds that where an assesiment has bet-n
hased on a computation ullder the proviso to s. 13 of the Act, an
assessee is not entitled to Sh0W tllat income included in a subsequent aSse~sment was inch.ded in the co~nputa!ion, then both
are questkns of law whicb the High Court m 'st decide.
C.T.Y.S. FlRM...V. COMMISSIONER OF INCOME-TAX

.p(44.:

1922), ss. 13, 23-Assessee's statement ,(·helher
fr"udlllellt and incomplete, a questiollo!facl!or IlIcome·taxOfficcr
alolle to decide -False return alld 110 return-Income-tax OfJLer's
power to asseSs ill c"seof false return-Dishollest assessee's PosItion
-Nolic' of particulars oj objections-Assessee, when elltitled and
whetlnot to such tlotice. \Vhdher a stateme1lt furnished by an
asse"see is incomplete and fraudulent or not is a qnestion of fact
for the deternlillalhn of the Income-tax anthorities and not for the
Court. A party who has made a false return is in no better
positiqn than one who has failed to make any return. If the
statement furnished by the assessee is found to be not genuine by
the Income-tax Officer. the latter is entit'ed to adopt whatever
method he thinks best, and an assessee who does not choose "to·
furnish an honest statement, cannot complain if a random asse~s
menl is made upon him by the Crown. MacPherson & Co. v.
Moore,6 Tax Casc.i, 114 -referred to. \Vherethe objection of the
Crown is that an assessee's accounts are incomple'e particulars of
the objection oaght to be given in a notice (0 the assessee, but
where his acco:m's are not genuine, the Income ta~ Officer is
under no oblij,(ation to set out all his reasons which led him come
to such a concl\l~ion.
CHAN Low CHWAN V. THE CO},lmssIONEI< OF INCm{E-~Ax......,.".,•. ·~... 281

INCOMR-TAX ACT (XI OF

1922), SS. 22 (2) AND (4'. 23 (4)-Compliallce
by assessee with tlolice to make a re/um of his ]"come. but 1I0ncompliance with notice to prod·lce accoll/lis, effect of-Power of the
Inco'"e·ta.1: ofJker to make (Ill assessment himself. Held, that after
an asses:e has made a return of his inco!De under section 22 (2)
of the Inco:ne-tax Act he can be. called:·oup·)U to p~od·:ce his
accounts under s. 22 (4). and If he fails to do so, tile Income-tax
officer ha, the p·lwer tl) m'lke an assessment him~elf under the
provisions of section 23 (4, of the Act; In the matter of Chandra
Sen Jatni, 50 All. 589 ; In the matter of HarmlJkhrai DuUt:hand.
32 C.W.N. 710; Ram KI,el,Hl1<wv. COfll,missioner of Itlcome-tax,7
Patna 852-:-foltowed.
.
COMMISSIO,t;R OF INCOME-TAX (nur~MA) v. R.M.P.'CHETTYAR

INCOME-TAX ACT (X I OF

FIRM

...

...

...

..,

...

1922), ss. 22 (4). 42-Non-resident principalLocal agent liable to be assessed for 1lI01leys l'eceiiJcd in British.
Illdia-Income-lax Officer's powers to c"ll for books of accountPower to call for books jrOm olltsitle British India. An agent who
carries on bus ines·s in Hritish India Cor a non-resident principal is
liable to be taxed for his pri!Jcipal Cor all moneys received by hi~

INCOME-TAX ACT (XI OF
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on behalf Of the principahin British India. If f '0111 an inspection
of the local bo')ks of ,tccount the Income-tax Officer is' of apinioll
that other books of account uf the principal in lureign place.; a re of
importance in ascertaining the amount of asse,smenl, he has .full ,
p )wer under s. 22 (.4) o['thelncomc~tax Act to callfor those bool,g,.
provided they are not lor accounts relating to a perioclmore than
three years', prior tt) the preViO~lS ) ear.
M.I~.RY.

SOMASUNDARAM CHETTYAR "'. COMMISSIONER OF·
INCOME-TAX
...
...
•••.
..

"595

19'22), ss. 23(4), 66 (3)-.4 ssessl1lcnt utu{er s. 23
(4)-AssessNlent "to.'hebesf of I1is]lldgmcnt "-High Court's fOIC'er
tv dee;de wfleth<;r officer acted rightLy and lc;gally-A.isesst'meu( 11lllst
be based on mat erie/Is attd r,asons, nol to be Nllal, arbit car y alld
purely Oil opinion.· Where the c<mdud of an asse;seej .stities the
Income-tax authorities to make an assessment l;nclt'r s. 23 (4),'( f
the Income-tax Act, it is-"i\ftl'estion oHiW"for the Hight Court to
deci.d~ .whether the';tutho'ritieS '.lcted legally :md rightly in maldng
the assessment. ·In the'eirc IlDstances the lucome-tax Officer ha.;
tom;lke the asseSsment £6 ti,e:: b<:stof his jUd;;emtnt. B"t in doing
so he must act al'cording to the ruh:s of re.a-on and jus' ice and not
according to prIvate opinioll, a::cording to law and not humou:r,"
anJ the .lssessment must not be,arbitrary, vag"t and fanciful but
legal andre;(ular. The Income-tax OHicer should stale in his
order the materials or reasons on whj:ch his j jdgment is founded, .
and sho'del 1Iont fix. arbitrarily :a penal Slllil. COli/missioner of·e
I1tCvme-tax v. A.R.A.N.'Pirm:6 HarC"2f; P.K.N.P.R. Firm v.
Commissioner of IncolI/e-tax, C..\/ .Ap. 10 of 1929 nfcrred to.

IN:CO\IE-TAX ACT (XI OF

S.P.K.• A.A.M. FIRM'll. COMIIUSSIONEROF INCOME-TAic

I~COME'TAX AcT (XI oFI92 ';), s. 31 (3) (a) AND PROVISO, ss.

.••

63, 66-

Qlles'j<1lls Of law only relet-mule tv C<1l1rt-Collcl'/si<1ns on!"cisand
interel/cesfront facls, not questions o/law .,-CollclllSioll tllil/ a ·coulil.r
are incol/lpletc on aCCOl;tnt of non production of books,a findll/geo!
!act-Ass~sscecannot c!aim production of Cf.·idence before CO/llJllis_'
siol/er, withheld carlicr·-Fower oj A:;sistalll G'lfIf.1·l/issiimcr I" Cll hallce
a,sessmenlotl appeal -Basis <If elllul11cc;t! assessmclll and n'as<1n$lo
be gi1len-Notice for enltnt/cement need 1111 givc '/Ilated '!,or figl/re.
Under s. 66 of th'e Income-tax Act only questions of law.can be
refeTcd to the Hight C()~lft.· ··If lhel'c,·w.,&'·a'ii'y'cviclenc'j upon
which it WilS reaspilably pqssiblefor the COUll11i:>sioner to come to
the e'mdusion at whieh he arrived. the High Court "annf,t question
it Amer-i;t11l Thread Co.·v. Joyce, 6 Tax Cases I-referred ,to.
An inference of fact drawn Lorn other facts adn.1itted or p··ove,l is
ils\'lf a finding of fad. Queen v. Sprcial Commissol/ers of In 'omBta;" 3 Tax;Cases 2 S9-referrcd to. So where the Assishnt Comm;ssioaer, f~om .the fact of lion· production of certain bq:;,ks wh:ch the
assessee, was called upon to p 'oduce, coupled with other f,1Cts,
came to the conclusion ,that the bJok$ of acco'.:nt pi'odl1ced were
not th.e, full ~1oIc!(c<)mplete accO'.ll1ts of the assessee, the I;-figh <,,:ourf
would n,)t que,tioll the cO,:1c1usion. Where all assessee has withheld accounts before the Assistallt Commi:;sioner, he cann~t as of
right p'rod~lce the;p. before the Commissioner On appeaJ.:Where
. an assessee appea:ls againstan assessmenfto the Assistant Commi,,sioner"the latter has powct l1l1der s. 3t (3) (a) to enhance the
assess.m.el1t after giving an opportunity to the assessee to shoy;' .
c:llIse a~ai.l15t tl)e enOancement. If t.he assessee has not sub,ll1itted
full accounts the Assi,stant Coinmissioneq::an'makean esliiniJ.le; of
the inc0\pe to the bes t of his judgment. In doing So he:: does n,ot
ac' under s. 73 (4) of the '\ct. , But i'n so a.sessiag he must give the ,
reasolis and tl).e basis of hi.s assessment for purposeofenabljng '.
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the Com n;s,iO'ler;lS an app~lIat,,.td~,,,naito cOllsidt:r whetlier Ihe
enhancement was justified. The Assistant Commissioner 'in
issuing notice to the assessee under the proviso to s. 3l for
enhancement is not bo 'nel t} statt: the p:lrticular figure of the
proposed enhalH:e'llent ur to disdose th~ ma!erials 011 which the
enhancement would be made.
Co\lMIS5IONER OF I~CO~lE-TAX 7). E. M. CH~:TTYAR FIRM '..
1922), ss. 33,66 (l)-RLPiew order by Commissioller-'Court call/lOt compel Co:umis~ioller to state il caseo'/ orders
passed under s. 33-Spcdfic Relicf .4ct II of 1877), s.45-I'0l('erso!
tlte COllrt dcftll(d under II special Act cdnllot I!e enlarged by refereIre to a r;cneral Act-No pJwer t,- issuemalldatory order., Where
the Commissioner of Income tax passes an order on review ,under
the provisions of s. 33 of the Income-tax Act and refuses on th~
ap;1lication of an asse,see to referHrematter to the High Cocrl
under the provisi'Jns of s. 66 (I), there is no provision in the Act
e'labling the High Court to require the Commissioner'to do s .
The High CO'trt C.lllnlJt USc it; directi'>n~ry powers under s. 45 of
the Specific Relief Act in s tcll a case, for the coadilions for the
exercise of the power of the Court to n'quire the Commissioner
to state ane! refer a case are expressly laid down in s. 66 (3) of the
Income-tax Acl. V,There the Legislature has in a special Act laid
down particular condilion~ for the exercise of the power by the
Coart it cannot di5regard those conditions and claim powers
beyond thnse gi veIl in the special Act by rderence to a general Act.
Alcock AshdowIJ & Co.• Ltd, v. Chicf Revenue Authority of Bombay, 47 Bom. 742 (P.C.'-distingllishal. In re Sheik Abdul Kadir,
49 Mad, 725-disserltedfrom.
V. E. R. CHETTYAR FI1l~I V. COM~[ISSIONER of INCOME-TAX

635

INCOME-TAX ACT (XI OF

lNJUSTICE-P..wersoftlie
COllri to amellddec-ree i'J {at'our of party against whom it !t'as lIet'er
intended to operate-Civil Procedur: Code (.4ct Vof 1908).ss. 151,
152-Merger of Lower Court's decree i1JtO that of High Co·!rtProper Courl to grant relief-Power of Court to amend decrfeullder
0.41, r. 33 of the Code infavollrof absellt parties-Power to refund
court ·fees otJ review applic"tim wilen to be exercised. A District
Coart's decree accidentally includecl'the-3ppdl<in!s' names and of
other defendants a~ liable for mesne profits of a certain land for
costs. Appellants as m'Jrtgagees of the land were made parties to
this suit for possession and mem, profits but the reliefs were
claimed by the plaintiff only 'as against the first two defendants.
The High C<.'urt on appeal by the plaintiff allowed her a brge sum
Cor mesne profits, but the question as to who were b'lund by the
decree \Vas not before th~ High Court and was not referred to in
the judgment of fhe High CO'Jrt. Apl)elhnts did not appeal
against the decree of the District Court and the High Court's
decree followed the decree of the District Cou·t so ,far as the
parties were concerned. More than a year after the decree,
appellants came to know of the' decree against them and they
applied to the High Court both under s 151 of the Civil Procedure
Code for a review and for amendment of the decree under's. 152
of the Code. Held, that the decree of the Di~trict l:ourt had
merged in the decree of the High Cou-t apd therefore the High
Court was the proper Court to grant the relief claimed. It wa's'
open to the High Court in the plain~iff's appeal to alter the decree
in favour of the appellants under the provisions of O. 4 t, r. 33
of the Code, although the appellants had not appealed, , This·wa~
a clear case for interference by the Cnurt and for amendment'

INHEllENT POWER30FTHE COURTTO PRI'VENT
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of the decree in favour of the appellants and the absent defendanls
(other than the Ii"st two defendants) as plaintiff nen:r claimed
those relids againBt them and no Court ever ~ntendec\ to give those
reliefs against them. Held, alSO, that the appellants under the
circumstances of th-.: case were entitle:! to a rd~nd of the stamp
duly paid on their review application. The caBe did notfall under
s. l;i of the Court Fe:s Act but the Court had inherent power une'er
s. 151 Of the Civil Procedure Code to o"cler refund in such a
case "s the present where the applicants were justified in making:
alternatiye applicati,ms for relief-. Chal1drnhari Sillgh v. TiPtan
Prasad,3 Pat. L.J. 45?; Ma Thein v. !J1a Mya, Civil !'irst A.ppeal
H7 of 1928, H.C. l~a\l.-referred to.
C.T.A.M. CHETrYAR FIR){ v. Ko YIN GYI AND ANOTHER
...
INSOLVENCY COURT'S POWERs-Directions a~ to distrib!l tiolt Of assetsDischarge of il/Solve11t does not tlffeet Court's powers as fo distribu.
tion-Insolvency proceedings not necessarily ended on discflargeCourl'spowet to order refulld fro/ll creditor-Recei: er's commissioll.
The immoveable properlks l)f an insolvellt were s·)ld by the
Receiver. free of all mortgage~. He rle lucte.i his conlmi~sion from
the sale proceeds and under the orde"s of the Court distributed the
balance amongst the secured creditors of whom the arpellants
were one. Respondents were also secured credito;'s but they
were omitted from the s.:hedule d credito s by an oveisight and,
consequently got nothing. After the discharge of the insolvent
they aI', lied fora refund of a portioI' of the s~le proceeds paid to
the appelIan!s. This portion represented the sale prot',ctets of
certain lan{Is whiCh were mortga~ed to the respondents' alone and
not to a"y other creditor. Appe]hH1ls questioned the jurisdiction
, of the Insobency C9urt to make the order, q"ite especially after
the discharge of the i:1solvent. Hetd, that the Ins:>lven.:y Court
h::s jurisdietio/\ to give directions as to the disttibution of the
as'ets among the creditors, and this power of the Court is not
bken away on acco~nt-of the insolvent's di:charge. A dis.;harge
does not neces~arily end the insoh el~cy proceeding~. Rowe & Co.
v. Tan Theall Taik, 2 Rln. 643-referred to. A reo,;dver c,lI:nol
claim Jlis comlilission on the gross s:lIe proceeds of the property
sold by him fn:e of a mo:-tgage. but only on the balance, if any,
after satisfying the mortgage debt. R.M.M. Firm \'. IIla B'lt, 5
Ran.623-referredto.;;
K.P.S.P.P.L. FIRM v. C.A.P.C. FIRM
."
INSOLVENCY COURT, POWERS OF REVIEWoF
••• '
INSOLVENCY P ~;TITION-Nowithdrawal wit hOllt lealle of Cuurt-Collrt's
power to substitute at/otlIer CI editor in pll/(eoj-DI'ig'iwlJJ.·1Jdiiiou,i;xg
creditor-SubstitutioN aets as if from co nt III , -ncemettt-SubstiL",l(d
creditor can rely on same act of in,o/vency -Pro.. .m icial InsColve1lcy ,
Act'Wof 1920) s. 19. Where an insolvency petition has been
validly filed ob initio, it cannt be withdrawn without the leave of
the Court. II the petitioning creditor doeS not proceed with due
diligence or if fraudalld collusion with the insolvent are, ;!lIeged
"gainst him, it is open to the Court to substitute at any time any
other creditor- as petitioner. Such substituted creditor takes the
place of the ori~inal petitioner ab initiv. and can rely on the san',e
aet of insolvenry notwithstanding that he is subslituted more th.,n
three months after the date of such act of insohency. In I'e
Maund (1895) lQ.B.D. 194-distingl/ished.
L.C:r.~.M.s. CHETTYAR v. A.S. CHETTYAR FIRM
.. ,
, , INTEREST OF SECURED CREDITORS, HOW CALCULATED

•.•

."

88

126
, ,201

785
514

..
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" INTEREST PAID AS SUCH ", MEANING O F . . .

...

522'

...

IRREGUL IRiTY AND ILLEG \LITY IN CRIMINAL PROCEDUI(F:

...470

JOINDER OF PARTIrS BY ApPELLATE COURT, WHEN MADE

...'

JUDGMENT, REFUSAL TO STAY PIWCEEDINGS IS NOT, UNIlER CI.Al'SE
13 OF LETTERS PATENT
...
•••
•••
".

398
'481

JURISDICTION TO ARRFST JUDGMEl\T-DEBTOIl WITIl OUT ISSUING ";tITICE,
WlnN TO BE CONTESTE!)
".
,,'
•••
...

Ito

JURISOICTlO~ OF COURT IN AIJ~lINISTRITION SUITS, HOW l'ETEIOII:oIED

164

KITTUIA CHILDREN, \VIiETHER ENTITLED TO l'AKfITION ON REMARRIAGE
OF ADUPTIVE PAREl\T

...

...

...

193

2~5

KY,\UNG, SUIT FOR POSSESSION OF, HOW VALUED FOR COURT-FE(,S
KYAUNG, POWER OF .-\PI'OINTMENT T O . . .
KYAUNG, PRESIDING MONK OF A SANGHIKA, HOW ELECTED

,.'

245
245

Of intended acquisitiot/- later d.c1aration cancelling first declaration-Land referred tv ;1£ butlt
declarations-Dale at which compensatio'n (0 I'e c.tlculal,te-Lalld
Acquisition Act (I of 1894),55. 6,23. A GOl'en;ment declaration

LAND ACQUlSITJo:-.-Declaration

under s. 6 of the Land Acquisition Act, Hl9~, declared that hud
belonging to the appellants respectivdy and land btlouging to
other pers~ns were required for public purposes. Five months
'later the Government issued anothex:.J'ec.Jaration.j~rthe~~uisi~
__
tinn o( ,the appellants' land only; the declaration stated that tl'e
eadier declaration was thereby e<tncelled. Held, that havin!-,
regard to s. 23, sub-sec. 1 of tile [,and Acquisition ,. ct, 189-l•. the
compensation shouLi have been based uptln the value of l:uid at
the date of the later declaration.
.
MA SI" A"ID OTHIWS V. COLLECTOR 01' r~A,GOON
LAND ACQUISITION ACT (I OF I ::;9~), SS.

3,

227

1~, 20A~W 2(J.(bl~/!4rJ,i<'s.Jo,

a proceedillg 011 reference to tile Civil C,urt-Publ/c authority 011
whose behalf Collector 'acquires lalld. not a ne:essary party. nor
etttitied to separate notice. Held, that to a reference to the Civil
Court by the ~olleclor under the p ovisions 01 s. III of the Land
Acq.1isitiol1 Act the local atlthorily at whose instance and ;It whose
cost the acquisition of land is made is \1<)t a necessary party, and
is 1I0t entitled to a separate notice of lite rc:ercnce.
MANDALAY iVluNICIPAL CO~IlIITTI':E V. MAUNG IT
LAND ACQUISITION <\Cl', SECTIO~Sfo, 23

. 20 ,
"227,

TI'NANT-La'tdlord whelher possessin~ a liCIt Ott the
crops-Lalldlord's rights aga,i!/st third parties-Specific Rel1'J
Act (I of 1577), s. 27 (b)-Transferee /If crops othenvise titan'
without notice and for value boulIIt by persollal obligalion oj his
transferor. , Where p.lddy land w;'s leased by awritlenagreement

LANDI.OIH> AND

by which the tenant bound himself not to StU, move or dispose of
the. c.~ops in any way before paving up the full rent to the landlotd;' Held, that it is not correct to say that the landlord has a
lien -over' the,. crops as a lien denotcs P0ssession in the person
having a lien. Held, howel'er, that the personal obligation on the
tenant under the agreement binds a third party who takes the
crops unless he has takcn the crops for value, in good faith and
without knowledge of the original al{reement between the landlord and the tenant. Mall,tgHall a/td onev. Ka flo, Civil 2nd
Appeal No. 298 of 1924 H.C. Ran.-referred to.
MAUNG

Po

LWIN V. MAUNG SEIN HAN

110
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lANDLORD AND TENANT·:,."E~e.of oil

sites-Rvyalties p,,)'dble all oil
won-Lessor's right to natuI'al g"s ,-CaJlstruclionlof leaseTransfer of Property Act (IV of 1882), s. 108 (0).· The appellant
owner of oil sites ami grantee from Governmt:nt {of the right to
win oil therefrom, Ie lsed th" sites and the rig:lt 10 wino,Ho the·
responden:s for 25 years, and they a!reed to pay royalth's on oil
won by them. In sinking wdls which did n:,t prodacc in commercial q'l 'nt'ties, tile responde'nts fO'.ll1d nat'lral gas. They
tapped the gas by pip~s, and fo' six yea"s us~d it for their own
p'upoies, Held, that the appellant W:IS not enlitled {ocompensation by the respondents for the gas so takc;l, sin·:e (I) that right
was not includ.-d in the right to royaltie3 "pon the oil won; and
(2) the lease, (,m its true construction, was not merely a lease for
the purpose of winning oil, and thc appellant haVing no property
in the gas th~ re-;pondents were clltit!eJ to reduce into posstssion
and use it pro\'ided the,¥,.d,i4 so without injury to the leased
property: that view was nd inconsistent with the Transfer of
Propt:rty Act, s. 108 (0). It w;:s nut necessary to ckcide whether
the Upper Burma Land Reyellue Regulation. s 31, reserves to
the Government the right to natural gag.
U Po NAING v. BUEMA OIL COMPA"Y, LTD....
...

LEASEHOLD LAND FROM GOVERNMENT, PURCHASER'S CAlm

•..

LEGAL REPRESENTATIVES, LTABILITYOF, FO~ SPECIFIC PERFORMANCE OF CONTRACT FOR PURCHASE OF IMMOVEABLE PIIOPERTY...
LEGISLATION, ABSENCE OF ~"ANALOGOUS pil,'VISTo~

.••

'"

157
.276

,423
'·319

13-Refusal to stay proceedings utldcrs. 19
of the Arbitration Act (IX of It! '9 not a iudgmwt-No appeal
hes agaimt the order. Held, that an order of the O;riginal Side
refusing to stay proceedings und"r the pro, isions of~. 19 of the
,Arbitration Actis n'lt a j!ldgment' within the m ~anjng \)f ClauSe 13
oi til" Letters Patent. and conseqT.ntly no appeal lies against such
ord<::r. P.K.P.V.E. Chidambaram Chettyar v. N. A. ChettYQr
Firm, 6 Ran. 703"':'!vll<Jwed. Soolliram v. R. D. Tala & Co .• 5
Ran. 45t (P.C.)-d:sti'lglti~lted. Joylall v. GJpiram, 47 Cal.
611-dissC11teii from.
.

LETTEJ/S PATENT, CLAUSE

AH KWAY l/. AOMINISTRATOll-GENERAL, BURMA
LETTERS PATIt'l/T, CLAUSE '''t3,'''lI:PpgAL
TRUSTEE
...
•••
LIEN DENOTES POSSESSION

'"

AGAINST
.••
.. ,

APPOINTMENT

._
,OF
.••
...

LIMITATION-Collveyance by Burman tor,/aug hler--Purporled part it ian
on re marrrlge-Sllit by danghter /.'/' tossession-Plea or fraud on
creditors rejected on facts-Pos~ession Of father on behalf of
daughter. In 1904 a B',lrman executed on his re marriage a deed,
of partition by which he purported to convey to bis d:l.Ughter, the'
only child of his first marriagelhen eight years of age, immoveable
property as her one-quarter :;hare of the joint property of that
marriage,·and he app?inted his own mother to take care of it..
He remained,in possession. but contribded to the supporLof his
daughter, who resided with her maternal gnnc!mother. At the
time of the conveyance the father W:IS cOJ.,lsiderably indebted,and
his CI.editors findir.g that they could not attach the property
settled Witl1 him upon e,!-sy terms. In 1915 the father promised
his daughter and her maternal uncle that the property would be
restored to hc::ir. In 1925 the daughter sued for possession.
The fatiler pleaded that the conveyance was iIi fraud of his
creditors, and that the' suit was barr'ed by limitation.' Held, that
'; upon the whole facts the father had- failed to discharge the,

481

561
110

xl
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Interest paid as such"-CreditcJr's right of appropriatioll ;/~ the absence of dehlor's direciionsCreditor's own appropriatio/l towards mterest without debtor's
volition does not sat'e limita'ion. A creditor has a rigllt to credit
a payment h,' his riebtor in such a way as would be most profitable
to him, if the debtor h IS made no stipulation at the time of
payment. The creditor could approp' iate such paymer.t towards
any interest due to him. Meka Venkafadn Y. Paratllasarathi. 44
Mad. 570 (P.C.) ; Nem;,Cltand v. Radlta Kisltell, 48 Cal. 839refel rcd fo. Hut a cr~ditor cannot b,' his own action and without
any act of volition on the part of the debtor start a fresh period of
limitation Under s. 20 of the Limitation Ad the payment of
interest ;viII ;ave limitation when the payment is made as such by
the debtor. Ka iyappa v. Radlapa,24 kom. 493; Muhammad
Abdulla v. H'l1lk Instalment Company, Limited, 3[ All. 495 ; Nga
Twev. Nga Ba ([914-161 V-oL;2; (;.G;R. SO-referred to.

LlMIT,\TION ACT 'IX OF f908). S'; 2(J -,--"

U FA GYI

V.

U THAN KYAUK

120
LUfITATION ACT, SECTION 26
I,II\nTATIO~ ACT, ARfICLES 142, 144: BURDEN
LIMITATION ACT, ARTICLE [42
LIMITATION ACT,ARTICLE [81 APPLICAlILE To

522

LrMITATION ACT, ARTICLE

OF PROOF •.

RFVIEW APPLICATIOFS,
U:-;VER SECTION 8 OF THE PI<ESIDE1\CY TOW:O<S[NSOLVENCY ACT~...

LIMITATION ACT, AllTICLE

182,

APPLICABILITY ..

540
487
!IS
744
201

132

Lis pendells

DOCTIUNF. OF, WILL NOT APPLY WHERE GOVERNMENT, OR
LOCAL AUTHORITY SELLS PROPERTY FOR IlEFAULT OF TAXES- Suit'

pending between defaulter and his creditor-City of RanRoon
MlI1licipal]Act:(Burma Act VI of 1 '22), s 194-Burnia Laud and
Revenue Act (II of J 8i6), ss. 46, 4i, 48·- Corporation's summary
powers to sell property for default of .. property-taxes."
When
there is a defaultjin payn~ent of such taxes as~ar(; "prorerty-taxes "
within the'lI:eaning of s. 80 of the City of Rangoon Municipal Ad,
the Corporation are entitled to putinlo:force the summary method
given in the Lower Burma Land and R~vellue Act against the
im noveable property itself, which is quite independent Of any,
remedy ,\gainst the def'lulter personallv. TheCorporalion can
sell the defaulter's property by auction free from, incumbrances.
R.M.V.V.M. Firm v. Subramaniam, 5 Ran. 458-referred to~ The
dodrine of lis pwdens will not'appl.v to such a sale, merely,
because a law suit in respect of the propert) was pending at the
time of sale between the defaulter and his creditor.
AaDUR RAUF CHOWDRY 71. N.P.L.S. P. CHETTYAR FIRM

Lis pendel/s, DOCTRINE OF, WHEN APPLICABLE TO TRANSEER OF PROPERTY A1 COURT·SALE-Adllljnjstrati01~ Suit - Lal/ll forming part of
estate-Court auction sale of land-A1(etiol/-purcltaser :whe/& /;ound
by doet ri1le of lis pendens. Although the provisions of s. 52 oUne
Transfer of Property Act do not apply specifically to a transfer of
property under a Conrt·sa1e, nevertheless the doctrine of lis
pendens does apply to snch a tranSfer independently of .the operation 'If that Act ; and in deciding whether the rule should be
applied to the facts of a particular case, the general principles as
set forth in S. 52 must be considered. In the present case there
was an administration suit in which the right to a partiCular piece
of land as fOimingpart of the estate was directly and specifically
.in question and the Commissioner appointed to take accounts, had
held it to be part of the estate. Appellant bought the property

113

GENERAL INDEX.
with notice of this at a Court auction i~';~~~~li~n Of a money
decree against one of the heirs. Held, that the doctrine of lis
pelldens applied and that the auction purchaser was bound by the
decision in the ad mi nistralion suit. Moli Lal v. Karrabuldin, 25
Cal. 179; Nilakanf v. Suresh C/tundra, 12 Cal. 414; Price v,
Price, 35 Ch. Div. 297; Radhamadhub Monohlll', 15 Cal. 756;.
Sukdeo v. Jamna, 22 All. 60-"e!erred fo . . Lee Lim Ma Hock v.

Saw Mah Hone, 2 Ran. 4-distinguislted.
,K. Y. CHETTYAR FIRM 71. JAMILA HI BI
29,34
MAI;JSTRATE'S POWERS TO PASS SENTENCE-Enhanced punishme1lt
under s. 2 of the Blwma Criminal Law Alllendmelit (Conditionally
Released Prisonel') Act (Burma Act III of 1928.-Penal Code
(Act XLV of 1860), s. 227-Enhanced psmidfNe'ftt~lkgal,ifbeyond
magistnlle s powers. S. 20f Burma Act III of 192;-; provides for

LOWER BURMA TOWN AND VILLAGE LANDS ACT, SECTION

~xli
PAGE

734
276

euh.mced punishmellt Of ri~oroas imprisonment for a term which
may extend to one year for absconding in viola!ion of condition
of remission of punishment. But it is i1\e~al for a magistrate
purpvrting to punish t he accused under s. 227 o[ the Indian Penal
Code and S. 2 of the Burma Act III Of 1928 to pass a sentence in
excess of that which he is <:mpowered to pass.
NGA MYA 11. KING-EMPEROR

358

LAW-Co-ownership oj Mahon/edan (/fliT-·s-Joint owner's
possessldn-ConsfructirJO possession of co· heirs-Dispossession by
co-owner in possession 0 f other C.l-owuers-Suit j,l/ls under .4 rticle
142 of tile Limitation.-:let IX of 1908)-Definile proof required to
p/ ol:e dispossessiotl. \Vhere a Mahomedan owner dies le.•ving

MAHOMEDAN

sevcwl hdrs, theY all become co·uwnt:r~ and tenan[s-in-c"mmon.
A joint Owner is legally cnti:led to retain posscssic.n of joint
property. Even if he is in exclnsive possession of such joint
propcl'ly, his pos~ession is ordinarily to be referred to his legal
title, and the other co-owne' s are accordingly in COl strnctive
possession of the prorerty If therdvre the co-owner iii actual
possession disposseSses ,lilY oneof the other co· owners , the suit
for recove y of possession is !lot a suit for a share Of inheritancc,
bnt for recovery of po~scssion or the defillcd.,>tJl0l.gI~··-~lldi\'ided,
share d the co-owner in the possession o[ the uthe,' co-uwners.
Snch a suit falls under Article 14+ and not 123 of the Limitation
Alt. Where c )-()wne"s are:n joint possession, the ollster of oue
co-"wllcr must b~ definitely proved. In this C;IS~ where there was
no delinite proof that an heir enjoyed a defiqite benefit from the
estate. still as there was no social or financial break between him
:1Ih! his co-heirs, there co',ld be no inference a~ to dispossession.
/far; Pru V• .ttl Atmg Kraw Zall, 10 L.B.R. 45; Mall1l/{Shwe Att
v. Maullg Tok Pyll, 3 Ran. 582 ; Po Kin v. Slt'we Bya,l Ran. 405 ;
Rllsta11l Khan v. Jd1tki, 51 All. 101-referred to:
.
MA BI L',

IlIA KHAToON

M,IRIUA';E-Proposal and ilcceptallccin trese/Ice'
oj Ma'iomedan wiln,'sscs ess<,nlialfor vaUdityofrnarriage-Proaf
of marriage-Prc.\lIff1ption liS to marriage by cohabitatioll and
Mknow.ledgmenl of chitdlw as legal. According to Mahomedan

i\[.-\HoMlmAN LAW OF

Law, it is essential to tlte validity of a marriage that there should
be a proposal made by or on behalf of one of the parties to tbe
ma"riage and ana<.:ceptailce of the proposal by or on' be,half of
the Qther, in the pl"ts'~\lce and hearing of two male or OIi"e male
'tnd two femille witnl:fSCS who must be sane and adult Maholl1e~laPl!.· The;: proposal and acc~ptan.ce m1Jst both pe expresseq ~t

744
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one meeling. No rdigiolls.ceremony is essenti,,\. In the absence
of such dirtctproof marriage between a husband and wife can be
presumed from a long course of cohabitation and living together
as husband arid wife alld Irom acknowledgment of the children as
the le.gal children. Aklel1lanncssa Bdn v. M<tliomed Hatem, 31
Cal. 849 ; Habibur Rahman v. Altaf Ali, 4t1. I.A. 114 ; Imambandi
v. MlltSllddi, 45 Ca.1. R78 ; Khl7jal/ Hidaj'ut v. Rat JOln Klwnum,
~1.I.A, Vol. 3, 295-ref(rt'ed to
...

777

MANDA)lUS. THE ·PROCESS OF, NOT OPEN IN I:<rCOME-TAX MAfTERS...

'581

MARKS, SBiILARITY 01'. HOW FAR NECESSARY TO ESrAIIL!SH THE
OFFENCr,; O~ FALSE TRADE M .\RKS
•••
...
• •

169

MAf<KS, D1SSIM'ILAR, EU r f.IKELY TO BE
WHEN CONSI'ITuTlNG THE OFFENCE

169

MAUNG KYI 1/. MA SHWE BAW

MARKET, U"I.ICENSED

...

...

•••

I~NO\V~ 'II~' T~;R

0:'

...

SAME NAME,
FALSE TRAlm-M \RKS
...

23

..,

MATERIAL QUESTlON of LAW FOR APPEAr. TO PIIIVY COUNCIL, WHAT
IS A . . .
...
...
...
•••
...

27

MISJOINDER, WHETHER A CHARGE OF CONSPIl<ACY TO STEAL AND A
CHARGI~ . OF
HABITU \f,LY RECEIVING
STOLEN
PROPERTY
A MOUNTS TO
...
...
...
...
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MORTGAGE DECREE, WilEN NOT A lJECREEFOR MONEY...

505

MOI<TGAGE DEED', FAULTY Dlo;SCRIPTION IN, EFFECT ON SUllSEQUENT
TRA:o;SFERS
'"
.. ,
..,
...
MORTGAG~:, EQUITABLE ...

•••

.;..

114

28

MORTGAGE REDFloIPTIoN SUIT-Basis

of suit is the mortgage-Suit fails
if Pfot'ision of Jaw. t>rer·ents p. oofofmortgage-Ad'l1lis>ionofmort.'
gage by One party. how far binding'on others-.4.mendment of
pleading S-SI/tl for redemption ca:l1Iot be CiJl/Hrt cd into sllit jor
possessio/l Oil st ret/gtlt oflegollille. The basis of a suit for red( mption of a morigage'b the 1110rtgage alleged and if b.\' reason
oj some prCivis'on cf law' (for illstam'e tile requisite regi;;tered
imtrument) the mortl'pge cannot be j)ro)(,,'d. Jllc,sujt.,must fail.
Ma Twe v. Maung Lun, l:l L.B.R. 334-rcferreil to. In a suit for
redemption of a possessory mortgage, the admis:;ion of the
morl~age by one party who has no interest ill the property and
was never in po,sessi<Jn as mortgagee, cannot bind other parties
who resist the claim on the ground: that the mortgage required a'
registered instrument. A p~rson cann :t be allowed to amend
his plaint which was for re.iemption Of a ross' ssory mortga~e
into on~ for possession on the strength nf his legal title. That
woulr1 be substituting one distinct cause of aclion for another.
Ma Shwe MY,I v. ,110 Hnaung, 4 U.B.R. 3) (P.C.)-referred to.
MA THAING AND OTHERS V. MAUNG CHIT ON AND OTHERS

MORTGAGEE'S H1GH:.!:01 PURCHASn'-Q PROPERTY
MORTGAGEE, WHEN ON AN

EQUAL FOOTING

...

...

140
61

WITH STRANGER IN

DEAI:ING WITH MORTGAGE,PROPERTY
MUNICIP' L LICEIo:SF.-Saleby auclion-Perm ission to

......

carry 011 business
for a .term -Gral/t of I icense set aside by COml1l.i~5iolleron fI( cOUnt
of irrel1ulari!.ies oj aclio1t -Rep/lrchase by original licensee at a
ltig/leY price-Suitjor damages by licensee agail/st Mll1Iicipalit'V
for bYi;ach 0/ contr"et,....-Callse oj aetim-No ~uaranfec as to valid,
ityof license - Nobre"cll of condit iOlls 0.1 licensee by MU1liciPality.
By a ticensedocument appellant was licensed by the Municipal
<;:olIlm.ittec;: of Thato~ to carryon basi ness as a pawn brolfen for

61
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three years subject to certain conditions. Appellant purchased the'
lic..nse at an acll:lion held ·by the Committee. Subsequentlv 1he
Commissioner ullder the powers given him by the Burma
Municipal Act Sc t aside the grant of the license as fourteen day's
notice uf auction was nnt given according to the bye-laws. The
COlllll.ittc:e then] esold tIl(; Iin·lIse which the appellant pnrclJ<lSed
for a much larger sum than before. He sued the Committee for
damag<:s for breach of contract ill the Oistriet Court and obtain ed
as d:liilages the difference between the two bids.· Held, that lhe
Committee never broke allY lerms of their contracl Tlley could
lIot and did not guaranh:e that the licensee would be secured in the
tr iet .:njoyment of the licens<:. The legal action of the Commis~j.,ner was 110 breach of contr<lcton the part of the Commitke.
Helice the appellallt was not entitled to any damages.
All KWE V. THE MUNICIPAL COMMITTEE OF THATON
..•
NECESS\I/Y P:~lITIES TO AN APPEAL, MEANIl\G OF

•••

...

441
398

NEGLIG~;~ cn OF W.ORT"AGEE
~age·clccd ",1J1istakenzade

Pi/ult y des,nptiOll ofproperty in mor/.by Re{!)stratioll Office due tofaultydcscriNion-AbseJlce of . mo tgagcd property from appropriate
inde.r-l'urc1IGse of property 2vithout notice of mOl tgage-Tral1Sfer oj Property Act (lV·of 18~2), s. 41--Reglstration Act (XVI of
1909), 5-',21,22. A mortgage' deed in favonrof the respondent
gave a proper descripti<.m of propel ties in Jnsein, but a short and
faulty ·dtscription of thrc'e distimt pieces of pr('perly situate in
Rangoon. One of Ih::m was situate in :l3lcck 1(2. :lIld th~ other.
two jn Blocks II at~ct hr::s,lt:clive!y ; the dtscription did J 01 show
whiCh I .. t numbers· I efene:l 10 which block numb<:rs. Tht
Redslr.,.tiou Office ci"'l'yitig from the deed entered the properties·
as inBlccks9,K" 1('-1, and iO-I" ti:e tigure 1 beingsubslillited by
the office for the leiter I, l:i cons( q. e'lce tile pwpc rties in Blocks
I. and 12 ccnJd not be [<;ICed iIi the L~eg;str"tion Illdexes IOrlhc,se
blocks. Appellant s:;bseqt:et,t1y p'Jrcha~e'd from the I11n> tgilgor
the p.ro·perty inBlock 10 h apparentiy free from incumbrances.
He llearched in the R<:gi~ti'ati,on Office and obtained from the
mortgilgor. the liil<: <!(ec1s \,-hich ",ere willi anojherIIJoltgagee
when the nspondel,t '·fook Ids JIlortg;lgl'. Held. that the
mortgage dee,d of the ,1:S,s'j1ondent Wtl. faulty alld did lIot lomply
wiLh the requircmeltls of s. 21 of the Hegislralion AcL, hnt
ne\·crthc:less it co 1-' L'e regi,lercd, had:'g regard to the
pro, ision$ of s. 22 r f t he Act. The mistake III tht: [~egi.'lral iOn,
Offi~<: was I','im Iril)' dll·; Lo the grossly carde,; way III w\t~ch
the nlorlg<lgc dCI d ",;]S clr;,wn lip and tbe prop', rly described.
This e!ubl<:d the m )-!g,l~"r to \told him,df out to .the appellant
as t.he ostensible owner or the properly and therefore lhe
anpellant who acted bon,1 fide lo)k that property without beini
;\ffet"kd by th·j lll<,rt:.!:·,:,:e. Ba;.1 Natll v. Sheo Sahoy, III Cal. 556
-di~tl1lf!.lJisltcd..
K. V. GALI.IAll.\ 71. t: 'fnET
•••
•••

NEGLIGE'\CE OFPUIICIlAS~;R OF LEASELAND
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•••
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NEPHEWS; .1\10 EXCI.{ SIO.'i OF 'I'll E CHlLIJRE:-I OF ELDER BROTHEl1 BY
CHlLDl{EN OF YOUNGf'l1IlROTIIER AT BUDDHIST LAW
...

811

NO:,<-RESIOENT PHINCIPAL;H:>W FAR ASSESSABLE THROUGH AGENT - •••

59S

...

.

'

OFFENDEl{ UNDEII SECT.IO"

U ~.I'ENAL CODE, A PRINCIPAL

OFFfCIAT_.A~S!G~EE, A·NltCE:,·,$ARY PARTY IN A SUIT
fILED
INS)LvltNCY
. . AFTER
,
-...

...

329

ON MOIlTGAGE,
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GEl'-nRAL INDEX
»AC,E

1878). s. 9-Possession of opium-Knowledge of
Possession essential for cotwiction. To convid a person of illegal
possession of Ol'it-In, it is necessary to sh'JW that he has knowledge
of his possc-ssion. A persOn W:lO is unaw,ue that opium has
been pl'l'ed in his custody cannot be so c'Jmict.~d, QlIeetlEmprt'ss v. C!Iit AI/ng (1872-'12 S.}. 57 j-followed.

OPIPM ACT

(I

OF

SHWE

Kyo AND OTHERS

OPIU~ ACT, SE-:TIONS 14,

V.

•••

•.

11

..,

•••

7il

OF CO:-lTROr. OVER
..
...

23l

h':ING·EJfPEROR

15, 16...

...

PAGODA TRUSTERS OF SHWE DAGON, POWER
BUILDINGS IN THE PAGODA PRECINC"lS...

Standillg timber ..
-General ClallEes Act (X of 1897), s. 3 (2S)-Bllrma Gel/eral
Cl,/uses Act (Burma Act I of 1348), s. 2 (29)-l'rovincial Small
Calise Courts,At;( (14, of lll87) Article 8 SecondSchedule-Sllit for
possessio/l olto./dy-'palnt trees not a SUit cog/lisable 'by'CrJiirts"of
Small Causes. Growing toddy-palm trees arc ordinarilyimmoveahle property und.:r the Transfer of Properly Act and the
hegistration Act. '1 h~y are immo\ cable rroperty within the
defini liou' of the Gener..l Clauses Acts and are therefure" immove·
able properly" for the purposes ofthe Civil Procerlure Code, the
Burma Com to Act alld for the purposes of the S:nall Cause Courts
Acts. A suit therefore for the pos~ession of a toddy-palm grove
is not a suit of the nature cognizable by Court; of Small Causes
.. Standing timber" which are excluded from the definition ot
immo\eable property arc trees which arc fit to be used for
bt:ilcli"g, furniture, aud such likepurroses. Bodha Gandheri v.
Ashl()keSil~gh, 5 Pat. 765; Krisltnllrao v. Babaiii, 24 Bom.31 ;
Lalji Singh v. Nawab Chowdlzary, 7 Pat. 646; Sa/lh"ram v.
Vishra,./, 19 Born. 207; Shallti v. Vepa, 3 Mad. H.C.R. 237referred. to. Nates.l v. Tal/gat'elu, 38 Mad. 81 I-distinguished.
Maung Kyw,; v. Maung Kala. 4 R~n. 503-dissent cd from.

PALM TREJ::S, WHETHER IMMOVEABLE PIIOPERTY-"

MA MON THA V. MA SAN

.,.

...

..,

PA RSI TEMPLE TRUST-A PI oitlt /I'enl "f l rust ees-Scltc1I1e
for wishe~ 0' the coml1lumty-Viscretion of the COl/rt,

...

I'rol'idmg
how to be
exercised-Not tokmg into consideratioll community's 1t';sTres oS
expressed in affida'Dils not an lxercise of sound dture(iol/Appellate COllrl's pvwcr tv ill/erjcrc-App::lll u"der Cltlli$e :13,
Letters Patel!!. The Scheme for the management of the Trust
relating to the Parsi Fire Temple at Rangoon as settled by the !:Ite
Chief Court of L")wer Burma provided for the appointment of three
trustees. Oil the d",atll of any of them the s'lrviving trustees or
either of them were to apply to the Court to fill up the vacancy.
:Such applications may be ~upported by affidavits of the Parsi inhabitants of Rangoon. After the death oi the life trustee, appellants applied to the Court for appointn:ent of the appellant in the
second of the above appeal3 as t· ustee. A number (II affi:la\ its
were filed supporting this candidate and averrin~ that .1
majQrily of the communitysuPl>orted his candidature. One of
the trustees nomin",ted the respondent as a trr.stee, but no
affidavit~ were filed i11 support 01 him. The l€:arned I ~Idge on the
Original Side appointed the respondent tru~lee on the ground
that he was not related to the trustees, whilst the
appellant and the remaining trustees were all rc=lated tn one
another. No rderence was II ade by .the learned Judge to
the affida\'ils supportin~ the appellant. lIcld, that the
orc1~r. w~.s appealable as a II jud~ment " within the meaning
of Clause 13 of the Letters Patent. Ba Pc v. Po Sein. 6
Ran; 97; P.K.P. V.E. V. !'i.A. Chettyar, 6 l{an. 703-refcrred to.
Mill{!ks!zi v, Snbra.tnq,1f)'t!, 1l Mad. 26 (P;C, \-distinl.t~i$hl1d, Held,
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also, that the Scheme gali.eA:he Judge a 4!~Fetion to appoint a
trustee. Butdiscretion ·,mist be exerciseil accnrding to the rules
of reason· and justice, not according to prh-ate opinion. The
intention of the Scheme was that the infor,nation conveyed bv
affidavits Should be part of the material to I:-e used hy the C();Jrt
in detid:ng which candid lte it may appoint. The wishes of the
community as expressed in the affidavit~ ought to have been
consideredunless there were ('ogel,t reasons to the contrary and
as those were ignored, the appellate Cmlrt had to interfere with
the order and ar.point the appellant trustee, Sharp v. Wakefield,
(1891) A C.173-refel'redto.
...

561

PARTITION ON DIVORCE AT nUDDHIsT LAW, IF DIVORCE EFFECTED BY
MUTUAL CONSENT, WHETHER MISCONDUCT OF ONE PARTY RELEVANT TO...
..,
.. ,
.. ,
...
...

98

PART PERFORMANCE, DEFENCE""l>F, AVA·n:A¥tE"1l.FTER TiME FOR
SPECIFIC PERFORMAI'CE HAS EXPIRED...
•••
....

288

D.R.SAKLATV.J. HORMASJEE

...

•••

DEBT-·SU1'liiving partner s right to sue without joining
legal representative of deceased Pa,tnel,-Contract Act (IX of
1872), s. 45-BuddlJist coupze, analogous position to that of
partntrsllip-Buddllist 1e,idow's ri/!,ht to ~ue without obtai1zing
Letf/J'rs of Adminislratian. Notwithstanding the provisions of
s.45 of the Indian Contract Act. the s~rvivir'g partner Can file a
suit in respect of a debt due to the partnership without joining
the legal representatives of the c:eceased partner. K.V.P.L.
Periallen Chelty v. Arnluga Pather, 4 L.B.R. 99-referred to.
U Gunav. U Kya7li Gauug. 2 D.B R (1822.96) 204-tiissented
from. The position of a Buddhist couple being analogous to that
of:l partnership. a Btnnese Buddhist wife can maintain a suitin
res pect of a partnershi p asset in her capacity as :surviving partner
without any reference to her succession to the interest of her
deceased husband in the assets or debt due to them jointly. It is
therefore not necessary for her to get a succession certificate or
Letters of Administration in.respect of such asset or debt. Ma
Pawg v. Mqung Sh'l!ie Hpaw,. 5 Rm. 296:-reterred to.
DAW X'WET v. Ko THA HTUT
...
...
...
PAWfNERSHIP DEBT-Suil by surviving partller alone without iotlling legol reprcswtatives of deceased part;lIer-Civil. Procedure
Code(Act V of 1908), O. 30,1'. 4. A surviving partner is
competent to file a suit to recOver a partnership debt without
joining tile legal represclltalives of the deceased partner. Order
XXX, rille 4 of the Ci vi I, Procedure Codl'; provides that when
two or more persons may sue or be sued in the name of a firm,
. the provisiO:1S of that order apply. It does not prevent a sunlving partner alol'e to file a Sllit in respect of a partnership debt.
K.V.P.l.. Chetty v.Arumu'fa Pather. 4 L.B.R. 99-1eferred to.
Ram Narain v. Ram ChUtldur, 18 Cal. 86; U Gtma \'. U Kya'w
Gallllg (189296) II U.B.R. 204-dissented fr011l.
PARTNERSHIP

MAU1\G SHWE HTEIN V. MA LON MA GALE

••.

..,

PAUPERISM, ENQUIRY AS TO
PAUPERISM ...

."

PAWNSHOP LICENSE, AUCTION NO GUARANTEl;: AS ITS VALIDITY...

(Act XLV OF 1860) s. 114-0ffender punished
. ftnders. 114 a principal, not an abdlor-Offencepunished with.
whipPing-Liability vf persoll pr+nisltrd under s. 114, (or 'Whi~-..
ping-WhiPPing Act (IV of 1909)-·WhiPfing {Bunlla Alilelldment) Act, 1927 (Bllrma Act VIII of . 1927). If· a p<'rson is
convicted of an offerwe l!J~der a parti~ular ~~<;:t!on Of the tndian
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Penal Code read with s.114 -{)h'thabCode, and if the offence
under the particular section of the Corle renders tile offender'
liable to whipping in lieu of or in addition to any other punish.
ment either under the Whipping Act or under B~lrma Act VIII of
1927, the person so convicted is punishable with whipping in
lieu of or in .lddition to any other punishment. A person who is
punishable under a particular seclion Of the Indian Penal Code
read with s.l14 is punishable not as an abeltor but as a principal and is guilty of the substantive offence ami not merely of
abetment of that offence. K. E. v. Po Han, 7 L.B.R. 63referred to. Emperor v. Kashia Antoo, 10 Born. L.I~. 26dissented from.
KING-EMPEROR v. MAUNG Pu KAI AND ANOTHER
."
PENAL CODE (ACT XLV OF 18:'0), s. 227-Burma Criminal Law
Amendment (conditionally Released Prisoners) Act (Burma Act
III of 1928), s 2 - Facts tv be'pft'tv'tiI"jirr't'Onviction under s. 227
of the Penlll Code-Mode of proof-Retrospective effect of ill/rma
Act III of 1928. Where a person is to be conYicted under s. 227
of the Indian Penal Code for violation of the condilions of
remission of punishment, it is necessary to prove (a) that the .
accused person has been convicted and sentenced and (b). has
been granted a remission of punishment, (cl the conditions on
which the remission was gra tcd.ld) the identity of the accused,
(el the fact that the accused has C"ommitted a breach of a
condition of the remission. The firot three facts fi' st be proved·
by documentary evidence, vh:" it certified copy of the judgment'
as regards conviction and sentence, a certified copy ofthe order
of remission, and of the bond executed by the accused. Oral.
evidence is inadmissable on these points The identity of
the accused and the breach 01 conditions may be establish, d by
oral evidence. Quaere:· Whether s. 2 of Burma Act III of
1928 has retrospective effect.
NGA Po NGWE V. KING-EMPEROR

...

•••

...

4S2-False trade-marks,use ofMarks different but likely to be knowlI by tlie ~ame nallle-Similarity of marks-Princitle of StiX(1 fl. Provezenc1e, ,tslimitatiolls
-Uncommon and COli/iliOn names-Tfst of decept iOIl-Defraud,
mtent to, essential iltgredient of. .offence. Appellant (accused)
and respondent (complainant) dealt in c' ,tton longyis of a Cheal)
quality. Their respective trade-marks were similar only,to this
extent that they were both rectangular in shape, with a margin
round theinner rectangle in which there was lettering and both
resprtsented articles worn on the head, viz" a crown and a hat·
respectively There w"re'otherwise very dissimilaras to colour;
style of lettering, decorations. etc. Complainant llad a "Fez"
in gold in the inner n'ctangle, the ground work being dark red.
Appellant. had in the centre a neat represenbtion of a Crown in
gold withollt any gronrod colo"r. The !!old in the twocases\vas
different in app~arance.. There was nothing in the app~ara:nce
of the two marh to lead to confusion or mistake. Complainant
contended that his mark was known in Hind' stani as .. Topee ..
and in Burmese as .. Oktok" mark and that the aprellanl's rr.ark
though it did not ir. fact, represent ei!ber a "topee .. or" oktok"
was likely to be known by those names in the ma rket, and hac',
in fact, become known by those names. The effect of the
evidence was that, although the appellant's mark would properly be known in Hindestani as" Taj" mark and in Burme.se
as .. Tara,phu .. mark, there were some people wpo would refer
to it as "Topee .. and" Oktok" mark. On the other hand there
'wer~ very man~' "CroWn" mark!! in li!l~ on variou:; artiCleS

PENAL CODE
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which were called by their proper name. The rule laid down in
Suro Provezende is to the effect that the adoption 'by a rival
trader of any mark which will cause his goods to bear the same
name in the market may be as much a violatioll of the rights of
that rival as the actual copy of his device. Hut this principle
does not mean Ihat the physical resemblance between the two
marks was not to be taken into consideration at all, and it does
not mean that the fact that one mark might in the market be
known under the same name as another was necessarily a
dolation of the rights of the owner of the first mark. Held, that
it would be an unwarrantable extension of thisprinciflle (which
was enunciated in a case dealing with a foreign and an
uncommon word) to apply it to the use of names of common
articles, such as hats, or of articles which, in pictorial representations at any rate, are exceedingly common,"such as .. Crowns ".
fIeld, also, that the proper test is whether the "get~liP"'Qfiflc
accuse.cL's goods is likely to deceive a purchaser who is acquaintel! with the ccmplainant's "getcup", but Who trusts to his
memory. It is to be assumed that the purchaser will look fairly
at the goods without the distinguishing features being concealed
and the Court must also have regard to the class of purchasers by
whom the goods would normally be bought. Held, further,
that an intent to defraud is an ingredient of the offence of using
a false trade mark. FIeld, on the evidence that the appellant's
use of his trade-mark was not reasonably calculated to cause it.
to be believed that his goods were, in fact, the mechandhe "of' .'.
the complainant, and also that the appellant had no intent to
defraud. Abdul Majid v. King-E 111 perot , 9 L.B.R. 31; K,illgEmperor v. Po Saing, 4 L.B.R. 192 ; R.E. Mohammed Kassim &~
Co. v. Tire Trading Co., Cr., Ap. 1192 of 1926. H.C. Ran;

R. Johnstoll & Co. v. Archibald Orr Ewing & Co .• 11881-82)
L.R. 7 A.C. 210 ; Seixo v. Provezetzde, (t866) L.R. 1 Ch. Ap. 192 ;
Wilkinson v. Griffith, 8 R.P.C. 370-distinguislzed. Cope v.
Evans (1874) L.R. 18 Eq.168-refcrred to. Byra1l1ee Cowasjf.e
v. Vera S(>nzabhai, 10 B.L.T. 63 ; Emperor v. Bakaullah Mallik,
31 Cal. 411 ; Payton & Co., Ltd. v. Sneeling, Lampard & Co .•
'(1900) 17 R.P.C. 48, 628; Tatem & Co" Ltd. v. Gmtnzont Co.,
Ltd., 34 R.P.C. 181-followed.
... ::-t:'''"''"lW':''
A. M. MALUMIAR &. Co. v. FINLAY FI.EMlNG & Co.
431
PI1NAVry, WilEN IS STIPULATION lIY WAY OF ...
800
PLEADING, AMENDMENT 01'
...
•..
PCll1¥SESSION ON A CONTRACT 01' SALE OF LAND DEFENCE AVAILABLE
E.VEN AFTER SUIT FOR SPECIF:IC PERFORMANCE IS BARRED
~ESSION, KNOWLEDGE OF, ESSENTIAL FOR CONVICTION

11

PR;E"ERENcE, DOMINANT INTENTION OF, NECESSARY TO SET ASIDE
TRANSFER IN FAVOUR OF CREDITOR
....
PREFERENCE, FRAUDULENT. ONUS 01' PROOF OF
PJtitINDENCY-ToWNS INSOLVENCY

ACT, SS. 9 (e), 12

PReSIDENCy-ToWNs INSOLVENCY ACT (lII OF

(1) (c)

1909),

5S

288

8 (1), 17, 56,

90 (I)-Review, unlimited power of Insolvency Court as toPrinciple of 0.47,1'.1, Civil Procedure Code (Act V of 1908) 1/ot
applicable to insolvency proceedings-Period of limitalionfor
review-Limitation Act (IX of 1908), Sch. 1, Art. 18t-Leave of
Court essentital if mortgagee files suit to realise secul'ily-Pl·Ov.iso
to s. 11 -Official Assiguee whether necessary tart in a suit againsl
;/Isotvent-Transfer Of debt...,...Doctrille 'of relation back oj (1
subsequent attachment to the original attachment that is rcmO~'Clt
-Transfer byjudgmenl-deblor during interval, wlrettt'c1lid-Civil Procedure Code (Act V of 1908), s. 64. O. 21, r. 6::;-
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Fraudulent pfe!erence, onus ofprol1f-'-Dominant·:·view of preferel/ce. Held, th~t s. 8 (1) of the Presidency Towns lnsohency
Act gives the Court an unlimited power to revie\v. i'~scind or
varyan.y order made by ilund:r its insolvency j:Jrisdictioll, and
s. YO (Ij which deals with procedure cannot operate to limit that
power by importing the provisions of 0: 47, r. 1 ()f the Civil
Procedure Code. Held. that Ihe period of limita:ion fnr an
application for review of and order under s. 8 (I) of the Insolvency Act is that prescribed in Art. 181 of the Limitation Act.
In the lI!"iter of C,.l1Idas Narrvlldas, 13 Bom. 520 (P.C.)disti1zguislied. IIe/d, that under the provisions of s. 17 of
the Presidency-Towns Insolvency Act, leave of the C0urt is
essential for the institution of a snit by a mortgagee 10 rc:alize his
security. The words of the proviso are lonfined in their
ope~ation to cases where a mortgagee can realize his security
with •.ll,t the institution of a suit. Lalfg<V..·.&fltnlll~blzaJ,.,J8~:B(ilm.
35'J-dissented!rol1l; White v. Simmons, \ll:i71) L.R. (; Ch. 555distinguished. Held, that the official assignec would not be
bounclby a decree in favour of a mortgagee. if the s.:il was
insti tuted after the adjudication of tJle insolvent, and the official
assignee was not wJ.de a party to such suit. notwithstanding the
fact that the o!ncial assignee was gi ven an opportunity to d :fend
the suir and he elected not to do so -It might be otherwise, !f
the insolvcncy had supervened after the instilulion of the suit.
Kala Cfland Ballerjee v. I"ga/math Marwari. 54 Cal. 595 P.C.)
-refeYl'ed to. Held, tha,t an assignment of a..debt or fund,.leg:,l.
or equitable. 'invol yes a transfer 01 an intere~t in that debt orfund
Rodick v. Gwtdett. Ef1g. Rep. 42 Ch. 749-referred to. Held,
that where an attachment on pro~·erly. is validly removed •. albeit
undt;r a mi~sapprebension, a second attachment does not relat"
back to the date of first attachment, 'and '50 a transfe~ of the
property or a charge created upon it, in the' inten'at 'by--the
judgment-debtor in favour of a bOlla fide transferee or mo"rfgagee
is not void bl' reason of s. 64 of the Civil Procedure Code. A'
disti,?ction however exil'ts when a .proper:y is r~leased from'
attachment, and the at~aching cr~dit.or sub.seq·:enUy establishes
by suit his rightto attach, then any iutcrme·:Hate alienation by
the j,ldgment-debtor is·void. ,. This is so, because the Code under
O. 21, r. 63 gives a peculiar and oilly r~medy··lo,o:mi.·attaching.,
creditor, so this class of cases is no authority for the general
proposition that ·if a first attachment is removed a second,
. attachment relates back to the date of the first attachme,t. A/i
Ahmed Khan v. Bansidhar, 6 A.L.J. 434'; A.zi~ Bakhsh v. Kania
F{ltim~ Bibi, 34 All. 490; Bonomali Rai v. Prosuno Narain, 23
Cal. 829; N'ljimunissa Bibi v. Nacharuddill Sardor, 51 Cal.548 ;
Ram Chcptdra v. Mudeshwar Sing h, 34 Cal.1I5S-disfinguished .
. Gopal Prasad v. Kashi. 42 AIL 39-:--dissel/ted from and distin- guished. He/d,·that those who assert that there is ffiltiduleilt.
preference by an. insolvent, mnst make out a,primafacieease;
If s :eh a case is made out, it can be rebutted by proof that the
explanation of theprderenee is 'that there wa~ dominant inten-.
tion in the mind of the insolvent other than a desire to prefer a
particUlar creditor. On the other hand there is fraudulent
preference if the insol vent's substantial object or'"icw is to give
a creditor a preference, though at t',e same time he may have in
view an advantage to beg"ained by him. Ex parte Hill, 23 Ch.
D.695 ; InreCohell, L.R. (1894) 2 Ch. 50S-referred to.
IN THE MATTER OF L. W. NASSE, AN INSOLVENT
...
PRESIDENCY-TOWNS INSOLVENCY ACT(lIIoF 19091, s.36.-Sumtl/ary
,procedure to obtainillsolvent'~propertyfrom atIJird farty-Remedy'
available Dilly ijthird.Part.Yadmits claiill ofOffic!all),sslgnee-No
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cross-examination of third party to be lltlowa{undcr s. 36 to obtain
Proof by Official Assignee for !tis case, Section 3fl of the Presidency-Tuwns Insolvency Act, as amended by Act XlX d 1927,
enabi~s the Olficial Assignee to get hold of pr.>pertic$ belongill g
to an lnsoh ent in the possession of a'third party, provided the
third party admits the claim. It does not enable the Official
As,iginee to cross-~xamine a claimant an:! get from him the proof
of his case which he has to establish.
IN THE MATTER O~· G. H. GHANCHI>E'& SONs

';.

6i5

PRESIDENCY TOWNS INSOLVENCY ACT, SI'CTION 49. SECOND SCHEDULE·
RULES20, 23

514

To--Settled PI'inc/ple of law tn
Burma-No deci',ion of Pr.il!Y Council on such pril/(/ple of lau:Material questioJl. 0/ law.""'Law laid down by Privy Council and
aPPlicable to particular set of faets--Ci, il Proccd/we Code (Act
V of 190~). s. 110--Dcfen(c of possessiOIl iiL virtue of an agl'Ument to sell. Itis seltl~d law in Burma that an a·.!reement to sell
immoveable property which is inherent in the ex'e,'uliono( a conveyance whiCh was not registeled, or in a repnrt of an Ollt, ight
sale made by th" vendor to the Revenue ;mthorities which a view
to mutation of names,is a good defence to a sllitfor possession of
the property brotight by the legal ow I er. Ma Ok Kyi v. Ma' Ptt,
4 Ran. 368; Ma Ma E v. Maung Tun, 2 Ran. 479; Myat.Tlla Zan
v. Ma Dun, 2 Ran. 283 t'Maung Slm'e Hmon v. 1 ha Byaw, ll·
L.fl.R. 460; Tun Byu v. Maung Kya, 3 I~an. 60S-referred to.
Where their Lordship; of the Privy C'JlIllCi! have c1earl:v lai9'
down the law, which is applicable to a' p:uticuJar set of fact!>:!
leave to appeallo His M;ljesty in Council ;:nJcr slich ci: cllmst~ncett:
would be refused. MI/tltura [{urmi v. } agdeo Singh, 50 All. '201'\.
-referrcd to .. Bul, ;;s in t.he present c;lse, where tht: Iaw ..ha·s
never been laid down. and ([1C prt:cist: effed of the provisions, .•. f·
s. 54 of the Transfer of Property Act has not been stated by their
Lordships of the Privy CounCil, leave to appeal b His Majesty
·.in COUlicil on such a m1tel:ial qu~"tion .of law would .be ·given.
lmmudipattan v. Dorasami, 2-l Mael. 3i7; Maltotllcd Musa v.
A~/Iore, 42 Cal. 801 ; Ma/~u{i.§//1IJc Go v. Mauug In, 44 LA. 15-

PRIVY COUNCIL, LEAVE TO APPE'AL

dIstill gwsltcd.

y. '..

.

MAUNG SHIVE AN fl. M A TUA Nu AND Off/EllS

•••
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PROVIDENT [<'11:'11) ,\SS"SSAI)l.E Tn INCOME-TAX
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J.>ROVINCIAL (NSOI.V~;~CY ACT, S.I!:CTION
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PROVINCIAL S~tALLCAUS1, COURTS ACT. ART. S, 2ND SCHEDULE;

...

VIi 01' 19201, ss. H·
_.lc), 35 -Bailiff's ncglect. to takc a pro#r bo.l~.d for due satisfac-

RANGOON SMALl. CAUSE COURTS ACT (BURMA ACT

. tion of decree-Bond taTecn forappearallf:e only-bljl/red pal·ty·s
remedy-Matter not within the purvicw··of s. 35-Suit cannot lie
"in the Small C·//Is·.' Court. ,Where the charge levelled against
the Bailiff of tbe Cuur! o( Sm:lll Causes, Rangoon, is that he has
caused loss by neglecting to satisfy himself regarding the sufficiency of the seclIri ty offered, the ca~e does not come under I.he
purview ofs 35 of the Rangoon S:nall Cause Courts' Act. That
section deals witb the. defallit of the bailiff or' other inferio'r ministerial officer ofthe Court in execution of an order or warrant.
But the Court of Sinall Ca'.ises. Rangoon, has 110 jurisdiclionin
virtue of s. 14 Icl of the Ac f to entertain a suit against the ~ail iff..
for taking a wrong bond from a p a r t y . ·
MADAN MOHANV. THE SECRETARY OF STATE FORINiHA

••.•
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R~CEIVER, NO PROPRIE·fARY
COURT
•••

RIGHT IN, MEf>El.Y
•••
...

OFFICER OF THE
•••
•••

425
140

REGiSTRATION OF BUSDIESS N\MES, WHAT A~IOUNTS TO INACCURATE
PARTICUL.~RS IN
.,.
...
...
...
...
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REDE.IPTION OF MORTGAGE, SUIT FOR

•.•

(XVI of 1908), SS. 2 (vii), 17 (1) (d), 17 (2) (v)Agreement to lease, what is-Unilateral letter e.mbodying propo.
sills not a lease-Proposal in writinl; to grant lease must be
. accepted in writmg to constitute" agreement tv lease "-Document giving right to obtailt another document. Respondentplailltiffs were tenants oCl'upying three rooms in appellant's
house. They were s~led for ejectment, but they came to an
arrangement whereby the respondents were to continue in
occupation of the rooms {or the rest of their lives on payment O{
a daily rent and a lump sum as salamI (prf:mium) and oli condition
that they did not s'lb·let the rnmises. The ejectment suits were
dismissed. Hespondents had to file suits {or specific performance
of the agreement to execute a lease. Appellants c 1ntended that·
they had written letters to the respondents containing the above
terms except the term, as to salami, and such letters were
"leases" within the meaning vi s. 2 (vii) of the Registration Act
and, as theywere not registered under s.17 of the Act, the respondents could not maintain the suits Ileld, that the letters did not
show any mutual agreement or contain any agreement and were
merely unilateral letters. They were mote in the nature of a
proposal to which there was no written assent. They did'not
operate as a lease or an agreement to lease within the meaning of
the Act. At most they gave the repondents the rightto obtain
another d.)cumeut, the formal lease. The letlers were therefore
exempt from registration under s. 17 (2\ (v) of the Re~istrati?n
Act. . Maung Ba Sein v. Maung Htoon Shwe, 5 RlIl. 95 ; RamJoiJ
v. Hnridas, 52 Cal. 695-distinguished.
.
E. M. JOSEPH AND OTHERS v. SAMSUDNER AND OTHERS
.. ,
REGISTRATION ACT, SECTIONS 17, 49
...
..,
...
REGISTRATION ACT (XVI of 1908), ss. 17 (1), 49 - Agreement to convey
property to liquidate debt-Debt subsequent ly repaid in partClaim to conveyance Or charge-Absence of registration: Where
by a document add:-essed to his creditor a debtor agreed to convey
a nan:ed property to liqnidate the debt, but subseqnently part of
the dc·btis discharg-ed otherwise, there is no agreement to convey
which .can be enforced by specific performance~. nor in the
absence of registration of the document under the Indian Registration 'Ac!, 1908, can a charge be held to be created thereby for
the balance of the debt.
KHOO SAIN BAl'< v. TAN GuAT TEAR AND OTHERS
.. ,
REGISTRATION ACT, SECTION 21,22
._.
..,
REGISTRATION ACT, SECTION 87
.. ,
...
...
REGI5TRATION

ACT

REGISTRATION, DEFICIENCY
PROCEDURE O F . . .

IN STAMP, WHETHER AN ERROR OF
....
."
. . . . . ...

RELIGION OF A DECEASED PERSO~, HOW PROVABLE WHEN A RELEVANT

FACT-Declaralion by deceased in his will-Evrdence Act (1 of
1872) ss. 11 (2),14,21 (2:-ChmeseC01Ifucian, testamentary power

of a-:'Successiotl Act (XXXIX of 1925), s. 58-Undue inftllencemere disin'\~ritance of olleheir does not p.rove und~ .~nfluen~.
\Vhere the religion of a deceased person IS a fact III Issue, hIs
own solemn declaration about his religion made in a formal
document, e;g., in his will, is admissible in evidence and is entitled
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624
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to great weight. Such a;t&ar2lion. wouia 'be admissible under
the provisiolos of ss. 11 (2), 14 and 21 (2i of the Evidence Act.
To establish a prima facie case of undue influence as regards
the execution of a will, it is not, enough to show merely that the
elde,t son w;,;s entirely· disinh'erited ;md another son ghen the
whole estate. BUI' Singh v. Uttam Singh (P.C.), 38 Cal. 3;'5ref(rred to.

720
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Cit'II Procedure Code (Act Vof 1909), s. 11 ExptanatiOflS II and IV-Adjudication between co-defendants to be res
judicata. reqUisites of, In formu suit the parties to the present
appeal and another wert: defetJdants. They were sued on an alle- .
ged agreement f'lr partition Of ancestral land which some of the
d<fenclants were said to hold On behalf,·.,of.,:.aih-,th" •.heirs. TLe
rre~ent :tppellant admitted the clailll of the plaintifis in that suit,
b"t the present respundents coplested it and the suit was dismissed on the ground thatlhc latter had been dealing with the land
as their own ,md th;,t the contract was not proved. Appellant then
sued the respondents in the pr<sent case for ralf of the same land.
She alleged lhat the land at Ol~e time belonged tn her late husband
and the 1st rt:spondent, that there W<lS an agreement between
them to repurchase it from the person to whom they sole! it, and
that the 1st nspendent havil g so repurchased it was bound to
give her the half on her payment of half,the,·pureaase ,price.
Responcel1ts contend{d that the appellant ought to hav~ set up her
case as a ground of ddel1ce in the fonner suit :I1;d that not
having done'so, the present suit was barred on the principle of
,'CS-Jlld,cata. Held. that only one of the conditions requisite for
an :.tdjue!icalion to be res judicata as between co-defendants
existed in the prestnt c"se, viz., a conAict between the persons,
who were co-ddendants ill the former ~uil. But the otl er tworequisites were absent. ·VF., the relief claimed by the plaintiffs in the
formet suit was entirely independent of the appellant's present
claim Ihe raisiilg of whkh in the fonner suit cou!d ha\'e made no
difference to the decision in the former suit. It was r:ot necessary
in the former suit 10 decide this poi'lt ami the jlod!!ement in the
f >rmer suit neither directly nor il11pIiedly"(~ecidcd,',iLi'If;,,jhe
effe:t of the decision h a forme, s"it is ne,,'cs<arily incon,isten!
with the defence that ought 10 ha\'e been raised but has not been
raised that defcn,;c m~·st ullder s. 11 be de<':med to have been
finally decided aga'n,t the perSOIl who ought to have raised it.
These conditions beiug not fulfilled in the preset,t case, the
matter ..vas not res judicata. Ma Tok v. Ma. Yilt. 2 Ran. 77 ;
Mau11g No \. Mau11g Po Tltein, 1 Ran. 363-referred to.
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LOWER' COURTS UNDER ORDEn 21, RUL,ES 59 TO 62 OF THE
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REVISION OF ORDER UNDER O. 21, R. 63, CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE
OllOINARILY ,DOES KOT LIE
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303

SHWEDAGON PAGODA-Trustees' power coulrol-Decision of Tmstees
a~ towho sllOutd do r,pairs- High Court I/ot competent to question.
sitch decision-Ret::is'!er of donors and ttleiy represeNtatives,
mnil/f().ined as an act of gmce-Entry tn such register 1/ot claimab'e <IS of Ylght. Held, that the entire control of the buildings

in the Sh\ve D~gon Pagoda precinds together with the right to
repair the same is vested in the Trustees by virtue I)f the decree
of the late Court of the Recorder of Rangoon, relating to ,: scheme
for the management of the said Pagoda. The High Court had
no power to interfere with the Trustees' decision as to who
should do repairs to any structure on the premises. H eld.jllrther,
that the register of donors and their descendant$, wlic may be
requested by the Trustees to undertake .the repairs of'religiOl,s
bUildings and zaYats in the Shwe Dagon Fagoda precincts is
maintained by the Trustees purely as an act of gr:.ce ;' and no
person has a legal right to have his name r,!aced thert:cn.
, DAW PHAW V. MA TIN Nu AND ANOTHER...
...,
SMALL CAUSE SUIT, TRIAL BY A JUDGE WITH SMALL CAUSE POWERS
IN A REGULAR WAY, WHETHEH APPEALABLE
...
...
SPECIFIC PERFOHMA?\CE-Contract f-'r purchase of immoveable property
-Remedy does IlOt die wit It tile party- Re11ledya,flailable ag./illst

231
809

legal rePreseutat ives-Cont ract Act (Xl of 18i21, s. 40-Spec'ific
Relief Act (1 of 1877), s. 27 (b), The remedy of specific performan('e in respect of a clmtrac:t for the putchase of immo\'eable,
property doe~ not die with the party who agreed to purchabe but
survives against his legal representatives so far as the estate
will enable them to defray the liabilities.
U DUN HTAW V. MAUNG A w ' . . .
...
...
SPECIFIC PERFoRMANCE-Limilali011- Possession by purcltaserwilltout

423

retis/ered instrument, a valid defence to suit by legal owner foy
eviction-Remedy of SpeClftC perfol'mance of COl/tract of ~ale
barred by limitatiol~-No bar to defence of possession under
contract of sale. Though' the provision of the Limitations Act
may prevent a person from s!ling 'for' 'sp'eti tic performance of a
contract of a sale of immoveable property, they do not debar him
from setling up his contract as a defendant in defence to a suit to
recover posse,sion by the original lega1"wner. Maung Myat
Tha Zan v. Ma Dun, 2 Ran. 2,S-referred to. Maltng Po Tlta
v. Maung Ba Din, 4U.B.R.179; Kalalflat \'. Masha, 40 All. 187 ;
Sandu v. Bhilecltatld, 47 Born. 621 ; Vi'agapatam Company v.
Mtlthuramareltdi, 46 Mad. 919-followed. Kalipada v. Ford,
'Ltd., 31 C.W.N. 348-'distinguished.
'
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MAUNG Po KYAW AND !>THERS
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MAUNG Po TIN AND OTHERs

~~E9IfIC R~LIEf A¢AI SECTI9N,27 ( h ) : . , .
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'8PECIFIC'hELIEF ACTn,.,j)l",JB71J~·~,42.. PRovIso~Judgmcl1t·debfor·s·

ftctitiolts transfer~Creditdr'ssuit for bare declaraUonlo deCiare·
trallsf¢r void-Co nsequeut lal relief of setting aside deed unnecessary. Where ulld~r the provisions ois 42 of the Specific Relief
Act the. creditors of a judgment-debt·.r choose .to file a ~uit
against him and the triwfdee of his properly for a bare declaration·that sucl1',transfer was void and ineffetti'veas against them
and that they were entitled.to.,proceed in execLtion or otherwise
agair,st the property, such a st:it would lie without the necessity
of asking for the consequential relief of setting aside the deed
of transfer. Ganga Gltulam v. T. Pl'asad, 26 All. 606-referred
to.
MA SEIN

v. P.L.S.K.

:STAMP ACT, SECTIONS

35"',37

FIRM

477

,,"";:1if;-:";'

624

STAMPS, DEFICIENCY OF, NO REGISTERED DOCUMENTS, EFFECT of, UPON

624
706
720
39
164

REGISTRATION
STANDING TIMBER, WHAT IS

58
ss. 218, 254

:SUCCESSION ACT, SECTION
SUCCESSION ACT,

,sUITS VALUATION ACT, sECTION

8

558

,sUIT BY SURVIVING PARTNER FOR PARTNERSHIP DEPT'
SUIT FOR WRONGFUL ARREST, MAL'TCE AN9 ABSENCE
AND PROBABLE CAUSE NECESSARY TO A

OF

REASONABLE

~ i':'.

598

•••

. 136

SUIT TO E1\'FORCE AWARD
:SUIT AGAI:\ST INSOLVENT TO REALISE MORTGAGE SECURITY. LEAVE

of

201

COURT ESSENTIAL FOR

NATuRE-Trial b:JI TowllshiP Judge as such,
though invested with powers of aSntall Cause Court-character of
suit not altered by the mistake-no appeal to DisirietCourt.
\\'here the same Judge presides. over a .Small Cause Court and
a Township lour! and tries by mistake a~ Ji:dge of the Township Court a case of a S:n311 Cause natme, the mistake does !lot
alter the charac'('l" of the slIit,and no appe::ll lies from the qecree
to the District Court. Nga Shwe Tha \'. Nl1.a 1-'0, 2 U.IUL
. (1907-09) Small Cause, I-referred to.

SUIT OF A: SMALL CAUSE

MAI1NO TIN 1'. KYINNAHO~

...

."
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-SURETY'S LI,\BJLlTy~Cidl f'roccdul'e

Coile (Act Vof 190f;) , S, 145Surety's regis/ered bOlld offerin~ 111imoveabl·e pro pert y as see-urily to
COI/1't-Sui.t OIL bOlld ,lwIIlCo.:ssary-ElI!l'rce-mcnl of l:olld by .,ale of
property. Where a surety has given a regi~tered bond to" Court,
offefing his immoveable properties as security for his obligations
under the bond, it can be enforced under s. 14$ of the Civil
Procedure Code against the properties withoutbringing a regUlar
suit. Beti v. Badan Singh, 45 All. 649 ; Stlll1'amallial1V. Raja of
Ramnad,41 Mad. 327-refer red to.
DAW O~ BWIN·v. U BAH
.;.
•••
...
TEACHER's CONTRACT-0ne montli's ltot ice Stlfjicl(.nl to t.ermina/ e COl1~'
tract-Salary in lie II of·notice. A teacher engaged by the·montl'.
is, in the absence. of a special :lgreement. only entitled to one
month's not·ice for the termination of ·his contra-ct .. ::: III lieu of
':' notjc~!. he is on.lxentitled,o~o one m~,~th's wages:.and not t~ six

58

352

liv
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months~ s·alary. A. David v. St. Ant hOtJy'sHighSchool (Civil Revision 219 of 1919. Ch. Ct., L.B;) ; In the matter of the African
Association,Ltd., and Allen (1910), 1 K.B. 396; M.E. Moola·v. K.C.
Bose, .8L.B.R. 420-referred to.
MAUNGTHEIN PEAND OTHERSV. J.P.DE SOUZA AND ANOTHER
TRADE MA:!~K, FALSE, WHAT IS
TRANSFER OF PROPERTY ACT, SECTION 41...
_
TRANSFER OF PROPERTY ACT, SECTIONS 10 and 126
TRANSFER OF PROPERTY, ACT, SECTION 41
•••
•••
TRANSFER OF PROPERTY ACT(IVOF 1882},s.53.-Transferto dejeatcredi-

303
169'

276
306lIS

tors-Mortgage preferring onecredf'or over others-Registrat,o., of
document not duly stamped-·Error of procedure-Good faithValidif,yof Registration-:-IndianS:amp Act (II of 1899},ss. 35,37Indian Registrat ion Act(XVI of 1908},s.87. A mortgage executed.
for adequate con'sideration'-being partly the discharge of a genuine
debt, no benefit being retained by the mort~agoT, is not invalid
under ~. 53 of the. Transfer of Property Act, 1882,. as being made
to defeat or deli\Y creditors, eyen though the mortgagor, who is
heavily indebted, thereby prefers the mortgagee over other creditors, one of whom has inslHuted a sui'Cand before registration of
the mortgage has obtained an order before decree attaching
the mortgagor's properly.. MusaharSahu v. Halim Lal (1915)
I.L.R. 43, Cal. 5.2) ; I.R. 43, l.A. 104-followed. Registration of
an instrument not duly stamped, contrary to s. 35 of the Indian
Stamps Act, 1899, is an error of .procedure, not an act done
without jurisdiction. consequently if it is done in good faith the
registration is valid under s. 87 of the Indian Registration Act,
1908; and upon payment of the proper duty and penalty the instru- ment is admissihle in evidence.
MuJibunniasa. v. Abdul
· Rahilli (leOOl LL.R., 23 . All. 233 :L.R. 28 LA 15--disfin-

gUished. Salt Mukhutl Lall Panday v. Salt Kundun LaU(1875) L.
R. 2 LA. 21O-applied. Sarada Nath Bhattacltarjya v; Gobinda
Chandra Das (1919), 23 C.W.N. 534-appl'oved. Where an instrument bears astamp which is of suflicient al119unt but issurcharged
as·a court-fees stamp, the stamp is" of improperdescripliOI1 ..
within s. 37 of the Indian Stamp Act, 1899, and.the.remedial provisions ofthe rules made thereunderapply. Refereneell.tJder s. 57
of Act 11 of 1899 (1901), I.L.R. 23 All. 213-disapproved.
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MA PWA MAY v. S.R.M.M.A. CHETTYAR FIRM
TRANSFER'OF PROPERTY ACT, SECTION 7 8 . . .
...
TUANSFER of PROPERTY ACT,SECTION 108 Ca)
.. ,

..,

...

.0.

624
28

157

TRANS FJ;; ROF PROPERTY ACT(IVOF 1882},s. 130-"Actionableclainz"'-

Mode (Jfassignment-Writing,not deposit,essential-Debt due hO'w
assignable-Allthority to collect and deposit of bills, not an.assign c
mcnt of debt. Transfers of an aCtionable claim, whetherolltright
transfers, or by way of security, are governed hy the provisions of
s. 130 of the Transfer of Property Act. Where a debtor hy his
letter to his crectitor Il'erelv :authorizes the creditor to dra\v the
money~ that may be due to the debtor and declares that I'e has
· deposited with his creditnr the bills due as security, but does not
· assigrithe debt alle the,n neaher such letter nor the deposit with.
it of the hills cieatesany charges or lien on the debt. Mulrai
Khatau v. Vis/!wanat1z, 37 Bom.. 191' IP.C.}-followed..
.
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VALUATION OF ADMINISTRATION SUrTs~JurisdietiollofCourl-Pl"illliff's

sllllre determines jur;"dietion and t'aluation-Sults Valualion Act
(VII of 1887), s. 8-Court Fees Act lVII of 1870), s. 'i-Document'
duly proved before and endorsed by Commissioner-AdJlissibiltt y
ill el'ideuce in Courhvitllouf Coull's C1ldod~:iiiai's-CifJilPro:edure
Code (Act V of 1908); O. 13, r. 4--Pt'esumption as to to-01imer' s
possessioll o/undivided property. III an adlTIinistralion suit, the
value of the suit both for the purp6sfsof court-fees and jurisdiction is the amount at which the plaintiff valllesldsshare, and not
the value of the.entire estate.. The suit falls under s, 8 of the SuitsValuation Act, court·fees<1repayabJe ad valorem and the suit is
nOt of any of the classes referred to in U,e Court Fees A,ct, s. 7"
paragraphs S, '6,9 and 10 (d). Rajani v. Pajabala, 52 Cal. ]28,;
Ranjif Sahi \'. Q'dsim, 2 Par'432 ; Vcluti v.. Kumara, 20Mad. 289 ;
Watih-ud-dinv. Waliul/ah, 24 All. 381-teferredto. A document
which is duly proved and plltin before the Commisdonerappointed
to take evidence, who endorses it as an exhibit and initials and
dates it and which is received by the 'Coutt without any objectior,
by party. becomes part of the record, at'd is evidence. not-'
withstanding the fact that the trial Coul'! did not endorse it in the
manner r~quired by O. 13, r. 4 of the Code. Sadik fItlS,till Khat:
Y. Hashim Ali Khan. 38 All. 627 (P.C,)-referrcd to. There is
ordil!arily a presumption that a co-owner in possession of
undivided property is in possession on behalf of all the co-heirs,
Hari Pru v. Mi Aung Kraw Zan, 10 L.B.R. 45-referred to.
MA FATIMA AND OTHERS t'. Mo~nN Blm AND OTHERS
VINAYA, RULES O~', IF ENFORCEAB!.E BY CounTS"·:· .•.•.
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oN--Ageut
receivin/!'7e'ager motley-Liability to {lceol/ I/t tl' principal-Col/lraet
Act (IX of 1872), s. 30. If, as a result of a wagering contract, all
agent has received money on his principal's behalf, he is the..
liable to ac.count to the priricipal for that money, but a stlit
cannot be broul':ht in' which the cause of action is based directly
. on the wal':ering contract. Bholanath v. Mulchal1d, 25 All. 639
1'eferredto.
'

WAGERING CONTRACT. CAUSE OF ACTIO:>: DIRECTLY BASED

MAUNG Po HTAIK V. BRAMADIN AND OTHERS

Ii-LEGAL-Collateral fransactio'lIs
arisin g out of wagers-Cheque g it'elf. for promIse to refrain {rOm
havin{!. drawer declared a defaulter-Consideration-Coidrac!
.Act (IX of 1872), s. 30. A wagering contract', under the Indi;lll
Contract Act, 'is void to the extent that rio COllTt will enforce
such a contract. but it is not illel{al. A collateral agreement,
therefore, based upon a transaction which was originally a
w~&erj,ng transa~tion. is not on lhat ac.count illegal. A cheque,'
aflslng out of a betting transaction. but given in consideration,
of a. perscn's.llromise to re'frairifrom" nostinu the drawer (l·r

WAGERING' CONTRACT, VOID BUT NoT

300"

tyi
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. the cheque before the TurLClub.:wd,..having him declared a
defa\l.l.ter, is valid, and for good consiaeratioll. Hyams v. 51 Trart
King, (l1)08~, 2 K.B.D. 696; Licester & Co. v. Mullic". 27 C. ':V.N.
4~2"""'referred 10.
..
W. BANVARD 'lI. M.M. MOOLLA
1VlUPPING ACT
WHIPPING (BURMA AMENDME~!) ACT,

1927 ...

WHIPPING IN LIEU OF OR IN ADDITION TO IMPRISON~IENT
WHIPPING., WHEN NOT AN ENHASCEMENT OF SENTENCE

_.

PAGE

Z63
319
329
319
319

WHIPPING-Imprisonment senle1lt:es itt two different cases against a
person collectit'elyexceeding seven years~Additional whipping
sent ellce tllegal-criminal Procedure Code (Act Vof 1898). Sect iO/~
393~BurmaAct VIII of 1927. Where a person who is sentooced
in two different cases to p:mishment•. which collectively exceed
the term of seven years, he c:ulnot ·be punished in addition with
whipping under the provisions of Burma Act VIII of 1927.
NGA NYI GYI'lI. KING-EltfPEROR

769

WITHDRAWAL OF INSOLVENCY PETITION TO BE ONLY BY CONSENT OF
COURT

785

WITHDRAWAL AND SUBSTITUTION OF PETITIONING CREDITORS,
EFFECT OF AN ACT OF INSOLVENCY ALLEGED IN THE ORIGINAL
PETITION
...
•••
•••
•....
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WORKMEN'S CO~{PENSATIO'I ACT

(VIII OF 1923). SS. 8,10. 19-Finallcial Commissioller cannC't direct Commissioner under tlte Act to
reverse It is decisions-C')mmissiener's own power to rc-ope1~ caseComm;ssiot/er', 1'3111er to entett"in late claim for ecmpensaUon after
ordering ref"nd to ettlp!oyer~EmPlo)'er's right to be 'Party to dlstribrttion proceedings-Emtloyer's safety il/ paying thrO'ttgh Com1IIisstOner-Ex-gratia payment. claim for refu·nd or credit of.. A
Commissioner aproillte·et under the Workmen's Compensation
Act after compl) ing with Ihe provisions· of tIre Act and the
rules, ordered the return Of the deposit to the employer. a millown~r as he was .satNfied that there was no .'dependant of a
workman who died from an accident in the mill situate in
Thaton District. More'than six months from the ddte of de.lth,
the widow of the deceased residing in India made a claim before
the Co:nmissioner, whkh was brought to the knowledge Of the
mill-owner who made a certain payment to the widow. The
Financial Comtpissioner(Transferre'd Subjects) directed the Com·missioner to re-open the p·roceedings. The ·Commissioner made
a refer.ence to the High Court. Held, that neither the Financial
Commissioner nor anyother officer of Government had any power
to direct the Co·pmission·er to re\'erse his decision. Under the
p·oviSo in s 10 (I) of the Act, the C9mmissioiler h •.s power,
either of his own motion or at the suggestion of any authori ty
or person, to entertain a late claim after due enquiry and to order
the re-deposit of the C:'lmpemation. It is open to the employer to
be a party to the distribution proceedings and to contest the status
of the alleged 0ependant. The Act does notforbidcompensation
being paid otherwise than through the Commissioner, but
payment throuj!h the Commissioner protects the employer against
other subsequent claims. If an employer has already voluntarily
paid some compen·salionto a ... ollly dependant he 'can claim a refund of that in paying the full amolmt through the Commissioner~ .
IN TilE MATTER OF GUDDAI MUT-AYALU.
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